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Since the supplementary note of Mr. V. A. Smith, I.C.S.

(Retd.) on the Copper Age and Prehistoric Bronze Implements

of India, which appeared in volume XXXVI of the " Indian

Antiquary M some fresh material has come to light which I pro-

pose to notice briefly here. Before doing so I am to point

out that the Plate VI in Mr. Smith's article represents two

different sets of implements. The row on the top of the plate

shows the implements which I purchased in 1904 from the

people of Bithur. These have been presented by the Director

General of Archaeology in India to the Lucknow Provincial

Museum where they are now preserved. The remaining two

rows represent those which are deposited and worshipped at

the temple of Radhakrishna which stands on the Brahma-
varta Ghat and is in charge of Sadhu Raghubar Das of

Bithur. Beginning from the proper right side of the upper-

most row these implements measure o\" x 4§", 6f" x 3£", 4£" x

2f", H* * 11', 4V x 4f\ 6r x 2£", 6" x 41", 7f" x 6", llf' x 2|",

6" x 7", 7J" x 6J", 9|" x 31", 8|" x 3", and 6" x 6|" respectively.

Thus the scale for Mr. Smith's plate would be about £ for

the top row and about } for the rest. A drawing of a few of

these objects is added below to form an accurate idea of their

size. (Plate I).

In weight the arms represented on the top vary between
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87-42 and 1944 tolas or 36 and 8 ounces, while those on thelower rows between 58 and US tolas or 19 04 and 4813 ounces >
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I do not think that thePariar specimen is new to science.

It is only the fragment of the blade of a copper sword such
as is figured in Plate III in Mr. Smith's previous article 1 or
is noticed below (Plate II , No. 1).

I shall now deal with the fresh material. The temple
of Bava Gudardas Uttam Das which stands in the heart of
the town of Bithur contains three copper hatchets of almost
identical shape and dimensions. I noticed them in 1904.
They measure about 7" long and 4§" broad and mostly re-

semble those which have already been described by Mr. V.
Smith or are shown below. One similar specimen , though
smaller (RfxSf*) was brought to my notice last year. It

is lying in the above mentioned sanctuary of Radhakrishna
on the Brahmavarta Ghat. Another tool of this kind (4f" x
2.1") has been seen in the temple of the same name which
stands at Pariar. A hatchet which is different from all these
types but resembles one of Mr. G artel's finds (Plate II, No. 3)
is kept in the temple of Janakl Ji at Pariar. It measures

4f" x If* and is only \
m
thick.

Mr. F. Oertel, Superintending Engineer, P.W.D.,
Allahabad, has secured four fine specimens from Bithur and
has kindly sent me their drawings. One of them is a spear
head with a row of two teeth on each side below the blade
and is said to have been found in the Ganges. It weighs
61 tolas or 1 lb. 9*0964 oz. The other is a copper hatchet
weighing 90 tolas or 2 lbs 5*028 oz. The third is a sword and
has a close resemblance with the swords from Fatehgarh now
preserved in the Indian Museum, Calcutta It weighs 39
tolas or 16-0448 ounces. The fourth is a small copper hatchet
and weighs 16 tolas or 65825 ounces. It is almost; identical

with the one which is deposited in the temple of Janakl Ji at
Pariar that has just been noticed. Plate II illustrates them.

Some three years ago I obtained through the agency of

my family priest four specimens of these implements which I

list below. These are illustrated in Plate III.

(1) Harpoon (14$" long and 2" wide). It has four
prongs or teeth on each side, though one is now broken. The
first two prongs near the blade are twisted and the remaining
ones are pressed towards the sides. The prongs are, as is seen
in the specimens of the Lucknow Museum, under the short
blade of the weapon. A circular hole on one side is appar-
ently meant to fasten the tool to a wooden handle. It weighs
87 tolas or 2 lbs. 3-7939 oz.

(2) Harpoon (13" long and 2|* wide) with a row of two
prongs on each side below the long blade. It resembles Mr.
Oertel's specimen and other types of the kind which have

Ind Ant., Vol. XXXIV, pp. 236ff. A similar fragment is deposi
ted ia a shrine near the so-called hermitage of Vfilmiki at Bithur.
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already been noticed by Mr. Smith. It weighs 55 tolas, or
1 lb. 6281 oz. and is very well preserved.

(3) Hatchet (QV long and 3f " broad) weighing 70 tolas or
lib. 12-799 oz.

(4) Hatchet (5f " x 3|") weighing 49 tolas 6 mashas and 2
ratis or 1 lb. 4 oz. and 6 drams.

I got these implements chemically examined and found
that they are all made of copper. In fact almost all such
tools which we find in Northern India are of this metal. They
have a dark bronze colour and are shaded green with verdigris.
But immediately they are scratched the bright copper colour
at once appears.

To this lot I am able to add six more specimens which have
lately been added to the Lucknow Provincial Museum. Three
of these, namely, an axe-blade (Plate IV, No. I), measuring

Fig. 2.

(Sketch of a harpoon by Mr. V. Smith.)

lZf' *<?
and weiShing 2 lbs- 8 oz. or 1555-5 tolas, a sword

(No. 2) measuring 1' 6!" x 2£" and weighing 2 oz. or 1244-3
tolas, and a fragmentary flat celt (No. 3) measuring 54" square
and weighing 2 lbs. 4 oz. or 1399-9 tolas were found in

%\ vf

r
°ji

0r m°Und at ManPur in fche Bulandshahr district,
ine handle of the sword or dagger does not resemble that
of any other specimen yet found. One (No. 4), viz. a hatchet,
measuring 6 x 4" and weighing 2 lbs. 12 oz. or 1711 tolas, was
discovered at village Karaalpur, Police station Ghausganj,
district Mardoi. One of its lower corners is broken. These
were found in July 1911 and presented to the Museum by the
respective District Officers. The remaining two (Nob. 5, 6) have
recently been purchased for the Museum from Bithur and are
celts of ordinary type One of them (No. 5) is a fragment
measuring 2f x 2|" and weighing 1 lb. or 6223 tolas The
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other (No. 6) though complete is broken into two pieces.

? !L}tl,: a 7" v 51" and is 3 lbs. or 18u66 tolas in weight.
measures

These are illustrated in Plate IV. , , , ,

To the above lists four more implements are to be added

One of them is a sword which is in the Possession of Mr

A. R. H. Murray of the U. P.^^^f^\%^
told, was obtained from the Hardoi distnot. Dr. A.Verne,

CLE., I.E.S. (retd.), kindly got a photograph of »t for me

which though not scaled shows that it is identical with the

rPecimen found by Mr Oertel that has just been noticed (Plate

It, No. 1) . Information regarding the remaining three owe to

the courtesy of Mr. V. A. Smith who ^™'*f*£*™
a rough sketch copied below and the following note on them

-Some time ago Canon Greenwell of Durham sent me

photos of three harpoons evidently Indian picked up from

dealers in England.' Two have two recurved hooks each,
the

third 14.1' lo

°
g> weighing 1 lb. 8 oz., has a triangular blade

aad
\z:r^

b^::L^^ wh^^rl »~*
been noticed in the Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey

of India, Frontier Circle, for 1913-14. Unfortunately no g£
culars of it are given. It is, however, said to be a very mter

esting ancient copper celt which was given by Captain R. A.

Lyall, LA., Political Agent of Kurram" as a present to he

Peshawar Museum where it is now probably deposited. It is

illustrated in Plate V. mwh
Taking into consideration all the copper implements which

have now been mentioned or were noticed before by ^- Smith

it can be seen how rich a copper cultivation had bee. m No them

India. The Cawnpore and to some extent the Unao mstriet

appear to have been very rich in its development Out of
_

the

whole of these implements the majority appear to have.been

found in Cawnpore. Apparently they were meant for killing

crocodiles, alligators, etc: rather than as weapons of war. But

their shape does not fail to remind the reader of the Sanskrit

epics of the different varieties of the
u
arr™s

M
menfc

V>f
d

*?,

them. Besides this the parasu (axe or hatchet) is also wen

known as a weapon of warfare.
. mm. mixtmt

This brie: note is meant to supplement the information

1 I understand these specimens were originally obtained by Mr. C. T.

Tiechmann of Castle Eden, Co. Durham.
„n*.u„. snflP impn

* I have recently described this celt, together with another spec men

found in the Palamau district, Bihar, in a note which
_^.JVP^^

in the Annual Report of the Director General of Archaeology mlndia.

To bring the list of copper age finds up to date mention must
>

be^ade ot

a beautiful copper arrow head recently discovered near Campbellpur and

now in the possession of a resident there.
^ ^^ ^ Brqwn>

Anthropological Secretary.
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DESCRIPTION OP PLATES.
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Scale of drawing (^ 5 of full size.)

Copper implements in the temple of Radha Krishna,

at Bithur District, Cawnpore.
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Copper implements secured by Mr. F O. Oertel from Bithur in 1912.
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Copper harpoons and hatchets purchased at Bithur by Pandit

Hirananda Shastri, in 1911.
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Plate IV.

Copper antiquities from Bulandshahr and Hardoi districts in

the Lucknow Provincial Museum.
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Copper celt in the Peshawar Museum



2. Grafting the Mango Inflorescence.

By W. Burns, D.So., Economic Botanist, Bombay, and
S. H. Prayag, B.Ag., Bombay Agricultural Department.

[With Plates VI-VIII.]

[Read at the Second Indian Science Congress, Madras, January 1915.]

The inflorescence of the mango (Mangifera indica, L )

The first sign ofoften becomes wholly or partly vegetative,

this vegetative character is the production of foliar bracts on
the main axis. The flowers occurring on such an inflorescence

are perfectly normal and set fruit. The extreme case is where
the inflorescence is in every respect like a vegetative branch,
but has one small secondary flowering axis. Between these

two extremes variants and one of the most

studied, the vascular tissue was thicker on the foliage

many variants occur,

interesting is that in which one side of the inflorescence is

reproductive, while the other side is vegetative A case of

this kind was recorded in the Journal and Proceedings of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. Ill, p. 427, in an
article by Burkill and Bose, entitled "An Abnormal Branch
of the Mango." This is, as far as we know, the only pub-
lished record of such a phenomenon. It is not rare, however,
and the present writers come across some examples every year.

Burkill and Bose, after dealing with the phyllotaxy, devoted

most of their attention to the correlation of external morpho-
logy and internal structure, and showed that, in the case

side

of the axis, and that this was mainly due to the greater develop-

ment of the xylem. The vessels on that side were moreover
wider, and there was a greater development of the wood-fibres.

In the cases examined by us, the same characters have
been noted, and in addition, a sharp change is seen in the

epidermis at the line of junction of vegetative and foliage

parts. The epidermis of the vegetative part has the long

cells and thick cuticle characteristic of the leafy branch, while

the other part has the short cells and thinner cuticle of the

inflorescence. The sclerotic cells in the cortex of the vegeta-

tive part come to a sudden stop at the line of junction.

We have succeeded in reconstituting artificially the above

natural variation of the inflorescence. On February 6th, 1914,

six inflorescences were enarched on to the top of one-year-old

"country" stocks, one inflorescence to each stock. The
scions were separated from the parent plants in the second week
of May, 1914. The inflorescence grafts were photographed
on June 6th, 1914 (Plates VI, Fig. 1 and VII). Three of the
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fruit.

scions were of the Alphonse variety. In each case the scion had
foliar bracts on the lower part. This part survived, retaining its

leaves ; the upper non-foliar part died. There was no fruit on
any of these scions. The other three scions were of the Sakharia
variety, without foliar bracts and each with one well-formed
fruit at the time of grafting. No part of any scion died while
the fruit remained on the tree. The fruits increased a little in

size during this period. The fruit in the illustration, when
removed on June 8th, weighed 200*7 grams. On sectioning the
point of junction of the stock and scion in this plant, it was
found that the two parts had united by a callus that had
afterwards been penetrated by cambium joining up that of the
scion and that of the stock. At the time of sectioning, the
xylem cylinder was continuous.

One of the Alphonse scions first mentioned produced an
axillary vegetative shoot. This whole plant was transferred
to the field to give the shoot a chance to make good growth.
It is worthy of note in this connection that in nature a mango
inflorescence may persist as a vegetative axis and become
incorporated into what looks like a normal branch.

Another series of grafting experiments was made, in
which one inflorescence was grafted on another while bearing

Plate VI, Fig. 2 shows an example. This particular
graft was made on March 19th, 1914, and photographed on
June 18th, 1914. Out of 50 such grafts 26 succeeded, and in
one case the scion made vegetative growth in March and May,
as shown in Plate VIII. In most cases the inflorescences
operated on withered after the fruit was removed.

Conclusions.

The inflorescence of the mango is as a rule a fugitive struc-
ture. Its life, however, is sufficiently long and its structure
sumciently advanced, to allow of its being grafted either on
another inflorescence or on a vegetative branch.' As a rule the
inflorescence thus grafted dies after the fruit on it is ripe
but may persist and put out vegetative axillary branches.

EXPLANATION OP PLATES.
Plate VI, Fig. 1.—See description of Plate VII

Plate VII.—Sakharia scion with one fruit ennrrhoA nn

mu i apex ot stock removed on the 1st of TnKr iQi^i t«u
grew vegetatively from March to May 191 }

V
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3- The Weighing Beam called Bisd dangd in Orissa^ with
Short Notes on some Weights and Measures still

current amongthe Rural Population of that Division.

By B. L. Chaudhuri, D.Sc, F.R.S.E., P.L.S.

[ Plate IX. ]

(Published by permission of the Trustees of the Indian Museum.)

In the Memoirs of the Society, Vol. I, Part I, in the

section Miscellanea Elhnographica, Dr. N. Annandale described

some Indian weighing beams, one of which he found in the

District of Madura in Madras in 1905, used as a steelyard with
a pan and a sliding fulcrum but without any movable weight
along the long arm, somewhat in the manner of the " bismar "

recently in use in the Faroe Island, Orkney and other isolated

Scandinavian districts. Recently he came across a similar

weighing beam in use in parts of the District of Puri. The
local name of this implement is Bisd, a name strangely simi-

lar in sound to the Scandinavian Bismer or Bismar. Dr.

Annandale requested me to find out all available information

about this weighing beam, and the present paper embodies all

that I could gather in my last short visit to those parts.

During my last visit to Rambha (in the District of

Ganjam in Madras) and Barkul (in Puri) on the Lake Chilka, I

found this kind of weighing beam in extensive use among the

fish-sellers, vegetable-vendors and sellers of turmeric (Haldi, i.e.

Curcuma longa) etc. The unit of weight is termed Bisd and the

wooden beam is known among the people of the locality as

Bisd bdri (Bari = wood) or Bisd dangd (ddngd = stick). It has a

cane or a split bambao pan called paralhi. The unit weight
called Bisd probably varies in different parts of Orissa, but
so far as I could ascertain the current Bisd weight in Ganjam
(including Russelkonda) and in Puri (at le^st in Barkul and
Balugaon) corresponds to 180 tolas of standard Indian weight
One tola =180 grains troy in English weights.

The weight by Bisd dangd and measure by Addhd
(measures generally prepared by cut pieces of bamboo which
will be noticed afterwards) comprise the whole system of

weights understood and extensively employed by the villagers,

who do not appreciate nor understand any other kind of

measurement. I therefore think that some information about
these systems of weights and measures still current among
the people of Orissa may not prove altogether useless or

uninteresting to the members of the Society—more so as
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Hunter's Statistical Accounts of the Province, as well as the
later District Gazetteers of the Division of Orissa, even under
Grift npaninnra " Mooonmn ,%,,,-j vjtr_:„u.i.... »» < ..Measures and Wei., ; " w-x~„ ««„«. ,,tiguu

, c*ppea,r to nave totally
ignored these popular and current methods of measurement
The only mention of Bisd in the published official records
which I have been able to come across is in the "Final
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of split bamboo suspended by means of strings through the holes

near these narrow ends already mentioned ; the pans are gene-

rally coated with clay or some other suitable coating material to

make them smooth, and at the same time to load them
conveniently and sufficiently to make them equal in weight

to the standard pan with reference to which the scale is

inscribed in any particular beam.
The beams that have been passed round were bought at a

shop at Rambha (Ganjam) at the beginning of January this

year. They are marked A and B for reference. Both are

made of Sal wood (Shorea robusta) which is heavy and strong.

The beam marked A is 58-8 cm. in length, round and

gradually tapering from diameter 3-2 cm. on the broad end

which (for the position of the beam in weighing) we may also

call as the left end, to diameter 2 cm. on the narrow end

which is also the right-hand end. The hole through which

a loop of string hangs for the suspension of the pan is close

to and is only 5 cm. from the narrow end. The gradua-

tion of the scale occupies just 15 cm. beginning at 35 cm.

from the broad end and ending at 8 8 cm. from the narrow

end. The scale consists of 17 ring marks, i.e. circular thin

grooves at right angles to the length (axis) of the beam,

the grooves being more prominent on the top side of the beam.

The sixth, the eleventh, the thirteenth and the sixteenth rings

have got cross marks ( x ) inscribed above them on the top side

of the beam. The beam with the pan is suspended from hand

by means of a piece of string tied round the beam which can slide

along the beam. The position of this sliding loop of the string

in the scale at which it brings the beam at a horizontal posi-

tion, indicates the weight of the article in the pan.

The length of the beam marked B is 55*5 cm. This is

also roughly rounded (i.e. not turned in a lathe) and is

gradually tapering from diameter 33 cm. on the left end to

2 cm. in the narrow right-hand end. The pan is suspended

by means of a looped string passed through a hole which is

4*8 cm. from the narrow end. The scale begins at 33*5

from the broad end and ends at 8 cm. from the narrow end

occuping 14 cm. of the beam in which 17 rings are inscribed

at right angles to the length of the beam, four of which

rings, as in the other beam marked A, are marked on the

top side with cross marks ( x ) deeply inscribed signifying their

importance over the rest of the scale.

On comparison of the two beams bought at Rambha, it

is clear that no uniform] tv as to size of beam or of scale is

observed. Beams are prepared in the ordinary way, and the

scale is inscribed, a known quantity of weights in the pan being

suspended. The correct position of the sliding loop on the

beam being indicated by marks, which are inscribed when the

. beam assumes a perfectly horizontal position for each weight.
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The Bisd in Ganjam and Puri is divided into 30 palas,
each pala being equivalent to six tolas of standard weight.
In some parts Bisd is divided into 20 palas (when it is also
called Vis) and in some places into 18 palas (as in Balasore in
weighing salt). In some places again it consists of 24 palas
(as in Cuttack). The weight of a pala is however every-
where six tolas. Thus, though the weight of one Bisa is 180
tolas in Pun and Ganjam, it may be in some places equivalent
to^120 tolas or 144 tolas of ordinary weight, or even to 108
tolas In each of which cases the scale on the Bisd danga
would be differently cross-marked to indicate the main sub-
divisions of Bisd.

As mentioned before, the scale in these two beams des-
cribed above consists of 17 ring-marks with sixth, eleventh,

„nlT
and sixteenth rings from the left end, marked with

thZ*T °n
i

6 U
f
Pe

u
Side °f the beam

- The Allowing listshows the value of the weight of the article on the pancorwspondmg to each ring in the scale at which the slidC
rZ

e

T,7°
Uld

,

make the beam Perfectlv horizontal. The

en7oftLtamt%^lir
bered^^^ t0 "" "«*

1st Ring mark .. indicates the weight of the pan only, and

2 H
thus lfc 1S equivalent to zero.

<•
,, .. equivalent to one pala = Q tolas.3rd ,'

,'

4th

5th

two palas = 1 2 tolas.
" •• » three palas = 18 tolas.

a ., ,-r,'.' »» >> four palas— 24 tola <i6th (F.rst cross mark) „ five^ .£*~ BM
7th Ring mart .

.

..

»«**;
8th „

7 7 •
,

9th „
10th

six palas = 36 tolas.

J )

1 >

palas = 42 tolas.

as = 48 tolas.

1
1
th (Second cross 'mark!

"

?™^ =M l°Us -

««-iuss markj,, ten mik^nn >i,;„,ten palas = one-third Bisd

12th Ring mark , ™ iolds
;

1 3th (Third cross mark) '

'

«£!
lve PaaS =

,

7

2

,

f

oh ' s
u*rK

; „ fifteen pa/a.s= half Bisd«
Hth Ring mark . -

**** ,
eighteen paZas = 108 to«*.

90

1 5th

16th (Fourth cross mark)" tZ**?
*»*»= 120 fo««.mark,,

,

twenty-five pafos = five-sixth

1 7th Ring mark ..
.°f a Bisd m ] 50 folds.

thirty palas = one fi?sd = 180
tolas.

*J"Tlt, «™tib
°i ^ flg"^ two other beams

tfie description of the ^™"^ ^cTnt'hln^f
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collected from Madura : one iron beam from Punjab, and the
other a well-turned wooden one from Dacca. There exist two
more of such beams in the collection, one from Chutia Nagpur
and the other labelled " India." The only clue about this latter
beam is the name " taraju

9
* in the register under which it is

entered. Taraju means in Uria a scale beam with equal arms.
Thus though the specimen is evidently entered under a wrong
name, it probably indicates the country from which it was
obtained.

The Chutia Nagpur beam is the most primitive one in the
whole collection ; unfortunately there is no record to show the
name of the District from which it was obtained, nor of the
race of people among whom it was seen used. The name
"tula" on the label may indicate the local name, the word
being evidently derived from the Sankrit word tul — scale beams
or measure. The total length of this beam is slightly over a
foot— only 31 cm. in all : it is made of a heavy wood probably
Sal. The whole beam is divided sharply into two portions—

a

round broad portion of 17 cm. in length with 3 cm. to 3-5 cm.
in diameter, and a narrow round portion of 14 cm. in length
of varying diameter from 2 cm. to 1 cm. to the narrow end.
The whole beam is very roughly rounded and the scale of six
deep grooves is roughly cut on the top side in the narrow
portion of the beam—the last groove towards free narrow end
being a complete ring-mark round the beam* Near the free
end of the narrow limb of the beam is a hole through which a
pan is suspended. The pan in this case is a thin and flat

oblong piece of very light wood measuring about 21*5 cm.
by 12-5 cm. and suspended from the hole near the free end of

the narrow portion of the beam by two pieces of string passed
through four holes at the four corners of the rough oblong piece
of the wooden pan. By actual weighing the values of the
markings of the scale have been ascertained with reference to
standard tolas, but what was the original unit with reference to
the inscribed scale it is impossible to say. In the following list

the cut grooves are numbered with reference to the broad
portion of the beam, i.e. the nearest groove to the broad portion
is termed first and one next to it as second, and so on.

First cut groove . . Zero—stands for the weight of the

Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

Sixth

pan.

,
. . Two tolas of standard weight.

,
. . i? our ,, n ,, 99

, . . oix , , , , ,, ,,

, .. Eight ,, ,, ,, ,,

,
.. Twelve,, ,,

It is interesting to note that the Dacca beam figured and
described by Dr. Annandale in the Memoirs above referred to
resembles closely the Chutia Nagpur beam in the marking of the
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scale and the length of the beam. The Dacca beam, however,
is of superior workmanship, being well turned in a lathe and
the broad left portion is somewhat spindle-shaped in broad
end, though the beam as a whole is tapering and not sharply
divided into a narrow portion and a broad portion like the

in an

Chutia Nagpur " tula.

The beam marked '

' India
'

' referred to before resembles
the Chutia Nagpur " tula " and the Dacca beam in being one
of the shorter variety—only 29-5 cm. in length. It resembles
the Dacca one in being of better workmanship and well turned
in the lathe, but is more like the " tula " in being divided into
two distinct portions : a left broader portion and a right
narrower portion, and the narrow portion contains the scale.
In all these characters this beam resembles the Chutia Nagpur
"tula" very closely. The broad portion of the beam how-
ever is shaped to a form of spindle—the transverse diameter
of which is 4 cm. The narrow portion terminates
enlarged knob through which the hole for the pan passes.
The transverse diameter of the narrow portion is 15 cm.
This beam in every turn betrays attempts at fine workmanship
and ornamentation and is beautifully turned in a lathe. The
scale consists of eight principal divisions or thin grooves on the
top side only, the second interval between the second and the
third grooves from the broad end appears to be subdivided bv
four smaller cuts or marks representing minor subdivisions.
Assuming the first mark in the scale to represent the weight of
the scale (there is no pan attached to this beam) , the second
mark weighs about 5| or 6 tolas, third mark 16 tolas, fourth
mark 36 tolas, and so on. The subdivisions between the 2nd
and 3rd divisions appear to indicate the weight of 2 tolas each,
which reminds one of the value of each division of Chutia
Nagpur tula described before.

The shape, the scale and the ornamentations of this beam
all point to a more advanced state of society than the ChutiaS: t

ul

\ f
nd the *>**» weighing beam. These three

represent the shorter variety, whereas the Madura beam and twoRambha beams represent the long and tapering variety of thisKind ot weighing beams.
It would be also interesting to ascertain the real meaning

4 rL
W°rd^ .? may haVe been derived from Sa or^ (meaning twenty) in consideration of the fact that in

evfrvwhe?e Th ft
^ 1^ f^ S°

,

t0 make 0ne *«• ™d **

m^SLrv r/2T
tl0n^owe

T
er ' ^re remains the fact that

or twen^v J%
erHerat">n the word kuri is evervwhere used

h nk that nL "I °u

f 5>'*-whic» would lead one to

Sv li7 not have any reference to the numbertwenty. W hether the word Bisd has anv connection with theScandinavian word Bismer, which is borne by the beam it
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resembles so much in shape and character, I have no means of
ascertaining.

As already noticed, fish, vegetables, turmeric, etc. are sold
in retail under Bisd system and weighed by the Bisd ddngd
by the villagers. The rest of the articles, such as rice, paddy
sugar, ghee, milk, flour are all retailed by map or measure by
means of a set of measures ordinarily made of hollow bamboo
pieces closed in one end. The unit measure in this system is
termed Addhd or Oddd. The mahajans in their wholesale
dealings use an Addhd made of iron. This iron map has been
standardized under Government authority and is sold at
Re. 1-1 each from the factories. The standard equivalent
weight is 88 tolas. But the Addhd used by the villagers and
also for the retail purposes are quite different. For measuring
ghee, milk, rice, etc., the measure Addhd used is termed
bika Addhd, which is in standard measure equivalent to 74
tolas. But to measure paddy, oil, sugar etc., for retail
purposes the unit employed is termed Bikkd (or Pulushd)
Addha of 64 tolas of standard told weight. These are also
made out of hollow bamboo pieces. There are measures
representing multiples as well as subdivisions of Addhd In
the following list those names that are still in use in Rambha
and Balugaon have been mentioned.

Multiples of Addhd.

4 Addhas= 1 tumba—generally made of wood.
4 tumba =1 Nauti -generally an earthen pot', also of

brass.

20 Nauti = 1 Bharan.
3 Bharan =1 Gadi = one cart load.

Subdivisions of Addhd.

{Represented by measures exhibited.)

2 Pe =1 Paw.
2 Paws = 1 Addhd Sola.

2 Solas a* 1 Buda or Bora.
2 Boras = Addhd = 64 tolas or 68 tolas.

The measures representing Addhd and its subdivisions as
current among the villagers in Rambha are exhibited.

The weights and measures of Orissa are very complicated

.

A close and careful study of them would be sure to lead to
important results, as complications are generally due to
introduction of different systems at different periods in the
history of the race. Whether the name Addhd has any con-
nection with the word Oddrd—the name for the original settlers
ot the country from whom the name of the Province of Orissa
is said to have been derived—should also be considered.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Fig* I.—Weighing-beam labelled " tula " from Chutia
Nagpur.

Fig. II.—Weighing-beam labelled " India" without
specific locality, entered in the register (Ind

_ ___
Mus.) under the name " Taraju"

~ *~ Weighing-beam from Rambha (Ganjam) locally
called Bisd ddngd.
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4- A note on the Badkamta Narttesvara Image
Inscription*

By Nalint Kanta Bhattasali, M.A.,
Curator, Dacca Museum.

[With Plate X.]

In March 1914 number of the J.A.S.B., pp. 88 and 89,
I gave a reading of this inscription. The reading was rather
defective as I could not read some of the letters rendered
very indistinct by the peeling off of stone. The name of the
donor was also read incorrectly as Bharudeva whereas it
ought to have been read Bhabu Deva. I give a fresh reading
of the inscription below.

(1) Snmallayahacandra deva pad!
i ya vijaya rajye

Asta I shna Caturdasyam Tithau Brhas-
pati vare Pusya Naksatre \ Karmmanta pala Sri

(2) Kusumadeva suta Sri Bhabudeva | karita Sri Nart-
tesvara Bhatta Chandra gatya Asadha dine
14 ii Khanitanca Ratokena sarvaksarah.

(3) Khanitanca madhusudaneneti n

^JlrSJT
before ^T^T^ f^ ?«. I pointed out in my paper on " A
forgotten kingdom of East Bengal" in whicl/this inscription
was published that the date of the inscription was a curious
anomaly,—several scholars declaring; the coincidence of

impossible. We find now from the word ^JiTgr that the calcu-
lation is to be made by the movement of the moon. Astro-
nomers who are fond of a puzzle may see now whether the
calculation made according to the movement of the moon
makes the coincidence possible and yields a date.

I tried to prove in my paper that the country round
modern Comilla was anciently known as Samatata. An
inscription of king Mahip'da deva discovered by Babu Upendra-
chandra Guha, B.A., B.T., at a place called Baghaura in the
Comilla district seems to confirm my identification. The in-
scription is on the pedestal of an image of Vishnu and runs as
follows

:

(\t) ^tf^M TRTmDHf(t)wt^i *r?ra£ fa^f^
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Translation.

Om! The year three, the 27th day of Magha. In Sama-
tata, in the kingdom of Sri Mahipala Deva, this meritorious
deed namely (the installation of) the Lord Narayana is by the
merchant Lokadatta belonging to (the village of) Bilakinda,—
a great worshipper of Vishnu,—son of Vasudatta,—for the
special furtherance of the spiritual merit and fame of himself
and parents.

The historical importance of this inscription as furnishing
fresh light on the obscure history of Vigrahapala II and Mahi-
pala I has been pointed out by me in the June 1914 number
of the Dacca Review. The Bangad plate of Mahipala I and the
Dinajpur Rajbati Inscription inform us that some usurpers
drove Vigrahapala from the throne and he, after losing his king-
dom, took shelter in the eastern country where water abounds.
fir <*rtt trt wfo His heroic son Mahipala recovered
the lost kingdom of his father. The new Baghaura image
inscription shows that Samatata was the eastern country where
Vigrahapala took shelter, and Samatata, which was under
Mahipala even so early as the third year of his reign, was in all
probability the place where Mahipala I was crowned, and which
was used by him as the base of operations in his fight with

in the recovery of his father's kingdom.
The place Bilakinda to which the merchant Lokadatta

belonged may be identified with the village of Bilkendui
(f**%**TT) which lies close to Baghaura, the place where the
inscribed ima.crp xnaa fnnnrl

usurper
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The Baghaura Inscribed Image of Vishnu

-^

The Baghaura Vishnu Image Inscription of the 3rd Year of

Mahipala I.



5. M
By M. 0. Parthasarathy Iyengar MA T t r „,.*„.

in Natural Science, TeaekJ^^al^^
[Read at the second Indian Science Congress, Madras, January 1915.]

The defoliation of the trees of Madras presents someinteresting features which are generally not met with in Ztropical monsoon forest regions and which have not yet beensufficiently well investigated. At the beginning of Februaryor earlier, as the temperature rises, most of the trees shedthe7rleaves completely and soon after, sometimes even simultaneously with the shedding, new leaves make their appear-

dufn. h/^ ^ tFeeS
-

STe treCS Shed their Iea™ earS?,during the monsoon season, but even those trees clothe themselves with new leaves sooner or later. Before proceed!^any further I have to state that owing to the shortness of tfetime available I have not included in this paper the details

r;n
errg

- t behavrr of the severai tre"
*^ outgiven the inferences that I have drawn from a consideration

Znh\ f • ,

Leaf
i

faU ? Senerally considered as being in-duced by physiological or physical drought, and generally occurs

trll
*°, a long Pf'od of leaflessness, in which condition the

Ztrtl Ttl .

G SeaS°n
°
f dr°Ught

'
Winter ln the Ca3e Ofthe trees of the temperate regions, and the long dry summer

lL *>w? ° °
8e
, ?f

fc

,

he tr°pical mon*oon ^rest regions.

Trior n
ree

f ° ?**"" the 8heddin« does not take place

•A t KT\
°f

1

lea9e9sness for tiding over the drought

lunZr *t
*ke8

^f°
e V?°r t0 a Prod"ction of fresh leaves

durin, th. ^ ?
hfY d° "f r6St in a leafless conditionng the Penod of drought, but, on the contrary, face theunfavourable season with quite green fresh foliage. What can

eem'ThftV ' *tt
bf™ ? The P-ribta explanationseems to be this. The trees do not suffer from a failure ofwater-supply, as is indicated by the output of fresh leaves in

WhJ^i °? 8° S°
1

0n after the shedding of the old ones,

the Lie T^^PPfr does not fail, there is no reason why
Th. l!?i °

Uld 8pend the SUmmer in a leafle^ condition.

effin,Wi a* ma
? u

0t be able t0 Carry on fcheir work quiteefficiently during the hot summer and so are quickly replacedoy vigorous young ones which should certainly be able tocope more effectively with the unfavourable season Neweaves are better than old ones for the following reasons

:
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(1) The cuticle of the old leaves are not so impermeable

to water as that of young leaves. 1

(2) Younger stomata possess greater functional activity

than old ones.* Coulter, Barnes and Cowles 8 say, " old leaves

sometimes lose their water more rapidly than do young ones,

because the stomatal mechanism becomes less perfect with

increasing age."
m ,

(3) "Perhaps leaf activity gradually becomes impaired

through continued accumulation of excreta and the increased

clogging of the stomata by dust." 4

(4) Apart from other considerations, age by itself may
lower the general vitality of the leaf.

I therefore consider this rapid replacement of the old

leaves by the fresh ones an excellent adaptation on the part

of the trees for carrying on the leaf-functions with undimin-

ished vigour during the trying hot season, in just the same

way as the leafless condition of the trees of the temperate

regions during winter and of the tropical monsoon forests

during summer may be considered as an adaptation against the

excessive harmful transpiration during the period of drought.

Now, what are the immediate causes of leaf-fall in this

instance ?

Leaf-fall is considered to be induced mainly by a failure

of water supply. But the Madras trees by their behaviour

show that they do not suffer from such a failure. And yet

the leaves are shed. Why ? It is quite probable that at this

time the accumulation of the waste products in the leaf gets

beyond the maximum limits of toleration by the leaves, 6

which are therefore shed. This probably explains why even

trees close to ponds and other sources of good water supply

shed their leaves during the hot season. Another cause too

may be working at the same time. The resting buds may be
stimulated into activity by the rising heat at the commence-
ment of the hot season. Becoming active, they begin to

develop and grow and draw the sap-current to themselves, so

that the usual supply to the old leaves is cut off. The old

leaves, thus suffering from physiological drought, rapidly form
abscision layers and fall off. Schimper 6 in another connection
says :

" It suggests that the swelling buds draw
the transpiration current to themselves."

Jost says :
" correlation between the fully developed leaves

and the rudiments of the next year's growth prevents an

1 Bergen, Bot. Gaz., Vol. 38, 1904. * Bergen, ib.
8 Text-book of Botany, p. 567.
* Coulter, Barnes and Cowles, Text-book of Botany.
6 Coulter, Barnes and Cowles, in their Text-book of Botany, p. 354.

say
:

** In the leaves of woody plants .... there is with age, as a rule, a
Bteady accumulation of dry matter and a rising proportion of ash."

* Plant Geography. Eng. Trans.
, page 245.
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immediate evolution of the latter. In this case a mere

retardation of functional activity and not complete removal is

all that is necessary to induce the correlation to make itself

apparent." Two factors therefore may be operative in bring

ing about the leaf-fall. The diminished activity of the excreta-

laden old leaves may induce the resting buds to develop.

The developing buds, becoming active, draw the sap current

away from the old leaves, which consequently are shed. Some-

times an increased water-supply may induce the resting buds

to develop in spite of the inhibitory effect of the functional

old leaves. In that case the increased water-supply is sufficient

for both the old leaves and the developing buds; and more-

over, probably, the leaves on the tree being not too old yet,

but quite active and healthy, and less laden with excreta,

are able to hold their own. This is quite well seen during the

monsoon season, when the light-coloured new flushes make their

appearance amidst the dark-green old leaves all over the tree.

Leaf-fall may take place even during the rainy season.

When there is continuous heavy rain for a number of days

together, Ficus religiosa sheds its leaves totally, though it

usually sheds its leaves during the dry season. With reference

to such behaviour of trees Coulter, Barnes and Cowles ' say:

" Leaf-fall may result also from protracted wet weather.

Possibly the reduction of transpiration, if accompanied by

strong turgor pressure, may result here in the injection of

air-spaces and hence in impaired gas exchange and death.

Melia Azadirachta, which usually sheds its leaves during the

dry season, is partially affected by the rains like the Peepul.

All its lower leaves are shed during the rains, though the

upper leaves remain unaffected. The upper leaves escape the

effects of the rains, because they are farther from the roots

and so get less water-supply ; and being more exposed to the

action of the wind, which increases in velocity with the height

from the ground level, are able to evaporate a good portion

of the excess of water and so escape the water injection of

airspaces and the consequent shedding.
.

Again, the trees which normally shed their leaves during

the monsoon season are probably similarly affected, for their

shedding extends from below upwards, e.g. Pongamia glabra

and Crataeva religiosa. The lowest portions are the first to

shed, because thev are the least exposed and are nearest to

the roots and consequently get most of the water-supply. The

trees which shed their leaves during the dry season do so from

the top downwards. Here the cause of the leaf- fall is probably

physiological drought. When all the developing buds demand

water, the first part of the tree to experience a shortage ot

1 Text-book of Botany
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water-supply should naturally be the part farthest from the
roots, viz. the top; and hence it is that the leaves are shed
from the top downwards. Moreover the topmost leaves, being
more exposed to the action of the wind than the lower portion,
attain their maximum excreta-contents earlier than the lower
leaves, and so are the earlier ones to be shed.

A considerable amount of variation occurs as regards the
time of shedding and the time intervening between the shed-
ding of the old leaves and the growth of the new ones. In
some trees the new leaves come out simultaneously with the
shedding of the old ones; in some others a few days of
leaflessness intervene between the shedding and the growth
of the new leaves ; in some others again this period is longer
and in one group of trees, which 1 shall call the Odina group,
this period is very long and may extend to even four months,
e.g. Cralaeva religiosa. I cannot adequatelv deal with the many
details concerning all these in this short paper, but shall say a
few words about the Odina group, which consists of the follow-
ing trees :

—

(1) Odina Wodier. (6) Spondias mangifera.
(2) Cralaeva religiosa. (7) Adansonia digitata.
(3) Enodendron anfractuosum. (8) Gyrocarpus Jacguini.
(4) Bombaz malabaricum. (9) Plumeria acutifolia.
(5) Erythrina indica. (10) Manihot Glaziovii.

These trees rest for a very long time. During the leafless
condition they produce flowers profusely and even in some
cases ripen their fruits. And when their reproductive activity
is over, they produce new leaves all over the tree. The cause
ot their behaviour is not very clear. Their behaviour is
probably a repetition of their behaviour in their homes where
such an action may be adaptive to the prevailing conditions.
*or instance, Adansonia digitata is a native of the African
savanna. It stores up water in its huge trunk and safely tides
over the r.gours of the hot season in a leafless condition.Bombax malabaricum is a native of the deciduous forests of
the Western Ghats.

Most of the trees of the Odina group possess the following
characteristics. They possess either a soft wood or fleshy
twigs or both where considerable quantities of food and water

I«I f T u
T 16ir b

,

ark 1S glairy smooth and greenish2im B°mbax), so that a certain amount of carbo hydrate

tZTZ Z\
Ca

£i
led °n dUr

l
ng the long Period >

when ^e
trees are leafless^ Tim greenishness of bark ia most promi-nently seen in Enodendron anfractuosum. Manihot Glaziovii
possesses, in addition to this, a large swollen root, portions inwhich it can store food and water.

while
As
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the trees are ,n a leafless condition. Schimper thinks that the
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shedding of leaves in some cases is an indication that they are

going to flower shortly, e.g. Erythrina indica and Eriodendron

anfractuosum. This flowering in a leafless condition is quite

significant biologically, since the leafless trees in full blossom

are very conspicuous even at a great distance and thus are able

to attract its insect or bird visitors. For instance Erythrina

indica, Poinciana regia, Bombax malabaricum , Butea frondosa,

Crataeva religiosa, and Cassia Fistula, which generally blossom

in a leafless condition, are easily seen and even distinguished

at considerable distances. Schimper says that there is a sort

of antagonism between flowers and leaves, that leaves are not

formed where flowers are formed. This is especially seen in

this Odina group. The upper branches are full of flowers,

while a few may sometimes be formed on the lower branches.

Again when new leaves are formed later on, after the repro-

ductive activities are over, they are first on the lower branches

and the leaf formation gradually extends upwards. This can

be explained in the following way. A diminution of water-

supply favours flower production and an increased supply, leaf

production. The lower portion of the tree gets a larger supply

of water than the top portion. Therefore the flowers are

formed on the top and the leaves at the bottom.

But this antagonism between flower and leaf produc-

tion is not observable in the majority of the other Madras
trees. They generally form flowers very soon after producing

the new leaves all over, e.g. Pongamia, Enterolobiiim Saman,
etc. Here the same twig will have a number of new leaves

at the bottom and flowers at the top. Sometimes flowers are

formed before the shedding of the old leaves, e.g. Mangifera

indica, Spathodea campanulata. Sometimes the flowers make
their appearance only during the monsoon season, e.g. Milling

tonia horlensisy Galophyllum inophyllum, etc.

I shall now consider a few special cases

:

(1) Thespesia populnea is practically an evergreen. Its

old leaves keep falling throughout the year and new ones keep

coming out at the same time. The maximum leaf-fall, however,

occurs during the rainy season; on the other hand, Thespesia

trees near the Salt marsh at Adyar shed their leaves totally

during the dry season.

(2) The case of Ficus nitida is rather interesting The
witches' brooms, which generally occur on the tree and the nor-

mal branches, shed their leaves at different times, the witches'

brooms shedding their leaves earlier than the normal branches

;

but they soon afterwards reclothe themselves with new leaves.

And later on, when the normal leaves are shed, the tree is quite

bare but for the leafy clumps of witches' brooms all over the

tree. The witches' brooms being parasitized portions of the

tree exhibit an increased feverish activity. Being more active

than the normal leaves of the tree, they shed their old leaves and
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produce new ones earlier than the normal portions of the
tree.

In all the cases discussed above it is not known what part
the internal factors, especially factors connected with nutrition,
play in bringing about the leaf-fall and production of new
leaves. J. B. Farmer says ' :

" Although various functions
connected with nutrition are concerned in bringing about the
formation of the separation layer, the most powerful stimulus
is unquestionably that of physiological water starvation,
whether this starvation results from physical starvation or
physiological inability to absorb."

In the tropical monsoon forest, the dry season is passed in
a leafless condition The Madras region, though still influ-
enced by the monsoon rains, differs in its behaviour in passing
the dry season mostly in a leafy condition. I would, there-
fore, call the former the " resting monsoon forest region " and
the latter the " non-resting monsoon forest region.' ' But when
in Madras the supply of rain is less than the average, as it hap-
pened in the year 1911 (total rainfall for that year being 38-31
inches, while the average annual fall was 51-36 inches), there
is a tendency on the part of the trees to rest longer than
usual after shedding the leaves. Again when the rainfall is
greater than usual, as it happened last year and the year before
last, the resting period becomes shorter than usual. In this case
the replacement of the old leaves by new ones occurs earlier in
the season. For instance, Ficus bengalensis, which usually sheds
its leaves in February or March or even later, began shedding
its leaves totally during December 1914.

There is yet another kind of defoliation seen in Madras.
That is among the trees near the seashore. During the
north-east monsoon season there blows a constant chilly wind
laden with moisture and minute particles of salt. This has
the effect of killing the tips of the twigs and the leaves on
the side exposed to it. The defoliation in this case advances
from the exposed to the unexposed side. That the shedding
ot the leaves is due to the action of this wind is seen from the
tact that trees which are protected from its action by some
wind-break though standing in the same region, are not
attected. This can be well seen in the Thespesia trees planted
on the northern and southern sides of the Marine Aquarium.The trees on the northern side are quite bare, while the
southern ones are covered with leaves.

Again some trees would appear to stand the action of the
sea-breeze better than others. The following trees are very
easily affected by the sea-breeze :—

Poinciana regia, Enterolobium Saman, Sapindus trifoliatus,

1 Plant-life. Home. Univ. Libr., p. 136,
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Morinda tinctoria, Thespesia populnea, Melia Azadirachta,

Erythrina indica, Tamarindus indica, Odina Wodier.

The following trees appear to withstand the effect of the

breeze better

:

Calophyllum inophyllum, Plumeria alba, Bignonia megapo-

tanica.

The trees begin to put forth new leaves towards the end of

December or the beginning of January, when the force of the

sea-breeze abates and the temperature begins to rise.

Summary.

(1) The trees spend the dry season in a leafy condition,

unlike cold country trees in winter and monsoon forest trees in

summer. This is an adaptation to carry on the leaf functions

with undiminished vigour with the help of fresh leaves pro-

duced after shedding the old ones, because young leaves do

better work than old ones.

(2) The old leaves are shed, because the new buds open

out, and, as a result of correlation, draw away the sap current

from the old leaves. The accumulation of excreta may also be
*

a cause of the shedding of old leaves.

(3) Considerable variation is seen in respect to the interval

between the shedding of the old leaves and the growth of the

new ones.

(4) Leaves may also be shed owing to continued wet

weather, as for instance in Ficus religiosa, Melia Azadirachta.

(5) Some trees shed their leaves in the cold season, but

most of the trees do so in the dry season. The former shed

their leaves from the bottom upwards, while the latter from

the top downwards.
(6) The Odina group of trees possess special arrangement?

to enable them to remain leafless for a long time, viz. sofi

wood, fleshy twigs and a smooth green bark.

(7) Ficus nilida shows that increased activity of the buds

may have something to do with the leaf-fall and formation of

new leaves. The witches' brooms are quite full of new leaves

when the tree itself is quite bare.

(8) Owing to the action of the sea breeze the trees along

the shore shed their leaves on the side exposed to the breeze.

Trees standing in the same region but protected by some wind

break are not affected by the breeze. Again some trees can

withstand the action of the sea breeze better than others.

(9) Thespesia populnea, unlike other trees, never sheds its

leaves at a definite period of time. It is practically evergreen.

But near the salt marsh at Adyar it sheds its leaves during

summer.





6. Note on the Flora of the South Indian Highlands

By P. F. Fyson, B.A., F.L.S.

[Read at the meeting of the Indian Science Congress, 1915.]

The Nilgiri and Pulney Hills form the southernmost exten-
sions of the Western Ghats and run up in each case to 8000 ft.

Up to 6000 ft. the sides are very steep and covered with
dense tropical and subtropical vegetation ; but at 6,500 ft. is

reached a plateau of rolling grass downs with streams and
small woods, where the vegetation has affinities rather with
those of temperate zones and tropical highlands. The two
areas are completely separated by a stretch of lowland, at

1500 ft., 100 miles wide, but narrowed by the Anamalai Hills to
the Palghat gap. From the North the Nilgiris are cut off by
a sinking of the Ghats to 3000 ft. in Mysore, and to the south
the Pulneys and the connected Travancore ranges extend at a
height of 6000 ft. for some 30 or 40 miles only and are

nowhere more than 150 miles from the sea.

Of the 430 indigenous phanerogamic species collected on
these plateaus (above 6500 ft.), 43 or 10% occur on the

Nilgiris, but were not found on the Pulneys; and 29 or 6*3%
on the Pulneys, but not on the Nilgiris. No fewer than 28%

Vt

/c

With the Khasi Hills there are 17% in common, with Tem-
perate Himalaya 12°/

c
%. The

narrowness of the distribution of the phanerogamic flora as a
whole is remarkable.

The final identification of the plants was done at Kew
during the writer's furlough, and as far as possible they were
compared with the actual type specimens. It was surprising
to find how necessary this was, though the plants had been
already identified in the Madras Herbarium through the cour-
tesy of Dr. Barber and Mr. Rangarchariar who are in charge
°f it. No fewer than 22 or 5% had to be re-named (in addi-
tion to the new species), mostly by elevation of species pre-

viously reduced in the Flora of British India. Thus Hypericum
Wightianum, Wall. , had been reduced to H. nepalense, Choisy , but
*s quite distinct in having a one-celled ovary with the three

parietal placentas, while in the latter there are three cells.

Jasminum bignoniaceum , Wall., had again been reduced to

^. humile, a plant of uncertain origin, but obtained in the
first instance, as recorded, from Spain or Italy. The original
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specimen of Linnaeus was not available for comparison, but a

study of the decription and of the figures by Aitken and others

showed that the South Indian plant is not the saure, differing

entirely in the shape of the corolla and in the possession of

several, not three, leaflets. An interesting find was that two
species of Dicrocephala— D. latifolia DC. and D. chrysanthemi-

folia DC.—were one and the same, the characters of the one
being found on the upper and of the other on the lower

branches of the same plant. The chief find of this nature
was perhaps in connection with the well-known Indian plant
called Crotalaria rubiginosa, Willd. In the Flora of British

India and in all subsequent local Floras the plant has been given
this name, because, one must suppose, it appeared to agree with
a description, by Willdenow, of a plant which was said to have
been collected in the East Indies. In the F.B.I, two other
species, C. scabrella, W. and A., and C. Wightiana, Graham, are

united with it. Both these have been separated again by later

workers, notably by Sir D. Prain, the former Director of the
Botanical Survey. As I had three distinct forms, I sent them
to Berlin for comparison with Willdenow's type specimen. Dr.
Harms, who very kindly himself examined the plants, found,
as lie expressed it, to his great surprise, that none of them
was Willdenow's species, nor was it identical with either C.
scabrella or C. Wightiana, but that Willdenow's plant is identi-
cal with C. sagittalis L., a North American species. The Indian
plant, so long known as G. rubiginosa, Willd., must therefore
be given another name, and in Wallich's herbarium at Kew
was found a specimen named G. ovaiijolia. The entirely new
species decribed number 10, of which four are in Eriocaulon,
three in Crotalaria, one each in Lasianthus, Anaphalis, and Olea.
These have appeared in the pages of the Kew Bulletin. A
detailed descriptive Flora with many illustrations, will, it is

hoped, be published this year.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

on Wednesday, the 6th January 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., C.I.E., M.D.,

B.S.,F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., Vice-President, in

the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale. Mr. H. G. Graves,

Mr. F. H. Gravely, Major E. D. W. Greig, Dr. E. P. Harrison,

Dr. W. C. Hossack, Mr. H. C. Jones, Mr. S. W. Kemp,
Hon'ble Mr. W. A. Lee, Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, Dr. G. E. Pil-

grim, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitors .—Mr. H. G. Carter, Mrs. H. G. Carter, Miss Cleg-

horn, Miss Cooper, Mr. S. W. Kemp, Mr. K. F. Watkinson

and another.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty-three presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. Josef Horovitz

and Dr. John E. Panioty had expressed a desire to withdraw

from the Societv.

The General Secretary reported the death of Shams-ul-

Ulama Maulvi Ahmud, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulvi Shibli Nomani,
and Dr. P. Cordier, ordinary members of the Society.

The Chairman announced that Dr. Abdullah al-Mamun

Kuhrawardy had been appointed Philological Secretary in the

place of Major C. L Peart, resigned.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

Mr. Richard H. Whiiehouse, Professor of Biology, Agra

College, Agra, proposed bv Mr. F. H. Gravely, seconded by

Mr. S. W. Kemp; Babu Prokash Chandra Mitra, Engineer and

Contractor, 101-1, Clive Street, Calcutta, proposed by Babu
R. D. Banerji, seconded bv Mr. F. H. Gravely; Mr. Humphrey
0. Carter, Economic Botanist to Botanical Survey, Indian Mu-
seum, proposed bv Dr. N. Annandale, seconded by Mr. F. H
Gravely, Mr. Q. Fazl-i-Haqq, M.A., Professor of Persian Liter-

ature, Government College, Lahore, proposed by Maulvi M.

Hidayet Husain, seconded by Babu Nilmani Chakravarti

;
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Babu Narendra Nath Ray, B.A., LL.B., Pleader, Judge's
Court, Benares, proposed by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Shastri, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Dr. G. E. Pilgrim exhibited a fossil jaw, possessing ances-

tral human characters, from the Miocene of the Punjab.
The jaw was represented by five fragments which he con-

sidered to belong to the same species of Anthropoid to which
the name of Sivapithecus indicus had been given. Three of

these were found at Chinji in the Salt Range of the Punjab
and two at Haritalyangar, Belaspur State, Simla Hills. He
briefly detailed the evidence that the Chinji specimens belonged
to the Chinji horizon of the Lower Siwaliks and the Harital*
yangar specimens to the Nagri horizon of the Middle Siwaliks
and were thus in any case of incontrove rtibly Miocene age. 1

He also exhibited a plaster restoration of the jaw, con-
structed mainly on the evidence of a right ramus from Chinji
complete from the alveolus of the canine back to the last

molar, and of the front of the left ramus including the sym-
physis the canine and the roots of pm, from Haritalyangar.

He referred to the extreme shortness of the symphysis, the
inward position of the canine, the backward shifting of the
incisors, and the great divergence of the rami, as essentially
human features which had not been found in any other genus
than man and could not be said to exist in the same degree
either in the Piltdown Eoanthropus or in the jaw referred to
Homo heidelbergensis.

He commented upon the more obvious unhuman features
of the jaw, the large canine, the presence of a posterior heel
in the canine similar to that in the Gibbon, the excess of
length of m

3
over ra, and m 2 , and the absence of a chin, as

primitive anthropoid characters which would be expected to
occur in any Miocene anthropoid genus whether it was on the
human line or not.

The outward curvature of the premolar region was pecu-
liar to the genus Sivapithecus, but he suggested that it might
have been the first attempt to secure room in the front of the
jaw on similar though exaggerated lines to those followed by
man's ancestors.

He considered that the lesser degree in which the essential
human features, already mentioned, were developed in Eoan-
thropus, pointed to the lines of Eoanthropus and Sivapithecus
having diverged early. As to which of these two genera had
the stronger claim to be put on the line leading to Homo Sapiens,
he thought the time that had elapsed since the early Pleisto-
cene, the date assigned to Eoanthropus by its discoverers,
hardly sufficient for the jaw to have evolved into that of

I Her. GeoL Surv. India, vol. XLIII, pt. 4, pp. 266-326.
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Homo sapiens, representatives of which probably existed in

the Middle Pleistocene—although Homo neanderihalensis may
have been connected with Eoanthropus, but failed to survive

to the present day. On the other hand there was ample

time between the Miocene and the Pleistocene for Sivapithectts

to have eliminated the unhuman features to which he had
referred.

He thought it exceedingly improbable that man was
descended from the species exhibited, but he suggested that it

was quite possible that the hypothetical Miocene human ancestor

was some marginal species of the same genus at present un-

known, or at all events a closely allied one.

Dr. Pilgrim referred to a paper dealing more fully with the

subject, which would shortly be published in the Records of the

Geological Survey of India.

Dr. N. Annandale pointed out that the teeth, at any rate,

in three of the specimens, were those of very young individuals,

being practically unworn. He indicated the importance

of this fact in reference to the length of the symphysis. He
dwelt on the great size of the first premolar and expressed the

opinion that the peculiar curvature of the jaw was correlated

with this feature. He did not agree with Dr. Pilgrim's recon-

struction of the ascending rami, which he thought far too large.

He pointed out that Dr. Pilgrim while dealing with the

human and anthropoid characters believed to be exhibited by

Sivapithecus had not explained the differences between Siva-

pithecus and the lower apes, with which he was personally of the

opinion that it had strong affinities.

Dr. Hossack agreed with Dr. Annandale's comment that

some of the individual teeth were extraordinarily unworn, in fact

they suggested teeth that had just recently been cut, the infer-

ence being that the jaw to which they belonged could not have

reached its full development. What gave him considerable

misgivings was the massive size of the canine and the piece of at-

tached jaw. It was inconceivable that they should come from a

jaw that was in any way human in character. He pointed out,

that the canine fragment was incomplete and that a considerable

amount would have to be added below to complete it, probably

3 of an inch. He pointed out that the re-constructed jaw did

not give quite the full height of the fragment, and if the miss-

ing portion were added it was quite incapable of containing it.

Lastly he pointed out that the canine fragment (left ?) was ab-

solutely symmetrically identical with the canine of the right

half of a modern orang-outang's jaw, one of the comparative

specimens produced at the meeting. In short he considered

that the evidence produced was insufficient to justify the

reconstruction of the jaw or the inferences that had been drawn
from it.

Dr. Pilgrim, in reply, emphasized the fact that the type o
4-'
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the genus S'ivapithecus ' was the right ramus, from which alone

he would have restored the jaw almost exactly as they now
saw it. He failed to see how this specimen could be described

as belonging to a very young animal, seeing that the full

permanent set of teeth was present, of which the last molar had
been erupted some months previously to death. He was will-

ing to allow that some change might have taken place in the

symphysis, if the animal had lived, but not sufficient to diminish

its human character or to vitiate the conclusions that had
been drawn from it. He agreed with Dr. Hossack that the

casual observer might reasonably suggest that the symphisial
fragment belonged to another genus, but on further considera-

tion this seemed to him to be untenable. He might first point
out that the canine in the right ramus was shown by its alveolus
to have been almost or quite as large as in the other. If an extra

| inch were to be modelled below that fragment, as Dr. Hossack
uggested, not only would the resulting jaw be entirely unlike
that of the Gorilla or the Orang, but it would possess a slender -

ness, which was well nigh inconceivable in a jaw of that depth.
Such a supposition seemed, therefore, rather far-fetched, when a
ramus was provided ready made to fit it as it stood, belonging
to an animal that was only slightly smaller. As an argument
against a greater depth he mentioned the existence of a foramen
near the middle line which might correspond to one in the
Orang about half way down the symphysis. If so, then ap
proximately half the depth of the entire jaw must lie above it.

He imagined also that it was the symphysial fragment to
which Dr. Annandale referred when he suggested an affinity with
the lower monkeys, since the shape of the teeth in the type
ramus offered a sufficient distinction. He admitted that the
canine was very similar but the short symphysis, the inward
position of the canine and the divergence of the rami militated
against any close alliance. He thought that the peculiar curva-
ture of the ramus was due to some other cause than the mere
size of pm

; ,
as Dr Annandale had suggested, since in most of

the modern apes this tooth was equally large, without any
indication of a corresponding curvature in the ramus.

Regarding the ascending ramus, as there was practically
nothing to aid in its restoration, he was not prepared to contra-
dict anyone who might wish to restore it differently. The gen-
eral shape and breadth had been based on that of Neanderthal
man, there being equal reason to suppose that the masticatory
muscles would be more extensively developed than in modern
man.

Finally Dr. Hossack appeared to have misunderstood him

1 Xew Siwalik Primates and their bearing on the question of the
evo ution of man and the Anthropidea. Rec. Oeol. Swv. India, vol. XLV.
pt. l,pp. I 71 (1915).
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when he said that he failed to see how Sivapithecus could be in

any way human. He (Dr. Pilgrim) did not for a moment
claim that it was human. He, for one, never expected that

Miocene man would be found, but he thought it inconceivable

that the hypothetical Miocene ancestor of man should not

have possessed the large canine and all the other primitive

features which existed in Sivapithecus.

The following papers were read

:

1. Note on the Floral Mechanism of Tyhonium Trilobatum.

By Maude L. Cleghorn. Communicated by the Hon'ble Mr.

W. A. Lee.

2/ The Evolution and Distribution of Indian Spiders belong-

ingtothe subfamily Ariculariince. By F. H. Gravely, M.Sc.

Both these papers have been published in the Journal for

November 1914.

-^





FEBRUARY, 1915

The Annual Meeting of the Society was held on Wednes-
day, the 3rd February, 1915, at 9-1 5 p.m.

His Excellency the Right Hon'ble Thomas David Baron
Carmichael of Skirling, G.C.I.E., K.C.M.G., President, in

the chair.

The following members were present :

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Birendra

Nath Basu Thakur,Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Babu Monmohan Chakra-
varti, Babu Xilmani Chakravarti, Babu Amulya Charan Ghosh
Vidyabhusana, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Major E. D. W- Greig,

I.M.S., Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. H. C. Jones, Mr. S. W.
Kemp, Mr. D. McLean, Babu Ramesh Chandra Majumdar, Mr.
R. D. Mehta, CLE., Dr. Girindranath Mukerjee, Lieut.-Col.

Sir L. Rogers, Kt., Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri,

CLE., Maulavi M. Kazim Shirazi, Rai Bahadur Lolit Mohan
Singha Ray, Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhu-
sana.

Visitors :—Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Carter, Babu Nilratan

Dhar, Babu Saradakanta Ganguly, Mr. A. P. Gray, Mrs.

S. W. Kemp, Mr. G. P. Pillai, Mr. V. G. Rogers, Mr. A. Salam
Mr. S. A. Salik, Mr. M. H. Shirazee, Mr. H. Sahrawardy, Mr.

M. M. Taghi, Mr. H. W. Young.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting

papers for the election of Officers and Members of Council foi

1915, and appointed Maharaja Ranjit Singh of Nasirpur and
Mr. S. W. Kemp to be scrutineers.

The President also ordered the distribution of the voting
papers for the election of Fellows of the Society and appointed
Rai Bahadur Lolit Mohan Singh Roy and Mr. S. W. Kemp to
be scrutineers.

The President announced that the Trustees of the Elliott
rrize for Scientific Search have awarded four prizes for the
year 1913 :

One to Babu Rasik Lai Datta for his essay " On chlorine
m the nascent state. Chlorination with nitro-hvdrochloric
acid."

One to Bab u Saradakanta Ganguly for his essay '
' On Deci-

malization of Indian money at sight."
One to Babu Nagendra Nath Nag for his essay " On Tita-

nu
f
m minerals

; their estimation and utilization, with certain
exhibits."
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One to Babu Nilratan Dhar for his essay, " Utersuchungen

iiber Doppelsalze und Komplexsalze. 1. Meetteilung " , and

"Die Veranderlichkeit und Unbestandigkeit von Kobal tam-

mmen. >>

The President handed over the Prizes and cash to each of

the recipients. •

The President also announced that the Barclay Memorial

Medal for the year 1915 has been presented to Mr. James

Sykes Gamble, CLE., M.A., F.R.S.

The Annual Report was then presented.

O
*

Annual Report for 1914.

The Council of the Asiatic Society has the honour to

submit the following report on the state of the Society's affairs

during the year ending 31st December, 1914.

Member List.

The number of the Ordinary Members at the close of 1914

was 473, against 499 at the close of 1913. Thirty-one Ordinary

Members were elected during 1914. Out of these 6 have not

yet paid their entrance fees. The number of Ordinary Mem-

bers added to the list is therefore 25. On the other hand 34

withdrew, 9 died, and 8 were struck off under Rule 40.

The numbers of Ordinary Members in the past six years are

as follows :

—

1 909

1910

1911

1912
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1913

1914

Paying,

s

—

2

c

5

o

Non-Pay 1 x<

] 33 217 i 13 413 20

209 217 ,*« 442 23
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473
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The following members died during the course of the

year:—
Shams-ul-Ulama Maulvi Ahmud, Dr. Palmyr Cordier, Mr.

Charles W. McMinn, Shams-ul-Ulama Maulana Shibli Nomani,

Mr. Henry Campbell Norman, Lieut.-Col. Herbert Wilson

Pilgrim, I.M.S., Rai Bahadur Chandra Narayan Singh, Kumar
Kamalanand Singh, and Dr. G. Thibaut.

The number of Special Honorary Centenary Members

remains unchanged.
We have to lament the deaths of three Honorary Fellows,

viz.: Dr. Albert Gunther, Prof. Edward Suess and Dr. Alfred

Russell Wallace. The number is now 24.

Among the Associate Members, there has been one death,

viz. : Pandit Visnu Prasad Raj Bhandari. In his place the

name of Bada Kaji Marichiman Singha has been added to the

list. The number now stands at 14.

Three members, Rev. P. 0. Bodding, Mons. J. Bacot and

H.H. the Hon. Maharaja Sir Rameshwara Singh Bahadur,

K.C.I.E., have compounded for their subscriptions during the

year.

Fellows of the Society.

As no candidate received a majority of the votes of the

Fellows voting, no one was recommended for election as a

Fellow during the year. It was resolved on the recommenda-
tion of the Fellows that the following addition be made to

Rule 2:—"Each Fellow shall be at liberty to nominate one

candidate only."
There was one death amongst the Fellows, viz.:—Dr. G.

Thibaut. The number now stands at 27.

Office-bearers.

Major C L. Peart held the post of General Secretary and

edited the Proceedings until November, when he resigned and

Mr. F. H. Gravely was appointed. Major Peart remained

Philological Secretary, edited the Philological Section of the

Journal and was in charge of the Arabic and Persian portions

of the Bibliotheca Indica, until the middle of December, when
he resigned and Dr. A. Al-Ma-mun Suhrawardy was appointed.

In January the Council decided to appoint an additional

Natural History Secretary to deal with Biology as distinct

from Physical Science, and Dr. N. Annandale was appointed

Biological Secretary with a seat on the Publication Committee.

The Biological Secretarv now edits the Biological portion of the

Journal. Dr. W. A. K.* Christie carried on the duties of Physical

Science Secretarv, and edited the Physical Science portion of

the Journal, until the middle of April, when he left India

and Dr. E. P. Harrison was appointed in his place. Mr. J.

Coggin Brown remained Anthropological Secretary and edited
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the Anthropological portion of the Journal until October,

when he resigned and Dr. Annandale was appointed. Dr.

P J Bruhl then took over charge of the duties of Biological

Secretary from Dr. Annandale. Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhusana

carried on the duties of the Joint Philological Secretary and

was in charge of the Sanskrit portion of the Bibhotheca

Fndica, while Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastn con-

tinued officer-in-charge of the Bureau of Information and
|

carried on the work of collecting Sanskrit Manuscripts. Major

Peart was officer in charge of the Arabic and Persian Search

throughout the year. Capt. C. A. Godson continued to be

Medical Secretary until August when he left India. Lieut.-Col.

Sir L. Rogers and Dr. Hossack carried on the duties in his

absence. °The coin cabinet was in charge of Mr. H. Nelson

Wright, and either he or Mr. C. J. Brown have reported on all

Treasure Trove coins sent to the Society. The Council decided

in January to appoint an Honorary Librarian, who should be

a member of the Council and of the Publication Committee.

Mr. Kemp has held this post throughout the year.

Office.

The Lama who is looking after the Tibetan collections

belonging to the Society is still engaged on the Tibetan Cata-

Wuer He has been appointed for another two years on Ins

present pay. .
•

,

Babu Nritva Gopal Basu, late cashier of the Society, who

was drawing a pension of Rs. 20 a month, died in July 1914.

There have been no other changes in the establishment.

Mr J H. Elliott has continued as Assistant Secretary, and

Babu Balai Lai Dutt, B.A., as the First Library Assistant,

throughout the year.

Society's Premises and Property.

The building of the new premises for the Society has not

yet been taken in hand. On a reference to the Corporation ot

Calcutta the Society was informed that the Corporation has

abandoned the scheme of widening Park Street and that it was

to be undertaken by the Calcutta Improvement Trust. The

matter is before the Trust, and it is feared that at least one

year must elapse before the Society receives compensation for

the land which will be acquired.

Mr. H. Beveridge has presented us with a copy of h*8

portrait. It has been framed and hung up in the rooms of the

Society. ;

Indian Museum.

No presentations were made to the [ndian Museum.
During the year there has been no change in the Society s

Trusteeship, and the Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
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Kt., CSX, D.Sc., F.B.A.8., F.R.S.E., continues to be a

member of the Board of Trustees of the Indian Museum on

behalf of the Society under the Indian Museum Act X of 1910.

The Indian Museum celebrated its centenary on January

17th, 1914. In commemoration a centenary volume, giving

an account of the history of the Indian Museum from 1814 to

1914, has been published. It includes biographical notices

of curators and superintendents, and a reproduction of the

Asiatic Society's house in 1828 taken from Savignhac's and
Pearson's Asiatic Museum Illustrated, Part I.

Indian Science Congress

The first Indian Science Congress was held in the rooms
of the Society on January 15-17, 1914. A number of mem-
bers attended from various parts of India. Among them were

the delegates to the centenary of the Indian Museum which was
celebrated at the same time. An account of the Congress was
published in the Proceedings of the Society for May, 1914. A
photograph of the members was taken, and a copy has been

hung up in the rooms of the Society.

It has been arranged that the Second Indian Science

Congress will be held at the Presidency College, Madras, on
January 14, 15 and 16, 1915. His Excellency the Right

Honourable Baron Pentland of Syth, G.C.I.E., has consented to

be Patron, and the Hon. Surgeon General W. B. Bannerman,
C.S.I. , I.M.S., has been appointed President, with Prof. J. L.

Simonsen as Honorary Secretary. The Government of India

has asked Local Governments to allow selected officers to

attend the Congress on duty.

Meetings.

The Society's General Meetings have been held regularly

every month with the exception of October, 1914.

Lectures.

No lectures have been arranged for by the Society during
"the year.

Deputation.

On an invitation from the 19th International Congress of

Americanists held at Washington in October 1914, Mr. B.

fcmith Lyman, a Life Member of the Society, attended the

Congress as a delegate on behalf of the Society.

Agencies.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch and Mr. Otto Harrassowitz have
•continued as the Society's Agents in Europe—the latter up to

the commencement of the war.
The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceedings
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and the Memoirs sent to Mr. Quaritch during the year 1914

was 365, valued at £58-19-8 (Rs. 884-12), and of the Biblio

theca 199, valued at £16-19-4 (Rs. 254-8).

The number of copies of the Journal and Proceedings and

the Memoirs sent to Mr. Harrassowitz during 1914 was 147,

valued at £26-17-4 (Rs. 403), and of the Bibliotheca Indica 454.

valued at £31-15-10 (Rs. 476-14).

There has been some difficulty with regard to two case

sent to Mr. Otto Harrassowitz at Leipzig on the 9th July, 1914.

Owing to war, the steamer lias deviated from her voyage and

is at present interned at Syracuse. The matter is being dealt

with.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

In terms of Rule 1 of the Barclay Memorial Medal, there

was no award during the year.

In connection with the award for 1915, the following mem-
bers were appointed to form a Special Committee to make
recommendations to the Council :—Major E. D.W.Greig, I. M.S.,

Major A. T. Gage, I.M.S., Mr. C. C. Calder, Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri,
B.A., Dr. P. J. Briihl.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

The Trustees have decided to award four prizes for essays
submitted in competition for the Elliott Prize for Scientific

Research for 1913, viz. :— (1) "On chlorine in the nascent
state. Chlorination with nitro-hydrochloric acid", by Babu
Rasik Lai Datta. (2) " On Decimalization of Indian money
at sight", by Babu Saraclakanta Ganguly. (3) " On Titanium
minerals; their estimation and utilization, with certain exhi-
bits", by Babu Nagendra Chandra Nag. (4) " Untersuchungen
iiber Doppelsalze und Komplexsalze. I. Mitteilung " and "Die
Veranderlichkeit und Unbestandigkeit von Kobaltainminen ",
by Babu Nilratan Dhar. Babu Nilratan Dhar has decided to
receive his prize of Rs. 210 in cash, instead in the form of
a gold medal and cash. The awards will be made at the Ordi-
nary Annual Meeting of the Society on the 3rd February 1915.

The subject selected for the Elliott Gold medal for the
year 1914 was Mathematics, and fourteen essays have been
received in competition up to date. This notification was
printed in the Calcutta Gazette of the 16th December 1914. In
view of the unusual delay in the publication of the notification,
the Trustees have decided that the essays for 1914 would be
received up to the end of March 1915

Finance.

The Accounts of the Society are shown in the Appendix
under the usual heads. In this year's account there is an
additional statement under the head " Builduv Fund."
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Statement No. 13 contains the Balance Sheet of the Society
and of the different funds administered through it.

The credit balance of the Society at the close of 1914 was Rs
1,96,630-4-3 against Rs. 2,41 ,332-7-5 in the preceding year 1913.

The decrease is accounted for by the transfer of the Impe-
rial grant of Rs. 40,000 plus Rs. 4,200 interest accrued thereon
to Building Fund as per Statement No. 12.

The Budget for the year 1914 was estimated at the follow-
ing figures :—

Rg
Receipts .. .. .. 31,370
Expenditure . . . . 30,234

The actual receipts for the year, exclusive of 28 Admis-
sion fees and three Compounding fees, have amounted to
Rs. 27,440-0-1 , or Rs. 3,930 less than the estimate. The sum of
Rs. 880 has been received as Admission fees, and Rs. 500
as Compounding fees; the Permanent Reserve Fund has been
credited with Rs. 1,400.

The receipts have exceeded the estimate under the follow-
ing heads:

—

Subscriptions for the Society's Journal and Proceedings
and Memoirs, Rs. 144 ; Miscellaneous, Rs. 46-1-9

; and Indian
Science Congress, Rs. 158.

The receipts have fallen short of the estimate under the
following heads

:

Members' Subscriptions, owing to retirement and absence
from India, Rs. 1,799-2-6.

Sale of Publications Rs. 1,354-9-0. This decrease is mainly
due to sale proceeds not having been received during the year
from Mr. Otto Harrassowitz of Leipzig.

Interest on Investments Rs. 1 ,154-6-2 ; this is accounted for
by the transfer of a part of it to the Building Fund. The
total receipts for the year have been Rs. 28,820-0-1.

In the budget the expenditure was estimated at

Rs. 30,234 under seventeen heads, and under these heads the
expenditure has amounted to Rs. 30,355-14-1 or Rs. 121-14-1
in excees of the estimate. During the year the Council sanc-
tioned the following extra expenditure :—Grain Compensation
Allowance Rs. 91, Indian Science Congress Rs. 845-14, and
Furniture Rs. 121-8 ; total Rs. l,05H-6-0. The total expenditure
for 1914 has amounted to Rs. 31,414-4-1.

The Permanent Reserve Fund at the close of the year
amounted to Rs. 1,65,500 against Rs. 1,64,100 in 1913 The
Temporary Reserve Fund at the close of the year was
Rs. 36,200 against Rs. 83,200 in 1913. The decrease of
Rs. 47,000 is due to the transfer to the Building Fund of
Rs. 45,600 and to the Permanent Reserve Fund of Rs. 1,400.
The Building Fund and the Trust Fund at the close of the year
stand at Rs. 45,600 and Rs. 1 .400 respectively.
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The expenditure on the Royal Society's Catalogue (in-

cluding subscription sent to the Central Bureau and discount
recovered from subscription) has been Rs. 10,067-0-2, while the
receipts under this head from subscriptions received on behalf
of the Central Bureau have been Rs. 11,416-11-0 (including dis-

count recovered from subscription). The sum of Rs. 8,991-15-0
has been remitted to the Central Bureau.

The Budget estimate of Receipts and Disbursements for
1915 has been calculated at

Receipts

Disbursements
Extra Disbursement

Rs. 27,208

?>

5 J

2i'•»**} Rs. 30,444

The Budget estimate of Receipts is about Rs. 1.612 less
than the Actuals of 1914.

The Budget estimate of Disbursements is about Rs 940
less than the Actuals of 1914. The expenditure provided in
the estimate will be met by drawing on the Temporary Reserve
Fund to the extent of Rs. 3,300, unless the income is larger
than estimated.

Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., continued Honorary Treasurer
throughout the year.

BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1915.

Receipts.

1914. 1914. 1915.
Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Members' Subscriptions .

.

Subscriptions for the So-
ciety's Journal and Pro-
ceedings and Memoirs .

.

Sale of Publications
Interest on Investments .

.

Rent of Rooms
Bengal Government Allow-

ance (Anthropology)
Bengal Government Allow-

ance (Researches in His-
tory, Religion, Ethnology
and Folklore of Bengal) .

.

Assam Government Allow-
ance (Anthropology)

Miscellaneous .

.

Admission fees..

Compound Subscriptions
Indian Science Congress

Rs.

1 1 ,500
Rs.

9,731

Rs.
9,60o

1,60s

2,000

8,392

600

1,752
645

7,238

600

1 , 608

1,000

7 ,060

600

2,000 2 ,0CH I 2,000

,600 3,6oo 3,600

9 •

• •

1,000

100
• «

570

l,00o

146
880
5O0

728

1,000

100
640

Total
• • 31,370 28,820 27,2ns
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Expenditure.

1914. 1914. ID] 5.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

• »

•

Salaries

Commission
Pension
Stationery

Light and Fans
Municipal Taxes
Postage
Freight

Contingencies
Books
Binding
Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs

Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs (Bengal and
Assam grant)

Printing (Circular, etc
)

Auditor's fee .

.

Petty Repairs .

.

Insurance
Salary (for Researches in

History, Religion, Ethno-
logy, and Folklore of

Bengal)
Grain Allowance
Indian Science Congress
Furniture

Rs.

5, 750

600
420
150

200
1,495

700
225
650

2,600

1,000

12,000

250

150

100

344

3 ,600

Rs
6,399
598

340

133
326

1,495

778
238
562
813
991

11,863

1,305
150

122

344

3,901'

91

>45

1 2

1

Rs.

6,600

600
180

150

200

1 , 495
700
225
600

2,000

1 ,0< >0

8,000

3 ,<J00

500
150

100
344

3 , 600
200

*

3< M

»

Repairs

Extra Expenditure.

• 9 5< M )

Total .. 30,234 31,414 30,444

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines added
to the Library during the year was 2,619, of whi?h 179 were
purchased and 2,440 were either presented or received in

exchange.

A copy of the Bhubaneswar album containing 97 bromide
photographs of archaeological interest was also purchased for
the Library.

Owing to lack of funds only a comparatively small number
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of books was recommended for purchase during the year. If

more money were available it would be possible greatly to

increase the usefulness of the library to members of the

Society. This is particularly the case in Anthropology and

Archaeology, for, except for the Society's library, very little

literature on these subjects is available in Calcutta.

Mr. H. Beveridge has presented a copy of an abstract of

the ' 4 Amal Salih " and the Council has decided to have the

manuscript typed and bound and placed in the Library.

It has also been decided to repair all the book-cases, some
of which had fallen into a bad condition. The work has

already been taken in hand.
The preparation of a catalogue of the scientific serials

available in Calcutta is progressing favourably. Slips contain-
ing particulars of the available periodicals have now been
received from nearly all the principal libraries in the city.

The work of compilation will shortly be taken in hand, and it

is hoped that the catalogue will be published during 1915.

When issued it is expected that the catalogue, in addition to

its more obvious utility to scientific students, will prove of

value in preventing different libraries from overlapping, that is

to say, from purchasing expensive sets of volumes which may
be consulted elsewhere in Calcutta. It should also encourage
the acquisition of missing parts and of serials which are un-
obtainable

,
and it is hoped that funds will be forthcoming to

enable the Society to take the lead in this respect.
During the year the Council appointed Mr. S. W. Kemp.

Honorary Librarian to the Society, with a seat on the Publica-
tion Committee.

Publications.

There were published during the year ten numbers of the
Journal and Proceedings (Vol. IX, Nos. 10-11, and Vol. X, Nos.
1-8) containing 500 pages and 38 plates.

Of the Memoirs, three numbers were published (Vol. Ill,
Nos andv), Vol. V, No. 2) containing 290 pages and 6 plates.

Numismatic Supplement, Nos. 21-23, have been published
in the Journal and Proceedings, Vol. IX, No. 11, Vol. X

?

Nos. 5 and 6.

Exchange of Publications.

During 1914, the Council accepted only one application for
exchange of publications, viz. : from the Orenbourg Scientific
Archives Society, their "Travaux de la Commission Scienti-
fique des Archives d' Orenbourg " for our Journal and Pro-
ceedings. The Orenbourg Society has been asked if thev could
supply a complete set of the back volumes of their publications
in exchange for 22 volumes of our Journal, but no reply has
yet been received.
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On an application from the Education Department of the

Government of India, asking for certain back volumes and
numbers of the Society's Journal and Proceedings, wanting
in their set, complete sets, as far as available, were supplied as

a presentation to Government.

Philology, etc.

During the year under review several important papers of

philological and antiquarian interest were contributed to our

Journal and Memoirs.
In a Memoir entitled " Fragments of a Buddhist work in

the Ancient Aryan Language of Turkistan/' Dr. Sten Konow
publishes the text, with an annotated translation, of six

manuscript leaves—recovered from Khotan—which give us

some idea of the form of Buddhism prevailing in Central Asia

in ancient times.

In a Memoir entitled " Catuhsatika of Arya Deva," Maha-
mahopadhvaya Hara Prasad Sastri, CLE., publishes frag-

ments of a rare Sanskrit work of Arya Deva called Catuh-
Satika, with the commentary of Candraklrti, which were re-

covered from Nepal and throw much light on the early philo-

sophical literature of the Mahayana Buddhists.

In a paper entitled " India in the Avesta of the Parsees,"

Sham-ul-Ulema Dr. Jivanji Jamsheclji Modi shows that India

was designated as Hapta Hindu in the Vendidad and Hindvo
in the Yasna, that it was one of the sixteen countries there

mentioned as created by God, and that it formed the eastern

boundary, as Nineveh formed the western, of the vast Iranian

country.

Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana in a

paper entitled " The Localisation of Certain Hymns of fche Rig-

veda " tries to prove that all the hymns of the Rigveda were
not composed while the Aryans, in the course of their south-

eastern journey, still lingered in Kastern Kabul and the Pun-
jab, but that some of the hymns were composed even when the

Aryans had advanced to the east as far as the river Kausiki at

the eastern boundary of the district of Darbhanga.
" The Date of Chashtana " is the title of a paper in which

Babu Ramesh Chandra Majumdar tries to prove that Chash-
tana, the founder of a long line of Saka Kings, flourished at

Ujjaini at about 78 a.d.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji in a paper entitled " Edilpur

Grant of Kasavasena " gives a revised reading of the Grant to

»how that the King who executed it was Kasavasena and not

Vi^varupa. The same writer contributes another paper to our

Journal entitled " The Belabo Grant of Bhojavarman " which
records the grant of some land to a Brahman named Rama-
deva Sarrnan during the rei^n of Bhoja Varman, who was a
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descendant of Jata Varman, the founder of an independent

Kingdom in East Bengal in the 11th century a.d.

"The Jhalrapatan Stone Inscription of Udayaditya '

' de-

ciphered by Sahityacarya Pandit Bisvesara Nath Sastri records

the building of a temple of Siva in 1086 a d., during the reign

of Udayaditya, a successor of Pramara Bhoja.
" A Forgotten Kingdom of East Bengal " is the title of a

paper in which Babu Nalini Kanta Bhattasali gives some ac-

count of the City of Karmanta (modern Kamta in Comilla)

which is said to have been the capital of the Kingdom of

Samatata where the Khadga family reigned in the 7th cen-

tury A.D.

Rev. H. Hosten in a paper entitled " The Twelve Bhuiyas
or Landlords of Bengal' * presents us with a list of the twelve

Bhuiyas as given by Frair Manrique in 1640 a.d., and infers

from the existence of twelve Bhuiyas in countries other than
Bengal that "the council of twelve" is an ancient institution

in India. The same writer in a paper entitled " The Pitt Dia-

mond and the Eyes of Jagannath, Puri," quotes authority to

show that the story of theft of the Pitt diamond from the

Statue of Jagannath was descredited by Anquetil du Perron as

early as in June 1757 a.d.

S. P. V. Ramanuja Svami in his paper on " Jayamang-
ala

'

' tries to prove that the author of the commentary on
Kamasutra was Jayamangala, who is not to be confounded with
Ya^odhara, the copyist. Babu Vanamali Chakravarti in his

paper on " The Nature of Moksa " tries to show that moksa or

liberation, according to the Nyaya, was a condition not devoid
of pleasure. Rai Bahadur B. A. Gupte in a short note on
11 Kath Kari" supports Sir James Campbell's derivation of the
word from " Kath " and " Kari 9\ meaning a catechumaker.

Babu Nilmani Chakravarti in a paper entitled *
; Spirit

belief in the Jataka Stories
'

' compiles from the Pali Jatakas
an account of the various spirits which were believed to dwell
in trees, etc., before whom sacrifices were offered even by
kings.

In an article entitled " Fr. Jerome Xavier's Persian Lives
of the Apostles" issued in the Journal for February 1914.
Rev. Father H. Hosten writes that the work was completed
and presented to Akbar in 1602, and fixes the date of its com-
position between 1604 and 1607. The article is supplemented
with appendices by Messrs. H. Beveridge and Aga Muhammad
Kazim Shirazi.

In the Journal for July and August Mr. Beveridge in his

PfpQ
e

.

r %'* The date of the death of Shah Beg Arghun, the ruler
of bind proves from historical data that the date inclines to-
wards 92S a.h. as against the date 930 a.h. In his article
on - Sirhind or Sahrind" Mr. Beveridge states that the original
name Sirhind was changed into Sahrind by Shah Jehan. In
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the Proceedings of the same month, Maulvi Hidayet Hosain has
contributed a paper entitled " Note on a history of Firuz Shah,
called Slrat-i-Flruz Shahl."

In Vol. Ill, No. 9 of the Memoirs, Rev. Fr. Hosten has also
edited "Fr. A. Monserrate's Mongolicae Legationis Commen-
tarius or the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar." The workcnves
in detail the history of the first Christian Mission in North India
and the history of Akbar 's campaign against Kabul. The work
is accompanied with a map of Northern India exhibiting the
longitude and latitude of all places passed through by Fr. Mon-
serrate on his way to and from between Goa-Surat-Agra and
Kabul.

Anthropology.

The following papers that may be classed as anthropo-
logical, to use the term in its widest sense, in whole or part

were communicated to the Society in 1914. They are being
published in the " Journal

1. Grooved Stone Hammers from Assam and the Distribu-

ton of similar forms in Eastern Asia. By J. Coggin

1 5

Brown, M.Sc.,F.G.S.

2. Note on a Buddhist Sculpture from Kandy, Ceylon. By
J. Ph. Vogel, Ph.D.

3. Spirit Belief in the Jataka Stories. By Nilmani Chakra-

varti.

4. Recent additions to our knowledge of the Copper Age
Antiquities of the Indian Empire. By Pandit Hira-

nanda Sastri.

5. " So-sor-thar-pa ", a code of monastic laws of Tibetan

Buddhists. By Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chan-

dra Vidyabhusana.

The following papers have been published in the "Jour-
nal

55
, having been read either at meetings of the Society in

1913, or at the Indian Science Congress in January, 1914:

6. The Limestone Caves of Burma and the Malay Penin-

sula. Bv N. Annandale, IXSc, F.A.S.B. ; J. Coggin

Brown, M.Sc, F.G.S., and F. H. Gravely, M-Se.

7. India in the Avesta of the Parsis. By Shams-ul-ulma

Dr. Jwanji Jamshedji Modi, B.A., Ph.D.
8. Relics of the Worship of the Mud-Turtles (Trionychidae)

in India and Burma. By N. Annandale, D.Sc,
F.A.S.B., and Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad

Sastri, ( .I.E.

9. Fv her descriptions of Stone Implements from Yunnan.

% J Coggin Brown, M.Sc, F.G.S.

Sir George Duff-Sutherland-Dunbar's length} and profuseh
illustrated monograph on the Abors and Galon ga of the Assam
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Himalayas, with its anthroprometrical appendix by J. Coggin

Brown and S. W. Kemp, is now ready for publication. It

should prove the most important anthropological memoir

published by the Society for a considerable number of years.

With this exception, and with that of the papers on pre-

historic archaeology, it cannot be claimed that any great pro-

gress has been made in anthropological work in the year 1914.

Indeed, it is difficult to see how real progress can be made,

in view of the fact that there are at present no scientific men
in India who can devote their time to the supremely difficult

branches of biology comprised under the term anthropology,

the few who have had a special training being more than fully

occupied with other work. It is greatly to be hoped that

arrangements may be made before long for the employment in

the Indian Museum of a trained anthropologist as Assistant

Superintendent. At present, the one direction in which our

activities can be profitably extended is that of improving our

collection of books and serial publications relating to the anthro-

pological sciences.

Zoology, Botany and Geology.
Zoology.

An interesting account, by N. Annandale and F. H.

Gravely, of the Fauna of the Limestone Caves of Burma and the

Malay Peninsula forms part of a general paper, by J. Coggin

Brown and the two above mentioned authors, on the limestone
caves ot: the Shan States, Tenasserim, Siam, and the Federated
Malay States. More than 70 species have been noticed, but

none of the species is as highly specialized in correlation with

the cavernicolous mode of life as are certain species found in

European and North American caves, a difference probably
due to the difference in the physiographical features of the

caves in the two regions. As a rule, coloration is more easily

affected than structural characters, as is especially well seen in

Coluber taeniurus and in Prosopeas tchehelense. In other cases

features, already pronounced in non-cavemicolous forms, he-

come exaggerated in the corresponding cavernicolous phases.
Of considerable interest is the curious fact that by means of

stridulating organs possessed by Scutigena decipiens and situated
near the base of the ventral side of the femur, a loud creaking
sound is produced by legs severed from the body, an operation
which probably aids the injured individual in escaping from its

enemy.
Three zoological papers published during the year under

review deal with species represented in the extensive collection
made by Dr. Annandale in Galilee. H. B. Preston enumerates
43 species of Mollusca from the Lake of Tiberias, and describes
10 new species. A prominent feature of the molluscan fauna
of the lake is the total absence or paucity of the thinner-shelled
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genera, due probably to the large quantity of mineral matter
suspended in the lake. Dr. G. Horvath deals with a collection
of semi-aquatic and aquatic Rhynchota. Twenty-one species
are represented, of which three are described as new. The
general characters are those of the fauna of Southern Europe.
R. H. Whitehouse describes three new species of Planarians :

Planaria tiberiensis, PL salina and Planaria barroisi, all the
specimens, however, being non-sexual, and their identification
consequently only provisional.

The following papers on the fauna of Galilee were read,
but have not yet been published in the Society's Journal

:

1. Hydrophilidae from the Lake of Tiberias. By A.
D'Orchymont.

Walter
from the Lake of Tiberias. Bv

3. Chironomides du Lac de Tiberiade. By J. J. Kieffer.

A paper of zoological as well as philological interest is Dr.
N. Annandale's and Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri's
paper on the Relics of the Worshi p of Mud-Turtles (Trionychidae)
in India and Burma. Of the mud-turtles living in shrines as
sacred animals Trionyx gangeiicus mahanaddicus is kept in
tanks in Puri and Sambalpur, Trionyx formosus is the turtle
kept in the pool of the Arrakan Pagoda in Mandalay, and
Trionyx nigricans, the Chittagong Mud-turtle, has its abode in
a pond attached to the shrine of Sultan Bayazid of Bastam in
Chittagong and is there represented by the only living speci-
mens seen of recent years.

A number of papers dealing with zoological subjects were
read at the First Indian Science Congress, held in Calcutta in
January 1914. The following have been published during the
year 1914 in the Journal of the Societv :

1. On the reproductive system of Aiopos\ Simroth. By
Ekendranath Ghosh.

The << Shous" or Big-homed Deer of Tibet. By J. Man-
ners-Smith

3.

Fauna of
well.

>/ our present knowledge of

By T. South-

4.
>/

tan Passalid Coleoptera. By jf. H. Gravely.
5. Presence and Absence of the Gall-bladder in certain

Rodents. By R. E. Lloyd.

Botany.

In " a Synopsis of the Dioscoreas of the Old World, Africa
excluded, with descriptions of new species and varieties,

? y

&ir David Prain and Mr. I. H. Burkill publish diognoses of new
species and varieties of Dioscorea and a key to this difficult
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and troublesome genus. The following new species are des-

cribed in detail—D. cambodiana from Cambodia; D. membra-

nacea Pierre M.S. from Burma and Siam : D teMtaculigera from

the Shan Hills ; D. Clarkei from the Xaga Hills ; D. caesea from

Szechuan; D. subcalva from Southern China: D. nitens from

Yunnan; D. Martini from Southern China; D. velutipes from

the Shan Hills; D. Kerrii from Siam; D. Arachnida from

Assam; D. tamarisciflora from the Malay Peninsula; D. Pierri

from Cochin China; D. Kalkapershadii from the Deccan Penin-

sula; D. Blumei from Java; D. Rogersii from the Andamans

;

D. Brandisii from Burma; D. Trimenii from Ceylon; A pul-

verea from Yunnan; D. Loheri from Luzon; D. Foxworthyi

from Luzon: D. Seemanni from the Filchi Islands; D. grata

from the Philippines ; D. Lepcharum from Sikkim ; D. brevi-

petiolata from Indo-China; D. Havilandii from Borneo; and D.

stenomeriflora probably from the Philippines.

In his "Studies on the Leaf Structure of Zoysia pungens,

Willd.", ML S. Ramaswami shows how the leaf structure of

this species of sand grass is modified for the purpose of an

economic utilization of a limited water-supply, the prevention

of excessive transpiration and the protection against the effect

of high winds and strong salination.

M. S. Ramaswami describes a new species of Diospyros,

named by him Diospyros Barberi, which appears to be restrict-

ed to the Tinnevelly hills.

The same author gives an account of the extreme varia-

bility of the leaf of Heptapleurum venulosum, Seem., the leaf

varying from simple digitate and bifoliotate to twice digitate

with as many as twenty-four leaflets.

Geology.

Dr. H. H. Hayden has published a Note on the applica-

tion of the Principle of Isostatic Compensation to the condi-

tions prevailing beneath the Indo-Gangetic Alluvium.
The paper, already referred to, on " The Limestone Caves

of Burma and the Malay Peninsula ", contains also a short

account of the physiography and geology of these caves, many
of which are mere recesses, whilst in other cases they consist

of series of passages and caverns, the latter sometimes of con-

siderable diameter. The caves are situated in a series of lime-

stones, probably everywhere of anthracolithic age, extending
from Western China and the Philippines to the Malay Penin-
sula and Borneo. Recent and subrecent fossils buried in the

cave deposits have not yet been investigated.
The following Exhibitions of biological or geological inter-

est were made at meetings held during the year under review.
Mr. C. S. Middlemiss exhibited specimens of Indian jade and
specimens and articles of jade and allied minerals obtained
in Kashmir; Mr. J. Coggin Brown exhibited three new Indian
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meteorites and Mr. H. Cecil Jones some specimens of marble
and other building stones. Mr. H. S. Bion illustrated by lantern
slides some features due to glacial protection.

Physics and Chemistry.

Six papers on Physical and Chemical subjects were pub-
lished during the year in the Journal and Proceedings.

Physics.
^

^Improvements in measurements with the Quadrant Electro-

meter. By V. H. Jackson, M.A., and A. T. Mukerjee,
M.A.

On a demonstration apparatus for determining Young's
Modulus. By Gouripati Chatterjee.

Chemistry.

Note on the Fat of Garcinia Indica, the so-called Kokam
butler. By Harold H. Mann and N. V. Kanitkar.

Hot Springs in Raj Darbhanga, Khargpore Hills, District

Monghyr. By C. Schulten.
An Improved method of using oil gas. By Kenneth Somer-

ville Caldwell, B.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C.
The Action of Nitric Oxide in Metallic peroxides suspended

in water, Part I. By Barun Chandra Dutt and Surya
Narayan Sen.

Dr. E P. Harrison exhibited a phenomenon known as the
"Gore effect" in iron—an anomaly in the expansion co-
efficient of that metal occurring above 500° C.

The majority of the papers (those marked by an asterisk)
were read before the First Indian Science Congress in January,
1914.

Messrs. Jackson and Mukerjee
?

s work on the Quadrant
Electrometer is of special value to workers in the tropics ; the
modifications effected by the authors make it possible for

investigations on radio activity and ionisation of gases to be
earned out during the whole year, whereas formerly work on
these important branches of Physics was at a standstill except
in the dry weather.

i^
r ' Caldwell's paper on Oil Gas is noteworthy, and seems

likely to be of considerable practical importance.

Medical Section.

Mainly owing to so many of the medical members having
g°ne to the war, only five meetings of the Medical Section
hare been held this year. The attendance at the meetings was
^ily fair. Captain Godson, the Medical Secretary, having gone
l° the war, Dr. Hossack is taking over his duties.
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Dr Bentley read an interesting paper on Malaria in Lower

Bengal, its origin and its remedy, which gave rise to a good

discussion, in which the President, Lord Carmichael, took part.

The beneficial results of the silt-bearing overBow, from the

Ben

sized by Dr. Bentley, who called attention to the ill-effects on

the health of the Western districts of Bengal of permanent

embankments preventing this natural process. A very large

and important question was thus raised

Lieut.-Colonel Newman dealt with operations for hernia,

and Major MacGilchirst read an interesting paper on the rela-

tion between chemical constitution and pharmacological action.

t

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

Dr. W. A. K. Christie and Mr. F. H. Gravely were in

charge of the Regional Bureau until April, when Dr. Christie

left India for Europe and Mr. Gravely resigned. The Physical

Science Secretary and the Biological Secretary were appointed

Joint Honorary Secretaries of the Bureau. Dr. Annandale,

the Biological" Secretary, resigned in October and Dr. P. J.

Briihl was appointed to succeed him.

1183 index slips were forwarded during the year to the

Central Bureau and 92 volumes of the Catalogue were distri-

buted
The expenses of the Regional Bureau amounted to Ks.

546-2-2
Bureau of Information.

The final proof of the catalogue of manuscripts in the

Bishop's College Library has been corrected and returned, and

a few enquiries have been replied to. His Excellency the

Governor gave a hope that steps would be taken to give a wide

circulation to the fact that there is a Bureau of Information

in the Rooms of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, as it is not

that full use is made of it by the public.

The Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts.

Few manuscripts were acquired during the year as it was

thought undesirable to acquire more manuscripts without giv-

ing to the world a description of the large collection already

made. Among the few manuscripts acquired there is one of

exceptional importance. It is a manuscript of Vimalaprabha

a commentary of Laghu Kalacakrayana. The commentary
^

by Pundarlka, who considered himself to be an incarnation ot

Avolokitesvara. It is written in the Bengali character of Central

Bengal and it was copied during the reign of Harivarma Deva

of Bengal (950-1000 a.d.). The work is known only in its Tibe-

tan translation. The Sanskrit manuscript may therefore be

regarded a great find.

felt

i
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Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts.

The catalogue of the large collections of Sanskrit manu-
scripts in the Government Collection in the Society's Library
has made fair progress this year. Last year the catalogue
came up to 5,700. This year it is 7,138. It is high time that
arrangements should be made for the printing of the parts of

the catalogue, and so an application has been made to Govern-
ment for giving the cataloguist some assistance for revising

the work and printing different volumes.

Bibliotheca Indica.

Of the 29 fasciculi of texts of different dimensions pub-
lished in the Bibliotheca Indica series during the year under
review, 8 belong to Brahmanic Sanskrit, 2 to Buddhist Sanskrit,

3 to Tibetan, I to Sanskrit and Tibetan, 4 to Jaina Sanskrit
and Prakrita and the remaining 11 to Arabic and Persian liter-

ature. These fasciculi include Mr. H. Beveridge's translation

of Akbarnama, Vol. Ill, fasc. VI, and Maasir-ul-Umara, Vol. I,

fasc. V, VI; Lieut-Col. T. W. Haig's translation of Munta-
khabu-t-tawarikh, Vol. Ill, fasc. Ill : and Dr. GangaNath Jha's
translation of the Tantravartika, fasc. XIII, XIV.

Of the new works sanctioned last year ten fasciculi have
been published this year, viz. :—

1. S'ivaparinaya—a, poem in the Kashmiri language by
Krsna Rajanaka, together with a glossary in San-

skrit by M. M. Mukunda Ram Sastri, edited by Sir

George Grierson, K.C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt.

2. Prthviraja Vijaya—a Sanskrit epic with the commentary
of Jonaraja, edited by S. K. Belvarkar, M.A., Ph.D.

3. Dharmabi)idu — & work on Jaina Philosophy by Hari-

bhadra Suri with the commentary of Municandra,

edited by Dr. Luigi Suali.
4. Vajjdlaggam—a Prakrita poetical work on Rhetoric

with Sanskrit version, edited by Professor Julio

Laber.
5. Prajndpradipa -the Tibetan version of a commentary

on the Madhyamika Sutra by Bhavaviveka, edited

by Dr. M. Walleser.
6. Tabakat'i'Akbari—the text of a history of India from

the early Musalman invasions to the thirty-sixth year

of the reign of Akbar, by Khwajah Nizamuddin
Ahmad, edited by Mr. B. De, I.C.S. (retired).

7 - TabakaUi-Akbari—translated into English by Mr. B.

De, I.C.S. (retired).
$• Durrul Mukhtdr Fi Sharh-i-tanvirul Absar—& book on

Law of Hanafi sect ' translated into English by

Shamsul Ulama Maulavi Mohamed Yusoof Khan
Bahadur.
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9. Amali-Salih or Shali-Jahan Namah of Mohammad
Salih"Kambu—the text edited by Prof. G. Yazdani.

10. History of ShiLstar—the text of an account of §hustar

Kh
Bahadur Maula Bakhsh.

Manuscripts

The policy of ascertaining the existence and whereabouts

of rare MSS. followed during the preceding two years has been

maintained.
With this object the first travelling Maulavi has been

examining the contents of several libraries not visited in pre-
O

ceding years.

The Maulavi visited five libraries at Lucknow, one at

Kakuri, one at Muradabad and three at Rarnpur, and also

examined the stocks of several MSS. dealers at Lucknow and

Muradabad. Notices of these MSS., as well as of those of the

more important MSS. in the Government of India collection,

have been prepared and will be submitted shortly.

The Government of India has continued the grant of

Rs. 5,000 a year for the next five years for the purposes for

which the Research Fund was instituted.

Bardic Chronicles.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri submitted his

Preliminary Raport and his scheme on the search of Bardic

Chronicles last year. The submission of the scheme completed
the work which he offered to do for the Society in his note to

the Council of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in February 1908.

Dr. L. P. Tessitori was apppinted
v

to carry on the work.
At the time of the Shastri

5

s appointment it had been
found impossible to obtain the services of anyone who had
specialized in the languages of which a thorough knowledge is

essential to success in this work ; and the thanks of the Society
are due to the Shastri for pushing on the work as best he could in

the absence of such special knowledge. It is unfortunate, but

scarcely his fault, that the copies of Bardic manuscripts which
he got together have proved to have no philological value-

This, however, is the judgment which Dr. Tessitori has regret-

fully passed upon them. Now that Government has been
fortunate enough to secure, in Dr. Tessitori, a scholar with
the special knowledge requisite for the work, there is every
reason to expect that results of real philological interest will

be forthcoming, if means can be found to cover the necessary
continuous expenses of the work. Dr. Tessitori has sent in an

account of the work which has occupied him since his arrival in

India. This account serves as an introduction to his scheme
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for the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana and will be
published in the February number of the Journal. The scheme
has been approved by the Council of the Society, and will be
submitted by them to the Government of India.

Coins.

One gold, eleven silver, six copper and four lead coins

were presented to the Society during the year. They included

one gold fanam of the Cuddapah Mint, two Roman denarii,

two (silver) punch-marked coins, five (silver) coins of the

Gujarat dynasty, one (silver) Mughal, six (copper) Bahmani,
one (silver) French Colonial, Mahe, and four (lead) Andhra
coins. None of these presented any unusual features.

Mr. C. J. Brown took over the duties of examining the
Treasure Trove from the Central Provinces in December 19)3.

Two finds of copper coins were then awaiting examination.
They consisted of 796 coins of the Bahmani dynasty, of which
207 were distributed among various museums. A few unrecorded
dates occurred, and a short note on the two finds appeared in

Numismatic Supplement No. XXII of the Society's Journal.

During the past year, 1914, Mr. Brown has examined in

all fourteen finds. Three were of gold, consisting of 43 coins,

all of which have been distributed. There were eight hoards of

silver coins, two of which contained worthless coins and were
returned

; from the remaining six finds 379 coins were distri-

buted, the total number of silver coins examined being 903.

Two finds of copper consisting of 746 coins were examined and
121 coins sent to various museums.

Among the gold coins one find consisted of 23 Gupta
coins, chiefly of Chandra Gupta, and made a useful addition to

the Nagpur collection. Two of these— ' Lion Trampler turned
to left' type of Chandra Gupta—were rare, and nearly all were
of different types.

The silver coins were exceptionally good, by far the best
find being a small one from Buldana of 64 coins. It contained
the following rare coins: Aurangzeb, Ahsanabad 1110-48 R.,

Bhakkar 1091-24 R., 'Azimabad 1118 SOR. ; ' Azarn Shah,
Burhanpfir 1119 ahd.; Kdm Bakhsh, Bljapur ahd.; Shah

'Alam I, Bahadurgarh 1123, Haiderabad (Farkhanda-bunyad)
1120-2 R.

f Imtyazgarh 1122, and Jahandar, Bahadurgarh ahd.
In other finds "the following occurred: Shah.

' Alam 7,

Uuhammadabad 1 120-2 R ; Farrukh-Siyar, Allahabad 11 27-3 R.

,

'Alamgirpur 7 R ; Jahanddr Arkat ahd; Shah 'Alam II,
kunch 1194-22 R., Ravishnagar Sagar, many dates, Balana-
gar ^adha, many dates, Chhatarpur, many dates.

A find from Buldana produced a number of coins of Shah
Alam II of Mahrata type minted in the name 'All Gaur.
Lfaough in none of them can the mint name be deciphered,
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so much appears as to show that the tentative reading—abad

Puna—no longer holds : the last three letters are &>ji not *>j)

No unique coin has been found ; but two undecipherable

mints may, when read, prove to be of hitherto unknown mints.

An interesting find of small square copper coins came from

Balaghat: they appear to be imitations of the Malwa style,

but the inscriptions are taken from Gujrat, Surl or Mughal

types for the most part. Mr. Brown has written a note on

these which will appear in the Numismatic Supplement in due

course.

The finds on the whole appear to have been exceptionally

good, and the Nagpur collection, especially the Mughal section.

has been substantially enriched.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.,

Senior Vice-President, delivered an address to the Society.

Annual Address, 1915.

Your Excellency, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I do not use the language of conventional courtesy

when I say that I deem it a high honour to be permitted, in

response to the call from the Chair, to address this annual

gathering of our members, and to place before them a brief

outline of the present position of the Society and a rapid

survey of the activities of our scholars and investigators

during the last twelve months.
It is satisfactory to note that the numerical strength of

the Society has been fairly maintained during the last year.

Seven years ago, there was a rapid rise on account of the

large accession of strength to the newly founded medical
section, and the maximum was reached in 1911. Since then,

there has been, as might have been expected, a slow decline,

and during the last year, we had on our rolls precisely a

many members as in 1909. This circumstance has slightly

affected our financial situation; but, happily, there is no

ground for alarm or anxiety. The popularity *of the Society
continues unabated, and the decline in numbers during the

last year is due, in some measure at least, to the war; for

many of our members are absent in Europe to take part in

the titanic struggle between militarism and civilization, which
has riveted the attention of the civilized world. Not only
have we thus lost in subscriptions, but we have also suffered
on the otherwise steady income from the sale of publications
on the Continent, and it is not a matter for surprise that two
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cases of books, sent to our agents before the outbreak of the

war, are now on a steamer which has deviated from her

voyage and lies interned at Syracuse. In these unfavourable

circumstances, the question of the erection of a new building

for the Society, which has been recognized as a pressing need

in recent years, has necessarily been postponed for the pre-

sent. These must be classed as inevitable accidents from

which even scholars engaged in the pursuit of peaceful avoca-

tions are occasionallv liable to suffer. It is a matter for

keener regret, however, that this unforeseen financial difficulty

has compelled us to restrict our expenditure on the purchase

of new books. This is distinctly a cause for disappointment

to our members, as in various important branches of know

ledge, foremost amongst them anthropology and archaeology,

ours is practically the only reference Library accessible to

scholars in Calcutta.

Let us now turn from the story of our internal administra-

tion, not always free from troubles and difficulties, to an

appraisement of the literary and scientific work of our mem-

bers; here, at any rate, it is a pleasure to find that our high

standard has been maintained and that there is no legitimate

ground for dissatisfaction. In the field of Philological and

Antiquarian Research, the most interesting of the papers pub-

lished during the year is a memoir contributed by Dr. Sten

Konow , in which he has deciphered six manuscript leaves re-

covered from Khotan and acquired by the Society from a Cen-

tral Asian traveller some years ago. The text, now first pub-

lished, gives the fragments of a Buddhistic work written in the

ancient Aryan language of Turkistan, and enables us, even in

its fragmentary condition, to obtain a glimpse of the type of

Buddhism which prevailed in Central Asia in by-gone

Two other papers of considerable interest to students of

ancient Indian Historv and Culture have been contributed by

two well-known scholars ; in the first of these, Dr. Satischan-

dra Vidyabhusan seeks to establish that the hymns of the

Rigveda were not all composed by the Aryans before they

entered India and settled in the Punjab, and that some at any

rate of the hymns were composed in later times when the

Aryans had advanced as far as the river Kuasiki in what con-

stitutes the modern District of Darbhanga. This thesis is of a

highly controversial character, and deserves careful scrutiny by

scholars who maintain that the Rigveda, the earliest monu-

ment of Indo-Arvan civilization, was composed while our

forefathers still occupied the plains of Asia Minor. The other

Paper, to which I have adverted, has been contributed by Dr.

Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, who takes us back to times equally

remote and traces out references to India in the Avesta ot

the Parsees Of papers purely historical, we have several

valuable specimens. Babu Rameschandra Majumdar, who

asies.
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has devoted himself to the investigation of many an obscure
problem relating to the history of India at the beginning of

the Christian era, seeks to prove that Chastana, the founder
of a long line of Saka Kings, flourished at Ujjain in the last

quarter of the first century of the Christian era. Babu Nalini-
kanta Bhattasali, another well-known research student, gives
an interesting account of the kingdom of Samatata in what is

now modern Comilla, whose rulers were powerful sovereigns in

the seventh century but have now passed into oblivion. The
Rev. Father Hosten has, with great industry, edited Monser-
rate's work on the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar, which not
only gives in detail the history of the first Christian' mission in
Northern India, but also incidentally furnishes an account of
the campaign of the great Emperor against Kabul. Father
Hosten has also given an account of Father Jerome Xavier's
Persian lives of the Apostles, which was presented to Akbar in
1602. In another paper on the Twelve Bhuiyas or Landlords
of Bengal, the same learned author seeks to maintain the posi-
tion that the Council of Twelve is an ancient institution in
India. The inference may possibly be true, but the generalisa
tion is by no means conclusively supported from the data as
yet available. These are all papers of considerable impor-
tance, but any review of the philological work of the Society
during the last twelve months would be open to the charge of
incompleteness, without mention of two contributions impor-
tant to the student of Indian Philosophy, I mean, the Catuh-
satika of Arya Deva, by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sas-
tri, which elucidates the philosophical literature of the Ma-
hayana Buddhists, and the paper by Professor Banamali Chakra-
barti in which he shows that Moksha or liberation, according to
the Nyaya, was a condition not devoid of pleasure.

When we pass on from the philological papers to the
anthropological contributions, we find them equally varied
and interesting. I use the term anthropology in a comprehen-
sive popular sense, so as to include all papers illustrative of
the manners, customs and religion of the people. Mr. Coggin
Brown gave fascinating accounts of stone implements from
Yunnan, as also of grooved stone hammers from Assam and
Eastern Asia. Dr. Annandale and Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-
prasad Sastn described relics of the worship of mud turtles in
India and Burma which are kept as sacred animals in such
distant places as Pun Sambalpur, Chittagong and Mandalay.
Dr. Sat.schandra Vidyabhushan gave a complete code of
monastic laws of Tibetan Buddhists, which, I hope, will be
some day contrasted with the rules which regulate the lives of
the various sects of monks and ascetics in this country. Final-
ly, we had an interesting note by Babu Nilmani Chakrabarti
on such stones from the Pali Jatakas as indicate a belief in
spirits and the efficacy of their propitiation. It is necessary
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to lay stress, however, on the fact that what is here popularly

accepted as anthropology would hardly be deemed deserving

of that appellation in scientific circles. Investigation in An-
thropology on scientific lines is an impossibility without a
knowledge of Biology, and in this country, there is unfor-

tunately a singular lack of men adequately qualified by pre-

vious training for anthropological work on really sound and
satisfactory lines ; the few who have the requisite qualification

are preoccupied in other spheres of research. In view of the

unquestioned importance of this work, I willingly avail myself

of this opportunity to emphasize the opinion expressed by the

Council of the Society, that for the progress of anthropologi-

cal studies in this country, it is essential that we should have
on the staff of the Indian Museum a trained anthropologist as

an assistant superintendent. Till funds are available for the

employment of a duly qualified officer, an earnest endeavour
must, however, be made to secure an adequate collection of

books and periodicals, essential for a scientific study of an-

thropology. In this connection, an excellent suggestion has

been made by our Anthropological Secretary as to the disposal

of the grants hitherto made by the Government of Bengal and
the Government of Assam with a view to facilitate the study of

Anthropology. A part, at any rate, if not the whole, of these

grants may, for a limited period, at least, be applied to build

up an anthropological library, so as to place within the reach

of intending investigators ample facilities requisite for study
and research. Meanwhile, it is gratifying to find that we
have just published at least one work on anthropology, which
will do credit to the Society and enhance its reputation, namely,
the profusely illustrated monograph on the Abors and Galongs
of the Assam Himalayas by Sir George Duff Sutherland Dun-
bar, with its anthropological appendix by Messrs. Coggin Brown
and Kemp.

The record of the contributions received by us in the

domain of the physical and natural sciences is by no means
disappointing, is, indeed, distinctly encouraging. It would be
idle to ignore the well-known fact that in branches of know-
Jedge like Zoology, Botany and Geology, there are recognized

organs of communication of the original work accomplished by
our investigators, such as the publications of the Geological
Survey, the Botanical Survey and the Indian Museum. On the

°ther hand, in the domain of subjects like Physics and Chemis-
try> if the result achieved has no special local interest, the

investigator not unnaturally seeks to bring his work to the

notice of his fellow-workers in the same department and to the

learned world at large, through the medium of special organs
°f communication. lam inclined to maintain, consequently,
fch at if we do not take an unreasonable view of the actual rek-
t]on of the Society to the entire aggregate of scientific activi-
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ties in the country, there is no occasion to be dissatisfied with

the contributions made by our members in the department of

Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Botany and Geology. We have,

in the first place," published a series of important papers read

at the First Indian Science Congress held last year in this city

under the auspices of the Society. Indeed, I think we may

safely maintain that all that was not of ephemeral interest and was

worthy of permanent preservation have found a place in our

publications. In addition to this, we have continued the publi-

cation of zoological papers dealing with the extensive collec-

tion made by Dr. Annandale in Galilee. We have also pub-

lished an extremely interesting account of the fauna of the

limestone caves of Burma and the Malay Peninsula by Dr.

Annandale and Messrs. Coggin Brown and Gravely. I have

selected these papers out of a large number for special men-

tion, as they are specimens, not of isolated investigations, but

of continuous pieces of work carefully planned and systemati-

cally undertaken. At the same time, I have not the remotest

desire to underrate the value of other scientific contributions

to which I am unable specifically to refer ; some of them are

unquestionably of great practical importance, for instance, the

work of Professor Jackson and Mr. Mukerjee on the Quadrant

Electrometer, which will make it possible for investigators to

carry on their researches on Radio-activity and Ionization of

Gases continuously throughout the year, whereas, hitherto

work in these important branches of Physics had to be sus-

pended except in dry weather. This brief and imperfect

review of the activities of our members during the last twelve

months is full of hope and promise, and this encourages me to

claim your indulgence this evening, while 1 venture to call

attention to other fields of investigation to which the energies

of our scholars may, I trust, be profitably directed.

One important department which still awaits systematic

exploration by the assiduous and brilliant investigator is that

•of Tibetan Studies. Here, indeed, is a field which, it seems to

me, should have a special attraction to our members interest-

ed in philological and antiquarian studies. It was through

the never-failing exertions of the great Hungarian scholar,

Alexander Csoma de Koros, one of the most illustrious names
on the bead-roll of our members, that the mysteries of the

Tibetan language and literature were first satisfactorily solved.

To the intuitive insight and penetrative genius of Csoma, we

owe the first Tibetan Grammar and Tibetan Dictionary pub-

lished by us, and though much has been investigated and

brought to light since his days, his pioneer work has never

been superseded. Since then, the supreme importance of

Tibetan studies to the investigator of the history, religion and

culture of early and mediaeval India has been realized in an

ever-increasing degree. It is now well known that there lie
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imbedded, in the great Encyclopaedias constructed by the
industry of Tibetan Lamas under the patronage of accom-
plished rulers, versions of Sanskrit works the originals whereof
have long disappeared from the country of their birth. It

is only during the last twelve months that the Society has
been able to complete the publication of the Avadana Kal-
palata of Kshemendra, the Sanskrit text whereof, nowhere
available in India, was discovered in Tibet written in Tibetan
characters and accompanied by a beautiful Tibetan version.

The restoration of this monumental work has occupied for

many years three distinguished editors, one of whom, Panditi
Harimohan Vidyabhushan, at one time the Oriental Librarian
of the Society, died in the early stages of the publication,
while the other two, Rai Saratchandra Das Bahadur and Dr.

Satischandra Vidyabhushan, have spent a life-time in the

accomplishment of the laborious task committed to their care.

To take another illustration, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad
Sastri has just acquired for the Society the manuscript of a

commentary by Pundarika on the Laghu Kalacakrayana,
called Bimalaprabha. The manuscript is believed to be more
than nine hundred years old and brings to light an important
work which has hitherto been assumed to be irrecoverably
lost and has been known only in its Tibetan version. A close

comparison of the long-lost original and of the version pre-

served in Tibet would obviously be of the greatest interest

and would at once throw light upon the question, through what
developments, if any, the work has passed. But apart from
the intrinsic interest which attaches to Tibetan studies from
the Indian point of view, we must not overlook the patent
fact that as Tibetan studies have in recent years attracted the

attention of well-equipped scholars throughout the learned
world, Indian investigators, unless they pursue the path.

steadily and a-siduously, will soon find themselves outstripped
and hopelessly left behind. Since the British Expedition to

Tibet in 1904, these studies have made considerable strides,

and scholars have now at their disposal original texts which
were practically unattainable to men of the last generation
In Calcutta, for instance, complete copies of the Tanguyr and
the Kanguyr are accessible both in the Library of the Society
and the University. Elementary readers and text-books have
been prepared at the instance* of the University, which has
also published an elaborate grammar of the Tibetan language
prepared by Mr. H. B. Hannay , an advocate of the Calcutta High
Court. Beginners have further the benefit of useful manuals,
one by Mr. Henderson, and another by Mr. Bell, the British

Political Resident at Sikkim. In addition to this, editions
of original Tibetan texts have been made available to scholars
by the publications comprised in our Bibliotheca Indica Series
and in the Bibliotheca Buddhina Series of Petrograd. Work
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of first-rate importance has also been accomplished by the

Buddhist Text Society of Calcutta, under the joint editorship

of Rai Bahadur Saratchandra Das and Dr. Satischandra

Vidyabhushan. They have opened up a new mine of know-

ledge, of inestimable value as a contribution to the study of

Indian Philosophy, as has been freely acknowledged in no

ambiguous terms by such an exacting scholar as the late

Prof. Max Miiller in his treatise on the six systems of

Indian Philosophy. We are further indebted to Dr. Max
Walleser for the Tibetan version of the commentary of

Buddha-palita on the Madhyamika Sutra, and the Prajna

Pradipa of Bhavaviveka, to Prof. Louis dela Vallee Poussin

for the commentary Chandrakeerti and of Bineeta Deva on
the Nyayabindu; to Prof. Slierbatsky for the text itself of

Nyayabindu with the commentary of Dharmottara, and to

Babu Pratapchandra Ghosha for the Satasahasrika Prajna
Paramita. But for the publication of these works, it would
have been impossible for scholars to obtain an accurate and
comprehensive view of the Madhyamika Philosophy. In the

way of lexicographical work, we have the epoch-making Dic-

tionary by Rai Bahadur Saratchandra Das published under
the patronage of the Government of Bengal, and the Tibetan
version of the Amarkosha, the oldest metrical lexicon in the

Sanskrit language, edited by Dr Satischandra Vidyabhushan
together with a commentary called the Amaratika Kamadhenu
by a Buddhist sage named Subhuti, possibly the oldest com-
mentary extant on the original work. We have further in

hand the Tibetan-Sanskrit- English Vocabulary of Mahabut-
patti, transcribed from the Tibetan Encyclopaedia by Alex-

ander Csoma de Koros, of which the original manuscript is

one of our most precious possessions ; under the editorship of

Dr. Ross and Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhushan, nearly two-
thirds of this great undertaking has been already accom-
plished. The scholar last mentioned has also published the
Sragdhara Stotra with an English Version, which throws
considerable light on the Buddhist Tantra literature of the
eighth century. Amongst biographical and didactic works,
may be mentioned the Namthar, an autobiography of Mila-
rupa, a peripatetic saint of the thirteenth century; the
Gurbum, a collection of sacred songs of that saint; the
Byachoi, or Religion of Birds, which enshrines moral lessons
of striking beauty—all made accessible by the labours of Dr.
Satischandra Vidyabhushan. Amongst historical works, we
have the Kesarsaga which embodies the romantic story of the
Emperor Kesar, edited by Rev. A. H. Francke, the author of
a history of Western Tibet. In the department of philosophi-
cal writings, we have the History of the Mediaeval School

?7^
In

u!
an Logic

'
originally composed by Dr. Satischandra

Vidyabhushan as a thesis for the Degree of Doctor of Philoso-
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phy and subsequently published by him under the auspices of
the University; this has made accessible to us an elaborate
account of Buddhist Logic recovered from Tibetan sources,
and its value as a contribution to the history of philosophic
thought may well be judged from the extensive quotations
made therefrom in the monumental work in Italian on Indian
Philosophy by Dr. Luigi Suali of the University of Bologna.
Bat even when we have faithfully recounted the labours of
Tibetan scholars in recent years, the fact remains unques-
tioned that vast tracts of territory still lie unexplored, as we
have not yet been able to catalogue even the contents of the
two great Encyclopaedias. Dr. P. Cordier, whose loss we
keenly feel and deeply mourn, had taken in hand the compila-
tion of a catalogue of the Tanguyr, of which two volumes
have been published in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris.
Dr. Hermann Beck has undertaken a catalogue of the
Kanguyr, and has already published a volume in the Konig-
lichen Bibliothek of Berlin. Finally, our Society has for
some years past engaged a Lama who has made considerable
progress with the preparation of a descriptive catalogue of
both the Tanguyr and the Kanguyr, under the guidance of
Dr. Satischandra Vidyabhushan. We have thus ample evi-

dence that substantial progress has been made in Tibetan
studies during the last ten years and that our Society and its

members may justly feel proud of their contributions in this
department. We now require fresh accession of strength to
our band of workers, for the task to be accomplished is

inexhaustible and will furnish ample occupation to successive
generations of investigators.

Another promising field of investigation, of which we hardly
realize the extent at the present moment, lies in a very differ-
ent direction, I mean the Bardic and the Historical Survey of
ttajputana. Not many years ago, the Government of India
placed at our disposal a sum of Rupees two thousand nnd five

hundred to enable us to obtain a preliminary survey of the
work to be accomplished. Our endeavours to secure the ser-
vices of a competent scholar in that part of the country proved
fruitless, and even a beginning was not made till Maha-
^ahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri volunteered his services.
I he preliminary report submitted by the Sastri embodies the
results of his tour and personal enquiry, and is an extremely
interesting document. Since then, the Secretary of State has
appointed an accomplished and enthusiastic Italian scholar,

ru
^ssitori, to undertake a regular survey of the Bardic

Chronicles of Rajputana, Dr. Tessitori, who has spent the
best part of a year in Rajputana and has collected valuable
^formation as to the bards and their compositions, has sub-
mitted a comprehensive scheme for the survey, which has been
accepted by the Council of the Society and is now before the
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Government of India. I am not now concerned with the ques-

tion of the value of the preliminary report submitted by the

Sastri. It seems to me that the question which really inter

ests scholars as well as the educated public is the value and

significance of the great work about to be undertaken, and on

this aspect of the matter I shall, with your permission, make a

brief reference in the course of this address.

The Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana is a work

which has a two-fold importance, historical and literary ; it

has also a political importance, which cannot be altogether

ignored, though it may not weigh with the theoretical investi-

gator. The double importance of the survey is shown by its

object, which is to rescue from oblivion and save from prob-

able destruction an entire literature of an almost exclusively

historical character, and, at the same time, in the particular

case of Bardic poems, of the highest literary value. As the

whole of this literature exists only in manuscript and is

scattered all over Rajputana, it has always been impossible to

know how vast it is, but the little portion of it that has

come to the knowledge of a few investigators is sufficient to

enable one to guess how extensive the mine must be The
period covered by this literature extends from about the four-

teenth century a.d. to the present day, five or six centuries

in all ; but, in scattered couplets first preserved in the oral

tradition and only in comparatively recent times committed to

writing, we have records which date back to a still greater

antiquity.

The most characteristic feature of this literature is that it

is the literature of a particular caste, the Rajputs. It

seems to have arisen under the aegis of the Rajput political

power, not long before the first Muhammadan invasions, and
to have flourished under the enlightened patriotism of the

Rajputs. It is to the Rajputs, therefore, that the ultimate
credit is due, not a small credit for a race of warriors, who in

the pause of arms found time to devote to literary pursuits.

May be, their action was inspired by a desire to gratify national
vanity, as the subject of this literature was principally fur-

nished by their own military exploits ; but to show that they
were not devoid of a literary taste, examples can be quoted of

warrior kings who were good judges of poetry, as also excellent
composers. Theirs was, therefore, an intelligent maecenatism.
It is superfluous to add that the fact that this literature is

confined to a description of the life and history of the Rajputs,
does not diminish its importance nor impair its universal char-
acter, as during the times in question, the Rajputs were the
principal ruling race and the only makers of history.

This vast literature falls naturally into two sections:
Bardic poems and prose chronicles. The former, which' are

older in origin and more extensive, are the products of the
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Bards, and they have both a literary and an historical inter-
est; whereas, the latter are the products of different classes of
people and their interest is only historical.

If under the term "bardic poems " we comprehend all

kinds of bardic poetry, we have here a literature which in-
cludes works ranging from a single couplet to poems of eight
to ten thousand verses. Its earliest products are isolated
couplets, mostly anonymous, composed in a simple and often
rude style and devoid of rhetorical embellishments. Some of
these were undoubtedly composed as early as the fourteenth,
possibly the thirteenth century, and werefor a long time pre-
served only in oral tradition, so that when they were commit-
ted to writing, they had been already much modernised in
form. To-day they are found collected in manuscripts, mostly
under the general title of Phutkar Geeta, meaning scattered or
miscellaneous songs and mixed with other songs of a more recent
composition. Their chief value consists in the fact that they
generally record some historical event or date, and since—when
genuine—they are obviously contemporary with the event
recorded, they afford unimpeachable historical evidence. An
illustration of this kind of traditional couplets is the following
duhas, which commemorate the foundation of Jodhpore and
Bikaner

:

" In the year Samvat fifteen hundred and fifteen, on the
eleventh of the month of Jyastha, on Saturday Jodho built
the fort Meharana."

In the year Samvat fifteen hundred and forty-five, on the
second day of the bright fortnight of Vaisakha, on Saturday,
Viko laid the foundation of Bikaner."

Here is another specimen, which celebrates the wonderful
rapidity with which the Rathors established themselves in
Kajputana and Gujarat after the fall of Kanauj under Maho-
medan invaders

:

Like the sky is surrounded by the stars, so was the
earth surrounded by the Rathors; Chohils, Mohils, Cavadas
oolarikis and Gaurs—all these races were killed by the Rathors
in Pali, where they had gone to marry. Having come from
Ivanauj, taking forces for some expedition, the Rathors seized
the Gohils by the neck and took from them Kher, with the
power of their sword. Further, they spread their oath (i.e.,
rule) over Idar and Sankhadar and took the nine Castles of
Marwar along with Sam. Thus, sword in hand, the Rathors
deprived of their power many other kings. And this was done
by the three of the Rathor Siho of the Solar Dynasty, namely
Asathama, Soninga and Aja."

There is a class of these traditional songs, which is known
under the title of " Sakh Ra Geeta " or " testimonial songs,"
and they are quoted in prose chronicles as evidence of the cor-
rectness of the facts related. Here, again, when these testi-

er

i c
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monial songs are genuine, that is, contemporary with the facts

in question, they can well be classed as historical documents.

An example is furnished by the following song, which records

a battle fought at Kusano, against odd forces of Mahomedans,

by the Rathor Varjag, under the reign of Satal of Jodhpur,

the founder of Satalmir towards the middle of the fifteenth

century. The battle is compared by the bard to the gigantic

fight in the Mahabharata.
i{ Like the great war fought by Arjuna in theKurukshetra

against the valiant Kauravas, such a battle Varjag fought at

Kusano, against the Mahomedan forces, hand to hand. Like

in the great nocturnal fight (described in the Mahabharata)

Varjag fought all night long, and like in the diurnal fight (in

the Mahabharata), he fought in day time. In the same way

as Arjuna fought for Yudhisthira, thus Varjag fought for

Satal. In the same way as the Kauravas were decimated in

the Kurukshetra, so were the Mahomedan thieves at Kusano,

and in the same way as Vishnu by coming to the aid of Yud-

histhira procured him victory, so did Varjag to Satal.

Huge Bardic poems also exist in good numbers. Each

Rajput State has its own collection. In Marwar, one of the

most famous is the Suraj Prakasby Kami Dan, a distinguished

Carana, whose manifold abilities as a politician, a warrior and

a scholar are eloquently described by Col. Tod in the tenth

chapter of his Annals of Marwar. The poem comprises 7,500

stanzas. The subject is a description of the reign and exploits

of the Rathor Maharajah Abhai Singh of Jodhpur, with whom
Kami Dan was contemporary, and in whose politics and wars

he played a prominent part. But, like all huge poems, it

contains a mass of other information, foreign to the principal

subject, but deemed essential and indispensable for the dignity

of the work as well as the scholarly reputation of its author.

Most of this extraneous matter is given as an introduction,

and it is a kind of paraphernalia, never absent from any Bardic

work of importance. Indeed, in this respect, all huge Bardic

poems are framed much on the same plan. First comes a

series of propitiatory verses in the form of stuti to the five

deities, Ganapati, Sarasvati, Siva, Surya and Narayana

;

next, an explanation of the title and subject of the poem, and

after this, a rajavamsavali or genealogical sketch of the ruling

family to which the hero of the poem belongs. This vamsavali

is not a mere string of names ; it occupies over one-third of

the whole work, and is a poetical history of the Rathor family

from its mythical progenitor Brahma down to Abhai Singh.

Since tradition traces back the Rathor family to the Solar

dynasty to which Rama belonged, this vamsavali naturally

contains also an account of Rama, a miniature Ramayana not

altogether devoid of interest. The biographical and historical

particulars concerning the other members of the family natur-
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ally become richer and richer as we get down with the times.
The most diffuse account is that of Maharajah Ajit Singh, the
father and predecessor of Abhai Singh, and here the descrip-
tion of the deeds of the latter, as heir-apparent to the
throne, plays a prominent part. With the installation of
Abhai Singh at the hands of the Emperor himself, the poem
may be said properly to begin, and the auspicious occasion
gives the bard an opportunity not only to describe the corona-
tion festivities, but also to draw a gorgeous picture of the
splendour of the Court in Jodhpore and the lustre of the Durbar.
This picture starts with a description of the magnificence of
Jodhpore, the splendid gardens, the Monarch and his Court

;

and the description is embellished and vivified in such a way
as to enable the poet to make a full display of his erudition.
To take an example : when describng the singers in the Pre-
sence, he manages to insert a scientific enumeration of the
various tunes and musical instruments, and when describing
the Pandits and the Caranas, he similarly adds a minute
description of all their Sanskrit learning and poetical abilities.
But Kama Dan does not stop here. He imagines that Abhai
Singh asks him about the six bhasas, and he devotes pages to
explain their nature. They are, Sanskrit, Nagabhasa, Apa-
bhramsa, Magadhi, Sauraseni and Prakrit, the last including
Braja, Marwar, Panjabi, Marathi, Sorathi and Sindhi. He
also quotes his authorities, the Sarasvati for the Sanskrit, the
Nagapingala for the Nayabhasa. the Vinadavijaya for the
Apabhramsa, the Haimavyakarana for the Sauraseni and the
Jainasastra for the Magadhi ; for the vernaculars which he
includes under the term Prakrit, he cites no authority, as,
he says, he knows them by practice. It is important to note
that the knowledge of the six Bhasas is considered an indis-
pensable qualification for any Carana of fame. After this
long introduction, the poetical chronicle of the reign of Abhai
fjingh begins at last, though the bulk is devoted to a pompous
description of Abhai Singh's splendid campaign against Sir
tfuland. Further reference to the Suraj Prakas is needless, as
quotations will be found in the Annals of Marwar by Col. Tod

;

10 usec* the poem as the principal source of information for
events relating to the period in question.

It follows from what I have stated that Bardic poems,
^nether short or long, are capable of use as historical docu-
ments, specially when contemporary with the facts related.

doubt, when we utilize them as such, it is necessary to
Proceed with great circumspection and allow for exaggerations
jw aisguises of unpleasant particulars,
ards, who, above all, are favourites c

which is a rule with the

p
of the monarchs and are

anxious to please them. But Bardic poems are also important

f*
literary documents. They have a literary value, and taken

°getherform a literature, which, when better known, is sure
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to occupy a most distinguished place amongst the literatures

of the Neo-Indian vernaculars. The language in which this

literature is written and which has remained practically un-

known and neglected to this day, is only a form of the Old

Western Rajasthani, that is, the old vernacular of Rajputana

and Gujrat. I do not propose to deal with it in detail on the

present occasion, as Dr. Tessitori has gone into the question in

his paper on the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana,

and in his Notes on the Grammar of the Old Western Rajas-

thani. This old Western Rajasthani language, called by the

bards Dingala, to distinguish it from Pingala (the Brajabhasa),

marks a very important stage in the history of the development

of the Neo-Indian vernaculars, as it forms the link between

the Saurasena, the Apabhramsa and the Modern Gujarati and

Marwari. Concerning this language, which had been first mis-

taken for simply the old Gujarati, Sir' George Grierson writes :

" We have thus a connected chain of evidence as to the growth

of the Gujarati language from the earliest times. We can

trace the old Vedic language, through Prakrit down to Apa-

bhramsa, and we can trace the development of Apabhramsa

from the verses of Hemchandra down to the language of a

Parsi newspaper. No single step is wanting. The line is com-

plete for nearly four thousand years
'

' (Linguistic Survey of

India, Vol. ix, part ii, p. 327).

But I will leave aside the linguistic importance of the

Bardic productions here, and look at them from the literary

point of view. I have already said that these poems have a

literary value. The bards, in general, and particularly Cara-

nas, who are the most distinguished amongst them, have been

in many cases men of letters, and they have specially been so

when residents at Court. Many of them knew not only Din-

gala and Pingala—the languages used in Bardic poetry—but

also Sanskrit, and their attainments were such that titles like

Kavisvara. Kaviraja were often conferred upon them. Tod, in

the tenth chapter of his Annals of Marwar, alludes to the long

and difficult studies requisite to form a Kavisvara. Amongst
the many subjects which a Carana had to master before he

could hope for fame, there was, besides works on grammar,
rhetoric and history, a knowledge of the six bhasas, and

though this knowledge in many cases was nothing more than

an empty show, yet the fact that it was considered an indis-

pensable qualification for a Carana, is testimony to the en-

cyclopaedic character of the learning a Carana was expected to

possess. No wonder, then, if many of the productions of these

Caranas are literary masterpieces of the highest value.
Bardic composition is, in general, of a very elaborate kind.

Prosody is always exceptionally correct, and none of the arti-

ficial devices which are thought to make poetry more attrac-

tive is ever neglected. One of these devices, the most charac-
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teristic, indeed, in Dingala poetry, so that it has become
almost a rule in it, is the bensaga, and it consists in forming
verses the first and last words in which begin by the same
consonant.

*TWT 5T^ TSgr

Another common device is the one called anuprasa, which
means internal rhyme, as distinguished from Mohaia, or final
rhyme, and whereof many examples may be quoted

:

f*1% f**m fsRT* **rNt % tjt'N ^Nr I

It has been said that, of the two languages used by the
bards, Dingala and Pingala, the former is the more suited for
heroic or warlike subjects, and the latter for amorous topics,
and this is true to a certain extent. Dingala, with its richnessm cerebral consonants, sounds much more harsh and mascu-

W 1°
the ear

'
f'han the comParativeIy effeminate Pingala, in

which dentals have a prevalence over cerebrals. But this
should not be taken to mean that Dingala is incapable of musi-
cally and unfit to represent tender sentiments. Take the
following gita verses as an example

:

^*R5 ^fa <JTJT T^t ^T^t I sqTq; 3T<T ^ cTTS 3mT *?t i

*& mCl §«D ^T^f
I 3|T 3ffT *ft 3TWJT ^ ^Ttft II

" The clouds densely assemble in the four directions and
He intoxicated peacocks utter their cries. Deep torrents of
water have (already) spread everywhere, but, tell me, my
mend, when will my beloved come ? My soul is upset and I
nave grown disheartened, and the rain has penetrated into
jay heart in the form of some (terrible) pain. I am watching

e way from where he is to come ; listen to me, my maid
;

tell me when will my beloved come ? (When he will come) I will
Keep gazing (at him all time) with my eyes fixed (on his face)
net l wii2 make many entreaties to him in (sweet) words,

^

so that he will never leave me again)". The subject is

t(

en.tly a description of the anxiety of a Virahini on seeing
le ramy season set in, whilst her husband is still away.
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To give an illustration of the Virarasa, that is, of the heroic

style, for which Dingala is so famous, I cannot do better than

quote an extract from the Asiati Ahaba, a poem on the great

European war now in progress, written by Carana Kisor Dan
of Jodhpore. The subject of the extract is the heroic resis-

tance offered by the Belgians to the German invaders, and it

is interesting to see how Western things appear to the eves of

the living bard of Rajputana. He knew that there are

neither elephants nor armoured horses in the present European
war, but he could not possibly think of a great battle without

them. Here is the passage in question

:

%*Tfw*r ^ Ik ^ i *r*rr ^ith st^ct
i

W? 3JTJI 5JWI J^Rf W?
i

tU§*cT TR^cT ^"^5 1J^

^jf^m wiur w* xrs^t i 5th ^rinr f*i£ fip?t *z ^t

^m §& finfe*; w^j: arf
i fe^r^mf^T^-qf -src mi

w^ %jt v^i ^k %u ^ i xrg to *%<r ^ ^ *% it

i

H^ ^ c^JT ^T%eT S^T I qf%?ft IK ^>! ^#^ ^*T

*&*: %ji *rs %t ^hc ^ i fefftyfc ^*fte ^jtjt ^ i

"In the Belgian field of war, the egregious heroes fight

(standing so boldly that their heads seem to touch) the sky.
Earth and sky are covered by smoke and fire conies down in
showers from the blaze (of the guns). Fire showers, and its

mere sparks (are so fierce that, on being hit by them) ele-

phants drop down (dead), and armoured horses and champions
fall reverse. (So helplessly they fall), as acrobats who on the
music suddenly coming to a stop, drop down confused from the
air, headforemost; or as monkeys which, half-overtaken by sleep,
loosen the grasp of their hands and tumble down from a rock
to the earth. With increasing excitement, the warriors go on
dealing blows with their swords in their hands ; heads drop
ott, and headless bodies remain on saddle, their feet entangled
in the stirrups, till at last they fall to the ground together
with the horses. Now, this is the comparison I give of them
they look to me like the headless body of (the "demon) Ketu
falling to the earth along with his horse, on being brought
down from the sky by the hand of the sun. There you se
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some heroes advancing with their naked swords in their hands :

whilst the steady-minded emirs are transported with the joy
(of the battle). The machine guns make the earth rattle and
clatter, and the wavering flags spread on the ground."

From the above example of poetry of recent composition,
one might possibly be induced to think that the bardic
activity continues as lively as ever. Nothing can be a greater
mistake. The bard of Jodhpur who celebrates the events in
the modern European struggle is a rare exception. Now,
Jodhpur has been from the very beginning a cradle of bards;
only one year ago it could boast of a Carana, the late Kaviraja
Murari Dan, who was reputed the most learned bard in Raj-
putana. But he too was rather a scholar than a professional
bard, and his most famous work, the Jaswant Jasobhusan, is a
work on rhetoric. The fact is that professional bards have
grown rarer and rarer in recent years : their sons have steadily
taken to different pursuits, and are not initiated in the
learning of their fathers. The reasons for this decline of
bardic activity are two-fold. First, bards are no more cher-
ished and patronized by the chiefs as they, were in former
times, and their verses are no more rewarded with generous
and princely grants. The lakhpasao or donation of a lakh of
rupees, which was common enough in former times, has become
a mere tradition of bygone ages. Secondly, there has been
in modern times an absolute absence of materials for bardic
songs, that is, of warlike deeds, which are the chief, and, we
may say, the only source of inspiration of the bards. The
outbreak of the great European war must have been greeted
with the utmost enthusiasm by the Carana Kisor Dan,
who at once started his Asiati Ahab. The poetical genius
was not extinct in him, but only waited for an opportunity
to reveal itself, and the departure of Maharaja Sir Pratab
Singh and Maharaja Sumer Singh for the theatre of the war
gave him a splendid opportunity of which he readilv availed
himself.

Let me now turn to the prose chronicles. Under this
term, I include all kinds of historical works in prose, for which
in Marwari we have a great number of terms such as Khyata,
vata, Vigata, Vamsavali, Judhiya, which exactly specify each
of them. Taken together, these prose works form a rich

literature, the interest of which is chiefly historical. Since
these works have no literary claim and are not meant for
publicity, they are, as might be expected, much more faithful
and reliable sources of history than bardic poems. They are
real and actual chronicles, written with no other aim in view
than a faithful record of facts, and their revelation is destined
to destroy for ever the unjust blame that India never possessed
* historical genius. The precise period when these chronicles
hrst began to be composed cannot be ascertained with proci-
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sion, till they are all explored; but from the materials Dr.

Tessitori has examined in Jodhpur, it seems that, in that State

at least, they were started about the end of the fifteenth

century. This is to be taken to refer to regular and complete

chronicles, but it is certain that genealogies were reduced to

writing and traditions were orally preserved from long before

that time. When regular chronicles began to be composed,

they were incorporated with genealogies and oral traditions so

as to form a complete and connected work starting ab origine.

It follows that in the chronicles that start from the very

origin of the race, with which they deal, we have two parts:

a traditional one from the earliest ages to the end of the

fifteenth century in which historical facts have been altered

and dates are more or less incorrect; and an historical one,

which is contemporary with the facts related and therefore

accurate and reliable. One of the beauties of these chronicles

is their simplicity and impartiality. Most of them were com-

posed privately, and chiefly by magistrates and clerks of the

State, Pancalas and Muhnots. The most conspicuous example

is the Khyata or chronicle of Muhnot Neusi, formerly Hakim

at Malarno, and then minister to Maharaja Jasvant Singh of

Jodhpur from a.d. 1658 to 1667. It embodies the historical

traditions of all the Rajput races, and was composed, partly

from conversations of the author with the people of the

different States, and partly from written documents that were

available to him. In each case, the author makes it a point

to cite his source of information, and the account is in all

cases so impartial as to be beyond suspicion. I have men-

tioned but one example ; but there are dozens and dozens of other

Khyatas, which are not second to it in importance or accu-

racy. They are mostly found written in huge volumes,

sometimes in the form of a leather-bound register, sometimes

in the shape of a vahi or Marwari account book, and are

preserved with great care by their possessors. In the particular

case of Jodhpur, it was in the seventeenth century, during

the reign of Jasvant Singh the First, that this chronological

literature reached its climax. Of his reign we have so many
documents, that from them we can reconstruct the history of

the period with the greatest accuracy and minuteness. At

that time, the Marwar State was a jagir of the empire of

Shah Jahan, and the very powerful Jasvant Singh took a

prominent part in the struggles that led to the succession of

Aurangzeb. From this point of view, the Marwari chronicle?

of the period reflect also the history of the Empire. Some
of these volumes of Khyatas do not contain connected chroni-

cles, but only miscellaneous accounts referring to different

subjects of an historical character. To give an example of

the many-sidedness of the information supplied, Dr. Tessitori has

drawn up for me a list of the subjects in one vahi belonging to
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Carana Ganes Danji of Jodhpur, son of the late Kaviraja

Murari Dan.

(1) An account of the Khavariya Rathors who under the

title of Ravats ruled in Khavar, having first Nilmo for their

capital, and afterwards Girab.

(2) A genealogical list of the Rathor kings of Bikaner.

(3) A history of the Rathors from the earliest times to

Maharaja Ajit Singh, the son and successor of Jasvant Singh

the First of Jodhpur.

(4) Genealogies of the Rathor branches that ruled at Bika-

ner, Idar and Khiavaza.

(5) Miscellaneous historical information beginning with

some old traditions of the Rathors, and containing particulars

referring to Karamsi Jodhavat, Pabu Dhadhalot, Niba Jodha-

vat, Rao Rinamal and others, and indulging specially on the

war between Rao Malde of Jodhpur and Jetsi of Bikaner and
on some events which happened during the sixteenth century

of the Samvat Era, as well as on Akbar, on the genealogies of

the rulers of Dilli, from Tuvar Dasarth to Aurangzeb.

(6) A genealogical sketch of the Sisodiyas of Udaipur, of

the Kachvatras of Amber, and of the Devaras of Sirohi.

(7) Another genealogical sketch of the Sisodiyas.

(8) Genealogies of the Bhatis of Jesalmer.

(9) An historical sketch of the Budelas.

(10; A genealogy of the Hadas of Budi.

(11) A biographical sketch of Chohan Kanarde, ruler of

Jater (thirteenth century).

(12) A collection of the traditions concerning the founda-

tion of the principal strongholds and capitals of Rajputana,
such as Mandor, Ajmer, Chitor, Jesalmer, Jator, and Sivana.

(13) A list of the temples, ponds, tanks and wells of the

city of Jodhpur.
This list does not exhaust the contents of the vahi, which

contains many other items, not less important than those

which have been cited. Most of these items were all compiled

under the reign of Jasvant Singh the First.

I trust what I have said makes it abundantly clear that

the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana is a work that

as not only important, but is also urgent and necessary. I

have shown that it is important both from the literary and the

historical point of view. Its historical importance is clear,

when one thinks that all present histories of the Mahomedan
Period of India are compiled almost exclusively from Maho-

medan sources, which do not always assign due weight to the

influence of Hindu culture and civilization. It is obvious that
to write an impartial history of India, Hindu sources should
be taken into account at least in the same degree as Maho-
medan sources. Fortunately, for the Rajput States, materials

are abundant. It would be unjust to neglect them, and allow
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them to be lost or destroyed; the acquisitions to history that

can be expected as the result of the exploration of these mate-

rials can never be overrated. The brave Rajput races, who
are at this moment devotedly fighting for the cause of the

Empire, are justly entitled to this much at least of considera-

tion, that the history of their glorious past be investigated and
preserved.

There is only one other topic to which I shall invite your
attention before I bring this address to a close—a subject of

striking interest, not merely to the scholarly investigator but

also to the practical administrator—I mean the system of juris-

prudence which regulates the lives of our Mahomedan fellow

subjects. It has always seemed to me inexplicable why our

contribution to the cause of promotion of Arabic learning, so

rich in diverse departments, should be exceedingly meagre and
fragmentary \n the domain of Mahomedan law. Our founder,
eminent as a jurist as well as an orientalist, published in 1792
a translation of Al Sirajiyah, a treatise on the Moslem law of

inheritance, with a commentary mainly based on the Shari-

fiyah
; it is fruitless to speculate in what other direction his

resources might have been employed but for his premature death
two years later. Nothing substantial was added to the facili-

ties for the study of Mahomedan Law by the members of our
Society for more than forty years. In 1835, the battle which
had long raged between the Anglicists and the Orientalists, in

respect of the language best adapted as the medium of instruc-
tion for the people of this country, came to a close with the over-
throw of the latter. The consequence was that the Government
adopted what now seems an obviously illogical attitude,
namely, that all oriental works then in hand should be discon-
tinued, and a resolution was issued which explicitly directed
that the sheets already printed should be sold as waste paper.
The works thus abandoned included the celebrated Fatawa
Alamgiri, a Digest of Mahomedan Law prepared by the distin-
guished Jurists of the Emperor Aurangzeb and named, like the
Digest of Justinian and the Code of Napoleon, after the monarch
to whose genius it owed its initiation. The intervention of the
Society saved the printed sheets of this monumental work from
ruthless destruction and led to its completion under our aus-
pices. This, together with the Sahraya-ul Islam, which had
been published a few vears earlier, constitute the sum total of
our contribution to the advancement of the study of Maho-
medan Law. When we come to examine the work accom-
plished by scholars outside the pale of the Society, we are met
with an equal scarcity of reliable translations of standard
works on Moslem Law, as indicated in the opinion expressed
by a distinguished Mahomedan Jurist, the Right Hon. Syed
Amir Ah. " Neill Baillie's paraphrase of the Fatawa Alamgiri
and Hamilton s translation of the Persian rendering of th«
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Hedaya have been so far the principal works in the English

language which give access to lawyers, not sufficiently familiar

with Arabic, into the intricacies of the Hanafi Law. The Per-

sian translation of the Hedaya, however, does not, in many
cases, correctly represent the Arabic original, as the translators

interpolated many of their own interpretations into the render-

ing; whilst Neill Bailie, in his desire to condense the matter

by the omission of important passages and of the authorities

on which the Fatawas are based, has created a certain amount
of confusion in the apprehension of the principles.' * This

complaint, if I may say so without impropriety, is amply justi-

fied, and it is hardlv creditable to us that we should in this

respect come out not even second best when a comparison is

instituted between the work accomplished here and elsewhere.

To take one illustration, when we look forward to works on
the Maliki School of Moslem Law, the foremost place must at

once be assigned to Precis de Jurisprudence Musulmane by Dr.

Nicolas Perron, which was published in six volumes under the

patronage of the French Government in Algeria and is a trans-

lation of the celebrated work on Maliki Law, the Mukhtasar
of Sidi Khalil. But it would be a mistake to suppose that

this monumental work stands alone. We have further the

Balance de la hi Musulmane, a translation by Dr. Perron of the

Mizan of Al Sherane, one of the most important works on

Moslem Comparative Jurisprudence; the Code Musulmane by
Seignette, who furnishes an accurate edition of the Arabic text

of the cyclopaedic work of Sidi Khalil with a new translation

;

theTuhfatal Hukkam, a work on the duties of Judges, pub-

lished with text and translation by Houdas and Martel ;
and

the Droit Musalmane by Querry, who gives a complete transla-

tion of the Sahraya-ul-Islam, the standard text-book on Shia

Law. Nothing similar has been attempted here , except the First

Steps in Muslim Jurisprudence by Mr. Justice Russel and Dr.

Suraworthy, who are also the authors of a valuable work on
the law of marriage. In addition to this, we have three valu-

able works on the Mahomedan Law of Waqf or Religious and
Charitable Endowments by Clavel, Adda and Ghalioungini and
Mercien

; and two special treatises on the Musalman Law of

Succession by Luciani and Clavel. I do not refer specifically to

general works on Moslem Law, such as those by Zeys, Morand,
Sautayra and Cherbonneau, many of which indicate considerable

research into the original authorities. If we turn our attention

for a moment to countries other than France, we meet with

quite a number of important works on the Shan School of

Moslem Law published under the auspices of the Dutch
Government for the benefit of their Moslem subjects in Java.

Amongst these may be mentioned the Fath-al-Karib and Minhaj-

at-Talibin, of which the text and translation were pub-
lished by Van den Berg ; the result of his labours has been
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just made accessible to English readers by Judge Howard of

Singapore. We have also an excellent edition of Abu Shuja
with translation by Keijzer. These, taken along with the trea-

tises of Juynboll, Kenu-de Hoogenwoerd and Snouck Hung-
rouje must be deemed a quite respectable contribution of

Dutch scholars to the study of Shafi Law. I shall not detain
you with an enumeration of the contributions to the study of

Islamic legal literature by Germany, Russia, and even Sweden,
through the labours of scholars like Von Tornauw, Goldziher,
Sachau, Kohler, Nauphal and D'Ohosson, all indispensable to

the serious student of the various schools of Mahomedan Law
investigated by them. I confess to a feeling of humiliation
when I contrast the solid performance of the scholars men-
tioned, with the exceedingly little contributed by investigators
in this country. Dazzled by the brilliant work accomplished
elsewhere, which will for ever remain a standing testimony to the
scholarship of those investigators and the munificence of their
respective Governments, well may an eminent Indian Moslem
express the hope that " the British Indian Government, in the
midst of its executive and administrative preoccupations, may
find time to take into consideration that most important ques-
tion, the administration of the Musulman Law, which has sup-
plied the Mahomedans of India with a substantial cause of

grievance, together with the expediency of following the
example of the French Government in Algeria and providing
the Indian Judiciary with authorized translations of the Fata-
wai Alamgiri, the Radd-ul-Muktar, the Mabsut and other
works of like standing." It is our paramount duty as a
learned Society to take the lead in the initiation and accom-
plishment of this great undertaking, to enlist the sympathy
and co-operation of scholars, and to secure the necessary finan-
cial assistance from an enlightened Government.

I have detained you with my address much longer than I

anticipated
;
but I felt that it was desirable not only to review

the work accomplished during the last twelve months, but also
to emphasise attractive fields of investigation. Our illustrious
founder observed, with reference to the Society, the interests
of which were nearest to his heart, that "it will flourish if

Naturalists Chemists, Antiquaries, Philologers and men of

bcience in different parts of Asia will commit their observations
to writing and send them to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta

;

it will languish if such communications shall be long intermit-
ted, and it will die away if they shall entirely cease." The
apprehension has been expressed in some quarters that during
the second century of its existence, the Society shows visible
signs of decay. 1 feel confident that this alarmist view is not
well-founded. The field of our investigation is boundless and
inexhaustible, and notwithstanding the assiduous labours of
scholars of bygone generations, the patient investigator of the
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present day has, at bis disposal, unexplored territories, vast in

extent and rich with treasures, sufficient to justify the devo-
tion of bands of scholars for centuries yet unborn.

The President announced the election of Officers and Mem-
bers of Council for the year 1915 to be as follows :

President.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt, C.I.E., M.D., B.S.,

F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S.

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhvava, Kt., C.S.I.

,

D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S. F.A.S.B.
Mahamahopadbvaya Haraprasad Sbastri, CLE., M.A.,

F.A.S.B.,
H. H. Hayden, Esq.. D.Sc, C.IE., B.A., BE., B.A.I.

,

F.G.S., F.A.S.B.

N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A S.B.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary :—F. H. Gravely, Esq., M.Sc
Treasurer :—R. D. Metha, Esq., CLE.

A dditional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary :—A. Al-Ma'mun Suhrawardy, Esq.,

Iftikbarul Millat, M.A., Ph.D., Bar.-at-Law.

Biology— P. J- Bruhl,

Matll , „. . Q . . ) Esq., D.Sc, F.A.S.B.
Natural History Secretaries-

j p^1^ Science-E. P.

Harrison, Esq., Ph.D.

Anthropological Secretary :—N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc,
CM Z.S., F.L.S , F.A.S.B.

Joint Philological Secretary :—Mahamahopadhyayya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.

Medical Secretary :—W. C. Hossack, Esq., M.D., D.P.H.

Honorary Librarian :—S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A., F.A.S.B.

Other Members of Council.

0. S. Middlemiss, Esq., B.A., F.G.S., F.A.S.B
W. A. K. Christie, Esq., Ph.D.
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W
Major D. McCay, M.B., l.M.S.
H. R. James, Esq., M.A.

Woodroffe

The President also announced the election of the Fellows
to be as follows

W
G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.GS.
D. B. Spooner, Esq . Ph.D.
H. H. Haines, Esq., F.C.S., F.L.S.

The newly-elected President then took the chair and the
meeting was resolved into the Ordinary General Meeting for
the election of members.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected as

Ordinary Members

:

Dr. C. P. Segard, Physical Adviser to the Government of

Bengal, Medical College, proposed by Dewan Bahadur Hiralal
Bose, seconded by Dr. P. J. Bruhl ; Maulavi Hafiz Ahmadali
Khan, Zlmandar, Superintendent. Rampur State Library, pro-
posed by Maulvi M. Hidayet Hosain, seconded by Dr. A.
Suhrawardy.

The President announced that Mr. E. Brunetti has been
recommended by the Council for election as an Associate mem-
ber on account of his excellent work on Indian Diptera, at the
next Ordinary General Meeting of the Society.

The following exhibitions were shown :

—

1. Some Insects from the Darjeeling District.—By H. E.
Lord Carmichael.

2. Indian Boring Sponges and their Independent Phase.
Exhibited by N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc.

3. Drawings of new or rare species of Crabs from the Chilka
Lake .-—Exhibited by S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A.

4. Continuous and Discontinuous Variation illustrated by
Indian Butterflies.—Exhibited by F. H. Gravely, Esq., M.Sc.

r, t?
' J* Restoration of an Anthropoid Jaw.—Exhibited by

G. H. Pilgrim, Esq., D.Sc.

6. Some Photographs of Statues of the Buddhas.—Exhibited
by N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc.

t, tm'- ??
mt Mahommedan Manuscripts, Paintings, etc.

Exhtbitedby Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Ph.D.
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8. Leaf Manuscript
Exhibited by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

9. Some Indian Antiquities.—Exhibited by Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana.

10. A Copper Plate Grant and an Impression of an Inscrip-
tion.—Exhibited by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji.

11. Some Micro-Chemical Apparatus.—Exhibited by W. A. R.
Christie, Esq., Ph.D.

12. The Indian Medicinal Leech.— Exhibited by Dr. N.
Annandale.

The Meeting was then closed.

' * * - x"X v j* x
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LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
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FOR THE YEAR 1914.

President :

His Excellency the Risfht Hon'ble Thomas David Baron

Carmichael of Skirling, G.C.I.E., K.C.M.G.

Vice-Presidents :

The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., C.S.I.,

D.L.. D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.. F.A.S.B.

Malifunahopadhyaya Haraprasad S'astri, CLE., M.A.,

F.A.S.B.

Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kx.,C.LE., M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P.,

F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.MS.
Col. Sir S. G. Burrard, K.C.S.I.. C.S.L, R.E., F.R.S.

*

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary:—Major C. L. Peart, I.A., succeeded by

F. H. Gravely, Esq., M.Sc.
Treasurer :—R. D. Mehta, Esq., CLE.

Additional Secretaries.

Philol gical Secretary :—Major C L. Peart, LA., succeeded

by Dr. A. Suliravvardy.

""I
Biology: — N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S.,

Natural j F.L.S., F.A.S.B., succeeded bv P. J. Bruhl

History ' Esq., Ph.D.
Secre- {Physical Science :—W. A. K. Christie, Esq., B.Sc,

taries. | Ph D., succeeded by E. P. Harrison, Esq., Ph.D.»

J F.A.S.B.
Anthropological Secretary:—J. Coggin Brown, Esq., M.Sc,

F.G.S., succeeded by N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S.,

F.L.S.. F.A.S.B.
Joint Pliilological Secretary : —Mahamahopadhy&ya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., F.A.S.B.
Medical Secretary :- Capt. C A. Godson, I. M.S.
Honorary Librarian :— S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A., F.A.S.B.

Other Members of Council.

W. K. Dod . Esq.

W. C ilossack, E [., M.D., D.P.H.
I). B. Spooner, Esq., B.A., Ph.D.
G. R. Clarke, Esq., I.C.S.
\\

r
. Kirkpatrick, Esq.
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Date of Election.

1907TPril 3.

1909 Mar. 3.

1894 Sept. 27.

1912 Aug. 7.

1909 July 7.

1895 May 1.

N.R

L.M

N.R

R.

R.

1903 April 1. X.R.

1904 Sept. 28
1911 April 5.

1903 Oct. 28.

1913 Nov. 5
1893 Aug. 31.

N.R.
N.R.

R.

1912 July 3.

N.R,
N.R.

N.R.

N.R. Abdul Ali, Abul Faiz Muhammad, m.a., Deputy

Abdul
Mymen

Latif,' Syed, Deputy Magistrate.

Barisal.

Abdul Wali, Maulavi. 23, European ^Asylum

Lane, Calcutta.

Abdulla-ul-Musawy, Syed, b.a., Zemindar.

Bohar, Burdivan.
Abdur Rahini, Maulavi. 51, Taltolla Lane,

Calcutta.

Abdus Salam, Maulavi, m.a., Presidency

Magistrate. Calcutta.,

Abul Aas, Maulavi Sayid, Raees and Zemin-

dar. Langar Toll, Bankipore.

Ahmad Hasain Khan, Munshi. Jhelum.

Ahmad Husain, Nawab, Khan Bahadur. Bais

of Pargatvan, Partabgarh, Dist. Ondh.

Allan, Alexander Smith, m.b. 17 & 18

Esplanade Mansions, Calcutta.

Aminullah, Maulvi, Pleader. Ghazipore.

Anderson, Lieut.-Col. Adam Rivers Steele,

b.a., m.b., d.p.h., C.M.z.s., i. m.s. Bainna.

Dacca.

Andrews, Egbert Arthur, B.A. To<>klai Ex-

perimental Station, Ginnenara P.O., Jorhat*

A ssam

.
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Date of Election.

1904~Sept. 28.

1914 April 1

1910 Apl. 6.

1909 May 5.

1911 May 3.

1904 July 6.

1909 May 5.

R.

N.R.

*Annandale, Nelson, d.sc, c.m.z.s., f.a.s.b.,

Superintendent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Ansari Amir Ahmad, B.A. Begum Cothee,

Meerut, U.P.

A.

N.R. Ascoli, Frank David, i.c.s. Dacca.

R. ' Ashgar, A. A., Barrister-at-Lavv. 8, European

Asylum Lave, Calcutta.

Atkinson, Albert Charles. Europe (c o La

Martiniere College, Calcutta),

N.R. Aulad Hasan, Sayid, Khan Bahadur, Inspector

of Registration. Dacca.

Abul-Kalam Mohyuddin

1914 Mar. 4

1870 Feb. 2.

R. Azad, Maulavi
Ahmad. 13, McLeod Street, Calcutta.

1891 Mar. 4.

1909 Feb. 3.

1910 Dec. 7.

L.M Bacat, Mons. I. 31, Quai tFOrsay, Paris .

L.M. CLE.

F.M.

1905 Mar. 1.

1907 Jan. 2.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, m.a.,

Ferlys Lodge, 29, Banbury Road, Oxford,

England.
Baillie, The Hon. Sir Duncan Colvin, C.0.8X,

i.c.s. 9, Pall Mall, London.

Banerji, Charu Deb, b.a., ll.b. Allahabad.

Banerji, Devendra Kumar. Dacca College,

[_cutta.

Banerji, Maralidhar. Sanskrit College, Cal-

R Banerji, Rakhal Das, m.a. 45/4, Simla Street,

N.R.
N.R.

Dacca.

R.

1896 Mar. 4.

1914 Feb. 4

N.R.

R

1869 Dec. 1.

Calcutta.

Banerji, Satish Chandra, m.a., LL.B., Advo-

cate, High Court. Allahabad.

Banerji, Surendra Chandra. 30, Sastitola

Road, Narikeldanga.

L.M. Barker, Robert Arnold, m.d., p.g.s. Thomerof^
Horndeaq Road, Emsworth, Hants, England.

R. Barman, DamodarDas. 55, Clive Street, Cal-

cutta.

N.R, Barnes, Herbert Charles, m.a., i.c.s., Deputy
• Commissioner, Naga Hills. Kohimc Assam.

1908 Nov. 4.
| N.R. Barnes, James Hectoi, b.sc., f.i.c, P.C.S., Prin-

cipal, Punjab Agricultural College. Lyall-

1885 Nov. 4.

Isms Mar. 2.

1903 Feb. 4.

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1909 April 7.

pur.

N.R. Batra, Bhawani Das, Rai Bahadur, M.A. ?

N. Ft.

L.M.

Lyallpur, Punjab.

N\R.
R.

Bazuz, Rangnath Khunraj. Girqaou, Bombay-

Beatson-Bell, The Hon. Mr. Nicholas Dodd,

B.A., CLE., I.C.S. Calcutta.

Bell, Charles Alfred, i.c.s. Gangtok, Sikkim-

Bentley, Charles A., if.B., d.p.ii. Bum Dunh

24-Pargunas.

1876 Nov. 15.1 F.M. *Beveridge, Henry, f.a.s.r., i.c.s. (retired).

Pit/old, Shottermill, Haslemere, Surrey, Eng-

land.



lvii

Date of Fleet ioiu

—

1913 April 2. N.K.

1908 Nov. 4.

1910 April 6.

1 909 July 7.

1914 Nov. 4.

1911 April 5

1910 May 4.

1893 Feb. 1.

1912 Oct. 30.

N.R.

N.R.
R.

1912 July 3.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

L.M.
A.

N.R.

1895 July 3.

1898 Feb. 2.

1908 June 3.

1895 Mar. 6.

N.R
R.

R.

1914 Nov. 4

1910 Julv 6

A.

R.

19N Nov. 1. N.R.
N.R.

190s Jan. 1.

1913 Aug. 6.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

R.

N.R
R.

R.

1909 Oct. 6.

1909 Oct. 6.

1901 Sept. 25

1901 June 5.

!S96 Jau. 8.

Bhatnagar, R. S., Civil Jud^e, Shahpura, Raj-

putan a.

Bhattacharji, Bisvesvar, Sub-Divisional Offi-

cer, Katwa, Burdican.

Bhattacharji, Ramakanta. Ma<Ili upnr.

Bhattacharji, Shib Nath, M..B. 17, Mohan-

bugan Road, Calcutta.

Bhattacharji, Viresh war. Rawalpindi .

Bion, H. S., B.sc, F.G.s., Assistant Superinten-

dent, Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Bishop, T. H., m.k.c.s., l.r.c.s., d.p.h. Paksey,

[
gana-Pabna Di<t.

Sodding, Revd. P. O. Dumka, Sonthal Par-

Bolton, H. O. Europe (c/o Messrs. (?? ham if

Uo. n Calcutta).

Bomford, Capfc. Trevor Lawrence, i.m.s ., MLB.,

B.s., m.r.c.s., L.R.C.P. Europe (c o Rev. T.

Bomford, G.M.S. House, Peshawar).

Bonham-Carter, Norman, I.C.S. Dacca.

Bose, Amrita Lai, Dramatist. 9-2, Bam
Chandra Maitra's Lane, Calcutta.

Bose, Hira Lall, Dewan Bahadur, l.m.s. 25/2,

Indian Mirror Street, Calcutta.

*Bose, Jagadis Chandra, c.s.i., m.a., d.sc, c.i.e.,

f.a.s.b. Europe (c o Presidency College,

Calcutta).

Bose, Thakur Birendmnath. 59/1, Patuatola

Lane, Calcutta.
Shillong.

R.
R.

R.

F.M

F.M

Botham, Arthur William, i.c.s.

Boyle, Lieut. Cecil Alexander, 11th King

Edward's Lancers, Cavalry Lines, The

KurramValley Militia. Parachinar, Kurru m
Valley, N.W.F.P.

Brahmachari, Upendra Nath, m.a., m.i>. 19,

Grey Street, Calcutta.

Brown, C. J. Canning < 'olle<je, Lucknow,

Brown, Lieut.-Col. Edwin Harold, m.d., i.m.s.

(retired). 4, Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin, M.sc, F.G.s.. F.c.s.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey
[Calcutta.

GovernmentSchool of Art,

*Briihl, Paul Johannes, rh.i»., F.C s , F a.s.i;.

Madrassa, Calcutta.

Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. Walter Jame^. i.m.s.

United Service Club, Calcutta.

*Burkill, Isaac Henry, m.a., f.a.s.b. Botani-

cal Gardens, Singapur.

Burn, The Hon. Mr. Richard, i.c.s. 54,P«r«a-

fiaaMA* R+vept Tjnndan.S.W*

of India. Calcutta.



vi 1

1

Date of Election.

1913 Jan. 1.

191:{ Nov. 5.

R.

R.

1900 May 2. N.R

1906 Dec. 5.

1913 Apl. 2.

1907 Apl. 3.

R.

R.

R.

1907 Mar. 6. L.M

1901 Mar. 6.

1895 July 3.

N.R.

1912 Mar. 6.

1910 May 4.

1905 Mav 3.

N.R.

R.

N.R
R.

1890 June 4. R.

1909 Mar. 3.

1905 July 5.

1906 Jan. 3.

R.

1908 Feb. 5.

1911 Jane 7.

R.

R.

R

1909 Mar. 3.

1907 Sept. 25.

1902 Aug. 27.

R.

R

R

1893 Sept. 28. R.

Burrard, Col. Sir S. G., k.c.s.i,, c.s.i., f.k.s.,

Surveyor General of India. 13, Wood
Calcutta.

Burton, R. C, Assistant Superintendent,

Geoloo- Calcutta.

Butcher, Flora, m.d. Lohughat, Almora Dist.

Caddy, Adrian, M.D. (Lond.), f.r.c.s. (Eng.),

d.p.h., m.r.c.p.s. (Lond.). 2-2, Harrington

Street, Calcutta.

Calder, Charles dimming. Royal Botanic

Garden*, Sibpur, Hoicrah.

Calvert, Lieut. -Col. John Telfer, m.b., m.r.c.p.,

i. M.S. Medical College, Calcutta.

Cama, Camaji Byramji Navroji, b.a., LL.B.,

i.c.s. liaifur.

Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke, i.c.s.

Mirzapur, TJ.P.

Carlyle, The Hon. Sir Robert Warrand, k.c.s.i.,

c.i.E., i.c.s., Revenue and Agriculture and

P.W.D. Member, Government of India.

Simla.

Carmichael, His Excellency the Right Hon'ble

Thomas David Baron, of Skirling, g.c.i.e..

k.c.m.g., Governor of Bengal. Calcutta.

Carter, Capt. Robert Markham, i.m.s. Bombay.

Chakravarti, Dwarkanath, M.A., B.L., Vakil,

High Court. Calcutta.

*Chakravarti, Rai Monmohan, Bahadur, M.A.,

b.l., p.a.s.b.. Deputy Magistrate. 14, Pal-

mers Bazar Road, Entally, Calcutta.

Chakravarti, Nilmani, m.a. Presidency College.

Calcutta.

N.R. Chakravarti, Vananmli. Cotton College.

Gauhati.

Chapman, John Alexander, Librarian, Im-

perial Library. Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Gopal Chandra, m.b. Medical Col-

lege, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Karuna Kumar, f.r.c.s. 74,

M.B. 295/L
/

Dharamtola Street, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Manmatha Nath,
Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Promode Prakas. 8, Dixon Lane,

Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, The Hon. Mr. Justice Ashutosh.

47, Old Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, Banawari Lai, b.a., D.se. (Edin.),

f.r.s.e., f.l.s. (Loud.). 120, Lou-er Circuh
Road, Calcutta.



lix

Date of Election.

1911 Mar. 1.

1914 April 1

1913 June 4

N.R.

R.

R.

1912 Aug. 7. I N.R.

1907 July 3.

1909 Nov. 3

1902 April 2.

1906 Nov. 7.

Chaudhuri, Charu Chandra, Rai Bahadur,
Zemindar, Slierpur Town. Mymensingli Dist.

Chnudhuri, Gopal Das. 32, Be<ulon Row,

Calcutta.

Cliaudhuri, P., Bar.-at-Law. 2, Bright Street

Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Chetty, P. S. Ramulu. 5, Strotton Muthia,

Mudelly Street, Georgetown, Madras.

Christie, William Alexander Kynock, B.Sc,

I
Ph.D. Europe (c o Geologic*' Survey of India,

Calcutta).

N.R.' ^Christophers, .Major Samuel Richmond, M.B.,

Jiesearch Laboratory, Kasauli.

K.

A.
i

1906 July 4.

R

A.

1908 Nov. 4.

1907 July 3.

1908 Jan. 1.

1876 Mar. 1.

1887 Aug. 25

1895 July 3.

N.R.
R.

R.

F.A.S.B., I..M.S.

Chunder, Rajchunder, Attorney-at-Law. 2,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, i.C.s., Deputy Director

General of Post Offices in India. Calcutta.

Connor, Captain Frank Powell, P.B.C.S. (Eng.),

l.r.c.p. (LoncL), I.M.S. Hurope (c/o India

Office, London).

Cook, Capt. Lewis, [.M.S. Puri.

Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, Assistant Superinten-

dent, Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton, Health Officer.

15, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

M. Crawford, James, B.A., i.c.s. (retired). Thorn-

R.

R.

1873 Dec. 3.

wood, liddington, Lanarkshire. Scotland.

Griper, William Risdon. F.C.S., P.I.C., A.R.B.M.

Konnagar, E.I.R.

dimming, The Hon. Mr. John Ghest, C.I.S.,

I.C.8. >/ Secy., Govt, of

F . M

.

1896 Mar. 4.

1912 April 3.

1914 April 1.

II.

N.R

R.

i

1910 Jan. 5. R.
1895 Sept. 19.

1906 Dec. 5.

1899 Aug. 30.

N.R
R.

N.R

1904 Sept. 28. N.R

Dames, Mansel bongworth, i.C.s. (retired).

Ventnor, Wodehnul Road, G»ildford, Surrey,

England.

Das-Gupta, Jogeadra Nath, B.A. (Oxon),

Barrister-at-Law. Rughli College, Ckinsura.

Das, Kasi Nath. Prof. Ravenshawe College.

Cuttack.

Davenport, Alex. \V. Chartered Bank Build-

ing*, Calcutta. [Calcutta.

David, David A. 55, Free School Street,

De, Kiran Chandra, B.A., I.C.8. LSnajpur.

Deare, Lieut.-Col. Benjamin Hobbs, m.r.c.s.

(Eng.), L.B.C.P. (Lond.), D.P.H. (Cantab),

l.M.s. 14, Russell Street, Calcutta.

Deb, Raja Saccidananda Tribhuban, Feuda-

tory Chief of Bamra. Deogarh, Bamra.

DeCourcy, William Blennerhasset. 1 ddels-

dale Estate, Naduwatum P.O., Nilgiris.



lx

Date of Election.

1912 May 1.

MM

1906 Dec. 5.

1910 May 4.

1912 July 3.

1907 Oct, 30.

R.

N.R
LM
R.

N.R.

1898 Jan. 5. R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R.

1909 Nov. 3. N.R.

1902 July 2. R.

1909 Aug. 4. I
N.R.

1892 Sept. 22.

1912 Nov. 6.

1912 April 3.

1914 Sept. 2.

1877 Aug. 30.

N.R

N.R
A.

R.
R.

1906 Nov. 7.

1910 April 6.

1903 May 6.

1910 April 6
1911 Nov. 1.

N.R.

N.R.

A.
R.

1904 Aug 3. R.

1908 Sept. 2. N.R.
1906 Dec. 5. R.

1906 Oct, 31.

1907 Mar. 6.

N.R.

R.

Demetriadi, Stephen. 1 & 2, Church Lane,

Calcutta.

Dentith, Arthur William, i.c.s. Shillong.

Dhavle, Saukara Balaji, i.c.s. Culfack.

Digby, Everard, u.sc. (Lond.). 1, Garstiu's

Place, Calcutta.

Dixit, Pandit Sri Ram, B.A., Dewan of Bansward,
Majputana.

Dods, William Kane. Agent, Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation. Calcutta.

Donnan, Major William, Indian Army, Ex-

aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in

India. Lucknoiv.

Donovan, Lieut.-Col. Charles, M.D., [.M.S.

Medical Colleye, Madras.
Doxey, Frederick. 9, Queen's Park, Ballyymiye,

Calcutta.

Drake-Brockman, Digby Livingstone, i-C.s.

Allahabad.

Drury, Lieut.-Col. Francis James, I. M.S.

Ranchi.
Dube, Manan. Tahsildar, Domuriaijniij, Basli.

Duft'-Su'therland-Dunbar, Capt. Sir George,

Bart. Einope (c/'o India Office, London).
Dutt, B. C. 172, Manicktola' Street, Calcutta.

Dutt, Kedar Nath. 1, Sikdn rpara Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Eadie, Capt. John Inglis. 97th Deccan In-

fantry (c/o Messrs. Orindlay 8f Co., Bombay).
Ebden/Capt. P. T. P 7drd Cavalry, Trichino-

pohj.

Edwards, Walter Noel. Europe.
Elnies, Dr. Cecil H. 1, Middleton Row, Calcutta.

R. ! Each, V. J., Architect. Grand Hotel, Calcutta.

1910 Sept. 7. N.R.

Fermor, Lewis Leigh, a.r.s.m., d.sc., k

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Fida Ali, Syed. Atml,.

Finck, Herman H. G., M.D., Surgeon to the

Consulate-General for Germany. 7, Caviac

Street, Calcutta.

Kinlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the

Govt, of Assam. Dacca.
Firminger, The Yen'ble Walter Kelly, MA.,

b.d., r.B.o.S., Archdeacon of Calcutta St.

John's Souse, Council House Street, Calcutta,

Fortescue, Capt. Archer Irvine, k.a.M.C

Benart



lxi

Date oi Election

.

1906 Dec. 5.

1913 Nov. 5.

1910 April 6

1910 Nov. 2.

1903 Mar. 4.

1893 Jan. 11.

R.

R.

Foster,

surah

.

Henry Bertram, i.m.s. Chin-

X.R.

1912 Mar. 6.

1909 -Mar. 3.

1909 Oct. 7.

1908 Feb. 5)

1908 Jan. 1.

1905 July 5.

1912 Aug. 7.

1907 Oct. 30.

1912 Mar. 6.

1889 Jan. 2.

1909 I >ec. 1

1907 Mar. 6.

1869 Feb. 3.
1912 Sept. 4.

1902 J„i 4.

1913 Dee. 3.

1909 April i

R.

X.R.

Fox, Cyril S., Assistant Superintendent. Geolo-

gical Sui'vey of India. Calcutta.

Francis, Lieut. Reginald Frankland, Indian

Army. Jullunder, Punjab.

X.R.
\
Friend- Pereira, Joseph Ernest, h.a., Madhi-

I

pura, Bhagalpur.

I

*Grage, Major Andrew Thomas, M.A., M.B., b.sc,

f.l.s.. i.m.s. Royal Bot. Gardens, Calcutta.
#Gait, The Hon. Mr, Edward Albert, c.s.i.,

C.t.e., I.C.S., Member of Council, Bihar and

Orissa. Ranchi.

R. Gangnli, Manmohan, b.e., District Engineer.

79, Comical lis Street, Calcutta.

R. Gangnli, Matilal, Bat Bahadur. Currency Offic .

Calcutta.

R. Ganguli, Ordhendlm Kumar. 12, Oanguli's

Lane, Calcutta.

X.R. Gardner-Brown, John Gerald Gardner, m.a.,

Director, State Education, Holkar College.

Tndore.

X.R. Ghatak, Suresb Chandra, Depy. Magistrate

R.

R.

V.

R.

1905 May 3. N.R

R.

A.

R.

X.W
R.

X.R.
R.

R.

and Depy. Collector. Dacca.

Ghosh, Aiiiulya Charan, Vidyabhusana. 66,

Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Atal Behari, m.a., b.t.. •'>;>, Sookeas

Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Birendra Nath, l.m.s., Medical Practi-

tioner. Europe (cjo War Office, London).

Ghosh, Harinath, M.D., Assistant Surgeon.

15/lrt, Bala>am Ghosh Street, Calcutta.

Ghosh, llemendra Prasad, Zemindar and

Litterateur. Prasad Lodge, Changalbha

P.O., .lessors.

Ghosh, Jogendra Chandra, m.a., B.l., Pleader.

•_':», Hurrish Chunder Mookerjee Road.

Bhowanipore, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Panchanan, m.a. Europe.

Ghosh. Piat'ulla Chundra, m.a. 27/3, Boita-

khana Bazar Boad, Calcutta.

Ghosh, Pratapa Chandra, B.A. Vindyachal.

Ghosh, Tarapada. 14, Paddapuker Street.

Kidderpur, Calcutta.

Ghuznavi, The Hon. A. K., Uymensingh.

Godson, Capt. Charles Aubery, i.m.s. Medical

I 'oileye, Calcutta.

Goenka, Briz .Mohan. 24, Banst'-lla Street.

Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1907 Mar. 6. R.

1905 July 5.

1909 Jan. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1905 May 3.

1910 Nov. 2.

1907 June 5.

N.R.

JX.

R.

R

A
R

1910 Mar. 2.

1910 Sept. 7.

1900 Dec. 5.

R.

1910 April 6
1901 April 3.

1898 June 1.

1911 Aug. 2

V.

L.M

k.

.R

R.

N.R.

1901 Mar. 6. N.R.

1892 Jan. 6. F.M.

1907 Aug. 7.

1908 June 3.

N.R

R.

Goenka, Roormall. 57, Burtolla Street, Cal-

cutta .

Gossain, Hemchandra, Extra Assistant Com-
missioner. Tezpur.

Gourlay, William Robert, C.i.e., i.C.s. Govern-

ment House, Calcutta,

Gravely, Frederic Henry, m.sc, Assistant Su-

perintendent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m. 1, Council

House Street, Calcutta.

Graves-Law, H. D., I.C.S. Europe.
Green, Lieut.- Col. Charles Robert Mortimer,

m.d., f.r.c.s., i.m.s. 6, Harrington Street.

Calcutta.

Greig, Major Edward David Wilson, M.B., r.M.S.

United Service Club, Calcutta.

Grey, Lt.-Col. William Qeorge, Indian Army.
Europe.

Grieve, James Wyndham Alleyne, Deputy
Conservator of Forests. Jalpaignri.

Grubl, D. E. Europe.
Guha, Abhaya Sankar, Extra Assistant Com-

missioner. Nowgong.
Gupta, Bepin Behari. Hooghly College. Chin-

sura.

Habiber Rahman, Depy. Supdt., Telegraph
Department. Allahabhd.

Habibur Rahman Khan, Maulavi, Kaees.

Bhikanpur, District Aligarh.
Haig, Lieut.-Col. Wolseley, Indn

H. B.M.\s Consulate Gfinl . M**h
Army.

Haines. Henry Haselfoot, f.c.s., f.l.s.

1904 Sept. 28.

1913 May 7.

A

A

1912 May 1. ! R.
1906 Dec. 5.

| N.R
1908 April 1. R.

1897 Feb. 3.

1907 Nov. 6.

A.

A.

Mamyo, Burma.
Hallowes, Kenneth Alexander Knight, b.a.,

a.r.s.m.. p.g.s., Assistant Superintendent.
Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Mallward, Norman Leslie. Europe (e/o India

Office, London).
Hankin,E. H., m.a., d.sc. Europe (rjo Chemical
Examiner, Agra).

Harley, A. H. Madrassa, Calcutta.
Harris, Lieut. G., 56th Infantry, F.F., Hangu.
Harrison, Edward Philip, Ph.D., f.k.s.e.

Presidency College, Calcutta.
*Hayden, Henry Herbert, D.sc, O.I.I., B.A., B.B.,

b.a.i., f.g.s., F.A.8.H., Europe (c/o Geological

Survey of India, Calcutta).
Hepper, Captain Lionel Lees, Royal Artil-

lery. m
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Date of Election.

1908 June 3.

1911 April 5.

R. Herron, Alexander Macniillan, B.sc, A.--istant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

N.R. Hiralal, Rai Bahadur, b. a., m.k.a.s. Chhind-

wnra, G.P.

1908 April 1. N.R. Hirst, Captain Frederick Christian. Indian

Army, Shillong.

1906 Deo. 5.
|

'A. j Hirst, Reginald John. Europe.

1891 July 1. F.M.
j
^Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, k.c.l.e., d.sc .,

Westtcood,

1908 July 1.

1898 Feb. 2.

A.R.C.S., F.G.S., F.R.S., F.A.S.B.

Alderley Edge, Cheshire, England.

R. Holmwood, The Hon. Mr. Justice Herbert, i.C.s.

22, Theatre Road, Calcutta.

P.M. *Hooper, David, f.c.s., f.l.s., f.a.s.b. 1, Glent-

north Terrace, Weston Super Mare, England.

R. Hope, Geotfroy D., b.sc, Ph.D. 27, Chow-

i

ringhee Roa<l, Calcutta.

1914 Feb. 4. K. Hornell, The Hon. Mr. W. W., Director, Public

Writers
1

Building,

1910 Jan. 5.

1901 Dec. 4.

1873 Jan. -

K.

Instruction, Bengal.

Calcutta.

Will Grand

Hotel
L..M. Houstoun, George L., F.G.S. Johnstone Castle,

1905 July 5.

1911 Jnne 7.

N.R
Renfrewshire, Scotland.

Humphries, Edgar de Montfort, h.a., i.c.s.,

R,

Settlement Officer. Pertabgarh, Oudh.

Husain, M. Hedayat.

Lan>\ Calcutta.

Roy

1908 June 3. N R. Hutchinson, C. M. Pusa.

1911 Feb. 1. R. Insch, Jas. 89, Park Street, Calcutta.

1904 Jan. 6. N.R. Jackson, Victor Herbert, m.a. Pai»>r College,

1908 Nov. 4.

1907 Dec. 4.

Bankipur.
N.R Jacob, Sydney Montague, i.c.s. (co Messrs.

King King 8f
Co., Bombay).

H. .lames, Henry Etosher, m.a., Bengal Kduca-

tion Service. Principal, Presidency College,

Calcutta. [Pu >-

1905 May 3. N.R. Jayaswal, Kashi Prasad, Bar.-at-Law, Banki-
1907 Sept. 25. N.R.

1912 Mar. 6.

1908 June 3.

A.

Jenkins, Owen Francis, i.c.s., 0%. Joint

.Magistrate. Muttra.

Jessop, AV. Europe (c o Young Men's Christian

Association, Calcutta )

.

R. Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.k.s.m., a.r.< s., F.G.S.,

Asst. Supdt,, Geological Survey of India.

lQi Calcutta.
iyH .^ept. 1. N.R. Juggarao, Sree Raja Ankitam Venkata. Ze-

miudnr of Shermahamadpuram, Daba gardens,

Vizagnpatuiii.



Ixiv

Date of Election,

1911~Noy. 1.

1891 Feb. 4.

1911 Jan. 1.

1910 May 4.

N.R. Kamaluddin Ahmed, Shams-ul-ITlama. Supdt. r

Govt. Madrassa, Chittagong.

N.R. Kapur, Raja Ban Behari, c.s.i. Burdivan.
Kaye, George Rusby. Registrar, Govt, of

India, Dept. of Education. Simla.
Kemp, Stanley W., b.a., f.a.s.b., Senior

Assistant Superintendent, Indian Museum.

N.R.

R.

1>sl> Mar. 1. N.R.
Calcutta. [pu

1906 Auo-. 1. K.

Kennedy, Pringle, m.a., b.l., Vakil. Mozuffer-

Kennedy, William Willoughby, m.a., M.D.,

D.P.H., M.B.S.C., L.R.C.P. 10, Harrington St..

Calcutta.

1906 Sept. 19. R. Kesteven, Charles Henry, Solicitor to Govern-
s ment. 26, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta.

R. Kilner, John Newport, MLB., l.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

Garden Reach, Calcutta.

R. Kirkpatrick, W. Chartered Bank Buildings,

Calcutta.

1896 July 1. A. Kuchler, George William, c.i.e., m.a. Europe.

1910 Sept. 7. N.R. Kumar, Sahu Ram. Thalcurdivare, Moradabad.

1909 April 7.

1910 Mar. 2.

1914 April 1. N.R. Laddu, Tnkaram Krishna. Queen's College.

1914 July 1.

Benn res.

R. Laha, Satya Charan. B.A., b.l. 24, Sukeas St..

\ Calcutta.

1887 May 4. L.M Lanman, Charles Rockwell. 9, Farrar Street,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S. America.
1889 Mar. 6.

1 L.M. *La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, b.a..

f.g.s.. f.a.s.b. Alfriston Hills Road, Cam-
bridge, England.

Law, Bimala Charan, 24, Sukeas St., Calcutta.

Law, Narendra Nath. 96, Amherst St-,

1 Calcutta.

1914 Aug. :>

1911 Feb, 1

R.

H.

1909 Jan. 6. A. Leake, A. Martin, P.R.C.S., v.c. Europe.
Na/rab-

I > Nov. 6. K.

1902 July 2. N.R. Leake, Henry Mai in, m.a., f.l.s

iiunj, Cawnpore.
Leo. The Hon. Mr. William A., F.R.M.S. 2,

Ar
et0 China Bazar Street, Calcutta.

1907 Dec. 4. N.R.
|
Little, James Henry, Assistant Mastei

Nawab Bahadur's Institution. Murshidabad.
Lloyd, Major Richard Ernest, M.B., tf.se,

i. m.s. Me,Ural College, Calcutta.
Lomax, C. E., m.a. 11, London Street, Calcutta.

1907 Mar. 6.

1911 May :!.

1906 Oct, 31.

R.

R.

A.

L910 April -6.

1905 Aim-. 2.

A.

N.R

Luard, Captain Charles Eckford, Indian Army,
m.a. (Oxon). Europe.

Lndwig, Eug-en. Europe.
Lukis. The Hon. Surgeon-General Sir Charh

Pardey, k.c.s.i. c.s.i., m .b., f.r.cs.. I.M.S.,

Director-General, Indian Medical Service

Simla.
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Date o£' Kltvtiun.

1013 Jan. 8. R.

1870 April 7. L.M

Luxbnrg, Count Graf. Karl L., Imperial

Consul- General for Germany. 16, Store

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila-

1912 April 3.

1905 Aug. 2.

1893 Jan. 11.

A.

R.

L.M.

1912 May 1.

1913 Mar. 5.

1893 Jan. 11.

delphia, U.S. America.

MacCabe, Surgeon Capt. Frederick. Europ>

(c/o India Office, London).

McCay, Major David, m.b., [.m.8. Medico!

College, Calcutta.

Maclagan, The Hon. Sir Edward Douglas, m.a.,

K.c.s.T., c.s.i., [.as. Secretary, Government

of India, Revenue and Agriculture Depart -

j

ment. Simla.

R. McLean, David. Choicringhee Mansions, Cal-

cutta.

N.R. MacMahon, P. S., Canning College, Lucknotc

Madho Rao Scindia, His Highness Maharajah

Colonel ~
"" "L.M.

Sh Alijah Bahadur, G.C.S.i.

1906 Dec. 5

1911 Mar. 1

g.c.v.o., a.d.c, ll.d., Maharajah of Gwalior.

Jai Bilas, Gicalior.

\i. Mahalanobis, Subodh Chandra, B.sc, f.r.s.e.,

p.R..\i.s. 210, Oornwallis Street, Calcutta.

R. Mahatap, The Hon. Sir Bijoy Chand, K.C.S.I.,

Maharajadhiraj of Burdwan. 6, Alipur

Road, Calcutta.
1898 Nov. 2. N.R. Maitra, Akshaya Kumar, B.A., b.l. Rajshahi.

1901 July 6. A. Malyon, Lieut. Frank Hailstone. Europe {co

i India Office, London).
.

1901 June 5. N.R. Mann, Harold Hart, d.Sc, m.sc ., f.l.>., Prm-

1907 Dec. 4.

,

cipal, Agricultural College, Poona.

N.R, Manners--n.it h. Lieut.-Col. John, Indian

Army, c.v.o., c.i.e.. Resident. Nepal. Khat-

1899 Aug. 30.

1905 Dee. «».

1911 Auo-. 2.

N.R
mam I u.

Mannu Lai, Rai Bahadur, Retired Civil Sur-

N.R
A.

1912 Jan. 10.

1913 June 4.

geon. The Palms, Fijzabad.

Marsden, Edmund, ka., k.r.g.s.

Maulik

Bombay.

Samarendra. (Imperial College o

Science and Technology, South Kensington

London, S.W ).

N.R. Mazumdar, Rai Jadunath, Bahadur, Govern

-

R
ment Pleader. .lessore.

16, Ghandra-Mazumdar, Ramesh Chandra.

nath Chatterji Street, Bhoxvanipnr, i alcutta.
-

c.l.i1886 Mar. 3. L.M. Mehta, Roostumjee Dhunjibhoy, 9,

1895 July ::. A.
Rainey Park, Ballygunge, Oaloutta

Melitus, Paul Gregory, c.i.e., t.C.t

offi ' '

•

ope

, i ic/o main "/fitt* .iju-iu'vibj.

19U MavtJ. N.U. Menon, K. Ramunni. Presidency College.

Madv'i



h VI

Date of Election.

1911 April 5.

1884 Nov. 5

N.R. Mesto
House

1905 Dee. 6.

R. *Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, B.A., f.g.s..

f.a.s.b., Superintendent, Geological Survey

of India. Calcutta.

Midhut Mohamed Hossain Khan. 8, GolamR.

;

3. R.

Sobhan's Lane, Calcutta. [cutta.

W 7, Church Lane, Gal1884 Sept
1912 June 5. N.R. Misra, Champaram. Barabankt, (Judh.

1911 July 5. N.R. Misra, Shyam Behari, b.a., i.c.s., Revenue
Member, Council of Regency. Jodhpur.

1897 Jan. 6. N.R. Misra, Tulsi Ram, m.a., Prof., I). J. High

1906 June 6. R,

School. Kanouj.
Mitra, Kumar Manmatha Nath. 34, Sham-

1910 July 6.

1908 Mar. 4.

R. 10/1, St. James's

R

pukur Street, Calcutta.

Mohapatra, Srikrishna.

Square, Calcutta.

Moitry, Manmatho Nath, Landholder. Seran*

pore

.

Mollison, James. Europe.
Molony, Edmund Alexander, i.e.

Monohan, Francis John, i.c.s.

Road, Calcutta.

R. Monohar Lai, m.a. Barrackpore.
N.R. More, Capt. James Carmichael. 51st Sikh*

U.S. Club, Simla.
1906 Dec. 5. N.R. Morton, Captain Sidney. 24th Punjabis.

1908 Mar. 4.

1901 Aug. 7.

1895 July 3.

1910 Feb. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

A.
N.R
N.R

Allahabad.

4, Theatre

1908 Dec. 2.

1909 Mar. 3

R.

Nowshera.
Moses, Capt. Owen St. John, M.D., F.R.< *•*

i. M.S. 8, Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

R. Mukherjee, Brajalal, M.A. 9, Old Pod
Street, Calcutta.

1909 Jan. 6. R. Mukherjee. Govinda Lall. 9, Old Post

Street, Calcutta.
1899 Sept. 29. R. Mukherjee, Jotindra Nath, b.a., Solicitor. 3

Op

01

1900 .May 2. R

1898 May 4 R.

1894 Aug. 30. R.

Mukherjee, Phani Bhusan, B.Sc. 57, Jhoivtola

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.
Mukherjee,
Har

dra Nath, k.c.i.e. h

1886 May 5

Mukherjee, Sibnarayan. Uttarpara, Bally-

L.M.j *Mukhopadhyaya, The Hon. Justice Sir Asu-

tosh, Kt., C.S.I , M.A., D.L., D.SC, F.R.S.K., F.R.A>

f.a.s.b., Judge, High Court. Calcutta.
1908 Feb. 5. R. Mukhopadhyaya, Girindra Nath, b.a., «*

80, Russa Road North, Bhoicanipur, Calcutta.

Bechoo1892 Dec. 7

1909 Mar. 3.

R. Mukhopadhyaya, Panchanan.
Chatterjis Street, Calcutta.

II.

46,

Mullick, Indu Madhab, m.a., m.d. 70, Harrison

Bnad Calcutta



Ixvii

Date of Election.

1901 April 3.

1910 Nov. 2.

1911 Sept. 1.

1908 Sept. 23.

R. Mullick. Pramatha Nath, Zemindar. 7, fra-

sonno Kumar Tagore's Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Murray, William Alfred, b.a. (Cantab), m.b.

Chittagong.

Mnrtaza Hosein Khan, Nawab, Vakil and

Zemindar, Katra abu Torabkhan. Lucknow.

Muzaft'ur Ali Khan Bahadur, Syed, Zemin-

dar and Rais. Jausath, Dist. Mxzaffar-

N.R

N.R

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 Sept. 23.

1904 Dec. 7.

1914 Feb. 4.

1914 Feb. 4.

1890 Feb. 5.

1901 .Mar. 6.

1910 May 4.

1889 Aug. 29.

R.

N.R.
A.

R.

N .R

.

X . R.

nagar. .

Nahar, Puran Chand. 48, Indian Mirro

Street, Calcutta.

Nande, Lala Jyotiprakas, Zemindar. Burdwan.

Nathan, Robert, c.s.t., i.c.s. Europe.

Nawab Ali, Chaudhury, The Hon. Nawab Syed,

27, Weston Street, Calcutta.

Neog-i, Panchaiuin. Rajshahi College, Baj-

shahi.

Nesfield, Capt. Vincent Blumhardt, F.R.C.s.,

N.R.

R.

L.M

.

1913 July 2

1908 Feb. 5

N.R.

''-906 Dec. 5.

1905 Nov. 1.

1909 April 7.

L.R.c.r.. i. M.S. Handa.

Xevill, Henry Rivers, i.c.s., Editor, District

Gazetteers, United Provinces. Naini Tal.

Newman, Lieut.-Col. Ernest Alan Robert,

i.M.s. 16, Alifore Road, Calcutta.

Ximmo, John Duncan (c/o Messrs. Walter

Duncan A Co., 137, West George Street,

Glasgow).
Norton, E. L., i.c.s., District Magistrate.

Allahabad.
N.R. Notr. Lieut.-Col. Arthur Holbrook. m.d., i.m.s

Berhampur.

R. O'Kinealv, Lieut.-Col. Frederick, m.r.c.s.

(Eng.), l.r.c.p. (Lond.), f.m.s. Presidency

General Hospital, Calcutta.

A. O'Malley, Lewis Sydney Steward, B.A., i.c.s.

Europe

.

N.R. Ozzard, Lieut-Col. Fairlie Russell, i.m.s.

1907 July 3. It.

ilimeduhad.

Page, W
OK

Walter Keightley. 10, Old

Awl Jan. 2.
! N.R. Pande, Ramavatar, b.a., i.c.s., District Judge.

^ r • TT Tl

1901 Aug. 28.

1904 Aug. 3
1910 April 6.
1899 Aug. 2

Mirzapur, V.P.

N.R. I Panton. Edward Brooks Henderson, B.A., i.c.s.

Berhnmpore, Murshidabad.

N.R. Parasnis. Dattalraya Balwant. Satarn.

N.R.
I
Patuck, Pestonji Sorabji, I.C.S. Narsinghpnr.

The Observa-R .„_, William
tory, Alipnr, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1906 Dec. 5. R.

1888 June 6.

Peart, Major Charles Lube. 106th Hazard

L.M.

Pioneers, Secretary ani Member,
Examiners, Calcutta.

>/

1*77 Aug. 1

1906 April 4.

1889 Nov. 6.

i

1914- Nov. 4.

1904.1 line 1.

L.M.

R.

R.

1910 Aug. 3.

1910 Feb. 2

1906 Aug. 1

1907 Jan. 2

1910 Dec. 7.

1914 Mar. 4

1880 April 7. N.R.
1895 Aug. 29

li»13 April 2

1908 Feb. !

Pennell, Aubray Percival, B.A., Bar.-at-Law.

Rangoon.

N.R.
;

Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, M.B.,

| i. M.S. (retired). Dinajpur.

K. Petrocochino, Leonidar. 4, Clive Ghat Sfreet,

Calcutta.

*Phillott, Lieut.-Colonel Douglas Craven.

PH.D., k.a.s.h. Indian Army (retired). C/o

Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 54, Parliament

Street, London.
I'iokiord Alfred Donald. 12, Mission Row,

Calcutta.

Pilgrim, Guy Ellcock, D.8o., f.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Podamraj, Jain, 9, Joggomohan Mullickh

Lane, Calcutta.

Poplai, Sri Ram. Jullundur City.

Price, Charles Stanley. Victoria Boys School,

Kurseong

.

Pulley, Lieut. Henry Cuthbert, 12th Pioneen

Europe.

Radha Krishna. Banker, Chaulc, Patna Gity.

Raffin, Alain. Mirzapur.
Rai, Bepin Chandra. Giridih, Chota Naypur.

Rai Chaudhuri,Jatindranath, M.A., ill., Zemin-

dar. Taki, Jessor^.

Ramaswami, M. S., Curator of the Herbariui' 1 '

Royal Botanic Gardens, Sibpur, Hotruth-

Handle, Herbert Neil, B.A. Ludgate Cir>

R.

N.R,
N.R

A.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

R.

P.M.

1908 -luly 1. N.R.

1905 Jan. 4. N.R.
1907 Aug. 7

1904 Mar. 4

1890 Mar. 5

N.R.
F.M.
R.

1887 May 4.

1905 May 3.

R.

1908 Feb. 5.

1910 April 6.

R.

N.R.
A.

London, W.C.
Ranganathasvami, S. P. V., Aryainra<ji{i'u >

Arshya Library. Vizagapat >>.

Rankin, James Thomas, I.C.S. TJarjeelimj.

Ranking, Capt. James. Noushera.
Rapson, E. J. 8, Mortimer Road, Cambridge-

*Ray, Prafulla Chandra, d.sc, f.a.s.b., Pr°'

fessor, Presidency College. Calcutta.

Ray, Prasanna Kumar, D.sc. (Lond. and Edin-)-

7, Ballygnnge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Richardson, The Hon. Mr. Justice Thorn*

William, i.c.s., Judge, Hio-h Court. Cal-

[Naini Tal

Rigo-de-Righie, Alceste Carlo. Royal Bern
Robertson, A. White, l.r.c.p. Europe (c/o W*

Office, London).

cutta.



lxi:

ate of Election.

1913 Sept. 3

1903 Mar. 4.

1900 April 4.

1901 Dec. 4.

1 909 Nov . 3

.

1908 June 3.

1889 June 5.

1913 Apl. 2

1911 Nov. 1

1896 Aug. -11

Y.

N.R

1903 July 1. L.M.

1910 Sept. 7.

1914 June 3.

1906 Feb. 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

R. Rogalsky, P. A., Attache to the imperial

Russian Consulate General. 3, Upper Wood

Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Rogers, Charles Gilbert. F.L.S., f.c.ii.. Forest

Department. Port Blair, Andamans,

R. *Rogers, Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard, Kt.. c.i.k .
u.k,

b.s., f.r.c.p., v.K.c.s., i-.a.s.h., [.M.s. Medical

College, Calcutta.

*Ross, Edward Denison, C.I.E., Ph.D., k.a s.B.

British Museum, Dept. of Oriental Book

and MSS. London.

Roychaudhury, Mrityunjoy. Shyampur P.O.,

Bungpur.
Roychaudhury, Surendra Chandra, Zemin-

dar. Koondi, Bungpur.

Roy, Maharaja Girjanatli. Dinagepore.

Roy, Maharaja Jagadindranath, Bahadur.

6, Lansdowne Road, Calcutta.

Roy, Kumar Sarat Kumar. Dayarampur,

Bajshahi.

Roy, Dr. Satyendra Nath. Europe (do War

Office, London).

Russell, Charles, m.a. Patna College, Bankipur.

N.R

N.R.

N.R

A.

N.R.
N.R. Russell, Robert V., I.C.S., Supdt. of Gazetteer

1910 May 4

1906 June 6.

1899 June 7.

1898 Mar. 2.

1909 Mar. 3.

1911 Jan. 4.

1902 Feb. 5.
1900 Dec. 5.

1908 July 1.

19HJune 7.

N.R.

N.R,

R.

A.

R.
X.R
N.R.
R. •

R.

and Ethnography. Mandla, G.P.

Sahay, Rai Sahib Bhagvati, m.a., b.l., 0%.
Inspector of Schools. Patna Division.

Bankipur.
Sahni, Dayaram, m.a., Supdt of Archaeology.

Jarnmu, Kashmir.

Samman, The Hon. Mr. Herbert Frederick,

i.c.s., Secretary, Govt, of Bengal, Cenl. Dept.

Calcutta.

Sandes, Capt. J. D., M.B., IJC.8. Europe (c/-<

Medical College, Calcutta).

Sanial, Surendra Prasad, m.a., k.c.s., Serampur.

Sarkar, ChandraKumar. Kau-kanik. Moulmein.

Sarkar, Jadunath. Patna College, Bankipur.

Sarvadbikari, The Hon. Mr. Deva Prasad, m.a..

b.l. 2, Old Post Office Street, Calcutt"

Dr. ' Suresh Prasad. 79-1,

A.
N.R.

Sarvadhikari,

Amherst St., Calcutta.

Schulten, Joseph Henry Charles, rh.n. Europe.

Schwa iger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

Art. Kashmir Gate, Delhi.

N.R. Seal, Brojendra Nath, m.a. Victoria College,

Cooch Behar.

A. Seconde, Lieut. Emile Charles. Europe (
•

o

Medical College, Calcutta).
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Date of Election.

1906 Feb. 7.

1902 May 7

1905 Jan. 4. i K.

1914 April 1.

i

K. Sen, Girindra Kumar. 303, Bow Bazar Street,

Calcutta.

R. Sen, Jogendra Nath, Vidyaratna, m.a. 31,

Prasanna Kumar Tayore's Street, Calcutta.

Sen, Sukumar. 220, Lower Circular Road.

Calcutta.

R. I Sen-Gupta, Dr. Nares Chandra. 3, Duj

Lane, Calcutta.

1897 Dec. 1. ! R. Seth, Mesrovb J. 19, Lindsay Street, Gal

1911 July 5. R

1SS5 Feb. 4. L.M.

1902 Dec 3. N.R.

1912 Jan. 10. R.

1909 Jan. 6. N.R.

1913 Dec. 3

1914 Mar. 4.

R

cntta.

Sewell, Capfc. Robert Beresford Seymour,

m.r.c.s., L.K.C.P., I. M.S. c/o Indian Museum,

Calcutta.

*Shastri, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad,

c.i.K., .m.a., f.a.s b. 26, Pataldanga Street,

Calcutta.

Shastri, Harnarain Goswami. Hindu College,

Delhi.

Shirazi, Ai*a Muhamad Kazim. 23, Lower

Chitpnr Road, Calcutta.

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson,

Sitapnr.

B.A., I.CU

R.

1908 Mar. 4. R.

1902 Feb. 5.

Shorten, Capt. James Alfred, b.a., m.b., B.Ch

i..M.S. Medical College, Calcutta.

Shrosbree, A. de Bois. 9/1, Middleton Bow,

Calcutta.

Shujaat Ali, Nasurul Mamalik Mirza, Khan

Bahadur, Acting Consul-General for Persia.

10, Hungerford Street, Calcutta.

N.R. . Shyani Lai, Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. Naimadri, Agra.
Silberrad, Charles Arthur, b.a., b.Sc, LOJi

Gorakhpur
9
U.P.

X.R. Simonsen, J. L. Presidency College, Madras.

N.R.1899 May 3.

1913 Mar. T>

}??!?
APril 7

'l ^
T

_
R

i

Simpson, George Clarke, D.~8o. Simla.
Simpson, John Hope, i.c.s. (c/o Messrs. Barclo

8f Co., 1, Dickinson Street, Manchester.

England).
Singh, Raja Kushal Pal, m.a. Narki.

190M An- 26. F.M.

1894 July 4.

1895 An 29.

1912 May 1.

1893 Mar. 1.

KR.
R.

! Singh, Lachmi Narayan, . m.a., b.l., Pleader,

R.

High Court. Calcutta.
Singh Ray, Lalit Mohan, Rai Bahadur. 4.

1892 Mar. 2. L.M.

1899 Aug. 29. N.R.

Greek Row, Calcutta.
N.R. I Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar Bharat, 1.0*

(retired). Shankergar, Allahabad.
Singh, Raja Ooday Pratab, c.s.r., Raja of

Bhinga, Bhinga.
Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Sir Prabhu

Narain, Bahadur, G.C.I.E., Maharaja oi

Benares. Ramnagar Fort, Benares.
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Date of Election.

1909Tpril 7.

MMBB

KR.

1889 Nov. 6. L.M.

1912 Mar. 6.

1913 July 2

1894 Feb. 7.

1912 Sept. 5.

1897 Jan. 6.

R.

N.R.
N.R,

N.R.

1898 Aug. 3.

1913 July 2

1909 July 7.

1911 Mar. 1.

R.

N.R.
N.R.

A.

1907 Mar. 6.

1912 Jan. 10.

1901 Dee. 4.

1913 July 2.

1912 May 1.

N.R.

N.R,

R.

N.R.
N.R.

A.

1912 Oct. 30. N.R.

1904 Sept. 28.
1908 Dec. 2.

1904 June 1.

N.R.
A.R

R

1899 Ausr. 30. R.

N.R.
R.

1900 Aug. 29.
1907 Dec. 4.

1907 June 5.

1906 Dec. 5. F.M;

Singh, Raja Prithwipal, Talukdar of Suraj-
pur. District Barabanki, Oudh.

Singh, H.H. The Hon. Maharaja Sir Ramesh-
wara, Bahadur, K.C.I. B. Durbhanga.

Singh, Maharaja Ranjit, of Nasirpur. 58,

Ohowrinyhee Road, Calcutta,

Singh, Rudradat, m.a., LL.B., Vakil. Lucknow.
Singh, H.H. The Maha

Bahadur.
Nath,

Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund.
Singhi, Bahadur Sing. Azimgung, Murshida-

bad.

Sircar, Amrita Lai, P.C.s., L.M.s. 51, Sankari-

tolla Lane, Calcutta.

Sita Ram, b.a., Depy. Magistrate. Allahabad
Sivaprasad, b.a., Offg. Junior Secretary to the

Board of Revenue, U.P. Allahabad.

Smith, Capt. H. Emslie, i.m.s. Europe (c/o

India Office, "London).

Smith, Major O. A. 27th Punjabis. Hajari-

bagh.

Sofiulla Saifududdin Ahmed, Maulavi, Supdt.

of Excise. Nowgong.
Southwell, T., a.r. as., f.z.s., p.l.s., Deputy

Director of Fisheries. Writers' Buildings?

Calcutta.

Spooner, David Brainerd. Banhipur.

Sriuivas Iyenger, P. T., Principal, M.A.VN.
College. Vizagapatam.

Stadler, George L. (48 Grand Marche, Maes-

tricht, Holland).

Stallard, Dr. Philip Lechmen, District Sur-

Igatpuri, Bombay.
Dacca.

— _
7 w L

geon, G.I. P. Railway.

Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B.A., B.So.

Steen, Capt Hugh Barkley, M.B., i.m.s. Europe

(c/o India Oft'ce, London).

Stephen, The Hon. Mr. Justice Harry Lush

ington, Judge, High Court. Oahutta.

Stephen, St. John, B.A., ll.b., Barrister-at-

Law. 7, Russell Street, Calcutta.

Lahore.

i

Stephenson, Lieut.-Col. John, i.m.s.

Stevens, Lieut.-Col. C. R., i.m.s.

College, Calcutta.

Med

N.R.
|
Stewart, Capt. Francis Hugh, i.m.s.

^

Bombay.

1911 Peh. 1. R.

1914 Jan. 7. R. Strauss, Dr. 0.

m

Military

tacht'. Teheran, Persia.

Stonehridge, Arthur W\, Chief Engineer,

Messrs. Barn & Co. 7, Hastings St., Calcutta.

1907 Aug. 7 N.R. Subramania
Conversator of Forests.

Cah tta Un ersity, Calcutta

Iyer, Valavanur, Extra Assfc.

Coimbatore.
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Date of Election.

1907 June 5

1914 Mar. 4

R. Suhrawardy, Abdullah Al-Ma'mun, Iftikharul

34,

R. W

1907 June 5 N.R.

1909 Jan. 6

1914 April 1

1898 April 6

1906 Mar. 7

R,

R.

R.

R.

1904 July 6. F.M.

1910 Aug. 3

1893 Aug. 31.

1909 Jan. 6.

1906 Dec. 5.

Millat

Kapnlitola, Calcutta.

Sutherland, Lt.-Col.,

17. S. Club, Calcutta.

Swinhoe, Rodway Charles John, Solicitor.

Mandalay, Upper Burma.

Tagore, Kshitindranath, b.a. Howrah.

Tagore, Prafulla Nath. 1, Darpanaraw

Tagore Street, Calcutta.

Tagore, The Hon. Maharaja Sir Prodyat Coo-

mar, Bahadur, Kt. Pathuriaghatta, Calcutta.

Tagore, Kumar Shyama Kumar, Zemindar.

65, Pathuriaqhutta Street, Calcutta.
"

9, Pall Mall,W
N.R.

N.R.

1878 June 5.

N.R
N.R.

W.
Tancock, Capt. Alexander Charles. Slst Pun-

I

Assistant Super-

,. Mussoorie.

Bhagalpur

Tate,

,
w

George Passman,
Survey

F.M.

1914 Aug. 5.

1904 May 4

1911 Mar. 1

N.R.
N.R.

Taylor, Charles Somers, B.so. .. _

Tek Chand. Dewan, b.a., m.r.a.s., I.O.8., Deputy

Commissioner. Qujranwala, Punjab.

Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bart.,

Indian Army, C.I.E. _ 9, Pall Mall, London.

House, Jodhpur.
Baza85,

F.M.

1909 Aug. 4.

1908 Nov. 4,
Dtu-

1898 Nov. 2

1911 Mar. 1

1911 July 5. R

1904 June 1

.

Tessitori, Dr. L. P
Thanawala, Framjee Jamasjee.

Gate St., Fort, Bombay.
Thomas, F. W., m.a., Ph.D., Librarian, India

Office. London.

N.R Thompson, John Perronet, M.A., i.C.s. Lahor

N.R. Thornely, Major, Michael Harris, i.m.s

bhanqa.

Thornton, Edward, p.b.i.b.a. 6, Olive Stree

Calcutta.

Thorpe, Godfrey Francis.

vice. Europe.

Thurston, Capt. Edward Owen, I.M.S., B.8.,

f.r.c.s. Medical College, Calcutta.

Tipper, George Howlett, m.a., F.G.S., Assistfu

Superintendent, Geological Survey of Indi

R.

A.

R

Bengal Pilot Ser-

1912 Nov. 6

Calcutta.

1909 Dec. 1

1907 Feb. 6

LNll June 5

A.
I
Tomkins, H. G., c.i.e., P.B.A.S. Europe ('

India Office, London).

A. j Toth, Eugene. Europe.

F.M. *Travers, Morris William, d.sc, f.r.s., f.a.s.k.

43, Warwick Gardens, London, W.
L.M. Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., i.C.s. (retired

Dedham, Essex, England.
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Date of Election.

1894 s7p. 27. R.

1900 Aug. 29. N.R

1890 Feb. 5.

1902 June 4.

1901 Mar. 6.

N.Pv

R.

P.M

1894 Sept, 27. L.M.

1902 Oct. 29.

1909 Jan. 6.

R

Vasu, Nagendra Nath. 20, Kantapuker Lane,

Baybazaar, Calcutta.

Vaughan, Lieut.-Col. Joseph Charles Stoelke,

I.M.S. Bhagalpur.

*Venis, Arthur, M.A., D.Litt., c.i.e., f.a.s.h.

Benares.

*Vidyabhusana, Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra, M.A., Ph.D. p.a.s.b. 26/1, Kanay
Lai Dhur's Lane, Calcutta.

*Vogel, Jean Philippe, Litt.D., p.a.s.b. The

University, Leiden, Holland.

Vost, Lieut.-Col. William, I.M.S., Civil Sur-

geon Lucknoiv.

N.R.

*Vredenburg, Ernest, b.l., b.Sc, a.R.S.m., a.r.C.s.,

p.g.s., f.a.s.b. 27, Ohowringhee Road, Cal-

cutta.

1907 July 3.

1900 Jan. 19.

1901 June 5.

R,

A.

1911 Feb. 1.

1905 Dec. 6
1912 Mar. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1909 Dec. 1.

1907 April 3.

N.R

A.

N.R.
R.

R.

N.R
A.

*Walker, Gilbert Thomas, c.s.i., D.Sc, m.a..

p.r.S., f.a.s.b., Director-General of Observa-

tories. Simla.
Walker, Harold, a.r.C.s., f.g.s., a.m. inst. m.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey

of India. Calcutta.

Wallace, David Robb. Europe (c/o Messrs.

Emsthausen, Ltd., Calcutta).

Walsh, The Hon. Mr. Ernest Herbert Cooper,

c.s.i., i.c.s., Member of the Board of Reve-

nue, Behar and Orissa. Ranchi.

Waters, Dr. Harry George, f.r.i.p.h. Europe

(c/o East Indian Railway, Jamalpur).

Wats Dacca.

Watt, Rev. J., Principal, Scottish Churches

College. 4, Cormvallis Square, Calcutta.

Watts, H. P., b.a. (Cantab). 11, Loudon Street.

Calcutta.

Webster Sylhet, Assam.
B.8.,

1913 April 2.

1907 Feb. 6.

1906 Sept. 19.'

1 909 April 7

.

1910 April 6.

R.

A.

N.R.

A.

White, Lieut. Arthur Denham, M.B.,

(Lond. ), I.M.S. Europe (c(o India Office,

Londori) .

White, Bernard Alfred, 39, Alexandra Court,

Calcutta.

White, Captain J. R., D.s.O. Europe (c/o India

Office, London).
Whitehead, Richard Bertram, i.c.s. Rupar,

W
TJmbala, Punjab.

A

— J ' *

jo India Office, London).

Williams, Garfield H odder, M.B., B.S. (Lond

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Europe (cjo

Christian Association, Calcutta).

Men
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Dare of Election.

1914 May 6

1913 Dec. 3

A.

R

W Europe (cjo

Offi

1910 Dec. 7. A.

1904 Mar. 4.

Wilson, Major Roger Parker, p.r.C.s., d.p.h.,

I.M.S. Campbell Hospital, Sealdah, Calcutta.

Windsor, Manor Fran k Needham, i.m.S. Europe

R.

1909 April 7.

1906 July 4.

1912 Mar. 6.

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 April 1.

1894 Aug. 30.

1911 Aug. 2.

1906 June 6.

1910 April 6.

1913 May 7.

N.R.
A.

W
Med

Henry Arden, m.a., F.C.s.,

R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

N.R.
N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

f.r.g.s. 11, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Woodh
Woodley

Sabour.

(cjo London Missionary College, Calcutta).

Mr
3, Outram Street, Calcutta.

Woolner, Alfred Cooper, M.A., Principal, Ori-

ental College. Lahore.

Wordsworth, William Christopher, Asst.

Director of Public Instruction, Bengal.

Writers' Buildings, Calcutta.

W Nelson, B.A., i.C.S. District

Judge, Bareilly.

Young, Gerald

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier.

Simla.Mackworth, B.A., 1.0.8.

Dhanbaid.

McCombi^ 7 IT

r.M.s. Shillong, Assam.

Zutshi, Pandit Monohor Lai, Jubilee High

School- LucJcnoic.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.

Date of Election.

1884 Jan. 15.

1884 Jan. 15.

Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University o

Jena. Prussia.

Revd. Professor A. H. Sayce, Professor of Assyri«-

logy, Queen's College. Oxford, England.

1884 Jan. 15.
: Monsieur Emile Senart. 18, Rue Francois I"

Paris, France.

HONORARY FELLOWS.

Oate of Election.

1879 June 4. Dr. Jules Janssen . Obserca taire d'Astronorn H

Physique de Paris, France. ^
1894 Mar. 7. Professor Theodor Noeldeke. C/o Mr. Karl I.

Triibner, Strassburg, Germany.
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Date of Election.

1895 June 5.

1895 June 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

1899 Feb. 1.

1899 Dec. 6.

Lord Rayleigh, m.a., d.c.l., d.sc., ll.d., Ph.D., f.r.a.s.,

f.r.s. Ferling Place, Witham, Essex, England.

Charles H. Tawney, Esq., M.A., c.i.e. Gjo India

Office, London.

Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman. 9, Farm i

Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S. America.

Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf Hoernle, Ph.D., C.i.e.

8, Northmoor Road, Oxford, England.

Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, M.A., ll.d., f.r.s .

British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road.

\ London, S.W.
1899 Dec. 6.

|
Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, d.c.l., ll.d., f.r.s.,

! Keeper, University Museum. Oxford, Eng-

1901 Mar. 6.

land.

Professor John Wesley Judd, C.B., ll.d., f.r.s., f.g.s.,

Late Prof, of the Royal College of Science.

30, Cumberland Road, Keic, England.
1902 Nov. 5. Monsieur Rene Zeiller. Ingenieur en chef des Mines.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

jEcole superieur des Mines, Paris.

Professor Hendrick Kern. Utrecht, Holland.

Professor Sir Ramkrishna Copal Bhandarkar, K.c.i.t:.

Poona.
Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Ph.D., D.Litt., ll.d.,

82,

1904 July 2.

1906 Mar. 7.

1

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

19 H. Sept. 6.

Budapest, Hungary.
Sir Charles Lyall, M.A., E.O.8.I., c.i.e., ll.d.

Comivall Gardens, London, S.W.
Sir William Ramsay, Ph.D. (Tub.), ll.d., sc.d.

(Dubl.), F.c.s., f.i.C. University College, Gower

Street, London, W.C
Sir George Abraham Grierson, K.C.i.i:., Ph.D.. D.Litt.,

c.i.e., i.c.s. (retired). Rothfa, ham, Camberley,

Surrey, England.
The Right Hon'ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston,

m.a., d.c.i,., f.r.s. 1, Carlton House Terrace, Lon-

don, S.W.
Lt.-Col. Henry Haversham Godwin-Austen, f.r.s..

F.Z.8., F.R.G.8. Nora Godalming, Surrey, England-

Dr. H. Oldenberg. The University, Gottingen, Ger-

many.
Lieut.-Col. Alfred William Alcock, c.i.e., M.B., ll.d

,

C.M.Z.S., f.r.s., i.m.s. (retd.). Heathlands, Enth

Road, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Prof. Edward George Browne, M.A., M.B., M.R.cs.,

l.r.c.p., m.r.a.s. Pembroke College, Cambridge.

Dr. A. Engler, Prof, of Systematic Botany, Umver-

21,
sity of Berlin, Prussia.

Sir Clements Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., d.Sc.

Eccleston Square, London, S.W.
Mahamahopadhyaya Kamakhyanath Tarkavagisa.

111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.
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FELLOWS.

Date of Election,

mOtob. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

N". Annandale, Esq., d.sc., c.m.z.s., f.l.s.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
Kt., C.S.I., M.A., D.L.-, D.SC, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

I. H. Burkill, Esq., m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, C.I.E., m.a,

Sir Thomas Holland, k.c.i.e., d.sc, a.r.c.s., f.g.s., f.r.

Dr. D. Hooper, f.c.s., f.l.s.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., b.a., f.g.s.

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., b.l.

1910 Feb. 2. Lieut.-Colonel D. 0. Phillott, Ph.D., Indian Army.
1910 Feb. 2. Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray, d.sc.

1910 Feb. 2.
j

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., C.i.e., m.d., B.S.,

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

1911 Feb. I.

1911 Feb. 1.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

Vidyabhuj*

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., I.M.S.

E. D. Ross, Esq., CLE., Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra
M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

M. W. Travers, Esq., D.Sc, f.r.s.

A. Venis, Esq., M.A., D.Litt., c.i.e.

G. T. Walker, Esq., C.S.I., d.sc, m.a., f.r.s.

The Hon. Mr. E. A. Gait, c.s.l, CLE., i.c.S.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., d.sc, c.i.e., b.a., b.e., b.A.i., f.g.s.

H. Beveridge, Esq., i.c.s. (retired).

J. C. Bose, Esq., c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.sc.

P. J. Bruhl, Esq., Ph.D., F.C.s.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, J.M.s.

Charles Stewart Middlemiss, Esq., b.a., f.g.s.

Major A. T. Gage, l.M.S.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., B.I., B.sc, A.R.S.M., A.R.C.S., P.'-

J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., Ph.D., Litt.D.

S. W. Kemn. Eso.. r.a.

Date ot Election.

1875 Dec. 1.

1882 June 7.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

ASSOCIATE MEMBKRS.

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. John's Church Boad,

Folkestone, Kent, England.
Herbert A. Giles, Esq., ll.i>.. Professor of Chinese

Tr
" " * ~ " "" Cambridge*m the University of Cambridge.

England.
Dr. A. Fiihrer. Europe.
Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, CLE. 32, 0f**

Row, Calcutta,

Revd. E. Francotte, s.j. 30, Park Street, Calcutta*

Revel. A. H. Fnmcke. Niesky Oher-Lausitz, Gir'

many.
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*
'
rtpte of Election.

1

I9O8 July 1.

909 Mar. 3.

908 July 1. Babu Dinesli Chandra Sen. 19, Kantapuker Lane,

Calcutta.

Revd. Father J. Hoffmann, s.J. Mauresa House,

Ranchi.

Rai Balkrishna Atniaram Gupte, Bahadur. Bel-

vedere, Calcutta.

Shamsul Ulama Maulvi Ahmad Abdul Aziz.

Azeez Bag, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.
1910 Sept. 7. L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq. Thichur.

1910 Dec. 7. Rev. H. Hosten, s.J. 30, Park Street, Calcutta.

1913 Feb. 5.

1910 Sept 7.

1914 Apl. 1.

Ekendranath Ghosh, Esq., L.M.S. Medical College,

Calcutta.

Bada Kaji Marichiman Singha. Bir Library, Nepal.

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS.*

* Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a

member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the

interval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re-

moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:—

Capt. Frank Powell Connor, i.m.s.

Walter Noel Edwards, Esq.
Babu Panchanun Ghosh.
D. E. Gruble, Esq.
Norman Leslie Hallward, Esq.
Major Lionel Lees Hep per.

Samarendra Maulik, Esq.
James Mollison, Esq.
Lieut. Henry Cuthbert Pulley.
Lieut. Emile Charles Seconde.
Capt. H. Kmslie Smith.
Eugene Toth, Esq.
Godfrey Francis Thorpe, Esq.
David Robb Wallace, Esq.
Lieut. Arthur Denham White.

Wh
Woodle}
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LOSS OP MEMBERS DURING 1914.

By Retirement.

Dr. Khaliluddin Ahmed.
Babu Ganesh Lall Barik,

Edward William John Bartlett, Esq.

Babu Jyotis Chandra Bhattacharjee, m.a., b.l.

Capt. J. H. Burgess, i.m.s.

William Alexander Burns, Esq., b.a.

Will

Kt^ C,I«JBj<^ I.O.^-

Major Walter Valentene Coppinger, m.b., ij.sc, f.R.C.S.L,

i.m.s.

Babu Govinda Das.

Babu Nanda Lall Dey.
The Anagarika Hovavitarana Dharmapala.
James Macdonald Dunnett, Esq. i.c.s.

Lieut. W. M. Edwards, i.a.

Johns Carlyle Fergusson, Esq., I.C.S.

The Hon. Col. George Francis Angelo Harris, o.s.l, m.d.,

P.R.C.P., I.M.S.

Capt. William Frederick Harvey, i.m.s.

Josef Horovitz, Esq., ph.D.

Kenneth Neville Knox, Esq., I.C.S.

Pandit Anand Koul.

Rev. W. R. LeQuesne.
Charles Little, Esq., m.a.

The Hon. Mr. Duncan James Macpherson, C.I.E., i.c.s.

Lieut. Hugh Geoffrey Maturin, i.a.

Lieut.-Col. Frederic Pinsent Maynard, m.b., d.p.h ,
I.M.S.

Capt. John Wallace Dick Me^aw, m.b., i.m.s.

Walter Percy Spencer Milsted, Esq.
Babu Manmatha Nath Mukher jee.

Capt. David Mnnro, i.m.s.

Alfred James Ollenbach, Esq., B.A., i.e.s.

John Emanuel Panioty, Esq., l.kc.p.

Henry Sharp, Esq., c.i.e., m.a.

Maior Ernest Edwin Waters. I.M.S.

W
w

By Death.

Ordinary Members.

Shams-uMJlama Maulavi Ahmad.
Dr. Palmyr Cordier.

Charles W. McMinn, Esq., b.a., i.c.s. (retired).
Shams-ul-Ulama Maulana Shibli Nomani.
Henry Campbell Norman, Esq., m.a.

Lieut.-Col. Herbert Wilson Pilgrim, m.b., fcB.C.8., i.m
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Babu Chandra Narayan Singh, Rai Bahadur.

Kumar Kamlanand Singh.

G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., c.i.e., f.A.S.B.

Under Rule 40.

William Barclay Brown, Esq., i.C.b.

Sir Ernest Cable, Kt.

Miss Rachel Nathaniel Cohen, M.B., p.r.c.s.

Lieut.-Col. Dirom Grey Crawford, i.M.s.

Golap Shanker Dev-Sharman, Esq., f.t.s., m.r.a.s

Emanuel Mano Loffler, Esq.

Sir John Ontaria Miller, C.s.i., i.C.S.

Sir John Stanley, Kt., k.c.i.e., k.c.

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AND CASH

Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.

1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.

1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, M.A.

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

iqAi f Sarasi Lai Sarkar, M a.

( Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a.

1907 Akshoyakumar Mazumder.

iq-|-|
( Jitendra Nnth Rakshit.

( Jatindra Mohan Datta.

TRasik Lai Datta.

IQI^J Saradakanta Ganguly.
*

J
Nagendra Chandra Nag.

V_Nilratan I) bar.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.
1903 Major Ronald Ross. f.r.c.s., c.b., c.i.e., f.r.s., i.m.s.

1905 Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s., c.i.e.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b., ll.d.,

1909 Lieut.-Coionel David Pram, m.a., m.b., ll.d.,

f.r.s. , i.m.s. (retired).

1911 Dr. Karl Diener.
1913 Major William Glen Listoti, m.d., c.i.e., i.m.s.
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1914.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

To Establishment.

* * -
* • » 1 * •Salaries

Do. (Officer in charge for Researches in

History, Religion, Ethnology and Folk-

lore in Bengal)
Commission
Pension
Grain Allowance

Rs- As. P.

6,398 9 11

Stationery
Taxes
Postage
Freight
Auditing
Lights and Fans
Insurance
Petty Repairs
Miscellaneous

• • •

• • •

• • •

• •

«

• • f

• • •

« • •

* •

• m .

f • *

• •

- • t - •

To Contingencies.

• 9 * • *

• m «

• • #

« - *

» -

•

* • «

3,900
597 7 7
340
91

132 9

1 49.-,

778 5 3

238 2 5
150
326 9 9
343 12
122 2 2

561 12 6

Rs. As. P.

11,327 1 6

4,148 5 1

Books
Binding

To Library and Collections.

• 1

1

• ••

« 4

w m *

To Publications.

Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs
To printing charges of Circulars, etc.

Indian Science Congress
Furniture ...

Government Grant

• • *

. • 1

• t •

• •

• . .

• 9 •

Interest on Government Paper ...

To Personal Account (write-off and miscellaneous)

812 15 6
990 8

1 803

11,862 10 3

1,305 5 9
13.168

• * 845

# • 121

» «
40.000

si

1 •

* * *

4,200
344

7 «

14

8

5 6

To Extraordinary Expenditure.

Royal Society's Scientific Catalogue
Balance

• « *

• t •

10,077 2

1,96,630 4 3

Total Rs. - • • 2,82,665 14
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No. 1.

of Bengal 19U

Cr

By Balance from last Report . • .

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

• • • 2,41,332 5

• • •

By Cash Receipts.

Interest on Investments
Rent of Rooms
Publications sold for cash
Allowance from Government of Beng.il for the

publication of papers on
Anthropological and Cog-
nate subjects

do. Chief Commissioner of Assam
do. Government of Bengal for

Do.

Do.

Researches in History, Reli-
gion, Ethnology, and Folk-
lore in Bengal

Indian Science Congress
Miscellaneous

• » •

« • *

• • • • .

7,237

600
286

2,000

1 ,000

3,600
738
146

9 10

2

1 9
15.607 13 7

By Extraordinary Receipts.

Sa

c5So£T
t0 R°yal Society's Scientific

* * 11,416 11

By Personal Account.
AdmiiS8ion fees
Members' subscription

smptions to the Jonrnal rad Ftm ling
Sub

a»d Memoirs
ales on credit

m 9 *

« • - -

. *•

9 *

880
10,707

1,77.2

460
r,oo

9

II

5

9

14,308 14

Total Rs 2 82,665 14

R. 1). Mehta,

Honorary Tre >irer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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STATEMENT
191£. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1, in

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

Salaries • • • • • • 1,883 3 7

Commission • « • • • § 19 10 2
Postage • » • •• 173 10 3
Editing • • • • • • 1,684
Oontingencies t • • • » • 75 9 3
>r ttionery > • a • • • 2 13 6
Freight • • > • * * 71 7 4
Fan and Light • • ft • « « 33 10
( irain allowance

ft • • • m m 17 2

Printing • » ff m » a 11,096 13 6
15,057 15 7

Balance

Total

• « •

Rs.

• • •

P * |

3,035 9 3

18,093 8 10

/01£.

STATEMENT
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 2, in

Printing charges

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure

• • « • 99 • «

Balance
« I

* • •

Rs. As. P

2,877 1

3,104 13

Total Rs.
• - - 5,981 14
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No. 2.

dcct with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 191^.

Cr.

Rs. As. P.

Balance from last Report • • •

Rs. As. P.

7,126 14 1

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance
Publications sold for cash
Advances recovered

•

• ••

9,000

395 4 3

72 9 6

9,467 13 9

Sales on credit

By Personal Account

• • •
»

•

• • - 1,498 13

No. 3.

Total Rs. « • « 18,093 8 10

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

dect with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 19U

Cr

Glance from last Report
• • • • ••

Rs. As. P.

2,981 14

Governme

By Cash Receipts

at Allowance
• * •

Total Rs.

3,000

5,981 14

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengi
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STATEMENT
191^. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 3, in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure

Printing charges • •

Balance
» ft •

• * ft

• ft i

« f

Total Rs

Rs. As. P.

652
1,855 3 6

2,507 3 6

STATEMENT
1911^. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Acct

• ft 1 ft ft *

ft • ft

t ft ft

* * »

Salaries

Postage
Contingencies
Stationery ...

Purchase of Manuscript
Insurance ...

Grain allowance
Lights and Fan

• • •

• a .

Dr.

To Cash Expendituki

Balance

Es. As. P.

•

• • 4

1 ,708

19

2
395
12
14

33

1

8

13

13

12

9

• •

Total Rs.

3

6

3

9

Rs. As. P.

2,299 7 9

4,570 3

• » • 6,869 10 9
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1

No. 4.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 191^.

Cr.

Balance from last Report ...
• . • » • v

Rs. As. P.

507 3 6

By Cash Receipt.

Government Allowance
• • • • • * 2,000

Total Rb. ... ... 2,507 3 H

U. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

\

No. 6.

Kith the Asiatic Society of Bengal 19U

Cr.

B»>*nee from last Report

R.«. As. P. Rs. As. P.

• • • t 8.666 6 ^

By Cash Kkcbiptjb.

Pubh?I"
0m A11™anee 3 20^cation sold for cash ",

~
4 4• • «

3,204 4

Total Rs. ... 6,869 10 &

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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ion.

STATEMENT
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Travelling charges

Salaries

i

• • •

• • •

• • •

i • t

• • •

" •

Contingencies
Stationery...

Insurance ...

Purchase of Manuscripts
Binding
Grain allowance

• • •

• • •

» * •

i • t

t • • • • •

Balance

Rs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

• • • 181 1 6
• •• 2,102 9
• • • u 10
• • • 5 lat

* • » 31 4
• • * 31 4
• • • 40 8

• • • 5
2.397 8 3

• • • • ft 3.949 2 7

Total Us. • • • 6,346 10 10

19U.

STATEMENT
Bardic Chronicle MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As. P.

Salary
Printing

• • .

- • • » •

• • »

• • •

3,833 5 3
138 4

Balance • • • • • *

Total Rs.

Rs. As. ?•

3 971 9 *

2,166 10 9
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No. 6.

Jcct. with the Asiatic Soc, of Bengal. 1914

Cr.

Balance from last Report • • •

Ks. As. P.

1,346 10 10

By Cash Receipt

Government Allowance • • • 5,000

Total Ks. ... 6,346 10 10

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 7.

fact with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 10

U

Cr.

fial *nce fr<>m last RPport

Ks As. P

138 t
* • I • • •

By Cash Receipt
Government allowance

• • > - • • •
,000

Total Rs. ... 6,138 4

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

At tic Society of Bengal.
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19U.

STATEMENT
Personal

Dr.

To Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P

• • •

Rs. As. P.

4,688 7 11

To Cash Expend-iti-hk.

Advances for purchase of manuscripts, etc. ...

To Asiatic Society

,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

• t .

2,397 2 10

14,308 14

1,498 13

18,204 13 10

Total Rs. • * 22,893 5 9

wu.
STATEMENT

Invest-

or

To Balance from last Report

Total Rs.

Value.

Rs. As. P.

Cost.

Rs. As. F.

.. 2,48,700 2,45,563 8 W

.. 2,48,700 2,45,563 8 10

Fund-

Asiatic Society
-Building Fund
Trust Fund

Total Rb,

* * •

•**

Permanent Reserve.

Value,

Rs.
1,65,500

46,600
1,400

2,11,500

Cost.

A. It.
1,64,185

45,586
1,39

'•
2,11,171

A.

9
2

6

1

P.

8

Tempobary Reserve

Value.

Rs.

36,200
• *

t ft *

A.

* t

p.

Total Cost

Cost.

Rs.

^392
» * *

ft ft f

34,392 /
8,45,568

> 10
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No. 8.

Iccount. WU.

Cr.

By Cash Receipts

., Asiatic Society

• • •

« • •

By Balance.

Members

9 ibscribers

Employes Z
Oriental Publication
Fund, No. 1

fcsanskrit MSB.
Fund

^rabie and Persian
Fund

£!"•
\;

p
- Tessitori

Miscellaneous

No. 9.

went.

Due to the 1 Due by the
Society . 1 Society.

Rs. A 8* P. 1 Rs. As. P#

4,881 12 6 1 157 12 3
||1 ft 1 # • ft • 24
30 1 100

432 1 • • ft fl « • • i

300 I • • • t « *
i * J

250 I •• • m • • ••

500 1 ft • * • m • •

354

6,747

2 I 333 12 i

14 6 1
1

615 S 3

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

. . •

• • •

• • i

Rs. As. P.

16,416 10 O
344 5 6

6,132 6 3

22,893 5 9

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

19U.

B
.
v balance

Cr.
Value

Rs. As. P.

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

... 2,48,700 2,45.563 8 10

Total Rs. ...2,48,700 2,45,563 8 10

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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19M.

STATEMENT
Trust

Dr.

• • • • • tTo Pension
Com mission for realising interest»» • *

Balance ••

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

44
4

< • •

Rs. As. P.

44 4

1,478 3 II

i ft * 1,517 7 10

STATEMENT
Cash

Dr.

To Balance from last Report • t •
- • - • •

Rs As. Pr

8.315 I *

Receipts.

To Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Ftrad, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2
Do. do No. 3

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
Building Fund
Personal Account ...

Bardic Chronicle MSS. Fund ...

Trust Fund

* t

• •• t •

• • •

• • •

« • •

. . .

• • •

• t •

• •

• « •

• • •

Total Rs.

Rs. As P

27,024 8 7

9,467 18 9
3,OdO

2,000
3,204 4
5,000

45.600

16,416 10

6 000
49

1,17,762 4 4

1,26,077 8
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No. 10.

Fund. 19n.

O
Balance from last Report
Interest ...

• ••

• t •

t *

• • •

Rs. As. P.

1,468 7 10

49

Total Rp. t i i 1,517 7 10

No. 11.

Account.

R. D. Mkhta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Cr.

HXPKNDITIRK.

Do.

Do
No. 2
No. 3

B
.

v Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund, No." 'l

do.

• Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
Gilding Fund

• Personal Account ..."

'

ii
ard,c Cbroniclcs MSS. Fund

» Trust Fnn<i

* * *

• •

t 1 •

• •

« I

- *

«

f *

• •

• «

Hs. As. P. Rs. As. P.

85,691

1 5,057

2,877

652
2,299
2,397

18

2,397

3,971

44

4

15
1

7

8
14

2

8
4

3

7

9

3

10
3

Balance • • *
• • •

1,15,402

10,675

2 11

5 1

Total R- > *
1,26,077 S

R. D. Mehta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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WU.*r
STATEMENT

Building Fund in Account with

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure:

Com mission for realising interest

Balance
• • •

Total Rs.

Rs. As P.

13 14

45,586 2

45,600

1014.

STATEMENT
Balance

LIABILITIES.

t • %

Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

D <>- do. No. 2
D°. do No. 3

Sanskrit MSS. Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund
Bnilding Fund
Trnst Fund

• ••

• • •

• •

• *

* •

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P

1,96,680

3,035

3,104

1,855

4,570
3,949

2,166
45,586

1,473

4

9

13

3

3
2

10

2

3

3

6
o

7

3 10

Rs. As. P.

- 2,62,371 4

• . -

2

2,62,371 4 2

Accou^ *aWe She* fc -> the appended detailed

in acc^ ^^ t0 °8'
md ™*™? that * h

at 31sr December 1914
J ****** tmh the P^«ob of the Society as

Calcutta,

2nd March, 3916.

Mrugens, King & Co.,

Chartered Accountant*
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No. 12.

the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 19U

Government Grant
Interest

* -

I ft ft

Cr.

By Cash Rkceipts.

m '

Rs. A,-. P.

40,000

5.600

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P.

4.=).W>o

46.600

R. D, Mrhta,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

No. 13

Sheet. 1911

Personal Account
Investments

Cash Accounts
* •

ASSETS.

• * 4

The Goremment Pro Note nt the
*e»*»«'s Safe Custo.lv Account
Security Deposit, R3 . 500

Rs. As. P. Rs As. P.

- . *

6,182

2.45,568
10,67.".

Bank of

Cashiers

1

2.62,371 I 2

ft • *

Total Rs. I

2.62.871 4 2

R. D. Mrhta,

Hon oram Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.





HE SECOND NDIAN SCIENCE LONGRESS.

ras-

on January 14th, 15th, 16th, 1915, under the Presidency of

The Hon. Surgeon-General W. B. Bannerraann, I.M.S., C.S.Ir

The membership numbered about 150 and some 60 papers

were communicated, a Jist of which is given below.
His Excellency Lord Pentland, Governor of Madras, was

present at the Opening Meeting and welcomed the visitors in

the following speech :

—

I am glad to have this opportunity of saying a word of welcome to
the Indian Science Congress from the Madras Presidency. I under
-tand that the Congress is a new body, which owes its creation largely to
the energy of one or two individuals, among whom Madras may claim
Dr. Simonsen ; that it is somewhat on the lines of the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, and that last year it held its first

Meeting with much success in Calcutta, the results of that Meeting being
a considerable accession of strength to its numbers. We hope the same
result will follow this second Meeting now to be held in Madras. It is

ratifying to Madras to know that the attendance, all things considered,
is excellent, and particularly good from Bengal where the Association has
struck.its roots with some success

We are all aware that the value of such Meetings as this does not lie

w-holh in formal Meetings, and that the opportunities of intercourse are

Perhaps as valuable as the formal Meetings of such a Congress. It must
* a great encouragement to the workers in science as wall as in <****

branches occasionally to meet and compare results, to get to knt ..

another, to have the'manv advantages of personal and social intercourse

fin
a fow days tQgetner must bring to isolated workers in so large

« neld, especially in so large an area as is represented by the term India.

J

trust that the few davs the members will spend here may be fruitful m
inat respect. To-dav we have the first of the formal Meetings and we
™ nave in our hands the programme of this series of Meetings, which are

™ take place, and the papers which are to be read. A very wide held
mey cover. I note that in the Ethnography branch all the papers but
one are by Indians. When we come to Zoology and Botany, European-
take a greater share. In Chemistry we in Madras arc glad to see asso-

« } with Dr. Simonsen Mr. Mudlagiri Navak, one of our true resear

'dents of whom. I think, we have twoatthe present time, one in Che
,stl .vani nn^in t?«, • _ «_ *_„ t ___. _-_. „^«<> nf rmr reseai

other

know one

search

"7 and one in Economics. So far M I am aware, none of our re arch
«ud*

, have as yet pubJiahed regults. So we are glad to see this be-

gmnmg „, jfc.. Jiudlagiri Navak being a^ociated with this paper W

n?r
tG

,

Pl ' Vsi,s a,ui h '"-e we find Mr. C. V. Raman, another Madras

n«?' I':

interest in this matter, I think, deserves some remark, lor it

»m\ otfer somp Pr.™.™,,™ * +„ ~*i,„.. .^orA students. Mr. Ramanresearch
tnr.i- u7 t^ encouragement to otner researcn »muouw. —-. —
w»,.J . A deSree ten vears ago and his M.A. three year- later, and

h
'

;
the

**J Btudent to get a first class in th, Master of Art. Examination

,,
m

, t

190 '- Then, going to the Finance Department, lie has given

[ml hls sPare ti,ne r " research work. All his research work, m tact,

from V>

U ,le in his sPare time
>
and we know the melit of *

hat WOf
f

stftnH-
commendations which have bevii passed upon it by men 01

to r
g '," the -ientific world. AU that, I think, gives encouragement

.
^search students, and it is certainlv an encouragement to us who are

» government here desirous of encoiu-aging research in every way in
'"'i' po\\,. r .
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Then we come to Agriculture and Applied Science I notice here that

there are no papers on pure agriculture by Indian members of the ^>ngress

and the papers on applied science are few, and fewer still of them are

offered by Indians. I confess that to me personally this is a subject ot

great interest. I think it is a matter of great importance to the country.

Though I am myself little qualified to express an opinion on it. 1 cannot

help thinking that the considered opinion perhaps expressed on some later

KJcasion on this subject by such a gathering as this must be of great

value. It is curious that there should be so little research work done.

It cannot be that the field is not large, it cannot be that the work has

been done, because the field is enormous before us and the promise

latent, of research work in this branch, is immeasurable. It cannot be

also because the importance of research work is not realized. It may be

suggested that research is not sufficiently encouraged. 1 hardly think m

this Presidency that can be urged. We do all we can to encourage re-

search work, and a great deal is done for the encouragement of instruc-

tion, elementary science instruction, and to encourage some foundation

of general education for this purpose.

Wherever I go I see schools and colleges elaborately equipped tor this

purpose, and it is, therefore, of great interest and importance to us to

have, I think, a clearer idea whether it is from lack of facilities that the

absence of study of science and scientific research work later on is due, or

whether it is due to some other cause. Of course one must realize that

certain facilities are lacking, such as libraries, opportunities of intercourse,

and so forth, but I cannot hslp feeling that whether we are waiting for

capitalists to encourage the work, or whether there is a lack o£ desire m
India for such work, the question i-: well worthy of attention.

I have not come here to speak. I have rather come to listen. I will

not, therefore, digress further on speculation and enquiry. I will con-

clude as I began by expressing the hope and wish that the Congress ma\

have here a thoroughly successful series of Meetings, that its gatherings

on this occasion may realize all its expectations, and that in time to come

it will be more and more recognized as a useful body, which is desirous o\

giving to India the best that it can give from its wealth of knowledge and

information. (Loud applause).

The President then delivered his Presidential Address

•entitled " The Importance of a Knowledge of Biology to

Medical, Sanitary and Scientific Men working in the Tropics

Your Excellency, Ladies avd Gentlemen,—My first and most

pleasing duty is to welcome to Madras the members of the Indian Bcienc

Congress. I trust our efforts to make you comfortable and at home have

proved successful, and that you will enjoy your stay among us. an '

carry away with you pleasant recollections of Madras, the "withered
beldame now, brooding on ancient fame/' as Kipling lias miscalled her ;

as well as derive much profit from the learned papers on our agenda.
M second duty is to thank your Committee for bo honouring > ,ie

to elect me your President for this year. I recollect that I was one ot

those consulted by Dr. Simonsen as to the advisability of starting this

Association of Scientists in India. I heartly approved of the scheme, b«
little thought I should ever be so honoured as to preside over one of i r

Meetings. At that time I was a practical worker in science, though 8

humble one, and could then, perhaps, have claimed a place in such *

Meeting as this, but now, having been for the past three years entirely

engrossed in administrative work, I have to some extent got out of touch

with practical science, and to that degree I feel some diffidence in address-

ing you.

Importance of Biology.
When casting about for a suitable subject for an addres^ to this body

of scientists gathered together from all the ends of the Fndian earth, l

y t
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thought ftrst of all that I must choose a subject on which I could speak

pom practical experience and. therefore, without too much preparation.

tor I had little time tor such, and. secondly one which would he of inter-

3t to dwellers in India. Such a subject I hope 1 have found in "Th<

Importance of a Knowledge of Biology to Medical. Sanitary and Scieii

titic Men Working in the Tropics." I would commend this subject to all

my hearers, dwellers as they are in India; it is a means of warding off

depression and of retaining cheerfulness and youthful interest in this "land

of regrets."" One eminent instance of the efficacy of this method must be

well known to some here I refer to the late Mr. E. H. Aitken, familiar

to many of us, I am sure, under his pen name of " E. H. A." fck Every

hobby is sood," says « E.H.A 9— tk a sign of good and an influence for

ood."

Scourges of India.

It is difficult at the present day to realize our ignorance of disease

causation in the early eighties, and I have not time to do more than

indicate a few of the more important lacuna' which have since been
tilled up. With regard to diseases which have caused, and still cause

dreadful disaster in India, I would only mention a few, such as malaria, -

cholera, dysentery, plague.
What did we know about the true meaning and actual cause of any

( these Indian scourges? Absolutely nothing. Malaria was supposed
to be due to "an emanation." cholera to a "blue mist" or other

mysterious phenomenon, dysentery was due to bad water, and as to

plague, we were not taught anything at all about it, because it was
thought to have disappeared from the civilised world, and to be con-

fined to the back slums of Oriental cities in the interior of China or

Mesopotamia, or to the remote villages of Kumaon in the far-off

Himalayas. Now, owing to the indefatigable research of a host of

workers, many of whom carried out their investigations in India, we
have accurate knowledge of the actual living things, whether belonging
h> the animal or to the vegetable kingdom, that cause these diseases
We have studied their life-histories, and that of the various hosts in

which they live ; we have found out how man becomes infected by these

minute parasites, and can. in consequence, take measures of defence

against their attacks. That these researches have led to much good and
contributed to the amelioration of man's life in India, cannot be ques-
tioned. The vital statistics annually published by the Government r

India bear eloquent testimony to this, as evinced by the diminished
**ath rates from these dreadful diseases. Especially is this noticeab!

the case of the jail population and of the Indian Army, both European
(| Indian, these being composed of bodies of men living under intelh-

bv
*

octions

gent direction and control, and. therefore, being the first to profit
the new know] Ige. These lessened mortality rates are not concocti

Government officials, they are facts: and as the national poet of

Scotland lias said:—"Facts are ohiels that winna ding and downa be
disputed.*'

Ignorance of the Common People.

bome of yon may say :—If these things are so, if we know the cause

^ all these scourges, and the proper measures to take in order to prevent

l\

mn
> h°w is it that so many thousand- *till die of these diseases, and

mt °©rtain parts of the country still remain barely habitable on
a<

- count of their presence?" The answer is. I believe, a very simple
W». and it is this—** Ignorance, gross ignorance." Ask yourselves:—
/low many people in India know about these diseases, other than as

stations of malign spirits to be warded off by incantations and
nagic? The answer is:—"Very few, when compared with the
turning millions inhabiting this great land of India." Ask any of the
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doctors or sanitarians, whose business it is to look after the health

of our people in town and country, and they will tell you how hopeless

their task is by reason of the de ise and unimaginable ignorance of

the common people. Try to get villagers to understand that malaria

is due to the bites of mosquitoes, and that attacks of fever can be

avoided by the use of mosquito nets and by the abolition of mosquito-

breeding pools in the vicinity of their houses, and you will begin to

realize how hard the task of the sanitarian is. He is up against the

ignorance of centuries, which nothing but education can remove, and

it can only be removed by the slow process of teaching the rising

generation. Here, ladies and gentlemen, is a way in which all educated

persons can help.

Help from the Educated Classes.

Whac is wanted is a band of voluntary workers who will go to the

uneducated masses of this country and teach them the rudiments of

hygiene, as you would teach them to a small child not yet able to read.

Teach them by illustration and example. Show them by the magic

lantern the actual parasite of malaria, and the life-history of the

mosquito, and by ocular demonstration show them that mosquitoes do

actually arise from the wrigglers in the pools about their doors. You
may by a long course of such simple lessons eventually get the common
folk to believe that there is something in your theories, and when that

. day comes we shall see a very much more healthy and vigorous India

than exists to-day.

Hygiene in Schools.

Another way in which you can help is by insisting that hygiene

should be taught in all schools from the most elementary to the very

most advanced. Why should such an excellent book as " Life, Light

and Cleanliness

'

p not be used as a text book in all our primary schools ?

In this book are set forth in most entertaining fashion, and in the form

of tales modelled on the Arabian Nights, the elementary facts of hygiene

regarding housing, water-supply, cleanliness of village sites, and the

prevention of such diseases as malaria, cholera and plague. It is a

most interesting book, and I defy anyone who takes it up to lay it

. down until he has read the story of Devi Das the Sepoy and how he

brought cholera with him to his native village when he visited it on

furlough; or the story of the wise traveller, who, by the help of the

local diamond merchants, saved the Rajah's town from plague.

I commended this book some time ago to a friend—a Member of the

Legislative Council, and Chairman of a large Municipal town—and he

told me that he sat up till 2 in the morning reading it, he found it

so amusing ; he has now introduced it into all Primary Schools in his

Municipality. This book has been translated by the Madras Government
into all the vernaculars of the Presidency, and recommended to the

use of their officials, yet in my touring I have never, up till now.
found an official, either European or Indian, who had ever heard of

it; nevertheless, they must all have the Government recommendation
. of it filed away in their various offices.

Revenue Officers and Sanitation.

Here, ladies and gentlemen, is another way in which educated people

may be useful, by inducing the official to take some interest in other

things than Revenue matters and the routine of his office. I do not

mean to imply that Revenue officials neglect sanitation ; far from it-

most of them are intensely interested in it, but being very busy ioen

, and necessarily much tied to their offices, they are apt to miss such

recommendations as the one above referred to. You will find them
very grateful for such information, I have proved it by personal
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experience You will also find them very ready to accept help, if

offered in a practical way. I can point to one such instance m this

Presidency, where in a sorely-smitten town you will find the whole of

the plague-preventive measures being run by an Honorary Plague

Officer, and well run too. His only reward, and I am sure he deems

it ample, is the knowledge that he has saved the lives of hundreds ot

his fellow townsmen.
The Plague Epidemic.

find
knowled

medical and scientific man in India. I cannot, I think, do better than

illustrate what I mean by reference to the history of plague in India

during recent years.

Before plague broke out in Bombay in October, 1896, no medical

man in India imagined that the disease had any practical significance

for him. He regarded it as of the nature of an antiquarian curiosity

to be looked for only in remote Himalayan villages, and not to be feared

in the civdised country of Hindustan. One man only in India had

issued warning to all Government Medical Officers within his jurisdiction,

to be prepared for the introduction of plague from China, where it had

broken out in epidemic form in 1894. This man was Colonel W. G.

King, c.i.E., i.m.s., at that time Sanitary Commissioner of Madras,

after whom the King Institute of Preventive Medicine at Guindy has

been named by a grateful Government.
It stands to reason, then, that when plague entered Bombay it was

some time before it was diagnosed, and still more time had to elapse

before anyone knew what to do to arrest its progress. We had still to

acquire our present knowledge of its nature and spread, of its curious

seasonal prevalence, of its association with rats, of its non-infectious

nature. Small wonder then, that our efforts at prevention proved a

mostly and miserable failure, until the researches of Haffkine placed m
our hands the well-known anti-plague vaccine, and the work of the

Plague Commission and others showed us what to do in the way ot

hygienic precaution.

The Plague Rat.

It earlv became evident that rats had something to do with the

spread of plague, and the circumstantial evidence, by which their

•complicity was established, forms an interesting chapter in the history

of the disease, which, however. 1 have not time to touch on now. When
^picion fell on the Indian rat, it was natural for those of ua who

were investigating the cause of the spread of plague to enquire about

them. What was known about rats in India! Very little. AsMajor
Liston said in a paper read before the Bombay Natural History bociety

in 1901 :_« I have tried to ch rify (more or less casually, [ must admit)

the Indian town and village rats, but I have completely failed, mere
aPpear at first sight to be many speci . I visited the British Museum,
*hen at Home, and saw Mr. Oldfield Thomas on this subject, and
he assured me that any rat I sent from Bombay would be likely to

be either a mus rattus or mus decumanus. I was diseasing this matter
the other day with a member of this Society, Mr. Attken .

and he suggested
that ;* w~* i .. i * •<• _• i «~ ±V.«* rate in Kombav.that it

for the"

^as necessary to classify
different habits of these
spread

the rats in Bombay/'

rats is evident when one considers

;pecies which are mainly responsible

rhe one, mus rattus, is a constant

. :~ *.»**+. almnet, fl domestic animal«„ vx uur IlouSes ana ueiuuum^, m *«^v *~—~- ~
,

Jfe a cat, and the other is a wild and shy creature inhabiting sewer* and
he ground floors only of our cities, and in consequence comes more
rarely in contact .with man. It was doubtless because the rats m Britain

*e of the species mus decumanus that plague did not spread m Glasgow
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when introduced some 12 years ago. It is a fact that plague-infected

rats were caught in the cellars and sewers of Glasgow for two years

ibsequent to that small outburst of the disease among the human
inhabitants, and yet no further human plague occurred. The rats there

were living apart from man, not in his very bedroom as they do in

India. Here, once more, we see the importance of a knowledge of

Biology to the medical man.

Fighting Plague.

When plague first enters a District it does not attack men, it attacks

rats, arid it is only after these have been exterminated, or driven away,
for r;its have the sense to emigrate in such cases—that it extends to

man. Having established the connection of rats with plague, the fur-

ther problem arose. How did this rat-disease plague get from the rats

to men ! Again, circumstantial evidence, accumulated from an epi-

demiological study of plague gave the clue we were in search of, and the

working out of the connection between rat fleas and plague was one of

the main achievements of the Plague Laboratory in Bombay, of which I

had the honour to be the Director during that period.
The story of its working out by my friend Major Glen Liston, the

present able Director of that Laboratory, may well be styled " a romanct
of medicine. " In the course of his study of the rats of Bombay, Major
Liston soon discovered that the flea parasites of these rats differed from
those of either man or of cats and dogs.

The Flea.

Nothing, practically, was at this time known of fleas from the natural-

ist's point of view, so Major Liston submitted his specimens to the

Hon'ble Mr. Charles Rothschild, the greatest living authority on the

Siphonaptera. and he identified the Bombay rat flea as Pulex (or as now
known Xenopsylla Cheopis) a flea first found by him in Egypt (hence the

name) and now known as the commonest rat-flea of the hotter portions

of the world.

As the naturalists among you know, parasites of one species of

animal will not readily attach themselves to those of a widely different

sp 9. Hence the question arose :—Will Xenopsylla Cheopis bite man?
This question Liston was enabled to answer in the affirmative by th

following means:— In March, 1903, the guinea pigs in the Zoological

Gardens at Bombay were attacked by plague, and on investigating tl

matter Lk m found that the animals, and especially those that were

sick, were in; ited with fleas, though as a rule none are to be found on

guinea pigs. On enquiry it was ascertained that dead rats had recently

been picked up near the guinea pig cages, and Liston came to the con-

clusion that, in the absence of their natural hosts, the fleas had attacked
the guinea pigs, and thus infected them with plague. He, therefore, hit

on the happy idea of using guinea pigs for trapping fleas in plague-

infested places, and of thus proving their presence in rooms or huts from
which plague patients had been removed.

If the Xenopsylla Cheopis would attach itself to guinea pigs in the

absence of its natural host—the rat—might it not also attack man in

similar circumstan< . s } This he proved first in the chawl in Bombay
where rats had been observed to die in large numbers, and from which
they afterwards disappeared. Immediately after this disappearance the

inhabitants of the crowded, barrack-like building were so troubled by
the attentions of the fleas, that they had to take to the verandahs to get

a little sleep. A few days later two of their number developed plague,
and on collecting fleas from the others, Major Liston was astonished to

find that out of 30, so caught. 14 were rat-fleas. In a certain proportion
of th <e fleas plague bacilli were found on dissection.
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In this chawl then we had evidence of the following sequence of

events :

—

1. Plague among rats, and their sudden disappearance.

2. A few days later attack of the human residents by the fleas

deprived of their natural host—the rat.

3 :
Human plague among the inhabitants so attacked.

Government Experiments.

Evidence such as this was sufficiently convincing to enable us to

approach the Bombay Government for a grant of money to erect a range
of experimental godowns, or huts, in which to carry out investigations on
the possibility of the transmission of plague from one animal to another
by means of plague-infected fleas. In these godowns were carried out
the well-known animal transmission experiments, which proved that

plague really is communicated from rat to rat , and from rat to man by
means of fleas, and that this is the common means of plague, spread in

India. That these convincing experiments were ultimately carried out
by the members of the Plague Commission, who at this point entered on
the scene, and of whom Liston was one, in no way detracts from the
'•redit due to Major Liston, for it was by his persevering and ingenious
fforts that this flea theory, at first started by M. Simon, of the Pasteur

Institute during a visit to India in 1898, and definitely rejected by the
first Plague Commission, was placed on such a basis as to be practically
the only possible theory on &hich to work.

Malaria, etc.

Here again we see the importance to be attached to a knowledge of
Biology by medical men. I could go on multiplying instances of the
value of this knowledge, I could mention the names of Sir Ronald
«08s, who by a study of mosquitoes, and the malaria parasite ,

proved
the transmission of malarial fever in birds by the bites of these insects ;

Colonel Donovan , who owes to his knowledge of protozoology his cele-

rity as the co-discoverer with Sir William Leishman of the animal parasite

,

Ka*a Azar
; Major Patton, whose enthusiastic researches into entomo-

h$ u
Ve led him to the theory of transmission of Kala Azar by the

*** bug, Cimex rotundatus ; Captain Mackie, who from a study of the
ocly louse, Pediculits vestimentorum , came the conclusion that relapsing

i?v
W^ sPread by tfria insect ; Dr. R. Rao, of Bombay, whose capacity

n tins direction has led to valuable discoveries in Kala Azar.

tin *
ls PerhaPS pardonable in a Madras man like myself to draw atten-

"on to the fact that Sir Ronald Ross, Donovan, Liston and Patton all

wr!T
g *? the Madras Medical Department, and that Dr. Rao, though

orkmgin Bombay, is a South Canara man, and therefore also aMadrasi.

tion
WlU notice that oi the names just mentioned all, with one excep-

a
'
are or were Government servants. They were thus in receipt of

assured income, and could carry out research work without anxiety

thmi7Tl f
aily breacL The one exception is Dr. Rao, of Bombay, who

nimS
holdm8 a lectureship in the Medical College, is to all intents and

purposes an mrl*^^™* „j- _i auj

MkDICAIi

PrivoJ my friend Dr - Rao will forgive me for bringing forward his

measnr*
Um8tances in this Public manner, but I do so with the hope that

cal J^8^ be taken by the wealthy men of India to encourage medi-

Indian!T amon£ their fellow-countrvmen. It has been said that

domain *
not yet distinguished themselves as they might m the

notfJ* edical ^search. That is no doubt true, but the reason is

* *o seek. Th« laiau^ <*»a ^oifiu, „Wa«H in India do not send
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their sons to our Universities in any numbers , and when they do
,

cer-

tahuv not w°th the idea that they should spend the rest of then lives m

mre reseat work. Let us hope they will do so some day It 1S there-

fore amonfthe sons of the middle class and often poor community that

we must look for the men with capacity and inclination for such work.

But tnese are the very men who, not being m independent circum-

stances, must earn their living at the earliest possible time. They ear-

not therefore be expected to engage in scientfuc research which does not

brine in money for daily bread or lead up to any permanent appointment.

£ would therefore, appeal to our wealthy Indians to endow medical

research
,'

so that their poor but capable fellow-countrymen may have

something to look forward to as reward for scientific toil. Ihere are

plenty of subjects for research which ought to be endowed, Chairs m

our Aledical Schools and Universities that ought to be established. All

our Indian Universities are at present mere skeletons ; will no one nere

take up the r61e of beggar and try to extract a few lakhs of rupees from

the hoards of his wealthy and aristocratic friends ? We know that mere

is plenty of money to be had when the heart of the nation is touched as

magniticeni re
ownxx iu wio »i,Ci^ cixxv.^ Governor of Madras. It must be your

part', gentlemen of light and leading, to inspire similar enthusiasm in the

aood cause of University endowment. India wants to have, not oniy

more Chairs and lectureships endowed, but also Research Scholarships

or Fellowships established ; Fellowships available for the student ana

the research worker, so that he may live in reasonable comfort, and oe

able to devote his whole energy to the work without anxiety for those

depending on him.

The Rajah of Pithaptjram.

I should like here to point out that we in Madras have made a begin-

ning in this direction owing to the enlightened liberality of the Rajah o

Pithapurara, who has presented Rs. 60,000 for the expenses of an "^quiry

into diabetes, that fell disease which carries off so many of the best bran

workers in this part of India. This is an example which I trust w

often be followed in the future, it can lead to nothing but good for mam

and her peoples.

The National Medical Research Find.

As an example of how this may best be done, I would invite atten-

tion to the recent establi>hment in Great Britain of a National Medici

Fund, with an income last year of £56,000 derived from the Funds of tin

National Insurance Scheme of Mr. Lloyd George. This money, accruing

from the penny paid in respect of each insured person under the Nation

al scheme, is to be applied to purposes of medical research. ^lll

V
)

Vernon Hospital, near London, has been purchased and will be fitted up

for the reception of patients and research workers. ,

But the scheme has a much wider scope than merely the e^tabl

inent of a Research Institute and hospital in London. A strong stan o

scientists has been appointed. For Bacteriology there is Sir Alnin>

Wright, assisted by Captain S. R. Douglas, I.M.S. (retired) ; for Appu*

Physiology, Leonard Hill, assisted by Benjamin Moore, and Mar*

Flack ; for Bio-Chemistry and Pharmacology, H. H. Dale, assisted by

Barger and A. J. Rwins ; for Statistics, John Brownlee ; and as Bee*

tary, Dr. W. M. Fletcher. This staff has spent much time in the
Pre-

paration of schemes of work to be undertaken at the various centres

medical research throughout the kingdom. To these various centres

research grants have been made for two object ; firstly for the perso

remuneration of the research workers, and secondly for the eXPens^Ld
the investigation. For the first of these objects salaries have been n

varying from £250 to £600 per annum for full-time e istants to tn
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Directors of the Laboratories, and also honoraria of £100 per annum for

part-time workers. The whole scheme of research will be co-ordinated

by the permanent staff and the Research Committee, and the result will

be made available by publication in the ordinary scientific journals, or

eventually by the issue of monographs on special subjects containing the

contributions of the various men working on them. Meetings will like-

wise be arranged between workers upon the same or allied problems, so

that overlapping may be avoided, ideas interchanged, and methods of

work compared and checked. The following quotation is of interest to

us in India, should we be able to start a similar co-ordinated scheme :

—

" The opportunity which the National Medical Research Fund affords of

encouraging and enabling a large number of young men in all parts of

the kingdom to carry out definite researches under skilled direction

appears to the Committee to give promise of the highest value to the

future of medical research in the country. The war has, for the time /

being, obscured the prospect, but looking to its end the Committee would
hope that in the future, by trial of many workers and by selection of the

best, a continual supply of able investigators will be assured, to whom
giants on a higher scale may be made.

Details of the Scheme.

Young extern workers, engaged for the first time by the Committee
and working under supervision in some University or hospital laboratory,
will be given to understand that satisfactory work will weigh largely
with the Committee in offering them further and more important
research work in the future. The Committee think that those who spe-
cially distinguished themselves in the work entrusted to them should be
promoted to a special cadre of extern workers to whom continuous
employment and a generous salary should be guaranteed for a term of yeai•>.

Lnder such a process of selection the workers as well as the objects of
the Committee would benefit, and future appointments of a more perma-
nent kind, carrying pension rights, might be made from among this higher
group of extern workers. By this means the Committee might hope to
secure that the best of the younger men, who as matters now stand in this

' ountry are constantly exposed to the inducement to drift into profes-
sorial practice soon after their research studentships or fellowships
expire, will have the prospect of permanent employment in research

fck u?
he SCales of Pay and Pension should not be inferior to those of

} "
'

pubhc medical services, and it would be better, in the interests of

^ h. that a few of the best men should be well paid than that a larger

should be paid inadequately and left unpensioned."
searches are to im rmrUrf.o l. , /, , Qf 1J. rafitraa in England, 3 in Scot-

"iinibe

la

e subject* to be investigated cover the whole range of medical science,

ested
•

end 'd reseai<h scheme might well serve as a model for all .liter-

al.
m

-

the advancement of Medical Science in India, for it is to
*. dnce ln the healinR iU .

fc that India
.

s miHions mUst look for deliverance

dred a
lscourges of malaria, plague, cholera, dysentery and the hun-

thev
*"

,

0ne ailnients that afflict them at present, and which we know
c
> can be deliver«H fr,„r>

Prevention

referln"
' remember what our late beloved King-En iperor said with

Urli. .

t0 tl,l>1 '-iulosis :— •« If preventive, why not prevented \

are ll g?a«»«. we max say the same of all these diseases-" They

*e SOs ble
» wllv a 'v they not prevented?" For their prevention

U |'^
Uire

u
resCil ^' | i and researcli workers. Research workers are, alt

by' th'
mi

. u
in^3 aml «»»* be able to support themselves and their tamines

eu
' kbours. Who will come forward and help us I India needs
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f?F?Efat°^s.
a
w
d
etrassm?

Si Stti pensiorfor oUbTs"research workers. Endowments for tins

oumosT wifl do more to keep alive the memory of the donors than the

LXnn o chattrams or other traditional forms of charity. It will no.

mere v do tts bT will confer an inestimable benefit on the inarticu a*

Sons of India, who do not even know that they can be delivered from

tu various diseases that afflict them, and are hardly conscious of then

existence.
Indian

But we not only require research workers, we want an
'

^g^izataon

that will help to educate the people in the ordinary rules of health.
_

There

should be in each Presidency an official whose business it is to look after

the hygienic education of the common people. He should be in^charge

of a Bureau of Public Health, and his work should Of^^WgS
pamphlets and popular lectures with lantern-slide illustrations,jhich

could be lent to lecturers who would undertake to itinerate in the villa

and talk to the common people. He should organize classes for the teach

era in our Teachers' Colleges, and he should gather together and popu

larizr information from every quarter. Such an official-who would have

to be very specially selected—would do an immense amount ot gooa m

educating the people, and without education we can hope for very irttie

advance
Until the usefulness of such a bureau is fully established, we can

perhaps hardlv expect much help from Government, for they have plen
.

to do with the public revenues, but I am quite sure they would Mew any

endeavour to educate the masses with a sympathetic eye.

I hav e again , I am afraid , wandered far from the strict letter ot m.

text, but my excuse must be that a knowledge of Biology is ao importan

to all medical and scientific workers in India, and so intimate ybouna

up with the welfare of the people of India, that I have been led on w

talk of that most important .subject. This subject lies very new n

heart, for I have lived and worked among these people for 40 yeais »

have known their sufferings and admired their quiet heroism.

At the Business Meeting held on the final day it was

decided to hold the 1916 Congress in Allahabad and irrot.

W. N. F. Woodland of the Muir Central College was requested

to act as Honorary Secretary,

Papers communicated to the Congress.

Agriculture and Applied Science.

The Lines of Development of Indian Agriculture.—By D f -

H. H. Mann.
Chemical Entomology.—By Mr. F. M. Howlett.

Black Rot of Coffee caused by Hypochus (Pellicularia Kole-

roga, Cooke).—By Dr. L. Coleman. ,

Koleroga of the Areca Palm and related Plant Diseases caused

by allied Species of the Genus Phytophthora.—By Dr -

L. Coleman and Mr. K. Venkata Rao.

The Water-supply to Madras City.—By Mr. J. W. Madeley-

Appliances designed for the Exclusion of Storm Water an

Silt from the Madras Sewerage System.—Mr. J. W. Madeley.
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Physics.

Photographic Methods in the Study of Elastic Impact.—By
Mr. C. V.f Raman.

Photometry of Diffraction Patterns.—Mr. C. V. Raman.
A New Apparatus used in the Determination of Young's

Modulus and the Measurement of Expansion at High Tem-
peratures.—By Dr. E. P. Harrison.

Electric Discharge.—By Dr. D. N. Mallik.

On the Climate of Kodaikanal.—By Mr. C. Michie Smith,

»

CLE.
A Waves By Dr. Ganesh Prasad.

Sun-Spots and Prominences.—By Mr. J. Evershed.
The Different Character of Spectrum Lines belonging to the

same Series.—By Dr. T. Royds.
The Displacements at the Sun's Limb of Lines Sensitive to

Pressure and Density.—By Mr. A. A. Narayana Iyer.

The Vibrational Form of Bowed Strings.—By Mr. S. Appa-

swami.
Hindu Mathematics with Special Reference to Bhaskara-

charya and his Work.—By Mr. B. V. Sahai.

Chemistry.

Tautomeric Changes in Organic Thio-compounds through the

Agency of Mercuric Nitrite, heavy Metallic Chlorides and

Monochloracetic Acid.—By Prof . P. C. Ray, CLE.
Interaction of Dimercuriammonium Nitrite and Ethyl Iodide.

—By Prof. P. C. Ray, CLE.
studies in Alcoholysis.—By Prof. J. J. Sudborough.
Replacement of Sulphonic Acid Groups by Chlorine.—By Prof.

J- J. Sudborough.
Researches on the Conversion of Aliphatic Nitrites into Nitro-

compounds and the Reduction of Aliphatic Nitrites into

Amines.—By Prof. P. Neogi and Mr. I. C. Chowhari.
Chromium Phosphate.—By Prof. A. F. Joseph and Mr. W.

N. Rae.
An Apparatus for Determining the Compressibility of Gases

at Low Temperature.—By Dr. H. E. Watson.
studies of the Constitution of Bicyclic Terpenes.—By Mr. R.

L. Datta.
velocity of Ions at 0°.—Bv Mr. D. Bhattacharyya and Mr.

N. Dhar.
mnuence of Alternating Current on Overvoltage.—By Mr. J.

I>- Gosh.
Resolution of Sulphonyl Derivatives of Alanine.—By Profs.

Tit a
^* ^* DSon aud J. L. Simonsen.

e stereochemistry of Reduced Naphthoquinaldines.—By
Profs. C. S. Gibson and J. L. Simonsen.
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Proceedings of th [F

The Nitration of 3-Acetylamino-2-Methoxy Toluene.—By

Prof. J. L. Simonsen and Mr. Mudlagiri Nayak.

Condensations with Monochloromethyl Ether.—By Prof. J
.
L.

Simonsen.
Zoology.

The Future of Pearl Fisheries of Southern India.—By Mr. J.

Hornell TT „
The Recent Pearl Fishery at Tondi.—By Mr. J. Hornell.

Two new Species of Scorpion from Southern India.—By Dr.

J. R. Henderson.

Caudal Autotomy and Regeneration in the Gecko.—By fror.

W. N. F. Woodland
Water

Bacteria.—By Major J. W
Some Zoanthids from Madras.—By Prof. K. Ramunni Menon.

Sundara Raj.

Madras By Mr. B.

Botany.

The Sugar-Cane.—By Dr. C. A. Barber.

The Insect Fertilisation of Flowers.—By Lt.-Col. Donovan,

I.M.S. ,

Grafting the Mango Inflorescence.—By Dr. W. Burns ana

Mr. S. H. Prayag.

Note on the Flora of the South Indian Highlands.—By Prot.

P. F. Fyson.
Observations on the Defoliation of some Madras Trees.—By

Mr. M. C. Parthasarathy Aiyangar.

Some Mendelian Characters of the Paddy Plant.—Mr. F. K.

T^fLrnpll

The Depressed Habit in Sugar Canes.—By Dr. C. A. Barber

and Mr. T. S. Venkataraman.
The Madras Flora.—By Mr. C Tadulingam.

Ethnography.

Some Aspects of Ethnographic Work.—By Mr. H. V. Nan-

jundayya, CLE.
Anthopometric Notes of Calcutta Kurasians.—By Dr. N.

Annandale.
Indian Sociology as a Theoretical and Applied Science.—Ity

Dr. S. V. Ketkar.

Totem Worship amongst the Oraons.—By Mr. S. C. Roy.
t

Smartha-Vicharam or Purity Trial among the Nambutiris.

By Mr. N. S. Subramanya Aiyer.

Viragals and Mastigals.—By Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao.

Prehistoric Monuments of the Cochin State.—By Mr. L. *v -

Anantakrishna Aiyer.

Vettuvans of North Malabar.— By Mr. L. K. Anantakrishna

Aiyer.
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Geology.

The Geological History of Southern India.—By Dr. W. F.

Smeeth.

On the Crystalline Limestone from Daltonganj.—By Mr. H.
C. D. Gupta.

Certain Basic Dykes in Travancore.—-By Mr. E. Masilla-

mani.

An Artesian Boring at Cochin.—By Mr. Nowroji.





7. So-sor-thar-pa ; or, a Code of Buddhist Monastic
Laws : Being- the Tibetan version of Pratimoksa

of the Mula-sarvastivada School.

Edited and translated by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S., F.A.S.B.

Preface by the Editor and Translator.

The work, the Tibetan text and an English translation
of which are embodied in this volume, is named So-sor-thar-pa
in Tibetan, corresponding to Po-lo-ti-mo-ca in Chinese, Prati-
moksa in Sanskrit and Patimokkha in Pali, which signifies
literally " disburdenment of each individual's "sins," but in-
cludes in fact a complete code of monastic laws. The Tibetan
text, which forms a part of volume ea of the Kangyur, has
not, so far as I know, been printed or translated anywhere. A
short summary of the So-sor-thar-pa is contained in the Maha-
mtpatti, 1 a copy of which with an English translation was
prepared by Alexander Csoma de Koros. A reference to it is
ako found in the «

' analysis of the Dulva '
' published by the

same scholar in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. XX. The Tibetan
|ext itself was however not an original work but was a mere
translation of a Sanskrit work called Pratimoksa which is now
lost. Prom the colophon it appears that the translation was
Pt

fE
ar
u
d by a Buddhisfc m°nk of Kasmlra, named Jina Mitra,

with the co-operation of the State-interpreter of Tibet named
jjl^-rgyal-ratshan , a native of the town of Cog-gru. As Jina
_utra was a great master of the Vinaya of the Arya Mula-sar-
astivada school, it is presumed from the colophon that the

seh T

°

k?a translated by h*m into Tibetan belonged to that

f
. ,

It cannot be definitely ascertained when the Pratimoksa
A" The

undoubtedly
Uter

P
t?

°f tMs Pratimok?a must have been •>

Butt •

that °f the Dhammapada and the Mahaparinibbana

from**-?

3 lt COntains at tQe beginning and the end verses quoted

how
works. The Arya Mula-sarvastivada school existed

y
T a

J
?arly as the time of King Kaniska about 78 a.d.

0n t
lna Mltra was a native of Kasmlra and author of a work

arvai^i
CaUed %ayabindu-pindartha. He together with

isiteHTt^ '
Dana6fla and some other Indian Panditas

a Aibet and translated Sanskrit books into Tibetan

1 Thi
nnder tuO** -

Work is being published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal

Chandi v-
,

.?
m
t editor8hiP of Dr - E. D. Ross, C.I.E., and M. M. Dr. Satis^* Vldyabhusana.
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during the reign of Kri-ral, better known as Ral-pa-can. 1 As

this kin<* was born in 864 a.d., Jina Mitra must have flour-

ished at°the close of the 9th century a.d. , when So-sor-thar-pa,

the Tibetan version of the Pratimoksa, was prepared.

For the last 1100 years the So-sor-thar-pa has received a

great ovation in Tibet. In each respectable monastery it b
|

recited with reverence by the senior Lama on the full moon and

new moon days when all other Lamas assemble together to listen

to the recitation. This So-sor-thar-pa which contains a set'ot

rules to be observed by monks is often called "Khrims, a

code of laws, as distinguished from a later Tibetan work also

called So-sor-thar-pa ,» which explains "Cho-ga," the rites tela,

tive to the observance of the laws. This later work, which is

frequently recited in monasteries in Tibet, is divided into five

parts headed as follows

:

sji. g.vr- Sbyor-wahi-cho-ga—the method of meeting
i. |p^i-\OT

i £-ogether> This part explains the manner in

which the monks are to be invited and assembled

together by the ringing of bells, etc.

o aara^arn Phyag-htshal-wa—salutation. This part I

Z
- 3" I

"^ H
states that a person, while he salutes Buddha,.

3. <£OJ

Dharma and Sahgha, should remain in a standing pos-

ture, fold up his palms and bend his body, etc.

fzkTsrm^lT Tshul-khrims-kyi-mdo—the discourse on

0*^2*n moral laws." Thii part explains how

the blessed Buddha, during his sojourn in Jetavana.

the garden of Anathapindika at Sravastl, delivered
|

the discourse on moral laws.

4 sr&jsrsnsi Spyi-bsags—general confession. This part des-

*•
£j ^*H H -

ribe8 how
"
a person should declare to the com-

munity of monks the various sins committed by him

through the body, speech and mind.

5 qwriE' Gso-sbyoh—the cleansing of sins. This par

1 IP describes how a person can emancipate nnn8e

^1 aescnues now a> [jeisuii uc*n cu.xw**wr
from sins by going through certain rigorous practic

prescribed by the community of monks.

It has already been stated that the Tibetan So-sor-thar-F

corresponds to the Chinese Po-loti-mo-ca and the Pali Pa i-

mokkha. The Po-lo-ti-mo-ca was translated into English 1

Rev. S. Beal and published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland in 1862. The Chinese

K^^'3^'|^'^'
!| (Dpag-bsam-ljon-bzan, edited by Rai S. C. Das, Baha-

dur, C.I.E., p. 115. .
bv

* The So-sor-thar-pa explaining " Cho-ga
1

' has been edl
Jf
a
ve^M. M. Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana and published by the C*°

ment of Bengal, Calcutta.
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Po-lo-ti-mo-ca was a translation of a Sanskrit work called

Pratimoksa which is now lost. Evidently this Sanskrit work
was not identical with the one on which the Tibetan So-sor-

thar-pa was based as the former is said to have belonged to

the school of Dharma Gupta. Pratimoksa, the Sanskrit origi-

nal of the Po-lo-ti-mo-ca, was included in the " Caturvarga-

as

which appears from No. 1117 of Bunyiu Nanjio's catalogue
to have been translated into Chinese in 405 a.d. The school of

Dharma Gupta called Dharma Guptlya or Dhamma Guttika,
which sprang up in the second century after the Nirvana of

Buddha, was one of the eighteen schools into which Buddhism
was divided at the time of Kaniska about 78 a.d.

The Patimokkha contained in the Pali language was un-

doubtedly older than both of the Pratimoksas on which the
Chinese Po-lo-ti-mo-ca and the Tibetan So-sor-thar-pa were
respectively based. An English translation of the Patimokkha
was published by Rev. Dr. Gogerly in the Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland in 1862,
while a revised translation of the work made by Dr. T. W.
%s Davids and Dr. H. Oldenberg was published in the S.B.E.
series in 1881. The Pali Patimokkha is reputed to have
belonged to the Theravada school founded by Buddha himself
about 500 b.c. It passed through the three Buddhist Councils
until it was reduced to writing in Ceylon in the reign of

Vattagamani (104-76 B.C.).
The So-sor-thar-pa contains 258 rules while the Po-lo-ti-

mo-ca contains 250 and the Patimokkha 227 only. These

.

tferences are due to the section on " sins which require expia-
tlQn ' containing 92 rules in Pali and 90 in Chinese and Tibetan

,

and the section on "many rules which must be learnt" 1

containing 75 rules in Pali, 100 in Chinese and 108 in Tibetan.

.

n17 introduction " in Tibetan is a little different from that

",7nese and Pali, while the rules themselves are also some-
wnat divergent in the three works.

!n preparing my translation of the Tibetan So-sor-thar-pa

nilKent,y consulted the translation of the Pali Patimokkha
Fuoiiahed in the S.B.E. series already referred to. I have

thaTrr
made my translation as literal as possible in order

at the special features of the Tibetan treatise may be clearly
Ugnt oufc

- In translating difficult passages I have relied on

learnt "
The rUles contained in the section on ' ' many rules which must be

caleukti
ar
\u

tated at the resume to be 112 in number though by actual

four mil V ey are found to be 108 only. The discrepancy is due to the

*> unhr!^
m 69 t0 72 being counted twice, viz. as four rules relating

*eG i '
etc - aad as included in the ten rules (69-78) relating to

in the S"5 °wL According to th<- summaries the total number of rules

countedUh
WiU be

* °7 onlv ** the five rule9 from 59 t0 63 ^
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the Tibetan commentaries on So-sor-thar-pa contained in the

Tangyur, section Mdo, volumes Pu, Phu, Bu, Mu, Tsu and

Tshu, and specially on the commentary in volume Tshu named

Tshig-gi-brjed-byan.

A table is given below to show the correspondence, close

or approximate, between the rules of the Tibetan So-sor-thar-

pa with those of the Pali Patimokkha.

So-sor-thar-pa.

Parajika.

Rules 1—4.

Samghadhi6esa.
Rules 1—11/
Rule 12.

9 9
13.

Aniyata dharmah.
Rules 1—2.
Nihsargiya dharmah.

Rules 1—22.
Rule 23.

5 j

n

5 5

79

99

55

5 5

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Prayascittiya dharmah
Rules 1—3.
Rule 4.

9 9

i 9

9 9

55

95

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

„ 10.

Rules 11

Rule 16.

„ 17.

„ 18.

„ 19-

„ 20.

Rules 21

Rule 23.

15

22

95

99

99

55

24.

25.

26.

27.

Patimokkha

.

Parajika.

Rules 1—4.

Samghadisesa.
Rules 1—11.
Rule 13.

55 12.

Aniyata dhamma.
Rules 1— 2.

Nissaggiya pacittiya

dhamma.
Rules 1—22.
Rule 26.

5 5

55

5 ?

5 9

5 9

55

5 5

27.

25.

28.

29.

24.

30.

23.

Pacittiya dhamma.
Rules 1— 3.

Rule 63.

5 5

9 9

9 9

9 J

5 5

7.

4.

9.

8.

81.

72
Rules 1

1

Rule 17.

„ 16.

„ 18.

„ 20.

,, 19.

Rules 21

Rule 24.

„ 25.

„ 26.

„ 27.

„ 28.

15.

22.
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So-sor-thar-pa. Patimokkha.
Rule 28. Rule 30.

3 3

33

5 J

33

J J

3 >

5 3

.' 3

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

„ 40.

„ 41.

„ 42.

„ 43.

„ 44.

„ 45.

„ 46.

„ 47.

„ 48.

„ 49.

„ 50.

» 51.

>3 &&•

u 54.

„ 55.

„ 56.

„ 57.

„ 58.

„ 59.

„ 60.

„ 61.

„ 62

63.33

3) 64.

», 65.

»> 66.

u 67.

., 68.

., 69.

» 70.

.. 71.

» 72.

» 73.

M 74.

» 75.

.. 76.

5 3

3 9

33

33

3 3

3 ?

33

3»

23.

29.

33.

31.

34.

35.

36.

32.

Rules 37—38. Rules 37—38.
Rule 39. Rule 40.

„ 62.

„ nil.

,, nil.

„ 41.

„ 48.

„ 49.

m 50.

» 74.

„ 75.

m 64.

„ 42.

„ 56.

,, ml.

„ 5.

„ 68.

„ 69.

m 70.

3 3
58-

„ 84.

m 57.

„ 61.

„ 77.

„ 52.

,, 53.

6.

„ 55.

„ 60.

„ 59.

„ 76.

„ 67.

„ 66.

,, 65.

„ 10.

„ 47.

„ 71.

„ 78.
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So-sor-thar-pa. Patimokkha.

Rule 77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

99

5>

J»

5?

5 5

5 5

5 5

55

55

55

55

9 5

PratideSanlya dharmah
Rules 1

—

4t.

Saiksya dharmah.
Rules 1—7.
Rule 8.

„ io.

Rules 11—12.
Rule 1 3.

„ 14.

„ 15.

„ 16.

„ 17.

„ 18.

Rules 19

Rule 21

.

Rules 22-24.
Rule 25.

„ 26.

„ 27.

„ 28.

29.

Rules 30—39.
Rule 40.

Rules 41—42.

,, 43
Rule 48

.

20.

47.

55

55

49.

50.

Rules 51—52.
Rule 53.

,, 55.

Rules 56-57.

Rule 80.

nil.

51.

85.

46.

84.

73.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

55

99

9 9

5 9

9 ?

5 5

55

5 5

55

55

5 5

5 5

Patidesaniya dhamma.
Rules 1—4.
Sekhiya dhamma.
Rule 1.

„ 2.

,, y.

,, nil.

Rules 3—4.

Rule 13.

55 S.

„ 23.

5, 5.

Rules 21—22.
Rule 25.

nil.

6.

15.

16.

19.

21.

nil.

27.

36.

,5 nil.

Rule 31.

nil.

39.

nil.

43.

51.

50.

nil.

5 5

5 5

55

* 5

7 i

i 5

55

55

55

5 5

5 5

55

5 J

>3

55
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So-sor-ihar-pi.

Rule 58.

Rules 59—60.
Rule 61.

Patimokkha.

33

3 3

33

33

3 1

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

Rules 67—68.
Rule 69.

„ 70.

„ 71.

33 72.

Rules 73—78.
Rule 79.

„ 80.

,. 81.

„ 82.

„ 83

33 84.

Rules 85—89.
Rule 90.

Rules 91—92.
Rule 93.

Rules 94—97.
Rule 98.

„ 99.

,. 100.

„ 101.

„ 102.

Rules 103—104.
Rule 105.

,, 106.

>, 107.

33 108.

Adhikarana-Samath
dharmah.

Rules 1—3.
Rule 4.

a

>> 5.

>> 6.

Rule 49.

nil.

46.

54.

45.

52.

53.

47.

nil.

38.

5».

nil.

56.

nil.

70.

64.

69.

71.

72.

67.

nil.

66.

nil.

67.

63.

61.

58.

57.

60.

59.

nil.

73.

75.

74.

nil.

Adhikaranasamatha
dhamma.

Rules 1—3.

Rule 5.

i

>» 7.

33

3 3

33

6.

7.
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So-sor-thar-pa (Pratimoksa-Siitra).

The First Book.

Introduction.

Glen-gshi.

Nidana.

[Eulogy on the So-sor-thar-pa.]

Obeisance to the Omniscient One,
I bow down my head to the Foremost of Beings who was

a flag of glory renowned in the three worlds, who proclaimed
in a lion's roar the message of the Sacred Faith, who obtained
the precious treasure of omniscience, whose feet were touched
by the crest-gems of Brahma and Indra and who crossed the
bottomless and boundless ocean of miseries (1).

The So-sor-thar-pa is the basis of training in omniscience,

|J

is a casket of jewels kept apart in the community of monks,
" is a vast lake filled with the rules of Buddhistic discipline,
and it is the essence of all things existing in the fathomless and
limitless universe (2).

It is the great leader of all holy doctrines taught by the

f H
of Faith

•
aQd it is the emporium of all articles of study

or the community of monks who are comparable to traders

dial-

iS

/|

the medicme Ior curing the maladies of those who are
tressed through the transgression of moral laws : and it is
e ironwhip for young men who are deluded by their age (4).

It

exiat
1S the means of crossing the wide ocean of rotatory

stence, and it is the firm embankment and a bridge to those

J?
076

*owards the good spheres of life (5).

is an
1S

11

Way which leads to the conquest of troubles, it

enu,
eXC

!,
guide to the king> and it exists as a ladder for

entering the city of emancipation (6).

Mie 'm p
1 enter Nirvana the So-sor-thar-pa will be your

nitvo/'
Remembering those words you should, commu-

te BudHku®' assemble together to recite it with reverence due

all the * i5
lmself

'
lt ,8 the very name of Buddha—so rare in

it i8 to

18

h
Very difficult fc« acquire birth as man, still very rare

moral 1

a m°nk and rarer yet is the monk '

s Perfecti code of

Pure if

aWS
'
and tnough the code of laws may be absolutely^ is very difficult to get a good spiritual guide (8).

1 Mahaparinibbana Sutta, chap, vi, para 1.
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Finding that it is very rare for a Buddha to appear on

this earth and for a being to be born as a man, or to become a

a monk, or to obtain a perfect code of moral laws, or to get a

good spiritual guide—the sages desirous of doing good to their

selves, and wishing to attain the two paths with their fruits

should endeavour, with earnestness, to hear the So-sor-thar-pa

(9, 10).

The Buddhas, steady in renunciation, who were the chiefs

of monks and masters of disciplinary laws, desirous of attain-

ing the true emancipation, perpetually guarded the So-sor-thar-

pa (11).

Even in millions of ages it is difficult to hear, receive and

grasp the So-sor-thar-pa—to follow it up is much more difficult

(12).

Blessed is the birth of Buddhas, blessed too is the exposi

tion of dharma, harmony in the community of monks is a bliss

and blissful is the devotion of those who are in harmony (13).
1

Blessed is the sight of a Buddhist (arya), blessed too is the

association with a holy spirit and absence of the sight of sinful

persons is indeed a perpetual bliss (14).*

Blessed is the sight of one who observes moral laws,

blessed too is the sight of a learned person, the sight of Arhats

is a bliss for getting rid of rebirths (15).

Blessed is the river which has pleasant banks and blessed

is the person who meditates on religion ; the attainment of

wisdom is a bliss and so is the destruction of arrogance (16).

Blessed is the existence of persons who have perfectly

subdued their senses, have grown old in peaceful monasteries

and have screened their youthful age in the forest of learned

men (17).

[Speech of the monk who recites the So-sor-thar-pa.]

brethren, some seasons of the year are over and some are

to come. How many ? So many. brethren, since old age

and death are fast approaching, and since the doctrine of the

Teacher is about to perish, it behoves the community of monks
to practise discipline. Tathagata Arhat attained the full Bud-

dhistic enlightenment : some others too following him achieved

with earnestness the blessed dharma leaning to the side of

enlightenment. Our community of monks, devotees of Lord

Buddha, are engaged here in petty concerns. Our acts being

sordid we should consider what should be the foremost duty of

our community.
Let us ask the approval, and enquire about the purity, of

the monks who are not come. After that I should repeat the

following :

—

l Dharnmapada, Buddhavagga, verse 16.
* Dharnmapada, Sukhavagga, verse 10.
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Bowing down to Sakya Simha with folded palms you hear
from me for the sake of your discipline the So-sor-thar-pa

which is recited (18).

Having heard what has been said by the Great Sage, you
must act according to the same, and must apply yourselves

diligently to avoid the smallest sins (19).

This So-sor-thar-pa is indeed a bridle to the person who
moves on with perpetual exertions and who striking his horse-

like mind with a sharp whip makes it follow the command-
ments fallen from the mouth of Buddha (20).

Those great persons, who do not turn away even by their

speech from the proper course, are comparable to noble horses
that gain sure victory in the war of troubles (21).

Those, to whom this is not a bridle or who do not desire
it in their heart, are confounded by the war of troubles and
wander away in a disconcerted state (22).

brethren, listen to me, I pray. To-day is the 14th l or

15th day of the lunar month for the celebration of Sabbath
(Posadha) by the community of monks. If it is convenient to
the community, let us celebrate Sabbath (Posadha) and recite
the So-sor-thar-pa. O brethren, we do perform the ceremony
of Sabbath (Posadha) and recite the So-sor-thar-pa.

Whosoever among you has committed any fault, let him
confess it. If there is no fault, say nothing whatsoever. If

nothing is said I am to understand that the brethren are per-
fectly pure. As a monk gives an answer if a question is put
to him separately, so each monk is to give an answer when a
question is repeated three times in a community of monks like

Jhis. Whatsoever monk in such a community, thus interrogated
wee times, does not confess a fault of which there is recollec-

iSl
lS gUilty of uttering a deliberate lie. The uttering of a

deliberate lie has, brethren, been declared by Lord Buddha
10 be an obstacle on the way. Therefore a monk who has
committed a fault and desires to be cleansed therefrom should
confess it if he remembers the same. Having made confession

!

e Wl11 reside in happiness. But if he does not confess or
oeclare his fault, he will not be happy.

U brethren, I have recited the Introduction to Sosor-thar-
I now ask you whether you are perfectly pure in thispa.

If there is a junctionthe middl
coeniv a \ 1S not reoognized. Hence when the 15th lunar day is unre-

bathsrt
S(>sor-thar-pa is to be recited on the 14th. Posadhas (Sab-

(2) thn l°/ three kinds » viz - (1) those held on the 14th day of the moon,

by thp
on the 15th dfty of the moon >

and <3) those held on any day

three «

C°mm0n consent of the community of monks. In a year there are

celebm?^ o
S
\?

iz - winter, summer and rain, in each of which there are

held on v!
Po^adhas- The 3rd and 7th Posadhas of every season are

the 1 VK a
Uth dfty of the moon, while the remaining six are held on

loth day of the moon.
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matter. I ask you a second time and a third time. In this

matter the brethren are perfectly pure, therefore they say

nothing, so do I understand.

Four Rules regarding Defeat.

Pham-par-hgyur-wahi-chos-bshi.

Parajika.

Summary.—Impure conduct, theft, murder and falsehood
these are the four (sins) regarding which rules are given here.

Here are, brethren, four rules regarding Defeat as known
from the So-sor-thar-pa recited each half-month.

1. Whatsoever monk, who has received the monk's system
of training and has not abandoned or injured it, indulges him-
self in impure intercourse down even with a brute beast, incurs

Defeat and must not live in the community of monks.
2. Whatsoever monk living in a village or monastery take?

a thing not given—which is counted as theft—in such a man-
ner that a king or a minister would seize him and kill, impri-
son or banish him saying " thou art a thief, thou art stupid,
thou art dishonest"—the monk, who thus' takes a thing not
given, incurs Defeat and must not live in the community of

monks.
3. Whatsoever monk deliberately takes away the life of a

human being, or procures a weapon for his death, or seeks oat
an assassin against him, or instigates him to self-destruction
or eulogises death saying, " man, what good do you get from
this sinful, impure and wretched life ; it is better for you to die

than to live"—that is, willingly and intentionally instigates a

human being to commit suicide or celebrates to him the praises
of death in such a way that in consequence thereof he dies-
the monk who thus causes the death of a human being incurs
Defeat and must not live in the community of monks.

4. Whatsoever monk without possessing a clear and per-

fect knowledge speaks of himself, «« I possess superhuman
knowledge, I am an elect, I am a specialist. I know this, I see

this, without such practice something is not known and some-
thing is not seen

; and finding that sin has arisen from such
profession and being desirous of cleansing himself therefrom,
the monk at another time, whether asked or unasked, speaks
thus, " U brethren, when I knew not I said that I knew, when
I saw notl said that I saw, it was but vain, wild and false

language —the monk who speaks in this way, except through
excessive confidence, incurs Defeat and must not live in the
community of monks.

* hav£ ° brethren, recited the four rules regarding
Defeat. If a monk has committed sin arising from the
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breach of any of the rules, he incurs Defeat and must not
afterwards live in the community of monks deprived as he is

of their privileges.

In this respect I ask, O brethren, "are you perfectly
pure ?" A second time and a third time I ask. " brethren,
are you perfectly pure?" In this respect the brethren are
perfectly pure, therefore they say nothing, so do 1 under-
stand.

Thirteen Rules regarding Suspension from Monkhood.

Pge-hdun-lhag-mahi-chos-bcu-iisum. ,

SanghadhiSesah.

Summary.—Emission of semen, contact, discourse, bodily
service, intermediation, house, monastery, groundless, a mere
trifle, causing dissension, siding, corrupting family, and harsh

Here are, brethren, thirteen rules regarding Suspension
|rom monkhood as known from the So-sor-thar-pa recited each
half-month.

1. A conscious emission of semen, except in a dream, is a
am which causes Suspension from monkhood.
i

,*• Whatsoever monk comes, with a perverted mind, into
oaiiy contact with a woman or takes hold of her hand or

snoulder or braid of hair, or touches any other parts of her
7 tor enjoyment, commits a sin which causes Suspension

*rom monkhood.

vie* ^atsoever monk holds, with a perverted mind, a

such

US urse w^h a woman regarding sexual intercourse,

wh\ u
aS a youth would hold with a damsel, commits a sin

4 °Wh
eS SusPension from monkhood.

of a
Wllatsoever monk, in order to secure the bodily service

prese^
0mai

?
to himself, says, with a perverted mind, in her

throu h

6
' * "the service rendered by one's own body,

eonH f

an a°* °^ in*ercourse
> to a monk of such character,

Net 1^ PUrity aS myself >
is the besfc of a11 services"—

canaofo g *^e w°man's bodilv service, commits a sin which

5 wl
PenSi°n from monkhood.

a worn
atsoever monk by conveying the words of a man to

an or those of a woman to a man acts as an intermediary

whi<* $ieJ\s
m equivalent for the Tibetan word is M SanghadhiSesa

"

moilks msv H "a

r®sidue of monks", "the refuse of monks" or "the
*ord

in Pa| • -

e
^

' Jt should be noted however that the corresponding
w
hichreauirA ^ !' Sangh&disesa " which signifies sins the atonement for

*el1 as at thT I Presence of the Sangha (monks) at the beginning as
the end.
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for a wife, a paramour or even for a harlot, commits a sin which

causes Suspension from monkhood.
6. If a monk bringing materials together causes a house

to be built up for himself, independent of a layman, he must

take care to observe the proper measurements. And herein

this is the measurement : the house inside must be twelve of

Buddha's spans in length and seven of those spans in breadth.

For the inspection of the site he must bring a community

of monks who should see that the site is suitable, is not ex-

posed to danger and is easy of access If the monk, in spite

of the site being unsuitable or exposed to danger or not being

easy of access, brings materials on his own account and causes

a house to be built up for himself independent of a layman

without taking the community of monks for the inspection or

without showing them the site and also deviating from the

proper measurements—(he) commits a sin which causes Sus-

pension from monkhood.
7. If a monk seeks to build for monks a large monastery

in which there shall be a resident layman, he must bring for

the inspection of the site a community of monks who ought

to see that the site is suitable, is not exposed to danger and is

easy of access. If the monk, in spite of the site being unsuit-

able, exposed to danger and not being easy of access, builds

for monks the monastery in which there shall be a resident

layman, without bringing the community of monks for the

inspection or without showing them the site— (he) commits a

sin which causes Suspension from monkhood.
8. Whatsoever monk being angry prefers, out of malice,

against an innocent monk the charge of Defeat, which is

groundless, thinking " I may thus remove him anyhow from

the course of purity " ; and then at another time being asked

or unasked says that the charge is groundless and that it was

preferred out of malice—(he) commits a sin which causes Sus-

pension from monkhood.
9. If a monk being angry prefers, out of malice, against

an innocent monk a charge of Defeat which is unreal but accords

with apart of another dispute, thinking ' I may thus remove him

anyhow from the course of purity " ; and then at another time

being asked or unasked says that the charge is unreal and that it

was brought on account of its having accorded with a part of

another dispute, the monk who out of malice and through

imagination alone prefers the charge based thus on a mere trifle

commits a sin which causes Suspension from monkhood.
10. Whatsoever monk endeavours to cause dissension in a

community of monks that is in harmony or persists in empha'

sising the points calculated to cause dissension, should be

addressed by other monks thus:

—

" brother, do not endeav-

our to cause dissension in the community of monks that is
^

harmony, do not persist in emphasising the points calculated
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to cause dissension, live in harmony with the community of

monks, the community being in harmony there will be no
innovations and they being in peace there will be no disputa-
tion : combining with one another, as milk combines with
water, they do brighten the doctrine of Buddha and live in

happiness. brother, you abandon your expedients to cause
dissension in the community of monks." If the monk being
thus addressed by other monks abandons his expedients it is

well. But if he abandons them not, he should be admonished
a second time and a third time. Being thus formally admon-
ished if he gives up his expedients, it is well ; but if he does
not, he commits a sin which causes Suspension from monkhood.

11. If certain monks—one, two or more—do, out of friend-
ship, side with a monk who speaks out dissension, and address a
community of monks thus : "0 brethren , do not say anything
good or bad to this dissentient monk. Why so ? Because,
brethren, the monk speaks according to the law, he speaks
according to the precepts

}
receiving well the law and precepts

he holds them carefully and observes them, and he speaks
with knowledge and not without it. Since he speaks only
when he is so desired, it is our desire that he should speak,
lhen the community of monks should answer the monks thus :

«ay not, sirs, that the dissentient monk speaks according
to the law

; that he speaks according to the precepts ; that
ne receiving well the law and precepts, holds them carefully
and observes them ; that he speaks with knowledge and not
without it and that since he speaks only when he is so desired,
it is our desire that he should speak." Why so? " O sirs,
ws dissentient monk speaks not according to the law, he

wN
8

k
DOt according to the precepts, he^has not received

we] l the law and precepts to hold them carefully or observe
iem. He speaks without knowledge and not with it. Since
e speaks only when he is so desired, do not, sirs, desire
^m to speak. Do not, sirs, desire that there should be dis-

8i^
lon ln the community of monks: on the contrary desire,

8
'
tha* there should be harmony in the community. The

va"?
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comi?
8

-'
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D
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Slrs

'
side wifch this monk who speaks out dissension in

Co

COm?mnity." If the monks being thus answered by the

it1^^ abandona their course, it is well. If they abandon

a thi k f
•
y should be formally admonished a second time and

their
BeinS thus formally admonished if they abandon

course it is well. But if they abandon it not they
°ommit

ip _ " ui^" causes ouspensiou uum uiumvi

corrunt f
many monks dwelling near a village

p tamilies and ™>rnAtr*fcA <wil He^ds and
or a town

and perpetrate evil deeds and the families
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corrupted by thern are seen, heard and known, and the evil

deeds perpetrated are also seen, heard and known, those

monks should be addressed by a community of monks thus:

"O brethren, you are corrupters of families and perpetrators

of evil deeds ; the families corrupted by you are seen, heard

and known ; and your evil deeds too are seen, heard and known

:

brethren, you have dwelt here long enough, go away now

from this place." Being so addressed if they should answer the

community of monks thus :
" O brethren, some of you here

are walking in lust, some in malice, some in delusion and some

in fear; and for a fault of a like nature you do remove some

monks while others you do not remove '

' ;—the community

should in return answer thus: "O brethren, do not say that

some of us walk in lust, some in malice, some in delusion and

some in fear ; and for a fault of a like nature we remove some

monks while others we do not remove. Why so ? We monks

do not walk in lust, we do not walk in malice, we do not walk

in delusion and we do not walk in fear. brethren, you are

corrupters of families and perpetrators of evil deeds ; and you

yourselves have seen, heard and known the corrupters of

families and perpetrators of evil deeds : give up your talk that

we monks walk in lust, in malice, in delusion and in fear.

If those monks being thus addressed by the community of

monks abandon their evil course it is well. But if they aban-

don it not, they should be formally admonished a second time

and a third time. If they then abandon their evil course, it

is well; but if they do not, they commit a sin which causes

Suspension from monkhood.
13. If a monk of harsh speech, when spoken to by a com-

munity of monks about matters of training in accordance with

the law and precepts delivered by Buddha, says :
" brethren,

do not say anything, good or bad, to me; I too shall say

nothing, good or bad, to you; brethren, refrain from speak-

ing to me, I too shall refrain from speaking to you ;—there is

in fact nothing to be spoken about " ;—he should be addressed

by the community of monks thus: " O brother, when you are

spoken to by the community of monks about matters of train-

ing in accordance with the law and precepts delivered by

Buddha, do not make yourself a person who cannot be spoken

to, make yourself rather a person to whom we can speak.
brother, when the monks speak to you in accordance with the

law and precepts, you too should speak to them in accord-

ance with the same. By mutual conversation and mutual

instruction you do save one another from falling into sin. Thus

grows up the monkhood established by our fully Enlightened
Lord, the Blessed Tathagata the Vanquisher of enemies.
brother, abandon your resolution of not being spoken to."

"

the monk thus addressed by the community of monks aban-

dons his resolution, it is good. But if he does not, he should
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be formally admonished a second time and a third time. If he
then abandons his resolution, it is good ; but if he does not, he
commits a sin which causes Suspension from monkhood.

brethren, I have recited the thirteen rules regarding
sins which cause Suspension from monkhood. Of these the
first nine become sins at once, while the remaining four do not
become sins until the end of the third admonition. If a monk
commits any of these sins, he must, even against his wish, live
m a separate residence for as many days as he knowingly con-
cealed his sins. After this has been done he must, for six
urther days, cultivate reverence for monkhood. Thereupon
He should, while acting according to the law, be reinstated in
some place where there is a community of at least twenty
monks. If the community being a body of less than twenty,
even by one, should reinstate that monk he is not reinstated
ana that community deserves censure. This is the prescribed
course in the matter.

brethren, I ask you whether you are perfectly pure in

JLl
ma I ask y°u a se°ond time and a third time

th7 h
r

.u
J0U are Perfectly Pure in this matter. In this matter

ue Dretnren are perfectly pure. Therefore they do not say
anything. So do I understand.

wo Rules regarding Undetermined Matters.

Ma-hes-pahi-chos-gnis.

Aniyata-dharmah.

Summiry.—Sitting in a solitary protected place.

Mattel
a
f '
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1 Tf
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guilty of the offence which he has committed or with which he

has been charged.

This is an Undetermined Matter.

brethren, I have recited the two Undetermined Matters.

I ask you whether you are perfectly pure in this respect. A

second time and a third time I ask you whether you are per-

fectly pure in this respect. In this respect the brethren are

perfectly pure. Therefore they do not say anything. So do I

understand. ,

Thirty Rules regarding Sins which involve H

Forfeiture.

Span-wahi lhuti-byed-kyi chos gsum-beu.

Nihsargiya dharmalj.

Summary.—Retaining, leaving, keeping as a deposit, wash-

ing, accepting, begging, sufficient for upper and lower garments,

price, taking each separate and sending.

Here are, brethren, thirty rules for sins which involve

Forfeiture as known from the So-sor-thar-pa recited each half-

month.
1. A monk, after a set of Kathina l robes has been obtained

and made ready for him, can retain an extra robe for ten days,

but if he retains it for a longer period he commits a sin which

involves Forfeiture.
, ,

2. If a monk, after a set of Kathina robes has been obtained

and made ready for him, leaves in joke even for one rugb

any one of the three robes allowed, except with the permission

of the community of monks, he commits a sin which involves

Forfeiture. ,

3. After a set of Kathina robes has been obtained and

made ready for a monk, if another set of robes be offered to

him out of season it may be accepted by him should he so

wish. After it has been accepted any deficiency thereof (in V ^

of length, etc.) should be made up at once. Being unable to

make up the deficiency, if he entertains a hope to do the sa^

soon, he may keep the set for a month. If he keeps it beyond

that time he commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.
4. Whatsoever monk causes his old robe to be washed,

dyed or ironed by a nun who is not related to him, commit 8

sin which involves Forfeiture.
5. Whatsoever monk accepts a robe from the hands of a

1 Kathina is a robe made for a Buddhist monk in the course of

single day and night and presented by the donor before a community
at least five monks. Kathina jb usually presented during the end

Vaasa between the full moon of ASvina and that of Kartika.
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nun not related to him, except in exchange, commits a sin
which involves Forfeiture.

6. Whatsoever monk begs a layman or a laywoman not
related to him, for a robe, except at the right season, commits
a sin which involves Forfeiture.

Here the right season signifies the time when the monk
has been robbed of his robe or when his robe has been destroyed,
burnt or carried away by wind or water. This is the right
season here.

7. If a monk has been robbed of his robe, or if his robe
has been destroyed, burnt or carried away by wind or water,
he should go to a layman or a laywoman not related to him,
ior the same. If the faithful layman offers him a choice from
among the materials for many robes that monk should take
materials sufficient to make an upper and a lower garment of
aue measurement. If he takes materials beyond the limit, he
commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

a n ;• i

the price for a set of robes has °een set apart for
a particular monk by a layman or a laywoman not related

2! ' TVn° "* sha11
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price of robes , but we can accept a set of robes of the suitable

kind at the right time." If then that messenger answers

thus : " sir, have you got any agent to look to your requi-

sites?
•> ? etting

out to him the guard of the monastery or any other devotee as

the agent who looks to his requisites. The messenger taking

the price of the set should go to the agent and address him

thus : "0 agent, my friend, attend to me. With this price of

a set of robes may you purchase such and such a set of robes

and clothe with the same the monk of such and such a name

when he arrives." Having spoken everything elegantly and

shown everything accurately, the messenger should approach

the monk and address him thus: M O sir, I have given a clear

came

instruction to the agent pointed out, that when your reverence

arrives there, he will clothe you with the set of robes betimes.'

The monk desirous of getting the set should then go to the

agent and tell him "0 friend, I want a set of robes." The

agent should thus be persuaded twice or three times and he

should be reminded of the set of robes. If by persuading and

reminding the agent twice or three times he succeeds in getting

the set of robes, it is well. If he does not succeed in getting

it, let then the monk go to the agent the fourth, fifth or sixth

time and wait without speaking a word. If while silently

waiting up to the fifth or sixth time, he succeeds in getting the

set , it is well. But if waiting even up to the sixth time he

does not succeed in getting the set, and then exerts himself

beyond the sixth time and succeeds in getting it, he commits a

sin which involves Forfeiture.

In case of failure to get the set of robes, let him go

himself or send a messenger to the place, whence the price

to say "0 gentle one, be it known to you that the

price which you sent for the robes of a monk has been of no

use to him* sir, take care that your money is not wasted.

This is the proper course in the matter.

Summary.—A piece of silk, entirely of wool, two parts, six

years, a full span, journey, washing, gold and silver, silver

(coin), and buying and selling.

11. Whatsoever monk gets a new mat made wTith silk

commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.
12. Whatsoever monk gets a mat made entirely of black

wool of goats commits a sin which involves Forfeiture,
13. If a monk gets a new mat made, two parts thereof

should consist entirely of black wool of goats, the third part o

white wool and the fourth part of motley-coloured wool. ^

the monk gets the mat made without its two parts consisting

of pure black wool, the third part of white wool and the fourth

part of motley-coloured wool, he commits a sin which invoKes

Forfeiture.
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14. A monk, who has got a mat made, should use it, even
against his wish, for six years. If he gets another mat made
within the six years —whether he has left or not the old one
without the permission of the community of monks, he com-
mits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

15. If a monk gets a new piece of carpet made into a seat
for himself, he must, in order to disfigure it, patch the same
with a piece of the breadth of the Buddha's span taken from
all parts of the old one which he formerly used. If the monk,
with the object of not disfiguring the new one, does not take a
piece of the breadth of the Buddha's span from all parts of the
old one, he commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

16. If a monk, while he is on a journey, gets some goat's
wool, he should accept it if he likes; and having accepted it

he may carry it in his own hand, if there is no porter, for a
distance of three miles. If he carries it further he commits a
sin which involves Forfeiture.

17. Whatsoever monk gets a goat's wool washed, dyed or
combed out by a nun who is not related to him, commits a sin
which involves Forfeiture.

18. Whatsoever monk receives gold or silver in his own
hand or makes another person receive it for him commits a
sin which involves Forfeiture.

19. Whatsoever monk performs the various transactions
m suver (coin) i commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

j.
20\ Whatsoever monk engages himself in any of the various

mds of buying and selling transactions commits a sin which
involves Forfeiture.

.

Summary.—Two rules regarding the bowl, two rules regard"
jng the weaver, gift taken back, the last month of autumn,
Deing in a solitarv residence, the materials for robes, appro-
priation, and keeping in store.

21. A monk can keep an extra bowl for ten days. If he

F
eePs

.
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br t
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of°tr
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exch
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inv 1
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the i^^ftes "^
ttiav J*Z m a lawsuit. It corresponds to Sanskrit " rupika which

y a,S0
"'gmfy silver (coin).
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given to that monk with the words " this, monk, is thy bowl:

it must not be given away or abandoned but must be kept

until it breaks." This is the right course in the case.

23. Whatsoever monk gets, by begging, a bundle of wool

and sends the same to a weaver not related to him to weave it

into a garment and obtains the garment, commits a sin which

involves Forfeiture.

24. If a layman or a laywoman sends for a weaver not

related to them to make a garment for a monk, and if the

monk, before the offer has been made, goes to the weaver and

says: "O friend, be it known to you that the garment which

you are making is for me : make it long and broad, thick and

well- woven. If you do so I shall give you a reward—food,

drink or any little thing that can be eaten." If the monk

gives in this way a little reward for so making the garment, he

commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

25. Whatsoever monk gives to another monk a set of

robes, but being afterwards angry or displeased takes it awa}

or causes it to be taken away saying :
" O monk, the set was

not given to you, send it back ", and if the second monk on

account of his possessing an extra robe returns the set, the

first monk commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

26. If a monk, the last month of autumn not being yet

complete by ten days, is offered a set of robes, he maj7 accept

it if he likes and may keep it in reserve till the time of presen-

tation of robes, but if he keeps it longer he commits a sm

which involves Forfeiture.

27. If a solitary residence of monks is exposed to fear or

danger, a monk dwelling in that residence being driven away

by the fear or danger may, if he likes and if the rainy season

has been at an end, leave one or another of his three robes in a

hut (inside a village) ; and if any suitable ground arises be

may go away from the residence without the robe for six

days. If he separates himself from the robe beyond that

period he commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.
28. When a month of the hot season is still left, let a monk

provide himself with the materials for robes of the rainy

season; and when half a month of the hot season is left, W
him make them and wear them. If the monk provides him-

self with the materials for robes when more than a month of

the hot season has yet to run, or if he makes them and wears

them when more than half a month of the hot season has yd

to run, he commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.
29. Whatsoever monk knowingly appropriates for his own

use a property intended for the community of monks, com-

mits a sin which involves Forfeiture.
30. The medicines prescribed by the Blessed Buddha for

the benefit of sick monks are these, viz., butter, oil, honey

and sugar They may be accepted by a sick monk and kept m
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store up to the seventh day for use. If he keeps them for use
beyond that time, he commits a sin which involves Forfeiture.

brethren, I have recited the thirty rules relating to
sins which involve Forfeiture. In respect of them, I ask you, O
brethren, whether you are perfectly pure. A second time and
a third time I ask you, brethren, whether you are perfectly
pure. In this respect the brethren are perfectly pure. There-
fore they do not say anything. So do I understand.



The Second Book.

Ninety Rules regarding sins which require Expiation .

Ltun-byed-kyi-chos-dgu-bcu.

Praya^cittiya dharmah.

General Summary.—Knowingly, seed, not deputed, again

and again, water, house, deliberately, many invitations, robber

and entertainm ent.

Summary.—Telling a lie, speaking evil, slandering a monk,

quarrelling, preaching, reciting, depravity, supernatural power,

to make known, destroying the minute ones.

Here are, O brethren, ninety rules regarding sins which re-

quire Expiation as known from the So-sor-thar-pa recited each

half-month.

1. To tell a lie knowingly is a sin which requires Expiation.

2. To speak evil of a man is a sin which requires Expiation.

3. To slander a monk is a sin which requires Expiation.

4. Whatsoever monk revives quarrel with a peaceful monk

knowing that the latter has settled disputes in accordance

with the precepts, commits a sin which requires Expiation.
5. Whatsoever monk preaches sermons, in more than five

or six words, to a woman, except in the presence of a person

who can understand what is said, commits a sin which requires

Expiation.

6. Whatsoever monk recites sermons jointly with one who

is not ordained, commits a sin which requires Expiation.
7. Whatsoever monk tells a person not ordained about the

depravity of another monk commits a sin which requires

Expiation.

8. Whatsoever monk tells a person not ordained about the

superhuman power [of himself or of another monk], even «

his statement is true, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

9. Whatsoever monk having previously done what was

befitting says thereafter thus: " the monks have, for the sake

of friendship, given away the property of the community t0

their own man/' commits a sin which requires Expiation.
10. Whatsoever monk, when the So-sor-thar-pa is being

recited, says: " brethren, what is the good of reciting each

half-month the minute little precepts regarding the "regrets ot

monks", 1 "impressed in the mind" 2
,
" becoming inconve-

nienced " 8 etc.— (he) thus destroying the minute precepts, com-

mits a sin which requires Expiation.

» I

'

ide Rule 62. 2 Vide Rule 83. 8 Vide Rule 1
'
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Summary.—Seed, deriding, instructions, couch, mattress,
expulsion, encroachment by one coming later, movable, sprink-
ling and rebuilding.

11. Destroying or causing to be destroyed an accumulation
of seeds and a residence of living beings ]

is a sin which requires
Expiation.

12. Deriding or abusing a person 2
is a sin which requires

Expiation

13. Not to listen to precepts is a sin which requires
Expiation.

14. Whatsoever monk takes a couch, chair, stool, blanket,
pillow or mat belonging to a community of monks and laying
it himself on fehe earth makes the same ready for use or in-

structs another to do so, and then goes away without himself
restoring it to its previous place, or instructing another to do
so, unless there is some ground to do the same, commits a sin
which requires Expiation.

15. Whatsoever monk spreads out or causes to be spread
out a mattress of grass or leaves in a monastery belonging to a
community of monks and then goes away without himself
folding it or instructing another to do so, unless there is some
ground to do the same, commits a sin which requires Expia-
tion.

16. Whatsoever monk being angry or displeased expels or
causes to be expelled another monk from a monastery belong-
ing to a community of monks , unless there is some ground to
do the same, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

17. Whatsoever monk coming after another monk into a
monastery belonging to a community of monks lies down or
sits down knowingly encroaching upon the space occupied by
the monk who arrived before him thinking that he will go
away if he is inconvenienced, commits a sin which requires
Expiation.

18. Whatsoever monk coming to the upper storey of a
Monastery belonging to a community of monks lies down or
fiits down with his whole weight on a coach or stool the legs of

Z are known to be movable, commits a sin which requires
Expiation.

b

19. Whatsoever monk knowingly sprinkles or causes to be
pnnkled water containing insects in it on grass, dung or dust,
°ttmits a sin which requires Expiation.

^>. If a g*reat monastery is to be built for a monk he,
ter examining the door frame, bolts, and windows for the

ti

PPly of light etc., may build with brick and mud twice or three

J?
6
u

but if he Guilds beyond these times he commits a sin
mch squires Expiation.

AIs°
M the place of origin " or " the source of a thing." * Monk*
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Summary.—Not deputed, the sun having set, rice, robe

given, robe made up, by appointment, boat, sitting in a soli-

tary place, standing in a solitary place and procured by a nun.

21. Whatsoever monk not deputed thereto by a commu-
nity of monks delivers exhortations to a nun, unless he possesse

virtues * befitting such deputation, commits a sin which requires

Expiation.

22. If a monk, even when deputed thereto by a community
of monks, delivers exhortations to a nun after the sun has set,

he commits a sin which requires Expiation.
23. If a monk speaks to a company of monks thus : "the

monks deliver exhortations to the nuns for a morsel of rice",

he commits a sin which requires Expiation.
24. If a monk gives away (his tattered) robe to a nun not

related to him, he commits a sin which requires Expiation.
25. Whatsoever monk makes up a robe or causes it to be

made up for a nun not related to him, commits a sin which

requires Expiation.
26. Whatsoever monk travels by appointment on a road

in the company of a nun, except on the right occasion, commits
a sin which requires Expiation.

The right occasion is this : when the road on which they

travel is reported to be exposed to fear and danger.
27. Whatsoever monk goes in a boat in the company of a

nun, either up or down a stream, except for the purpose of

crossing over to the other side, commits a sin which requires

Expiation.

28. Whatsoever monk sits together with a nun on a mat

in a covered solitary place, commits a sin which requires

Expiation.

29. Whatsoever monk stands together with a nun in a

covered solitary place, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

30. Whatsoever monk knowingly eats food procured by a

nun in a house where he was not already invited, commits a

sin which requires Expiation.

Summary.—To go again and again, a boarding house,

flour, food, offering, right time, wrong time, storing up, passage

of the mouth and delicacies.

31. To go again and again to receive a meal, except on

the right occasion, is a sin which requires Expiation.
This is the right occasion, viz. when a monk is sick, when

he has some work, when he is on a journey, or when robes are

given.

32. A monk who has arrived fresh and who is not sick,

1 The virtues are mentioned in the foot-note of the Tibetan text
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may accept one meal at a boarding house, but if he accepts
more than that, he commits a sin which requires Expiation.

33. If a Brahmana or a faithful layman offers to monks,
who have come to his house, flour, cakes, etc., they may, if

they like, take two or three bowlfu Is, but if they take more
they commit a sin which requires Expiation.

Taking two or three bowlfuls they should come out to
an outside grove and divide them up among the monks there
saying "we have finished our meal." This is the right course.

34. Whatsoever monk who has once finished his meal
takes again, being invited, food or drink, except that which
has been left over, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

35. Whatsoever monk knowing that a certain monk has
finished his meal invites him and offers him food or drink that
h*8

5

nofc been left over, saying "O brother, come here, take
this", with the intention of making him fall into moral error,
commits a sin which requires Expiation.

36. To go in a body to receive a meal, except on the rig
occasion, is a sin which requires Expiation.

Herein the right occasion is this : when there is sickness,
when there is some work, when on a journey, when there is a
great assemblage or when there is a general invitation to
monks. This is the right occasion.

37. Whatsoever monk takes food or drink at a wrong time
commits a sin which requires Expiation.

^

38. Whatsoever monk eats food, hard or soft, that has
een stored up commits a sin which requires Expiation.

39. Whatsoever monk places as food, in the passage of his
mouth, anything not given to him, except water and tooth-
cieanser, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

40. The Blessed Buddha prescribed the following delicacies
«* monks: milk, curd, butter, fish, flesh and dried flesh. If

monk, who is not sick, takes these delicacies secured for his
jn use from a lavman's house, he commits a sin which
Quires Expiation.

sta
?ummary>—With living things, to sit in a place of sleeping,

arr k'
a

.

naked ascetic, army, two days, to go to the battle
ray

'
beating, threatening and depravity.

livi V .^natsoever monk uses water knowing that it contains
°g things in it, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

are 1

.Whatsoever monk knowing that a man and a woman

com >
Pmg

.

fcoeetner in a house, goes there and sits on a couch,

« \x
8in which squires Expiation,

a hoi
•

hatsoever monk stands in a solitary covered part of

ins t'

Se

T Which he knows that a man and a woman are sleeP"
ogether. commits a sin which requires Expiation.
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44. Whatsoever monk gives with his own hand food, hard

or soft, to a naked or wandering ascetic, male or female, com-

mits a sin which requires Expiation.
45. Whatsoever monk goes to see an army drawn up in

battle array, commits a sin which requires Expiation.
46. If there arises any occasion for a monk to go to a place

to see the army, he may remain there for two days. If he

remains longer, he commits a sin which requires Expiation.
47. If while remaining there for two days, the monk

should go to the battle array or should relish in mind the sight

of the excellent flag ]

, the excellent troops a or the review, he

commits a sin which requires Expiation.
48. Whatsoever monk being angry or displeased beats

another monk, commits a sin which requires Expiation.
49. Whatsoever monk being angry or displeased with

another monk threatens him even with his fist, commits a sin

which requires Expiation.
50. If a monk knowingly conceals the depravity of another

monk, he commits a sin which requires Expiation.

Summary.—Pleasant, fire, community, not ordained, quali-

ties, talking, novice-monk, disfiguring, a jewel and hot weather.

Whatsoever that

account to another monk: " brother, come here, let us go

to the village to beg food, drink and what else is agreeable,'

and thereupon without going for alms should say :
" brother,

go away, talking with you or sitting with you is not pleasant

to me, I prefer sitting alone and talking by myself," he com-

mits a sin which requires Expiation.
Whatsoe or causes

to be kindled fire for his own comfort, commits a sin which

requires Expiation.
53. Whatsoever monk gives anything to a monk of a cer-

tain community and being thereupon angry or displeased

charges him with an offence which involves forfeiture saying
l£

I gave the thing to the community and not to yourself,

commits a sin which requires Expiation.
54. Whatsoever monk lies down for more than two nights

in the same place with a person not ordained, commits a sin

which requires Expiation.
55. Whatsoever monk says :

" in this wise do I understand
the doctrine of the Blessed One that the qualities 3 declared

1 The four flags are (1) bull, (2) crocodile (makara), (3) Hon a*d

(4) serpent (naga).

* The troops consist of (1) elephant, (2) cavalry, (3) chariots a*

(4) infantry.
3 Sins such as P rajika etc.
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by the Blessed One as obstacles to spiritual progress are not
really obstacles," should be addressed by the company of
monks thus: "say not so, brother; do not bear false wit-
ness against the Blessed One, it is not well ; the Blessed
One did not say so; O brother, the qualities declared as
obstacles to spiritual progress do indeed offer obstruction-
and this has been proclaimed by the Blessed One in various
ways." If that monk when he has thus been addressed by
the company of monks abandons his opinion, it is well. If he
does not abandon it, he should be admonished a second time
and a third time. If he then abandons his opinion, it is well
but it he abandons it not, he commits a sin which requires
Expiation. n

56. Whatsoever monk knowing that the monk referred to
in the previous rule did not act according to precepts and has
not since then abandoned his vicious opinion, welcomes him,
alks with him, dwells together with him, eats in company withmm or even sleeps with him in one place, commits a sin which
requires Expiation.

57. Even if a novice-monk says :
«

« This do I know of the
nne preached by the Blessed One, viz. that the lustful

practices which are said to be obstructive of spiritual progress

doet

ao not really offer obstruction "
, he should be addressed byme company of monks thus : «• novice-monk, do not sav an.

rln n t k "t ^
"*"" "" ut3

• " novice-monk, do not say so.
uo not bear false witness against the Blessed One, it is not well

nrL
y
?V°i.

Slander the Blessed One, the Blessed One never

monk? f 1
Which you ascribe to him, brother, novice-

that ti 1 *
b6en declared many a time by the Blessed One

t the lustful practices are obstructive of spiritual progress,
novice-monk, you abandon this opinion of yours." If the

abanrf
m01

i

ng tuus Crossed by the company of monks

it 7 u !
option, it is well. But if he does not abandon

thirf

8

?
addressed and admonished a second time and a

does n ?
16

fk
If he then abandons his opinion, it is well.

do notf
he should be addressed thus: " O novice-monK,

Tathaa .

rom
.

th,s day forward say that the Blessed One, the

not occ
'

1

fUUy
.

enlightened Buddha, is your teacher ; do

ill uTlf
Potion of a monk, preceptor or the like; you

e r» or *~„ i__ .1 .

.

£ke privileges

dull one, go

If he
monk,

wiU u 1 L-
— rwlwuu Vl a monK, preceptor or

of s'w °ther novice-monks, no longer enjoy

awav !

mg W
^
b the monks for two niShts '> °aw*y, depart.

°ne ^latsoe
.

ver monk associates with, talks with or sleeps in

comm;*
06

^lta a novice-monk who has thus been expelled,
*mits a sin which requires Expiation.

choosin
a mon^ obtains a new robe he must disfigure if,

Part of t K?
e °^ ^le ^ree ways of disfigurement, viz. making a

of the n
'
re(* or °range-coloured. If be should make use

^ coiYimT
F0 w ^ fc l10U t disfiguring it in any of the three ways,

mits a sjn which requires Expiation.
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59, Whatsoever monk picks up with his own hand or

causes another person to pick up, except in a grove 1 or in a

dwelling place, a jewel or anything considered as a jewel,

commits a sin which requires Expiation.

A monk may pick up a jewel or anything considered as a

jewel in a grove or dwelling place with the object of restoring

it to its owner. Therein this is the right course.

60. The Blessed One commanded that a bath should be

taken each half-month. A monk who takes it oftener, except

on the right occasion, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

Therein this is the right occasion, viz. one and a half months

of summer and the first month of the rains, these two and

half months of the hot weather, and when there is sickness,

when there is some work and when there are wind and rain.

Summary.—Brute, regret, finger, sport, together with,

frightening, hiding, not formally given, groundless and going

on a journey without there being any man.

61. Whatsoever monk deliberately deprives a brute of its

life, commits a sin which requires Expiation.
62. Whatsoever monk somehow speaks deliberately of

another monk that he does not feel happiness even for a

moment and produces on that account regrets in him, commits

a sin which requires Expiation.
63. If a monk pokes a person with his finger, he commits

a sin which requires Expiation.
64. If a monk sports in water, he commits a sin which

requires Expiation.

65. Whatsoever monk sleeps together with a woman in

the same place, commits a sin which requires Expiation.
66. Whatsoever monk frightens another monk, or makes

him, even in fun, be at a loss as to what to do, commits a

sin which requires Expiation.
67. Whatsoever monk hides or causes to hide the bowl

robe, mat, needle or girdle or any other requisites of an ascetic

life belonging to a monk, nun, monk-pupil, novice-monk or

novice-nun, unless there is reason to do so, commits a sin

which requires Expiation.
68. Whatsoever monk having presented a robe to another

monk continues to use it as if not formally given, commits a

sin which requires Expiation.
69. Whatsoever monk being angry or displeased brin<

against a sinless pious monk a charge of "suspension from

monkhood" which is groundless, commits a sin which requir*

Expiation.

• 70. Whatsoever monk goes on a journey together with a

1 Properly, an enclosure used as a preaching-gromidi
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woman even to the nearest village, without there being any
other man, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

Summary.—Robbers, under twenty years of age, digging,
invitation, training, quarrelling, going away without saying
anything, discourtesy, drinking and at a wrong time.

71. Whatsoever monk journeys by appointment along the
same route with a caravan of robbers, even as far as the next
village, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

72. Whatsoever monks admit into a full monk's order any
person under twenty years of age, commit a sin which re-
quires Expiation.

The ordination of the person is invalid and the monks too
are disgraced. Therein this is the right course.

73. Whatsoever monk digs earth with his own hands or
employs another person to dig it, commits a sin which
requires Expiation.

Tf

'*• A monk may accept an invitation for four months.
It he accepts it for a longer period he commits a sin which
requires Expiation.

Exception is to be made in the case of separate invitations,
repeated invitations, an invitation on a special occasion and a
Perpetual invitation. Therein this is the right course.

75. Whatsoever monk being addressed by a company of

T f Vh
M

S
'"
" brother

> y°u should train yourself in this course
or study'

', should answer thus: "by your words I shall not
submit raysetf to the training until I have made enquiries

a d f ki^
** W^ mo^^s wh° are depositaries of laws, precepts

n tables of contents : you are like children unwise, unlearnedM stuPid"—commits a sin which requires Expiation.
A monk, even if he is desirous of attaining omniscience,

den f

SU himself t<> ^e training. The monks who are
positaries of laws, precepts and tables of contents should also

*>e interrogated.

Therein this is the right course.

monk
^hcitsoever monk sits in silence overhearing when

a

s are quarrelling, making a disturbance, showing dis-

of kn
entS °r are en§aged in a dispute, with the sole intention

Expiat^
lng wilatever they utter, commits a sin which requires

en?a ']
^atsoever monk, when the community of monks is

withof
ln * forma* inquiry, rises from his seat and goes away

there
Sayin& anything to the monks who remain, unless

Expiat"

8 reasoa to do so > commits a sin which requires

sh0w
'

li the monk (referred to in the previous rule) does not
nv nAnrfAn" u ~ ~ "

' -* ' uires Expiation.

lnf . « ^iiuAQ win-ucci ui distilled liquor so as to
7 JJ

ny °ourtesy, he commits a sin which req

i«*
'

.

a m°uk drinks corn-beer or distille
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80. Whatsoever monk entering a village at a wrong time
does not speak a word to the monk who resides there, unless
there is reason to do so, commits a sin which requires Expiation.

Summary.—Receiving meal, dawn, first time, needle-case,
mat, itches, garment, and the Sugata's robe.

81. Whatsoever monk, who has been invited to a house
to receive his meal, goes on walking to other houses either

before the meal time or after the meal time without saying
anything to the inviter, 1 unless there is reason to do so, com-
mits a sin which requires Expiation.

82. Whatsoever monk very early in the morning before the

rise of the dawn, when jewels and things considered as jewels
have not yet been collected , is seen going away from the door
or threshold of the house of an anointed ksatriya king,
unless there is reason to do so, commits a sin which requires
Expiation.

83. Whatsoever monk, when at the half- month the So-sor-
thar-pa is being recited, should say thus: " O brethren, now
for the first time do I notice that 'this' rule is embodied
in the Scripture and is included in it " ; and if other monks
should observe concerning that monk thus: " this monk has
sat at the recitation of the So-sor-thar-pa twice or thrice, not
to say oftener, he should not be overlooked for betraying this

ignorance, but he should be dealt with according to the law for

the offence he has committed '

'
; regret should be expressed

for him thus: " brother, this is an evil, this is a loss to

you that when the So-sor-thar-pa is- recited you do not listen
to it with reverence, you do not consider it something superior
and holy you do not attend to it with care, you do not get it

impressed in your mind, you do not incline your ear to it, and
you do not meditate on it with all your hearts"—the monk
tor whom the regret is expressed commits a sin which requires
E \ piation.

84 Whatsoever monk causes a needle-case to be made of

ivory, bone or horn commits a sin which requires Expiation.
I he needle-case so made should be broken

85. When a monk is having a bedstead or chair made for

the monkhood he should make its legs eight fingers in height,
according to the Buddha's fingers, exclusive of the portion
inside the bed or chair. He who exceeds that limit commits
a sin which requires Expiation.

The excessive portion of the bedstead or chair so made
must be cut off.

86. Whatsoever monk makes or causes to be made for the
monkhood a bedstead or chair stuffed with cotton, commits
a sin which requires Expiation.

1 Layman present.
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From the bedstead or chair so stuffed, cotton should be
taken out.

87. When a monk prepares a carpet to sit upon, it must be
of the right measure. Herein this is the right measure, viz.
two of Buddha's spans in length, one and a half in breadth
and one span in the borders. If he exceeds that limit he
commits a sin which requires Expiation.

The excessive portion of the carpet so made should be cut
off.

88. Whatsoever monk is to make a cloth to cover itches it

must be made of the right measure. Herein this is the right
measure of the itch-covering cloth : in length four spans and in
width two spans, according to the Buddha's span. If he
exceeds that limit he commits a sin which requires Expiation.

The excessive portion of the cloth so made should be cut
off.

89. If a monk is to make a garment for the rainy season
it must be of the right measure. Herein tins is the right
measure of the rain-garment: in length six spans and in
breadth two spans and a half, according to the Buddha's
sPan. If he exceeds that limit he commits a sin which
requires Expiation.

Ihe excessive portion of the garment so made should be

., ."• Whatsoever monk in going to have a robe made of
tne dimensions of the Sugata's robe makes it larger, commits a
«n which requires Expiation.

Herein this is the measure of the Sugata's robe : in length

8pan
PanS and in breadfch six sPans >

according to the Sugata's

whi I

etnren
> I have recited the ninety rules regarding sins

,,"
C" require Expiation. In this respect do I ask my brethren

do T

y
°i

U perfectly Pure ? " A second time and a third time

brerh
my brethren "are you perfectly pure?" The

thev i

afe Perfectly Pure in respect of them. Therefore
y ao not say anything. So do I understand.

J>PR Rules regarding Matters to be Confessed.

So-sor-l_wags.par-bya-wahi-chos-bshi.

Pratidesanlva dharmah.

and Sn!>
mary'~~Village

' another house, learner's household

matted
7 pIaCe

* The rules of confession as to these four
rs were proclaimed by Buddha, the beneficent speaker.

C°Qfesa
re

i

are
' ° bretllren, four rules regarding matters to be

mouth
aS knowu from tnc So-sor-thar-pa recited each half-
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1. Whatsoever monk, when a nun not related to him is

on the highway during her visit to a village for alms, accepts

from her with his own hand food, either soft or hard, and

drinks or eats it, should go to a grove outside and make a

confession to the monks thus :
" brethren, I have perpetrated

a low and unbecoming act which ought to be confessed and so do

I confess it." This is a matter which ought to be Confessed.

2. When many monks invited to a layman's house are

eating, if a certain nun staying there says :
" here give soup,

here give rice, here give pulses, here give again
"

9
she should

be exhorted by the monks thus: "stand aside, sister, for a

while until the monks should finish eating." If even a single

monk does not dare to exhort the nun in the above way, then

all those monks going to an outside grove should make a con-

fession to the monks thus :
" brethren, we have committed

a low and unbecoming act which ought to be confessed and so do

we confess it." This is a matter which ought to be Confessed.

3. Whatsoever monk accepts with his own hand food,

either soft or hard, in a learner's household 1 which has been

declared by the monkhood to be under learner's regulations,

without having been previously invited, and drinks or eats it,

should go to an outside grove and make a confession to the

monks thus: " brethren, I have committed a low and un-

becoming act which ought to be confessed and so do I confess

it. Confessed
4. Whatsoever

situated in a region which is solitary, insecure and beset with

various dangers, accepts food, soft or hard, of which he was not

previously informed, in the outside grove [the life of the man

who offers food being thus exposed to danger], and drinks or eats

it, should go to the outside grove and make a confession to the

monks thus: "0 brethren, I have committed a low and un-

becoming act which ought to be confessed and so do I confess

it." This is a matter which ought to be Confessed.
brethren, I have recited the four rules regarding matters

which ought to be Confessed. In this respect do I ask my

brethren "are you perfectly pure therein ? " A second time

and a third time do I ask my brethren " are you perfectly pure

therein ?
" The brethren are perfectly pure therein. There-

fore they do not say anything. So do I understand.

Many Rules which must be Learnt.

Bslab-pahi-ehos-man-po

.

Saiksya dharmah.

Summary.—Seven rules regarding the under-garmen^
three rules regarding the upper-garment, five rules regards

I This refers to a family which is strongly faithful but vcvy pool'.
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the belting, etc., five rules regarding the head-cover, etc., five
rules regarding jumping, etc., five rules regarding the body, etc.,
nine rules regarding sitting down, and eight rules regardin*'
giving and taking.

brethren, here are many rules which must be Learnt as
known from the So-sor-thar-pa recited each half-month.

1. I shall put on my under-garment all around me.
2. I shall put on my under-garment so that it is not tucked

up too much.

3 I shall put? on my under-garment so that it is not let
down too much (to drag on the ground).

4. I shall put on my under-garment so that it does not
hang down like the trunk of an elephant.

.,« vt
* sha11 Put on my under-garment so that it is not folded

up like the leaf of a palm tree.

™«
6

'

,

I
1

sha
!

1 Put on my under-garment so that it does not
appear like the beards of barley.

a™
7

*

J.,

8ha11 Put on my under-garment so that it does not
appear like the expanded head of a snake.

8. I shall put on my upper-garment all around me.

u^Ja
S
.

put 0n my upper-garment so that it is not
iutKea up too much.

dowiHo
l Sha11 PUt °n my uPPer*garment so that [t is not let

12 T

8

t
a11 g° amidsfc the houses with my clothes well tied.

Put on
8

g° amidst fcne houses with my clothes well

U T ^u
1

]
g° amidst the houses speaking few words.

evp, j.i'fL
8ha11 g° amidst the houses without moving my

eyes hither and thither.

88 a yoke
8ha11 8° amidsfc fche houses looking only as high

head
^^ g0 am^st fche houses without covering my

grimac'
^^ g° amid9t tlle houses without making any

tn^ \
S

, ^0 amidst the houses without pressing my head
*" my shoulders

.

mv h^} Sha11 §° amidst the houses without folding together
7 bands upon my neck.

mv ha,^
S

* §° amidst the houses without folding together
' ^nds upon my arms.

Si T L

22 T 1
* g0 amidsfc fche houses without taking any jump.

A shall go amidst the houses without stretchingmy limbs.
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23. I shall go amidst the houses without squatting.

24. I shall go amidst the houses without leaning on my

breast.

25. I shall go amidst the houses without leaning to

my side.

26. I shall go amidst the houses without jerking my body.

27. I shall go amidst the houses without shaking my
hands.

28. I shall go amidst the houses without moving my head.

29. I shall go amidst the houses without putting together

my arms.

30. I shall go amidst the houses without complicatin
my hands.

While not ait down on a

couch without being bidden.
32. While amidst the houses I shall not occupy a seat

without an examination of it.

33. While amidst the houses I shall not get down on a

seat with the weight of my whole body.
While amidst the houses I shall not sit down laying

my feet one above the other.

While
my thighs one above the other.

sit down laying

While
my ankles one above the other.

While
ing my feet.

38. While amidst the houses I shall not sit down
stretching out my feet.

39. While amidst the houses I shall not sit down making
my privy parts visible.

40. I shall take my meal in a decent manner.
41. I shall not cover my meal.
42. I shall not make my bowl brimful with sauce.
43. I shall look into the bowl and its borders.
44. I shall not hold forth the bowl until the meal, hard or

soft, has come.

45. I shall not out of greediness cover up the rice with

sauce.

46. I shall not out of greediness cover up the sauce with

the rice.

47. I shall not hold a bowl (plate) over the meal, hard or

soft.

Summary.—Six rules regarding good eating, five rul<

regarding tsu-tsu, etc., and five rules regarding the licking 01

hand, etc.
°
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48. I shall eat up my meal in a handsome manner.
49. The bits eaten shall not be too small.

50. The bits eaten shall not be too large.

51. The bits eaten shall be of a moderate size.

52. The mouth shall not be opened wide until the bits

have been eaten up.
53. Nothing should be spoken while the mouth is filled

with the bits.

54. I shall not make tsu-tsu noise.
55. I shall not make cag-cag noise.
56. I shall not make hu-hu noise.
57. I shall not make phu-phu noise.
58. I shall not eat by lolling out my tongue.

59. I shall not prefer one kind of corn to another.
60. I shall not prefer one kind of taste to another.
61. I shall not plaster my cheeks (with the remains of

food).

62. I shall not lick my palate.

§
63. I shall eat without cutting my mouthfuls into several

pieces.

64. I shall not lick my hand.
65. I shall not lick my bowl.
66. I shall not shake my hands.
67. I shall not shake my bowl.-•• -*. oucwi nut snane my dowi.
68. I shall not eat my food making it a sort of pagoda.

relat

Summary.—Four rules relating to upbraiding, etc., ten rules
re atmg to the begging bowl, five rules as to standing, etc., five
rules regarding the covered head, etc., five rules regarding the
wearing of braided hair, etc., five rules regarding the riding on
anelephant, etc., six rules regarding the holding of a staff, etc

«* the hand, and four rules for the sick.

69 I shall not look on the bowl of a monk that sits by me
w«* an intention of upbraiding him.

TO. I shall not take into my hand a water-pot while my
n*nd is soiled with the leavings of a meal.

'1. I shall not pour out water soiled with the leavings of
meal on a monk that sits by me.

'f I shall not pour out water soiled with the leavings of a
ai mt (the inner court of) a house without the permission

1 the master of the house.

rn^A } shaI1 n°t Pour out the remains of a meal from the
^de of y begg

.

ng £QwL
'*. 1 shall not place my begging bowl on the ground with-

out any support.
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75. I shall lay my bowl not on a precipice, nor in an abyss,

nor on a steep declivity.

76. I shall not wash my bowl in a standing posture.

77. I shall wash my bowl not on a precipice, nor in an

abyss, nor on a steep declivity.

78. I shall not fetch water in my begging bowl from a

rapid river drawing it against the current.

79. Standing I shall not preach religion to a person who

remains sitting, unless he is sick.

80. I shall not preach religion to a person who remains

lying down, unless he is sick.

81. Sitting on a low seat I shall not preach religion to a

person who occupies a high seat, unless he Is sick.

82. While going behind I shall not preach religion to a

person who goes before me, unless he is sick.

83. Walking on the edge of a road I shall not preach

religion to a person who is walking on the road , unless he is

sick.

84. I shall not preach religion to a person whose head is

covered, unless he is sick.

85. I shall not preach religion to a person whose garment

is tucked up, unless he is sick.

86. I shall not preach religion to a person who is embrac-

ing another, unless he is sick.

87. I shall not preach religion to a person who folds his

hands together upon his neck, unless he is sick.
88. I shall not preach religion to a person who folds up

his arms, unless he is sick.

89. I shall not preach religion to a person who wears

braided hair , unless he is sick.

90. I shall not preach religion to a person who wears a

cap, unless he is sick.

91. I shall not preach religion to a person who has a

diadem on his head, unless he is sick.
92. I shall not preach religion to a person who has a gar-

land round his head, unless he is sick.
93. I shall not preach religion to a person whose head is

wrapped round, unless he is sick.

94. I shall not preach religion to a person who is mounted

on an elephant, unless he is sick.
95. I shall not preach religion to a person who is mounted

on a horse, unless he is sick.

96. I shall not preach religion to a person who is carried

in a palanquin, unless he is sick.

97. I shall not preach religion to a person who is sitting

in a carriage, unless he is sick.
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98. I shall not preach religion to a person who puts on
high-heeled shoes, unless he is sick.

99. I shall not preach religion to a person who holds a

staff in his hand, unless he is sick.

100. I shall not preach religion to a person who holds an

umbrella in his hand, unless he is sick.

101. I shall not preach religion to a person who holds a

weapon in his hand, unless he is sick.

102. I shall not preach religion to a person who holds a

sword in his hand, unless he is sick.

103. I shall not preach religion to a person who holds a

battle-axe in his hand, unless he is sick.

104. I shall not preach religion to a person who puts on a

coat of mail, unless he is sick.

105. I shall not discharge ordure and urine in a standing

posture, unless I am sick.

106. I shall not cast ordure, urine, spittle, snivel, snot
or vomited matter into the water, unless I am sick.

107. I shall not cast ordure, urine, spittle snot or vomited
matter into a place covered with green grass, unless I am sick.

108. I shall not climb higher on a tree than the height of

a full-grown man, unless I am urged by any danger.

brethren, I have recited the many rules which must be
Learnt. In respect of them I ask "are you perfectly pure
therein ?" A second time and a third time I ask " are you
perfectly pure therein!" In this matter the brethren are

perfectly pure, therefore they do not say anything. So do I

understand.

Seven Rules for the Settlement of Disputes.

Btsod-pa-shi-war-bya-wahi-chos-bdun.

Adhikarana-samatha dharmah.

.
Summary.—In presence, by recollection, not being out of

mi»a, by majority, by inquiry into the true nature, by cover-
mgover as with grass, and by an undertaking.

brethren, here are the seven rules for Settling disputes
known from the So-sor-thar-pa recited each half-month.

J\J° case of a dispute fit to be Settled in presence, the
Proceedings must be conducted in the presence of the parties
concerned.

t
,

2
- In case of a dispute fit to be Settled from recollection,

e Proceedings must be conducted from the recollection of the
Person accused.
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3. In case of a dispute fit to be Settled for a person who is

no longer out of his mind, the proceedings must be conducted
on the notion that the person is no longer out of his mind.

4. In case of a dispute fit to be Settled by a majority of the

monks, the proceedings must be conducted by the majority
5. In case of a dispute fit to be Settled with an inquiry

into its true nature, the proceedings must be conducted with
the inquiry.

6. In case of a dispute fit to be Settled by being covered
over as with grass, the proceedings must be conducted covering
it over as with grass.

7. In case of a dispute fit to be Settled by an undertaking
the proceedingB must be conducted by the undertaking of the

accused.

If disputes do arise these should be settled—perfectly
settled—by means of the above-mentioned seven rules for the

Settlement of disputes according to the precept, the law and
the instruction of the Teacher.

brethren, I have recited the seven rules for the Settle-

ment of disputes. In respect of them I ask my brethren "are
you perfectly pure therein ? " A second time and a third
time I ask my brethren " are you perfectly pure therein ?"

In this respect the brethren are perfectly pure. Therefore
they do not say anything. So do I understand.

brethren

!

Finished is the recitation of the Introduction to the

feo-sor-thar-pa.

Finished is the recitation of the four rules of Defeat
finished is the recitation of the thirteen rules as to

suspension from Monkhood.

tt a
F
/
ni8hed

,

is
.
the recitation of the two rules regarding

Undetermined Matters.

wwfnish
?
d "le recitation °i the thirty rules regarding sins

which involve Forfeiture.

a
.

Finis
,

hed » the recitation of the ninety rules regarding
sins which require Expiation.

irw^^i iS th° re°itation of the four rules regarding
matters which must be Confessed

and ^2l
hed

'1
th
u

recitation of the many rules-one hundred
and twelve—winch must be Learnt

ment rDSputes
1

!

6 re°itati0n
°f *" SeVen mleS for the^

th fi^
B
r,Z^K-

T
K
at
K
aPfca Arhat Samyak-sambuddha delivered

these rules which belong to and are included in the Scripture.
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There may arise other rules which accord with the Faith.
These too you should reconcile yourselves to, agree to, rejoice
in, cherish in your heart without dispute, remember and
carefully observe.

[Concluding Stanzas.]

The Buddhas say that patience is the excellent penance
and that it is the best Nirvana : he is not an anchorite who
injures others, and he is not an ascetic who insults
others (23).

•

Just as a person who possesses eyes and locomotion
escapes all dangers, so do ye avoid all sins in this world by
leading the life of a wise man (24).

Not to blame, not to injure, to live restrained under the
law, to be moderate in eating, to sleep and sit alone and to
dwell on the highest thoughts—this is indeed the teaching of
the Buddhas (25).*

Just as a bee alights on a flower and destroys not its
colour nor its scent, but taking a sip departs, so let a sage
dwell m his village (26).»

A sage notices neither the perversities of others nor what
others do or leave undone, but he should look only to his own
conduct, whether that be right or not (27).*

A person who conceives the highest thoughts, studies the
Jjnaamental characteristics of a saint, and thinks continuously

P
M
Ce

.'

attains Nirvana the final repose (28).
Merit greatly increases in one who is charitable, there is
enemy to one who is well restrained, a pious person shuns
sms and one whose troubles are over attains Nirvana (29).

6

,

ot
.

to commit any sin, to practise virtue and to cleanse
s mind, that is the teaching of the Buddhas (30).

6

is e a
*8 ^e reatrainti °f tne b°dy» the restraint in speech

thin
•

8° g°°d is the restraint of the mind, restraint in all

all /8 1S S°od. A monk restrained in all things is freed from
*" sorrows (31).

7

his b d
Wh° guards his speech, restrains his mind and lets not

these H
prac

.

tise any evil—being cleansed in his activity in

3ageS (32\

Ge directions—attains the road preached by the

Jpasyi the perfect seer, Slkhi the holder of a charming

of

no

all

5

3

2 Dham?
apa

^
a

'
BuddhaA gga, verse G.

- Dham Pa
^
a

'
Buddhav |ga verse 7.

* vtZZTi*' PuPP^Vi!a'. verse 6.

6 ^aSHSl PuPPhavagga, verse 7.

6 Dhamm
lml bana Sutta, chap. IV.

7 Dhamm
apa( a

'
Bllddhavagga. verse 5.ft-»nmapada, Bhikkhuvagga, verse 2.
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crest, ViSvabhu the protector of all, Krakucchanda the breaker

of the chain of transmigration, Kanakarauni the golden sage,

KaSyapa the keeper of light and Sakya-muni Gautama the

god of gods—these seven celebrated Lords of the universe,

great Protectors and wise Heroes, taught and spread the So-sor-

thar-pa in full details (33, 34).
1

It is revered by all the Buddhas and S'ravakas. By

showing reverence to it do you attain Nirvana which is un-

caused (35).
,

Arise, commence a new course of life, turn to the religion

of Buddha and subdue the army of the lord of death just as an

elephant demolishes a house of reeds (36).*

One who conscientiously practises this disciplinary doc

trine, will put an end to all sufferings by avoiding the cycle of

births (37).
8

To help one another in keeping the moral laws and to

disseminate the doctrine, this Sutra of So-sor- thar-pa should be

recited and the cleansing of sins should be effected by the

community of monks (38).

Those for whom the Sutra has been recited and for whom

the cleansing of sins has been prescribed should keep these

moral laws, just as a bos gavaeus preserves its tail (39).

Whatsoever merit I have achieved by reciting the So-sor-

thar-pa, by that may the entire world attain the position of the

Great Sage (40).

The Sutra of So-sor-thar-pa is finished.

It was translated (into Tibetan) by Jina Mitra, a great

master of Vinaya of the Arya Mula-sarvastivada school

and Vaibhasika teacher of Ka6mira—with the co-operation of

the Tibetan official interpreter and reviser venerable Kluhi-

rgyal-mtshan of the town of Cog-gru.

1 Atthavisati-paritta 6-7.

2 Arunavati Sutta quoted in the Manorathap
8 Arunavati Sutta.
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^c^w^q'q^'&^sfi

^^Q^'q'^^'^-nj
I

qfltfqq^-^csraj
|

*rw^'q-Qflv^ || 2

o^'^'&^W'^

^T^'S-^W!

S3

^•^oiC'^^-^igq-qq,

ifp^^^'f^J^ II
4

^cS'q^'aq-q^p^-q-q^I
|

£^*q§^-aj^3srq*^
|| 5

orHFSf^^q-^Sfi
1

^•^-^Y'^q^si 11
6
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r^T^qfi«rg^
\

C^ -S c-

^Krj^-^rg^-a^-wjc
|

^1^%™ I

*wv

7

*r^C-^q-yqcq^c;-

1

^__ -^

Tlwawl^^-^-g^^ ||
9

«^zrq^|^qq|^(^§c-

1

VFr ^a^r"wg^^ I

]

Explained in tho commentary as «'qr«I« St^«-«VS"|-«^« I

Uangyur,M,m. UU , folio 20).
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j^qJ^8WJTjsr?fS&'^
i

^q^g^q^q^g \\ 10

^•g^q^^^^qc-q
|

S5 "O

^ sp \£

^•^•^•q-^'s-qgc:^
|| i {

qsprq-g-q-^gw
|

*rw^'q^$rq^c;'

1

^•q^q^cq^q-Sidj
j

^yiq^q-q^qf

,

^•q^wj'^^q-q^
u 13

^q^q-^^-^-q-q^
j

W"5Wq-^fc-q-q^
J
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iwq^^-q^-q'-q^
|

f

^^q^q-q^ra-q-q?
j

^W3^q-q^|| 16

^•q^g^C^'q^arq'^l
[

oiC«'»jaj-q-
jjwjj-*|apr«rq^ || 1 7

OS

^^Spop:
J

^q^-q^-q-^c^l^-q^qg^^^
|

*

^^•^•q^-q'^C'^'q^-l^l^^^^'S^'^^

I ifoj
'=" signifies -jt^ (Tangyur, Mdo, Bu, folio 25)

1*1 w explained as *r*| (Tshu, folio 200).
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^'^^T^'^'S'^'^^T^'I^^ I 3^*1"%

q*i| ^^'iF^'^'g'q's'^ii

*r%*?§p\
! 5^^-qg^q*g3j|

w^S^'gorg^

1

srwqw^q^g
|

^«c-g^-Br^-^
|| 19

^aw^gaj-q^-q-q
j

^•q^'CT|3^'^-qgq-q-^

S*q'^q]'Cq|'^-g^
|

^^•qac-Sf8}
1

^«^"«Tpgarowrc^-aai-c\g^ i| 2 l
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gwsjq^^^c-

1

^•gor^q^ig^rq^g^
||

22

^ so >o

•^•q^q^srw'g'^
1 ^7^'^fF

so

Cscv

^FK'^q^g^i i^^Sr^l^r^r^-gc-Sj^r^'

^^'fg^-oiafq|g5|-g-q^-q|q|^-q^ |
qCT'Spf

H.*«. Cv
S3

£5
S9 S9

'^^^w^-qBT^I"^^ I
^'9W'

w^^-q^Ssrg-q|gW?T| ^W^lp^'
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*Jsrq*-qg*'q<V5$rqS
|

Srsrq

^•^^•^c:^-q^c;-

1

^nr^^q^-g-q
|

^t^'IH^^'^ I

(SB^rq^^-cqgqsi-q'Sjdj
||

I'^a^S^^^^^^-^^q-q^^gc'c
||

^•^^^c^vgt^^c^aj^qgq'q^^'

q^-g^q^l | qgq-q-^gorqgjq-q-^q^q^^g^r^'

ll^^-q^|^q^|q]'q-q^-gc;-q^-^-q^^
| ^f
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q
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^q^-| sSp-JT^'i ^q^'|^q#Yq I ^%
Cv Cv

S^
|
ir^*q^?fl^'§p |

^•^•q^'^r^"

srfl ^|5q| qpF]| g^^'fj?T| i^ra^l w5f

\3

1 Explained as T^'^^'^'W^^^^-^^^^^V^'l^'iV^ ^° ?

folio 72),
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p
,
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T i ^#r^'^'^'!hyj i
oj^^a^^ i

^T^rq^E"^
| awfg^-qgccsi 1

c^-o^rfc

^•^sN-|c-q^c^5j-q-^
|

l^rgwfsciTR'f£r

<f

N3
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SD NO * SP

dfc*T q^' g^ q-or Q^'^' G\jgqf q'*p' gj^' qq;<W Gfl*l 1
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^c^-q|^qT^-g^rjpw"3"fl^
>o "O S5
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J
q^-q-^-q-y |

qsfffj

S^ctwq^s?
|
w^^-q^q^Sprqjgcffr^

I

S3

q^fq^-q I q^qj-q]-|^-pcq-fsip-a^-qpi 1 ifl'fl i

^l^f^Fr^'E^ 1
^•^•0^'^
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^Z'^'q^fq-^q
| ^^^g^^'^"
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|

CV Cv
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Bu, folio 119).
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^^l^Po^i ! ^rlF^'Wrf^'

^awsrg^3a|
i ^l^^g^q^-^-crW-^^'

>0 ' XP '
-

\5

^T|V^'lr^
|

^^•^•^•q-Scrj-Sc-
1 j^

^IF^TT5^*1
1 ^t^F^T^'^'



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 85
[N.8.]

^^•^^^^^^ [1 10

hsz\ ^r^f^c^cr
j

^jgb^orSw'si

f¥it ^'SSrg^i ^^^^gc^-Si

^'gwr^i
| w^a^'S^s^^'WS^

^f^'^^(^-vJM I
sr^W^a^^'fh'5

|

Ml
I'^^-q-g-q |

^fpa^S^C^nrq'ajC'

'

q'*%§
! J^^^'S^#r«r



86 Jovrn. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

<^c
|

^orq-sr^si-^c^nfei^-gra-apr^q-yqic^
|

^'fWF^i'V*) 1 ^3j^W3w%v
>o

q^| ^•qwq-*| ,%q^ ,

§^| wSb^^CBT
qs«fSn^q-oi

|
^c^q-^q^- «c;•sS^^R

,

N2

garsg=rpr%
1 ^^q^q-^Yg^-sF^wr

9$^ ] T't^*^'^^^'lf'ts
"aRc^

^ «N CS^^•^•q^g- qcvgv ^- ^^'q^m^^^c:^^-

^TT^I ^t^'^^'W^T^ |!
n

^C^q^-a,
,

^qr!Tjc;-0»|-gajT^q
J

|T



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 87
[N.S.]

e^I wm\ ^q-j^-dji ^'ip^pr^'lp
CV c*^sra^sf^

i a-^^TBsr^TO^h
vqc

\q^^%'^|'q
|

^q*J^'J^I |
£^C^q'^|

i^^R^rw«flf5j^
I

^^p^^cvpr&i

^TQflfq] ^-g^-qpi^q | (^t^W^P'^I

^T^'^'^j^W
|
^ac-prHW^^"^ 1

M^tl^^-g^i ^-i^| "FRRW
*> Cv

WFH^wgs i
prOTit^^'^^

^i ^-§-^1 ^f~^mw*n
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cs cv

^^'IS^WW^T^& '^\ yIfi'^^T^
l

^'^3^1 ^f-^^f^^^'3^-^^^

S3

3^ 1 ^^^'^^5^^-w^^q^g^

W^^^^&^z'sfi q^pi*»P

^aw^-^q|
| ^w^^wq^qfg-^«



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 89
[N.S.]

W^^g^ww^
i

q^-^-qX^q^g-q-sr^-

q-vsrg^
| %^t;'^qir^^a^'q^a

g
a

<iff^
CV Cv

q'OT^'^-q^c:-
1
^^c-^-q^gV^

[ aft

^»sSF^
I

^^•g^'qs^-^'^'^q^-q^q|^-q^g •

^^'5^
I

^C^q-^q^-^-q|«--q^g-q-*I-

^fc'^-^fK-^^^^q^ i *f

^'^'W^-^-^ll 13



90 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

N3

^c^c-q^-gsrq
|

l'§^'^^^"c\w^*g^'«r
SO %P

^^•^^•«^-%^f^'3«:i ^f^^'
S3 v»

q^9'ql^'9'q^l ^Ip^sg'^'^l2^

I

"l*W?Tl S'^^*|^yfc^-g-^'^'^roi^ptf

^
^9

» Orig. ^C'm^N |
in commentary V'H'S (Tshu, folio 70) expla

as 3f «'«q|'§
|

el



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 91

[N.S.]

fl-c^qo^-s^*!
i

SKW
|

^'q^q^'D^'A^'^
II

>*s

^C^' ^]'src*rqa^^^'G^' ^^fprfft

^ | ^•^•^•q^-^-(^*q*W^3c^'
||

^q-gW^-q-aj |
o^q-g^'q^q^q-

^q^g^lfc-
|

^•q
,cT|q-y^-q|^*^S^ ,^ iSc

T

^
I

r̂ '§^o|^-i^'q]c;-^c^c;'q^-|^q^'g^^

NO

*^%^'^-q*l
|

^^c^c^gsrq^

^|W§^3C
1

^^q-^^-q^^'^^-qS,'^

1 t«|-«K5TW ?Usi
|
Swq*rq§q*T^ |

(**»' folio 7,)
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1 ^ ' NP NO

w^c'^^cqsrfjsrq^g^
| ^'IF*^'^'^'

<S? so

psr§w^ | £^^^^ CT^ I ^'S\
\D no

"SO sO N2

^C'^'^-q^^i'^ ||
2

& ^c ^-q-^ q^* 5prsr£*r qS;Sf^fsrq'^
qyaj-3^y| ^q-q^'^^c;^^q^q|'^'6'^^|^

NO

g^q^cg^-js^-gsrqs
|

mm
|

<^<£crq^q-q^i£|'q^cr

1

^IT^'^*^' I

£F^?VW^l^'T'Trqwl

*^C«rWqq*-qc\
||



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 93
[N.S.]

X^c^q'^sp'q^cg^wg^-Hr^q]^
|

'^"g^^'^'^'^'^'^'^'^^gc'r
||

^rspswr^srs^q*!
|

^'^C'gr^qi'q^-q^

^'^%-sT]g^Q|^'^^'q|^-q]c;'^c^c;'q^c:- 1 Qt&w
CV CS

W!l B^ic-^H 2

c*r ^r *Tpr ya^ * ^^ q-pj*; Sprg* g*r or^r
SP

TO

^^gXl T^^^'q^^^-gc-q^cg^ 11

3

S3

q

p nr<r®^'^IT1!* ! WI^'3
!

CV >^>



94 Jmm. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

^^c^-jgsrq^
| g^^%^f

>̂3

>j>

b^i ^w^n «

|*rq^T§f ^crsiy^sr^-q§; qpfy?fc-or3prQ%f&
NO N©

5^1 ^q-^orygsria^
| l^'q^^'^T^I f

3*r5prsic^^^qva^fl
|
^|p^^w^ifi'

\

sjpjqprg^y^sr ^cqssr q<vsj^-^q* §rq*'3^1

^^•^^•q^q^gcqq^cg^U 7

TO^l^'^TT* 1
|*'q^%C^^'

^q*r5pnj'^crj-g^'apj
| q^f^sr3'%^'

^g-q^carq^cr
|

^nr5pr$c;-q
| ^g'q^f*'

SD

^"§^11 qac-HfQ^'q^|^g3q'q^qp
I
|*Hff



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 05
[N.S.]

ffw*p?TT9***F3%^^TgqprqS,^-|-%

^^^c^rrSpr^^
1 <^g%fwq^

^SF^Ifcii^TF 1 S*'^'W'^f<V

WtT§^ J
q3C^Q^-q^§^|srq^

E«r q^Sj- §c#

sry^- *r%q'Y ^^f^fi' ^fc'apra^

&»



96 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal [March & April, 1915.

q^-gw
i
^^*^^^'3'^'^ql'i^^ 1 TOR

qparzj-^-5fcY§^apj
i
^|p^-^'f^3^q^'

sjpafq^3#^3=T] |

g^-gq-qo^
|

sj^q^'qq^

gsric^i l^'^'^l g^°*fr*^l ^orgw^

^•^•q-^9
1 fr^'TO^S^^^^i

^^g^^-^-S^-s^^aj-q-qar^-q
| 4p&

w$p\
| j^'J^'^'j'^'c^'2^*^ |

nprc^^^n

-o\

^^^q^^'g-q^-^'S^-ql^-q^-q^
i
?*m^

S9



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 97

[N.S.]

(^S^r^v^'T^^* *F"»fc^rq^'qy(^"W^T

^-q^s^c*
1

^jgw^sc-q^^qj^'q*'

sg~=;
|

^rq^q^gc\ i ^p^^wqp^
S3

}

^V^'sic-api
i

&^c;-^q^aryg^q'q^^

^g^-qjaq-SKM^q^q-dj
|

• qpr^^-apT

^•qq]^
| qpry^-gq^^q^'^^S^^'i'

^ >° S3 xS

^g-^c-Si-i's-q^q^-q^gS^i ^q^^g'^'S'T

^wJS^'S'^^S"^"^^ I TJ'T^'^F"5
!



)

98 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

®W0\]

fj^q^q^^'^ST*^'
|

3^11 »

^j gcq^cg^u 12

^9|^c'5f^aj'E»pi^crg^,

*-qJ9^ |
g^w^f

^ .^.^qq'^'q^gzT]*q^*g5j q|g3Tq-Sj-^]^-qT^q^q^

qj3q"qp|'Ta|^rq»si|-q^-g^
| qpy*$&*•SpTS'^f^pf

q^q^pq-qai-aj^^-q^q|-q^'^-ni^^q-g^
|

gCTV

jprnjcrspj *rgw!jir$cq ™i»;^^l

1 »iff-q*| |
q^q.oj

,

^q-r^^
(

(Tshu, folio 83).



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 99

[N.8.]

^'ff^'l^ 1 ^'q'l^q'q^q^^^'q^lf^cr
(

F3^|] 15
\3

'^'q^'^q^-^'^'q^-q^g^
|

^aWGfi*W
%3 S3

o ^

v^ §p qp • ^- Sf of]* Spr qp^* *j5°r °^' 5*

^^'Y^i^'gc-q^^c-q^^ll is
10

>*9

3^§CS^^^„ 19

*&$($$: *\z?f£z-^-y^ ^ *F«^F
3^ 1! •jo

320).

1

^a>«i-^q-'^.|«.q.^t.-^
i

.g.i.araa
|
«-a-is-«-«i«'

|S (Bu, folio

\
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Sf5TGll

gcqa^psr^-^qpi^
i

WTOIW*^f*
1

^'§rfj- QJSV^S;jp qi^*qw 3*'«T qF^^ q'^

%g| qpprli*g| d]^-^-l^'q^-g-q^ | (35«Tfq5;W

^^•q^'p^j^arq^^q^ga^ ^rg^K' 5

^•or^'^oi^il 22

BIT ^|'If *»p ^•^•qg^'q5
v

;
^T|-q^*q'^*?^'

tms; e»r q^fqf• ^•sr%ii- q-Sfpwy £i§cT
i''"^

\3 -O



Vol. XI. Nos. 3 & 4] So-sor-thar-pa. • 101

[N.S.]

^•^•y^-g-^'q- g^^^^q^'q^'q^^'q^^'

fl-gc^l ^qy^^q^^cf | a^fft
\s so ^

wr^C'^q-^q^-q^'g^^
|

^ra^'p7^'

3*WFFl 1
'2^c;*^-q^-^q-^^-^C'S'q^c-

1

^•gsr^
i

^c^q-^q-^-^-pqSi-grcw'

h|^^iw^
| ^^y^F^^fF

C\ cv

^'S^gT^'Q^'f I
qa^'q^ !

qsa-q-ssro^
|

^sr«^^|«r5«r^*^ff^^^ !i
24

* cv^ I g*gai%«ri^
i TRFWl""^

.. ^ <*

^l^^'g^cq^-aj-gcq^c-g^^ |l
25

VJf^«r^|TT$P&i
1

9^'siS«OT<*c
'q"^

^ 1 q^-q*q^'3C'q^^'^*|^ | ^T^Y 1

sc^

flffll 26



102 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

^•wc^fl'^-q-^qiap-sior^^q'^^rsr^C

qsswgqprq 1
a^^'q^rqssrq^'^srq

1
^^'

qTW*w 1
^^•^c-q^rq^^-q^g^'q-^'

^|-«j^g^oi
I

^3j-g--«pjafq-q^ |
Qj^awrspr

• qptsnaftt
I
^^*^c;-^c:^C'q'|?]'CT|^-q^=r]*q^g^

1

^"owr^^q^-o^flj^g^q^c-g^
|| 27

*pr|p jpw §*r Sfar^r 3"|' q*^3=T|' g^r^g^'3"

SpwS^qtfflrq*'^! ^'^^^I'^'S^
q^-qsc-q^g^

i ^^'^iF^'^'^^iF
NP '

NP

s9

29

q^-q^q-q^|j3j-q]^q|-qrT|^ai-q'^^-^
|

^*K

1 Xv*f*rTj'N*««r*jlff*-aiir<^*rqtf
|

(Tshu, folio 97).



VoL XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa

.

103
[N.S.]

sq ^T |
%z-g'^'] g-^g-q-^qpi^

|

ffSFJ-q^^-^C-^^q^qas-g^rqgq^ I

^'^•^'^^qc^'^'q^w:^ oksiw q^-go^
|s

^c jjafq-^ q^q|* 5prgc qH; ip g*v§wg«

^TW^fTll ^'^^•5j^ ,^C'^*q^^
CV CV



[
qsj-q-c^'q

]

N5 !*?

sjsr^
I

"^c-ga^-q^wqi^c-

1

IJ5TOI
\

gm^'^'sp
i

f^"gvFw^ i

a^-^-^rc^-a^k &*f
|

q^^g^qj^-^ |,

*-^ff^f^lr*^"w*faftspfig
q*

w^^JwfMi 3

W ^j-fjt *p ^j$p q^- q$r Si-*%J*f



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 105
[N. 8.)

jFI*pra*r^ 1
^•^•^•q'^^'y^^ i| 5

^TTSF"8^"
I

qp3^qs^q^6*|*rq^rs*[
Cv

^^flTFs^ii 6

m\ 7

^'^IpJF 1 g^'^^^'^^'^^'^^'g^'^^^s*

a*n$^ll 9

^%lpfJC 1
|-q-|^3^«C'SfW^^^'

V^%^q-qTg^-sr|?^^crgsTl! 10

* *n the commentary q^*r" explained as Mfa'rf'S* (Tshu, folio
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^3TGJ|

STq^g-q-q^q^ |

^'t^F^' 1

Qac^"BWrl
L(#H* 1

W

^gQ^qp^-g^p-g^ ]|
12

^•^^•fFS^ll 13

^C'^fc^l ^^fg^| fea&
.

srosipp
1

^gcqjq^-erm-si-qsorq^'^ri^ I

T^S***'fFW1'!
I "F'lffll 14

c^._£«

^•^sfc-^F 1 ^-^f^tptf"^*^
N9 >»

SO ^

^Sfc-^ ^'^'^W^lT^T^^S^'Xll 15

1 f^3^R*
! |-w*>q'v^ I S«r^' ! j^TTV^W5

!
<
Tshul06)

'



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 107
[N.S.]

*wrapi| ^^^r^T^TF"^ I ^Ipf^

S9

\0 NJ5

w 'Flip *F^f *Vfi '
9' I^T qq

TF'^ *\

%3' i^S^'^'f i
y^w] ^ttfI^ ii

is

WF3TTh is

^T^Y^^q^pi-q^-qiC^ |
sr*j^«W

1

90).

^'^^•gq-g^-qr^ (Mu, folio
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sisr^l

^^'^^'^

!

O N^

^"g^^'I^^ST^ 11

Bff^|§fc*fr i s^^F^^^f-*

or^j
|
Str^Y9'V?^ *'q

fi
qF ,

5 1 ^"9^ 1!
21

flfwWR^ II
22

:

^9^11 25

1 qjjjVq-XN-g^e/gjc^q
|

^'ga^c/giaj-q-^c/
|

ae/i^Tfa'^

qN'SJ^S^q*
1
(Mu, folio 105).



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.1 So-sor-thar-va. mo
[N.S.]

P W*

flpT^I V^T'^WI 26

W^| V&|TOgq|$ET| g^.p^ ( ^
^1 ^T^'^T^'^'^'fl^ ! ^C'l^U 27

>0 \5

XD N3

ffcTq
|

WC^C;^C:*^^cr|'CT]^-q|3m
i

N3 ^<-%
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^7ir^'^^%^
| afq-^'3T

i
(W1^ l

our

^(w^'q^^rg^ii

q^'S^'JC'qg^'q^g'l
| ^'^'^'"J^ll 33

5NC ^pf|pup^r q^- ^9||p a*r%&- gar

q-ai
|

^q^'^^c:"i•^•5Q•s
|

^•gc:•Q^'^•q•c^gc^
,

?w^c:g^|| 35

1 «Iv^'^ JI
!*''i''

s'N-g,-q
l
(Bu, folio 136)



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. m
[N.S.]

(^^r=T<^
>0 >0

yw| ^'(^'q'^c'i ^'^'^j ^
FT^«^^^*r%T|| se

\9 vO

^•^•^•^c-^fl'u^q^-qs^-qc^
|

qaQ
.

q

^"'fTSP'F 1
^"q^rqa^q^'Q^girq

W^»ra-aj^c:-g^|| 38

^'^§cr «rp srgaj- q*- pprS^'qi^-awa^c

^sr^^c-^u 39

^•q^qjijl ^ar^rj ^c-| w^r| y^

5% air q?^-q-^yg^- ^-g-gsr^W jpr^
1

^^•a-aj-^-g^,, 40

S^'QI|

^fc^cq|wg'^TF^ 1

^•^•q^'^^fq*^C-
J

q^q|^cq39r^q|dpi-c:^ u



112 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

^c^^i^^c^q^^'a^^-q^^q^-^

C^

B*r^i t^-g^^m^f^ll 42

Cv

V3 ^ ^

qa^| ipj-yj'Sfor^C^^Sl
| q5C\'^H qaQ\'q

'

^ .fc

9wF3vm 44

c^5j-|p=rp
1
^^wq -^^f^cg^ II

45

^TSF^T *"' ^ °f^ <K'«$f^T 5®r2fr^

^ VP

,8—.. *.«r

fc^g^pg^ 47

1 5|*T§*]*rq* (Mu, folio 195).

2
B'*1"!'^' I **fW I it'^S*' I

a5-fa|-»*ai'X I

(Mu, folio 213)-

8
SE^'*^ ! 5

I -*|M ! ^ge.g'*R'5f**q|W< I
(Mu, folio :213).



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] Sosor-thar-pa. 113
[N.S.]

^^^W^^T^'S^ H 48

jhc ^3|fc up^<%^^fcSf *R*rc^Sj

qg^q^fqj^^cfj I

^§arpr^g^q^c
l

^^Hfi^C'^-q^^^
||

or

«rr

*

' ' ^l N^ ^*^

|pr^r^ ^or|^- srq^- q*-^frfyR$SfV^ 1

^'^•q-p^.^.^.^^.g.q^
J

Q^-q-q^q-

^^%«ra^-^c;-^|| 51



114 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

»jc^5j§r*pSr aj-q*'q^*^' §•§*• Si-or^qpr

^l^iTO^Ti! 52

"iF'9^1! 53

ttjc^qj-gc-^-qiC's^rqlaj-qas-si-geq^rcr^C'i

q*' «f=ijS^ q?vJ*r^^gpsr q-qp-^%q^^'^

Srq^^q-q^q|"5j^r^T?f^^ |
^'gp^'or^f-

?T^' 3"*^' q^" ^
'
qfl '

^' ^K*^" **"**'^

*

1 Wojfll'Sqm-ae/q-S**)
|
(Mu, folio 242)



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 115
[N.S.]

^'9^1 ^iF^^Tl?^^*3^^^

!

>» .

^•^•q^q^-c,-3j
| «^-qj^-^pjqpi | spry

S3

3^W*-g^&-
1
^c^H^^PT

^'^^•q^ jq]T^q^-^ ^sprq*^C^q^T



116 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

'W^l ^'^'^T^'q^3^'§^
1 ^W

<o >»

g^Y^"^^l"g
,^^%w^^,

g^ 1

gai^^^OTr^^^^
! ^'^

W

q^-q^go^ (^^-q^^^r^pq*^ 1
*c

^|-q^q^q^| ^'^c^^qsipi |
spr^a*8^

^•^^•q^P|^^-q^qT^q^C*^'q^rg^^'

q^-|^'q^p^-q-|^;^]^^-g-q]c:-^c;-^c:-q^§*q^';



Vol. XI, Nos. 3 & 4.] So-sor-thar-pa. 117

[N.s:\
cv c\

NO

«ra5|-q^gc\
|
^cr^gp^v^'q^

|
y^'qfor

>o

^STO) gij-q^l ^'q^l S^'g^W^

^*

TO'CU

^' #^q*^%q^qp-q]crWW^g^W&R"

"^
S3 N?^^| lr^jpwt

,

f*VPr9^
••



1 18 Journ. of the Asiat. Soc. of Bengal. [March & April, 1915.

qj9*np
| ^wjtf^c- ! 3pr$FFW

jp^rifi «^?T| r«^*^ i ^'^*^^%^ii eo

3 NP >0 ^ ^

g^l
^wg^^^T'
ST^TF^*"

!

VF^'^^v'F 1

|^-q^^q^'q^-^-q^
||

w «^j-§p *f-ww q^'*^" <V3 ^'§'W §'

^^^'g^«^,s^^iF"3^11 61

t^- &T ^d]- JTJC' q^- q-oi' J)-?qj- q^-g^W ^'f^'jffj

3^ 1 ^p^^tf!^ 11
NO

62

^•^•^•q|'5^'g^p-g^
1|

63

'^TfFfVM! 64

XP

w^gp^^gp^mwg^a^aj
I

Np np
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^1 S^j'l^^^l ^§w5^'q3^$i |
3pr*isi|

5'q^| SR'gc^l *f^*pr$W| ^'fpp£'q

^^Sp»F 1 ^'F^^'W'TJ'
.__.

\9 >o

^^"Fi l^^'^i g^v^w^i

\0 Na ^

Jppa||

Qflq-^-S'frQ^'q^c;
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»JC'^f»pip
|

^ca^vproi^q
| ^fgpf

^C^rci^qOTC^'gqi^rq^q^r^-q^
||

^^^w^'^-^^-g^]!

NO

^gp-q-^arqgqxr-^*tqj^ j
^prafi

^RW«l^^5|"gc'^-c\E^«r^C- 1 c^arq-c?^

^CT| 5T5r(^aj-crWq^-q^-q«-|^^| sjctftf*

^•^•^•^^•q^a^-q^-jr.qgq.^.Qj-qgq^'

3^ 1 ^f^§'r%q^. 1 igmfyptf
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^1 ^fc;^-^t-^^i^q^q^-%^^^| ^

K%*^^VT^'i^T !!
76

w^rgCTpr
i
^^g^ra^q^^

^•^•q-^qq^rq'gcq^
| 5£'lrgfq^apwojKj^

>o

T^^IWFs^n 78

iMl 80

f&rq
I

q^q^C-d|^c:-q]^*q^C
[

W*^q^'^^'^'^ ,

?f||
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$^q|-qpi
i
^""q-S^g^'^^^^^ 1 f^sf

^^ |
^"^j^^^^S^ 11
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u^^lpeJF
|

|'T§^lft«c" 1
*f*FV&K

np
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"S*^c;^'sr^'eij?fSkSfow^srsw
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a^q^sjvp
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gwj-sir^<yir§}^ 1 s^f^
N3 "O ^

N3 N3

q^'aS
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%s&
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s In commentaries qq
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MARCH, 1915.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 3rd March, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir L. Rogers, Kt., C.I.E., M.D., B.S.,
F.R.C.P., E.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

Dr. N. Annandale, Rai Monmohan Chakravarti Bahadur,
Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Dr. H. H. Hayden,
C.I.E., Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Dr. Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana.

The minutes of the January Ordinary Monthly Meeting,
the Annual Meeting and the Februarv Ordinary Monthly Meet-
ing were read and confirmed.

Fifty-seven presentations were announced.

The following gentleman was balloted for and elected as an
Associate member:—

Mr. E. Brunetti.

The General Secretary read the names of the following
gentlemen appointed to serve on the various Committees for
1915.

Finance Committee.

D M^
H°n

* Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhayaya, Kt.,

i
T

r
',

Annandale, Mahamahopadhvaya Haraprasad Shasta,
•'ahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra "Vidyabhusana, W. Kirk-
Patnck, Esq.

Library Committee.

na Au
' W * KemP> Esq., The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukho-

Padhyaya, Kt., Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. W. A. K. Christie,

^anamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, J. A. Chapman, Esq.,

Mai r/
Harriso»> Dr. H. H. Hayden, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.,

L;°^r-McCay, I.M.S.,Dr 0. Strauss, Mahamahopadhyaya
rown, Esq., H. R.

Satio ou 7 y >
x'a*°-i JL»r- U. Strauss, i«

Jam
Lh*ndra Vidyabhusana, J. Coggin Br.

me8
> Esq., Dr. P. J. Bruhl, G. H. Tipper, Esq.

Philological Committee.

Vidh ku
A1-Mamun Suhrawardy, Esq., Dr. Satis Chandra

Kt
y
^
bh

",sana, The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,

Har'an
Glrindranath Mukhopadhyaya, Mahamahopadhyaya

Babu \?
Sad Shastri

» Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur,

Hakh 1

u
r
5
alldhM Banerjee, Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu, Babu

al ^a8 Banerjee, Maulvi Abdul Wali, Dr. A. Venis, Babu
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Nilmani Chakravarti, Dr. 0* Strauss, Maulvi Hidayet Husain,

Aga Muhammad Kasim Sherazi, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., A. H.

Harley, Esq.

The General Secretary laid on the table a photograph of

the Memorial Tablet of Dr. David Waldie, which is about to

be erected in Dr. Waldie's birthplace, Linlithgow, together

with a photograph of the Diploma which Dr. Waldie held, for-

warded by Mr. J. D. Nimmo,

The following paper was read :

1, Contributions to the Smriti in Bengal, Part I.—By Eai

Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur.
In answer to questions by Rev. Father Hosten and

Dr. Vidhyabhusana the author said that ancient MS. of Smrti

works were preserved by certain Hindu families, to whom

doubtful points of Hindu law were referred for settlement even

during Muhammadan times. The authors of these works said

little about themselves The works were as a rule un-

dated, but their dates could often be determined with the aid

of references which they contained to earlier works of ascer-

tained date, and of references to them in later works. Very

few of these works had been published since Hindu law was

systematized about forty years ago. They are of special inter-

est in connection with social and religious procedure, but a

more intimate knowledge of them would have been useful to

judges in several cases that have appeared before law courts in

modern times.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

ety was held at the Societv's Rooms on Wednesday, the

10th March, 1915, at 9-30 p.m.

B>Lieut.-Colonbl Sir L. Rogers, Kt., C.I.E., M.D., I

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Lieut-Col. J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. C. H. Elmes, Major

W
Sutherland, I.M.S.

Visitors ;—The Hon'ble Surgeon General G. F. A. Harri

Webb

The minutes of the meeting held on the 8th July 191*.

were read and confirmed.

Colonel Sutherland, I.M.S., read a paper entitled
"

Cases of Rape." An interesting discussion ensued.

Son*



APRIL, 1915.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 7th April, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

LlEUT.-COLONEL SlR LEONARD ROGERS, Kt., C.I.E., M.D.,
B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the
chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Mr. Percy Brown, Dr. P. J. Bruhl,
Mr. R. C. Burton, Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Mr.
F. H. Gravely, Mr. A. H. Harley, Mr. H. C. Jones, Dr. G. E.
filgrim, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, and three others.

Visitor8 :—Mrs. Percy Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Everett, Lady
Kogers, and three others.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Thirty.one presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. Adrian Caddy.
L'eut.-Col. F. N. Windsor, I.M.S., Pandit Monohar Lai Zutshi,
Mr. W. 0. H. Arden Wood, and Mr. J. E. Friend-Pereira have
^pressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected as
Ordinary members|:—

Nawab Mahomed Ishalc Khan, Honorary Secretary, M.A.O.
tollege, Aligarh, proposed by the Hon'ble Justice Sir Asu-
wsh Mukhopadhyaya, Kt., seconded bv Dr. A. Suhrawardy J

^ount Kozui Otani, c/o Consulate General of Japan, Calcutta,

Proposed by Dr. A. Suhrawardy, seconded by Mr. F. H.
gravely

; Raja Rani Pratapnarain Singh, Radrapur, District

^orakhpur, proposed by Pandit Monan Dvivedi, seconded by

pf • H - Gravely
; Mr Shripad Krishna Bdvalkar , M.A., Ph.D.,

professor of Sanskrit, Deccan College, Poona, proposed by Dr.

1?
* Chandra Vidyabhusana, seconded by Mr. F. H. Gravely

;

Mr
- C. A. Pardalakis, Arabic Instructor to the Board of Exami-

ne^, No. 10. BenlWlr Sfr««f nrnnn ed by Dr. A i

Shirazi : Mr
Mua Subhan, Deputy Magistrate and Collector, No. 13, Tal-

™Uan Bazar Street. Calcutta, proposed by Dr. B. L. Chau-

^
U

J-',

seconded by Mr. K. C. De ; Mr. G. A. Storey, Professor

nJu ' M -A-0. College, Aligarh, proposed by Mahamaho-
Pfahyaya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Mr. F. H. Gravely ;

ne Hon'ble Mr. Surendra. Nnth Ran. Member of the Bengal
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Legislative Council, proposed by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-

prasad Shastri, seconded by The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.

The following papers were read :

1. A Preliminary Note on the Prehistoric Cave Paintings

at Raigarh.—By Percy Brown.

2. Sunspots and Prominences.—By J. Evershed.

3. Grafting the Mango-inflorescence.—By W. Burns.

D.Sc, and S. H. Prayag, B.Ag.

4. Observations on the Defoliation of some Madras Trees.—
By M. 0. Parthasarathy Iyengar, M.A., L.T.

5. Note on the Flora of the

P. F. Fyson, B.A., P.L.S.

6. The Geological History
Smeeth, M.A., D.Sc.

By

>f Southern India.—By W. F

The paper was discussed by Dr. Fermor, Rev. Hosten,

Mr. Burton, Dr. Pilgrim and Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

7. Some Aspects of Ethnographic Work—By H. V. Na»-

JUNDAYAYA, M.A.

The reading of the following paper was postponed :

Palaeontological Notes from Hazara.—By H. C. Das-Gupta,
M.A., F.G.S.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the

14th April 1915, at 9-30 p.m.

LIEUT.-COLONEL SlR LEONARD ROGERS, Kt., CLE., M.D-

B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.R., I.M.S , President, in the

chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterjee, Dr. Harinath Ghosh, D»-

Upendranath Brahmachari, Dr. C. P. Segard.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D-»

F.R.C.P F.A.S.B., I.M.S., read a paper entitled " The Treat-

ment of Kala Azar with special reference to leucocyte increas-

ing methods, spleen tabloid and alkalies ", and Dr. Brahma-
chari took part.



8. The Geological History of Southern India.

By Dr. W. F. Smeeth, M.A., D.Sc., State Geologist of
Mysore.

[Paper read at the Second Indian Science Congress, January, 1915.] 1

I feel that the title I have selected for this paper is rather
too wide and ambitious for the subject-matter. My expe-
rience in Southern India has been confined almost entirely to
that portion of its history which is recorded in the rocks of
the great Archaean complex, and to that period the majority of
the remarks I have to offer will necessarily relate. This, the
most ancient period in the history of the crust of the earth
of which we have any visible and tangible record, is however
of paramount importance and interest in Southern India,
where the Archaean rocks occupy some 80 per cent of the
whole surface—south of latitude 16°—and container are geneti-
cally related to, all the more important economic minerals of
the whole area with the exception, possibly, of diamonds and
of the coal of Singareni,—if indeed we can consider the latter
to be included in Southern India.

With regard to the comparatively small area covered by
rocks of post-Archaean age, a very few remarks will suffice.
J ne story of these rocks is fairly well known and has been very
lucidly summarized by Sir Thomas Holland in the delightful
chapter on the Geology of India in Vol. I of the Imperial
gazetteer. At the close of the Archaean period Southern India
ormed part of an extensive land area composed of highly
pushed and folded Archaean rocks. An extremely long period

denudation followed during which these rocks were slowly
worn down, the upper covering of Dharwar schists being
omnletely removed in places and the underlying gneisses and
?ramtes exposed. In places the sea encroached and permitted
* accumulation of a great series of sediments which was

juosequently raised to form land and somewhat crumpled in

of

e P^oess. The remains of these sediments, composed largely

Unnn ' sandst°nes and limestones, now form a patch, about

tot*i ?u
Squ are miles in area > in the Cuddapah District—the

WI thlckness being over 20.000 feet. The lower 20,000 feet

-Mvaor* u
°f the evidence on which this account of the geology of

%sor* o ,
d has appeared from time to time in the Records of the

4rk La ?
gical Department. A Bulletin giving a summary of the

with aT„ \
th

.

e tifcle of " An Introduction to "the Geology of Mysore,

towarHc
g
?u

gIeal maP- is under preparation and is expected to issue
08 the end of 1915.
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which includes numerous basic lava flows and ferruginous

iasoers is known as the Cuddapah Series, and this is overlaid

unconformably by the Kurnool Series (1,200 feet thick), which

is notable chiefly for the occurrence of diamonds in some o

the old sandstone and gravel beds at Banganapalle. All of

these rocks are unfossiliferous and are regarded as of Precam-

brian age and correlated with the Algonkian of North Amenca.

After the formation of the Kurnool Series there is an

enormous blank in the geological history of Southern India,

extending over many millions of years, during which interval

the great Palaeozoic sediments from the Cambrian to the

Carboniferous were being accumulated in other parts of the

world and in India, north of the Peninsula. Of these great

formations , in which the earlier records of the evolution of life-

forms are preserved, there is no trace in Southern India which

appears to have formed an exceedingly stable buttress of the

earth's crust while other portions of the crust were continually

in a state of flux, being alternately depressed below the sea and

raised again into dry land many times in succession.

Towards the close of the Carboniferous period there is

evidence, derived from the distribution of land fauna and flora,

that Southern India formed part of a great continental area

extending to Africa and on to South America on the one side

and on the other side possibly to Australia. This old con-

tinent, which has been called Gondwanaland, formed a barrier

between a southern ocean and a great central Eurasian sea

extendingfrom Asia across Northern India, where the Himalay

now stand , into Europe and of which the Mediterranean is

small relic. . ,
t
u

Towards the close of the Carboniferous period »

geological record is again taken up in Southern India. l>e

had the old Archaean

Precambrian rocks and the larger rivers had gradually w

their valleys down to near their base level of erosion

gradual widening of the valleys and the development of *WJ
moving rivers and large swampy areas. In these areas

tracts of freshwater sediments were formed which mc

the debris of the luxurious vegetation of the coal
,

meaS
j

The result was the accumulation of a considerable thic*®es

sediments, known as the Gondwana formation, from * e^ p
.

carboniferous to Jurassic times, of which various small pa

have been preserved along the eastern side of the Peninsula,

lower portion of this formation constitutes the coal mea
.

^

of India, and in the south the most important patches are

of the Godavari valley, which include the Singareni coalp^
At the close of the Gondwana epoch slight alteratio ^

level permitted encroachments of the sea, of which record ^

preserved in small, but extremely interesting,
<?eposi

Trichinopoly, Cuddalore and Pondicherry containing #

tcfc

Tbe
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fossils of Cretaceous age. After this the record is scanty and
uneventful and comprises a few beds of presumed Tertiary age in
Travancore, the Cuddalore Sandstones of the East Coast from
Vizagapatam to Tinnevelly, of Pleistocene age, and the various
recent blown sands, alluvium and soils of the coastal strips.

As a contrast to this peaceful story it may be noted that
towards the end of the Cretaceous period the old Gondwana
continent began to break up and the land connection between
Southern India and Africa disappeared under the sea. In the
North of India a great series of movements began about the
same time, extending into the Tertiary period, which resulted
in the gradual rise of the Himalaya and the driving back of
the central sea towards its present Mediterranean limits.

These movements were accompanied by igneous action on a
gigantic scale of which the most striking memento is to be
found in the lava flows forming the Deccan Trap, the remains
of which form a horizontal layer covering an area of 200,000
square miles in Bombay, Central India and Hyderabad.

In Southern India, therefore, if we exclude the coastal
stnps we have an area which is formed almost entirely of the
most ancient series of rocks of which we have any visible
record, and this appears to have remained uncovered by any
more recent formation—and almost without movement—during
the whole of the vast period represented by the fossiliferous

formations of other parts of the crust of the earth.
With this very brief glance at the post-Archaean geology

of Southern India we may now turu back to consider the nature
of this immensely old Archaean complex, and my excuse for

Presenting this paper must lie in the fact that in Mysore, which
13 a fairly typical portion of the complex, we have been
endeavouring for some years past to dissect its main structural
features and, although the work is far from complete and far
Ir°m conclusive

, some of the facts and opinions reached may be
^interest to others. I propose therefore to describe, very briefly,

Jo mam components of the Archaean complex as exhibited in
-Mysore—which comprises an area of about 29,000 square miles

Inrt
m d°ing so l sha11 endeavour to take these components

tQe order of their formation, starting with the oldest.

seb/ t
°?dest rocks recognized in Mysore are the Dharwar

wts which appear to possess a close resemblance to the

j d

ewat,n formation of North America. In other parts of

th ^,
certain gneisses and schists—such as the Bengal gneiss and

the
ndalites of Vizianagram—are considered to be older than

Dha
great mass of the Peninsular Gneiss and possibly of pre-
wwar age. Clear evidence on the latter point is however

can r^'
and in Mysore we have not found any rocks which we

Th^i
88 °lder than the Dnarwars.

aga-
6 Dharwar schists are largely composed of lava flows,

lated igneous intrusions and their crushed representatives.
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The base of the system is not visible as it has been removed

by the intrusion of the underlying granites and gneisses. On

lithological grounds the system can be divided into a lower and

an upper division without any perceptible break or unconformity.

The lower division is composed essentially of dark hornblendic

rocks—such as hornblende schist and epidiorite—which are

probably metamorphosed basalts and diabases in the form of

lava flows, sills, etc., and very possibly some pyroelastic

accumulations. The upper division is more varied and consists

largely of rocks characterised by the presence of chlorite—such

as greenstones and chlorite schists and less commonly mica-

chlorite schists and mica schists. Many of the greenstones

still exhibit igneous characters and appear to pass insensibly

into chlorite schists. In places the micaceous members also

appear to grade into rocks of recognizably igneous character.

Taken as a whole the Dharwar rocks afford evidence of

very extensive igneous action, and many of the more schistose

forms can be regarded as highly crushed and altered igneous

rocks. Whether amongst the more schistose members we have

rocks of sedimentary origin remains doubtful, as clear evidence

is wanting, but it does not seem impossible that of all these

rocks many have been derived from igneous material by meta-

morphic action.

Apart from the undoubtedly igneous types and these

doubtful schistose types the system contains a number ot

other types, the physical and chemical characters of whicfl

cause them to stand out more prominently than their actua

abundance would otherwise warrant. These are conglomerates-

banded-ferruginous quartzites, quartzites and limestones, al

of which would usually be regarded as indicative of sediment-

ary action, and if such action were admitted in the case o

these associated types it would go far towards easing the way

for accepting a sedimentary origin for many of the more

obscure highly schistose rocks associated with them.
The more closely the conglomerates of Mysore are studie^

the less probable does their sedimentary origin appear

become. In many cases I am quite satisfied that they af

crush-conglomerates formed in shear zones in the schists or »

one of the subsequent gneisses or in both. Other cases whic

have not been closely studied may still be open to question*

but on the whole we" are fairly well satisfied that their ong1

is autoclastic and not sedimentary.
fi

The problem of the banded ferruginous quartzites PreJ
n

.j

much greater difficulty, owing largely to the fact that tne

contacts with other rocks are very obscure. Owing to B*j

weather-resisting qualities the adjoining rocks are genera!i
weathered and generally also obscured by a talus of Quar

, eD
blocks. Contacts are therefore seldom observed, and *n

found are usually non-commital.

to
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These rocks occur in extensive beds or bands in both the
lower and upper di vision of the Dharwars—being rather more
extensively developed in the latter. Frequently folded at
steep angles there is little doubt that they were once practi-
cally horizontal. On part of the Bababudan hills there is a
capping of these rocks which is still comparatively horizontal
with moderate undulations and which is still from 300 to 500feet
in thickness. They are composed mainly of alternating bands
of finely granular quartz—sometimes extremely fine—and
magnetite. Haematite is usually present and often increases
to the practical exclusion of magnetite towards the weathered
surfaces. This widely distributed series does not appear to
be associated with coarser clastic or sedimentary material such
as might be expected to occur, if it was formed of ordinary
sediments with a tendency to become coarse in the neigh-
bourhood of shore lines. On the other hand, bands of it are
found to alternate sharply with undoubtedly igneous material
in the shape of basic flows and sills. On account of these
difficulties some American geologists consider that the
corresponding rocks in the Lake Superior region were formed
•n tranquil water mainly as chemical precipitates, and that the
associated lava flows were sub-aqueous flows. This interesting
and ingenious hypothesis would tend to render a considerable
proportion of the Dharwar flows sub-aquaeous, owing to the
numerous layers of the banded ferruginous rocks and to the
absence of conglomerates and coarse sedimentary material in
tne intervening zones, such as might be expected during a
cbange from sub-aqueous to sub- aerial conditions. On the
other hand, if the series is not of sedimentary or chemical
ongin it is extremely difficult to find a satisfactory explana-
tion for it on account of the completeness of the meta-
toorphisni and the difficulty of finding good contacts. It is not
impossible that these banded rocks represent sills of highly
errugmous character subsequently altered to quartz and
magnetite or even, in some cases, sills of a quartz-magnetite
°k such as will be referred to later in connection with the
arnockite 8eries. Whatever the origin of these rocks, there

« be little doubt that their banded character is largely

not°tv 7'- As to their sedimentary or aqueous character, I do
think it can be regarded as definitely proved, although the

o ^consensus of opinion is in favour of such a view.

Pracr'

e

n
may now Pass to tne quartzites, some of which are

0Ua

lc*' ]y al
J
quartz , while some are felspathic andsome micace-

regard r?

Gre is considerable doubt to what extent these can be

sandsr
aS the metamorPnosed representatives of sedimentary

t fee
.
n
!?- There is a great variety of types and they appear

10artz> rerent ages. Many of the beds originally mapped as

silicified Proved on close examination to be altered and
<lUartz-porphyries, some of which retain enough of the
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I

prophyritic character to be recognizable. Others, entirely I

quartzose, are occasionally found to exhibit intrusive contacts I

with adjoining rocks, while others of a later date penetrate

the subsequent granitic gneiss and even pass from the gne
|

into the schists.

There can be little doubt that many of these qoartzitt

are crushed and recrystallized quartz-veins and quartz-porphy-

ries, and possibly felsite, and it is at least open to question

whether we have any which are genuine sedimentary rocks.

Finally we have a number of beds or bands of limestone

or dolomite which ordinarily would be regarded as of aqueous

origin. They are most numerous in the upper, chloritic

division, and it may be noted that a large number of the

greenstone and chlorite-schist beds are characterised by an

abundant development of calcite, dolomite or ferro-dolomite,

not only in the doubtful schistose members, but also in those

which are distinctly igneous. In addition, some of the

gneissic granite bands associated with the schists develop

calcite, which in places becomes extremely abundant. iJy

development of calcite, chiefly at the expense of the felspars,

we get a series of rocks which approach limestone, and near

by we have limestone bands sometimes very siliceous or ehloi- i

itio and sometimes comparatively pure. The association i»

suggestive, though I am not sure that we have detected a

continuous series, and possibly the purer limestone bands nave I

been concentrated along fissures or zones of weakness. l&e

proof that these bed3 have been so formed is naturally difficul- I

but there is much to suggest it. I

To sum up these remarks, we have in the Dharw^ I

System in Mysore a great series of lava flows, sills, etc, ^ I

their crushed schistose representatives ; associated with the* I

are various doubtful schists which are more usually regard

as sedimentary, but which may possibly be igneous. There a

also a number of subordinate bands or layers of more
<jj*j

|

tinctly sedimentary habit, such as conglomerates, band

ironstones, quartzites and limestones which are almost umV
.

:

sally regarded as of sedimentary origin, but which we

Mysore are inclined to consider as formed from igneous maten

by metamorphic and metasomatic changes. In some casestW

is strong evidence for this, but conclusive proofs are di*J
u

to find and many more instances will be required beto

such a proposition can be stated in general terms.
Passing now from these components of the ^bar

^System we come next to a series of rocks which may be cla^

as ultrabasic. These consist of amphibolites—often in the to

of actinoliteor tremolite schists—amphibole-peridotites, p^
rl

tites and dunites with their alteration —A ""fa notst0products pcn^;
d

be sills, dykes fserpentine and magnesite. They appear to be sills, dyKej

intrusive bosses in the mass of the schists and are regards
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account

of their having been cut off and broken up by the subsequent

intrusive gneiss. They are of importance for their mineral

contents and contain considerable deposits of iron-ore, chrome
ore and magnesite. It is very probable that the Chalk Hills

of Salem, which are conspicuous on account of the abundance

of veins of white magnesite, belong also to this series.

Finally we have some large intrusive masses of diabasic

or dioritic character which appear to be later than many of

the rocks already mentioned, but prior to the gneiss and so

regarded as of Dharwar age.

At the close of the Dharwar age the whole of Southern

India was covered with a mantle of these Dharwar rocks

several thousand feet in thickness, but successive intrusions of

granite from below gradually penetrated or ate into the over-

lying mantle and this, combined with folding and faulting,

caused the lower surface of the mantle in contact with the

granites to become a very uneven one. Subsequent denuda-

tion for many millions of years removed the greater portion of

the mantle of Dharwars, with the result that we now see the

underlying granite and granitic gneisses exposed at the

surface. The comparatively narrow strips of the Dharwar
schists which still remain are but the deeper fragments of the

once thick, continuous layer.

With this brief notice of the Dharwar System we may
pass on to the subsequent granites and gneisses which now
occupy by far the greater part of the whole area.

The earliest of these is a comparatively fine-grained

micaceous gneiss with bands and veins of coarser granite,

Pegmatite and quartz. It is usually highly crushed and fre-

quently contains zones of conglomerate composed not only of

rpund to sub-angular fragments of the various granitic mate-

nals but also patches and lumps of the adjacent Dharwar rocks

including the banded ferruginous quartzites. This gneiss was
hrst recognized as a wide band near the eastern edge of the

jvolar hornblendic schists into which it intrudes in tongues,

kome distance south of the Mysore mine the gneiss extends

across the strike of the schists and then continues southwards
near the western edge of the schist belt. From south of the

Mysore mine it sends some tongues northwards into the schists

been

deeper workings
°r so to the north of the outcrops. The gneiss is often charac-

terized bv tVi* ™^^^ ~* ~„«;~~ M M*ha r*f rmalpsoent auartz,

dark

As a

varyin brown or

prooably genetic connection with the auriferous veins of the

tampion lode of the Kolar Goldfield, I propose to call it,
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for the time being, the Champion gneiss. Other patches of

what is believed to be the same gneiss have been recognized
more recently in the Shimoga, Chitaldrug and Kadur Districts,

and several of these contain or form friction-breccias or agglo-

merates which at one time were regarded as undoubtedly
sedimentary conglomerates.

The Champion gneiss represents a very early period of

granitic intrusion into the Dharwar schists. Many of the

highly crushed quartz-porphyries or fine granite-porphyries
which have been alluded to as occurring in bands among the

Dharwar schists also contain similar opalescent quartz-blebs or

phenocrysts and may very possibly be genetically connected
with this early Champion gneiss.

The remnants of the latter are not very extensive, and
there is evidence of their having been intruded and cut ofi

by the next succeeding formation which is the great gneissic
complex of Mysore and probably of Southern India as a whole.

TTnfll ronnntlTT 4-1. ;~ „__:__• l t i. »
gneissic

garded as the oldest formation of Peninsular India and the

term "fundamental," which has been freely applied to it, has

usually carried with it the idea that it is the basement rock
on which all the others—including the Dharwars—have been
laid down. Detailed work over the greater portion of Mysore
has shown that this is not the case and that this great gneissic
complex is everywhere intrusive into the Dharwar schists and
the Champion gneiss. It seems desirable, therefore, to avoid
the use of the word '< fundamental/' and as the complex is

probably the most extensive formation of Peninsular India, I

propose to call it the " Peninsular Gneiss."
nsular

various granites, but so protean that no adequate description
can be given here. The various granites, of which three are

otten distinctly recognizable, give evidence of successive
intrusion, and the fact that the earlier forms contain their

own pegmatites, which are truncated by subsequent forms,
points to a long-continued period of plutonic activity. Fre-
quently the various members mingle either by repeated injec-
tion or absorption or crushing and shearing, and we get zones
or areas which are highly banded or crushed or with complex
flow structure. Other oortirma *r« r™™ i, o„™.,s andstiucture. uther portions are more homogeneous and

ar as granite masses. Amongst these latter are some which

it i« nftenTJ!^\ f
te

?
in a3e than the ?neiss a« a whole, but

it is often difficult to decide one way or the other.

A. T^±"^lAhe
,.
in

,

trU8iPn .of the Peninsular gneiss into

„nrin u,
""

. ZT^T" f"«naant, and the lormer bristles, w <

DharwL o! fl'

Wlth len3eS
' Patches '

and fragments of the

o?hrnWenS.rirght be eXP«cted >
Wongi^g to the lower
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It would take too long to enter into any account of the
evidences of intrusion or of the contact metamorphism of
the schists, and I pass on to the next formation succeeding the
Peninsular gneiss.

This next formation is itself highly complex, but,
thanks to the genius of Sir Thomas Holland, it can be recorded
and summarily dismissed with the name Charnockite. 1 It is

a huge plutonic complex , characterized chiefly by the presence
of hypersthene, in which the alternating bands, frequently
steeply inclined , vary from an acid hypersthene-granite though
various intermediate forms to hypersthene-norites and hyper-
sthenites. These rocks form the great mass of the Nilgiris to
the south of Mysore and come into Mysore on its eastern,
southern and western borders, where they are found distinctly
penetrating the Peninsular gneiss both as tongues and as
basic dykes. An interesting addition to the series has been
identified in Mysore in the form of dykes or narrow intrusive
ongues of quartz-magnetite ore. Gradational forms have
een f°und in which the proportions of magnetite and quartz

gradually increase with corresponding elimination of felspar,
ypersthene and amphibole, until we get to a rock containing

siK
P
vr

°ent °* magnetite, the remainder being quartz with
subsidiary amounts of hypersthene and garnet.

the last formation of any considerable magnitude is the
wosepet granite. It occurs as a band about 20 miles in width
«nmng right through the Province in a north and south

nea o?
nfrom th« southern boundary on the Cauvery river

Ch> rj
vasamudram to Molakalmuru in the extreme north of

"italdrug, a distance of over 200 miles. Doubtless it extends

Ton u!
ler both north and south int0 British territory.

q
Pographically it is usually striking, as it forms a great chain

Like°
ed D08aes or domes many of which are bare rock.

and
.
most of the plutonics of Southern India, it also is complex

times

°0mposed of a mixture of red and grey granites, some-

ra jnffl
°,0arse > sometimes porphyritic, and sometimes so inter-

pret l*
deformed as to become gneiss. It intrudes all the

It is
"7 mentioned formations including the charnockite.

masses

phyrv d
me aSe > and it is possible that the ornamental por-

y ayfces of Seringapatam may be phases of this intrusion.

eompj"
8 completes the distinct members of the Archaean

%sore -J* -u
l We have been able definitely to recognize in

lassie d t
Wl the excePtion of various hornblendic and other

Suh
Which

* need not refer to here -

compiex

S

t?
Uent to the formation and folding of the Archaean

ne whole country has been traversed by a series of

i Mtm" °eol. Survey of India, XXVIII, pt. -
1 (1900).
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basic dykes—chiefly dolerites—which from their freshness and

the absence of deformation are regarded as post-Archaean, and

it has been suggested that they may be of Cuddapah (Algonkian)

age.

The only other rock formation in Mysore is laterite, which

is of comparatively recent (possibly Tertiary) formation and

forms a horizontal capping on the upturned edges of the much

denuded Archaeans. There is little doubt that it is mainly an

alteration product of the underlying rocks, but the subject is too

complex and variable to permit of further reference to it here.

The foregoing sequence of events in the history of Southern

India as recorded in the rocks of the Mysore plateau may be

exhibited in the following tabular statement.

Tertiary
Pre-Cam-

brian
Algonkian ?

1. Recent soils and gravels.

Possibly 1 9
. r Laterite. Horizontal sheet capping Archaeans.

3. Basic Dykes. Chiefly various Dolerites.

Great Eparchaean Interval.

z

>>

o
M
Oh

Q

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

Felsite and Porphyry dykes.
Closepet Granite and other massifs of corresponding age-

Charnockite, Norite and Pyroxenite dykes.
Charnockite massifs.

Various hornblendic and pyroxene granulite dykes.
"

Granite and gneissic corn-Peninsular gneiss.

gneiss

plex.

Granite porphyry, micaceous

gneisses, felsites and quartz

porphyries usually contain-

ing opalescent quartz ana

frequently associated WJ*

autoclastic conglomerat

-

Eruptive Unconformity.

Upper (chloritic) divi-
sion. ( Greenstones
and chlorite schists).

Including also:

Lower (hornblendic) di-
vision. (Epidiorite
and horn -b lendic
schists).

Amphibolites, peridot*

etc., mostly intrusive.

Conglomerates (autoclastic
_

Banded - ferrugi nous - qu«\

ites : origin doubtful, P^

sibly igneous. .

te

Quartzites and quartz-scW*

mostly intrusive.

Limestones :
probably set

Mica schists ;
metamorpW

igneous; & rit

Intrusive masses ot a*

and diabasic character.

(Unknown).
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and
sketch has at least made it clear that the main features of the
geological history of Southern India belong to a very remote and
hoary past—a past contemporaneous with the very earliest
period of formation of the crust of the earth of which we have
any geological record. Very possibly it was a period anterior to
the dawn of life, though this is by no means certain. At any
rate, it was long anterior to the formation of all those great
sedimentary systems in which the geological records of the
evolution of life from earlier to later forms have been preserved
and which are found but sparingly represented along the
coastal margins.

All the central portion of Southern India revelled in a long
orgy of igneous activity in the early dawn of geological history,
as witnessed by the character of the Archaean complex which
1 have endeavoured to faintly indicate. Once this orgy was
over and the great crushing and folding movements which
accompanied it had ceased—possibly something like 40 or 50
million years ago—the country settled down to a perfectly
steady and uneventful course of denudation—almost a lethargy,
trom which it has not yet awakened.





o. The Recent Pearl Fishery in Palk Bay, with

Biological Notes upon Pearl Oysters.

Superintendent
Madi

I. The Pearl Fishery.

During August and September of last year, a small pearl
fishery occurred off Tondi in Palk Bay. This fishery, the first

of its kind either in India or Ceylon since 1908, when a small
one was held off Tuticorin, took place in a locality where the
muddy character of the sea bottom has hitherto been consi-
dered to preclude the possibility of pearl-oyster existence. It
happened, however, that among the recent developments of the
Madras Fisheries Department, there figured the consolidation
of the chank fisheries along the whole Madras coast ; the final
phase consisted in the acquisition from the Rajah of Ramnad
of his fishing rights on the Indian side of Palk Bay. This gave
lie fisheries Department access to and control of this area and
thereby permitted of the commencement of a systematic bio-
Jogical survey of the sea-bottom in this peculiarly situated
region. The acquisition, effected at the end of 1913, was not
°ng in bearing fruit ; a survey of the coastal region ;

carried
out m March and April of the following year, revealed the exist-
nce oi two beds of pearl-oysters in flourishing pearl-bearing

^ltl0n off the west coast of palk Bay. The larger bank lay

seven nautical miles off shore and extended for a dis-about

tance of fiVe miles parallel with the shore between Tondi and

h
<j

village of Pasipattanam. The general breadth exceeded
au a mile. The oysters were confined to the area lying be-

***} ™e sh and 5| fathom contours and lay on a bottom com-

J er

d of muddy sand. No rocks occur here and all the oysters

]

attached to other mollusc shells and fragments and lay

ma^t S?
the bottom - Associated sedentary organisms were

bein
y few in sPecies, almost the only ones of importance

found
8Cattered lamellibran ch molluscs ; the chief of these forms

maw* d
6 the curious Trisis (Parallelepipedum) tortum, La-

O&Z .

arbatia barbata, Linn, Modiolus (? barbatus, L.)..

*ithfi
r

l
Sta9alli

> Ulm -> a«d Placuna placenta ,
Linn., together

PrealT Us SP' A fair number of Pinna furmta, Hanley
,
were

dam f a
,

nd a Sempocellarian polyzoon was also very abun-

tuftlrf k
P ace8

» attached to the pearl-oyster valves in luxuriant

mM*L ?
hes; the fine Melo indica (Gmel.) and its huge egg

68 Wlt« developing young in various stages is characters-
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tic of the area ; Sphenopus marsupialis, a free-living flask-

shaped actinian, is also found, together with numerous simple

aseidians with tough tunic and elongated siphons; the latter

organisms were usually attached to pearl oyster valves.

The age of the pearl oysters appeared to be from 2\ to 3

years, but in the absence of any inspection of this ground in

preceding years this point could not be verified. The yield

per dive amounted to an average of six, whenever the weather

was fairly favourable for work ; but as rough sea and muddy

water prevailed during the greater portion of the inspection, it

was difficult to form an accurate estimate of the total number

of oysters available for fishing. A conservative estimate put

the number at a total of 20,000,000, after making all allow-

ances.

The smaller bed located consisted of patches lying in 5

fathoms off Karangadu, a Christian village 7 miles south-west

of Tondi. These oysters were appreciably older than those of

the Tondi bank, being very little mixed with individuals of

younger generations. Very few other living organisms oc-

curred associated with them. The majority of the shells were

attached to one another and to small fragments of various

shells, the bulk of the remainder to the valves of such lamelli-

Modiolus
bunches off

Pasipattanam were conspicuously absent, while practically all

the organisms attached to the pearl oysters were dead—they

consisted chiefly of Ostrea and numerous Balanus sp. A few

living Placuna were, however, present. A considerable number

of dead pearl oysters were found often of a size nearly equal to

the larger ones of those living. None of this damage appeared

to be due to Gliona, but the borings of Polydora harnelli,^
ley, were abundant. The death of nearly all the associated

organisms taken in conjunction with the many dead pear1

oyster shells clearly signified the existence of dangerous condi-

tions, and I was satisfied they should be fished at the earliest

available opportunity.
From both the Tondi and Karangadu beds I collected

large valuation samples. On my return to Tuticorin, these

were washed under my personal superintendence and the pear

found were then valued by two Indian pearl merchants. The

larger bed gave a lower pearl value than that of Karangadu,

namely Ks. 7-9-0 per 1000 as against Rs. 10-7-0 for the latter.

The character of the pearls varied immensely* Those from tw

large Tondi bed were extremelv few in number ; of moderate-

sized pearls only 3 were found "in the sample of 4300 oyster

whereas there were 19 pearls of equivalent size in 5600 oyflWJ

from the Karangadu bed. On the other hand, one pe*

from the Tondi oysters was of much larger size than ^found in the other lot and would have been worth a w
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sum had it been of good colour. Seed pearls (Tul) were con-
spicuously absent from the Tondi oysters, but were present
in normal quantity in the Karangadu sample. The expe-
rience at the subsequent fishery showed that the bulk of the
oysters in the two beds were represented fairly by the
samples obtained. It is therefore established that the Tondi
oysters were remarkably deficient numerically in pearls, a dis-
ability largely counterbalanced by the occurrence of a small
number of exceptionally large pearls, frequently of fine qua-
lity; many were however distinctly silver-grey in colour, a
feature that was markedly characteristic of these pearls. The
Karangadu oyster gave a yield in quantity and quality com-
parable with that given by average quality pearl oysters from
the Tmnevelly and Ceylon beds.

Soon after the fishery commenced it became apparent that
on much of the area the oysters were too scattered to prove
remunerative fishing to the local divers, whose methods lack
system and who can never be persuaded to fish regularly and
persevenngly. They desire to fish only the rich patches ; in
consequence, the great bulk of the bank remained practically
unbshed at the end of the season, and what might have been a
wgnly remunerative fishery, had it been possible to foresee all
tne difficulties and provide special methods, has proved, in
spite of much anxious effort on the part of the officers con-
cerned, of comparatively little financial profit to Government,
enough by the prosperity it brought to the fishing population
*na to local traders , the benefits to the coastal population have

fa

V6
v

considerable and highly valued at a time when the
r-reaching effects of the war are affecting most adversely the
gntermen and boat owners of all coast ports,

on 97tK a
8 be8an ' in accordance with the public notification,

T, n
gUSt

'
and continued until 19th September.

thflT !i-
ernment share of oysters fished was 315,998 from

one h°S I
and 39,61 3 from the Karangadu bank. Adding

bv

"

t
.

a
,.

tnese numbers as representing the share received

ovate,! « u
6rS as their remuneration, the approximate total of

for h
amounted to 533,41 6. The highest price obtained

.
De oysters in Anot.inn ™Q a v> a ^^^n no^ innn nht.A.in«d for

1000

1000

fishery. The lowest rate

fishery J?
86 Fate per 100° was Rs

-
26"6* 4 over the whole

22-8-2 B i°r!n

tlle Tondi bank oysters the average was Rs.

high. J? ?°2? whereas the Karangadu oysters averaged the

CQantst k
57-5-10, as these were believed by the mer-

Pearls n»* i n°i
der and certainly contained a greater weight of

"" than those from the Tondi bank.
^ much inferior to expectations. Inspection in

preparav°
Wed 20

>m>°°0 oysters to be available for fishing

;

°ns were made accordingly on a scale appropriate to a

p - 1000
.•Results wf
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fairly large fishery. Unfortunately, the present war broke out

three weeks before the fishery began and this affected the resuta

most adversely in every direction—direct and indirect. A

rumour gained wide currency that the fishery would be post-

poned in consequence of the outbreak of war, and this held back

all the wealthy Bombay buyers who otherwise would have at-

tended. The danger of the disappearance of the oysters during

the ensuing interval prevented any postponement till another

year and the fishery had accordingly to be carried on as best

might be. Instead of the 100 boats estimated to be necessary

for effective fishing, 37 was the largest number ever engaged in

one day. Competition at the auction was frequently weak and

there was very little demand for oysters in large quantities.

The results obtained at this Tondi Fishery are sufficient to

suggest that whatever advantages ' skin
'

' diving has under

the conditions that prevail in the Gulf of Mannar, where the

oyster-bottom is principally sand interspersed with much live

coral and blocks of stone, it is not the most suitable on the level

muddy stretches of the Palk Bay beds. Now while in Ceylon

dredging and trawling for oysters have been tried with unsatis-

factory results, there is good reason to believe the latter

method would prove remunerative on the Indian side of Pa*

Bay. The reward, if the attempt were to be successful, should

be great, for the pearl value of these peculiar oysters has been

certified as exceptionally high at the fishery just closed. Al-

though the pearls were few in number, when found they

frequently of unusually large size. The largest I saw was one

obtained by one of the Sub-Magistrate's clerks in a small lotot

It measured & ^ci

in diameter and weighed 1-j^manjadi. Its appearance was

most handsome, the skin perfect, the lustre fine, the shape

absolutely spherical, and the colour good though a trifle
yel-

lowish. The owner was offered Rs. 1,200 on the spot, but tie

were

annas

refused

very
-,J ~~^ nea*

that

its

approaching this size in Ceylon oysters and hence the sp

tive value of the Palk Bay oysters is wonderfully high, so

although the valuation sample in April was estimated on

pearl yield to be worth only some Rs. 8 per 1000 oysters, oj

one occasion only did prices fall during the fishery so low

Rs. 15 ; the average was about Rs. 25 per 1000 and a c0^
1

able quantity was sold in the neighbourhood at Rs. 50 P

iooo.
h

Although no record exists of the occurrence of pearl ta

eries off Tondi in previous years, there is strong re
?
s(

f te

believe that the present bed of pearl oysters is not an iso»,

event. Owing to the fact that till recently Government ».

neither the organization nor the means for the proper in*

fisheries

est

asiiy
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beds of pearl oysters lying several miles off the coast may often
have existed and have eventually died off without the revenue
authorities having the least inkling of "the wealth lying neg-
ated at their door

; even if the local fishermen were awarf,
they knew their business better than to breathe a hint to thosem authority Hence in pearl fishery matters, now that an
energetic and enterprising Fisheries Department has grown upm Madras through the patient endeavour of Sir Frederick
Nicholson the one golden rule to be observed is to spend every
available day of good weather upon the survey of the sea-bot-
tom in Palk Bay and the Gulf of Mannar in the search for
pearl oyster beds and to fish as vigorously as possible all
onus made, either employing skin divers when the ground is
rough or some mechanical means such as trawling when the bot-
tom is level and uninterrupted as at the Tondi Pearl Fishery.

Xo beds of pearl oysters have been found in the Gulf of Man-
nar on either the Ceylon or the Tinnevelly banks since 1908 in
spite ot exhaustive inspection. The inference is clear that no
oeas have existed there since 1908, and it became a puzzle toKnow whence would come fresh spat to repopulate the denuded

ad f ^ understood at once that this denudation was3 and not Partial •
No beds of Pearl oysters whatever

failn

PreSent
- From historical evidence it is clear that this

sooner

Ca
?
not be Permanent. A change is certain to come

ThpT°
r

r^er
' ^ Ut tlie source °f new supply was unknown,

e roncii discovery appears to have solved the problem, and

PositV

aS1

p
na

i

rumours of the occurrence of pearl oyster de-

tain* ? tii
Bay Iiave been Persistent for years, this evidence

pearl t

Bay being the motherland of the Gulf of Mannar

carriJT
s~"tne locality whence fresh supplies of spat are

channi
y
f
currents and drift through Pamban Pass and the

bed m
Adam '

s B«dge- I think it probable that the Tondi

renrJY ?
VGn now be sending off swarms of spat to effect the

strong h
°f the Tinne^elly and Ceylon banks, and I have

the ne- t°

Pe tllat extensive deposits will be found there within

ton tak' ^f?
1

' ** 1S noteworthy that in April last the plank-

°f Pea ]

U tne ^amnad coast teemed with immense numbers

*as dff
^ 8

?

61™ larvae
'
the current during part of that month

inside
8

hf *° tne soutllward
.
hence we may hope that a

and ov
ra

A

e
,
multifcude of spat passed through Pamban Pass

spatfall
dam '

8 Bridge into the Gulf of Mannar; a fresh

the suh
m7 a,8° llave settled in Palk Bay itself—this will be

view fii
*°

f investigation in the present year (1915). In

may Jell h
°regoing, the discovery of the Tondi Pearl Bank

history f f 1

eonsidei'ed as the beginning of a new era in the

oyaters
fi v, j .

Madras Pearl Fishery, and if the quantity of

0urselve - • 1
,n SePtember has been small, we may console

lumbers *ii -

the fact that the continued survival of large
wnl glve anot iier opportunity to the oysters to shed
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vast quantities of spawn, some of which may lay the founda-

tion of new deposits to be fished under more favourable

natural conditions than those that prevailed at the past

fishery ; in any case it is desirable that a large breeding reserve

should be conserved to provide fresh swarms for the re-popula-

tion of other areas.

I am inclined to think that eventually the produce of

natural oyster beds will become of inferior importance to the

industry that must arise in the near future from the conduct of

cultural operations directed to the inducement of pearls in a

comparatively limited number of pearl oysters kept in cap-

tivity or bred for the purpose. In this case, the natural

beds will have their own value in supplying the raw material re-

quired for treatment in the " pearl-farm/' as we may appro-

priately term the pearl- inducing establishment.

There are already two pearl-farms in existence for the pro-

duction of attached or button pearls, and by means of improve-

ments in methods wherein the writer has already had sub-

stantial success, the artificial production or rather inducement

of the much more valuable free spherical pearl is now within

view. On the Indian coasts there are several sites excellently

situated to become fitting centres of forced pearl-production.

One of these is near Pamban at the head of the Gulf of Mannar.

and sanction has now been given by the Government of Mad-

ras to proposals for the establishment there of a small Biologi-

cal Station equipped with the means to afford a test on practi

cal working lines of the commercial value of such operations,

carried out under Indian conditions. The enterprise is one

which seems well suited to the genius of Indian workers ;
effec-

tive apparatus, manual dexterity, patience and the careful

supervision of the treated oysters are the main requirements of

success.

II. Biological Notes.

1. The Limitations of Pearl Oyster Habitat in Palk Bay*

The strict limitation of the Palk Bay beds of pearl oyste

to the horizon between 5 and 5| fathoms is emphatic.
ut

side the latter depth not a single oyster was obtained; the rear

son being that beyond the 5f fathom line the ratio borne iff

mud to sand in the composition of the bottom increases s

rapidly that beyond 6 fathoms the bottom consists entirely
o

soft bluish grey mud containing scarcely any sand and only

few small dead shells, very sparsely distributed; only anin>a?

specially adapted to a strictly muddy habitat can there sur

Life on the bottom beyond the 6 fathom line in rjj

is sparse in auantitv anH roafrinf^ri ;n anAP.ips. the^

vive.

nigromaculata
, Grube, inhabiting a muddy tube

lychaet
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Such conditions as these are impossible for the pearl oyster
and indeed for any lamellibranch, except such forms as Placuna
placenta, which has evolved a greatly compressed body and
highly flattened disc-shaped valves, admirably adapted to
enable it to resist engulfment when resting on soft mud.

Why another limit of range is found close to the 5 fathom
line (5£ fathoms in the case of the Tondi bed, 5 fathoms in
that of the Karangadu bed) is more difficult of explanation.
Msewhere I have found occasional pearl oysters living in good
health in shallows in a few feet of water ; I have kept hun-
dreds for months in cages suspended from four to five feet below
the surface, and these have thriven and grown at a greater rate
than oysters living on the best situated of the natural beds in
Uylon waters at the depth and in conditions considered most
suitable—from 8 to 9 fathoms on sandy bottom interspersed
with flat masses of calcareous rock. I have no hesitation in
saying that mere depth of water over the bed has nothing to

?h ? the Problem - Neither has the peculiar quality of

*Je
bottom where the oysters are found. This is certainly not

laeai for pearl oyster prosperity, being a dirty dark greyish
oiue muddy sand overlain bv a thin laver of mud, when,7
ue muddy sand overlain by a thiu layer of mud, whenm sea has been calm for some days. A ground swell or bad

wither for a day is enough to make the water over the
s turbid and discoloured with fine muddy sediment in sus-

pension. This ««„,«*;„„ :„ „ - * -- •

bed

prion
l §eneral appearance of the oysters bore this out; never

tl

6

tk^
Cen tbe ^S8Ues or any Tondi pearl oysters otherwise

fat"

1 a"d unpl©asant to the eye when compared with the

an<?T
8

^
nd ri °h aPPearance of well-grown ones from the Ceylon

tur f I

"" banks
- The white fatty tissue so marked a fea-

u

e

1]

the mantle in the latter is notably poorly developed

;

tran
° traCe is to beseenof it, the mantle in consequence being

tivp

S

?
ar
S
nt enough to permit the outlines of the gonads and diges-

line tl

t0 be c,early distinguished. Landward of the 5>-fathom

hott ,

ratioof mud present in the sand decreases markedly, the

ne^sT ,£ usua% a brownish sand ofsomewhat varying fine-

fixce 1
sometimes with a large proportion of shell fragments

of t
, ? 0n ^de-swept sand banks in very shallow water, none

quart
SaUdy bottora is clean and free from mud

;
the coarse

's wh
Z

n
8m S° consPicuous a feature of the best Ceylon banks

water
absent

- The bottom fauna living in this shallow

over m
are

?
1S ^enerally enormously abundant. Sometimes, as

f a(T of the ground between U and 5£ fathoms, thousands

u-„icl

res are covered with a dense" deposit of large mytilids,

lh.read

m
^

of rock whereto to attach, spin a web of byssal

able c
rein the community live and which forms a verit-

a di 3ta
fPet stretching continuously, in one case noted, to

a quarf
106 of rather over a mile with a breadth of nearly

rter mile. On this living carpet live vast numbers of
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predatory starfishes, mainly the colour-variable Pentaceros

nodosus ; Luidia maculala also abounds.

In places where these mytilids do not monopolize the

bottom the faunal diversity is greater. From 3 to 5 fathoms,

wherever the sand is fairly clean, Echinoderms abound, especi-

ally the flattened Echinodiscus aurilus and Clypmster humilis

the pretty Salmacis bicolor and the ubiquitous Pentaceros nodo-

sus. Several sponges are fairly numerous, especially a Chalim,

which gives shelter to the pretty lilac and white striped Synaptn

striata; a great number of crabs are seen, notably the splen-

did Nepiunus pelagicus (which is the object of large net-fish-

ing off this coast); gastropods, such as Turbinellas pyrumm
obtusa, Oliva, Murez of many species, and Natica are all nume-

rous, especially the first named which is fished on this coast in

tens of thousands on behalf of Government. Tube-building

polychaets (Terebellids, Onuphids, etc.) are abundant locally.

In still shallower water, from 1 to 3 fathoms, the bottom

is much obscured by the growth of marine phanerogams (Halo

phila, Zostera, etc.) ; on these, and on the hydroid zoophytes fre-

quently associated, a host of small sponges, tunicates, polyzoa

red algae and Caulerpas are found. Pteroceras is exceedingl

abundant in these shallows, and in places a black Antedon i

seen in hundreds. Holothurians (H. atrp, and H .
marmorata)

are also characteristic, sometimes very common.
Why then, if such variety in species and such abundance

in individual numbers exist at a depth less than 5J fathoms

are pearl oysters absent from these depths ? It appears to me

that the physical character of the bottom is not at fault :

;

in-

deed, from comparison with the known facts of the Gulf o

Mannar beds it appears certain that the fairly clean brown

sand often met with off Tondi between 4 and 5 fathoms is

actually a better bottom for oysters than that which they do

favour. Neither is the planktonic food supply at fault in the

shallows, for I have always found greater abundance there

than in the deeper water farther from shore. If then neither

the character of the bottom nor the food supply be at fault in

the shallower water, the absence of pearl oysters fromttw

area is most likely to be due to the presence of certain enemi'

there that are not found in the deeper water. Now no Pey
ceros nodosus were ever found on the pearl beds off Ton<n-

whereas these starfishes were often taken by the dozen in

J
dredge in depths below 5 fathoms. I am therefore forced to

W

conclusion that the pearl oyster is able to thrive in depths ot »»

to 5| fathoms in Palk Bay because some local characteristic

the bottom at this depth -probably its considerable muddm**

—precludes oyster-eating starfishes from living there. It *°°,

therefore appear that the Palk Bay pearl oysters have foi»

between the 5
» and 5§ fathom lines a narrow strip of ternW

where the balance of life-factors, although the margin is ?m
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and hazardous and not wholly satisfactory, is sufficiently in
their favour to permit of a continued existence and the per-
petuation of the race from year to year in the same habitat.
By no other reasoning can I account for the facts as we find
them. I should add that there is a marked absence of oyster-
eating fishes such as Batistes, Lethrinus, Lutjanus and Rhinop-
tera. Taken as a whole, the fish fauna of Palk Bay is charac-
teristically not a bottom-feeding class owing to absence of
rocks and the prevalence of muddy bottom. The great ma-
jority are shoaling fishes belonging to the families of Carangidae,
Clupeidae, Scombridae and their congeners.

2. Pearl Oyster Spat.—During the inspection from
April 10th to 28th, 1914, numerous plankton hauls were made.
Few pearl oyster larvae were taken in those made while the
inspecting vessel was at work on the pearl banks, but all shal-
low water hauls made when the vessel lay at anchor in 2
and 2| fathoms off the villages Karangadu and Tirupalakudi
gave many examples. This was particularly the case with the
earlier hauls made from 10th to 12th April inclusive. In all
these the tiny " wedge-shaped " advanced veligers of the
Pearl oyster showed as a thick sand deposit when the plank-
ton was killed and had time to settle. In bulk these shelled
Vehgers invariably exceeded the rest of the plankton obtained
on these particular days. In structure and size they agreed
exactly with those figured on page 128, vol. I of Herdman's
Ceylon Pearl Oyster Report ( fig. 42, I). This veliger stage,

TJichlshall term stage I, was considered by Herdman the
oldest free-swimming larval stage, but on I lth April over a
ozen shelled larvae of a more advanced stage II were taken

in the townet from a depth of 1 foot from the surface This
^tage differs from I by a considerable increase in size gained
}
T

a growth of prismatic shell substance along the margins of

larval valves. Professor Herdman and the writer both
n

,

si

;
e

^
ecl t}iis as the earliest sedentary stage, as we found

titudes in this condition crawling upon seaweeds brought
?« the dredge. The specimens taken on 11th April, 1914,

staV ,

wever that the sedentary habit is not fully fixed at this

8wP ' -
Se * obtained then were capable of locomotion by

mming as well as by crawling. Examined alive under the

nr Ju
SCOpe no velum was discernible: when thrown into water

was

much tk
a Prooressed by the rapid snapping of its valves in

when •

Same wav M the glochidium larvae of Anodon do

*re«.5
8wimming- This then is an alternative method of pro-

prese
possessed bV larvae of this stage, particularly in the

'moorf

06

u
f a raPid current ; it thus becomes of considerable

StaL Tf
n considering the dispersal of pearl oyster spat.

°y8ter
8 observed at Karangadu, was unmistakable pearl

spat, for though in general appearance very like spat
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of Avicula vexillum, examination

distinct traces of incipient " finger" processes along the edges

of the growth rings in the peripheral prismatic shell area. The

marginal area of the shell was more or less greenish in tint with

distinct radial bands of brown and dark green.

Off Tirupalakudi on April 28th, stage I was again present

in the plankton taken both at the surface and at 1 J fathom, the

ship being anchored in 2| fathoms. The numbers were how-

ever greatly reduced, and it was obvious that no extensive

fresh spawning had taken place during the fortnight's interval

subsequent to April 13th. A few specimens of the more ad-

vanced stage II were also seen, exhibiting again free-swimming

habits, when the water was agitated.

Much more important was the capture of a yet further

advanced stage still retaining the free swimming habit. Of

this latest stage (stage III) three specimens in all were taken.

one in one haul and two in a second. The three averaged 46

mm. in length, a size hitherto unquestioned as being of wholly

sedentary habit. On putting them into a small aquarium, I

noted, as I have done in Ceylon, their great activity and eager-

ness to crawl up vertical surfaces by means of the foot. One

made two byssal threads within half-an-hour, exceedingly

tenuous, but still capable of supporting the body. To test their

power of adhesion I swirled the water round and emptied

it suddenly. The two that were on the side of the glass at-

tached by byssal threads both lost hold, parting with the root

of the byssal cable (which remained attached to the glassl

and became loose, abandoning themselves to the current. This

I am inclined to think holds good under normal conditions in

the sea ; whenever a strong current or heavy sea washes the

place where these spat are, as for instance after such a pro-

longed period of strong North-East wind as prevailed for 24

hours previous to the capture of the three larvae in question m

the townet, the water in the shallows is so disturbed that these

young probably quit their footholds and are carried along

by the current. The observations made show that when in

stage III, oyster spat readily detach, and move freely on a*1

over the sea bottom, and there is now good reason to belief

that in the presence of a strong current, these larvae rise to

some few feet from the bottom and assist the current to tran*^

port them by a violent snapping of the valves, less vigorous ana

sustained however than in the case of spat at the age of stage

II. The weeds and shells on the bottom where trie

three examples of stage III were taken were carefully examinej

without success for fixed pearl ovster spat of the same age, *f
there is no question that those taken were in a free swimm^S
condition, temporary though it may have been.

tThe importance of the above observations on the subp
of the dispersal of pearl oyster spat needs no arguing, as tw.
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make it clear that the duration of the free-swimming period has
been considerably under-estimated hitherto. Instead of the
young oyster settling down at the end of the shelled veliger
stage, it may be continued for some considerable time after
the velum has been lost and the growth has
adult shell substance at the edges of the larval valves. How
long this further period of conditional free-swimming life may
extend is uncertain, but if we consider the relative sizes of
stages I, II, and III, it is probable that 4 or 5 days separate
the larger sizes of stages I and II, and a similar period those of
stages II and III. In such case pearl oyster larvae may

commenced

1

2

3

here cestode larvae {Prosthecobothrium trygonis ?) from cysts in the liver
Pearl oysters from Palk Bay. Drawn under slight pressure, x 80.

e subject to current dispersal for as long a period as 15 days
fronUhe the date of spawning.

the
'

new P°fen^a^ pearl-in'fueing cest

o
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8 t0 ascerta 'Q ^ they contained parasites similar to th

whol f{?
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plent
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ra
i

C^nse different Ceylon Pearl Banks. Nematodes were
" "tltUJ in th** nAA.,^1— i . j.u_ i:±ai„ f„„.„afnrlo Mirtt.ua

Duringstode larva.
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' ShiPley and Hornell, was not uncommon, and
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Tetrarhynchids were usually present in the intestine

'
wo or three in each individual; spherical cestode larvae
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were present, but in rather smaller numbers than in the case of

normal Ceylon specimens. In all except three instances these

showed the mono-bothridial type figured in the Ceylon Reports

as an early larva of Tetrarhynchus unionifactor , S. and H.

Three specimens proved to belong to a different genus which

has not been signalized hitherto as a pearl oyster parasite.

These larvae were found in minute spherical cysts imbedded in

the digestive gland of two oysters taken from the same section

of the bed on the same day ; no others of the same species

were subsequently found, though careful search was made.

Each of these three larvae, when liberated from the enclosing

cyst, was seen to be sub-spherical in form, one end marked

as anterior by the presence of four prominent bilocular

bothridia set equidistant in the form of a square. At the

posterior pole a small vesicular organ was present. ( Figs. 1-3).

The points of resemblance borne by the bothridial arrange-

ment and form in these larvae to those of the scolex head of the

genus Prosthecobothrium are so well marked that I am satisfied

these larvae belong to that genus ; the particular species they

resemble most closely is P. trygonis, S. and H., and as such

I tentatively identify them.



io. Some Aspects of Ethnographic Investigation.

By H. V. Nanjundayya, M.A., M.L., CLE.,
Vice-President, Section of Ethnography, Ind.Sci. Congress ( 1915).

[A paper read at the Indian Science Congress in Madras, Jan. 191").]

The Census Reports of India and the various Gazetteers
contain a large amount of miscellaneous information bearin
on the manners and customs of different castes and tribes.
But the investigation about caste and tribal usages was placed
on a systematic basis when the Ethnographic Survey of India
«as organized under Sir Herbert Risley, whose work in this
held will long continue to be of preponderant authority. A
number of questions were drawn up and sent out to those who
undertook to make the investigation in different provinces.
As the experience on the basis of which these heads of enquiry
were formulated had been mainly gathered in Northern India,
!t is not strange that certain details which are of subordinate
significance in other parts of the country, are put forward as
important, while other matters of more importance in other
localities are either ignored or thrust to the background.

Anthropology, as you know, may be said to have begun
Wlth tlle study of savages. Most of the works which have
given dignity to the subject have been written about the
manners and customs of the primitive races. The civilised

nations of the West have little or no respect for customary
rites and creeds merely as such. They have become rational-
istic and utilitarian

; and if occasionally they have kept up
some ceremonies and social rules of the old world, they attach
no value to them, and have no faith in their efficacy or binding
0rce

> ™t keep them up as picturesque survivals of a bygone
Se- Things that were once held most sacred and mysterious
re merely enacted as stage plays and are carefully rehearsed
beforehand for a study of realistic effect.

Wejhall no doubt not readily concede, at any rate without

that we are much behind our

8t
,.

- -" in intelligence and refinement of under-
going. But we cannot help admitting that the great ma-

cast i

°Ur peoPle believe in the efficacy and necessity of our

m ,

ruIes and customs. To us they are living forces and not

„
r^

e,y curiosities of a ^re-historic 'age. No doubt, they are

Pon.i u
Ut slowly losin£ their strength and their hold on

them -n
ief and a"egiance, and it may be that many of

esti
eventually die out. It is perhaps all the more mter-

°g and necessary that they should be investigated and

*ny important reservations,
western brethren in intellicrei
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registered while yet there is time. It may be that a study of

these beliefs and vestiges of long-forgotten creeds may discover

unexpected and disconcerting affinities ; but an ethnographist

has no bias and no partiality ; he records facts collected on a

systematic plan and generally leaves it to others to draw

inferences.

Reasoning is a much slower and more laborious process in

the earlier stages of culture than those who are educated

according to modern methods are apt to imagine. Imitation

and usage are the most powerful factors in the maintenance of

social and religious customs, and they have the merit of saving

a great deal of personal trouble. The scope of Ethnography is

explained as a systematic description of the characteristics,

history, traditions, customs, language, religion, and generally

of the mental, social and political condition of peoples, races,

tribes, castes and similar ethnic or social groups. Ethnology

has usually concerned itself more with people in the earlier

and relatively primitive stages of development. The reasons

for this limitation of its sphere are not far to seek. We are,

or consider ourselves to be, quite familiar with what goes on

around us ; and we take these things as a matter of course and

do not consider it worth our while to waste time in recording

them. Perhaps also in our familiarity, we miss the traits and

peculiarities that are really vital and important. Moreover

the phases of the society of the earlier ages and stages have

passed away or are likely soon to pass away; and we are

anxious that they should be investigated and recorded before

they are irrevocably lost to us. Perhaps also with regard to

ourselves and our present, we lack the disinterested aloofness

and judicial impartiality that are necessary for a proper scien-

tific investigation of such facts. We can afford to be (as a

recent writer puts it) candid about bees and ants, and may

dissect and describe the manners and customs and characteris-

tics of people who are far removed from us. But when \

comes to a description and consideration of our own manners

and customs, we are troubled with many doubts and distrac-

tions.

The peculiarity of our country in respect of ethnography

research seems to me to be that many customs and usages

exist here as living facts, side by side with a culture not

attained by any race which has hitherto been supplying W
data accumulated by investigators in this field.

I may perhaps now proceed to give certain examples
show that there are important differences between Northern

and Southern India -at any rate, I can speak with some con-

fidence of Mysore—in the applicability of the tests laid do^
in the guide issued under Sir Risley' s direction for determining

the comparative rank and other significant details of differed

castes and tribes within the pale of Hinduism. The Souther
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Indian castes are (theoretically at any rate) more exclusive
than in the north, in the matter of eating and drinking. The
water test has no applicability, for the higher castes do not use
water touched by any caste with whom they are prohibited
from taking meals. Between boiled articles and fried articles
of food there is no doubt some difference even in this part of
the country

; but here again, the higher castes consider it

correct to avoid altogether any prepared food touched by those
whom they consider inferior in caste or rank. The test
whether Brahmans minister or not to any caste also has only
a limited application. There are many quite important castes,
who do not require the services of the Brahmans at all ; and no
Brahmans can be discovered in this part of the country who
have lost status from rendering religious service to any castes.

Of the questions required to be specially answered, some
are quite useless and inapplicable in Mysore. Hypergamy,
except as an indication of a natural desire to marry a girl in as
nigh a family as possible, shows very little trace of its exis-
tence, and polyandry is quite unknown. Polygamy is indeed
theoretically permissible, but it has practically disappeared.

Totemism occupies an important place while dealing with
^age tribes. In his great work on Totemism and Exogamy,

P u-^'
^razer has defined Totemism as an intimate relation

which is supposed to exist between a group of kindred people
on the one side and a species of natural or artificial objects on
the other side, which objects are called the totems of the
human group. As observed in India, it is defined as the
custom by which a division of a tribe or caste bears the name
° an animal, a tree or a plant, or of some material object
natural or artificial, which the members of that group are pro-

fited from killing, eating, cutting, burning, carrying,
^ng, etc. The latter description answers with a fair degree

accuracy, to what has been gathered in the course of ethno-
graphic enquiries in Mysore. In many non-Brahman castes,
ne names of exogamous divisions are given as those of a plant,

/ mineral or other material object, and the prohibition to

™J>

burn or otherwise injure these objects is observed. In
o-the

h
attached

*t* m some of them, the restrictions have been forgotten.
°Qie of the Morasu 0kkaju divisions even refrain from touch-

ed article that has Siven the name t0 them
*

In °ther
astes (e.g., Madigas), though the rule of not cutting, eating, etc.,

for! *?
rved by some subdivisions, in others, it is altogether

^gotten, and no ai<rnifWnnA is attached to the name.
Cnri 7 u "° signincance is anauaeu w «"~ "t
on ? y in SOme casea a aew prohibition is substituted for

Dart- i

has been forgotten, e.g., a particular flower or a
f "icuiar grain. During marriages, among Brahmans, a twig ot

a
Particular fcn« i. «™k;™i «„ u^^and (& $ S*sta>),
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but it is not used to name the subdivision and no prohibition

as to its use is observed. It is said that each family worships

the tree or shrub which its ancestor caught to save himself

from the flood at the universal deluge. In many castes, how-

ever, there are no vestiges of such observances, and the

subdivisions are named on some other principle altogether.

Between this kind of observance and that described by

Mr. Frazer as totemism there is a very wide difference. There

is here no idea of any identity of interest or intimacy of

relationship between a tribe bearing a name and the article

denoted by the name, though how this particular name was

originally adopted, cannot be guessed now. In some cases,

the restrictive rules are not at all known, and the names do

not even denote exogamous groups. It may therefore be

doubted whether there is anything gained by applying the

same term to such diverse things as totemism as observed

among savage races, and what passes as such among Indian

tribes and castes. At any rate, I do not think that the evi-

dence justifies us in stating the conclusion otherwise than as

I stated in connection with the subdivision of the caste of

Kurubas: "These names, if totemistic at all. may be so in

only a few cases, while a large number seem to be names

adopted without any inward significance. In some instances,

however, it is well ascertained that the objects which give the

name to a group are not used for eating or otherwise even

now ... it should be premised that much stronger evi-

dence than this is required to justify the conclusion that thev

originated with what is styled totemism when dealing wit

primitive tribes."

It may be interesting to notice some of the difficulties

experienced in the collection of facts and beliefs concerning

Ethnography. In the first place, men who have the requisite

knowledge are rare. In the case of the majority of caste

there are no written accounts and one has to rely on the memory

of the older members or of the priests or others who are

acquainted with the manners and customs of the group-

There are whole villages in which the number of any particular

caste is insignificant, and none of them are familiar with sueb

details concerning themselves. Then again, the original cus-

toms themselves are often forgotten, and the members have

satisfied themselves by copying those of their neighbours who

are nearest to them in rank. In many cases, where the inner

meaning of a particular usage is not "understood, they have

either dropped the original usage or substituted something *

its place. Indeed I should not be surprised that when the

accounts of the Ethnographic Survey of India have been some

the

time before the world /they should be appealed to as authon
*~ * -.. - ..

^
ny

castes themselves. At any rale', I "am certain that we take

tative expositions of the usages of particular castes by
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more care and work more disinterestedly to ascertain and
record existing usages and beliefs. Some people are so im-
pressed with the usefulness of getting their real or fancied
claims recorded in these books, that I have often received
representations from representatives of various castes, asking
me to class them under such and such heads, and to show
their superiority over other rival castes in various particulars.

Another serious difficulty often experienced is the anxiety
of various castes to advance claims which are not generally
admitted by their neighbours, or to conceal facts and usages
which may have the effect of making them rank with castes
considered inferior. This often takes the form of giving out
Gotras like the Dvija classes, denying the use of certain articles
of food and drink eschewed by what are considered the higher
castes, putting on the sacred thread after the manner of the
Brahmans, denying the existence of practices regarded as hetero-
dox such as marriages of grown-up women, marriage of
widows, and the dedication of unmarried women as Basavis.

With a growing tendency to challenge the superiority of the
Brahman caste, is observed an anxiety to claim the title in
some form or other for themselves and a tendency to subject
themselves to fresh restrictions to make good that claim. It
seems to me that some of these people do not know how well

p
they are, and wish to put on manacles of usages which the

Brahman is finding burdensome.
In some cases, the more advanced members of a commu-

ni
ty have organized leagues and gone about among their people,

telling them what names and titles to give out to the Census
pracera, and what practices to conceal or deny to the more
inquisitive investigator of Enthnography. It has become
amiost impossible to get an unvarnished account of actually
existing divisions and subdivisions of certain castes. Thus
*nere the practice of Basavi dedication was freely admitted
»°me years ago, it is felt (and naturally so felt) that it is de-
grading, and its existence is denied even where it has not died

ahl v°
ne Can symPathize with this feeling and it may reason-

tin t
h°ped that the feem*g is the first steP in real reforma'

n
- In many non-Brahman castes, there are two kinds
marriages, the more formal one, and the less formal one

nown as Kutike (or union). To one who looks to the essence

tw t^
merely to form, there is little difference between the

°. but the observance of the latter is not always admitted.
* miiar remark may be made about the marriage of widows,

of H, Vm in some castes - which do not admit the superiority

cast
r

^
hmau

. they divide themselves into the standard four

out,!'
though perhaps their caste or religion was from the

cal 7 fegarded as a protest against the peculiarly Brahmani-

aaaia^- A number of Gotras are instituted and each family
gned some one of them, and directed only to return that
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and to deny the existence of any different ratio dividendi at all

in the caste. Curiously, however, if one goes to the interior of

the country and catches unsophisticated elderly members to

question, they are found to be quite ignorant of the new-

fangled Gotras and Sutras and admit the existence of vari-

ous so-called unorthodox usages and institutions, and answer

to the old names of recognized subdivisions.

One of the important questions that are required to be

answered relates to the origin of castes. How or why a parti-

cular caste arose, or why distinctions which are merely social

or transient in all the other countries of the world became

stereotyped and unalterable in India, is a large question which

an ethnographist who is concerned more with facts and beliefs

than with theories, can hardly be expected to answer. But

the answers generally elicited in the course of such investiga-

tion are sufficiently curious to deserve a passing notice. There

is hardly a caste that if it does not claim direct divine descent,

is satisfied without some divine intervention at its birth.

When the Lord of the Universe found it necessary to light the

world at night, he created a caste out of the sweat of his body

and commissioned it to provide oil to the inhabitants. Another

caste sprung out of a sacrificial fire to provide bangles and

other articles of feminine adornment, to satisfy the longings of

a divine lady. The need to clothe mankind brought another

caste; and the wish of the gods for exhilarating drinks gave

rise to another, of which the fall into this mundane sphere was

caused by the sin of covetousness, as the members took to

adulterating the liquor. Even the humble caste of Madigas

claim to be connected with a Rishi at their origin, and say

that their low state is due to the partiality of their progenitor

for beef. The caste of barbers was born from the eye of Siva.

and became Nayana-Khshatriyas. Vaddas were created also

out of the sweat of his body by Siva who wished to find water

to assuage the thirst of his consort Parvati.
Such accounts of fanciful origin merely point to a con-

sciousness in the community to show that they realize the

function which each particular caste came to fulfil in the social

economy, or to distinguish their tribal or local origin from that

of the general population of the province in which they find

themselves. There are indeed stories which are even more

fantastic and of which it is difficult to make out the meaning

or to which only a farfetched semblance of meaning can &
attached.

In a few cases, however, less ambitious and perhaps
toncal traditions of origin are recounted. They are chicV

concerned with showing that the caste in a particular locality

was originally not indigenous. Thus the Dombar caste came

from the lelugu country ; Komatis or Vaisyas from AyoW
in Northern India ; and Kadugollas from the neighbourhood

ot

hi*
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Delhi. Some, such as Lambanis, indicate the place of their
origin from the language used by them and from their usages
which differ palpably from what are observed around them.

The determination of the social status and the relative rank
of castes is one of the most delicate tasks falling to the lot of
an ethnographist in this country. It is perhaps the best course
to eschew it and to resort to some colourless arrangement, as
an alphabetical one. Still the thing exists and the accounts
will be incomplete if some information is not given on this
head. Some terms such as Sudra and even well-known names
of particular castes have altogether to be avoided if one would
not raise a hornet's nest round one's ears. A change of name,
it may be true, does not import a change of quality in the
object named, but if people have a strong sentiment on such
matters, there can be no harm in respecting it. There is an
agreement among people generally that the old names Brah-
man, Kshatriya and Vaisya connote a certain degree of supe-
rior social rank. Many castes who did not think of claiming
these distinctions formerly, are now anxious to class them-
selves under one or the other of them, while with some incon-
sistency, they would not tolerate similar pretensions on the
part of their rivals. Many classes would range themselves as
orahmans, while some go further and claim to be the only
me and genuine original Brahmans. In the same way, many

classes have ranged themselves as Kshatriyas, while a few with
more modesty are satisfied to be Vaisyas.

Still, there are some principles which are undisputed and
which would provide a readv test for setting at rest such con-
troversies. The most important test is that of birth and
descent, which is all but conclusive in the case of individuals.

all Tf
t element is whether a particular caste has been habitu-

}J following the particular Samskaras such as Upanayana,
lc

-. laid down in the Sastras for the Dvija classes. Another
Provided by the standard of personal hygiene, and the ob-

ariT
CeS °f rules of ceremonial purity. Articles of food and

ino

are arranged in a certain order; flesh eating is considered
correct for certain castes, and so the drinking of spirituous

erf

0rS
*

>

Even among those to whom meat is not prohibited,

all hi
classes of meat such as beef are absolutely forbidden to

ther
three °r four of the lowest strata of society- The

5

marr-
^ SOme cust°ms , such as marriage after puberty and

castpf
ge °f widows

. which are considered improper for certain

andIn ?
nd the same remark may be made about some trades

castj ?S10ns
' Lastly, there is the traditional rank of each

settL T, *1 though concealed from Census returns, is well

the locati

1 thorou£hly wel1 known t0 the other ca9teS Dg m

*n<W
hen as to marks which differentiate castes, the rule of

gamy ,s Perhaps the most important test. Yet it would
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direct

not be correct to say that the caste circle and the circle of

dogamy are the same. It is well known that there are many

different endogamous groups or sub-castes among Brahmans,

and in many non-Brahman castes such as Gollas and Bedas.

The larger classes are universally regarded as comprising a

single caste, and there is nothing to be gained by altering the

signification of such a well-known term by making caste synony-

mous with an endogamous group. One effect of such a change

would be to make the work of the social reformer more difficult;

for though an intermarriage between different castes may at

present be taken as quite inadmissible, that between persons

of different endogamous groups within the same caste, would

only be regarded as, at its worst, an incorrect thing.

The other test, of commensality, is still less a guide.

Leaving the Brahmans apart who cannot eat with other castes,

there are groups of castes which are allowed to dine together,

though they cannot intermarry. Thus for example, Okkaligas

of different castes, Kurubas, and some other of the higher non-

Brahman castes can all dine in each other's house. It may

be a wise thing for reformers for a long while yet to

their efforts chiefly on the fusion of such groups by introducing

inter-marriages between sections who can publicly dine with

each other. The only certain test appears to be birth in a

caste as attested by general repute, though certain castes admit

recruits from higher castes to a limited extent. The difficulty

of applying any other test led to the common reluctance to

have social relations with persons whose origin was unknown.

I suppose it was the great anxiety to secure purity of

blood, that was at the bottom of the custom of child marriages.

Still, the rule does not seem to have originally been so rigorojfc

as it has become in recent times. It is curious that Nambudn

Brahmans who are most rigid in following the old Sutras, should

have no objection to keep women unmarried to a late age.

Perhaps it is compensated for by the inquisitorial rigour with

which they pursue those unfortunate women who are suspected

of any sexual weakness. You know that we have a mi Id ^
in Mysore intended to check unduly early child marriages; but

the principal persons who incur penalties under it are invari-

ably those in whose caste late marriages are not at all consi-

dered heterodox. I have not come across a single case among

Brahmans, among whom marrying girls below ten is becoming

quite exceptional. We thout

any outside stimulus of legislation, the age of marriage is being

gradually raised in the higher castes.
,

Religion, like language, though intimately associated wit

caste, is not by any means a decisive factor. Accession to a

utterly alien faith like Christianity or Muhammadanism *rre
'

vocably breaks the bonds of caste ; but within the pale, a grea-

deal of latitude exists. Within the caste of Brahmans an
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within its sub-castes (or endogamous groups) there may be
members who speak Telugu or Kannada or T^mil, and there
may be men who are Saivas or Vaishnavas, or Smartas,
Maddhvas or Sri- Vaishnavas. The same phenomenon, alle-

giance to different faiths (Saiva or Vaishnava or even Jaina)
may be observed within the pale of many non-Brahman groups
as well as difference of home language according to the place
of birth of the individuals. As for minor deities, faith or want
of faith in them hardly counts for anything.

I am afraid, gentlemen, that I have taken more than my
just share of your valuable time ; and thanking you for the
indulgent hearing you have been pleased to give me, I beg you
to forgive the inevitable defects in my treatment of a subject
of wide interest and importance.





ii. Dakshindar, a godling of the Sunderbuns.

By Bimala Charan Batabyal.

Communicated by the Anthropological Secretary.

[With Plates XI—XII.]

Dakshindar, Kalurai Dakshindar, or Dakshinrai is a god-
ling widely worshipped in the rural districts of Bengal, especi-
ally in those adjoining the Sunderbuns. Dakshindar or Dak-
shinrai means the Lord of the South and, as the Sunderbuns
are in the south of Bengal and are infested with mischievous
wild beasts, especially the ferocious Bengal tiger, the influence
of the deity on the tiger is popularly deemed to be quite suffi-

cient to check its extensive havoc in the villages lying in the
neighbourhood of the Sunderbuns. The godling is usually
represented as a huge human head with flat face, large eyes,
nps extending from ear to ear, with large grinning teeth and a
thick moustache, expressly intended to frighten away the tiger
as a scare-crow. The terrible form with the fixed gaze of the
eyes inspires terror in the heart of the beast. In some instances
the form is that of a human being riding a tiger. The worship
of the god is generally held in the month of Magh, corres-

ponding to part of January and February. There is no fixed

Jay for the worship, as it is held during the month on different
toys in different localities. Night is the usual time for the
worship. Lower class people gather in large numbers at the
P'ace of worship with offerings of rice, fruits and sweets, with
|oa .and ducks for sacrifice. The worship is conducted by a
ranm,n priest. The tiger appears chiefly in very cold winter
?nts in the villages close to the Sunderbuns, and this fact

^counts for the reason why the worship is held at night in

° month of Magh when the cold of winter is usually greatest

2lar

engal
" The paraphernalia of the worship, such as the

cm / l

t0rches
' beating of the gong and the tomtom, large

eoJ ^
0wliu8 at the pitch of their voices, especially when a

s dt or duck is sacrificed, tend to drive away the tiger from the

.

«"ty of the place of worship. Almost every village of

portance in the rural districts of Bengal has a fixed place of

of im
Which is generally on one of its borders, the number

In
ges

.

worshipped being in many instances more than one.

rallv°

me Vllla§es tne number of images exceeds a dozen. Gene-

are nl°
ne °r more Manasha (Euphorbia neriifolia, Linn.) trees

Planted near the place of worship.
lne procedure in the worship of Dakshindar is the same

the

in
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as that followed in the worship of Oanesha or Ganapati, who

is looked upon as the origin of success in every undertaking

and destroyer of all evils..

The origin of Dakshindar is obscure. No account of it is

to be found in the Vedas or Puranas. There are different

modern accounts giving diverse versions of the origin. One

account says that while Ganesh was born, all gods came to

pay him a visit. But when Shani ( Saturn or Cronos), the

brother of Durga, mother of Ganesh, came and saw his

nephew, his head vanished and an elephant's head was in-

stantly secured and fitted into his neck. The missing head

of Ganesh is Dakshindar. Hence the worship of Dakshindar

is the same as that of Ganesh. Another account says that

there was once in the district of Jessore a Rajah called

Dakshin Rai. He scoured the Sunderbuns several time

md bagged each time such a large number of tigers that his

sight became a terror to the tigers of the Sunderbuns. A third

account says that Dakshindar is one of the good spirit

(Pramathas), a follower and agent of Shiva. The fact that

the worship of Dakshindar is confined to the lower castes of

Bengal, most of whom are of mixed descent, being partly

Aryan and partly aboriginal, shows that it is one of the relics

of aboriginal rites which has come down and that, subsequently,

to invest it with a semblance of the authority of the Shastras,

the missing head of Ganeshhss been introduced by some Brahmin

priests to account for its origin.

The shape of the idol is that of an ordinary earthen ves-

sel with a crown at the top. The crown, which is usuai«y

larger than the face, is of the shape of a betel-leaf, conical at

the top but flat in the middle. The idol is prepared with

earth, dried in the sun and then coated with chalk. In

some cases, especially in those of big idols, the earthen image

is burnt after drying to make it stand the effects of weather.

The colours used on the chalk-coating are black and red. The

eyes, eye-brows and the moustache" are painted black and the

nostrils, lips and gums are painted red. The crown is *»

painted with black and red and in some cases with black only.

The back of the idol is not painted and so has the usual

colour of earth or earth burnt red. The workmanship is wtf

clumsy and no attempt is made to improve the workman-

ship, most probably in fear lest the terrible effect of the ap-

pearance should be reduced. The size of the idol usual!)

varies from 3 inches to 5 feet in height and from 2 inches [o

!| feet in breadth. The idol, when very small, is
generall

used as a toy for children.
The specimen, figured I and 2, is from Boral (2 i» ile*

from Garia, a station of the E.B.S.R., Southern Section)

and was presented to the Indian Museum in 1914 by Mr. **
Jones. Its actual dimensions are as follow* •_
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Height of the idol with crown
Diameter of the face

Height of the crown
Breadth ,, ,,

Height of the face

« •

1 ft.—8 inches

8

10

8*

? 9

>>

)>

55

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL

Fig. 1.—Anterior view of the specimen in the Indian Museum
M 2.—Posterior ,, „ „ ,, ,, „

Fig. 1.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII.

Photograph of the worship of a cluster of godlings

at Chungati, 5 miles from Sonarpur (E.B.S.R.,

Southern Section) taken on the 18th January, 1915.

* y «
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PLATE XI.

I. IMAGE OF DAKSHINDAR. 2.
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PLATE XII

WORSHIP DAKSHINDAR.



May, 1915.

WPiM01lhlyKSe^ral Meetin^ of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 5th May, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.
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^
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»
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- Abdus-Subhan, Khan Bahadur, Dr. N.Sal
?» RaiMonmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur, Dr. B. L

Ohaudhun, Mr. T. P. Ghose, Mr. S. W. Kemp, Mr. R. D. Mehta,

&A™ a ^eS
,?
nandra Sen Gupta, Dr. 0. Strauss, Dr. A.

fcuhrawardy, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fourteen presentations were announced.

I M <?
he ^eneral Secretary reported that Major H. B. Foster,

w,>vS'' ,
Babu Ra<*ha Krishna have expressed a desire to

withdraw from the Society.

the Van
G<

?
U
p
ral Secretary laid on the table a programme for

These prizes
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ffe

r
ed by the Royal Academy of Sciences, Turin-the
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6en 1915 aad 1918
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lowing gentlemen were balloted for and elected as

urinary Members :_

Kiahn
"^ Qiris 0handra Chakravarti, Pleader and Zamindar,

second iT <Maimensingh) proposed by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri,

XushbZi. ?*•?*' Safcis Chandra Vidyabhusana; Mr. L. F.

ProW WMams, B.A., B.Litt., F.R. Hist. S., University

Koad In \.
Modern Indian History, Allahabad, 3, Cawnpore
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' ProP°sed by Mr «
Gerald Gardner Brown,
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et
' Calcutta, proposed by Dr. A. Suhrawardy,
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<* by Hon. Justice Sir A. T. Mukerjee, Kt.
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The following papers were read

:

1. History of Mithila during the Pre-Mughal Period.-B\)

Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur.

2. Contributions to the History of Smrti in Bengal ad

Mithila.—By Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur.

3. History of Navya Nyaya in Bengal and Mithila.-I

Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur.

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana spoke and Rai Mori-

mohan Chakravarti replied.
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JUNE, 1915.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 2nd June, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel Sir L. Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D., B.S.,
KR.C.P., F.R.C.S., F A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

?
F

'
N

' Annandale
»
Mr. A. C. Atkinson, Dr. P. J. Bruhl,

n w
A

'
ChaPman >

Dr - B - L. Chaudhuri, Mr. T. P. Ghose,
ur. W. C. Hossack, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E.
vredenbum.

Visitors :—Babu B. C. Batabyal and Mr. Robert H. Bodger.

Ihe minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twelve presentations were announced.

T P «
Th

t
General Secretary reported that Mr. Bonham Carter,

*'t*8., had expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The following papers were read :

1. Palaeontological Notes from Hazara.—By H. C. Das-
wpta. Communicated by the Biological Secretary.

2. Dakshindar, a godling of the Sunderbuns:—By Bimala

r ^
ARAN Batabyal. Communicated by the Anthropological Sec-

vio \ ?0rtfl Indian Folk Medicine for Hydrophobia and Scor-
iwn bting.—By Sarat Chandra Mittra. Communicated by

C Anthropological Secretary.

Sho tN
The WeiQhing Beam called Bisd Dangd in Orissa, with

Ihe n ,
on s°fne Weights and Measures still current

D Sc
™ PoPulation of that Division.—By B. L. Chaudhuri,

y .

5
- The Recent Pearl Fishery in Polk Bay, with Biological

w k

S
*t?

on Peari Oysters.—By James Hornell. Communica-
ted h the Biological Secretary
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12. The Action of Light on Silver Chloride.

By P. S. MacMahon.

[Read at the First Indian Science Congress on January 15, 1914.]

The first object of the present investigation was to ascertain
the nature of the coloured compound or products obtained by
the action of light on silver chloride. The results hitherto
obtained by the many investigators who have attempted the
problem are so much at variance that it was thought worth-
while to clear up if possible some of the more prominent
contradictions. The present paper can make no claim to having
attained finality in the solution of the very complex problem
subsequently disclosed, but it is hoped that some explanation
Has been found of certain discrepancies between two of the
more important theories as to the nature of the product.

Broadly speaking, there have been three rival theories
as to the composition of the dark substance obtained by the
action of light on silver chloride, namely : firstly, that it is a
subchlonde of silver, secondly, that it is an oxyehloride, and
tairdly, that it is an allotropic form of reduced silver.

Ine first theory has been the most generally accepted and

j^
8

.

st widely promulgated by the American chemist Carey
a in a brilliant and masterly series of researches which laid

tol

8C1
,

entific foundations to the modern art of coloured pho-
graphy. The experimental basis upon which this hypothesis

su

S

,

S

^
0n

-

S18tS briefly in the fact that the darkening of AgCl in

of h|
•

1S accomPanied by an evolution of small quantities
c lonne and that the resultant substance obtained contains

ApPw!
8^116"06 more A« than corresponds to the formula

iilut HNA
at n° metallic AS can be dissolved out of it by

h no X r
3 * ^lle existence of a subchloride insoluble in HNOsaS ^efore been postulated.

tion h ,

second theory forms the subject to which most atten-

tion 11

een §iven up to the present stage of the investiga-

found *
although experimentally authenticated, it has been

apnea
Un

,

tenable
- The third theory, a modified form of which

T(

S

!r
be the correct °ne > wilfbe adverted to later.

simple
16

?
fficulties in the way of settling apparently such a

°xyeen
Pr° 6m as to wnether the reductive product contains

solid A^n
n°fc are due t0 the fact that when nSht act3 upon

layer n I'
the action is confined to an excessively thin opaque

great hit
SUrface of th« solid which effectually prevents the

lk of the substance from further change. The amount
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of reduced chloride formed scarcely ever amounts to more than

1% of the whole and there are therefore great analytical diffi-

culties in the way of settling its composition. The only well-

established fact about the decomposition is that it is accom-

panied by an escape of chlorine gas if dry and if under water,

with the production of HC1 and HC10
3
in solution.

That oxygen is essential to the darkening of the chloride

was first stated by Hunt (Researches on Light 1854), who

showed that when AgCl is exposed to light in a bent tube the

other limb of which dipped into water, absorption of oxygen took

place. This however, as pointed out by Meldola (Chemistry of

Photography 1901) does not afford conclusive evidence of the

absorption of oxygen by the darkened product inasmuch as

some of the oxygen present may unite with the nascent chlorine

evolved with the production of a soluble oxide of chlorine.

Meldola himself in the same work however supports the

oxychloride hypothesis and quotes in its support the work of

Hodgkinson who was stated to have isolated a compound of the

type Acr
20, AgCl.

Richardson (J. C. S. 1892) on the other hand was of opinion

that the darkened product contains no oxgyen, having found

only very minute traces of water formed when Hydrogen is

passed over the dry heated sutstance. He also found that

darkening takes place when dry AgCl is exposed to light under

dry CCl^ and therefore protected from air. The subohloride

hypothesis was supported by Guntz (C. r. 1891) Giinther, and

Carey Lea, who found that rapid action take place when melted

AgCl is exposed to light under dry petroleum.
The oxy- chloride hypothesis was supported by Bibra

(Journal fur pract. Chemic. Bd. 12) who found practically no

loss of weight to take place when AgCl loses chlorine in light and

by Sahler (Phot. Mitt. Bd. 13) who showed that AgCl darkens

in pure nitrogen very slowly compared with oxygen. ,

H. B. Baker (J.C.S. 1892) found that when AgCl is confined

in a bulb and exposed to light over strong KOH that contrac-

tion of the air inside the bulb takes place, and moreover that

the darkened product yields water when acted upon ty

hydrogen in a furnace. Completed pure AgCl did not darken

in vacuo, nor in perfectly moisture-free oxygen. It did n°

darken under perfectly pure CC1
4 ; darkening commenced

however

as soon as air was allowed access to it. The product treatea

with cone. KC1 dissolved completely, and the solution
became

alkaline as might be expected if oxychloride were present.

Baker furthermore carried out a series of quantity
measurements in which the oxygen was measured by noting

the contraction which took place inside a scaled bulb contain1

Jthe ch oride and copper foil to absorb the chlorine libera^
and allowing for absorption of oxygen by the copper- J*

reduced Ag was measured by acting on the darkened pro*»*
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with NHJHO and weighing the residue of Ag. From these data
he deduced the formula Ag.CIO for the oxychloride.

The first step in the present investigation was to verify
Baker's work. For this purpose AgCl was either sealed up in
a bulb with oxygen together with some substance to absorb
CI such as Cu or Ag, and confined over KOH solution. After
some three months' exposure to the Indian sun the volume of
oxygen was in each case measured. It was found that undoubt-
ed contraction took place, but to a much smaller extent than
that found by Baker. 40 gms. of the pure chloride exposed in
a oOO c.c. bulb after three months gave an absorption of only

-.he dried product was next examined in a specially con-
structed apparatus for oxygen. Pure dry chlorine was prepared
°v the electrolysis of cone. HC1 at low current density in
an apparatus with sealed-in C electrodes, and dried by means of

%% It was found impossible, as a matter of fact, to prepare

EZ„y oxygen-free chlorine this way, and in the first analysis
a nm""ce was made for the small amount of oxygen in the

ne- Perfectly pure CI was subsquently prepared by a™od given by Wohler v. Streicher (Berichte II, 1913) by the
action of HC1 on ppted MN0

2 hydrate. The whole of the appa-
lls w*s composed of glass, the junctions between the jena

net ordinary glass parts were made by Baumbach, Manchester.

end th
d product was Piaced in a jena tube fitted at either

T i

tnree -way vacuum taps and the whole apparatus

wa^fh i

electrolytic vessel evacuated. Pure dry chlorine

and H
alIowed to acfc on the gently-warmed photochloride,

a tue evolved oxygen measured. 30 gms. of the darkened
^ture evolved 4 cc. of oxygen.

betw
W
T Very 800n found however that no relation existed

re iH

een
J
he amount of oxygen evolved, and the weight of silver

defer-
°b

i
ained by the action of cone. NH.HO. The silver was

amount*
61ther by the acfcion of conc> NH *

H0 on a weig,ied

solved
the darkened product until no more AgClwasdis-

action °f

Ut
'
and then wei2hin!z the residue of Ag; or by the

reconvr i

a
,5

QUa regia on fche darkened product which completely

this w
Jt int° normal chloride. The amount of Ag got in

stoichin
7 V

*

aned Very Sreat 'y in different samples and bore no

Tli L
riCaI relation whatever to the oxygen evolved.

determ
e
]
rect of heat on the darkened substance was next

allowan

chlori

The

2,6267 gms. were dried 8 hrs. at 110—120°.

weights after successive dryings were as follows

:

110-120° 8 hrs. =2,62655 -0,00015
150-160° 8 hrs. =2,62605 -0,0005
200-210° 8 hrs. =2,62562 -0,00043
Melted =2 6255 - 0,000 lo
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The total loss of weight was only 1,2 mgms. The bulk of

this was lost between 150-210°, and probably was due to the

decomposition of the small amount of oxygen compound present.

An intimate mixture of the dry darkened product was made

with pure KC1, and the mass fused and extracted with pure

water in Pt vessels.

A slight alkaline reaction was in all cases obtained with

phenolphthalein and the filtrate.

It was next attempted to prepare photochloride containing

a larger amount of the reduced product. A material of this

kind was made by the repeated action of dil. HC1 solution on

dil. AgN0 3
sol. in sunlight. An amorphous chocolate brown

powder was obtained, an analysis of which is appended.

40 gms. yielded 2 cc. of oxygen
3,4230 gms. were dried at 100° for 8 hrs. losing only 710

mgms. in weight.

This on treatment with NH^HO gave 0,3908 gms. of Ag

so that nearly £ of the AgClwas reduced. The ammoniacal

nitrate containing dissolved AgCl was acidified with HN03
and

the ppted AgCl weighed. This amounted to 3,0316 gms. or a

_- __ — —& ~, , ^. _„ v ^.

original weight of darkened product taken.
i

Here in spite of the very much greater amount of reduction,

the volume of contained oxygen did not differ materially h00
)

that obtained in the dry way. Unfortunately it was found

that the product obtained in this way gave indications of tne

presence of HC1, i.e. an acid reaction with water even after

repeated washing. AgCl formed in the presence of HC1 seems to

retain small quantities of the acid from which it is absolute

impossible to be freed. This is an exactly similar phenomenon

to the formation of lakes by Al(OH), and the absorption
j>

small quantities of metallic chlorides like FeCl
3
,-HgA bvAg

j
when it is ppted in the presence of these substances. Prolong6

^
extraction in a Sohxlet with boiling water is useless because

AgCl is itself slowly decomposed by boiling water. K
^

therefore impossible to show the presence of oxidized Ag"1

darkened product obtained by any qualitative test. Treatme^

with KC1 as above gave an acid reaction and the ammonia

nitrate obtained by the action of NH
4
HO on the dark po*

always gave excess of chlorine. From the dry substance n

ever slight excess of silver in the filtrate was observed.
On account of the length of time required to prepare

_

substance and the small amount of material with whicti

must necessarily work, the number of analyses made has

very small even after two years' work. Two inferences ho*»

may be drawn from the above : firstly, that the darkened P

duct usually contains small amounts of oxysen, and secona/

that it is impossible to establish by analytical mean3

presence of any definite oxygen compound of silver. The

*
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of the matter lies in the fact that it is impossible to distinguish
between small amounts of the oxygen compound of silver
and the metallic silver which is' undoubtedly produced
simultaneously. I have never yet prepared a sample of the
darkened amorphous product from which it was not possible to
extract a little silver by means of hot dil. HN0

8 , and in which
any finality to the process was reached. The highly reduced
material prepared by precipitation contained at first a large
amount of reduced silver some of which could be extracted with
cold dil. HN0

3 . By continually substituting fresh amounts of
not dil. HNO

s
small traces of Ag could be dissolved out at

infinitum. Again by the action of some solvent for AgCl such as
ri^liO, KC1, KCN the residue obtained in every case was

nothing but metallic Ag. The darkened product was found to
resist some solvents better than others, thus KC1 only dissolved
out small quantities at a time of AgCl, but there was at the
same time no point at which the action ceased.

In one experiment it was attempted to act upon AgCl
crystallizing out from cone NH^HO in the presence of sunlight,

j*
remarkable dark crystalline substance was obtained, denser

than AgCl and containing about 2£% of reduced Ag. This
substance was extraordinarily stable." No Ag could be dissolved
°ut even by cold cone. HNO s . NHJIO acted upon it very
slowly indeed. Prolonged treatment with boiling acqua regia
concerted into the normal chloride.

.
.

seems almost certain from these experiments that the
auction product contains no definite compound, but belongs to
neciass of colloidal substances in which one of the components

wa !f
erSed through the other solid phase. Since this work

7 ?
i?
ne an interesting series of papers has appeared in the

firi i,

Phys Ck*™ie 1912 by Reinders, who has prepared arti-

.,o£ \ 8lmi,ar Photochloridea not only of silver, but also of

|Jj the crystallization of AgCl on the dark from cone,

in th i-

containing colloidal silver and gold. It is impossible

work k
Uted 3C0Pe of this PaPer t0 S° iuto tllis very mterestin

§
the* j

ifc aPPears almost conclusive from it that any of

collr /
C
,

ICtion Products can be obtained synthetically from
vuuo.aal silver.

red n

1^*8 estab"shed manv years ago by Carey Lea (on the

aW? Purple Pllot - of silver) that a great many coloured pro-

DartLry be obtained by the action of HC1 on almost any

with fcduced compound of silver and subsequent treatment

Aon •*• The best way of 9howinS this is t0
*

SOr
?k

dil F,K
rtlally reduced bv the action of heat, strike it up with

coin, J
and wash them but with dil. HN03 . A deep purple

fromT P
r0duct is obtained. Similar products can be obtained

The* ! Utiou of A&[ PPted in the presence of hypophosphites.

a tL
eem t0 °e formed invariably whenever AgCl is formed

ue Presence of dispersed silver or dispersed silver in the
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presence of AgCl. Carey Lea's allotropic silver would now be

classed under the heading of those little known colloidal com-

plexes which exist in the solid state.

The two components appear to exercise a mutually protec-

tive influence on each other. This would account for the remark-

able fact that the dark substance is formed in sunlight under a

dil. solution of HN0
8
almost as fast as under water or in the

air. Similarly the disperse phase appears to affect the continu-

ous one, although to a lesser degree, as may be seen from the

slower rate of solution of the AgCl in ammonia in the case of

the darkened product.

From this point of view the necessity of assuming
^ * _ m ^ -» — - _ _ _ _ — _ v

. 1

the

existence of a hypothetical subchloride is dispensed with. The

properties of this body have always been extremely vague and

elusive, and adaptable just as the exigencies of the facts de-

manded. The other compounds on whose analogy its formula

was ascribed have been proved to be illusory, such as Ag
4

and

the monochloridea of Ca, Sr, and Ra.
There is no direct evidence of the existence of Ag2

Cl what-

ever, and Luther's work on the electrochemical potential of

photochemicaliy reduced AgCl which was supposed to have

demonstrated the existence of Ag2Cl, is now recognized to have

been erroneous.

The question now remains how to account for the small

Quantities of oxygen present. The suggestion is put forward

in this paper that the photochemical decomposition of AgClu

sunlight is attended by a partial oxidation of the very w>«

colloidal silver produced.
In the first place, the assumption of the existence of a"

oxychloride is not warranted by the experimental evidence inas-

much as the reactions observed can all be explained on U»

supposition that Ag,0 is present. This would account for tM

presence of a slight excess of silver in the ammoniacal solution

obtained by the action of cone. NH
4HO on the photochlon«-

and it also explains the production of alkali with KCl in accor-

dance with the reaction.

Ag,0 + 2 KCl + H,0 - AgCl + 2 KHO.

In a paper recently published by Kohlsek Utter und Eydm^
(Annalen Band 398) it has been shown that oxidation of s^
foil begins to take place at 270° in an atmosphere of oxy«,

under atmospheric pressure ( Cher Bildungsformen des fl«*'
>'

there is nothing improbable therefore in the assumption tM*

exothermic reaction of the sort should take place spon**"

..-„ ™ wmen was also found to contain oxygen, ait .

.

-»»

smaller amounts, it is to be observed that colloidal silv*

,

D

never yet been t»rena.r*d ™«f „,•„;«„ mr>o/ „( \„ and that ^
X
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is distinct evidence of partial hydrolysis whenever colloidal
silver exists dispersed in water.

The question must however be left open as to whether
Ag

2
or AgOH is necessarily associated with the coloured photo-

chlorides of silver or whether they are accidently admixed as a
result of the partial hydrolysis or oxidation of finely reduced
silver.

The chief difficulty at the present stage of the enquiry is
the preparation of colloidal silver in a state of chemical purity.
Attempts will be made to prepare something of the kind by
oolloidic dispersion of Ag in a rarefied indifferent gas. It will
then be possible to test the assumption made above that
molecular or colloidal silver is capable of being spontaneously
oxidized in sunlight.



*



13. Notes on Father Monserrate's Mongolicae Legationis

Commentarius

By H. Beveridge,

And the Surat Incident

Translated from the Portuguese by R. G. Whiteway.

Edited and Annotated by the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

P. 51 7n. 2.—The MSS. referred to by Emerson Tennent
are in the Students' Room in the British Museum and
are numbered Additional 20,861 to 20,900. I got out the
tat volume, viz., 20,861, but it was all in Portuguese, and,
though written clearly enough, I could make nothing of the
manuscript. All I could see was that it contained a great
deal about Malacca and Cochin, and that there were at least

xaa
reterences to Equebar (Akbar). The first volume,

««i 20,861, begins with the year 1580 and goes onto 1599.
^ome Portuguese scholar should look through the volumes. 1

". 518n. 1.—According to the English translation of the

E8d°??
ha the quotation comes from I Esdras, not III

P- 5l9n. 1.—Father Delaunoit's suggestion that Agare-

^ comes from Hagar, the mother of lshmael, is confirmed
7 the Paris edition of 1733 of Ducange. It is said there
•
v

- Agarenus: "Agareni, Saraceni, qui scilicet se existi-m
p
0rt0d ex Ismaelo, filio Agaris et Abrahami." 3

jah
- .

,

5l9a - 3.— Dhafar is now known as Mirbat. See

DhT
Qlr '-S Memoirs

> translation, II. 88n. ;
also the article

UA a
U BIackie '

s Imperial Gazetteer, p. 837, and Reclus,
le An^neure, p. 897. Dhofar is properly Zatr, ' victory'.

^WHSf?*^' Mo»<jolime Legationis Commentarius appeared in Memoirs

I 'A
l
l
*l

*)» HI. 519-704.

\H w„ ,

ere a ie™ notes to Mr. H. Beveridge's welcome annotations.
• n oaten, S.J.]

in the nn
1S 8 colleot'on of 40 voU of despatches relating to India and once

for the h !
eSS,0n of fche Marquis de Porabal. This should be invaluable

tha* Pon l i

y ° f the Portuguese colonies in the East. It is well known
G°a to h

OI*dered original documents, civil and ecclesiastical, of

these Dfl

sent to Portugal, and it is hardly likely that copies of all

P<»tu&»i
Pe

n
3 were made at the time at Goa. How is it possible that

&ai allow-oH fK:„ _a>.- , J «.~ #„U Jr. f/-. fr>r».i'(rr> hands ?
i

t

He f°iT
ed this official correspondence to fall into foreign hands ?

ere the Vulgate differs from the Church of England version.

yl
- irsalmila Q4 .. - c ^u- e A „„~oni onrl 1 Par. 5. vv. 10and 20 it

almu3 82, v. 7, for the form Agareni, and 1 Par. 5, vv. 10

Wne f

r ^ form Agarei. Manrique, the Spaniard, uses the word
e for Muhammad,.an.
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I have not found Father Monserrate' s Eynan. But Blackie's

Gazetteer gives (1. 51) Ainad or Ainand, a town of Hadra-

maut, 207 miles N. E. of Aden, which may be the place

meant. See also Reclus (I. c. p. 899) and his map, which

spells the place as Amid. 1

P. 519 text.—The Arnaouts are Albanians. See the En-

cycl. Brit., Vol. I, article 'Albania,' p. 483. I think Father

Monserrate may have written Albanesium, not Allanesium.4

P. 529.—May not the mysterious annotator have been

Tieffentaler himself ?
s

P. 551.—The good Father is unjust to Khwaja Safr's

memory. He helped the Portuguese much, and can hardly be

called a renegade, for I suppose he was captured and made a

Mussulman in his infancy. See Whiteway's Rise of the Portu-

guese Power, p. 250, etc. Mr. Whiteway calls him Safr Aga.

See also Maffei and the native histories of Gujarat.*
PP. 557-58.—Baba Kapur is mentioned in the Ain Akban

See Blochmann's translation, p. 539, No. 30. There is an

account of him in the Khazina Asfiya, Vol. II, p. 433. Hi»

real name was 'Abdul Ghafur, and he was a native of Kalpi-

He was a follower of_ Shah Madar. Apparently, there is an

account of Baba Kapur in the Akhbar-ul Akhiyar.
P. 562.—There is an interesting reference to the elephant

statues here—perhaps the earliest on record. It support

Bernier's story. 6

' I identified it with ATnad at p. 522.a lucuuueu it, wnn .iinaa at p. trzz.
! I translated Allanesium by Alessio (?), the chief town of Albania-

There appeared to me little doubt, however, that Alessio should w

derived from Allanesium, and I felt no hesitation about Monserrafc

spelling. I have read and re-read the original repeatedly, fot thepr°° s

were corrected from the original. In the end I read Monserrate i

«Jjing as easdy as my own. I have now returned the MS. to the St. r&

Cathedral Library
; but I think it unnecessary to have a look eg

when I have checked the text at least half a dozen times. The origin

oi ivionsertate should, I think, find
Memorial of Calcutta.

the Victoria

He
* Father Tieffentaler was probably able to speak English-

wrote French at times, but generally he wrote in Latin. Now the aow
inous annotator wrote in English. See my note at p. 695 k ™eJLabout Wilford. The Rev. W. K. Firminger, Archdeacon of Calcu"*

throws out a hint in Bengal Past and Present, 1914, April-June, P-;
wnich may lead us to discover where the MS. originally was. p'
that library marks similar to I.P. 4G, which I could not explain"?*
serrate s case, are found in other books of the St. Paul's Cathedral Libra

and they are covered with strips of white paper, as was the case w

-Monserrate I have had no time to investigate *his matter. „
floee also H. Bevendge's translation of the Akbarnarm, L *"

and errata Nos. 100, 112, 114.
Monserrate mentions the elephant statue at Gwahor, the

at Agra and the two at Fatehpur Sikri. His reference to the*
statues is the earliest I could find. I prepared two or three ye** &
oJS

art
f

:(

S °n thG differ6nt e,ePhan* staLes but could not con<&
because of the uncertainty of the ultimate fate of the Agra statues.
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P. 563.—See Hughes' Diet, of Islam, p. 523a, about the
earliest translation of the Qoran. Did the Fathers use 'the
translation published at Basle in 1543 ?

l

P. 565.—Probably, the mystagogue referred to here was
Qufcbu-d-dln of Jalesar. Cf. Blochmann, 191, and Badayunf
II, Lowe's translation, p. 308.

P. 576.—The account of Shah Mansur. He was foully
murdered, because he was too honest a servant of Akbar, and
tried to expose the frauds about horse- branding. He was the
victim of forged letters, as Akbar found out afterwards at
Kabul, when it was too late. See TabaqaUi Akbarimd Elliot's
History, Vol. V, p. 426 (also ibid., 423).

585n. 8

—

Equiso is given in Smith's Dictionary, p.
371, as meaning a groom. Under agaso it also refers to
equiso. The word must surely occur in large dictionaries.'

P. 599.—This notice of the Manikyala Tope is very inter-
esting and is probably the earliest notice that we have of it,
either m Indian or European writers. 3

P. 601.—Axtnagar* is of course Hashtnagar.
P. 603—There is an account of Qullj Khan, the Gover-

nor^ Surat> jn Blochmann, No. 42, p. 354, and a fuller one in

Maasiru-l-Umara, III. 69.
P. 613.—The legend about 'All Masjid is interesting.

i

De
,5 *e 'mpression that the Agra statues might have been shifted to

nlW
;

t t
the Pedestals in both places were shown to be too different to

is that i

Agra statues ' being placed at Delhi. Another conclusive clue

in thp A**"
e
lePhanfc statue was found some 40 years ago in a rubbish heap

diseiw- h?\
k

' T hoPe to refcurn to this subject as early as possible and

elenhn I \bewildering variety of legends centring round the riders of the

to Wa at A*ra and De,hi - Bernier's story applies to Delhi, not

sto'ril

or
,

rather ifc was » repetition of Monserrate's version of the Agra

to thTV
P1° bly the correct one for Apra, since Monserrate lived so close

the fact commemorated.

of hint- m
6 tran*lution of ir>4:< was a Latin one, and Hughes Diet.

Chr£j\Vhnt about Portuguese translation-. Father F. Goldie. First

^lpJ!taatontot^Oreat.\lo l,<>l,p.l3. n. 22, says that the Fathers

[probaW !V
gUese translation of the QofStt. He quotes du Jarnc. p. o07

1610 n L> Latin transL of 1 «•'»]•
'

l

'

l,e French edn. of Bordeaux,

d'stinpti, ,1
8peftks indeed o£ a Portuguese translation. Monserrate says

nard hL ,? used a Lat''n translation, which he attributes to St. Ber-

"> Eno-wl
Whldl Hugnes' Diet, of Islam ascribes to Robert of Retina,

ivinfhl ?' and Hermann of Dalmatia, a German, the translation

The oLin ? T
e at the request of Peter, Abbot of Clugny (1143 ad.).

1 think ft, luV 1' letters covering the same period as Monserrate contain.

shall hill , ,
mformation about the version of the Qoran used. YV e

fascicle 1(1° dlscuss the point, when we publish these letters m our next

2 Tl
h

.

e Memoirs.

inFaceiolaVp
a bad case of overlooking things. I now find the word

8 Th«
'"^^eellini which I was constantly using.

K"aibarp
passaSe9 on the Manikyala tope and on another beyond the

Cf. mv n ^(cf- P- 614) were sent to Dr. J. P. Vogel for discussion.
j p. o.jo n . 3.¥WP Ve

ls often pronounced $h in Portuguea
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P. 613, 5 11. from foot.—Ajmere is a long way from Fateh-

pur. 1

P. 614.—The tale of the Deh Ghulaman is told in Manuc-

ci, II. 447, and IV. 439. Abul Fazl mentions the place, but

does not give Manucci's legend. The good Father's ety-

mology of Landi Kotal is wrong. I believe Landl means a

stream in Pushto; but see Raverty 's Notes.
11

P. 618.—The sister of Akbar and Muhd. Hakim here

mentioned was, I think, Bakhtu-n-nisa, the full sister of Muhd.

Hakim.
P. 618.—S. Jamal, Akbar's brother-in-law. Blochmann

(p. 425) speaks of the sister as long superintendent of the

Harem. But the Maasiru-l- Umara , II. 564 (see my translation

of the Madsir, p. 49) says she was Akbar's favourite wife,

or at least a favourite wife. Her name was Goharu-n-nisa. See

I. c II, 566, in accounts of Jamal Ba'chtiyar. (Jamal and

Qutbu-d-dln were both notorious drunkards
)

P. 620.—The line of Horace about " quidquid delirant

regre.1?", is in the 1st book of the Epistles, not in the 9th. 3

P. 623.—The statement that Partab Singh was killed is a

mistake. 4

P. 624n. 2.—The word is rafiza : a heretic. 5

1 No doubt ; but great distances in Europe are small in India

!

2 Major H G. Raverty (Notes on Afghanistan and Part of Baluchistan,

rlnn 1S8S\ pof^c. *« T. i Trux >i- w-a-i _ * ._ *r\ j.~ 4-U n Pass Ot

pp. &i4-z%Qn., in which last place he says that Liind=wet, watery
Its plural form, with a masc. noun, is laniv-dah, and, with a fem.,
and landey respectively. I do not think that Raverty gives anywhere

Monserrate's or Manucci's story of the Amazons in connection with Land'

Khana.
3 Right. The reference is to Lib. I, Ep. 2, v. 14.
* I took the word rufizl from Forbes' Hindustani-English Dirttonar'J-

p. 4o7, and thought that Monserrate might have had in his mind this form

of the word when he coined his Raficinus. I do not know Persian.
» Beale's Orient. Biogr. Diet, is unsatisfactory about Ran-I Par"

^ngh At pp. 309 and 329 col. 2. he savs that in 1614 R^na Partab.Sing"

was alive, while at p. 407 (s.v. Udai Singh) he states that RSnS Part»

Singh d!ed in 1595, his son Amar Singh dying in 1620. At p. 329 coU
Partab Singh is made to die in 1594 and Amar Singh in 1619.

jj
that as it may, I am still unable to understand how Monserrate caa»

have mentioned at all the death of Partab Singh, since the allusio?

J

his death occurs in Monserrate's original text of 1590-91. The B«J
whom, as stated by Monserrate, Akbar killed with his own gun, *

,

not Partab Singh, but Raj 5 Jai Mall, whom, we know, Akbar kilJJ

with his own gun at the siege of Chitor in 1568. What makes.ij

supposition more plausible is that the riders of the two elephant atato*

r!;s
S
t • at

P
,^
y Akbrtr were

' according to de Laet's account at Id*

Si ? " Td Patfca; the3e would be the two heroes whom, »•

eeZn? ' f

AfarkUled With his S™ «"i who*e stat"eS he ^nrfelephants of stone at the entrance of the Agra Fort (Cf. p. 562
°J*

h?,'\Lv
1S cu"ous

> however, that Monsn-rate should have «p»

hhn«S J

n&m6 *y th*t of Partab Singh, a Rana whom he mi*tW
hnnselt known. There does not appear to have been any earlier P^8
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B -. ?•
.

625—The statement about Gulbaian Be^am and
Bulsar is very interesting. The story refers to Bulsa/ I think
not to Butsar.' (I have written about this already to Father
nosten.)*

I have also received from Mr. Whiteway the official

men
(Couto s) account of the affair of the captured young mciI
It seems that the Portuguese records are a blank about 1583
and that Monserrate's commentary is a welcome addition. 8

R 628.—Akbar considered himself as descended on the
mothers side from Chiruiz Khan. The genus maternum to
which Monserrate refers is, I suppose, Babur's mother, not
Humayun'a wife. 4

P. 630.—Protestants worse than Muhammadans, and ibid.
ne story of Bathsheba. BadayunT refers to this discussion.
(tfJochmann, p. 203.)

,, f-
6{°-—The remark about maenianae, line 4, refers to

tae Jharoka, or inspection window. See Blochmann, Index,
P- o4o, also pp. 157 and 613.

P. 635.—Is Daytan Dattia? 6

P. 640.—A very interesting account of Akbar's personal
appearance, etc.

Be ^
45 '~~Is tne reference to Akbar's stepmother Hajl

mentfo
W
^°K

e
?f
me m,Sht have become, as in the case of other Rajas

several
Port,iguese historians, a mere title with which to designate

naniP p
gen

_
e
J"
at 'ons of lianas. Does not, however, Monserrate use the

rtanca ?h ? •
gh in a generi'c sense for Jai Mall ? We find, for in-

Motrhul
m l610 and later the Portugnese of Bengal speak of the Great

1605.
" ° Equebat " (the Equebar, Akbar), though he had died in

orp 54S°
aaTate mentions both Balsar and Butsar; Balsar at 76. 4

and larif' i

alS° in the index
- the map and in the table of lor-itudes

orp 69*.' vvhereas Butsar is only in the index and at fol. 93 a. 3

molojrv u •

ePe '* is thrice spelt Butz.ir, and twice Butsar, the ety-

e^lainJi
mg g 'Ven a3 bhnt-9ar (devil's or idol's head) while Balsar is

•Mo^ermt
meanm* Bwephala. There can be no doubt, therefore, that

p. 625).
WOte ButzAr

. in the text. Butzar was near Daman (cf.

was anv f y?
tfcer milst have gone astray. I cannot remember that there

8 I \
a correspondence on Buls«r or Butsar.

k som* „ pP?Se th©re is a blank onlv in the sense that Monserrate fills

?J,
^Ps m the Surat incident.

Humav.w
Par

!
With

P- 656 > wh^re Akbar's mother is called Chuli Begam,
*vun s wife.

is wi
,

itten

6

n
ark that Daytan does nof occur in Monserrate's index, but it

* the ma ri
ta on my P- 637 in the list of longitudes and lati

and Fr to?
a^ta is near Surat, while Dattia is near Gwalior S. E.,

thp
ouffh n£-

S

f
rrate ^as approaching Surat. Peter Mundy, who passed

Sar*Wxh u
m ,631

' shows that the distance from Surat was 6 stages:

kos)_K -!LmbMri a (3 kos)—Barnoleo (10 kos)—Viara (12 kos)—Kirka (7

Trmh n/ p
anpur (13 kos)—Dhaita (10 kos). See Sir R. Temple'c map in

6 Mon«
Mund^ U >

facing p. 39.
°n ^ mnfK

rrate Calls the 1&i] y Akbar's mater fera, which means aunt
ners side. Stepmother is noverca. I think the reference is

tndes, and
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P. 647.—I believe that the allusion to the punishment

of Akbar's broker refers to the case mentioned in the Akbar-

nama, III. 390, 391, where the execution of Jala for rape is

described. He was Akbar's broker's son and perhaps the son of

Rumi Khan, if not Rum! Khan himself. I am not sure if

RumI Khan came from Aleppo, and if Halabl should not be

read JalabI, horse-dealer. See Gulbadan B.'s Memoirs, p. 71.

Monserrate' s account of Timur and others of Akbar's

predecessors is not valuable and might be omitted in the trans-

lation. Clavijo had better be read in the Hakluyt Societ

edition. 1 The last 20 or 30 pages of Monserrate might be left

out of the translation.*2

One of the valuable parts of Monserrate's book is the

clear account he gives of the theological discussions, and of

the reasons why Akbar did not accept Christianity. Rudolf's

refusal to accede to the hypocritically proposed test of fire u

creditable to his good sense. Akbar's love of truth and his

real desire to get at proper views are well brought out. It

was the doctrine of the Trinity that was his stumbling-bloci

as it is to most Muhammadans. The Fathers, when pressed

on the point, could only say that it was a mystery, and that,

if they once believed that the Bible was God's Word, they

must logically accept all its statements. They said also that.

if a man wanted to be enlightened about Religion, he must
^. „—— ^

—

n
first amend his life, and practise fasting and prayer.

I certainly think that the Commentary—with the exception

of the last 20 or 30 pages—should be translated and anno-

tated. 3

to the same lady as is mentioned at p. 625, i.e., Akbar's amita or paternal

aunt. In the index, s. v. amita, Monserrate refers us to the passa-

where he wrote matertera and he omits referring to the passage wher

he wrote amita. Beale's Orient. Biogr. Diet, describes Gulbadan Began* a=

Humayun's sister and Akbar's aunt. This would tally with the use of tne

word amita, not with matertera.
See Blochmann I, 198, on her return from Mecca. .

Mr. H. Beveridge adds in his letter to me (July 30th, 1014):
cording to Monserrate, it was Gulbadan Begam, Akbar's aunt, who g^
the Portuguese Bulsar, but she must have had authority from Akbar

do so." Very likely. I re
1 It is one of the

consulted it repeatedly

writes

turn'

out so much better work in his later books. .
flbleWe agree, but let the annotator secure for his notes some vaiua

passages in those 20 or 30 pages. .

• The first 100 pages of the MS. are already translated and we »
received promise of help for the remainder. But the work ot «

translator is mere child's play compared with that of the annotator.
is extremely kind of Mr. H. Beveridge. whose knowledge of the pen*
umque to lighten our burden with these notes. Let us express the W
that others will follow his example, and that they will r^ fJ!remarks by preference in the Journal of the A.S.B. To scatter the"

to render them inaccessible. The Commentary must be annotated
or simultaneously with the Jesuit letters covering the same period-
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The Surat Incident. 1

/=

fleet

By R. G. Whiteway.

jhat happened to the '
' brave fleet

'

' at Surrate with a ship of
Caliche Mahamed : and how the Mogors attacked some of our
soldiers: and how Diogo Lopes Coutinho burned the Village
of the Abyssinians, and of other matters.

[P. 169] Diogo Lopes Coutinho, the Captain of the " brave
,' left the Goa bar, as we said at the end of Ch. I of

wok II, and sailed North to blockade the Surrate river and
prevent, as he was ordered, the starting of the ship of Caliche
•Uahamede, the Captain of that Fort, for he intended to send
hem without a Permit. The Vicerov had heard that, when
wis Uhche was at Hecbar's Court and they were speaking
oetore him of the Permits, which, as we have told, he [Akbar]
naa sent to ask the Viceroy to grant for his ship,* Caliche,
wishing to gain favour with him, said that he too would

J

6

*v u
P '

and thafc his Permit was here, [P. 170] pointing

V handle of the sword he bore at his waist. After he

tl f ?
this before H ecbar, he wrote to Surrate and ordered

21 !f
8hip for Meoca should be so well provided that, if she

T
,

the wh ole Portuguese fleet, they could not stop her.

are ?ft
d°m by his brother who was then Captain. He

her*

1

! j
surâ ent artillery, munitions and crew to enable

of all tl
•

nd herself
- His Damao letters told the Viceroy

of th !i

S
'
and Jt Was a state necessity to disabuse this Caliche

he th t

that he Could navigate the seas without a Permit;

with t? T Sent Di°g° LoPes to Surrate to watch that ship

withn t°

W Fleet and account for her if she left the harbour

of
'
Ut a Permit. This Caliche was by caste a Chacuthou, 6

*ithH P
arents

;

as a boy, he learned his letters in company

hi8 cI,fJ,
ar and became a learned man, and, as he had from

and w
d heen near the King, he was a great favourite

good c*

8 ernpl°yed in great affairs; he was prudent and of

cess an?^ j » so tn at he was advanced bevond the very prin-

___ had sufficient authority [P. 171] to place his brothers

which I

"

recei

B®veridge ,

s notes on Monserrate's Ceynandum or Sirhind,

' Cf \f

IVe er tlle above, deserve to be treated apart.

Somewoids°}?
Serrate

' 0p - cit-' PP- 625-626.—Here also I add a few notes.

5o*kn
, S.J l

6 ^PPed out in the translation. I restore them. [H

.

3 A^Z* ^e P^nation of the Lisbon edn., 1778, Tom. VI, Pt. I.

Wou,d benr
a
f

S6r diante &dlo dos principaes, not principes: his advice
P eierred to that of the chief men in the kingdom.
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in important situations in the Court, each being a Captain

of 1000 or 2000 horse. The eldest was Chancalono, the next

Mahamede Soltao, the third Jancalischou, who is blind of one

eye, a great soldier, and very free-handed. Of all three Caliche

was the youngest; at present he would be about 70; and,

when Hecbar conquered Cambay,he was given the Fort of Sur-

rate, as was told in the first Decade. From this and other

properties he had acquired, he had amassed, so one of his

household told me, more than 20 millions of gold in precioi

stones and specie. He is now in Laor, where the Court is,

as Comptroller of Revenue of the whole Kingdom. To return

to our Fleet, pursuing its way, it fell in at night between

Bombar and Bacar l with a Ma'lavar parao which ,
seeing the

Fleet, used its oars to get away as soon as possible. Some

of our ships followed. Belchior Jorge Barata was up first

and plied it with musketry for some time until D. Manoeiae

Menezes arrived. They boarded her almost at the same time

[P. 172] and put all the Moors to the sword in a very short

time. They took the parao to Baca l with all its lading.
^

Diogo Lopes Coutinho collected his vessels and passed

on to Surrate, where, close to the bar, was anchored a fine

ship of about 500 tons burden, with her yards square readv

for sea. Diogo Lopes surrounded her with his ships an

enquired to whom she belonged and where bound; the rep,

from on board was that she was Hecbar' s and was g°"e

to load at Goga with the Viceroy's Permit, which they showed;

Diogo Lopes Coutinho signed it and told them to sail on ijj

peace, which they did, starting for Goga. Our Fleet enter*

the river, and in the Milk-women's Channel (? Canal das MJ

teiras) saw Caliche's vessel. It too was a very fine one an

was close to the steep bank of the stream ; it stood high wit n

keel on the ground, and a great number of lances were

played in it. Many Moors were busy in it, as mQ n PrePar

^
to fight. Diogo Lopes hailed her, and asked to wh(

>frL
belonged and whither bound; [P. 173] they replied wiw

and bound for Meca, but awaiting the Viceroy's Perm

He replied good, but without it they should not °r0*

bar. As it was not ready to start, and the high tides

past, without which the ship could not get out, the Com
ge

der determined to patrol the bay and seek for parao^. ^
crossed to Goga, and went along the coast to Dio,* wher

revictualled. As by then the term of the Moon for T

^
' high tides was approaching, he returned to Surrate to «

'

the ship. Entering the river and selecting a spot when

could see everything, he wrote to the Viceroy and asW
](j

more vessels, for the ship was large and powerful, and it *
^

be a disgrace if she sailed away, because the Fleet was

1 Bombar and Bacar (Baca) not identified
t piu
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weak to stop her. While they were thus in the river, one
day, when the Fleet lay on the Reynol ' side with its 'beaks
onshore, a band of 20 soldiers started off fowling with their
matchlocks, an act strictly forbidden by the Commander, who
knew the nature of the Mogors. When they had got a short
distance, [P. 174j some 50 horsemen attacked them so sud-
cenly that they could not retreat, and in the first brush they
secured some 5 or 6 of them. 2 The others formed into one
body, keeping aim with their matchlocks, and fighting cour-
ageously retreated to a hillock, where they defended them-
selves well, bowling over some with their shot, so that
the others did not dare approach. When the news reached
the Commander, he was greatly annoyed and landed his whole
orce under arms. He sent his brother Joao Rodrigues Cou-
tmho with a Company of soldiers, he remaining with the rest
where he could see what happened. When our men who
were fighting the Mogors saw the relief force coming, they
attacked their assailants and put them to flight ; and, when

T°a ^
odri2ues Coutinho came up, they were stripping

»e dead even to their boots, for all wear boots. He collected

t
,

and brought them back to the Commander who feltm occurrence greatly and was annoyed that this disaster
aa happened as it were under his very eyes, owing to the

cm t? ° f his men
'
who in matters of this kind in this

untry have no care even of their own lives, putting them

clud*d
y m°ment in Peril

tp - 1753
for a passing whim. In-

<ri.;«

e
i
"! ^le sPod the soldiers brought a lance with a silver

P»P which had belonged to the Portuguese.

in hi
i

° Lopes did not forget this occurrence, but kept it

it \t
mind fco revenge, and began to ponder on ways to do

allowTnVVlllle
'
he keP fc a atTict watch on the Fleet

'

and

arrivl ?i°
Soldier to land on any pretext. About this time

renha i !f
three shi Ps which Count D

"
Francisco Masca-

saeenf n
had PrePared in Chaul, when he received the mes-

MendJ °i
g° Lopes Co»tinho. The Captains of them were Ruy

third »
Ruy Dias de Sousa

.
brothers. The name of the

for th pT
Ver leained - This was a considerable reinforcement

soldi er! r

3?' as [t brought more than 100 good and choice

death f !
g° L°Pes couiinho determined to revenge the

the AK •
soldiers, and ordered his Captains to attack

place KSlnian Village 8 secretly. This was a populous

mornin
* ea=ue UP the river. The attack was made one

tanta m T*
ly

' Ifc was entered and burned, and the inhabi-
nmde for fcsurrate. Caliche's brother considered this a

' gander.
2
Ale

the
toeanin7

ar
!
m W the word used - '

have trans,ated "secured
'

6 Aidl j
" to re»ch." It is rather a vague word.—B. G. W.

>>
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areat affront and insult to him, for these Mogors [P. 176]

are all a proud and arrogant race. He hurriedly collected

500 horse, many footmen, some elephants and some field

artillery, and reached the village as our men were em-

barking, having completed what they came to do. When

near the shore, our ships being afloat, they fired some bom-

bard shots, to which our foists replied with another volley

which stretched some of them on the plain. Unluckily in

unmooring, the boats of D. Francisco d'Essa and D. Francis-

co de Menezes fell foul of each other and could not clear.

The Mogors, seeing this, converged on them such a heavy fire

that they wounded most of the crews ; among others
i

D.

Francisco was struck in the right arm, which crippled him,

and two soldiers were killed. Our men in the boats worked

to clear the foul, and plied their matchlocks meanwhile to

drive off the enemy, among whom they caused considerable

loss. The Commander of the Mogors was on the river bans

urging some elephants down to seize the boats with their

trunks and bring them nearer in shore to ground them as

tide was falling. [P. 177] D. Francisco d'Essa and «

other soldiers strove and fought their hardest, but the otte

boats could not help owing to the force of the current runna

out. All, however, worked so hard that they got free awaj

nearly all wounded, and so wearied that they could do notmc

The danger over, the wounded were attended to, an-

as the wound of D. Francisco de Menezes was dangerous,

Commander sent him in a ship to Damao with all tneo

wounded and directed that D. Francisco de MenezesU-L
of D. Pedro the Red, should return with it as Captain. W^
Lopes felt this disaster deeply, as the business had

successfully carried through, with the exception of the o

fouling.
jj

This done , they returned to watch th e shi ps. As *
J
te'

ifr

running short, they went for it to a village above the ADf

ian one, where there was a watering place, about two

shots inland. Landing his men on the shore , the Comma •

sent his brother Joao Rodrigues Coutinho with a compa

^

matchlock-men on guard for the sailors and lads who ca
.

[P. 178.] the watering vessels, while he with the rest n

on the plain in sight of the ships and of the watering P
^

As soon as the villagers saw our men, they raised s

JB

smokes, which was the signal agreed on to show tn
rf

the Fortress that our men had landed. The Capta

Surrate mounted with several men and, taking some elcp

marched to the spot, but our men had had leisure to fin19 ' ^
• watering. When Joao Rodrigues Coutinho heard t&a^
Surrate men were advancing, he sent the sailors in ^
and he remained in the rear to see who was coming' ^
halted in a sort of ambuscade in a Village to see

more. ~„
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Mogora advanced negligently into the Village and gave him

LrH °f T^S \ bl°W
-

When the°Surrate
g
Captowared he village, he did not dare to enter for fear o/ourmen, but remained outside drawing up his men in a half moon

TJj * f,

fif

!
d the Vllla§e '

and marching out in a body

™ws and n
e

r

Sh
T,-

T*\Mo*<>" advanced: firing showers o^a row and projectiles, but ours, facing their foes [P. 1791

i?7mi 0n^em With their matchlocks, marched in good

Tent J!
°re

'
Whefe the^ i°inedthe Commander, and

keen! H
m ^ g°°d 0rder

'
the falcons of the foists

lo?o
g
thi

m̂
ty

a
n
a distance and causing considerable

m k 11\ Th6n al
i
Were safe1^ on board and they were

Shi f 1
PS and tcomingJ near the Commander's, it was

dradl ^ .

°n
,

3hot whi^mtone Manoel Freire de An-

the ^ .

'°' Wh° was 8ifctinS on a PIank >
and, falling into

was v?/. J
aS

?
6Ver Seen a= lin

'
at which the Commander

the npi .

fche tides were ended in the interval, before

Pirate a p7 ^ 8ail for Dio and searched the bay for

the ship.
refreshing at that Fortress/2 he returned to watch

Dec. X, L. 2, C. 5, pp. 180-187.

and riJTTh^ i7
T° draw off the Portuguese ships from Surat

a^ainstn ~
S P tUUe to sai1

'
the Muhammadans marched

Portncr,,.

am
u
0, Tnis move was successful in drawing off the

Fern? A^- ThJ8 WaS in AIarch
>
1582 '

and in An° *

A
!
lranda was m Damao when the siege began,

shins to •

l082 was entrusted by the Viceroy with some
8topalU|

CrUl8e r°Und Diu and Damao. He had orders to

taf>t there^
3

'
whether wifch permit or without, on the ground

~'P °f the Com°
n ha

f
: When ° u r men were safely on board

, and the
tf, H omander was getting away, it was struck by a falcon shot.—

2

Diu.

0v
T'
lng expediff •

6 ^eat^ °* tne nine young men caught during the

7? ^at

a

Ve or
IS n° b

'm de Couto
' but in Monserrate; de Couto says

°p
ere

<* their lifA
S1X youn8 me» were caught. They were taken to Surat and

Xeyra de Lap^f
mSt aPostasy- Their gallant young leader, Duarte

t

-

VVhere Edward
a

*
sP Lir,ie<i a proposal unworthy of a Christian.

*n hero98 mdtug
°eS

i!
We Wl11 follow," said the rest. They died as Chris-

neir head* were taken to Fatehpur Slkri.—H. H.



NOTES ON FATHER MONSERRATE'S MONGOLICAE

LEGATIONIS COMMENTARIUS.

Second Instalment.

By H. Beveridoe and the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

P. 632.—The passage in the Qoran quoted by the Fathers

is to be found in Sura 59, verse 21 (the Chapter of Emigra-

tion) :

u
If we had sent down this Koran on a mountain, thou

wouldest certainly have seen the same humble itself, andclea^

in sunder for fear of finrl " Th« Fathers asked whether tbis

subsequent copies.
Q

P. 651.—The marginal note: " Help from Bairam Khan"

is wrong. The person meant is Tahmasp, the King of Persia-

The imperator whom Tahmasp appointed to command n

auxiliary forces was not Bairam, but Budagh Khan, who was

the tutor of Tahmasp's infant son Murad. This son was i

mere child, and was used as a sort of mascot or bringer *

luck. He soon died, and then Humayun took Qandahar from

the Persians. See my translation of Akbarnama, vol. I, PP

471 et seq. I do not feel sure of the exact meaning of »

words of p. 651 of Monserrate, line 7, " ut sibi nomen daret

What the sentence seems to mean is that the Persian AM]

made over his troops to Humayun and appointed him so

commander on condition that Humayun should take bis nan

and wear the Slu'a cap. These conditions were accepted.

Humnyun. But I confess 1 cannot understand the pwf*j

If, by any chance, Father Monserrate means that Bair»

Khan was the imperator of the auxiliary forces, he is wro^-

He goes on to call Bairam a Persian, which he was not,

»

he wrongly says that Bairam intrigued with Muhamni

Hakim, Humayun's other son, and wanted to make him A

This is quite incorrect. 1

k help

from
the page

• I agree that the marginal note should have been rather:
J

'

i rahmfisn " PrnhoKi,, „,u„„ t _i i 4.u_* ^^^ at. that neig
_ u

l agree tnat the margmal note should have been rat»- • ,
t

Tahmfisp " Probably, when I placed that note at that
;

W ,
_>age, rather than a line or two lower, my chief preoccupation ^

insist on Mens rrate's identifying the Persian of line 9 (from topi

the Persian of line 12 (from top). Clea-ly, in the latter «f
'"

question of Bairam Khan, and BairSm Khan is, no doubt, in Mon*J bfts

mind the -Persian" who led Hraniy fin's troops and kept the>r

in check during Humayun's lifetime. I understood and still unde£
J

on the strength of the Latin and irrespective of the objective fa« „.
lahmasp give Humayun the use of his "legions" unde<- one f^
t/u-

&nl 8ole Commander would have been the " Persian .„.

jyian, the same who with Tahmasp's "legions" defeated the r
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P. 672.—I doubt if Father Monserrate mentions the death
of 'Abdullah Khan's Sikandar. Leaving out of the question
the improbability that he would refer to an occurrence of 1597
(it really was January 1598 when the great 'Abdullah died),
since he completed his Commentary in 1590, it seems to me
that the good Father's history is at this place so hopelessly
wrong and confused that we cannot draw any satisfactory con-
clusion from his statements.

He begins by referring to the Khan-khanan who, he says,
behaved treacherously to his master Babur. Comparing this

Ilk
^'

65°' ** seems thafc Father Monserrate is referring to
Akbar's minister Bairam Kh'm, and is telling a totally absurd
and erroneous story. Neither Bairam Khan nor any other Khan-
Kfiananwas treacherous to Babur, and Babur lost Samarkand to

KV 1
1

'
He leffc no servant in charge there. Nor had any

ivtiankhanan, a son named Babu (or Babur) Sultan, or a grand-
on named Bosacora. I fancy Bosacora may be a corruption
m tfaisankhor or of the Borak who died early in 'Abdullah
4nm s reign. But, the whole account is mythical. 'Abdullah

else H
6Ver fou?ht with Akbar in Afghanistan, or anywhere

If fi j
Was ^bar's contemporary, but they never fought.

not k
Vixit refer to hirn

'
ifc is curiou3 that the Father did

\bd 11°7
that Murad of Turkey died some two years before

at all t
My idea is that

'
if tne Father meant a real person

Ab< ,11 u
means either an earl jer 'Abdullah than the great

wh.S-J,

'
0r he means Ubaid Ullah, the nephew of Shaibanf,

bodied in 1539.

iev.vf
* S 'Ve Up the ParagraP l1 as a hopeless muddle, and as

Khan fL
nce that lt refers to Akbar's contemporary 'Abdullah^a

«. the ruler of Turan. 1

Ivhan

else.

3Qd with tv.

H«mavfili l- I
ame " legio"*" kept the Pathans in check as long as

Humavun The conditions on which Tahmfep proferred his help to

*»>*n rfar,M
re

J
that Hl»navun should recognize his supremacy (ut sibi

Hum§vun T wear the Shi 'a cap. conditions to which the helpless

Bairlnj yn t
nbrâ d. I do not suppose that Monserrate confused

•"other 7r7Vhe Turk and Akbar's Vizir, with Bairam, Tahroasps

mPler*t a
Laet

' De f'nperio Mauni Mogolis, pp. 109-170). It l

^«V8 noJ
8uPPose that Monserrate was badly informed about Baira

•> s national tv o„^ u ^ , • , • , _ , f...u »e *,-u a + Via not*
*Wre,t ft

Ity and mueh of his history. Much of what he noted

l £ fi

°n 8"nple hearsay.—£T. H.
luradl

n
v
st

r
_¥°nserrate wrote: •• -Abdullah Klwn sides with Aniurath

of Wia '• /S
ng °f the Turks, my master, and is hostile to the King

captive in a
(

u
• p - G72 or foL 138a. 1.) This he wrote in 1390-91, while a

^ aidedtrh
M

- Later °n, he corrected or changed it to: " 'Abdullah

^"•e to thl't--
Aniurath, King of the Turks, as long as he lived, and

Now I u ?r
ln« of Persia,"

> Now »iT ;r_
ul« ot Persia.

"

, . . . ,
ah

Khan' 7,

eth
,

er we refer • as long as he lived " to Murad or to "Abdul-

^Wm,,"^68 ,ittle difference, if 'Abdullah KMn died m/™™*
't
5 great <AV?

d
,

some fcwo years before. 'Abdullah Khan would still be

H the sentn
U lah ^l5n - Anyway, Fr. Monserrate would have correct-

**««xU,™ after his retu™ to India. We may remark that the 1st

'He paragraph has ^eraf, not gesserit. I must suppose that
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[After seeing my explanations (note 1, p. 14) Mr. H.

Beveridge wrote on November 12th, 1914:] "I accept your

view that 'Abdullah Khan is the great 'Abdullah Khan. I

also agree with you that the Khan-khanan who behaved trea-

cherously to Babur cannot be Bairam Khan, unless Father

Monserrate's account is altogether confused and wrong. In-

deed, the good Father is very much out in his history. His

Khan-khanan, who deceived Babur, cannot be Bairam, nor

indeed can he be any real person at all, for the whole story 18

a myth. Babur fled from Samarkand, because he could not

help himself, and did not appoint his Master of the Horse or

anybody else to keep it for him."
P. 672.—In an earlier paragraph of p. 672 Monserrate speak

3

of 'Umar Shaikh's having been succeeded by a certain

Mlrza. This also is quite incorrect. 1

Kh

Fr. Monserrate forgot to change this present to a perfect .
which he did in

sentence a little lower. Monserrate speaks of the great 'Abdullan in

lecount of Akbar (cf. J.A.S.B., 1912, pp. 190, 191 n. 4). _
As for the Khan-khanan who behaved treacherously towards d

^
(p. 650), I do not see that Monserrate alludes to Bairam Kton. See

foil

Index, s. v. Beyramcanus. Bairam Khan is referred to onry ™

1176. 4, and 118a. 1, 2, i.e., p. 651, where notice his name i?^/^
margin. Of him it is said only that Humayun " Persae vir

WjJJ
legiones ducebat, omnia coercuit."—"At Persa >' where

Khan 3 treacnerv to akuw. ,

The "Cancanus" of pp. 650 and 672 is anonymous, and m^ z

different person. His son (p. 672) was Babusultanns ; his grandson

Bosacora, whoever they were.

—

H H. m ^a nr f L

I AT A. T^!_-_ 1%/Tr ^J_ _!_• ... .__ <T^ C! U « i IrU /n$ X). 07^ 01
1 About Khan Mirza's succeeding 'Umar Shaikh (ct. p. "

'

.«•«., 4, and especially p. 673, n. 4), there is a mistake in Moa-

but there are curious mistakes as well in some of the royal seails.
.^ ^

A seal published and interpreted by Jivanji Jamshedji Mo
Parsees at the Court of Akbar (Bombay, Bombay Education &»>^
Prfia«. Rvnnlln. 1 QH«* ™ 09 lrt7\ m«rQo aM^o fnn nf the Seal -Uraui \,

„„ Vi . „ . «*»«« wu"11 ' **• *»**• *»»*«iwf -
'This 8$^

Shaikh, 6. Babur, 7. Humayun, 8. Akbar (in the centre). ^ dwith

with Blochmann's list in Aln Akbari, I, table at end of vo
|

um
^

a seal in the Rev. Edw. Terry, A Voyage to East India, L°na
,

pp. 348-49, and plate before p. 347. , . yalentv*
5

But, we may compare this with a seal of Aurangzeb s in 0\>

mad

names, with Tlmur and Aurangzeb included. Proceeding as
- ^

(ind : 1. Tlmur (at the top), 2. Miran Shah, 3. Mlrza Sa'id,,4. & *j^
, 5. Abu Sa'id, 6. Shaikh 'Umar, 7. Babur. 8. Shah Jahan, ^^

gir, 10. Akbar, 11. Humayun, 12. Aurangzeb (in the centre). ^
discourses on the peculiarities of the seal. Another seal ot ^ #

in Manucci, Storia do Mogor, II. 389, places Aurangzeb in the

ilth King, Tlmur being included. The order is: 1. Timor \ ^
Miran Shah, 3. Abu Sa'id, 4. Shaikh Mir, 5. Mahmud, 6.^ntle

'

ce^
yun, 8. Akbar, 9. Jahan^ir, 10. Shah Jahan, 11. Aurangzeb (in

Compare with Tavernier (Ball's edn.), I, 323. , tf*
&

Monserrate proposes the following genealogy up to AkbaU£sa'id '

p. 673 n. 4, 1st sentence): i. Timur, 2. Miran Shah, 3. A?kbafi
I

'Lmar Shaikh, 5. Khan Mlrza, 6. Babur, 7. Humayun, »• *
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Mr
sur's alleged treachery and execution. He quotes first Abul Fazl's
long account and comments very pointedly on it and on Monserrate's
version of the story at p. 576.]

The death of Khwaja Shah Mansur the DIwan,
(Akbarnama, III, p. 342).

"Sikandar Zul Qarnin [Alexander the Great] ased always
to say to his courtiers :

"The companions and jesters are one class. Their busi-

ness is nothing but to amuse and tell humorous stories, though
they may not be true. Their aim is to be brilliant and to feed
the lamp of joy with oil. By pleasing quips addressed to the
entourage they add to cheerfulness and by every device adorn
the bride of joy. The pillars of empire and the grandees of the
court are like hands and arms and are of a different order.
Their duty is to administer medicine for the troubles of the
*orld, to give opiates to the broken-hearted, and to apply
plasters to the old sores of the Age. They say what may calm
the confusions of the time, and may unravel perplexities, and
Kjay soothe the world, and produce the happiness which is the
ally of security. And if there be no one to purchase from
them these things, they maintain silence and meditate good
thoughts. Disaster to the State generally results from these
h
[° Masses of men abandoning their proper work. Moreover,

Alexander often said to his officers ;
" Whoever in order to

Please me removes his foot from the highway of Truth, and
let,s fall the reins of right counsel, and seeks to promote my
Prosperity by oppressing the peasantry and the soldiers, and
l) enrich the treasury by improper methods, shall assuredly
soon forfeit my realm-cherishing regard, and suffer condign
Punishment."

_
— — — » •* •

. The case of the I£hwaja was at this time a fresh instance
r tins. He was always, out of ostentation and rapaciousness,
maKinjr meticulous inquisitions into the financial matters of his

HH2
W
n S 8ame order in Ms Account of Akbar,J.A.S.B.,Yo\.-\lso.b,

AL?7.rhereseemy notel -

has. it-- n - 4
' 2nd sentence, A narrate says that a Tnnvrnama

6- Akha;
mU

u
r

'
2

-

'Umar Shaikh. 3. Abu Sa'id, 4. BKbur, 5. Humayun,

h«einw'f
W
J
ere"pon he rera,ir1^ that tfos 2 and 3 of the former list are

Pr at
and that Ml™n Shah and Khan MirxS are left out.

instead ^TTVr&te is wronS in so far as he places Khan Mlrza after,

N alhJSi !*'
'Umar Shaikh

-
And yet he 3tated (p - <iT '• "" 4)

"
Sal'm anrtTr - mformation from the instructors of Akbar'ssons, Princes

Aftpr
Urad

- How is the mistake to be accounted for t-H. H.

do notthiT"?? the above note. Mr. H. B. writes (8 Sept. 1816): I

aft«r 'TW k
JP*t Monserrab i mistake lies in his placing Khan Mirza

hi«iininvf
Sha'kli, instead of before him. His mistake is in putting

*as a ion ?°o
ition uith lImar Shaikh. There was a Khan Mlrza who

an<i canlc?:
SllltSn Mahn.ud of Samarkand, and he was Babur s cousin

of Blbur n J
er him

' b,u not immediatelv after. He was a contemporary
nd Rrandson of Sjjnh Began of Badakhshan."
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department, and was overstrict. Sympathy for the public

servants never touched his heart. His one idea was to magnify

his own office, and to promote his own importance by plausible

but dishonest suggestions. He did not know that two days'

cheating could not be lasting, and that a flaming torch could

not endure. Before this, some orders in the handwriting of

Mlrza Hakim's Secretary were found among the belongings of

ShadmSn, who had been killed. Kuar Man Fingh sent them

to court. One of these was addressed to the Khwaja and its

purport was that his expressions of loyalty and good intentions

had been received. The wise prince [Akbar] regarded this as

the concoction of some evil-disposed persons, and did not show

it to the Khwaja. Near Sonpat Mulk Man! , one of the Mlrza's

old companions, arrived at the camp with his family and goods.

The rumour was that he had been sent to pretend that he had

been ill-treated, and in order that he might practise trickery.

and angle for the simple-minded. Out of forethought and

caution—which are the mainstay of empire— he was sent adrift
*• .>-

Just at that time many biassed expressions of the Khwaja s

came to light, and the dust of confusion rose high. The times

too were critical, and there was a fresh uproar. His Majest

sent for him in private and had the letter read to him. As tas

star was declining, his replies added to the suspicions against

him. H.M. ceased to hesitate (?) and his acuteness came into

play. On the 19th Mulk 'All, the Kotwal (Provost Marshal

of the camp, produced several letters, and the evil thoughts o

the Khwaja were again made manifest. These writings showe

that the Khwaja's soldiers at Flruzpur, which was in his net,

had expressed loyalty to the Mlrza and would join him shortly.

H.M.'s anger burst forth, and an order was given that, if W

Khwaja would engage to produce the men and give satisfactory

security, he should continue to remain in custody, ot 'ier

f̂

15

j

he should be put to death, as the punishment of short-signteo

persons was advantageous. The Khwaja made injudicious

replies, and he could not give security. H.M., out of kindness

and recognition of his (former) services, ordered that if &^a
j*

Sulaiman, who was related to him, and had a brother^

connection with him, would be his security, it would be j>*

cepted. That heartless coward refused, being afraid for ^

own life. Inasmuch as the Age was full of envious people, aj,

the times were critical, and the grandees were hunting j°
r

life, and intent upon plots, the order for capital punisbrne

was of necessity carried out. The servants being bound to

^work hung him on a tree near Kot Kachwaha. From

desire of self-preservation and from inconsideration, Turk^
Tajik were delighted. There was great joy in the camp,

is commonly the case that envious people and those who

self-interested come to such an end (?).
Punishment w

awarded to selfishness and the oppression of the weak.
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Verse.

Be not severe in the world's work,
For every severe act has a severe punishment

;

Beware of the grief of the lowly

;

Fear the revenge of Time.

He was a make-bate, and had not sound sense. He
wrecked men's houses in order to aggrandize his own wilder-

ness. For the sake of his own comfort he destroyed the
support of many poor persons. He had not studied the Age,
and did not distinguish beween the times for leniency and
severity. But there were few equal to him in acuteness and the
art of writing state-papers, and in plausibility. If he had had
some affection for the divine court, and a little loyalty for the

Sovereign of the world, and some consideration for the public
and a little absence of cupidity and of mischievousness, he
would never have incurred the Shahinshah's displeasure, and
never have been caught by that vice-general of Divine Wrath.
That Appreciator of merit frequently uttered with his pearling

tongue that the market of finance had gone flat since that day

,

and that the department of accounts had cone out of hand.
He appointed Qulij Khan to act as Vizier, and ordered that

Zam Khan Kokaltash and Hakim Abul Fath should also be
m attendance at the Vizierate, and should help to carry on the

work.

Note.

Abul Fazl's reference to Alexander the Great does not
seem much to the point, and the writer is even more than

ordinarily obscure and grandiloquent. Reading between the

unes one can see that Abul Fazl did not believe in Shah Man-

x's treachery. But he is not' honest enough to say so, and
covers up the story with a cloud of words. As Akbar could
n°t read or write, he was quite unable to judge whether the

setters were genuine or were forged. He was afterwards con-

ned that they were forged, and this is so stated by Nizamu-d-
Q'Q and BadayCm, but Abul Fazl disingenuously conceals the

***• We know that Faizi was wicked enough to write a

^atrain rejoicing in Shah' Mansur's execution. Father Mon-
* r'ate tells us that it was Abul Fazl who personally carried

°« Akbar's orders for the execution, but Abul Fazl suppresses

J"
**. Father Monserrate and his fellow Jesuits evident^

*shked Shah Mansur on account of his being a zealous Shift,

Shl^ther Monserrate gives a very prejudiced account of

it Xan?5r - I* does not seem to have struck him that if

g^ Mansur were a traitor, he would not have endeavoured

nen /kbar we" ^PPlied with horses and would not have

e ra?
eVhe e^ity of the Amirs by doing this Fftthe Mon-

8errate did not accompany Akbar as far as the capital of
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Afghanistan, and so may not have heard that Akbar dis

covered that the letters were forgeries.

Elliot, vol. V, and BadayunI (Lowe's translation of vol

II) should be consulted. See also Count von Noer's Akbar.

There is a good and fair account of Khwaja Shah Mansur

in the MaasirU'LUmara, vol. I, p. 653. It seems likely from

what Abul Fazl says that Rajah Todar Mai, who was Shah

MansuVs rival, had a hand in the intrigues that led to his

death.

Shah Mansur, as a Persian and a stranger, had few friends

and probably he was wanting in bowels of compassion, but he

was only a too zealous servant of his master. Akbar must

have felt afterwards, that, in spite of the silly eulogies of Abul

Fazl, it was a disadvantage for a ruler in those days to be

ignorant of reading and writing, and that his time might have

been better spent than in discussing theological questions with

Feringhi priests. 1

I It is quite likely that Father Monserrate's information about Shah

Mansur came from Abul Fazl himself. The Jesuits had been very inti-

mate with Abul Fazl and his father at the Court of Fatehpur SIkri. It

was Abul Fazl who taught the Fathers Persian, and helped them in their

study and refutation of the Qoran. We should expect that on the

journey to Kabul Monserrate kept close to Abul Fazl's company. As my

learned friend appropriately observes, Monserrate was not in Kabul when

Akbar was satisfied that Shah MansuVs guilt was a fiction supported by

forgery, and, as both Akbar and Abul Fazl cannot but have been aware

that Monserrate kept a diary (indeed, Akbar was quite proud at the idea

that Monserrate would be the means of making known in Europe his

prowesses in Afghanistan, cf. p. 619 or fol. 876. 2), it is improbable that

they confessed their blunder to him. << Shah MansuVs fate and Akbar 5

conduct to him," Mr. H. B. moralises, "are striking instances of the

danger of that summary Eastern justice which some besotted people so

much admire." If Monserrate's account is one-sided, it mu*t be because

he knew no better. I have often thought that Monserrate's generally

faulty etymology of place-names must be laid at the door of Abul KM
and the wiseacres of his ilk.—H. H
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14. Portuguese Losses in the Indian Seas (1629- 1636). l

By F. Cotta.

Communicated by the Rev. Fr. H. Hosten, S.J.

The recent exploits of the '
' Emden '

' in our Eastern waters

give some sort of actuality to a catalogue of the losses of the Portu-

guese in the Indian Seas between 1629 and 1636. Their worst ene-

mies were the Dutch, who inflicted the fatal blow on Portuguese

enterprise. By adding up the actual figures given in the list,

the totals work out as follows: 1499 men lost, 155 ships des-

troyed or captured, and over 7,500,000 xerafins* lost. The
casualties in men must have been much more considerable,

in many cases, when the total loss of a ship is recorded, no

mention is made of the crew. The compilation of the monetary
losses also does not appear to be very full, as Fr. Fernao de

Queiros, S.J.. in his Life of Bro. Pedro de Basto, estimates

at 30 millions the losses which the Portuguese suffered during

the period we speak of at the hands of the Dutch, leaving alone

the profits of which they deprived the Lusitanians by obstruct-

"Jgthe free trade of the Southern Seas. The loss sustained at

the fall of Hugh' in 1632, viz. 1,800.000 xerafins according to our

catalogue, appears also to fall below the real value. In one ship

alone they lost in the Hugll 300,000 tangas s or rupees of private

Property, and the chest of the Casa da misericordia ,
which was

worth 80,000 tangas.*

.„
193. So it was the many Captains and Governors, who

e'ther blinded by their ambition or tempted by the devil to

counteract the holy zeal of the Princes/ forgot the chief and

hrst aim,' that we're the cause of these calumnies^jndrtjtlie

to i
From Hi8tor;a ^ Fandacao do Real Convento de Santa Monicaj*

g** *e Goa... por Fr. Agostinho de Santa Maria. L.sboa An omo
™ osoGalram, 1699, pp. 3:54-343. This is a rare book. <rf wl * >

*^
^thals- Indian Library in St. Xavier's College, Calcutta, poshes a

suffl 7lU Coin - *or a long time the standard unit of <^£™£*^X
oS K

many variations in value, and in the last century it was wortn

Sll°
Ui8d -

f ,
At the *« -when the losses toojc place, howeve ^

rW about 30° Portuguese reis, or about Is. '»rf. w
.

n

para ?q
d° Real Convento de Santa Monica da C*dade du Goa, p.

• W; and Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Xerafin.
<,;„„,. Orientales by

Frei

8 Tanga^Rupee, 1030. CI. Itinerario de las Mtssiones Oriental y
e

< Sebastian Manrique, p. 59, col. II. •.«,*„ 44
4 r, Ben9al : Past and Present. Jan.-March, 191o, P- **

6 ijje Portuguese Kings.

7 ti
ProPa^ation of the Faitli. , Hieronvmo B nso

Th- oalumniea of many hostile authors, such a> Hierony

[P. 334.
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ruin of our Empire. 1 And in order that one may gauge their

real extent, I will now, after having referred to them generally,

record here what a zealous and inquisitive Minister [of State] of

Goa observed and wrote about the great losses and set-backs this

State sustained from the year 1629 to the year 1636. From

this account it will be seen that, owing to the want of piety

and due respect to things Divine, the State was weakened, and

public weal was impaired to the great detriment of the Portu-

guese glory and of the Lusitanian valour, which formerly,

when ambition was not so pronounced , was the object of univer-

sal terror and admiration and reduced to vassalage the greatest

Princes of the world.

A summary of the losses which the East India Stale suffered in the

time of the Viceroy D. Miyuel de Noronha, Count of Linhares.

who governed for over six years from the 2lst October, 1629, to

the Hth December, 1635.

194. The Count of Linhares, as Viceroy, left Portugal for

India in April 1629, with a fleet of three cargo-boats and six

galleons. Two of the latter were lost : one, captained by Vicente

Leytao de Quadros, sank off the Cape of Good Hope, and from

the other
, under Francisco de Sousa de Castro, only a few

persons were saved. The other four galleons rotted away use-

less at Panelim. 2 One of the three cargo-boats sank off the

Cape of Good Hope, the second reached Portugal after six

months with the whole cargo water-damaged, and only the boat

[P. 335.]. "Sacramento" reached / the Kingdom safe. The loss in all

this amounted to three hundred thousand xerarins.
195. The Malavares (Malabarese) took the whole of the Flee

of the North, commanded by the Captain-in-chief Ruy Lourenco

(Hist. Nov. Orb. , Cent 2 , c. 90, Tom. I, p. 959). Trajano Bocalino and

iionorato Faseitello, who wrote that the Portuguese in their discoveries

and conquests were moved less by the love of their holy religion, than by

the auri sacra fames.
' The nuns of the Convent of Santa .Monica, who-* cause the author

advocates, were at this time being severely persecuted by the Govern-
ment A decree had come from the King limiting their numbers, restrict-

f\^m ,n
,

the act
l
u i8ition of landed property, reducing their dowries.

forb,dd,ng them to receive inheritances and subjecting them toother

I™ K
U
L dlSablhtles

-
And

' as if these conditions were not crippf*
enough, the civic authorities, backed by the Viceroy, sought to interfcr

mhmft?
d™trat,on of the Convent. The nuns who would loyalh

tKfn
tothe

1

orders ° f^ King, persistently resisted any intrusion °'

Jhe stnnIT**
y ' T?f

r™8 thereby many hardships and privations, ev»

tion Zffv!" u°? °^ a11
u*
heir Parties. The real cause of this perseco-

rXiZ «,h
&tT

u
d W

^
lch has always animated some people towards th

an fnrolrl f ^"V** preteXt Put forth was that with the expansion

enormnna W )-

u- u
he

,

aUthor to off"set this, gives a catalogue of »j

aZm.srtS T?
1? ,

the Portug»ese suffered owing to their greed, bad

etzzzT^itsr*' consequent upon a faiifng-°ff in theirm

9 Near the old City of Goa.
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deTavora, which consisted of twenty-six or twenty-seven ships
loaded with provisions, in which the King alone was interested
to the extent of one hundred thousand xerafins. The loss

amounted to over two hundred thousand xerafins.

196. The loss owing to the destruction of our settlement
(arrayal), and of other villages in Ceylao by the Chingalas
(Singalese) is estimated at two hundred and twenty thousand
xerafins. Three hundred and fifty Portuguese with their General
Costantino de Sa de Noronha were killed in this action.

197. Of the fleet which the Count of Linhares sent to

Cochim, the galley in which D. Jorge de Almeida was going to
Ceylao was lost, causing a loss of sixteen thousand xerafins.

and the death by drowning of thirty Portuguese.
198. The spoils which the treacherous King took from us

after the fall of the fortress of Mombaca are estimated at four
hundred thousand xerafins in money, goods and artillery.

Besides other people, ninety Portuguese and eight religious

were killed in this affair.

199. The fleet, which Dom Francisco de Moura took to

Mombaca, sustained a loss of ten thousand xerafins, both in

the Galliot of Andre de Vasconcellos, which was taken by the

Dutch, and in the arms and spoils which the Negroes captured
from us, killing one hundred men.

200. The loss in the two ports of Orixa [Orissa], Cuguly '

m Bengal, which the Moorish Mogols took and destroyed, is

estimated at one million and eight hundred thousand xerafins,

both in money and in merchandise. Three hundred Portu-

guese were killed, and six Galliots, together with other small

craft, were taken.
201. The Nayque of Madure came to sack our settlement

°* Negapatao, and took nearly twenty thousand xerafins./

202. In the rivers of Cuama * the Negroes killed sixty Portu-

suese, two hundred Christians of mixed descent, some Fathers

* the Company [of Jesus] and a Dominican, and took clothing

to the value of one hundred and fifty thousand xerafins.

203. In the Patache of Antonio Leyte de Azevedo, which
was coming from Ceylao to Cochim, and was taken by the

•ualavares, there was a loss of fifteen thousand xerafins and

twenty-four Portuguese, including Henrique da Sylva, brother

°t Huy Dias da Cunha. were kilted. . . .

204. In the Galliot of Diogo de Mello de Castro which

was coming from Malaoa to Sao Thome and was taken by the

u«ch, the loss amounted to twenty-five thousand xerafins.

The other port was probably

- —6 .Ji.—o. nosten o.j. _ ... t?„- Q full and
rath

R ' Ver Zambezi and its many branches, E. Africa. For a fall an

^er Poetic description of the river, dated 1597, cf. Purchas His Pti

mes
'
Vo1

- ix, pp. 220-221.

Pipli t ^isPrint for Ouguly, i.e., Hugh.
P" %.

H»gi"—H. Hasten S.J.

[P. 336]
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205. In the Patache of Dom Philippe Masoarenhas, which

was going loaded with Oaurim ] to Bengal and was taken by

the Dutch, there was a loss of twenty thousand xeralins.

206. In the Patache of Francisco da Sylveira Claveiro,

Captain of Chaul,2 which was taken by the Dutch, there was a

loss of twenty thousand xerafins.

207. In the Galliot of the said Claveiro, which was com-

ing from Sinde and was taken by the Dutch, there was a loss

of twenty-two thousand xerafins.

208. In the Galliot of Francisco da Costa, which was

* coming from the Congo, 8 and carrying twelve horses, and was

taken by the Dutch, there was a loss of nearly twenty thou-

sand xerafins.

209. Great was the loss which we sustained in the five

Galliots, which were coming from China, together with the

Patache, of which D. Jeronymo da Sylveira was the Captain-

in-chief. The ships had been ordered by the Count of Linhares

to come to Pulbutum, 41 where they would find our fleet. Fail-

ing, however, to meet the same, they were attacked by the

Dutch, who captured all the boats, excepting the Patache,

commanded by the said D. Jeronymo da Sylveira, which disap-

peared. This loss is estimated at over nine hundred thousand

xerafins.

[P. 337,] 2i0. In the following year, four out of ten of the King's

Galliots, under the Chief Captaincy / of D. Francisco Manoel

were lost in the same straits of Malaca. Three were taken by

the Dutch and one got stranded on the coast of Achem [Achin].*

The loss in money amounted to twenty-two thousand xera-

fins, and in men to one hundred and thirty persons, including

the said Chief Captain, the Admiral, and twelve Captains.
211. And immediately after, one month and a half later,

arrived from China D. Philippe Lobo, the Captain-in-chiet

of four Galliots, which he burnt to avoid capture by the

enemy. The loss amounted to six hundred thousand xerafins,

1 A misprint for caurira=cowries.—H. H., S.J.
5 On the W. Coast, near Bombay.

I
This must be Bandar Congo or Bandar Kung in the Persian Gult

* I his must be composed of the two words Pulu or Pulo and Bum,
Puto meaning an island as in the case of Pulo Penang. We find the spej-

IS! 5 ^ o ^ Danvers ' Portuguese in India, vol. II, p. «» £
S.S?J-,r»»^ i» shewn in the old map, hy 0«*

Vignola

iutta. In modern maps it

W
IJ * S; l

0i PU
L°

Penang- In the l ?th century the Island of ButJ

P^,L w*

•

d
°?; *nd had c°mmercial dealings with the English. »

Purchas His Pilgrimes, vol. Ill, pp . 91-92 . .

anrf Li??!*
*nd

.

lown
,

at the N. W. angle of Sumatra, which wasW
nolr

Prly
,
dT"i

the 16th and "th centuries, the greatest na*
power on that island. Cf. Hobson^Jobson , s . v. Acheen.
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including a loss to the King of eighty thousand xerafins in

copper, which was being brought for the casting of artillery.

212. The Dutch captured off Cochim a Galley in which the
Captain-in- chief, D. Antonio de Soto Mayor, was going with
help to Malaca, and caused thereby a loss of twenty six thou-
sand xerafins. Besides, forty men were taken prisoners, and
the other Galley of the fleet and two Galliots were forced to

make for China.

213. In the Patache of Manoel Franco, which was going
to China and was taken by the Dutch, there was a loss of

twenty thousand xerafins.

214. The War fleet of the North and the Merchant fleet

coming from Cambaya under the Captain-in-chief, Leonel de
Sousa, sustained loss to the extent of sixty thousand xerafins,

as the Dutch captured near Dama > nineteen merchantmen and
two men-of-war, killing or taking prisoners fifty men.

215. The loss in the two cargo Galliots and one man-of-war
which the Dutch took from the fleet of D. Julianes de No-
ronha, amounted to fifty thousand xerafins. Seventy Portu-
guese, including the son and heir of Manoel de Moraes Sopico,
were killed or made prisoners.

216. In the three armed Galliots which went to the rivers
of Cuama under the Captain-in-chief, Francisco Pereira Darque,
there was a loss in gold of three hundred thousand xerafins.

The boats, after leaving Quilimane, were eventually lost, but
some persons escaped./

21 7. In Diogo Fernandez Reygoto's ship, which carried [P 338].

eighteen cannon, and was taken by the Dutch on the way
tr°m China, there was a loss of one hundred and forty thou-
sand xerafins, and twenty-eight Portuguese, out of the ninety
Aboard, were drowned.

her

21 «- In Simao Cardoso's Galliot, which disappeared on
way to Mo?ambique

t there was a loss of fifty thousand
xerafins, besides the death of the people that she carried.

2
M

19. In Valentim Gracia's Galliot, which was going to

• ai»la, there was a loss of twenty-five thousand xerafins.
220. In RUy Dias da Cunha's Galliot, which was also

'01Qg to Manila, there was a loss of twenty thousand xerafins.

22 1- In Philippe Pinto's Galliot, which came from Mom-

1 q

a
'

f
nd

> fearing the Malavares, entered Raiapor, 1 there was a

,.
3 °i eighteen thousand xerafins, as she was taken by the

Uoors of the Idalca
~

»m
In Francisco da Sylveira Claveiro's Galliot, which

*M~
C
1

°m,n2 from Catifa 2 and was captured with eightee
able hor

captured with eighteen valu-

thl f
es by the Malavares, there was a loss of thirty-two

tUo«sand xerafins.

* Ei
a
£P °-r=Ra

JaPur on the Konkan Coast, Bombay Presidency
-Q-atiff, a fortress on the Coast of Arabia, opposite to Ormuz.
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223. In the Patache of Joao de Tovar, Captain of Chaul,

which, being on its way to Momba9a with a cargo of clothing

was captured by the Malavares just outside the said port, there

was a loss of eighty-six thousand xerafins.

224. In Francisco Moniz da Sylva's Galliot, which was

coming from Mascate, 1 and was taken by the Dutch below

the fort of the Aguada,* there was a loss of sixty thousand

xerafins.

225. In the Galliot of Julio Moniz, Captain of Mascate
;

which was taken by the Dutch, there was a loss of forty thou-

sand xerafins. In another Galliot of the said Moniz. which

was captured by the Dutch two days after having sailed from

Mascate, there was a loss of seventy thousand xerafins, and

the Ouvidor da Fazenda (Superior Revenue Officer) and the

other hidalpos travelling with him were made prisoners.

[P. 339]. 226. Eight Galliots and three Pataches. that were in the

Bay of Columbo waiting to ship cinnamon for this City of Goa,

were lost in a storm before they could take in their cargo,

and there was a loss of forty thousand xerafins.

227. Thirty sampans 3 (Ghapanas) which were coming

across to the other coast laden with Azegua,* were totally lost,

a damage of twenty thousand xerafins.

228. In Gaspar Alvarez da Costa's Galliot, which was

coming from China and was taken in the Straits by the Dutch,

there was a loss of fifty-five thousand xerafins.
229. In Manoel de Azevedo's Patache, which was com-

ing from Bagora 6 and was taken by the Dutch, there was a loss

of thirty thousand xerafins.

230. In Pedro de Oiveira's Galliot, which was going to

Manila and was captured in the Straits by the Dutch, there

was a loss of twenty-six thousand xerafins/
23L In Luis Gomes' Galliot, which was going to China

and was taken by the Dutch, there was a loss of thirty-two

thousand xerafins,

232. In Romao de Lemos' Galliot, which was coming

from Ceilao, there was a loss of twenty-ei^ht thousand xerahns.

Gulf of
land,

^«_ *™»v, Aiaum. An English traveller, Joseph saioau^' •

however, that in 1609 he was taken by the Poi .sueee at Snar,
£prisoner on account of alleged espionage, to - Mascate, an Hand. i*J

!> «L ^ g
arrison and a church (Cf. Purchas His Pilgrims ,

vol ij

£io i* u
e ^°/tuSuese settlement must have been on one of the W

islands which form the fine harbour of Muscat (Cf. Universal GeograP

S ™

?

GClU8f V0l
\}
V

> p - 474 '
fig* 208 )- Saibancke, having come and

as a prisoner, could not have seen the main town.
to the

Capital
m eX13tence

'
on the °oaat of Goa, guarding the entrance to

J
Cf. Hobson-Jobson. s. v. Sampan=a kind of small boat or skiff-

Ceylonit^lS*
f°r Arequa=areea-nuts - The ships were crossing

* Basrah, in the Persian Gulf.
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233. In Balthazar Nogueira's Galliot, which was taken
by the Malavares on her way from Negapatao, there was a loss
of twelve thousand xerafins.

234. In Miguel de Rego de Negreiros' Patache, which
was coming from Cochim laden with cases (? caxaria) and
hides {courama) for the Home boats, and was taken by the
Dutch, there was a loss of eighteen thousand xerafins.

235. In Marcal de Macedo's Patache, which was also
coming from Cochim, together with Rego, loaded with the
same kind of goods for the Home boats, and was carrying also
clothing, there was a loss of twenty-five thousand xerafins.

236. In Antonio Joa5 da Veiga's Galliot, which disap-
peared on her way to Bacora, there was a loss of twenty thou-
sand xerafins.

237. In Lourenco Carvalho's Galliot, which was also [P. 340],
going to Bacora and disappeared in the same company, there
was a loss of twenty-six thousand xerafins.

uri *U ^e e Choos, 1 which were coming from China
jo Malaca, and were captured in the Straits by the Dutch,
tnere was a loss of one hundred and eighty thousand xerafins.

(tM
*n ^ie Galliot, which turned turtle twelve leagues

a!°
a°' the Chief CaPtain Antonio de Tavora lost his fife,

and there was a loss of forty thousand xerafins.
240. In Antonio de Mendonca's Galliot, which was coming

rom Malaca to Negapatao and was taken by the Dutch, there
was a loss of nearly twenty thousand xerafins.

th Vi

*n *^e Patacne °f Pedro Fernandez Serrao, which
e Dutch captured outside Mascate, there was a loss of twenty

thousand xerafins.

Cn W*
2

'
In the Galuofc of Antonio Moniz Barreto, Captain of

ocnim, which was taken by the Dutch on her way to Malaca,
ere was a loss of eighteen thousand xerafins.

from P
the Patache of Jorge Ribeiro, which was coming

w»f y
achanagana a and was taken by the Malavares, there

uT&
°r

( twenty thousand xerafins.

Sind u-
the Galuofc of Sebastiao Correa, Chief Merchant of

the \t i

lch was coming from the said Sinde and was taken by
the Mai xerafins

It mii«t 1°
nofc find thia word either in dictionaries or books of reference,

ost mean some kind of boat.
• AX11S must h« a rv,J fi' .*. r ... i-i _i _u;~U W Trrmp thinks.
^eompos^rf'T

31
'
ue a misPnnt f°r Cachanagara, which, W

do lloffrir i

the Words Kachh (Kutch) and nagara= a town

m*:Jr
r °* old man« _T„U^ G '

shewn

mainland + \maps
' John Senex and Herman Moll locate it on the

10 the Norfh c
mouth of a River Poddar (not found in modern maps),

8ula
- Gifl

' and alm°st opposite to the neck of the Kathiawar Penm-
an island?

mo Cantelli da Vignola, 1683, however, places the town onVignola, 1683, however, places the town
Talonrl r*f TCntnh asnOW ktlOWn, Stands, tj

to b^ founn
rting Irvine's opinion. Copies of 'the above-quoted maps are

ia m the Imperial Library, Calcutta.
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#

245. In the Patache of Fernao Vaz de Cerqueira, former

Captain of Bacaira (Bassein, Bombay) , which was going from

Barcelor to Cambaya laden with rice and was taken by the

Dutch, there was a loss of twenty-five thousand xerafins.

246. In the Galliot of Martin Teixeira de Azevedo, an

ex-Captain of Barcelor, 1 which was going to Dio [Diu] with a

consignment of rice and was seized by the Malavares, there

was a loss of fifteen thousand xerafins.

247. In the Patache of Andre da Costa, Judge of the Cus-

tom House (Juiz da Alfandega) of this City of Goa, which was

going to Cachanagana, and was taken by the Dutch, there was

a loss of sixteen thousand xerafins.

248. I was unable to ascertain the value of the arms

which the Arabs seized after the death of Ruy Freire de An-

drade in the five forts erected by him on the coast of Arahia,

namely Julfar, Gorqua, Rames, Doba and Sibo.*

[P. 341]. 249. In Jeronymo de Araujo's Galliot, which was taken

by the Malavares on her way from S. Thome (of Mylapore),

there was a loss of fifteen thousand xerafins.

250. In Joao Rodriguez de Lisboa's Galliot, which was

taken by the Dutch on her way from Sinde, there was am
of twenty thousand xerafins.

251. In Diogo Leite Pereira's Patache, which was going

to China and was taken in the Straits by the Dutch, there was

a loss of twenty thousand xerafins. ,

252. In Antonio de Oliveira de Moraes' Galliot whion

was going from Manila to China and was taken by the Dutcn,

there was a loss of sixty thousand xerafins.

253. In Aleixo de Mesquita Pereira's Galliot, which W

1 Barcelore and Bacanore are two ports of Canara often coupled.

gether in old narratives, but which have entirely disappeared i

mr\Ac.T*n ^nnn n„A U~~l.„ -£ • .• • i it.i H- ia not <4U"modern maps and books of navigation , in so much that it is not q

easy to indicate their precise position. Cf. HobsovrJobson, s. v. *>_

nore. In old maps, however, they are distinctly shown. As for >nst*
-jj

in Thomas Kitchin's Universal Atlas (copy to be found in the imp*

Library, Calcutta), which is compiled from maps by d'Anville, J*

°

Rennell and other eminent geographers , Bacanore is located about,i .

statute miles from Mangalore, with Bracelore twenty miles fartner

North.

Arabia.
known as tne y

\

str
!

c

fw

sendom Straits of Ormuz. Danvers says that this fort was *«**
tween 1631 and 1632, in the neighbourhood of a celebrated pe*"*?^
about 50 leagues from Muscat. Doba or Daba was on the Coast"
Gulf of Oman , about 60 miles from Cape Mussendom. Sib or S#>
also on the same coast , about 30 miles to the N. W. of Muscat, ay
called Azibo, near Muscat, is mentioned in Purchas His Pilgrim*** v*

N. W. of Sib.
Oman
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coming from Pegu to Cochim, and was seized by the Dutch
there was a loss of fifteen thousand xerafins.

'

254 In Francisco da Costa Monteiro's Galliot, which was
captured by the Dutch on her way to China, there was a loss
of thirty thousand xerafins.

255. In Antonio da Serra's Patache, which was carrying
nee from Bagora to Mascate, and was taken by the Dutch,
tnere was a loss of eighteen thousand xerafins.

256. In Fernao Jorge da Silveira's Galliot, which was
Wfeen by the Dutch on her way to China, there was a loss of
tmrty thousand xerafins.

n f u
57

' J11 Nicolao Dorta's Patache, which was seized by the

"a
°n

J?
er way t0 Manila

,
there was a loss of twenty thou-

sand xerafins.

258. In Manoel Gomes Cardoso's Galliot, which was cap-

nf

F

ft •
7Jhe Dutch on her wa7 from China, there was a loss

ot thirty thousand xerafins.

ra™-
25

4
In Antonio Soares Vivas' Galliot, which accidentally

tapsized on her way from China, there was a loss of one hun-
ea and fifty thousand xerafins in money, and of fifty-eight

iOrtUPUMA K«»:j„. -^i . ,
•" J s>

260.
/

In the Patache of Francisco de Brito de Almeida, [P. 342]

WMrasTd
n bj the Dutch

'
there was a loss o£ eighteen

turfiH K 4.u

n Pedro Soares de Brito's Patache, which was cap-

ther?
Dutch on her way frora China to this City tGoa]»

2R?
8 a

°
f tW6lve thousand xerafins.

bvthATi }
n Francisco da Veiga's Patache, which was seized

\L 7t *
h on her way from Mascate to Chaul, there was a

m™?7 thousand xerafins.

comin I
Manoel de Azevedo's Patache, which was also

the ba f

m
n
Mascate to Chaul, and was taken by the Dutch in

xerafins
llau^ there was a loss of nearly thirty thousand

tain of M ,

thePatache of Francisco de Sousa de Castro, Cap-

of Sund f,

aca
'
which was seized by the Dutch in the Straits

thousandogK T
— "<•=• <* was or iorcy tnousana xeiauus.

tain of D -
he GalIiofc of Francisco de Sousa Coutinho, Cap-

rice the
ama5

» which was going to Cambaya with a cargo of

'266 7^ loss of twelve thousand xerafins.

from the
the Galliot of Sebastiao Pinto, which was coming

wasalo!
C
?
a
c
sfc of Arabia and was taken by the Dutch, there

267 t ^?m thousand xerafins.

going tn m ^^S de Sousa de Menezes' Galliot, which was

thereJ;
i

la and wa8 taken by the Dutch in the Straits,

Borges' Patache, which was
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and was burnt in the Straits on account of the Dutch, there

was a loss of eighteen thousand xerafins.

269. In Balthazar da Veiga Lapidario's Galliot, which

was going to China and was burnt in the same Straits on

account of the Dutch, there was a loss of twenty-four thou-

sand xerafins.

270. In the Patache of Fernao Vaz de Siqueyra, late Cap-

tain of Bacaim, which got stranded in Cachanagana, her cargo

being taken by the Moors, there was a loss of sixteen thousand

xerafins./ . _

[P. 343]. 271. The Patache which was sailing under Captain Dran-

cisco Zuzarte, and in which Joao Rodriguez de Lisboa and

Sebastiao Pinto had shares, was seized by the Dutch on her

way from Mascate. The loss amounted to three hundred and

sixty thousand xerafins.
,

272. In the King's Urea, 1 which under Captain Bernardo

Froes set out from Mascate, Julio Moniz and other merchants

lost a hundred thousand cruzados* The boat got stranded on

Moorish territory near Dio.

273. Other losses of this and other kinds could be men-

tioned here, but we content ourselves with this ; the extent of the

damage can be seen from the cases which have been set do

here and which took place during the six years under survey

re

t

Dated Goa, 12th March, 1636. This is what this '™j^U\
writer relates in his manuscript. And Fathei Fernando

^

Queiros, of the holy Society of Jesus, in bis history ot w*

Venerable Brother Pedro de Basto, 8 speaking of the losses cau^

by the Dutch in India during the period of which we a^

treating, writes as follows:—"Leaving aside the pronts

which they deprived the Portuguese by obstructing the

,rthbe-

1 The dictionaries explain this word by " a kind of Dutch snip

kind of Indian ship."
2 A Portuguese coin, so called because of the cross on it, *

tween 2s. 3d. and 2s. 8d. x je
,

3 Of. p. 359, sol. II. The Goethals' Indian Library in St. A»

College, Calcutta, possesses a copy of this now very rare Yortugae ^
I had access to it through the courtesy of the Rev. Father Ii. ^
my indebtedness to whose enthusiastic 'inspiration and kindly **

book
I take this opportunity to record. Though, as the title denotes, w ^
chiefly deals with the life of a religious, yet, as the saintly J esui

the welfare of his countrymen the object of his constant ana < ^
prayers, and exercised the gift of prophecy in connection m\^
successes and reverses, the author devotes twenty chapters (pp- r^
to a history of the Portuguese in the East from 1591 to 1644. *
chapter (pp. 288-299) is given exclusively to a very interesting » ^
of the various naval and military encounters between the kn|u.^
the Portuguese from 1591 to 1635, when a treaty of peace was finally ^
at Goa by the Viceroy, Count of Linhares, and William Meth^oia,

dent of the English East India Company. Father de Q*elT
?
SJ ntf*

that he has taken the greatest possible care for the accuracy ot n

tive (Cf. p. 254, col. IV.
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trade of the whole South, of which they became masters, the
losses which the Dutch inflicted on the Portuguese, either by
plundering, or by chasing their ships and causing them to
get stranded in the Straits, are roughly estimated at thirty

millions 1 including the final destruction of Malaca."

1 This sum must be in cruzados, the unit which the author mostly
uses (Cf. p. 365, col. II; p. 366 col. I; p. 369, col. II; p. 372, col. II).

Sums in patacas (pataca = about Is. lOd.) are mentioned twice, but in

xerafins not even once, in this section of the work.





IS* North Indian Folk-Medicine for Hydrophobia and
Scorpion-Sting,

By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

The ojha or medicine-man is an important member of the
ullage-community in rural Bengal. He is either a Hindu of
low caste or a Mahomedan. His profession is generally heredi-
tary, the office descending from father to son. But it some-
times happens that when a new candidate for the village-
sorcerer's calling displays his proficiency in spells and leech-
craft by effecting a cure in some difficult case, he is appointed
op for the first time. His vocation consists in the exor-
cism of ghosts and other supernatural beings and the treat-
ment of the ailments which child-flesh is heir to, cattle-
aiseases, women suffering from hysteria, and cases of snake-
Ite and hydrophobia. He is believed to be an adept in benefi-

cent as well as in nefarious magic. In his capacity as an
exponent of malevolent sorcery, he is much more dreaded
Joan loved, as the illiterate folks of the countryside suppose
that he can inflict diseases and do all sorts of mischief, if he
js offended in any way. By way of remuneration for his pro-
fessional assistant ha r-ano.iTr^c *„™ ; n ~,<™<^r «r L-inH nrrmnr-
tionat

assistance, he receives fees in money or kind, propor-

olrt ?-
t0 the Pecuniary circumstances of the patient. In the

f

n tlmes
> the village ojha was credited with the possession

a good deal of thaumaturgic power. But with the pro-

ttahr
®ducation and the spread of enlightenment in general,

that i- u
n their P°tency has greatly fallen off, so much so

sorce
Present day, the number of the practitioners of

ty can be counted on the fingers of a hand,

hvdmi,
St

?
ted above, the village ojha professes to cure cases of

I pron •

and anake-bite by means of his manirams or spells,

and r !

n this Paper, to publish the texts, with translations

induc^t '
of two of his cure-charms for hydrophobia

exorcV
7 the bifces of rabid do£s and Jackals, and one for

these i,

away the venom of scorpion-stings. The language of

borrow ft 0r mant™ms is Bengali. As they have been

usin£r ft
0m BenSal for use in Bihar, the instructions for

and lot
are in fiindi - As the ojhas are mostly illiterate

d0wnf
aste men, the texts of these cure-charms, as taken

I haw/flf
their di°tation, are very corrupt and make no sense.

te*t of' ^eifore
> given below the correct texts thereof. The

lhe firs t cure-charm for hydrophobia is as follows :

-
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No. I.

f£ J?t^ ^GT f*n? ^ 3t*% ^T

I

i. ^>nt: *tc*t ^ft* tTtt!:

a^TT
1

«fir gisi 3rcl* tar i *ft«r iWt ftz^t a** W ****

$&*\k nf %k *t* mx im nxt i *ft *Vt *rcft * ^
©v

Ttot ^ m^t $«t f%wir srun?t % ^ji* wft ^ fzt*it w»

Translation of No- I.

Incantation for exorcising away the venom of the dog and the

jackal.

Text.

1

.

I seek the protection of the goddess Manasa. ,

2. The mother of all venomous creatures (i.e. w* # .

dess Manasa), being more unkind than the venom itsettf

sitting at home.
3. Under the influence of the powerful spells of 1

goddess) Manasa, the venom in so-and-so's limb do enter^
4 - Do enter into this bell-metal (platter).

Direction,

earlyThe patient should go to the exorciser's house very ^
in the morning of a Sunday. There both the patient ana

exorciser should purify themselves by bathing and then
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of them should sit facing the east. Thereafter the exorciser,

taking his stand behind the patient's back, should place a
well-cleaned bell-metal platter on the patient's back and recite

the aforementioned cure-charm three times and each time
blow upon the patient. If there should be any venom in the

patient's body, the platter will so firmly adhere to his body
that, should any attempt be made to take it off from his back,
he (the patient) will also fall upon the ground therewith.

When the venom is thoroughly extracted, the platter will of

itself fall off the patient's body.

Remarks.

The most noteworthy features of the above-mentioned
cure-charm are :— (a) The selection of a Sunday morning for the

performance of the incantation
; (6) the purification by means

of the bath; (c) the act of sitting with the faces turned

towards the east
; {d) the application of the bell-metal platter

to the patient's back for extracting the venom ;
(e) the blowing

by the exorciser upon the patient's body; and (/) the invoca-

tion to the goddess Manasa. I shall discuss each of the fore-

going points seriatim.

(a) The early morning of a Sunday appears to be very

favourable for the performance of magic and exorcism-cere-

monies. In the Bihari incantation for making an enemy
restless, which I have already published, 1 the branch of the

Fwus glomerata tree is cut verv early in the morning of a

Sunday.

(o) The bath is always resorted to in all purificatory and

lustration ceremonies, as'water is universally believed to drive

otf all evil and malignant influences. The performer of all

magic and exorcism-ceremonies has also to purify himself by

bathing before he commences the rites, as will appear from the

mcantation for bringing a woman under one's control, where-

in the sorcerer is directed, first of all, to cleanse and purity Ins

D°ay, change his clothes, and then commence his operations.

(c) The required practice of sitting with the face turned

<° the east is a survival, in modern custom, of the once um-
versal rites of sun-worship. The worship of the Sun-god is a

;
ving cult in India.8 As will appear from my latter paper,

^y pious Hindu, in Bihar, worships the Sun-god on Sundays

- -
^~ "

Journ$
? ' 5I8~519 °£ VoL IX of the Bombay Anthropological Society's

J J^PP- 510-511 of Vol. IX of the Bombay Anthropological Society's

to «! 'U Note on the Worship of the Pipal Tree in Bengal," contributed

as alL
B°mbay Anthropological Society's Journal, Vol

. X, PP' f^
466-47. '? my article ™ "Sun Worship in Bihar" published at pages

4 of th» Calcutta Review for October, 1904.
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and observes a strict fast. He breaks his fast before sunset.

and partakes of chapatties, milk and sweets only, avoiding all

kinds of food in the preparation or cooking of which salt has

been used. He also circumambulates the sun and repeats the

undermentioned mantra or incantation :

—

mfa eTTft fairer sr^f^raf *% v% n

p

Translation.

The circumambulation of the sun atones for all sins as

also for all those which are tantamount to the sin of killing

one hundred Brahmans.

People believe that, by performing sun-worship, observing

fasts on Sundays, performing the Horn ceremony and partak-

ing of saltless food on those days, they will remain free from

diseases and that, by circumambulating the sun, their sins

will be expiated. It "would thus appear that, by sitting with

their faces turned towards the east, "The gates of the

sun,
5

' as Tennyson has very appropriately called it, both the

exorciser and the patient pray to the Sun-god for removing

the venom of the dog-bite or jackal-bite from the latter's body

and thereby curing him of hydrophobia.
{d) The application of the bell-metal platter to the

patient's back for extracting the venom is an example of

the " sucking-cure" which is a common practice of savage

quackery. The Dayak priest of Borneo makes a pretension

of taking out stones, splinters, rags, etc., which he declare

are spirits, from the affected limb of his patient. TheFingo

medicine-man, in South Africa, sucks the afflicted part of fo

patient of the

Indian corn, which are alleged to be the cause of the pam

Among the aboriginal tribes of Australia, the sorcerer pretend--

to extract from his own body, by means of passes, a magical

essence, and causes it to enter his victim's body in the shape

of a quartz pebble which inflicts pain on and wastes away, W
latter's body. The medicine-man among the aboriginal Indian

tabes of South America also pretendsf by means of sucking

the afflicted part of his patient's body, to extract therefrom

bones pieces of grit, thorns, mussel-shells, bits of wood-ofteQ

even beetles, caterpillars, centipedes and the like-all of **«*

he produces from his mouth as if all these objects and crea-

tures had been in the sufferer's body. It is said that
J«very force of imagination cures the latter at once. In tb

cure-cnarm for hydrophobia, which forms the subject-matter
of

this paper, the medium employed for sucking out the venom

from the patient's body is the bell-metal platter. u ..
(e) I shall deal with the practice of the exerciser's

blowing
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upon the patient's body when I discuss the third cure-charm,
namely, that for scorpion-sting. '

(/) The goddess Manasa is the goddess of snakes and
venomous creatures of all kinds. She has, therefore, been
invoked in this cure-charm as "the mother of venomous
creatures" (fSrc«r?!T). Another of her appellations is finrfTT
or f<PTO or "the remover of all poisons." She has, there-
fore, been invoked by the exorciser for taking away the venom
from his patient's body.

I now come to the second cure-charm for hydrophobia
the text whereof is given below :

No. II.
»

3^ aFte? % 3»n% m^t spa" u.^ 3fT

I

1. ^\^z ^jtst ^w*:W i

2. tj^V j?^- irrr ^t^t n

affan-

1

he
Translation of No. II.

Station for charming water wherewith to exorcise away venom

from a person bitten by a dog or a jackal.

Text

haJ. Medicinal herbs which have not been cut or which

fallen off themselves from a tree- ...
2

- Wear upon your body with full faith (in their

efficacy).

°g.

V I

3
- (The venom of) the tiger, the bear, the jackal and the

jttoJ'
And of the venomous lizard called anjina which is

led and streaked like an areca-nut,
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5. Catch and bring, preceptor well versed in sorcery!

6. This is the command of Sri Rama.
7. This is the command of the goddess Kalika (Chandika)

of the (cross)-road.

Direction.

The patient should drink the water which has been

charmed with the recital of the aforementioned incantation.

Remarks.

The most characteristic features of the charm-cure No. II

are :

—

(a) The use of medicinal herbs for the purpose of

incantations, and the belief that they derive their efficacy

from the fact of their not having been cut; (b) the belief in

the existence of poisonous lizards; (c) the invocation to

Rama ; and (d) that to the goddess Chandika of the cross-road.

(a) Medicinal herbs have been used in India for the pur-

pose of incantations since the times of the ancient Aryans

when they settled in the Panjab. "The few instances we

find in the Rig-Veda of the active use of spells may certainly

be classed under the head of "white"—or harmless—magic

since they consist almost entirely of the gathering and hand-

ling of herbs, apparently not even accompanied by conjur-

ing—except in the case of a woman, who digs up a plant to

her hus-

band's affections (X. 145). She appears to have been success-

ful, for there is a song of triumph and exultation at having

got rid of all intruders and secured the proper place as

ruler of her household. But the eeneral and approved uses

of herbs and plants were evidently for healing purposes, as

shown in the so-called "Song of the Physician " —really an

herb-healer, who wanders about the country with his box o

~„t,„„i.i.i_ i rj^
g00(j man makes no 8ecret of the f#

ject is a livelihood. This charming cvltur-w
1-

abounds in little homely touches which throw just the side-

lights we are so eager for on the manners and ways of tbo»

otherwise unattainable times. The healer begins by form"1
/

announcing that he will sing the praise of «« the herbs the ver-

dant" which are among the oldest of things.*'

ashvattha-wood,
that his chief obj

,***** " Hundredfold are your wav-

thousandfold your growth, endowed with various powers :

*»

me this sick man well. * * * * Give me view.

as to a prize-winning mare. * * * For I must DaV
,,

cattle, horses, and clothes.* * * * * YoU *l
be worth much to me if you make my sick man well-

m whose hands herbs are gathered as numerous as noble

s

princes, rajans) in the assembly, he is accounted a skilful hew

a tamer of fiends and diseases,—the watery, the milky, then
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-

ishing, the strengthening,—here they all are together to heal
what is wrong with him. The herbs' fragrance escapes (from
the box) as a herd from the stable, to earn a good price for me
—and thy life for thee, good man. ***** No let or
hindrance keeps them back ; they are as the thief who breaks
through fences. ***** When I, ye simples, grasp
you sternly in my hands, sickness flees away, as a criminal who
fears the grip of the law. In your progress from limb to limb,
and from one articulation to another, ye drive sickness before
you, as surely as a severe judge's sentence. Flee then, sickness,

flee away—with magpies and with hawks ; flee on the pinions of

the winds, nay of the whirlwinds.' ' (Roth's translation). 1

This belief in the efficacy of herbs and plants for curing
the ills that human flesh is heir to, survived in Europe
even as recently as the close of the sixteenth century when
plants were regarded from a purely utilitarian point of view,
not only by the commoner folks, but also by many learned
scholars. "Just as men lived in the firm belief that human
destinies depended upon the stars, so they clung to the notion
that everything upon the earth was created for the sake of

mankind; and, in particular, that in every plant there were
forces lyinsr dormant which, if liberated, would conduce either
to the welfare or injury of man. People imagined they dis-

cerned magic in many plants, and even believed that they were
able to trace in the resemblance of certain leaves, flowers, and
fruits to parts of the human body, an indication emanating from
supernatural powers, of the manner in which the organ in

question was intended to affect the human constitution. The
similarity in shape between a particular leaf and the liver did

jtoty for a sign that the leaf was capable of successful applica-

tion in cases of hepatic disease, and the fact of a blossom being

jjeart-shaped must mean that it would cure cardiac complaints,

urns arose the so-called Doctrine of Signatures, which, brought

J°
its highest development by the Swiss alchemist, Bombastus

Paracelsus (1493-1541), played a great part in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, and still survives at the present day
111 the mania for nostrums. " %

.
It will be seen from the foregoing remarks that it is de

rmeur to cull the medicinal herbs, not by cutting but by digging

T ttP. because it is supposed that, if they are cut out, the

Magical virtues lying dormant within them will escape. ^^
(&) It is commonly believed that the lizard called ^fipn

. JW is poisonous. It is likened to an areca-nut because
ot the streaks and spots on its body, similar to those existing

zin

l

Ze
-

di? India
<The Sfcory of the Nations Series). By Zenaide A. Rago-

l Air Edit»on. London : T. Fisher Unwin (no date), pp. 3^J8
!f. n .

Mart.,
Naturali8t in Western China. By E. H. Wilson. 2 vols. London .

thuen * Co., Ltd., 1913. Vol. II, pp. 34-37.

or
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on the said nut. But zoologically speaking, there is no poison-

ous lizard found in India or the adjoining countries. It is

only in Mexico that a poisonous lizard, known to the zoologists

as Heloderma suspectum, exists.

(c) Rama is invoked in the foregoing cure-charm because

he is believed by the Hindus of Bengal to be a friend of the bear

whose hair is worn, enclosed in an amulet, as a charm against

attacks of fever. 1

{d) The goddess Chandika is an incarnation of the god-

dess Durga or Devi whose victories over the demons or Asuras

are narrated in the Chandi Mahatmya which forms a part and

parcel of the Markandeya Purana. She is supposed to preside

over spells and incantations. Hence the invocation to her.

She has been invoked as " the goddess Kalika (Chandika) of the

cross-road
M

because it is believed to be the favourite abode of

the divinities. Numerous examples may be quoted to show

the intimate connection, which exists in the minds of the

superstitious, between the cross-roads on the one hand and the

gods and the malignant spirits on the other. Among the deities

of the Hindu Pantheon, Rudra is one who made his dwellin

place on the cross-roads and to propitiate whom offerings at the

yearly sacrifices were generally taken to the latter place. Simi-

larly those who are suffering from disease, are advised by the

practitioners of folk-medicine to go naked to the cross-roads,

make an offering of rice, recite some mantrams, and then

return without looking back.
We further know from the evidence of folk- tales that, in

ancient times in India, expiatory sacrifices were offered to the

goddess Chandika for saving the life of a king.
Those who are interested in the study of folk-medicine

will note that, after the performance of the two aforementioned

incantations for the cure of hydrophobia, the patient is not

called upon to partake of anything substantial by way of medi-

cine, except that, in the second case, he has to quaff off some

charmed water. In this respect, they differ materially from the

treatment for hydrophobia which is practised by a class of heredi-

tary medicine-men in Gondalpara in the district of Hugbli *

Lower Bengal, and is famous throughout the length and breadth

of that province. Before the establishment of the Pasteur

Institute at Kasauli, Bengali patients bitten by rabid dogs

and jackals used invariably to resort to Gondalpara for under-

going this well-known method of treatment. The mode ot

effecting the -cure- is -for the bitten person, after fasting,
to

defray the expense of a special service, and to receive a f*
of red broadcloth impregnated with the snuff of a lamp-***
and secreted in the heart of a plantain. As long as the char*

BnmWA^ Pa
?
er OI

i
The Bear in Aaiaiic and American Ritual'*

Bombay Anthropologlcal Society's Journal, Vol. VII. page 478.

the
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is preserved and the patient abstains from the eating of this
variety of plaintain, the effects of the bite are warded off.

Another plan is for the patient to take a secret medicine, pro-
bably cantharides pounded, with twenty-one pepper-corns before
the twenty-first day. This causes the patient to throw off
some mucus, known as the "dog's whelp," and this leads to
cure." ' It will thus be seen that, in the method of treatment
practised by the medicine-men at Gondalpara, the patient
suffering from hydrophobia has to partake of some substantial
"nostrum." But it is not known whether any mantrams or
incantations are recited at the time of preparing the same.

We have now to consider whether there is any other
popular cure for hydrophobia wherein neither any mantrams are
recited by the village ojha, nor is the patient called upon to
partake of any "nostrum " or even charmed water. Mr. W.
Crooke has recorded that there is one such method of cure
followed in Northern India, wherein the patient suffering from
the effects of the bite of mad dogs and jackals has to look
down seven wells.2

It should be further noticed that the numbers 3 and 7 and
« (being the multiple of the first two numbers) play an im-
portant part in all the methods, described above, for the treat-
ment of hydrophobia. In the first cure-charm, the mantram
is recited three times, and the medicine-man has to blow upon

f ,?
afcient the same number of times. In the last hydro-

Phobia-cure mentioned by Mr. Crooke, the patient has to look
aown seven wells. Whereas the " nostrum," prescribed by
«ie medicine-men of Gondalpara, has to be prepared with 21

Pepper-corns and must be taken before the twenty-first day.
Ufe y there must be some occult influence dormant in these

numbers.

th f x
now 8*ve below the text of the third cure-charm, namely,

at for exorcising away the venom of the scorpion-sting

:

No. III.

^f % fa* fT^SfafT *T^ I

1- *fif *RY *fi:

2 • *ff ffftr fafgr *?&:
||

3. *ft frfa fffa fafa W

'891
T
v
a
?*T

and Castea °t Bengal. By H. H. Risley. 2 vols. Calcutta

t Z
01 - 1

. pace 367.

andIndia p Introd"<*
y W - Crooke. Allahabad : 1894. page 28.
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4. ^rit m- 1|

5. *r«iWt ^t^V m'> a

aftaT I

Translation of No. III.

Incantation for exorcising away the venom of a scorpion

Text.
I

1. Om sarah 1
, I blow.

2. Om hili mill l
, I blow.

3. Om hili hili chili l
, I blow.

4. I blow to Brahma,
5. I blow to all the gods.

Direction.

While reciting this incantation, blow upon the limb which

has been stung by a scorpion.

Remarks.

Modern ethno-psychological researches have shown t a

the object of the exorciser's blowing or spitting upon

patient's body or upon his affected limb is to effect the cure,

most probably, by means of hypnotic suggestion and magn_

ism, especially by the former. The sorcerer among the boir

American Indians pretends to cure by blowing v0 T^j
tobacco-smoke on the face of the patient or over the afiec

part of his body, as will appear from the following testing

of Dr. Theodor Koch-Griinberg of the Freiburg UniverS1
f
yji

"He (the medicine-man) works his cures in all proba 1^
by means of hypnotic suggestion and magnetism, esP

ecl

f

by the former. He will smoke furiously, take quantity

snuff and sundry intoxicating drugs, will dance and sing

make monotonous music for hours at a time on his magi •
in-

ked

struments, chief of which is the gourd rattle, until he is w°

into a kind of ecstacy, in which he has all kinds of hal™

tions. This is followed by a condition of complete into
_

tion, in which he sees all sorts of similar illusory P
ictures

These he retails with all kinds of additions and embr
^ tJ

when he awakes. And whatever he says he has seen i

~~—-———i — —
~~7 gfto

1 The words Om sarah, Om hili mill and Om hili hili chili apP^ ^
be meaningless and are, perhaps, used to add to' the mystery o

PftnfafiMicantation.
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trance the Indian takes for a revelation. The accompanying
ceremonial which the medicine-man carries out as part of the
treatment in order to work upon the imagination of the patient
and his relatives is very similar in every tribe, no matter
whereabouts in South America it be. He will swing the magic
rattle and maintain a monotonous song often for hours at a
stretch. He will interrupt this only to give the patient volumes
of tobacco-smoke in the face or over the affected part and at
the same time squeeze and spit upon the latter. All this noise,
the smoking, and the continually-repeated exactly similar
movements of the medicine-man must have an effect upon the
patient that can only be described hypnotism. Finally he
sucks the painful part and after some time produces from
his mouth bones, pieces of grit, thorns, mussel-shells, bits of
wood—often even beetles, caterpillars, centipedes, etc., appa-
rently as if these had been in the patient's body. Very force
of imagination cures the patimt at once !

"
Dr. A. C. Haddon is also of the opinion that suggestion

combined with hypnotism lies at the root of such magical
practices as the pretension to cure a patient bv blowing either
upon his body or upon his affected limb. He says:—"The
ar-reaching power of suggestion has been perhaps the most
Potent factor in upholding magical practices, especially when

J
w combined with hypnotism. ******

suggestion alone, without the aid of hypnotism, can effect
bonders, and faith cures and Christian science are by no means
a new thing under the sun, but something very old under
new names. Probably every physician has known cases of
Persons who died because they did not want to live or were at
east indifferent

; and probably an equal number who materially
engthened their lives by the mere determination not to die.

en
P
?
yc,lolo?y of the matter is up to a certain point simple

lik°
•

Ju8t M tne 8avage is a Sood actor
>
throwing himself

e a child into his mime, so he is a good spectator, entering into

chnH
SPint °f anotll,,r 's acting, herein again resembling the

km!
°an be lightened into fits bv the roar of what he

i

3 to be but a " pretended " lion. Even if the make-believe

cim°
re

*
°r less make-helieve to the victim, it is hardly lesseffica-

it r I
dominat ing, as it tends to do, the field of attention,

rela^
le emotio,,a i system, and, taking advantage of the

all

m'Ve abeyanue of intelligent thought and will, sets stirring
m^nner of deep-lying impulses and automatisms."

*

the/
student of comparative folklore will notice that, in

vokw!
r(

;?
01ng charra-cure, Brahma and all the sods have been in-

ea, though he would have naturally expected to find therein

^vocation to the goddess Kalika or Chandika or Parvati

t

Hutchinson's Customs of the. World. Vol. II, PP- 1001--'.

^addon's Magic and Fetish m (Ed. 1910), pp. 55-55.
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incarnations of Devi or Durga—who presides over spells and

leech-craft. This omission is curious, for such an invocation

to the said goddess is to be found in another cure-charm for

scorpion-sting from Northern India, the translation whereof

is as follows :
-

" Black scorpion of the limestone ! green thy tail and black

thy mouth. God orders thee to go home. Come out, scorpion!

at the spell. Come out, come out. If you fail to come out

Mahadeva and Parvati will drive thee out." l

We should now compare the foregoing cure-charms from

Northern India with those in use in the countries adjaceot to

India. First of all, let us discuss one from Persia. Miss Ella C.

Sykes, who sojourned in Persia for a long time, says that, id

that country, " some families possess an infallible remedy for

the stings and bites of scorpions and tarantulas, in the shape
s

of

certain small stones, which are kept as heirlooms and handed

down from generation to generation as most cherished possessions

These are believed to be a secretion from the eyes of an unfortu-

nate prince, turned by enchantment into an ibex, which lamen-

ted its cruel fate with floods of tears, that hardened as they ten

on the barren Persian hills, among which it was condemned to

wander." * Unfortunately, Miss Sykes has not placed on record

the method of using the aforesaid stones for effecting the core-

If these stones are applied to that part of the body which to

been stung by a scorpion or tarantula for extracting the ven

therefrom, we may safely place this Persian method of trea

ment in the category of " sucking-cures" and conclude tha

is the Persian analogue of the North Indian cure-charm N0j>

described supra, wherein the bell-metal platter is used for©»rac

ing the venom from the patient's body. Then again, ij

Sykes has omitted to record whether or not any prayer to ^
is recited at the time of applying these stones to the a™10

^
part. If the recital of any such prayer is necessary at the i

of using the stones, the similarity between the North in

cure-charm No. I and the Persian " sucking-cure" is com]?
gUCiJ

The question, therefore, arises: Whether or not any
'

a

^f

prayer is recited at the time of applying these stones to

patient's body ? ^Now it would appear from the following testimony o *

E. C. Sykes that a prayer to Allah or an invocation .

Prophet is an indispensable adjunct of the Persian
^

thod of the treatment of diseases :—" Besides si1k*i ^
bought quaint, incised metal boxes and old brass b

.

oWlLtor

of these latter being once the stock-in-trade of a native a

' Crooke's An Introduction to the Popular Religion and Fo

Northern India. Allahabad : 1804. p. 98. t ondon
:

2 Through Persia on a Side-Saddle. By Ella C. Sykes.
John Macqueen. 1901. p. 112.
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The signs of the zodiac are inscribed all round the outside of
such bowls, and inside are engraved descriptions of the differ-
ent diseases that afflict man, combined with prayers to Allah.
The doctor possesses a small ke«y for each prayer, and his mode
of curing a patient is thus : He fills the basin with water,
drops the key against the prayer suitable for the complaint
with which he is dealing, and if the invalid swallows the water
ma believing spirit, his recovery from illness will be effected.
Women wishing to gain the love of their husbands use these
cowls, repeating an invocation to the Prophet as they pour
the water over their heads." l

In view of the foregoing testimony, we are justified in pre-
suming that a prayer to Allah would appear to be invariably
recited at the time of applying the aforementioned stones to
the patient's body.

Now we should proceed to Arabia and find whether there is
any popular method of treatment in vogue in that country, for
me cure of scorpion-sting. We are again indebted to Miss
*-• U feykes for the evidence to show that there is one such cure
prevalent in that country. She says :—

the Arabs have a far less agreeable remedy for the sting
a scorpion. The sufferer is laid in a freshly dug grave, and

pon him are heaped the garments of seven married and

cat**
Unmarried men - lf he is unable to survive this suffo-

ing treatment, he is buried forthwith in the grave so consi-
derately prepared beforehand." 2

stin jf

108 *- curi°us part of this mode of curing the scorpion-

ma
^-

l

j
e neaping up over the patient the garments of seven

n(1

"ed and seven unmarried men. Here we find that that

aea/
^ °f mystic significance—7—plavs an important part

s

° m as lfc does in the North Indian cure-charms described

the
'

k
the obJect of this mode of treatment is to effect

temnT f

subJecting the patient to a very high degree of

Arab t

re
'
We have here an anticipation by the primitive

Dah-A ,

the modern European treatment of bydrophobia-
Patlents by the Buisson Bath.

Corrupt Text of the Cure-Charm No. I for the Cure of

Hydrophobia.

fr% ^ *?«r^rrc JfTW^ I ( *r»J**

1 Op. cit., p . 46 . 9 Op. cit., pp. 112-13.
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Corrupt Text of the Cure-Charm No. II for the Cure of

Hydrophobia.

I

TO
)

VOT, ^T^T, f ifi*, 7J*T, *ITTO, ^^R, fa* *ft*T *W

,f«fe fl* «ft Kl^ ^l^T 3T%*: ^TTf^T ^fe*RT I

Corrupt Text of the Cure-Charm No. Ill for the Cure of

Scorpion-Sting.

ftrftr w i
of fjfcr frfa frfcr ^ :

; *W* *f
w



16. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXV.

yote—The numeration of the articles below is continued
and Proceedings ff

forJournal
1914

147. First Supplement to 'The Mint Towns of the
Mughal Emperors of India.'

A paper called The Mint Towns of the Mughal Emperors
of India' appeared in the 1912 issue of the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal. In the Introduction I mentioned my
intention of keeping the Mint Tables embodied in that contri-
bution up to date by the periodical issue of correction and addi-
tion slips, and hoped that collectors would help by permitting
me to mention their unpublished coins.
Supplement to that work.

I now publish the first

The errors requiring correction fall into three classes,
inere are a few ordinary misprints which escaped detection
when the proof sheets were read. One or two references, though
present in the manuscript, remained unrecorded through in-

advertence. I may mention the currency of Murad Bakhsh
1SsuedatSurat. Lastly mistakes crept in owing to errors in

published works which have been discovered since the publica-
tion of the Mint Tables.

Errata.

£. 430. For Mandlsor read Mandisor.
£• 430. For Eiisear, read Hisar.

^

p- 4;i0 -

Awadh

P. 435.
P. 43 S.

To Awadh, and Akhtarnagar Awadh, add Suba

For *«*, read *U.
. .

For Mr. Rodgers at the time of writing said that

;„ u:_ • . .3 mLi. „~;n ma* seen byth • Kodgers at tne time 01 wn«u» =><*

e coin was in his possesaion, read This coin was s

taken
Cunningham in -L-ucknow in 1840, and an impnmprint of it

wifk i!

s correction has alreadv been embodied in a slip issued

st II

I
•

origif,al paper. It is to be hoped that the coin is

" m existence, and that it may be traced by one of our
K(*n Lucknow collectors.
* 438. For h.in,«
P- 439.

read

N

be

• *a«*. Anwala should succeed Anupnagar.
£• 455. For B llanagargadha, read Balanagargadha

/ 461. Under Bindraban, the coins of Muminibad have

°mitted. As Bandar Shahi has now been shown to be a
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mistaken reading—see below—this mint should be deleted, and

the column devoted to Muminabad. The only entry is Shah

'Alam II, M, P. M.
P. 476. For Chitor, read Chitor.

P. 478. For Hisar, read Hisar.

P. 484. For Deogarh, read 'Deogarh.

P. 487. Column Satara, M, line 8, delete T. This is a

olGric&l error.

P. 490. At head of first column, interchange & and

P. 491. Qanauj should precede Kabul.

P. 493. For Sitpur, read Sitpur. Also Sitpur should

follow Sahrind.

P. 494. Slkakul should succeed Sahrind and Sitpur.

P. 496. For 'Azimabad, read 'Azlmabad.

P. 505. On this page is the mint-name Kiratpur, whicb

on page 429 is written Kiratpur. One of these is an error, bu

I should like to see the coin before deciding which is the correct

rendering. . i

P. 510. There is a reference to a Gohad copper coin

Akbar. This is a pure clerical error, and should be deleted^

P. 517. For ^Vt &** Mustafa-abad, read sty &
Mustafa-abad. ,

t
'

P. 523. On p. 429 I have mentioned Nahan mint as Dem

JX

somewhat doubtful though included, but by inadvertence ha

omitted it from the actual Tables. One of the vacant coluffl^

should be devoted to Nahan mint, which should really to

Nagor.

Corrections and Additions.

P. 429. For Bikanir, read Blkaner. „^
P. 433. My remarks on the Ajmer mint now req

amplification. In 1913 I had the pleasure of inspecting w ^
Indian coins in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.

_

Am^
them was an unpublished zodiacal muhar struck at A]mer ^
of quite a new type. I have illustrated this fine coin on

^.

XXI of the second volume of the new Lahore Maseiim
^

Catalogue. A reproduction of the Sagittarius muhar a ^
bearing the name of Nur Jahan, of the Labor mint, is &^
the same Plate. I wrote that this was the only known z<>

.

coin struck at Lahor mint. But I find that a C
^
pfl

gerlin

rupee struck at Lahor, dated 1036 a.h., is in the ^
Museum—see La Revue Numismatique, 1902, p- ib

'^f
C. J. Brown has just acquired a very fine Capricornu

bearing a Nur Jahan couplet, and struck at Lahor.
irf

P. 435. Pattan. Dr. G. P. Taylor has wcen*ly
f
*n

a dam of Akbar of year 985 a.h., which bears the iu

name of Anharwala Pattan.
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P. 435. Zainu-l-bilad. A reference is invited to the
Note on this mint in the second volume of the new Lahore
Museum Catalogue, and to Mr. A. Master's paper ' The Mint
Town Zainu-1-bilad' in N. S. XXI.

P. 440. For Ujain, read Ujjain.
P. 441. Column Ahm&d&bRd, Al 9 line2i i

insert P.M. This
muhar is interesting in view of Mr. A. Master's recent paper
on the Ahmadabad mint—N. S. XXII. Its fabric is exactly
similar to that of the Ahmadabad muhar of Bedar Bakbt,
struck in the same year.

Ahmadabad muhars of Akbar's earlier types are not rare,

but are quite unknown of the Ilahl type. Otherwise all

known Ahmadabad muhars are very scarce.

Column Ahmadnagar, M, line 4, delete B.M. This is really

a Nizam Shahl coin—compare N. S. VII, § 48.

P. 441 , second footnote. Mr. H. Nelson Wright has a coup-
let Ahmadanagar rupee of Jahanglr, and also an Ahmadanagar
rupee of the usual Ilahl type.

P. 446. Column A'zamnagar, JR
9
line 11, insert XXII.

P. 448. Column Akbarnagar, M
9
line 7, insert Cabinet de

France; line 14, delete B.M. The latter coin is really of

Jahanglrnagar mint.
In line 4, A7, insert J. P. (Collection of Mr. Jagat Prasad,

Post Office and Telegraph Department, Delhi).
P. 451. Column Suba Awadh, M, line 24, insert C. J. B.

(Ubinet of Mr. C. J. Brown, Lucknow).
P. 454. Column Balapur, JE

9
line 20, insert B.M.

P. 455. A copper coin of Akbar of Budaon mint has been

Published in Mr. W. H. Valentine's 'The Copper Coins of India ,

sPink & Son, 1914.
P 457. Column Burhannur M

N Gold coins of Barell

&
M

^nt are very rare.

P. 458. For

J-
459. C0l»m. ««»n«»»u^», -, - _ .. 91

.

p 460. Column Bindraban Muminabad, M, Itne Zi,

msert Ca.

,
P - 461. The mint-name Bandar Shahi has been shown to

oe an erroneous reading, the real mint being Srmagar-see tne

few Lahore Museum Coin Catalogue, Vol. II, pages xcvi and 9o.

J*
should be deleted, and the column devoted to Muminabad-

8ee above.

P. 462. For Bahadurpatan, read Bahadurpattan.

Column Bahadurgarh, M. line 16, insert VI.
p

- 463. For Bharatpur, read Bhartpur.
For Bharoch, read Bharuch.
^olumn Bharuch, M, line 24, insert T.
P

- 465. Bairata silver coins should be attributed to a new
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mint Barar, to which one of the supplementary empty columns

should be devoted. The only entries relate to Akbar and

Jahangir. See N. S. XXIII, §135. Barar should really

succeed Budaon.
P. 466. Column Panlpat, M, line 24, insert B.M. Mr.

C. J. Brown has pointed out that the epithet should read **•*

instead of t*ki—see the second volume of the new Lahore

Museum Catalogue, p. lx. I accept this emendation.

P. 467. Column Patna, N, line 16, delete B. M. Thfc

coin is of Sahrind mint.

Column Purbandar, M, line 16, insert P.M.

P. 469. Column Tatta, N, line 4, insert P.M. Also in

same column, J£, line 20, insert L.M.

P 473. Column Junagarh, N, line 8, insert N. S. XVI.

Attention is called to Dr. G.' P. Taylor's monograph on the

coins of Junagarh in N S. XIX. Column Jahanglrnagar, it.

line 14, insert B.M. This coin, from the Bleazby Collection.

was incorrectly attributed to Akbarnagar mint—see above.

P. 475. I have stated that all known coins of Champsmr

mint are of date a.h. 942— see second volume of the new-

Lahore Museum Catalogue, p. lxx. Mr. Nelson Wright bfc

a new type of copper coin dated 943.

P. 476. For Chinapatan, read Chlnapattan.

P. 4*8. Column Sa'dnagar, A/, line 16, insert L-M -

P. 489. Column Surat, ^E, line 4, replace P. ML by B(i).

Column Surat. line 9, M and M; insert B. M. and

(Roman numeral) respectively.

Column Surat, line 11, M, delete T(2). A characteristic

feature of the Surat mint is that hall-rupees of nearly every

Emperor and claimant issued from it.

P. 490.

P. 491.

AT", lino 24, insert r>.

bad. M, line!, delete A

This coin is really of Akbarabad mint. See Mr. W. H. ¥«"«

tine's ' The Copper Coins ot India,' Part I, p. 94, number *fc

~"
- Km 11. I regard this ent*

as doubtful.
M

M
of Mr. Panna Lai, I.C.S., Moradabad, U. P.)-

Af
P. 497. A/

Also

P. 498.

P. 499.
Flrozgarh, A/,

Qandahar, A7
^E, line 4, insert P M.

P. 500. Column Kabul, M, ,

of Mr. R. Sutcliffe, Burnley, England).
. allv ,

Column Kabul M »-•--«- -»--- T " ™' a lS realiy

coin of Aurangzeb.

This is

P. 501. Column Katak, M, line 3, insert B. M.
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P. 503. Column Kashmir, N, line 5, insert D. C. I re-

commend this entry on the sole authority of the Da Cunha
Sale Catalogue which records the existence of a gold zodiacal
coin of Kashmir mint bearing the names of Jahanglr and Nur
Jahan.

P. 504. Column Kora, Al
9
line 17, insert Wh, Also line

22, A, insert I.M.

P. 505 Kambayat. Readers are referred to Dr. G. P.
Taylor's monograph on the coins of Cambay—see N. S. XX,
§119.

Also line 20,M insert Ca.
P. 506. Column Gulbarga, N. line 14. This entry is

doubtful.
*

*

P. 509. Column Oorakpur, M, line 7, insert W.
P. 513. For Machhlipatan, read Machhlipattan.
Column Machhlipattan, M, line 22, delete P.M. and insert

Ubinet de France.
P. 517. Column Mu'azzamabad M, line 14, insert B.M.

See Mr. VV H. Valentine's 'The Copper Coins of India', Part I.

P- 102, number h 1. Also JR, line 16, insert L.M.
P. 520. Column Munglr, A/, line 24, insert B.
P. 522. Column Narnol M, line 4, insert Wh.
I have lately acquired a full dam of Gwaliar mint of type

^aian Museum Catalogue, Plate IV, 445, which shows that the

epithet preceding ^Ji, so far unread, is in all probability ffc*.

lh 's reading is fortified by the fact that Mr. C. J. Brown has

^clependentlv arrived at the same conclusion.

.
™U tankas of Akbar were formidable copper pieces weigh-

ing
64n grains, and are now very scarce. They are known of

"»e following mints :—Ahmadabad, Agra. Bairata, Dehli, and
^'O'ndpur. Those of Ahmadabad mint are described and
"rostrated in Dr. G. P. Taylor's ' The Coins of Ahmadabad,
Journal of the Bombay Branch of the RA.S, 1D00. The
c°verof Mr. W. H. Valentine's 'The Copper Coins of India'

'.ornamented with the reproduction of a full tanka of Agra
"nt

,
the coin itself being in the Lahore Museum. Dr. White

!n
g also had one of the same year and month. Similar

Peces of Bairata mint are in the Indian and the Lahore

ill,

Um8
' A ver? fine ful l , anka of Dehli mint is described and

'"strajed
in Mr. C. J. Rodgers' paper Copper Coins of

urnhl.'
J

-
A

'
S

'
B

>
18S0

-
II is of year 43

'

month Dr
'

an 1S

I kn
y the earlies t known of this heavy currency. As far as

but ?Vne coi 'i is still unique. I cannot say where it is now,

of fi k-
longed to the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson. Full tankas

Wriai f
pGr minfc are in the Cabinet of Mr. H. Nelson

ght.

m
The dam was identical in weight with the half tanka, but
nly one case does the dam currency bear its denomi-
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national epithet—see the second volume of the new Lahore

Museum Catalogue, p. 94. Double dams, corresponding in

weight and size with the full tankas, are even rarer. lean

refer numismatists to three specimens. A heavy dam of Islam

Shah Suri was published in Mr. H. Nelson Wright's paper

' The Coins of the Pathan Sultans of Dehli
' , J. R. A. S.,

1900.
. ,

There is a double dam of Jahangir of Bairata mint in the

Cabinet of Mr. H. Nelson Wright. The third specimen is the

Shah Jahan coin of Lucknow mint in the Indian Museum.

Each of these three coins is unique as far as I know.

The mint of a rupee of Shah 'Alam II in the Bleazby Col-

lection, dated 1218 ah., 45 R., was tentatively read as Daru-

z-zafr Zainabad. A duplicate already existing in the British

Museum had been labelled Sirdhana by Prinsep without anv

further remark. Sirdhana is in the Meerut District, and

belonged at one time to the Begam Somru. Perhaps readers

familiar with the locality and the period can throw further

light on the matter.

It may be stated as a general rule that the Mughal copper

currency was quite different in type, weight, and size tro

that in gold and silver. Yet we occasionally get Feces
,"!

copper struck from silver dies. These may have been intend

to satisfy a temporary or urgent need, or were t"a^ Pie£f
e

Or it is possible that some were at one time plated.

Burhanpur copper coin of Jahangir and the Tatta copper p1

^
of Muhammad Shah are really copper rupees. Several ot

copper issues of Shah 'Alam II are of the silver type,e.g-

pieces of Muradabad and Muminabad-Bindraban mints.

On p. xxxv of the new Lahore Museum Catalogue, voiu^

two, I wrote that I did not know of the existence of 1«^
money bearing the denominations khair qabul, or nur att

£
from the Ahmadabad mint. I have since found that Vt.«•

Taylor possesses a beautiful little Ahmadabad fck»> ?<*&«'
•

lt

While the proofs of this paper have been passing tnroe

the Press, I am able to supply the following supplemeD

information. .^
P. 453. Column Ausa, M, line 16, insert Kot. (Collec

of Mr. C. E. Kotwall, Bombav).
P. 454. The

ill, Bombay).
_

era |

copper coins of Elichpur mint are ^j^.
shapeless and dateless pieces of poor workmanship, and

invariably display only a part of the complete legend.
^ 6f

Wolseley Haig recorded a note on a large find ot w r

copper coins, and attributed them to the reisrns of the ernp

denoted in the Table. I have scrutinised the plate UW«J JJ
his paper, and where dates are absent am not convince

^
the coins should be attributed to so many reigns- * ^
entered the coin of Shah Jahan on the sole authority

Leggett Sale Catalogue.©
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P, 457. Column Bareli, AT, line 8, insert J. P. (see

above).

P. 467. Column Purbandar, A/, line 11, insert W. Mr. R.
Burn also possesses a specimen.

P. 469. Column Toragal, Af
9
line 16, insert W.

P. 489. Column Surat, AT, line 9, insert P. L. (see

above).

P. 516. Column Muradabad, M
9

line 24, insert P. L.
(see above).

At the Annual Meeting of the Numismatic Society of

India held at Lucknow on the 29th January, 1915, Mr. Panna
Lai, I.C.S., exhibited an unusually fine rupee of Akbar of

Pattan mint, which showed that the correct marginal inscrip-

tion is Dar Shahr Anharwala Pattan. Pattan rupees of

Akbar were first published by Lt.-Colonel Vost, I.M.S., in

N.S. XL He had not good specimens to work upon, and
read the mint name as Naharwala Pattan.

R. B. Whitehead.

148. Two Mughal Copper Coins

A. Shah Jahan.

Metal—copper.
Mint—Ilahabad.
S. *7 inches = 19 centimetres.
W. 315 grains.

Date 1049 A.H

Obverse

L* »l

w,p
Reverse

[ a ] u r
jJ

?

M - J*

D £n
.

llahab5d copper coin of Shahjahan is mentioned in

r
- White King's sale catalogue.

B. Farrukhsiyar

Metal—copper.
Mint—ShSh [jahanabad] ?

S. *8 inches = 2*1 centimetres.
W.
Provenance—Muradabad

.
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Obverse
• •

I** &\j

J**Zf
Reverse

• • •

yC

Copper coins of Farrukhsiyar are known of Ahmadabad,

Akbarabad, Bljapur, Surat, Sholapur, Kabul, Machhllpattan,

but none of Shahjahanabad, though gold and siver coins of

that mint are known.
This specimen is worn and only the word Shah can be

read. Other Mughal mints beginning with »l& are Shahabad

and Shahgarh (Kanauj) neither of which are mints of Farrukh

Panna Lall, I.C.S.

siyar

B A

149. The Zoroastrian D ity " Ardour " or " Abdti-

SHUr" on Indo-Scythian Coins.

Dr. M. Aurel Stein in his admirable article on the ' Zoroas-

trian Deities on lndo-Scythian coins' published in 1887. L°*

don, has supplied us with very interesting descriptions of tb»

coins.

Formerly there were a great manv incorrect reading <>n

these coins; for instance the leeends' KANHPKI, 0°»V
JKOPANO, PAO, PAO NANO PAO, etc., formerly re^

as Kanarki, Ooherki, Korano, Rao, Raonanorao, etc., n

read as Kanishka, Huvishka, Koshdno, 8hd SUhanshdh.. etc

Some of his readings are summarized as follows :

MIOPO ) ,-.,

M I IOPO ]
~ Mlhr = Sun-god.

• MAO = Mah = Moon-god.
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a AO = Vata = Vada = Wind-god.

A9Jt»0 ] ~ AtL&sno = x ire-god.

OPAArNO = Verethraghna = War-god.
IJAOPHOPO = Shahrevar = genius of metals.
OANINAO = Vanainti = Female genius (star).

TElPO = Tir = Archangel representing 4th Zoroas-
trian month.

At>AEIXt>0 = Ashaeikhsho
= Ashavahishto.

Zoroastrian Archangel Ardibahisht.

Among some of the puzzling legends, Dr. Stein finds

APAOXbO occurring on some of the Indo-Scythian coins. An
idea has recently struck me that this legend can be read as
ardoshr = ardviskur the female deity, goddess of sea, Avan
Ardshur.

APAOXtJO
<* r d u kh sh (Izafat).

1 hope some numismatist will be able to throw further
light on this suggestion.

Framjee Jamasjee Thanawalla.

150. A New Couplet Muhar of N^ru-d-din JahIngIr,

Mughal Emperor of India.

I have recently acquired a heavy round muhar of Jahangir
described below :—

Metal : Gold.
Mint: Agra.
Date: 1019 a.h., and year of reign 5.

Weight: 195 English grains.
Diameter: 105 inch.

Fig. 1.

Obverse

:

In a multifoil flowered area enclosed in a double circle with
d°ts between.

>>& U

•A*j
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Reverse

:

In area as on obverse

8t*>.\b

7 S\

^j3^

I
I

c^f a

I'M

The couplet formed by the obverse and reverse legends

runs thus

:

»U j^A ^ j^i ^>_li h.~* %Jd ,>)

9
nl&aljyfl ^\ fZXf*. ^oJl

;y »u

Translation

:

Mihr.

Struck in Agra the royal coin on gold in the month of

(By) Shah Nuru-d-din Jahangir, son of Akbar Badshab.

This coin contains the word Sikkah-i shdhi which is noi

found on any of Jahangir's couplet muhars or rupees in pub-

lished catalogues.

The coin is somewhat worn ; hence the illustration is irom

a drawing, not from a cast.

Framjee Jamasjee Thanawalla-

Bombay, 16th January, 1915.
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151. The Lakhnau Mint.

[With Plates XIII-XV].
11 Lakhnau is a large city on the banks of the Gumti,

delightful in its surroundings," says Abu-1-Fazl, and indeed
little more is to be said of it during Mughal times. Its im-
portance both as a city and a mint came later. Still this

much we can gather from the scanty records of historians that,
situated as it was in the most fertile province of Northern
Hindustan, and standing away from the main roads between
the capitals of the Empire, it was continually, like Jaunpur, the
spot fixed upon by the disaffected "to raise the head of rebel-
lion"—a back shop of sedition, a city of refuge for such as were
under the ban of the court. The origin of the name has never
been satisfactorily settled. Some would find it in an ancient
village site Lachhmanpur (LakhshmanavatI) supposed to have
been founded by the legendary Lachhman, brother of Ram
Chandra -near an orifice, within the present Machchhi Bhawan,
which led down the abode of Sesnag, a thousand-headed snake
which supports the world on its head. The name Lachhman
lila

( ^Lachhman's Hill) survived until quite recent times.

Others^ prefer the derivation from Qila Likhna derived
from an Ahir architect Likhna, who is supposed to have planned
the fort for the Sheikhs who settled in the town in the 13th
ntury. Both are almost certainly incorrect, but they point

t0 the earliest site of the city. The earliest Muhammadan
settlers came in the 13th century, the Sheikhs from Bijnaur,
afterwards famous as the Sheikhzadas and the Qidwai Sheikhs
jtfJaggaur. In 1478 a.d. (884 a.h) died the most famous in-

habitant of Lakhhau in pre-Nawabi times, Sheikh Muham-
mad, alias Shah Mlna, son of Sheikh Qutub, pupil of a famous
saint Sheikh Qiyamu-d-din Haji, who had arrived in Lakhnau
111 ™. The name Mlnanagar, properly applied to a muhalla,
Was °nc* applied to the whole city.

Lakhnau formed part of the dominions of the Sharqi Kings

„
JaunPur, but in the year of Shah Mina's death it was re-

c°nquered by Bahlol Lodf.

ce

the

and it

When Babur entered India, his son Humayun captured

<% in 1526 a.d. (933 a.h.) but abandoned it the same year
a it was recaptured by Babur in 935-6 a.h. when the very

reS68tlng coin (No - !) must have been struck. A legend

,

iat,ng to this period testifies to the size and wealth of the

was
it is said that in 1540 a.d. (947-48 a.h.) when Humay

l2u
retreating from Jaunpur, he stopped four hours at

foA•' and that ^ that short time the Sheikhs collected

a m ?t
• 10

'000 and fift-y horses -
sher s,ulh first in3ti

.

tufcec
!

bv ai u
CoPPer in Lakhnau, and the coining was continued

hf,
.
ar until at least as late as the thirty-seventh year of

reign, 1003 a.h. During the early years of the reign the
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intrigues of l 'All Qulikhan, the Khan Zaman, were carried on in

the district, though there is no record of the emperor's having

visited the city in person until 971 a.h (1563-64 a. n.) when he

was engaged in quelling the revolt of Sikandar Khln Uzbek.

He is said to have taken a liking to the city and to have had

several muhallas built south of the Chauk, one of the gates of

which is still known as the Akbarl Darwaza. For about ten

years Lakhnau continued to be disturbed by the restlessness of

Sikandar Khan and Husain Khfm Tukriya, some time

governor. But in 980 a. h. the former " laid his head on the

pillow of mortal sickness and departed this life " and three

years later peace appears to have been restored.

From this time onwards until the Nawabi Lakhnau is

scarcely mentioned in the official anna's or the pages of

historians. From time to time a member of the famoib

Shaikh family rose into prominence, such as Shaikh Abdffl

Rahim, " an officer of Akbar and an associate of Shaikh

Jamal Bakhtyar whose sister Akbir took to wife."
a Abdur

Rahim was made a commander of seven hundred in the reign

of Jahangir and died in Lakhnau. In 993 (1584) Mir Abu-I-

Ghais of Bukhara was given a jaglr near Lakhnau an I died or

colic in the city two years later. 8 Such were the events

which alone served to enliven the tedium of life in the Jittle

town during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Subati'

dars, unless, like Jawahir Khan at the end of Akbar's reign,

they were inhabitants, did not reside in Lakhnau. ft *

usually joined with Bai3wara, the two forming a Sarkar under

the control of a faujdar. Such a faujdir was Niz^m Murtap

Khan, son of S'adi Jahan of Pihani, who was pensioned ott ij

the twenty-fourth year of Shah Jahan 's reign.* In this reig

the mint was occasionally worked, one gold, a few silver and

few copper coins being known. From the nineteenth y
e

of Aurangzeb until early in the reign of Muhammad coi

issued regularly from Lakhnau, after which its place w«

P

first probably by the Akhtarnagar Awadh Mint (Lakhnau

FaizAbad) and later by the Banaras mint which for many y
e

was under Nawabi control.
heD

It was proLably in the twelfth year of Aurangzeb,*
a general order was issued for the destruction of idols and temp

throughout the empire, that the old Hindu shrine in La° lll,

*JndTila was destroyed and a mosque built over the site.
WK

tells of. a visit by Aurangzeb in person, but there is no recor

the annals or the letters of Aurangzeb that either Shah o*

I Al-Badaonl
, Vol. II, p. 14.

1 M a-qr-ul-umara II 564.

!
^-Badaonl, Vol. II, pp! 353.74.

* Ain-i-Akban I, p. 4f,(). in*
mt-mavv who Wt

Lucknow Museum.
found
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or his son were ever in or near Lakhnau. 1 The Khulasatu-t-
tawarfkb (circ 1695) and the M'asiru-1-umara (circ 1750)
give the most meagre accounts of the city, and indeed it
appears that " the Lakhnau-Baiswara district was notorious
for the lawlessness of its zamlndars towards the close of the
17th and during the first seven years of the 18th century :

taking advantage of the Emperor's long absence in the Deccan
and his endless war with the Marathas, every petty chieftain,
village headman, and captain of roving Afghan brigands,
seized villages, looted property and defied the local authorities.
A few were put down after their mud forts had been besieged
and stormed. '

'
%

Table showing the coins issuing from the Lakhnau Mint.

9
JS

X

M M

x

X

X

X

Babur.

.

• • • • . . • • X

Sher Shah Suri
• •• •• -•

Akbar
.

.

• • X

Shah Jahan
• • •• • •• X

Aurangzeb .. ' X

Shah 'Alam I
* * • • • • » •

X

XJ&handar
• •

Parrukhsivar X

Rafi'u-d-dar
j at . X

X

X

Shsh Jahan II
• •

iIl%mmad
• • • •

^en me i
he

,
informatioii of Mr. J. N. Sarkar, w\

1 7th centuS
lnfomiation on the history of Lakhnt

2 J
- N. Sarkar.

io has also kindly

iu in the 16th and
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The Coins.

BABUR.

1. Year 936— Obverse: Reverse:

In circle:— Within ornamented

W. ? oblong border.

S. 1-0 «H\ 51 *Ji V irl

Margin in segments

divided by orna-

ments :— Above

MIL Ji*Jli o [
^

cj^"" (•

«>^i /»* i [ r^

i3?;
1^' r^

Below

:

This coin was in the White-King collection :
it n°*

belongs to M. Zouboff of Moscow, who very kindly sent me

cast of it.

SHER SHAH SURI.

2. Year— Obverse

:

Reverse:

Wt. 319 ±«c
t>

j**h *

S. '9 ^uJ, ^j, cltA- ^
m

\

, a, J *U
l

*is> yr«

I . M. C.(ii 712)

AKBAR.

3. Year 963— Obverse

:

Reverse

:

Wt. 310 &

S. 85 ^^l;
**?

^i v> £>
13 J
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M. under U" P. M.

Years 963 M. X on reverse

966

967 M. ^E on reverse

967 No. M.

L. M
I. M
L. M
I. M,

Note on Coin No. 3.—I have discovered two coins in the
Lucknow Museum figured in the plate as 3a, 36, which give
two different readings for the obverse. Both appear to be of

967 a.h. &k <jwJU . 36 reads what I take to

tr- °r possibly ^liy-

M
Year 96

Wt. 159

S. -7

1

5 Year 981

W . 292

S. -8

6
- Year 983

Wt. 320

S. -9

Obverse :

as No. 3

Obverse :

LT

M. >5"tf- in o*

Obverse :

o^a

M w

Years 975

977

982

984

Reverse :

as No. 3.

but final figure miss-

ing-

M. X over <**?

H. N. W.

Reverse

:

) J,

i

1AI

H. N. W

Reverse :

5 ±*6^

C
3 M

9Ar

m£3
I. M

L. M.

L. M.

I. M. (3125)

P. M. (318)
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7. Year 984

Wt. 316

S. -9

Obverse

:

as No. 6

but jM& yj'*

M -tfv in ^r

Reverse

alLU

J5 t*

>
AW

Years 985

985

[SA|*]

P.M.

I. M. (317-5)

on obverse L. M.

8. Year 984

W. 157

S. 7

9. Year 1000

W.

S. 9

986

987

988

989 \

Obverse :

as No. 7

No. M.

I. M. (320'

C. J. B.

s\ on obverse P. M.

L. M.

Reverse :

No. 7as

H. N. W.

Obverse

:

as No. 7

Reverse

:

j &±~»

SHAH JAHAN

6

M. ZOUBOFF

10. Year 1051

15 R.

Wt. 167

S. .85

Obverse : Reverse

:

In area of dots with In area of dots with

knots at corners :-
knots at corners

:

The Kalima and I g |

in lower left corner

;
li \M».

16

Margins.

*<>P j£ «£* 6*-*

right^ j*c ^
lower tfUu |*3jtj

left <_,!* A& j

Margins

left &t*> -«r

top Le****

right «^cV ,

bottomM* */ ..

P. M
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This is the only gold coin known at present from the

Lakhnau Mint.

11. Year 1055

—

Obverse

:

Reverse

:

19 R. as No. 10 as No. 10.

Wt. but f *66 but M
S. marginal inscriptions

start at the left mar-
gin.

I have a rupee, probably of 1054, in which the marginal
inscription on the obverse starts from the bottom margin.

H. N. W.

12. Year—5 R. Obverse

:

Reverse :

Wt. 610 . jU »l£,>b

S. 1*1 ^tj^ ?U *i*»C v
(--

i

<U~» «ry*

This is the only tanka known of Shah Jahan.

13. Year 104— Obverse

:

Reverse

:

I. M

W. 309-5

S. 85

ff-

*x

j4*

I. M.

!4- Year 1049 Obverse: Reverse:

W. 151 asNo.13 as No. 13.

S. -65

*

but I'f*.

C. J. B.

W. Year—!- Obverse: Reverse:

W. 309-5

S. -8 \u .... &P
V

W-**

Trace of date above jtf).
C. J- **•

c.f . also Rodgers' Mughal Coins, J. A. S. B.

1895, No. 141.
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A URANGZEB.

16. Year— 19 Obverse: Reverse:

Wt. 185 yf Jlc ^.jlc

s. 8. «-»j) ^)y

j

»i « is

>*<0

[I »/iv] (*>W O
I.M.

(a) Years 14 R. L. M. b. date over e^.
1087—19 R. L. M. 1088—20 R. I. M.

1088—20 R. I. M. 1089—21 R. L. M.

1096-28 R. L. M.

1099-31 R. L. M.

1101-33 R. I. M.

1101-34 R. L. M.

1102-34 R. L. M. c. date under J>.

.
1102-35 R. L. M. 1094-26 R. L. M.

1103—35 R. L. M. 1095-27 R- L- &
1103—36 R. L. M. 1096—29 R. L. M.

1104-37 R. L. M. 1097-29 R. ^ E
1105-38 R. L. M. 1098-30 R. I- M '

and onwards—last date 1098-31 R. L -
M '

known 1116(f) 1100—32 R. L. M.

48 R. L. M.

Coins of 50 R. and 51 R. are also known but with the

riijra year missing.

17. Year— Obverse: Reverse:

W. 210

S. -7

cr.

Rodgers ' Mughal Copper

No. 65. J.A.S.B.1895

Coin*

This reading of Rodgers is very doubtful.
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SHAH 'ALAM L
fix.

1 8. Year—ahd Obverse

:

Wt. 160 (worn)

S. -9

20.

<-5j
ti

*

r
lie »U

WC

Years

JAHANDAR.

19. Year 1124—ahd
Wt. 174

S. 85

Obverse :

I rrr*

t*
(i)

»l^ij>U &*>^(Jolf

*£ «*o

5- *^ &}>

FARRUIiH SIYAR.
fix.

Year 1125—2 R.
Wt. 175

S. -9

Reverse

:

<j"r>U

eA?*^

A+A/C

I

I-. Ai

v;*6

>»«^

1119 ahd
ft

2

3

4

I. M
P. M
I. M

C. J. B

I. M

Reverse :

^y Lo

*•

CT-JU iW £JU«

jH>^

I. M«

Obverse :

I i [jp. J^* ] raj! *3

*l £

Jf t?~*^ »->** ^

Reverse

r

*£ U"y
•Jb. m

x^.j
j; j f*^

Years 1124 ahd

I. M.

L. M.

1125 2 R. (aj in second line) H. N.W.

1126 3 R. fo in last line)

1127 4 R. ,,

1128 5 R. „

P. M.

L. M.

P. M.
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21. Year 1130 7 R. Obverse

:

»l -^Ij

*a*

*L,

Years 1031 8 R

RAFI'U-D-DARJAT.

JR.

22. Year 1131 ahd Obverse

:

>^jr AAijtLi «,J

^IjV.a Ij <xi^j *£«s ^j

SHAH JAHAN IT

JR.

23. Year 1131 ahd Obverse

as:

nrt «-£;U*

MUHAMMAD.

24. Year 1132 ahd Obverse :

jW *i^u

a£

t trr u^;U<

Reverse

:

as No 20.

but v

M

C. J. B.

Reverse

:

lt.
•yU

yo

t

cr^ ***•

r7mO

&*
C. J- B -

Reverse

:

w^U

•J*.
.4**»-

"jC

^
P.M.

Reverse

:

u»y
iU

I

LT-> w

P.
31-
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Years 1132—2 R. L. M.

25. Year 1135—5 R.

1133—2 R. ' P.M.

Obverse : Reverse

:

as No. 24

but a

jl* gUtab

26. Year 1135—5 R. Obverse :

as No. 25

Reverse

:

u-Sit*

4

<**-> c-r^*^

^
H. N. VV

Appendix.

The Wright
ascribed to the Lakhnau mintage : but the name is not quite

sufficiently clear in my opinion, without corroborative evi-

dence, to warrant its being included in this catalogue.

27
• Year 967

S. 1-5

(ringed)

Obverse

:

In square with knots

at corners

The Kalima

(Suri arrangement.)

Reverse

:

In square :

LS M\
\

)
u »i

Margins top

:

reading upwards
{reading X ^ 6^ nv re""« "iT^r
Li~J2Li ^ JfhtC and inwards over
outwards) right

:

au

Margins: left *&* JUS

lower

:

ikU

. ^ote.-8ince writing the above the corroborative evidence

ha* been found in a coin belonging to the Lucknow Museum

*_ . _. _ _.„,_£ :Xi Itissimi-fc 27a in Plate).

l
a
.

r in fabric to Mr. Wright

>a
w mr. vvrjgnc s coin wa^o^- —

—

on the obverse and is of the date 9oS a.h.

lucknow, 1915.
C. J. Brown.
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JULY, 19,5.

Meetin
Wednesday

B S ^r"?^ IK ?f
*ARD Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D.,

chair' F-R-CS., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the

The following members were present

:

Wali
Mr tf W n i w V f -"""auuaie, lur. n. w. uarter,

w&hLSr 1'- Mr- J - ,nsch
' Mr - s - w

-
KemP' Dr- s- c -

Visitors :-Mr. D. N. Carter and Mr. F. Cotta.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fourteen presentations were announced.

it J' T,ie General Secretary reported that the Hon'ble Mr.

Societ
had exPressed a desire to withdraw from the

tt«
2
"r Jhe GeueraI Secretary reported the death of Mr. H. S.

tton of the Geological Surrey of India.

ji 11 ' -'ne following gentlemen were proposed as Honorary

in,
P
J°f; Paul vinogrado$, F B.A., D.C.L. (Oxford), LL.D.

(Cambridge, Harvard, and Liverpool).
Mr. Jean Geston Darboue, Membre de L'Institut, Sec-

aire r?

6
,

perPetuel de L'Academie des Sciences, Doyen honor-

t
f ** Faculte des Sciences, Membre du Bureau des Longi-

f ,f'
Honorary Doctor of Science of Cambridge and Doctor

a athematics of Christiania, Past President of the Mathema-
J-ai Society of France, Honorary Member of the Manchester

m af

ra
7c,

and Phi losophical Society and of the London Mathe-
matical Society.

(Ah
S
i\

Patriĉ Hanson, G.C.M.G., M.D. (Aberd.), LL.D.
<Ab<*d

;
), F.R.C.P., Honorary D.Sc. (Oxon).

D 8o
A
r/°*

cpA John Thomson, Kt., O.M., M.A., Sc.D. (Dublin),

(Glas
xford

' Columbia, Johns Hopkins, Victoria), LL.D.
sgow, Aberdeen, Princeton, Birmingham, St. Andrews,

°w«ngen), Ph.D. (Cracow, Christiania), F.R.S.E.

ham^T
Willia™ Turner, K.C.B., M.B. (London), D.C.L. (Dur

• 10ro»to and Oxford), LL.D. (Glasgow, St. Andrews,
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Western

versity), So.D. (Cambridge and Dublin), F.R.C.S. (London and

Edinburgh), F.R.S.E.

The following papers were read

:

Portuguese Losses in Indian Seas (1629-1636). Trans-
1.

lated by Mr. F. Cotta .

first2. Situhi-Sum-riag : the

etan Language (1th Century a.d.).-% Dr. Satis Chandra

VlDYABHUSANA.

This paper has not yet been submitted for publication.

The President announced that there would be no medical

meeting during the month.



AUGUST, 1915.

A Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal was held on Wednesday, the 4th August, 1915, at
9-15 p.m.

LlEUT.-COLONEL SlR LEONARD ROGERS, Kt., CLE., M.D.,
B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the
chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Mr. A. K. M. Abdus Subhan, Babu
S.C. Banerji, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. F. H.
Gravely, Syed Abdullah-ul-Musawy, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-
bhusana.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-five presentations were announced.

1. The Hon. Secretary reported the receipt of the gift of

the oriental books made to the Society by Mrs C. B. N. Cama.

The General

withdraw

and

re-

*• The following gentlemen were balloted for as Honor-
ary Fellows :—

Prof. Paul Vinogradoff, F.B.A., D.C.L. (Oxford), LL.D.
(Cambridge, Harvard, and Liverpool).

.
Mr. Jean Geston Darboux, Membre de L'Institut, Sec..

fn perpetuel de L'Academie des Sciences. Doyen honoraire
«e JaPaculte des Sciences, Membre du Bureau des Longitudes,

honorary Doctor of Science of Cambridge and Doctor of Mathe-

matics of Christiania, Past President of the Mathematical
^ociety of France, Honorary Member of the Manchester Liter-

Sie^
Philos°Paical Society and of the London Mathematical

Sir patrick MansoIli G.C.M.G., M.D. (Aberd.), LL.D.
lADero.), F.R.C.P., Honorary D.Dc. (Oxon).

D
Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt , O.M., M.A., Sc.D. (Dubl.),

U>8c
' (Oxon, Columbia, John Hopkins, Vict.), LL.D. (Glasg.,
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Aberd., Princeton, Birm., St. And., Gott.), Ph.D. (Cracow,

Christiania).

Sir William Turner, K.C.B., M.B. (Lond.), D.C.L. (Durh.,

Toronto and Oxon), LL.D. (Glasg., St. Andr., Aberd., West-

em Univ. Pennsylvania and McGill Univ.), Sc.D. (Camb. and

Dubl.), F.R.C.S.' (Lond. and Edin.), F.R.S.E.

5. The following gentleman was balloted for as a candi-

date for Ordinary Member

:

C. W. Gurner I.C.S., U.S. Club, Calcutta, proposed by

Mr. F. H. Gravely, seconded by the Hon'ble Justice Sir Abu-

tosh Mukherjee, Kt.

6. The following papers were read :

1. On North Indian Charms for securing Immunity frm

the Virus of Scorpion-Stings.—By S. C. Mitra.

2. A Note on the Terai Forests between the Oandak and the

Tista.—By I. H. Burkill.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

3. The Origin and Distribution of the Fauna of the Lah

of Tiberias.—By N. Annandale.
This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

Journal.

4. A Botanical Curio.—By S. C. Banerji

to

n. nuge epipnyuc jricus oengaiensis, Li. on awu^-
flabellifer, L. is to be found in the village Baril on the way

Pathrole from Madhupur (Sonthal Parganas). The two together

appear to be a composite tree. One-half of the height of tli

Palm from the ground, excepting a small portion at the base

is completely encased by the root of the fig. The persistence

of the epiphytism is interesting.

The President announced that there would be no medica

meeting during the month.

•*s



17. Palaeontological Notes from Hazara,

By H. C. Das-Gupta, M.A., F.G.S.

[With Plate XVI.]

The fossils that are described here were obtained during a
trip I had an opportunity of undertaking in the year

1911 with a party of students from the Presidency College,

Calcutta. A complete account of the geology of the place

was published by Mr. Middlemiss ' in 1896, with a comprehen-
sive list of the literature on the subject, and practically no-

thing has been heard regarding the geology of this area since

that date. I had had the special privilege of receiving some
valuable instructions from Mr. Middlemiss before I left, and if

this short note of mine adds anything, however insignificant it

may be, to our knowledge of the geology of Hazara, it is mainly
owing to these instructions. The fossils were collected in dif-

ferent localities and they will be dealt with according to the
age they are characteristic of.

A. Triassic.

Tbe occurrence of some fossiliferous grey shales between

the Trias limestone and the quartzite, on the road passing by

Bugntour, was already noticed by Mr. Middlemiss. In the

absence of any good and determinable fossils the age of these

shales could not be definitely established. We also could not

ft any fossils from these shales, but just near the boundary

between these shales and the overlying limestone and occur-

"Qg in the limestone some fossils were obtained which may
be briefly recorded here. These fossils include :—

.
1

1- Megalodon sp cf. pumilus, Giimbel -This is represent-

* ^ one specimen sufficiently fairly preserved for an attempt

J{
a speciflc diagnosis. It is evidently quite distinct from

be two species of Megalodon (M. cultridens a,nd Miaaa-

%**) described from' the upper Trias of the H.malayw.'

% specimen is, however, very much like the hassic Meg*
Won vumilus, Giimbel, described and figured ^ Hoemea.

Tbis comparison is based on the sharp curving-down °< the

fbea^ and on the dimensions. Rwmrdinn the dimensions of

1 Mem., Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XXVI, pp. 1-302.

Op. cit.
, p. 29.

I
Pa'- Ind., Ser. XV, Vol. Ill, pt. 2, pp. 62-66, v

Denkschr. d. k. Akad. Wien, XLII, Abt. 2, p. I
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this species Hoernes says "Die Langendimension dieses

Gehause- betragt 55 mm., die Dicke bei vereinigten Klappen

45 mm.", while the corresponding dimensions from the Hazara

specimen are 30 mm. and 25 mm. (See pi. xvi, fig 3).

2. Pecten sp cf. Sanderbergeri, Klipst.—One species of

Pecten obtained from these beds agrees very well with Peckn

Sanderbergeri, Klipst., obtained from the Alpine Trias, 1 both as

regards the size and the general outline—the only essential

difference consists in the fact that the ribs of the Hazara

specimen are all of the same strength, while in P. Sanderbergeri

some of the ribs are strong while others are weak. (See

pi. xvi, fig. 5.)

Besides these two species mentioned above the collection

includes a very small ammonite and a highly vaulted lamelli-

branch resembling a Vola.

B. Jurassic.
• t

*

2.

The next series of fossils were obtained from the Spiti

shales developed at Kalapani on the Thandiani road. Mr.

Middlemiss does not mention the occurrence of any fossil in

this northern section of the Hazara Jurassics, and the fol-

lowing were collected by the Presidency College party :—

1. Pseudomonotis sp.—This is represented by a single

slightly inflated valve. Two species of Pseudomonotis have

already been described from the Spiti shales by Dr. Holdhaus

but the Kalapani species is entirely distinct, as shown by

its fine concentric striations. I was unable to refer it to any

of the previously described species of Pseudomonotis and it $

apparently related to the group of Pseudomonotis Clarai, one

of the five groups established by Bittner 3 for the Triassic

species of this genus. It is noteworthy in this connection

that the three known species of Pseudomonotis from the

Himalayan Trias viz. P. Oriesbachi Bittn., P. -painkhandtoM

Bittn., and P. decidens Bittn., are also included in this group

by a very marked preponderance of the concentric sculptur-

*

2. Aucella spitiensis form type Holdh.—The occurrence

of this genus in the Kalapani shales is interesting, as repj*

sentatives of this mm™ Via.™ alroorlv hAAn recorded J?

ucb

mg

this genus have already been reco

Stoliczka * and Holdhaus 6 from the typical Spiti shales

species under description is an extremely small one, ^
smaller than anv that, haa v^n Hp.a™W1 from the op11any that has been described from

1

f-
bhandl- d- k-k. Geol. Reich. Vol. XVIII, p. 157, tab.

xvni.

figs. 31, 32.
"™- TU1

-
~ ¥iii

'
*"

\ T
a
u l

ndr Ser- XV ' VoL IV - Pt- 2, fasc. 4, pp. 401-404, with pl»»
8 Jahrb. k.lr Clonl R«;„U«* TT_i t een enoReichst _ _
• Mem., Geol Surv. Ind., Vol. V, p. 88. 1886.
6 Op. cit., pp. 404-416.
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shales, and very likely the specimens represent some immature
forms of Aucella spitiensis form type Holdh. 1 The geographical
distribution of Aucella has been dealt with by Pompeckj,*
and according to his description the migration of Aucella
into the Spiti-Himalaya must have been over South- Eastern
Russia—die Aralokaspische Senke—in Kimmeridgian and Titho-

nian times in a south-easterly direction. The occurrence of

Aucella in the beds of Hazara is in exact conformity with
this hypothesis, as also with the direction of migration indi-

cated by him. According to Pompeckj this migration must
have taken place during Kimmeridian and Tithonian times,

a theory very much corroborated by the occurrence, in the
overlying beds, of the well-known Tithonian fossil Perisphinctes

(Virgatosphinctes) frequens.
3. Inoceramus, sp. 1 and sp. 2.

—

Inoceramus is most
abundantly represented in these shales, but unfortunately not
a single perfect specimen could be obtained. A number of

species of Inoceramus has been described from the Spiti shales
by Dr. Holdhaus, 8 all of which are specifically distinct from
^e specimens obtained near Kalapani and, as far as can be
made out from the nature of the ribbing, it appears that there

are two distinct species present, one being more coarsely

ribbed than the other.
Besides these fossils mentioned above the collection also

deludes several casts of Cardium, sp-

C. Gieumal Sandstone.

The specimens were all obtained from tbe Gieumal sand-

stone overlying the Spiti shales and developed near Kuthwal
and they include the following :—

^ _ w „„.„„, Only one species

A. Egertoniana—has been recorded from the Spiti

h agreeing with the one

,. -v ™,4«„ou ,xx „,!« lux.,™, of the ribbing, is much

gSjfr- It may be mentioned, however, that according to

jWdhaus some specimens of A. Egertoniana are labelled

2 Corbula Middlemisaii, n. sp.—This genus has been
already recorded from the Spiti shales of Chumbi peak B but

J

ot from the Gieumal sandstone. The shell is rather large,

regular, hi8h and markedly inequivalve. The margins are

Grounded; the umbones promiment, broad and curved

2 XT * *" ^*Vf, pi. A.UVII, ill's, o-ix. _ - -^TTT

319 St Jahrbuch fiir Min - Geo1 und Pal" Beilage-band, XIV

* S&Sf1, PP- *15-421, with plates. m , lft

5 fjoldhaus, op. cit., pp. 434-438, with plate xcv, figs. WU.
*«».

, Geol. Surv. Ind. . Vol. XXVI, p. 34.

1- Area

«• mffvrytmtwno—lias ucoii
area, and the present species, thoug
Previously described in the nature
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down, The left valve is badly preserved, but the right valve

is very coarsely sculptured. No carina is present. The length

and the height of the shell are nearly the same, being each

equal to 21 mm. The present species, as regards its sculp-

turing, is very nearly allied to Corbula Raimondi, Gabb, 1 from

which,' however, it can be at once distinguished by its differ-

ence in form. Corbula striatula, Sowerby 2 agrees slightly with

it regarding the general outline of the bigger valve, but differs

from it markedly in being strongly inequivalve and coarsely

sculptured. (See pi. xvi, fig. 4.)

3. Perisphinctes {Virgatosphinctes) frequens, Oppel.— itus

fossil has hitherto been recorded only from the typical Spiti

shales whether in the Spiti area or in the neighbourhood of

the Changla gali in Hazara—but not from the Gieumal beds.

This species is rather abundant in the area, and in the Presidency

College collection there is one specimen presumably of this

species which has a marked elliptic shape possibly due to

accidental circumstances.

D. Tertiary.

Besides Montlivaltia (near Nagakki) and Echinolam^
(near Hasan Abdal), already mentioned by Mr. Middlemiss,

the tertiary beds near Hasan Abdal yielded one specimen

belonging to the Poritidae, while from the Tertiary beds deve-

loped near Kuthwal one specimen of Nautilus was obtained,

a description of which will bring this short note to a close.

hazaraensis , n. sp

The specimen is very much depressed and of medium s

^

the diameter being about 70 mm. It is umbilicated ww

very small umbilicus of about 7 mm. diameter. The ma*

is rounded: the mouth is semi-elliptic with a sub 'V
n

e(Tjn
.

siphuncle. The septa are numerous and very flexuous. B
.^

ning from the umbilicus and at a very short distance ir^
they show a small acute curve pointed anteriorly ;

then
.

are curved back posteriorly, these curves being now q^
broad, and finally they pass over the margin in a

shallow, anteriorly directed curve. .
t rv^rch.

This species is very closely related to N. Forbes*, u ^
and Haime, but can be distinguished from it by the tac

the margin of N. Forbesi is much broader with a littw^

' N. J. f. Min. Geol. u Pal. Beilage-band, Vol. XI, 1897-98
,

PP-
UJ-

114, taf. II, figs. 15a, b. ,ri„Michi»
i Mori. Pal. Soc, Vol. LXXII—the cretaceous Lamella™

p. 212, with plate.
8 Op. cit.,pp. 39,41,42.- uH . uh,., pp. ay, q.i 9 4v.

Descr. Anim. l'lnd., p. 338, pi. xxxiv, figs. 12, 12a.
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siphunele. In the present species the septa, on the other hand,

are more closely set.

This specimen was collected by Mr. Phanindranath Mukher-
jee, M.Sc, a member of the college party. (See pi. xvi, figs. 1

and 2.)

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI.

Fig. 1.

—

Nautilus hazaraensis, n. sp. Side view.

„ 2.— u „ ,, Front view
3.

—

Megalodon, sp. cf. pumilus, Giimbel.

4.

—

Corbula Middlemissii, n. sp.

5.

—

Pecten, sp. cf. Sanderbergen, Klipst.

All the figures are 1| times natural size.

>>

n

>)
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18. History of Navya Nyaya in Bengal and Mithila.

By Rai Monmohan Chakravarti Bahadur.

In the mediaeval period Bengal pandits specialised in five

branches of knowledge—in religion Tantra, in the practical

Medicine, in the semi-practical Smrti and Grammar, and in

pure speculation Navya Nyaya. In fact to scholastic Iniia out-

aide Bengal, this land is chief! » kno^vn by its developments in the
Indian neo-logic. Even now students from Mithila, Benares,
Maharasfra, and Dravida visit Navadvfpa for learning this

highly abstruse branch of Indian thought.
Unfortunately very little is known of the scholars whose

efforts raised the study of Navya Nyaya to such high pre-emi-

nence. For this want of historical knowledge two causes among
others may be mentioned. Firstly, the scholars themselves in

their own works neglected to give any detailed information
about themselves or about their times. Secondly, like the

schoolmen of Europe in the Middle Ages they loved to speak so

much in technicalities and subtle distinctions that beyond a

vague wonder their studies created no ferment in the world out-

side, and hence did not give rise to any historical account by
outsiders. If we compare the Gauriya Nyaya with the Gauriya

Vaisnavism which took birth at the same time, we find a

striking contrast. On account of the wide popular interest

produced by Vaisnavism the history of its literature in Gaura
la much fuller in information, while a larger amount of per-

sonal and historical details are available from the Vaisnava

enters, though in intelligence and subtle thinking they were

much inferior to the Naiyayika pandits.
The object of this paper is mainly two-fold :

firstly, to

^certain the works of the notable writers in Mithila and
Bengal, and secondly, to ascertain their times ,

in order that

there may be established the chronological sequence, so neces-

sary for tracing out the gradual development of ideas in this

branch of knowledge in Eastern India. The subject will be dis-

ced under three heads :

A. The Introductory.

B. The Maithili School.

C. The Gauriya School.

The result of discussion as to the times of the Naiyayika
and other philosophical writers is summarised below :—
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The Authors* Their Approximate Times.

A. The Introductory.

1. Vacaspati Misra (Senior) . . Second quarter of the ninth

century (841 A.D.).

Second half of the ninth.

991 A.D.

Fourth quarter of the tenth

century (984 ad.).

Second half of the eleventh.

Third quarter of the twelfth.

Fourth quarter of the twelfth.

Older than the middle of the

fourteenth century.

2. Jayanta
3. Sridhara

4. Udayanacarya

5. Bhavadeva Bhatta

6. Sriharsa

7. Halayudha Bhatta

8. Purnananda Kavicakra-

varttl.

9. Ragunatha Tarkavagisa Older than the middle of the

Bhattacarya. fifteenth century.

B. The Maithili School

h Gangesopadhyaya or Gan- Fourth quarter of the twelfth

century
First quarter of the thirteenth.

Third quarter of the thirteenth.

Fourth quarter of the thir

gesvara.

2. Varddhamanopadhyaya .

.

3. Jayadeva Misra

4 Vasudeva Misra

5. Rucidatta Misra
6. Bhaglratha

teenth.
Do.

or

Thakkura.
Megha Fourteenth century.

7. Mahesa Thakkura
8. Sankara Misra

9- Vacaspati Misra (Junior)

10. Misaru Misra
11. Durgadatta Misra

Do. ,

Second and third quarters oi

the fifteenth century.

Third and fourth quarters or

the fifteenth. ,

Third quarter of the fifteen*

The sixteenth century
12. Devanatha Thakkura . . Third quarter of the sixteenth.

13. Madhusudana Thakkura..

C. The Gauriya School.

L Haridasa Nyayalankara End of the fifteenth century.

Do.

9
Bhattacarya.

Janaklnatha Bhattacarya
Curamani.

First half of the sixteenth

3. Raghiinatha Tarkika Slro- First quarter of the sixteenth

4
mam.

5

Kanada Tarkavagisa Bhat^
tacarya.

Ram \kr sna Bhattacarya
Cakravartti.

Do.

Second quarter

teenth.

of the *i*
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The Authors. Their Approximate Times.

6. Mathuranatha Tarkavagisa Third quarter of the sixteenth

.

Bhattacarya.

7. Krisnadasa Sarvvabhauma Third quarter of the sixteenth.
Bhattacarya.

8. Gunananda Vidyavagisa Third or fourth quarter of the
Bhattacarya. sixteenth.

9. Ramahhadra Sarvvabhau- Fourth quarter of the six-

ma Bhattacarya. teenth.
10. Jagadisa Tarkalankara Last decade of the sixteenth,

Bhattacarya.

11. R-udra

Bhattacarya.
Nyayavacaspati

and the first quarter of the

seventeenth.

Do.

teenth.

12. Jayarama Nyayapanca- First quarter of the seven-

nana Bhattacarya.
13. Gaurikanta Sarvvabhau-

ma Bhattacarya.
11 Bhavananda Siddhantava-

Do.

Do.
gisa Bhattacarya.

15. Ha»irama Tarkavagisa First and second quarters of

the seventeenth.

Do.

Bhattacarya.
16. Visvanatha Siddhantapan

canana Bhattacarya.
'7. Ramabhadra " Siddhanta- Second quarter of the seven-

vagisa Bhattacarya. teenth.

• •
Do.

Do.

Do.

19. Raghudeva Nyayalankara
Bhattacarya.

tj. Gadadhara Bhattacarya..
21. Nrsiriiha Pancanana Bhat- Third quarter of the seven-

tacarya.
22

- Ramadeva Ciranj iva Bhat-
tacarya.

-3
- Ramarudra Tarkavagisa

Bhattacarya.

teenth.
Do.

Fourth quarter of the seven

teenth.

A, THE INTRODUCTORY.

_ At the outset it is necessary to bear in mind that Navya
yya is ba<ed on an amalgam of old Nyaya and Vaisesika.

„

a
,

e standard w >rks in both the systems were constantly used

t
.

aa re*erred to by these later writers. Hence some mention ot

J?

ese olfler works may help the general reader in understanding
e numerous commentaries mentioned herein. .. ..

are
—..coin commentaries mentioned herein.

v
Jn the Nyava system, the main authorities »i«* *• --

WV+mra of Gotama. (2) its gloss by Vatsyavana Paksila
sv annn fk» »t - ,,_ v / ,

ft
... = „„j ,o\ th* anno-

(I) the

an,m, the Nyaya-bhasya, in four adhyayas, and (3) the anno-
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tations on both by Pasupatacarya Udyotakara Bharadvaja, the

Nyaya-vdrttika. The notes by the last two are brief, and gener

ally on special points only.

The first real commentator was Vacaspati Misra. He wrote

in five adhyayas the Nydya-vdrttikatdtparya-tlkd, which give

fairly full and detailed explanation of the sutras and their

vdrttika, with remarks of his own, and which was composed to

meet the attacks of the other systems (including Bauddha and

Jaina). Vacaspati Misra wrote his Nyaya-suci-nibandha in

898 (Vikrama) year or a.d. 84 1.
1 So his time falls in the

second quarter of the ninth century. Three more works on

Nyaya are attributed to him, viz. the Nyaya-ratm-tlkajsx

prakasa, the Nyaya-tattv-dvaloka, and the Nyaya-sutr-oddhara.

Vacaspati Misra's works have been found on five philosophic

Bystems, but none on the Vaisesika, an omission which is

curious.

Vacaspati's sub-commentary was commented onbyUda-

yanacarya in his Nydyavdrttika-tatparya-parisuddhi. This was

further supplemented by Udayana in a separate commentary

on the sutras themselves entitled Nyaya- pansista, or Nyaya

supplements. Udayana treated Nyaya from the standpoint of

Vaisesika and should therefore be considered as the direct prede-

cessor of the Maithili School.
In the Vaisesika system, the foundation lies on (I) the F»-

sesika-sUra of Kanada. (2) its Bhasya or scholia by Pras vstapada.

the Padartha-dharma-sangraha
, in six sections, (3) Val1*,?'

carya's Nydya-Eldvati , and (4) Sivaditya Misra's Sapta-paM™
in which he added to the six categories of older writers, a sevens

the abhava or negation. The other six categories are dn?y

(8uhstance),karmma (action), gusa (attribute), samanya(gen
u8)-

visesa (species) and samavaya (combination). .
•

Shdhara of Bhurisrestha in Rarha (Modern Bhursu? ui

Howrah district), wrote inSaka 913 the Nydya-kandaVi^f^
commentary on the Bhasya of Prasastapada. He acknowled^
only 81X categories. His work was, however, little used by w-

Maithih or Gaurlya school. On the other hand, his conM*

porary Udavanacarya's KirandvaU, another sub-commentary
Prasastapada's Bhasya in two sections (dravya *"[^1
powerfully influenced the Navya Nvaya Schools. la this

^

mentary he speaks of oaly six categories. But in his U*&

l The Nyaya-swi-nibandha, pr. ed., p. 26,

*P*?a;r>rirTOt *r**TfV ^rfVrf ^
a woS

3^ma '
i ^ quoted as an authority in Jayanta's NyW"*^'

s th
th
^

3
?
C°n

,

d half oi the ninth eentury.
ine jsyaya-kandali is nrintoH ;., +*,<> v;,i ona(r™m series.
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and
with

Besides these, Udayanacarya wrote two polemical treaties,

which were frequently used in the later Nyaya literature. They

are— _
(1) the Atma-tattva-viveka or a discussion about the truths

on soul. From its attack on Buddhistic philosophies it is also

called Bauddhi-dhikkara or condemnation of Buddhism.

(2) The Nyaya-kusum-anjali, shortened now and then to

Kusuvi-dnjaJd, or a handful of Nyaya flowers, in five stavakas

or bunches. It consists of 71 karikas or verses on the existence

of God, with a commentary of his own, the Kusum-anjali-

prakarana. In this work Udayana attacked the views of

Saugatas, Digambaras, Carvakas, Mimarhsakas, Sankhyas and

Vedantists. Some of the verses breathe noble ideas; for ex-

ample, take the seventeenth verse of the fifth bunch l :—
" Iron-souled are they in whose hearts Thou canst find no

place, though thus washed by the repeated inundations of

ethics and vedic texts; yet still in time, oh Merciful One,

Thou in thy goodness canst save even those who oppose our

proposition, and make them undoubting in their conviction

°f Thy existence." .

Udavana wrote the LaksanavaU 2 in the expired Saka year

906 or 984 a.d. He therefore flourished in the fourth quarter or

the tenth century. His home is as yet unsettled. But from the

Sak

Nyaya gloss KirandvaR

he wa3 a

the above

two polemical works which it quotes, and is earlier than tne

whanavaU where its introductory verse is quoted at the end.

.The Khavdana-JcJiavda-kmya (The sweets of refutation)

J
Sriharaa had" also a hand in moulding the views of the Navja

Njfiya Schools. In four paricchedas it criticises vigorously the

P"ncipal Indian schools of philosophy, and points out that the

fiK* principles and the fundamental definitions in every system

fact

yo ergo sum of Descartes). He says: ''The only differ-

f*e between us and the Saugatas is that they maintain^that

"*7 thing is inexplicable, while we maintain that everything

J Explicable except the mere fact of k™win< *n
i*

g
*J iq

'

*». m facfc> desi!jting from any attempt to establish the exit-

*«» or non-existence of the external world, are perfectly con

Lowell's translation of the Kusum-anjali, p. 85.

The Lakmnavali, pr. ed., p. 3, the last but one verse at the end
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tented to rest all our weight on the one Brahma, identical with

thought, established bv its own evidence." '

The Khandana-khanda-khadya was criticised by Gangeso-

padhyaya and commented upon by his son Var Jdhamana Hence

it must be older than these. Som^ verses of his Naisadha-caritam

are quoted in the Sukti-karn-amrta, and must therefore be older

than 1206 a.d., the date of that anthology. The Khandarm-

khanda-khddya quotes from the rhetorical work, the_Vyaktir

viveka of Mahima Bhana, and from the Nyaya- kmum-anjdi of

Udayanacarya. It must therefore be later than tenth century.

Furthermore, according to Rajasekhara Suri's Prabandha-hm

(1348 A.D.), Sriharsa nourished in the court of king Jayanta-

candra, who is evidently identical with the king Jayacandra

of Kanauj a, crowned in 1170 a.d., and killed by Sahabuddin

in 1194 a.d. In the Khandana-khanda-khddya itself Sriharsa

speaks of having received an asana and a pair of betels as prize

from the king of Kanyakubja. Sriharsa also wrote a Gaur-

orv-isa-kula-prasasti , which, according to the commentator

Gopinatha, was composed in praise of the king Vijayasena.

According to the Purusapariksa of Vidyapati,* Sriharsa lived

in Gauravisaya. a fact" that explains the origin of the above

poem. 'So his time falls in the third ouarter of the twelfth cen-

tury.

B. THE MAITHILI SCHOOL

1. GAtfGESOPlDHYAYA.
The founder of the Navya-Nyaya School. He wrote the

Tattva- cintd mani or the thought-jewel of truths. Acceptw.

Gotama's four-fold classification of proofs (pramana), the wor

is divided into the following sections

:

1. Pratyaksa or perception

;

2. Anumana or inference with a special subsection

Isvar-anumana or the inference about God

;

3. Upamana or comparison.
4. Sabda or affirmation.

j|s .

These sections are further sub-divided into vadaa or

cussions, pratyaksa having twelve, anumana seventeen,

sabda sixteen, upamana having none. j
,je

.

Gangesa passes in review the whole field of Nyaya, an
^

fends it against the attacks of other systems, whose vie

criticises vigorously and often with novel and original rem
^

The Sankhya and the Vaisesika are criticised least ; MJ the

Mlmamsakas, special y its two schools, the Bhattas an

» Cowell's translation, J. A.S.B. 1862, p. 389. . JftA&
* See the Puruaa-parikaa

, Medhavi-katha :—^H* aft*"**

*f%qfw
i * n *w*ftfflf«rwr <kto iswr WWOT*. i
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Prabhakaras, are unsparingly slashed. The views and opinions

are quoted either generally in a vague way, under kecit, kascit,

kacit, anye, apare, itare, ucyate, vadanti, tad-uktam, ity-uktam, or

simply as navyah, navinah, atinavindh, or occasionally under
chools as Mimamsakah Guravah, Prabhakarah, Bhattah, Vaise-

ikah, Vedanlah, Sdbdikah, Tdntrikdh, Tridandinah, Sampraddya-
vidah, Prdncdh, and so on.

Names are given very rarely, e.g., Khandana-k&Ta> (Ila,

3.233), Jayanta jaranndiydyika (III. 61) Mandana or Man-
daoacarya (IV6, 11.587, 14.847), Ratna-kosa-k&m (Ila, 15.585,

IVb, 13.8W) Vacaspati Misra (I, 3 537,' lib, 81), Sivaditya

Misra (1,830), Srikara (He, 186), besides the Mafia-Bhdgavata-

purana and the Visnu-purdna Verses of Udayanacarya's
Kusum-dnjali are quoted, viz., its III. 15 (in IVa, 1.91-2), and its

V.8 (in IVb, 13.820-1) while according to Mathuranatha's com-
mentary the quotation in I, 2.424 is from the Acaryacarana's

Bauddha-dhikkdra .
l

In the final colophon Gangesais given the title of Upddhydya
(modern Oj ha), a class of Brahmans who with the Misras and

Thakkuras practically monopolized Sanskrit learning in Mithila

Varddhamanopadhyaya calls himself son of Garigesvara.

The anterior limit of Gangesa is fixed by his criticising an

opinion of Khandana-k&ra,. His work should therefore be later

than the third quarter of the twelfth century. He must have

preceded by a generation his son Varddhamana, whose time falls

approximately in the first quarter of the thirteenth century a.d.

Gangesa may therefore be placed in the fourth quarter of the

twelfth century during the overlordship of Laksmanasenadeva.

2. VARDDHAMANOPADHYAYA.
He wrote mainly commentaries, and is the oldest com

mentator known on Udayana's works and on Sriharsa's Vedanti
w°rk. His commentaries bear generally the suffix prakasa.

He wrote in Nvava r—
prahasa* a commei

distinguished

work of the same name by Rucidatta

;

(ii) the Nyaya-nibandha-prakdsa, a commentary on

Udayanacarya's Nydya-vdrttika-tatparya-pari-

suddhi, quoted in his own No. vi

;

(iii) the Nyaya- parisista-prakasa, a commentary on

Udayanacarya ;siVi/oya-pam»stav
.quoted in His

own No. vi, and in Jayadeva's Aloka;

(iv) the Prameya-nibandha-prakasa, which may be

the same as the Prameya-tattva-bodha ,
quoted

\
The references are to the Bib. Ind. ed. of the Tattva-cinta-mani.

*or a MS. see the Benares College Catalogue, 193.
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as his by Rucidatta in the Nyaya-kusum-

antali-wrakasormakaranda *
:

in Vaisesika :

prakasa

anacarya's work, in two sections, Dravya and

Guna

;

kusum
on Udayana's famous polemical work

;
quoted

by Haridasa Bhattacarya in his Kusum-anjali-

tika and commented upon by Rucidatta;

(vii) the Nyaya-lilavati-prakasa, a commentary on

Vallabhacarya's work; quoted in Jayadeva's

Aloka
;

in Vedanta

:

(viii) the KMndana-khanda-khadya^prakasa, a com-

mentary on Srlharsa's famous work, referred

to in Pragalbhacarya's commentary (the

odhara)

?

Varddhamana calls Gatigesvara his father and preceptor,

and i9 in the final colophons given the title Upadhyaya. ^°

other personal information of him is at present available.

Varddhamana Mahopadhyaya is named in the Sarvva^'

sanasangraha of Madhavacarya, under No. xiii, Panini-darsana.

So he must be older than the second half of the fourteenth cen-

tury. He must be older than Jayadeva, who commented on

two of his Vaisesika works. Jayadeva's time cannot be later

than the third quarter of the thirteenth century. He speak

of Varddhamana reverently as Maharmhopadhyaya-caraph !

and so a fair interval must have eiapsed between the two. >
wv

ddhamana's time thus falls probably in the first quarter of tftc

thirteenth century.

His Nydya-kusum-dnjali'prakdsa mentions, and hereto

must ^be later than his Nyaya-nibandha-prakasa and Nfp9

parisista-prakasa.
,

, ,

By his commentaries Varddhamana considerably facilita

the study of Nyaya and Vaisesika, and helped largely to *»
#

hshing on a solid basis the Navva-Nyaya School of his tatne

.

It is a pity nothing authentic is'known of the personal lives

1 The Bib. Ind. ed., the Kusum-anjali-prakasa, I. p. 384.
* Sans Coll. Cat., III. 199, No. 314. A .

.* verse
« The Lilavat'^prakaha

, Ind. Off. Cat. p. 668, No 2080, mtroa.

2:

—

TSTKT^ J[j$ Rita M*& ?ra: n T

The
commentaries
Ku&um-aftjali

Besses wtj**

—tinned cls
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these two famous scholars. He should be distinguished from
the later jurist of the same name.

3. JAYADEVA MlSRA.

A well-known commentator, best known by his

(i) Tattva-cinta-many aloka, 1 or briefly the Alolca or light
;

a commentary on Garigesa's work, in four

khandas. His notes are brief and mainly on points

deemed difficult. He notes some diflerent read-

ings in the text of the Cinta-mani.
He also sub-commented on two Vaisesika commentaries

of Varddhamana,2 viz.

(ii) the Dravya-padartha, on the Dravya-kirandvaU-pra-

kdsa, and
(iii) the IMavati-viveka , on the Lilavatt-praJcasa.

He was nephew and pupil of Hari Misra. He was surnamed
Pahadhara, and apparently to distinguish him from other Jaya-
ae\as, is often called by that name alone. He is given the
title of Tarkika-curamani in the printed edition of the Aloka
and in some of the MSS. ' He had as pupils Vasudeva Misra (his

nephew) and Rucidatta Misra.
He must be older than Lasam 159, Sravana 6, the date of

» MS. of his Pratyaks-aloka, or older than 1 278 a.d. 8 His anterior

"nut is fi xe(i bv Varddhamana, whose work he sub-commented
"Pon. He might be placed in the third quarter of the thir-

teenth century.

4. VlSUDEVA MISRA.

%

He wrote a commentary on the Tattva- cinta-mani of
'

Gan-

§e3a.* In the final colophon he is described as nephew of Pak-

. ' Portions of the Aloka have been printed in the Bib. Ind. ed. of

bQ T^cinta-mani.
__ _ . . __ „ „. No. 2072. andMva-cinta-mani.

See for the Drcfwrt. r
I0r tne Oravya-padartiia, ma. un. <-"">.v- —--

f«the Lllovathviveka, Ind Off. Cat. p. 068. Nos. 2081, 2082.
8 R. Mittra, Notices, V, p. 299. No. 1976. The date is

Glial., - , • -=r' «tt:

written

*3«i?^T ^*T«?T
0u%. and runs thus : ^,.,_. w-^, „

fc
Bere th fi ^.^ .^ beeQ appare„tly dropped while m

£,^eafter La sam a dot put in between lo and 9 evident yj

S^T1^6 - Such insertions of dots to ^g^Jg^X
NotZ }

figures are not uncommon m MSS. in ™e ri
character

tkS'
the cha^^ers appear to be Maithili and archaic, e.g. the character

enoted by a wavy Une only. ~ 1939), introd-The Cinta-mani- tika, (Ind. Off. Cat, p- 632, Wo. l\fs»),

veree2:

the final colophon of the Anumana-khanda ^fal
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sadhara Misra, and is given the title Nyaya-siddhanta-sar.dbhijm

expert in the essence of logical conclusions He wrote his work

for the understanding of those who found fault in the words of

his guru Jayadeva. As nephew of Jayadeva his time falls in

the fourth quarter of the thirteenth century.

5. RUCIDATTA MISRA.

Two commentaries of his are extant, viz.,

(i) The Tatta-cinta-mani-prakasa, 1 a commentary on

Gangesa's work in Nyaya; and

(ii) the Nyayarkusum-anjali'prakasa-makaranda, a sub-

commentary of Varddhamana's commentary on

Udayanacarya's Vaisesika work.

Rucidatta was son of Devadatta and Renuka and brother

of Saktidatta and Matidatta. The family belonaed to Sodara-

purakula, to which belonged other later writers as Krsnadatta

and Hrdayanatha. He was a pupil of Javadeva."

He must be older than Saka 1292 or 1370 a d., me uw -

a MS. of his Tattva-cinta-mani-prakasa, pratvaksa-khanda. As

a pupil of Jayadeva he may' be placed in the fourth quarter ot

the thirteenth century.

6. BHAGIRATHA OR MEGHA THAKKURA.

Three of his Vaisedka sub-commentaries are extant, all on

Varddhamana's work, viz.,

(i) the Kiranavati-prakasa-prakasika ; ,

(ii) the [Nyaya-] Kumrn-atjaliprakasa-vrakahka ;
ana

(iii) the [Nyaya-] lilavati-prakdsa-vydkhya.

%

w^TfHwr«?^w^TOv^fif^wrr«v^s»wrf%^r^r?mcrfi

^ftr^^T^f i

63
1 The Tattva-cinta-mani-prakasa, Sabda-khanda (Ind. Off. Cat.,V-

Nos. 1946*7), the end verse 2 :

* Sans. Coll. Gat., III. 544, the Tattva-cinta-mani-prokasa '

verse 2

:

*^ffa*fa%

f¥«rirflift ^Rtf **mts« **tw* ii [ ? 1 ] *
f^

" I cololphon :-^ -^t^T^3^ i!r*J*I^W«^t'»^
,TTHr

this
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The titles have generally the suffix prakasika. He was

elder brother of the next writer Mahesa, and younger brother

of Mahadeva, whom he praises highly.

7. MAHESA THAKKURA.

He wrote a sub-commentary on the commentary of Jaya-

deva on Gangesa's work, named Aloka-darpana or the mirror of

the light.

He was son of Dhlra and Candra or Candrapati, and

younger brother of Mahadeva, the above-named Bhaglratha

and Damodara. 1

The Darpina is quoted as an authority in S'ahkara Misra's

Tri-sTitri-nibandha-vyafchya:1 Its time lies therefore between

Jayadeva and Sankara Misra or between 1270 and 1450 a.d.

The time of the two brothers may be placed tentatively in the

fourteenth century.

8. SANKARA MISRA.

He wrote both on Smrti and on Darsana, chiefly Vaisesika.

His extant philosophical works are as follows :

—

(i) The Atma-tattva-viveka- kalpa-latd , a commentary on

Udayanacarya's polemical treatise,

(ii) The Ananda-vardhana ,
pleasure-increaser, a co™me

£:
tary on Srlharsa's Vedantic Khandana-khanda-kha-

dya , which is referred to in Pragalbhacarya s

commentary thereon,
(iii) The-TaUva-ctnta-mani-mai/ukha%

a commentary on

Garigesa's famous work in Nyaya.
(iv) The Tri-sutri-nibandha-vydkhyd, a sub-commentary

on Udayanacarya's tika on the first three sutras 01

Gotama's Nyaya-sutra. It professes tobe
J

a ^P"
plement to the vyakhya of the authors of mma
(Rucidatta), Darpana (Mahesa) and Udyota (Vam-

nipati).

*J ?*e A^rnan-aloka-darnana (hid Off. Oat., p .031, No. 1389), end
Xewes 1 and 2 :—

*

*f% + + + 4 ^T ^sjjTOt'asTsr

H
- Shastri, Notices, vol. III. p. 89, No. 136, introd. verse
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(v) The Nydya-lildvati-kanth-dbharana, a commentary

on the authoritative Vaisesika work of Vallabha-

carya.

(vi) The Bheda-prakdsa or Bheda-ratna-prakasa , a criticism

of the non-dualistic Vedanta. The only original

work in philosophy of Sankara as yet found. It is

criticised in its turn in the Samksepa-sdnraka of

Sarvajnatman (ii. 1)._

(vii) The Vaisesika-sutr-opaskara, a commentary on the

Kanada-sutras, in ten adhyayas, each with two

ahnikas. It is the popular commentary on the

original sutras, and has been printed in the Bibl.

Ind. edition.

The three smrti works of his have been discussed in my

article on the smrti in Mithila. He wrote also, apparently in

his younger days, a small comedy on the marriage of Siva and

Parvati, the Gauri-digambara-prahasanam , which was played at

the instance of his father. 1

Sankara was son of Bhavanatha and nephew of Jtvanatna.

His father was a learned man , as Sankara in the introductory

verses of several of his works refers to his father's instructs

Sankara must be older than 1462 a.d., in which year *

of the Bheda-prakasa was copied.2 As guru of the j urist Varddn*

man-opadhyaya he cannot be much older than this time,

may be placed in the second and third quarters of the fifteen

century.

9. VACASPATI MISRA.

He is best known as a smrti- writer. But in his last work

the Pitr-bhakti-tarangini . he speaks of having composed so

ten works in the (darsana) sastra. Of these four at least c

be traced :

—

8

(i) The Anumdna-khanda-tika , a commentary (Pr0 *
^

on Gatigesa's), giving the essence of the vie

Gotama (Nyaya) and Jaimini (Mlmarhsa). ^.

(ii) The Khandana-khand-oddhdra, a commentary on

narsa s famous critique. ,1
oD

(iii) The Nyaya-sutr-oddhara, a commentary direct y

Gotama' 8 Nyaya-sutras.
f ^

(iv) The tfabda-nirnaya, on words. No MS. ye*

quoted in his smrtic Dvaita-nirnaya.

Vacaspati Misra lived in the time of the kings Bhairavea^

and RamabhaHra and waa f.Koi* p^^m/J cw nniirt officer -

1 H. Shastri, Notices, vol. Ill, p. 52, No. 83.
* The Bheda-prakasa, Satfavat 1519 {Hall). a minted-
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time therefore falls in the third and fourth quarters of the fif-

teenth century.

10. MISARU MISRA.

He wrote the Padartha-candra, on the categories of the
Vaisesika system. •

Like his smrtic work the V'ivada-candra , it was attributed
to Lachimadevi , wife of Candrasimha, the younger step-brother
of the Mithila king Bhairavasiruhadeva. 1 His time therefore
falls in the third quarter of the fifteenth century, if not earlier.

He should be distinguished from one Misaruka, the author of

the Nyaya
:
<%paka.

With Sankara and Vacaspati disappear the notable Nyaya-
writers of Mithila. Navadvlpa in Bengal now rose into impor-
tance, and soon eclipsed Mithila. In the sixteenth century we
still come across in Mithila a few Nyaya writers, showing that
its study was not entirely neglected in that period.

11. DURGADATTA MI$RA.

The author of the Nyaya-bodhini

,

l who discusses therein
some of the elementary principles of Nyaya and Vaisesika. His
"me is uncertain, probably of the sixteenth century.

12. DEVANATHA THAKKURA.
He wrote the TaUva-cinta-many-aloka-parisista,

1 a supple-
ment to Gangesa's work and Jayadeva's lloka thereon. A MS.
<> ms Work was copied in La. samvat 443 or 1562 a.d. by order
w the author himself. So Devanatha should be placed in the
inira quarter of the sixteenth century.

13. MADHUSUDANA THAKKURA.
He wrote the tahoddhara, a

ml f
a
,

ry refuting the objections to Jayadeva's Aloha. He

)R *\ der than La - samvat 491 or 1610 a.d., the date of a

wL n
Work

' and must be later than Vacaspati Misra on

\\m»\u
lta'nirnaya he wr°te another Kantak-oddhara. His

centu
falls roughly in the third quarter of the sixteenth

Mittra, Notices, IX. 12, No. 2901, introd. verse 2 :

p
K^n% ^T^TO^ fire^ffl^flqt*^ II [ t" ]

*** lit
6

°-ther Misaruka, see Notices, X. p. 196. No. 4065. Aufrechfc

earlier
U ln the la«er half of the fourteenth century, or a century

^N«k£\?0tices
> V- P- ^ No. 1764, IX. p. 129, No. 3029; H. Shas-

Ke8
'
IU

- P- 75, No. 116.
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C. THE GAURIYA SCHOOL.

Of philosophical studies in old Bengal practically nothing is

known. Along with Buddhism and Jainism some of their philo-

sophical systems were, no doubt, studied. Of the Hindu

philosophical systems signs exist that the Mimamsa was regu-

larly studied. Udayanacarya in his Kusum-arijali-prakarana

and Ga-iaesvara in his Tattva-cinta-mani mentions distinct!

the Gaum-Mirmmsakah . There still exist Bhavadeva Bhajtas

Tautatita-mata-tilakam and Halayudha Bhatta s Jfimomw-

sarvvasva The former is a commentary on Kumarila slam-

varttika and was considered an authority in the Mimamsa

philosophy. Other systems, if not studied regularly, do

not appear to have been altogether neglected. The Vaisesika

system was represented by the commentary of Srldhara, tlie

Nyaya-kandali , also considered an authority. The Vedanta

was represented on its sceptic nondualistic side by brinarsa =

Khandana-khanda-khadya , and on its dualistic side (Vaisna-

vism)* by Purnananda Kavicakravartti's Tattva-muktav^.

The Sankhya was also not neglected, judging from Ragh^,
Tarkavagisa Bhattacarya's Sankhija-tatva-vilasa .

a M».

which is dated 1448 a.d. It is in the Nyaya alone that n

vestiges of its studies have been left behind. In fact it is ver,

doubtful if Nyaya was at all studied regularly in old Gaura.

Then the Turks came and burst on the land, sweepingW
all Hindu centres of learning and forcing the Pandlts .!

}0
,

1

dlSp

;

.

ce

to other lands. For a century and half Bengal knew little pe
*

It was not until Ilyas Shah had brought the greater part ot w\
under one rule that some settled form of government

its attendant culture could become possible. During t e

of his dynasty Hindu Bengal recovered slowly and ff*®*^

followi
The

comparative peace induced some of the adventurous si ^
travel to Mithila, Benares and other old seats of lea™mc

indg of

Navya Nyaya branch appears to have attracted the nin

^
the more clever and. quick-witted students, and its stu y .^

soon transplanted from Mithila to Navadvipa, then ti ^
centre of Sanskrit learning in Bengal. The young P'f^ed
became so high and vigorous that it ultimately °ver

f? jjavad-

the parent plant. From sixteenth century downwards- ^
vipa became and is still the great place for learning tn

enturie=

neo-logic system. In the sixteenth and seventeenth c

^ (

during a period of 150 years, Navadvipa was adorn ^Gadadb^
-aiaxy or pnuosopnicai stars , Kagnunatna ouuuia «.l --

fceD
eS

Bhattacarya, the products of whose brains rivalled in
Siromani

umanf

darsana
1 PurnSnanda's Tattva-muktavali is quoted under th®

there
fore

^

ina of Sayanacarya's Sarva-darsana-saAjraha, and must

earlier than the middle of the fourteenth century.
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of reasoning and subtlety of thought those of the best schoolmen

of Mediaeval Europe.

From the seventeenth century downwards the new school

spread outside Bengal, first to Benares, and then to other parts

of India. After the eighteenth century Bengal ceased to pro-

duce any notable writers, and the bulk of the sub-commentaries

and discussions were written by non-Bengalis. Gadadhara

Bhattacarya's voluminous works seem to have been studied

specially in South India.

1. HARIDASA NYAYALANKARA BHATTACARYA.
• • •

Several of his commentaries are extant, 1 viz.

:

(i) The Kusum-anjali-vyakhya, or a commentary on

Udayana's verses.

(ii) The Tattva-cinta-mani-prakasa, a commentary on

Gangesa's famous work

;

(iii) The Many-aloJca-iippaiii or vyakhya, a sub-gloss on

Jayadeva's commentary, the Aloha*

S

Many-aloka-tippa^A.D.jin which year a MS. of his ^„.T9 .,. .

*as copied. How much older he was there are no data to decide,

•^cording to the late Pandit Candrakanta Tarkalankara he was
ol<|er than Raghunatha Siromani. I have come across no facts

Png against this conclusion.
' He might be placed in the

Mteenth century towards the end, if not earlier.

2
- JANAKINATHA BHATTACARYA CURAMAXl.

He wrote the Nyaya-siddhanta-manjan, an elementary

watise on the four kinds of proof. This work was widely read,

tan

M

ted
«»• Its references are very few, Sivaditya Misra, Murari

£
t\1„ 7°,uawi» uaiis nimseu siuiuiy o«**—--; _ . .

Ph°ns, he is often given the title Bhattacarya Curamam, but in

80n* of the MSS. his title is given as'iV'yaya-curamani .

work It^ h8* been printed, edited by Cowell. It names only one
ork> the Prakaha fnfV^iw^a in nl. and occasionally prefers the

—v, umer writers to even
\the remark ^i^ir* «Tift

under

»ith £ h
! Second wotk (Sabda) see Peterson's sixth Report .No._£»

,

PP Ci*^** on PaSe 16
l ^r the third work, R. Mrttra. AoW«

,

VIII.

^r^J-No. 2851 (Amimana), and 2852 (.abda). The last has in the

Colophon the date ^aka 1521 ;-*ft| ^rHfWlWT^f^l^^-

-Vo. 38
9.°

r the "tie Nyaya-curamani , see Sans. Coll. Cat. Ill, P- «*«
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The Nydya-siddhdnta-manjari must be considerably older

that Samvat 1717 or 1660 a.d., the date of a MS. of a commen-

tary on the work, the Siddhdnta-manjari-tippariam of Siromani

Bhattacarya. 1 How much older the work was there is no means

at present of knowing. But from its wide popularity before

the third quarter of the seventeenth century, and from its

non-mention of the famous Raghunatha Siromani or of his

works, its author would seem to have been a near contemporary

of the said Raghunatha. He might be placed tentatively in the

first half of the sixteenth century, if not earlier.

3. RAGHUNATHA TARKIKA SIROMANI.

The real founder of the Gaurlya school of Navya Nyaya.

He wrote a number of works, but his fame rests mainly on two,

viz. ,

—

(i) The Tattva-cintd-mani-didhiti . This is not only a com-

mentary on Gangesa's work, but also a running criticism on

the various topics of Nyaya given in that treatise, with some

additional topics as Nana-vada or negative particles. Famili-

arly known as Siromani.

References to works and authors are rare.* Besides the

vague kascit, hecit, and only a little less_ vague, the Praj»»

and Prdncah, the Navinah and Navyah, Sampradayah or

Sampraddya-'viddh , and the various systems, we come acr*

Acaryah (? Udayanacarya) , Upddhydyah, Tikakar-anuyaym

(Vacaspati Misra and followers), Tdtparya-tikdydm . . .
.Mtinh

Nydydcdrydh ,' Mandana-mat-dnuydyinah (followers of Mandana

Misra's views) and Ratnakosa-krt.
A

The LUdhiti poured new wine into the old bottle, ana

created a ferment in Bengal that lasted for not less than i

century and a half. Manuscripts of the work, specially of
1

1

Anumana-khanda, are found scattered not only in Bengal d

in various other parts of India. It was sub-commented by ©a J

writers, at least a dozen and half, of whom the majority cam

from provinces outside Bengal. , ^.
(ii) The Paddrtha-tattva-nirupanam or Paddrtha-khanp^

This is an acute criticism of the categories given in the

sesika system and is highly controversial in nature,

closely studied in later times, and was commented apo

more than half a dozen Tikakaras, chiefly Bengalis.

In addition Raghunatha wrote :—
art

(hi) The KirandvaU-prakdsa-didhiti , or °vivrti, in
^.^ika

Dravya and Guna, giving a running criticism on the vai^

1905);

numana
and certain sections thereof, the Nafia-vada and the Akhyate-sav ^
have been printed as appendices in the Bib. Ind. ed., vol. IV.

ences are to these printed works.
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work of Udayanacarya. It wa8 sub-commented by about half a

dozen Bengali writers.

(iv) ThejBauddha-dhikkara-didhiti, a commentary on Udaya-

nacarya 's Atma-tattva-viveka , sub-commented by Gadadhara.

(v) The Nyaya-lilavcdi-prakasa-didhiti, or °vistarika, a sub-

commentary on Vallabhacarya's Vaisesika work, with a running

criticism of Varddhamana's commentary thereon. It was com-

mented upon by half a dozen Bengali writers, Ramakrsna,

Mathuranatha, Jagadisa, Gunananda, Rudra and others.

(vi) The Khandana-khanda-khadya-didhiti, a commentary on

Sriharsa's critique.

Raghunatha is given the title Tdrkika-cummani in Hall's

Index wrongly. In the MSS., he is given the title Tarkika-siro.

mani or simply friromani. The title Bhattdcdrya Siromani is

used in one of the oldest commentaries of the Mani-didhiti ,

the Bhavanandi of Bhavananda Siddhanta-vaglsa.
1

Unfortunately nothing authentic is known either of Raghu-

natha personally or of his ancestors. In the final colophon of a

MS. dated Saka 1658 (1736 a.d.) he is described a.s Bhattacary-at-

maja, son of a Bhattacarya 2
, but no name of the father lsgiven.

According to tradition he was a pupil of Vasudeva Sarvva-

bhauma, the preceptor of Caitanya, the Vaisnava preacher.

But of this there is no authentic confirmation. In later days

he came to be known as Kand S'iromani, or the one-eyed.

Raghunatha must be 'much older than Saka 1524 or

1602 a.d., in which year a MS. of Krisnadasa Sarvvabhauma s

sab-commentary on his Anumana-didhiti was copied.
_
ne

must be considerably older than Mathuranatha Ta^vagisa

Bhattacarya, who sub-commented on his Mani-dtdhth ma

Mavati-prakasa-didhiti and who in his commentary the.(,»» -

mni-rahasya even mentions the followers of the Didhih,^f
wuyayinah* How much older Raghunatha was theremm

means at present of knowing. His time may be tentatively

Placed in the first quarter of the sixteenth century.

From Raghunatha started a Navya Nyaya schoo
L

which

*as, as noticed above, mentioned as early as^Mathutanathas

No. 269, end (also

Www «sT*n4fa^rf*-w, ounces, 1L. p

^srflTfftfvfa

.

JJ
The Jaina Khandana-hhadya of Yasovijaya Gani. foL W ^m*

^J>
r- Satis Chandra' Vidyabhusana, J.A.S.B. 1910, p. 486)

.
"W

* The cinta-mani-raliasija. BU>. Ind. ed. I, - 277.
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time. Their destructive criticisms of the views of the Maithili

school evoked opprobrious remarks from YasovijayaGani.the

Jaina writer on Nyaya l
. Mahadeva Puntamkara in his Nyaya-

Kaustubha calls them the modern , Didhiti-kar-anuyayino Navyah.

This school comprised all the notable writers on logic at Nava-

dvipa, and powerfully moulded subsequent studies in Navya

Nyaya.

4. KANADA TARKAVAGlSA BHATTACARYA.

He wrote 2
:

(i) The Mani-vyakhyd, a commentary on Gangesa's Tattoo-

cinta-mani, of which only MSS. on the Anumana-khanda had

been yet found, with fragments thereof, e.g., on Avayava (the

terms of a syllogism) and on Vayu (air).

(ii) The Bhasd-ralnam , on the seven categories of the

Vaisesika system.

(iii) The Apa-sabda-khandanam, another Vaisesika work.

Nothing authentic is known of this writer. According to

tradition Raghunatha and he were co-pupils of Vasudeva

Sarvvabhauma 3
. According to the tradition therefore h

time would fall in the first quarter of the sixteenth century.

In the introductory verse of the Bhasa-ratnam ,
Kanada

salutes one Curamani. Is he the Tarkika-curamani Jayadeva

5. RAMAKRSXA BHATTACARYA CAKRAVARTTl.

He wrote 4
:

(i) The Guna-Siromani--prakasa, a sub-commentary on the

Guna-prakasa-didhiti of Raghunatha Siromani, the second part

Klranavali

It is not certain, but the above writer may have wnw

the following work

:

(hi The Nyaya-dipika, on some general topics _of \v:l
.

u

The author is entitled here Tarkavatamsa Bhatiacarya.

1 See the above note 3, and Dr. S. C. VidySbhusan ^quotation

the Asta-sahasri-virarana, J.A.S.B. 1910, p. 4«i(>. - Coll.

a For the Mani-vyakhya, see R. Mittra, Notices, IV. p. 167, Haw-
,,

w 'i x
P "

327
'
Xo

-
i182

( ^aka lTO5)' and H -
sha3fcri »

Notices,^- v-

JMo. 14. For the Bhasa-ratna , see R. Mittra, Notices, IV. p- U J '

intrnr) voi.eo 1 1 .

So. I-" 1

introd. verse 1 1

:

^ts*r<Rr"f%*rr

For No. iii, see Peterson's sixth Report, p. 74, No. 173. _ ,. ^
• For some traditionary account of Kanada, see H. Shastn s

duction to his Notices, vol. I, p. xviii.
'

.
„ (ii)seeH

ah \?°lr
(l)' 9ee Ind - 0ff- Cat., p. 664, Nos. 2068-2069 ;

for («

J

Shastn, Notices, vol. II, p. 97, Xo. 117 (Saka 1737).
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Siromani. Of

Is Siromani histhis there is no proof.

guru or preceptor. l

He must be older than Samvat 1660 or 1603 a.d., the date

of a MS. of his Guna-Siromani-prakasa* As pupil of Siromani

he would be later than the first quarter of the sixteenth century.

He might be placed in the second quarter of the same century.

He should be distinguished from another Ramakrsna Bhatta-

carya, surnamed Udicya (the northerner) who later wrote a

series of works on Sankhya and Smrti entitled Kaumudi.

6. MATHURANATHA TARKAVAGISA BBATTACARYA.

He is best known for
(i) the Tattva-cinta-mani-rahasya or °Pkakkika, s the stan-

dard Bengali commentary on Gangesa's work, familiarly known
as Mathuri. It is full and clear in its elucidation. Its

references to other works and writers, though not many, are

somewhat larger. It mentions such vague words as Abhinava-

Vaisesikah, Abhinava-Mimamsakafi, Ucchrnkhalah, JJttanah,

•hraruNahjayika-naye , Navina-nay'e, Navyah, Xaiyayika-nav-

mh, Naiya yik-ottanah , Prabhdkara-navyah, Prdcdm, Praam-
panthah, Pracina-Naiyayikanam, Prdcma-matarn, P_rac%na-

'wamsala-grantkah, Prddna-Mlmdmsahi-mata<m, Pracinaih,

s<tmpradaya-matah
, Sampraddya-vidah, Sdmpradayikah ,

Svatan-

tr<ih, and so on. Among actual names we find :

—

Bhattacary-anuyayinah.

Mandana.
.Ma>n"-kara or °krt.

Maharnava.
Misrah (Vacaspati).

Misr-anuyayinah.

Batna-kosaA&va,.

Lilawti-b&™-
Sondaropadhyaya.
Harinathopadhyaya

Udayanacarya, Acarya or
Acarya-caranaih.

^ary-anuyayinali.

Jjpadhyayah.

Upadhyay-anuyayinah.
Tika-karah.

Vtthiti. '

ttdhiti-kvt.

^%-a'nuyayinah.
^'W-kiranavali.'

^f-MaUtmya.
^Martha-khandana. , *««— 5

-

• Q -,A1,^ fn
l^ddha-dhikkara. rahasya and Siddhanta-

^hattacaryah. rahasya.

He quotes also his own Gun a-

prakasa-rahasya, D**

1 Ind. Off. Cat, Xo. 2068, introd. verse 2 :

^ f^wfiwcfre ^Tflfi"*: II [ ? II ]

Ind. Off. Cat., No. 2069. . _ anA «abda) has
^ S The bulk of this commentary (Pratyaksa, Anumana and Sabaa;

Panted in the Bib. Ind. edition.
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(ii) The TaUva-cinta-many-aloka-rakasya or °phakkika, a

sub-commentary on Jayadeva's Aloka.

(iii) The Didhiti-rahasya , a sub-commentary on Raghunatka

Siromani's commentary, quoted in his Tattva-cinta-mani-rahasya

and guna-prakasa-phakkika.

(iv)' The Siddhanta-rahasya. No MS. found. Quoted in (i).

In Vaisesika he wrote

:

(v) The Kiranavali-prakasa-yhakkika or °vivrti
9

] a sub-

commentary of Varddhamana's commentary onUdayanacarya's

work. It quotes in the beginning the Anumana-didhiti-rahasya

(No. iii).

(vi) The Nyayortilavati-prakasa-rahasya, a sub-commentary

on Varddhamana's Prakasa. It mentions his Didhiti-rahasya

(No. vii).

(vii) The NyayaTilavati-prakasa-didhiti-rahasya, a sub-sub-

commentary on the sub-commentary Didhiti. It is quoted in

No. vi.

(viii) The Bauddha-dhikkara-rahasya or "vivyfc', a sub-com-

mentary on Udayanacarya's Atma4attva-viveka.
Mathuranatha is said to have written also in astrologyj—

(ix) The Ayur-daya-bhavana , a commentary on the Ayw-

daya, treating of the calculation of human life.

And in smrti :

—

(x) The Panigrah-adi-krtya'Viveka, on marriages and the

appropriate times thereof, with a discussion of the mala-masa

or intercalary month.'2

s
said to have made a bridge over the sea of Nyaya. 3 He does no

name his preceptor. According to tradition he was a pup" °

Raghunatha Siromani. But if this had been the fact Mathura-

natha would have likely mentioned such a famous name, tm

verse suggests that his father might have been his gurU>
*

Mathuranatha must be older than Saka 1597 or 1675 ajj.

in which year a MS. of his Lilavati-pralcasa-dtdhiti-rahaW
w

1 In one MS. (H. Shastri, Notices, I. p. 88, No. 92) the figL,.
g

phon ascribes the Guna-prakasa-vivrti, the second half of Mathur*"

No. v, wrongly to Vidyavaglsa Bhattacarya (Gunananda) giving »

name Guna-vivrti-vineka.
" '

M see

* For (ix) "aee R. Mittra, Notices, VI. p. 302, No. 2241 ;
for W *

Do., IX, p. 244, No. 3104.

;innmg

The
12", *°

1673), the introductory verse 2 :
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copied. 1 How much older he was there are at present no data

to go upon. He must have been considerably later than Ra-

ghunatha, whose two works he commented upon (Nos. iii and

vii), and whose followers he mentioned in his No. i. At present

he might be put tentatively in the third quarter of the six-

teenth century.

He should be distinguished from the later Mathuranatha

Sukla,2 who is credited with numerous works on Smrti, Yoga,

rhetoric,.etc.

7. KRSXADASA SARVVABHAUMA BHATTACARYA.
• * 4

He wrote :

—

(i) The Tattva-cinla-mani-didhiti-prasarims a sub-commen-

tary of Raghunatha's famous commentary.

(ii) The Anuman-dloka-prasanni, a sub-commentary ot

Jayadeva's Aloka, Anumana-khanda. No MS. yet found.

Quoted in his No. (i). TT , , n,i,.

Nothing is known of him personally. He must be oiaei

than Saka 1524 or 1602 a.d., the date of a MS. of his Anumam-

didhiti-prasarini* As he notes different readings ot
_
the

mhiti, he must be considerably later than
^
aghunat

^;
His time falls roughly in the third quarter of the sixteen™

century.

8. GUNANANDA VIDYAVAGISA BHATTACARYA.

He wrote works generally ending in viveka.

(i) The Anumana-didhiti-viveka, a commenltary on Raghu-

natha's famous work. No MS. found. Quoted in his Atrrw

tottva-viveka-didhiti-tika (No. ii). _ , „„mm pntar--
(ii) The Atma-httva-viveka-didhili-tika , a sub-commentar,

of the I)iidhiti commentary on Udayanacarya s work.

k
(iii) The Guna-vivrti-viveka, or the Tatpary^daMa *

suh-sub-commentary on Varddhamana's commentary ana iv

£?hllnafUr*'« T_ &a_«i l-hnrOATl
commentary onghunatha's sub-commentary thereon.

(iv) The Nyaya-kusum-anjali-viveka ,
a

t ^ie Karikas or verses of Udayana's work.

mrarn wtt^t + + + + «w* ii C * " J
.

r"C**" »"J'M W" '
'

v« ,r;Hm Notices, 11 1»
l See the MS. of the Lilavatl-didhiti-rahasya (K. auw* .

P- °o. No. 1089, see the head note for the yeaj)- iqio.13, the hymn
. * In tWei T* «.>..„.. n~ t„i™*.i> nf Rnnnknt Mod. wi "•-

, .
ii.e

3 a.d., is attributed to the
"Wka-stuti, composed in iraka 1545 or ^-'V^ Mathuranatha Sukla.
N^ayika Mathuranatha wrongly, instead of to Mathuran

« This work is being printed in the Bib. Ind. Series. * U )

* Ind. Off. Cat., p. 627, No. 1027, *t*I**f : W» ll
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(v) The Nyaya4ilavati-prakasa-didhiti-viveka. a sub-sub-

commentary of Raghunatha's sub-commentary of Varddhama-

na's commentary on Vallabhacarya's Vaisesika work.

(vi) The Sabd-aloka-viveka, a sub-commentary of Jaya-

deva's Aloha, Sabda-khanda.

Nothing personal is known of Gunananda. He is criticized

(in the Nyaya-khandana-khadya) by the Jaina logician Yasovijaya

Gani, whose time is given as 1608-1688 a.d. and a MS. of

whose Vpadesa-rahasyam (with vrtti) is dated Samvat 1713

or 1656 a.d. 1 The Jaina author came across Gunananda's

works probably when studying at Benares, i.e. in his younger

days. So Gunananda must be older than 1630-40 a.d. Fur-

ther he must be older than Saka 1534 or 1612, a.d. in which

year a MS. of his Guna-vivrti-viveka was copied. z How much

older he was there are at present no data to go upon. But

he must be considerably later than Raghunatha, four of whose

works he commented upon. His time may be placed roughly in

the third or fourth quarter of the sixteenth century.

9. RAMABHADRA SARVVABHAUMA BHATTACARYA.

He wrote in Nyaya :

—

(i) The Didhiti-tika , a sub-commentary of Raghunatha's

commentary, of which fragments only have been found, viz.

Vayu-vada (Anumana), Nana-vada and Samasa-vada (Sabda).

(ii) The Nyaya-rahasya, a commentary on Gotama's Nyaf-

sutra itself, quoted in Jacadfia Tarkalarikara's Xabda-saMi'W*'

And in Vaisesika

:

_
(iii) The Guna-rahasya, a commentary on the Guna-kiraW-

vali of Udayanacarya.
(iv) The Nydya-kusum-anjaU-karika-vydkhya, a commen-

tary on Udaynacarya's verses, in which he mentions the r^'

kasa (of Varddhamana) and the Makaranda (of Rucidatta

written according to his father's interpretations.
p

(v) The Padartha-viveka-prakam, a commentary on therfl'

dartha-khandana of Raghunatha Siromani.ft •

And in Tantra

:

aad

(vi) The Sat-cakra-krama-dipiJca, describing the six fl«jf

of _the Tantric system in six sections, viz., sr?ti, Pan „^
bhuta, das-endriya, das-endriya-guna, sapta-patala-sthana,
cakra-bheda.ra-bheda. ..

Hall says he was a son of the famous Raghunatha Stf*

pi. But of this there is no proof. On the other handmam

a * \ *Jt*'
B' 1<J10 'P- 468

> and for Yasoviiaya's date, p. 463.
dated MS., see Peterson's sixth Report, MS. Xo. 77, p. HI-
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calls himself son of Bhavanatha and Bhavani, and praises his

father's teachings as better than those contained in the Prakasa

and the Makaranda. 1 His tol must have been well-con-

ducted, for it produced tv/o such highly learned scholars as

Jayarama Nyayapancanana Bhattacarya and Jagadlsa Tarka-

lankara Bhattacarya.

He must be older than Samvat 1670 or 1613 a.d.
?
when

a MS. of his Padartha-tattva-vivecana-prakasa (No. v) was copied.'2

As the preceptor of Jagadlsa and Jayarama, he should be older

than the seventeenth century. He must be much later than

Raghunatha, on whose works he commented. He might be

placed tentatively in the fourth quarter of the sixteenth century,

if not earlier.

He should be distinguished from the two Ramabhadra
Nyayalankara Bhattacaryas, both older than him, one a gram-

marian and the other a jurist.

10. JAGADISA TARKALANKARA BHATTACARYA.

A famous writer. He wrote in Nyaya :
—

(i) The Tattva-cinta-mani-didhiti-prakdsika, a sub-commen-
tary of Raghunatha's work, a standard commentary familiarly

known as the Jdgadisl. It was widely read, was commented
upon by half a score of writers and was criticized by Candranara-

yana.

(ii) The Tattva-cintd-mani-mayukha , a commentary direct-

ly on Gahgesa's work, of which only portions have survived.

(iii) The Nyay-adarsa or Nydya-sardvali, dealing with the

doctrine of causality.

(iv) The Sabda-sakti-prakdsikd ,* on the force of words, etc.,

agrammatico-philosophical treatise. It contains an elaborate

discussion of words and their grammatical relations from the

standpoint of Nyaya. Among grammars and grammarians it

names Phani-bhasya-kvt , the Vakya-padiya, Bhartrhan, Panini,

srtkara, Kaumarah, Bopadeva, Kalapah, Vdrttika-krt, the

1 The Kusum-anjali-vyakhya, Sans. Coll. Cat., MS. III. 318, introd

verses 2 and 3 :

Sam

r«jwT^Tf^ mm *<c<?N?ta*r saw

urc^swr *rr 3n^r wf%«#^i

oil. Clnt TTT n <U1 . Nn. 399. final

J
H. Shastri, Notices, I. p. 211, No. 213.

"•mted in Calcutta (>aka 1709), and in Benares.
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Bhatti, Churni, Bhaguri, Babhata, Apisaliyah, Jayaditya.

Among others we get Navyah, Vrddhah, Mandanacarya,

^iromani, the Nyaya-rahasya, the Ehaksara-kosa , Cinta*man\

or 1/am-krt, the Mani-bhdsya, Paksadhara Misrah, theGuna-

^'mnamZJ/Acarya, the Kiranavali :
Varddhamana, the Mimamsa-

mahamava, Vatsesvara, Sondajah, the Maiii-dMhiti. It is

quoted in the grammatical Sabda-rahasya of Ramakanta

Vidyavaglsa and was commented on by two other writers.

And in Vaisesika,

—

(v) The Tark-amrta, an original treatise on the elementary

principles of Vaisesika in four sections (the four kinds of proofs).

It was widely read and was commented upon by Mukunda

Bhatta and Gangarama Jarin.

(vi) The Dravya-bhasya4ika or Padartha4attva-nirnaya,j.

sub-commentary of Prasastapada's gloss on the Vaisesika-suL

ras of Kana-bhaksya muni; the dravya sections as yet found.

(vii) The Nyayadildvatt-dldhiti-vydkhya, a sub-commentary

on Raghunatha Siromani's commentary.
In Smrti some works are attributed to him, but without

sufficient reasons.

Jagadisa Tarkalankara calls himself the pupil of a Sarvva-

bhauma who should be identified with Ramabhadra Sarvva-

bhauma, as Jagadisa quotes his Nyaya-rahasya with the remark-

that it was his guru's. 1

Jagadisa Tarkalankara must be older than Saiiivat 1688 or

1631 a.d., the date of copying a MS. of his Tark-amrta} His

anterior limit is fixed by his guru Ramabhadra Sarvvabhauma.

He might be placed tentatively in the last decade of the six-

teenth and the first quarter of the seventeenth century.

He should be distinguished from Jagadisa Tarkapaficanana

Bhattacarya who wrote commentaries on the poems Anarm-

lahari, Bhagavad-gtta , Mahimna*stava , and on the rhetoric*

Kavya-prakasa. A MS. of the last commentary was copied by

a pupil of the Tarkapancanana in Saka 1579 or 1657 a.d.

verse 2

:

l The Mani-mayulcha , Sans, Coll. Cat. Ill, p. 324, No. 575, in**1

ft 2 :

—

Cf. Madras Catalogue, No. 3022, and H. Shastri, Notices, I- P-
JJ*'/^

213. For his Guru'fl wnrlr oa« fh« anhJn-in.bti-'nralcaaika* Pr-
ea '

p. 25 :—^f?f JJiRrfa^S ^^T^TC^T
* The Deccan College Catalogue, No. 386 of 1881-2. A MS. oi o.

deva s 8abd-aloka was copied in Saka 1516 or 1594 a.d. by one Jag
tf

Sarmroa (R. Mittra, Notice* V. r>. 299. No. 1975). Is he the sam

Jagadisa TarkalankSra ?

IV
foUowic?

edition of the Sabd— Vk vx «/tx«7 ^ouaros ©anion oi tne saoaa-8u>R*vi» ""-
confounded the two. For some traditionary account of Jagad
Shastri a Notices, vol. I, introd. p. xvii.
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11. RAMABHADRA SIDDHANTAVAGrSA BHATTA-
CARYA.

He wrote :

(i) The Sabda-sakti-prakasika-prabodkini or °subodhim, a

commentary on Jagadisa Tarkalaiikara's work.

He calls Jagadisa his guru, and in the final colophon he is

called Navadvipiya, a resident of Navadvipa town. 1

As pupil of Jagadisa, his time falls roughly in the second

quarter of the seventeenth century.

12. JAYARAMA NYAYAPAXCANANA BHATTACARYA.
• • •

He wrote in Nyaya :

—

(i) The Tattva- cintd^mani-didhiti'gudhrdrtha'Vidyotana , a

sub-eommentary of Siromani's Didhiti.

(ii) Tattm-cinta-many-aloki-viveka, a sub-commentary on

Jayadeva's Aloka.
(iii) The Nyaya-siddhanta-mala, a commentary on the first

1 to 7sutras of Gotama's Nyaya-sutra.
(ii) The Sabd-artha-mala . on Sabda or words.

And in Vaisesika,
(v) The Guna-didhiti-vivrti, a sub-sub-conimentary on the

Didhiti, the sub-commentary of Varddhamana's commentary
on Udayanacarya's kiranavaU.

(vi) The Nydya-kusum-dnjali-karikd-vyakhyd, a commen-
tary on Udayanacarya's karikas or verses.

, .

(vii) The Paddrtha manirtnald, or Paddrtha-mala , an original

treatise examining the categories of the Vaisesika. It was the

JesWjQown of his works and was commented upon by Janardana
vyasa and Laugaksi Bhaskara.

And in rhetorics,

—

(viii) The Kdvya-prakdsa-tilaka , a philosophical commen-
tary on the rhetorical work of Mammata. a

Jayarama was a pupil of Ramabhadra Sarvvabhauma.

1 Sans. Coll. Cat., Ill, p. 266, No. 461, introd. verse 2 :

ttd the fiaal ooloph^ :-tfJ|^ft^^ni^ITW^TW!«^I
l"lfN in R. Mittra, No. 194] HjWl^fircfW I««if|iWT**WlW

ir T

Vn SJi16 AnumanardUhiti-gudlirartha-vidyotana (Ind. Off. Cat., p
"* 1900, and Peterson's 6th Report, p. 15), introd. verse 1 :—

wniriiwreiiT «r frroftfrf*^" frfVf**

.620,
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His title Nyaya-paricdnana was sometimes shortened to Pari-

canana and sometimes changed wrongly to Nyaya- vacaspati.

The gods of his invocatory stanzas varied, now Sambhu, then

Krsna, sometimes Cid-atman. Of his pupils, Janardana Vyasa

wrote a commentary on his No. vii, and another, name not

given, wrote a commentary on the S'akti-vada of Gadadhara

Bhattacarya. 1

Jayarama with Devanatha Tarkapancanana is_ mentioned

as an authority in the rhetorical Eka-sasthy-alahkara-prakak,

and in the Alanlcara-sarasthiti of Bhimasena Diksita, composed

in Samvat 1712 during the rule of Ajitasimha in Jodhapura.*

He should be older than Samvat 1710 or 1659 a.d., the date

of a MS. of his Padartha-mala. His anterior limit is fixed by

his guru Ramabhadra, His time falls roughly in the first

quarter of the seventeenth century.

13. GAURIKANTA SARVVABHAUMA BHATTACARYA.

He wrote in Nyaya :

(i) The Bhavartha-dipika, a commentary on the Tarn

bhasa, an elementary treatise of Nyaya by Kesava Misra. In

this commentary are named the Didhiti (occasionally criticized),

the TarkaMasa-prakasa-kara (Govardhana), and Balabhadra,

two other commentators of the original work. Gaurikanta

named several times and is criticized in Madhavadeva s com-

mentary, the Tarka-bhasd-sara-manjari. ,

(ii) The Sadyukti-muJctavali. No MS. found yet. Q^W
in No. i.

And in other branches,
(hi) The Ananda-lahari-tari, a commentary on Sankarac

rya's poem to Sakti.

(iv) The Vidagdha-mukha-mandana-vitika, a comment*.

on Dharamadasa's work on rhetorical enigmas. . ^
Gaurikanta was of Gauriya Rarha family, born m

_

northern part of Gaura. He got favours of the king by c

posing many nibandhas. 3

1 Madras Catalogue, No. 4303, introd. verse 2 :

2 R. Mittra, Notices^X. p. 209, No. 4084. ^
3 The Ananda-lahari-tari (R. Mittra, Notices, VII, p. 245, No-

end verse and colophon :

ii ]
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He must be older than Samvat 1771 or 1714 ad., the date
of a MS. of his Ananda-lahari-tari

f and older than his critic

Madhavadeva, a MS. of whose Nyaya-sdrais dated Samvat 1751
or 1694 a.D. He must be later than the TantrikPurnananda,
whose Syamd-rahasya is quoted in the said Tari and who wrote
the Sakta-Jcrama in Saka 1493 (1571 a.d.) and the Tantrik
Tattvocinta-ma?ii in Saka 1499 (1577 a.d.). He is also later

than Govardhana Misra (the Prakasa-kdra quoted in his No. i),

whose elder brother Padmanabha composed the Vira-bhadra-

campu'm 1578 a.d. 1 Gaurlkanta's time thus falls roughly in

the first quarter of the seventeenth century.

14. BHAVANANDA SIDDHANTAVAGISA (BHATTA-
CARYA).

He wrote

:

(i) The Tattva-cintd-mani-didhiti-prakd&ikd, a sub-commen-
tary of Raghunatha's Didhiti. It was a standard work, fami-

liarly known as Bhdvdnandi. It seems to have been used more
at Benares and other places outside Bengal, and was commented
upon by outsiders like Krsnamittra, Dinakara and Mahadeva,
and criticized by Vajratanka, a southerner. In fact Mahadeva
distinctly alleges that the work had not been appreciated by the

Pandits of Gaura.*
(ii) The Pratyaks-dloka-sdra-manjari, a sub-commentary of

•Jayadeva' s Aloka.
(iii) The Tattva-cintd-mani-tikd, a commentary directly on

^angesa's work.
(iv) The Kdrak-ddy-artha-nirnaya, or Kdraka-vivecana,

treating of the case-endings and other grammatical terms, said

Sabda-khanda
:nra~nanjari, on the philosophy of grammar.

Bhattdca

W Tarkavagisa. His grandson Rudra TarkavaglSa Bhatta-

S?*'
8on of Ramesvara, wrote a commentary on his No. iv.

«Javananda was the preceptor of Raghavendra Satavadhana
Baattacarya, the father of Ramadeva Ciranjiva.

3

tf* 5?^n:T«T^w^fTi^^M^tifT^raT^^fowi • ««• r*^'f

*T W^THT |i

1 £
e(

i

erson'8 6th Report, No. 323 ; and 4th Report, No. 448

,

MahSdeva's Bhavanandi-prakasa (Ind. Off. tt*., P- 622, *os. 1W<>-

"')• mtrod. vfirsA 7 ._ ^

J The Vidvanrmoda-tarahghii of Ciranjiva, introductory verses.
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Bhavananda as preceptor of Raghavendra must be a gener-

ation older than him. Raghavendra having compiled the smrtic

Rama-
is said to have been favoured by the Delhi Emperors Jehangir

and Shahjehan. 1 So Bhavananda's time falls in the first quarter

of the seventeenth century.

15. RUDRA NYAYAVACASPATI BHATTACARYA.

He wrotein Nyaya :-

(i) The. Tattva-cinta-mani-didhiti-pariksa, a sub-commen-

tary on Raghunatha's Didhiti, quoted in his Padartha-khan:

dana-vyakhyd (No. iii).

And in Vaisesika

ili-prakasa-vivrti-'pariksa or Bhava-praB

isika, & sub-sub-commentary on Raghunatha's sub-commentary.

(iii) The Padartha-kkandana-vyakhya, a commentary on

Raghunatha's polemical work.

And in poetry ,

—

(iv) The Bhava-vilasa , a poem in praise of the prince

Bhavasimha, son of Manasimha, the Rajput Governor of Bihar

and Bengal. - .

(v) The Bhramara-dutam , on Rama's message to »»

during separation through a bee. , ,

Vrnd
Vrndavana

Rudra Nyayavacaspati was son of Vidyanivasa Bhattac*

and granlson of Vidya-vacaspati who had beenhonourea

by the king of Gaura.a Visvanatha Siddhantapancanana

his younger brother , and Govinda BhattacaryaCakravarttiwa

his son.
,

Rudra must be older than Samvat 1670 or 16WM

when a MS. of his Pratyaksa-mani didhiti-vyakhya (No. i)
,

copied. 8 By order of his' father Vidyanivasa copies oi

Kalpa-taru, the smrtic digest of Laksmldhara (Naiyatali

Saka
ou nuura musii De later tnan tins aaie. nis wnio «> —
by the poem composed in honour of Bhavasiriiha, whose father

Rama trod,
vei^

4 and 6. Pandit H. Shastri would bring Cirafijiva's date a cenwrj

(see p. 33, note 4). „, end

* The Bhramara-dvtarn. (H. Shastri, Notice*. II. p. V&< ^'jji
verses 1 and 2; H. Shastri, the Bhasn-pariccheda, J A.S.B.. »» 1U:/Dur
V idya-vacaspati is named as a smrtic writer in Raghunandana .^
otsava Tattva; while Vidyanivasa compiled a smrtic work, the *"~

yatra-pmyoqa, on the twelve festivals of Jagannatha ^
8 R. Mittra, Notices, IV, p. 127, No. 1547, final colophon:'

l« *>•
I Vf** |

2lg
For the NaiyatakSlika MS., see R. Mittra, Notices, VI, *»•

and for the Dam MS., Ind. Off. Cat., n. 409. No. 1385.
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Mansimha was governor of Bengal from the 38th to the 50th
year of Akbar's reign or from 1593 to 1605 ad. Rudra's time
thus falls in the last decade of the sixteenth century and the first

quarter of the seventeenth.

Ramarudr
wished

wrote
number of philosophical works, familiarly known as Raudru 1

16. VISVANATHA SIDDHANTAPANCANANA BHATTA-
CARYA.

He wrote in Nyaya

:

(i) The Alankara-pariskdra, on the nature of verb and the

meaning of tenses and moods.
(ii) The Nana-vada-tika , a commentary on Raghunatha's

negative particles

(iii) The Nyaya-sutra-vrtti, a commentary on the original

work of Gautama, in five Adhyayas.
(iv) The Suvartha-tattv-aloka or Kdraka-cakra, on the func-

tion of cases.

And in Vaisesika,
(v) The Nyaya-tantra-bodkini or Nyaya-bodhini

.

(vi) The Palartha-taUv-aloka, a commentary on Raghuna-
tha's Padartka-khandana.

(viii The Bhasa-pariccheda, an elementary treatise in verse

°f the Vaisesika system with a commentary of his own, the

^ya-siddhanta-muktavali, shortened to Siddhanta-muktavali or

simply muktdoall This work was widely read and was sub-

commented upon by half a score of writers.
And in metres,

—

(viii) The Pingala-prakdsa, a commentary on the Prakrta

Angola chandahsutra.
Visvanatha was son of Vidyanivasa BhattacSrya and

jounger brother of Rudra Nyayavacaspati Bliattacarya.

He composed the Bhasd pariccheda in Saka 155»> or 1634

4

D

at Vrndavana.* So his time falls in the first and second

garters of the seventeenth century.

He wrote :

0) Tl>

17. GOViNDA SARMMA

wed on Gautama's Nyay

a

a

^ment
^ (8J And possibly the samasa-vada , a short tract on com-

P°und words.

unded

t

AAB
' ,!,I0-P-314)J A.8.B., 1910. p. 313.
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And in Vaisesika, _

(iii) The PaMriha-khandana-vyakhya, a commentary on

Raghunatha's critique.

Govinda Sarmma calls himself in the Nyaya-samteepa son

of Nvaya-vacaspati, who can be no other than the above-

named Rudra, the son of Vidyanivasa.' In the other two

works the final colophons ascribe them to Govinda Bhattecarya

Cakravartti who may or may not be identical with the son

of Rudra.
As son of Rudra, Govinda' s time falls roughly in the second

quarter of the seventeenth century.

18. HARIRAMA TARKAVAGlSA BHATTACARYA.

He wrote in Nyaya :

(i) The Tattva-cinta-mani-tika, a commentary on ban e-

sa'swork, found in fragments only, with the suffix mem, or

vada
hasyt

of syllogism. . y
-

(Hi) The Ratna-kosa-vada or
c vicara , criticizing that

sika work.

And in Mimamsa,
(iv) The Sva-vraka

cussion of Kuraarila Bhatta's views. , ,.

The title of Harirama is in MSS. changed ™w and w
to Tarkalankara , Tarkdlankara-vaglsa or ^j/aj^rfawAoraJ

vaglsa. He was guru of Raghudeva Nyayalankara
Bnattac

.

,

and according to Hall, of Gadadhara Bhattacarya.
Sarhvat

1644 a.d., the date of a MS. of his Vada-buddhi-vicara a
k

set

^
of No. i (Hall). As the guru of Raghudeva, he might oey ^
in the first quarter of the seventeenth century, wnet

Naiyayika is identical with the grammarian Harirama,

of the Katantravyakhya-sara,%
I have not sufficient into

to decide.

19. RAGHUDEVA NYAYALANKARA BHATTACAR^

He wrote in Nyaya :— mpntarv

(i) The Tattva-cinia-ma7ii-gudh.artha'dlpika, a. coram

on Gangesa's work, familiarly known as Raghudevt.
tery

(ii) The Navlna-nirmana, a later and revised com

on the Tattva-cinta-mani.

1 The Nyaya-sariikaepa (Ind. Off. Gat., p. 644, No. 1983)'

verse 3 :

—

*n*W^*Jia: Hj) f>*j aftf*^*^: i

vfnt Virata f v^r^fr«?T3p^Tf^sr ' i [ ^ 11 ]

2 Ind. Off. Cat., p. 200, No. 753 ; H. Shastri, Notices, p- 49.

trod

I
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(iii) The Didhiti-tika , of which only fragments exist such as

Xana-vada, Akhyata-vada, etc., including discussions thereof.

And in Vaisesika,

(iv) The Nyaya-ktisum-anjali-karika-vyakhya, a commen-

tary on the verses of Udayanacarya.

(v) The Dravya-sara-sangraha, a commentary on Udaya-

nacarya's Kiranavali (Dravya section).

(vi) The Padartha-Jchandana-vyalchya, a commentary Witt

occasional criticism of Raghunatha's polemical treatise.

Raghudeva calls his guru Tarka-vaglsvara,
1 probably to

be identified with Harirama Tarkavaglsa, whom he follows now

and then almost verbatim. „

Raghudeva must be older than Samvat 1733 or _lo7b a.d.,

the copying date of a MS of his Anumiti-pararmrsa-vada. rie is

older than Yasovijaya Gani (1608-1688 a.d.) who quotes turn

in his Asia-sahasri-vivarana? His anterior limit is fixed oy nib

guru Harirama. He may be placed in the second quarter oi

the seventeenth century.

20. GADADHARA BHATTACARYA.

A famous commentator. He wrote in Nyaya

:

(i) The prakasika an exhaustive
uj j.ne iauva-cinta-mam-ai(mwi"ww*—

»

rarticallv
sub-commentary of Raghunatha's Didhth. It P^^
superseded all previous commentaries on the manin. *

^
was so voluminous that complete copies are not wuna. •

the different sections (called vadas) are found scatt^

fy in Bengal but in various other parts of India.
«

peciauy

South India. They are familiarly known as^» fl™*. i
/

^re commented, criticized and defended by dozens of writers,

mostly non-Bengalis

.

.arv directly
(ii) The Tattva-cintd-mmi-vyakhyd, a commentary dire y

00^P" ™*'
. .- ... ,^ CK a sub-commentary

(iii) The Tattva-cinta-many-aloka-tika,

_

°n Jayadeva's Aloka, also called Oddddhan. aadmkti-
(iv) The Muktavalllika, a commentary on the oa y

nuktdvalioi Gaurikanta Sarvvabhauma.
And in Vaisesika,

—

t .. . „, nf that Vai-^W The Ratna-kosa-vada-raJuisya, a criticism of that

R ,
Qadadhara is in some MS. given ^^L^XS^

%«can,a, and is given by Hall the title Nyaya-stM

I

*erse 1 :

The Nana-vada-vyakhya (Madras Catalogue, No. 425

1
J.A.S.B., 1910, p. 46&

introd.
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vagisa. Hall makes him a pupil of Harirama (Tarkavagi,a)

but quotes no authorities. 1 In the final colophon of a MS. he

is described as resident of Navadvipa and in another as Gaura-

desiya.
%

Gadadhara Bhattacarya must be older than Samvat 1732

or 1675 a.d., the date of a MS. of his Vyutpatti-rada. His

Sakti-vada was commented upon by a pupil of Jayarama. 3 He

cannot therefore be much later than that writer. He might be

placed in the second quarter of the seventeenth century.

Gadadhara Bhattacarya, the Naiyayika, s probably to

be distinguished from Gadadhara Cakravartti Bhattacarya, who

wrote a commentary on the rhetorical Kavya-prakasa*

21. NRSIMHA PANCANANA BHATTACARYA.
He wrote in Nyaya :

—

on(i) The Nyaya-siddhanta-manjari-bhusa, a commentary

Janakinatha's work.

Nrsimha Pancanana must be older than Samvat 1730 or

1673 a.d., the date of a MS of his Bhusa. He praises highly

his father Govinda, 5 who may be Govinda the son of Ruclra.

Anyhow his time falls in the third quarter of the seventeenth

century, if not earlier.

22. RAMADEVA CIRAXJTVA BHATTACARYA.
He wrote

:

moda
waves, in which the principal philosophical systems are re-

viewed, with a leaning towards Nyaya. It quotes his father

Mantr
And in other lines,

(]}) The Kavya-vilasa, on poetics, in two bhangts.

Madhava and

verse.

(iv) The Vrtta-ratnavaE, on metres, the illustrative
verses

_ —

Hall, Index, p. 66. Some traditional stories about Gadadhara
J«given by Pandit Haraprasad Shastri in his Nolires, Vol. I,

Introduction.

p. xvn.

\ J
a
u
ns -. CoIL Cau IIT

- 558. a^ Ind. Off. Gat, p. 617, No. 1895.

4
^e?akh-vada-vyakhya. \Iadra- Catalogue, No. 4303.
K_ Mittra, Notices, IV, p. 116, No. 1527. ,_. , nff ftt,

„ rn
r™ Nyaya-8iMhanta-manjarl-bhusa, introd. verse 2 (Ind. u"

p. 641, No. 1976):—

^r^t^w^fli^wttfa^Hq rpgfrfi

T^mf f^*?^rr ^s^rfw snnw ftuM i [ ?
'

^
and the final colophon :^W \^ f^ „^^^ 5«* ! '
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of which are mainly in praise of Yasovanta Simha, son of

Krparama.

In the long list of authors discussed in this paper Ciranjlva

is the only one that gives some account of himself and of his

family. 1 His family belonged to Kasyapagotra Kulins , residents

ofRarhapura, Gaura. In that gotra arose Kaslnatha, who for

his skill in prognostications from omens and signs got the title

"" 7 ~' ~ ~rya. Kaslnatha had three sons—Rajendra, Ragha-

vendra, and Mabesa. The second was the favourite of his father,

and at the age of sixteen got for his memory the title Sato-

vadhfina Bhattacarya- In his young days Raghavendra was a

pupil of Bhavananda Siddhantavaglsa. From Raghavendra

was born the writer who was given the name of Ramadeva by

his father but Cirailjlva by his elders. He went to Benares

and there studying the Sastras, began to teach them. He

peaks of having composed poems, works in Nyaya and in

other gastras. The author is generally known by his title

Cirafijiva.

Ciranjlva must be older than Satiwat 1760 or 1703 4.D.,

the date of a MS. of his Kdvya-vildsa} His anterior limit is

fixed by his father Raghavendra Satavadhana, who wrote the

smrtic digest Bama-prakasa, and attributed it to his patron

Krparama favoured by Jehangir and Shahjehan. 8 His father

therefore flourished in the second quarter of the seventeenth

century. His son Ciranjiva's time thusf alls in the third quarter

of the same century. 4

23. RAMARUDRA TARKAVAGISA BHATTACARYA

He wrote in Nyaya :

—

. *

(i) The Tattva-cinta-mam-dUhitUika, a sub-commentary or

^iromani's work.

1 See the introductory verses of the first taranghn of the Vidvan-

mr>w-taranninl.
2 The'kavya-vilam. Jnd. Off. Gat., p. 344, No. 1192.

"The Hama-prakaka . End. Off. Cat.. P-
502. Nos. lb00-2, mtrod.

verse6: -

Por
^T^t^Jrfl-^^s^fivWT see its verse 4*

* Pandit Haraprasad Shastri says that Yasovantasimha, the pa ton

offtranjiva, was the Naib Dewan of Dacca, under Sujauddaula Nauao

f

nd was a resident of Western Bengal (Notices. Ill, Introd- p
.

*
>

Jhave been unable to find any verification of these statements, in

d»te rn the Pandifs MS., Saka 1653. appears to me to be the date

°Pymg than of its composition.
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(ii) the VyutpaUi-vada-vyakhya, a commentary on Gada-

dhara Bhattacarya's sectional work.

(iii) The Karak-Mtj-artha-nirnaya-tika, a commentary on

his grandfather Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa's philosophico

grammatical work.

And in Vaisesika,

—

(iv) The Binakariya-prakasa4arangini , a sub-sub- commen-

tary of Dinakara's sub-commentary of Visvanatha's commen-

tary, the Siddhanta-muktavali.

(v) The Tattva-sahgraha-dipika-tippani, a sub-commentary

of Annam Bhatta's own commentary.
(vi) The l&ddhantarmuktavalhfika, a sub-commentary of

Visvanatha's own commentary on his Bhasa-pariccheda , fami-

liarly called the Raudrt.

Ramarudra, or shortened to Rudra, was the grandson of

Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa, and son of Srlrama or Rame*-

vara. He was probably pupil of Madhus udana. 1 In one MS.

the title Tarkavdgisa is given to him.
His time must be later than Gadadhara, and later than Dina-

kara alias Mah&devti Bhatta.* As grandson of Bhavananda he

can not be much later. His time falls probably in the fourth

quarter of the seventeenth century, if not earlier.

j The Siddhanta-muktavall-Raudrl (Tnd. Off. Cat., p. 674, No. 211

in trod, verse 2

2 Mahadeva's son Divakara composed the Vrtta-ratn-akar-adarsa
in

Sam vat 1770, or 1713 a.d. (Tnd. Off. Cat., p. 304, No. 1095).



io. Sunspots and Prominences,

By J. Evershed.

[With Plates XVII—XIX.]

Visitors to a solar observatory always ask : What is a

sunspot ? And to this question we can only reply that after

studying them for three hundred years we do not know what
they are. These strange dark patches on the sun's brilliant

disc baffle us still. We examine them, photograph them, and

ns

lopment follow certain laws ; we now know something about

what is taking place in them ; but their origin and the cause of

the changes we see is as mysterious as ever. In fact, the more

we know about them, the more mysterious they become.

We have gained one step, however, in being able to say

what they are not. They are not, as was once thought, dark

clouds floating in a sea of light ; they are not, as Herschel

believed, rifts in a burning atmosphere through which we see

a cool, solid, habitable globe below. Even the intensely black

centre of a sunspot—as it appears to us—can only be spoken of

as cool or dark by contrast with the surrounding regions, tor

J
also radiates light and heat, and is composed of nothing

tat gases.

Sunspots are of all sizes, from minute points scarcely vis-

ible on our photographs to huge round patches 30,000 miles ua

Jameter, or great complex groups covering large portions or

^e sun's surface and becoming visible to the naked eye

fmall spots often last only one day, or even a few hours, Due

th<>se of a larger size frequently live for a month or more

Passing out of sight on the western limb as the sun rotates and

reappearing a fortnight later on the eastern limb always

changing
in appearance. One very large group which was

tataeenin November, 1908, returned no less than sis
:

times

«* did not die out until the end of April, 1909. The We
^stories of these long-lived spots differ, but there is a general

Aeneas between them. At first one or two very small WacK

Pots usually appear, surrounded by bright calcium clouds

*y quickly increase and develop, and smaller spots form

around

main
* quiescent state and regular form,
*«• and disappears.

dimin

V disappears. , Ua TftA\a \

. ^ photographs of spots (see fig. 1) one sees the raduu

aPPearance of the grey " penumbra " which surrounds the
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black "umbra," looking as if fine lines had been drawn from

centre to circumference. This is one of the most striking

features in any large spot when seen through a telescope, and

spectroscopic investigation at Kodaikanal has shown that it

indicates actual motion from the centre outwards. A sunspot

is a centre of motion, gases flowing continually outward, hori-

zontally to the sun's surface, and with a speed which increases

regularly from the centre to the outer edges of the penumbra

where it becomes about 2 km. per second ; but the beginning

and the end of this motion is hidden from us. Whence does

the gas come which is always flowing out and whither does it

go? At the centre of the spot there is no motion, and beyond

the edge of the penumbra it ceases abruptly. The answer to

this puzzle probably is that the outflowing gases are exceed-

ingly tenuous, so that an almost imperceptible welling up at

the centre from much denser regions below forms a sufficient

supply to feed the stream ; and at the outer edge the motion

is probably lost to sight under bright clouds which are always

banked up round sunspot regions. (See Fig. la.)

Another recently acquired fact is the discovery of Prof.

Hale, that a powerful magnetic field exists in sunspots. This

fact indicates the presence of a vortex of electrons, or of gases

carrying electrons, but the vortex apparently exists in a region

inaccessible to the spectroscope and below the region in which

the radial movement just described is going on. There is also

some evidence of a slow rotation of the higher gases, above the

region of the radial movement, and Prof. Hale has obtained

some very fine photographs in hydrogen light showing a spiral

structure round sunspots.
fc

It is a well-known fact that the passage of a large sunsp^

group over the sun's central meridian is often followed by

J
magnetic storm on earth, and that the movements of ou

magnetic needles are closely connected with the sunspo

cycle. This cycle, during which the number and activity o

sunspots waxes and wanes in an average period of eleven y*» l >

has been known and studied for many years. We are now,

the beginning of 1915, on an upward curve, and s«nBP°^
which were very rare and very small in 1912 and 191* »

becoming more and more frequent. But what is the meawg
of this cycle ? What causes this rbuf.Vim in snlar activity I

do not know.
The the sun-

spots: the most striking features at the limb are the p»^
nences. The limb is photographed daily at Kodaikanal

0J*vatory m calcium light, with a screen to shut out the bgW»»>

the disc
; and thus we obtain records of the uprushmg n»

composed of hydrogen and calcium which are alwaysff
greater

in a wonderful variety.
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Unlike sunspots, prominences are found all over the sun,

from the equator to the poles, and they are most frequent in

regions where no spots form. Large massive prominences,

even when occurring in sunspot regions, are seldom found

very near spots, and in fact seem to avoid their neighbourhood.

Some of the smaller types, on the other hand, are never found

except exactly over a sunspot : one of these types is a group

of jets and streamers shooting out from a centre, so that it

looks like a bursting rocket. (Fig. 2). Sometimes the stream-

ers rising above a sunspot seem to fall again to the sun's

surface in the form of arches (fig. 3) but curiously enough the

arch often becomes narrower at the base, a form which could

not be taken by a stream of gas acted on by gravity alone.

On July 31st, 1908, a very remarkable prominence in the

form of a single arch or ring stood over a sunspot (fig.*).

Prominences not connected with sunspots assume many

different forms, and some of them change very rapidly.

Sometimes they are like pillars or pyramids, sometimes like

trees or sheaves of corn, sometimes a cloudy mass hovers above

the sun's surface, or is attached to it only by a few fine

filaments. One was photographed on February 18th, 1908,

which gradually rose to an immense height (figs. 5, 6). It

was scarcely visible on the first plate taken at 8h. 23m., but

was a very bright compact mass at 9h. 38m. Throughout the

day it rose higher and higher, and at last the upper edge was

260,000 miles above the sun's surface, that is to say more

distant from it than the moon is from the earth, ine

photographs show that the mass remained joined to the sun

by one long slender filament, which looked as if it held trie

prominence and caused it to swing out in a curve as it rose.

The most remarkable fact about the movement was mat i*

accelerated in speed: between 10 and 11 a.m. the prominence

*as rising at the. rate of a little over 1 km. per second: at

2 p.m. at over 6 km.; between 4 and 6 p.m. the speed increased

^ 37 km. and when last measured, as the sun was getting low,

the speed attained was 84 km. per second.

It is evident, therefore, that some repulsive force acb on

Prominences as on comets' tails, and light-pressure very

Probably is concerned in this. But we are no yet
_

aWe to

explain what forces cause prominences to take the many

^ansre and vari^ ah»naa ^hinh mir nhotographs reveal.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII.

Fig. 1. Sunspots photographed on Sept. 12, 1908, at Kodai-

kanal Observatory.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIII.

Fig. la. Sunspots photographed in Calcium light, Sept. 12,

1908.

Figs. 2 & 3. Prominences over Sunspots.

Fig. 8. Filamentary prominence.

Photographed at Kodaikanal Observatory*
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX.

Figs. 5 & 6. A rapidly rising prominence Feb. 18, 1908.

Fig. 7. A rare form of prominence. Feb. 21, 1909.

,, 4. The ring-shaped prominence of July 21, 1908.

Photographed at Kodaikanal Observatory.

I
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20. Note on a Buddhist Sculpture from Kandy, Ceylon

By J. Ph. Vogel, Ph.D.

[With Plates XX—XXIV.]

The Buddhist sculpture which forms the subject of the pre-

sent paper belongs to Lord Carmichael who has courteously
allowed me to have it photographed. His Excellency informs
me that it came first into the possession of a British officer at

the capture of Kandy in 1815, but of its previous history nothing
is known. It will be seen in the course of this paper that there

is good reason to suppose that the sculpture is not of Sinhalese

origin, but came from the Indian Continent, most probably from
Bodh Gaya, whence it may have been brought to Ceylon by a

Buddhist pilgrim. It measures not more than 6J" or 16 cm.
in height and, considering its small size, it will be realized that

the carving is of exquisite fineness. (See Plate XX).
As to the subject, we recognize in the central figure Gautama

Buddha seated cross-legged on a conventional lotus flower. The
position of the right hand stretched down towards the earth

indicates that he is shown here at the supreme moment of his

Enlightenment or Bodhi. Over his head we notice indeed the

foliage of the sacred Bodhi tree of Bodh Gaya, seated under

^hich he obtained supreme wisdom and Buddhahood.^ The

Indian sculptors evidently found it impossible to express directly

the mental process which brought about that all-important

change in the Master's life. They, therefore, chose the event

*hich immediately preceded it—Buddha's temptation, or more

correctly, the assault by Mara the Evil One (SanskritMara-dhar-

may It was then that the Buddha called upon the earth

godrlaoo 4-^ u j^-j.- i.« u* ~~~a A^Aa and t.hisis indicated

pose iconogra-

Phy this posture (mudra) is designated as "the attitude of touch-

m the earth" (Skt. bhumispariamudrd 1
). In the miniature

figure kneeling on a lotus-flower beneath Buddha's right hand

we may perhaps recognize the earth goddess (Skt. Mahaprithivi

0r Vasundhara) holding up a treasure vase with both hands. ± he

urine

T f

l la the Lalitavistara the 21st chapter is called Ma™J*«W <
ed -

^hnann, pp. 299-343) and the 22nd Abhisambodhana (pp. 3«-*> /|.

• The designation is not quite appropriate as ^^.^^^h
***. the Bodhisattva did not exactly touch the earth ^f°™°^%t„ah* hand towards it. Civaragabbhantarato dakkhtnahaUhum ^™ l™£™

mahapathavlabhimukham hattham pasaresi. (Jataka, ed. Fausboll,

*. P- 74).
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lotus-flower, I am unable to identify. The two somewhat larger

figures supporting Buddha's lotus seat are probably demigods-

either nagas or yaksas.

In the scene of Buddha's " temptation, as it is found in

sculptures of the Gupta period, we usually find Mara standing

to the Buddha's right. Like the Greek Eros he carries a bow

and is moreover often distinguished by a satellite carrying a

makara standard. For it should be remembered that Mara is

only another name for Kama the god of love. Mara's three

daughters who played a prominent part in the temptation are

usually shown to the Buddha's left. In the present instance,

however, we find the Buddha flanked by two male attendants

in whom we recognize the Bodhisattvas Avalokitecvara and

Maitreya. Over their heads there rise two tiers of miniature

figures partly mounted on animals which form, as it were, an

arch of which the foliage of the Bodhi tree forms the apex.

These figurines, as is evident from their demoniacal appearance.

represent the host of Mara.

It will be seen that around the group just described seven

smaller scenes are arranged, three to the left, three to the ngn

and one above. In the scene nearest the right hand of tte

central figure we recognize the birth of the future Buddha.

His mother Maya grasping a branch of the sal tree is supported

by her sister Prajapati standing to her left, whilst the new-born

Bodhisattva is apparently shown twice on her right.

Over the Nativity scene we find Buddha's first sermon aj

Benares represented in the usual fashion . The Buddha is seatw

cross-legged in the attitude known as that of " the wheel-ot-tn

*

law '

' (Skt. dharmacakra-mudra) , the two hands being held in tro

of the breast with the fingers joined in the manner of a pere

arguing out a case. The wheel and the deer on the pedes

^
symbolize the particular subject more definitely, for-it wa&

theDeerpark (Sanskrit mrigadava, Pali migadaya), the moa

village of Sarnath near Benares, that after his Enhghtenme

Buddha " began to turn the wheel-of-the-law," in other jor
:

taught his doctrine for the first time. The five miniature ngu

on both sides of the preaching Buddha are his first converts,

Pancavargiy.! or ' the five of the blessed band.' . , ^
The next scene relates to the miraculous submission ^

was* elephant Nalagiri which was let loose against the b
f

by his malicious cousin and rival Devadatta. Tri« e
-lifting

a

s

which is very diminutive in size, is shown twice, once
^

up its trunk and the second time kneeling down in subml
(jd iia

'

The corresponding scene on the right hand side is -Bu ^
descent from the Trayastrimca Heaven after PreaC

h
- |irth.

law to his mother Maya , who had died a week after ni ^
He is attended by Brahma to his right, and Indra t

^."
little

the latter holding a parasol over the Buddha's head -

laVarna
figure kneeling at the Master's feet must be the nun Utpw
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who was the first to receive him on his return from heaven.

The triple. ladder by which Buddha and his two satellites

descended is indicated beneath the lotus on which he is

standing.

Qravasti

consisted in Buddha being seen preaching at the same moment in

various places. Hence the triple figure of the Buddha seated in

the preaching attitude as in the corresponding scene to the left.

The two Naga figures supporting Buddha's lotus seat are also a

cognizance of the subject.

The next Buddha figure is seated in the European fashion.

Here we find the legend of the monkey who offered Buddha a

pot of toddy and after this meritorious act committed suicide

to be reborn as a deva or celestial being. The monkey is shown

not less than four times: first climbing up the palmyra tree, next

approaching Buddha with the bowl of toddy, then jumping into

a well, and lastly rising in his divine shape. The little elephant

in the corner must be the elephant which fed Buddha in the

Parileyaka forest.
,

, .

,

Finally we have at the top of the sculpture the scene of the

Buddha's death or Nirvana. The dying Buddha is lying on his

right side with his head resting on his right hand m strict accor-

dance with the sacred text. The twin sal trees of Kucinagara

(Pali Kusinara) are shown on both sides of the couch, the tree

spirits emerging from among the foliage. The mourning figures

Grounding the Buddha's death-bed cannot be identified

individually. But the one occupying the centre m front of toe

»*ti is perhaps Subhadra, the Master's last convert, and the

one kneeling at the Buddha's feet is possibly Mahakaeyapa.

The sculpture, therefore, represents the
«^*J*J*|

^nts of the Buddha's life which were a favour, tesubjectof

Buddhist art. The Sarnath excavations have yielded a stele

to* in the local museum) in which these same *&*«*™*?
Jved ' (Plate XXI). It belongs to the^^^n a
*» earliest known representation of the eight scenes on a

>le piece of sculpture. The lower portion of a s.m lar slab

g* from Sarnath (Plate XXII), is preserved m th tadwn

^eum and, though incomplete, is interesting as it contoms

*** detail thin the stele in the Sarnath Museum. Much »o

:Son are slabs containing only what *«&£*
fir8.

^ou are slabs containing only wna. « ^=>";
nt the first

*** scenes, namely the birth, the
^^^^mens'are found

^on and the death Two well-preserved specimens are

to
' Ct J. H. Marshall and S. Konow, S«™*'infjrlde du Buddte

^ n.°-68; plate XXVIII, 4; and ^onch^,LegrandIm^r

and handb
Indian Museum, part II, pp. 4ff. Sso. o. u
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among the Sarnath sculptures in the Indian Museum (Nbs. S. 2

and3).»

It is very curious that on a similar stele from Amaravati,

now in the Madras Museum, we find the Nativity replaced by the

Great Renunciation and the Nirvana by a Stupa. (Plate XXIII).

The Great Renunciation (Skt. mahabhiniskramana) is in a certain

sense the future Buddha's spiritual birth and could, therefore,

very appropriately replace the scene of his nativity. The scene

of his death, on the other hand, could very suitably be

symbolized by the stupa, i.e. the monument primarily intended

to contain his ashes. I may mention in this connection that in

an early Pali text, the Book of the Great Decease or Mahapari-

nibbana-sutta, it is enjoined on the faithful by Buddha himself

to visit the sites of his birth, enlightenment, first sermon and

death, in other words, Kapilavastu (more particularly the

Lumbini Garden near that place), Bodh Gaya, Benares and

Kucinagara. 8 Up to the present day these are considered the four

great places of pilgrimage and are largely visited by Buddhist

pilgrims from Ceylon. Further India, Japan and Tibet. It i?

therefore , only natural that the four chief events which were

supposed to have taken place at those localities play a prominent

part in Buddhist sculpture.

It is impossible to decide about what time the four places

of pilgrimage were extended to eight. In Graeco-Buddhist sculp-

ture I do not know of any representation of the eight scenes

on one slab. A miniature stupa drum in the Mathura Museum

is carved with a series of eight panels, of which four represent

the major scenes: the birth, the enlightenment, the first sermon

and the death.* The four remaining panels refer to the descent

from the Trayastrimca Heaven, the offering of the four bowi>-

the visit of Indra to Buddha in the Indracaila Cave, and pernap>

the Buddha's stay in the Jetavana at Cravastl. It will be seen

that the latter four scenes only partially correspond to the to

minor scenes of the Gupta sculptures. It would .
therefore

,

se^

(if we are allowed to judge from the evidence of one sing

j

piece of sculpture) that at the time when the Mathura scno

flourished, viz. in the Kusiin period, those four minor seen

had not been definitely fixed.
'

In fact, from the Amarayati sw_

mentioned above . wAmnv nnnelnHn that there still existed
so

' Anderson. Catalogue, Vol. II, pp. 6f. Burgess, Ancient Monume

Part I : plates 65-68. „,w ,

* J. Burgess. The Buddhist Stupa* of Amaravati and Jagayy V
^

pp. Hi.-, plate XLI, 6, for the inscription see plate LVII, No.i»-

interesting to compare figure 27 on p. 89. , v j %l)
3 The Book of the Great Decease. (Sacred Books of the fcasi;

pp. 90f.

* Cf. my Etudes de scut
Stupa de Dhruv Tila in Bui,
TomeVTTIflOOS), pp. 492ff.

bcuddhiaue. Xo. Ill, f«f
ha
f'

r
f£^.
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hesitation even regarding one of the major scenes, namely that

of Buddha's birth. 1

During the Gupta period the eight scenes were evidently

fixed and in mediaeval sculpture they are almost the only events

of Buddha's life which are regularly portrayed in a more and

more stereotyped and abbreviated form.

Now I wish to offer a few remarks regarding the provenance

and date of the sculpture under discussion. Although it was

acquired in Ceylon, there is good reason to suppose that it came

originally from the Indian Continent.

In the local museum at Pagan (Burma) I noticed a small

sculpture found locally (Plate XXIV) which bears a remarkable

resemblance to the piece which forms the subject of my present

paper. Here also we have the eight scenes arranged in exactly

the same order and treated in very much the same fashion.

The Pagan sculpture measures 8" or about 20 cm. in height and

is, therefore , slightly larger than the one from Ceylon which
,
as

tc saw, is 16 cm. high. It is No. 43 of the Museum register.

The Indian origin of both these sculptures becomes all the

more probable, if we compare a stone fragment found by Mr.

F- 0. Oertel in the course of his excavations at Sarnath near
T\ - . , . * __J_ L .K^^^H 4-/-V o

1904-05 belonged

sculpture of exactly the same type as those from Kandy and

Pagan. It measures only 6|" or 16-5 cm. in height and retains

the three scenes on the left hand side and the Nirvana above.

The central group of the Bodhi can still be traced.

,
We can? perhaps, determine more definitely from which

Mity in India these sculptures originated Whereas nl the

^les of the Gupta period referred to above the carved surface

iJ^-j. i . .

r
. , F . .• __\ 1„ ^f omml size, it Will De

«»ucea that in these later sculptures " lV "T "«n «rpnes
«* central and most prominent position, the other seven scenes

^ng arranged around, as if they were only of seconda y

stance The fact of such prominence being give*
i
to the

enlightenment leads us at once to associate the»^lpta«B

Jtfh Bodh Gava where that all-important event n the Masters

'*e is believed to have taken place. Gaya has always been toe

principal goal of Buddhist pilgrimage aim «- r~\ v. , , b
Jat smalLzed sculptures of this kind were b ought

^

back by

f«nnese and Ceylonese pilgrims as mementoes of their visit

"flat mnsf 9Q.nfJ ar\r\+most sacred spot.

T / It is curious that figu

god on his quadrigae. ™omhered that, according to

this connection it should be
.

wm!
,^*t£th5„ta'8 birth wa3

lhe Sun
In

Counted by the figure of a horse.
* A.S.R for 1904-5, p. 84; fig. 8-
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The date of the sculptures seems to confirm this conclusion.

On the evidence of style they may be safely ascribed to the

latest phase of Buddhist art in India, which had its centre in

the ancient Magadha country, i.e. Southern Behar. The

Magadha school of sculpture has not yet been studied in detail

so that it is difficult to fix the date of these sculptures more

definitely. I should , however, be inclined to assign them to the

period from 1000 to 1200 a.d., in other words, the two cen-

turies immediately preceding the Muhammadan conquest.

This assumption well agrees with the evidence to be derived

from the bas-relief in the Pagan Museum. Mr. Taw kSein Ko,

to whom I owe the excellent photograph reproduced in plate

XXIV, informs me that the little sculpture in question was

found in the Ka-zun-o Pagoda which was built by Narapati-

sithu, King of Pagan, about the year 1183 a.d. The Pagoda is

in a ruined condition and, a portion of it having collapsed, a

Buddhist monk residing in the vicinity found the sculpture

among the debris. The presumption, therefore, is that it wa-

originally buried in the structure of the Pagoda and that it

dropped to the ground along with the fallen bricks.

The Pagan Museum contains another little sculpture of the

same size and type. It was found near the Manuha Temple

and is No.44 of the local collection. Here the treatment is

somewhat simpler and some of the scenes are more or less

defaced*

I do not wish to conclude the present paper without having

drawn attention to a fascinating study on the origins of Buddnist

art, which has recently been published by so good an authority

as M. Alfred Foucher, Professor of Sanskrit at the Sorbonne.
1

The distinguished author seeks the origin of Buddhist art

in the ancient and universal custom of pilgrims to bring home

mementoes of the sacred places they have visi ted. In the Musee

de Cluny one finds metal emblems of all the great pilgrimages

i

of the Middle Ages which have been recovered from the Seine

and the Mediaeval Room of the British Museum contains also a

collection of such signacula. ,,

"Mediaeval India also," the author continues, " has left

us by hundreds the witnesses of that custom. They are mostly

simple lumps of clay moulded and stamped by means of a signet,

which served at the same time as memento and ex-voto and were

no doubt within reach of every purse. They occur now-a-days

on all ancient Buddhist sites, even in the Peninsula of Malacca

and Annam. Is it too much to assume that these ' saintes

empreintes ' of the Buddhists are the vestiges of a tradition

which goes back to the original four great pilgrimages !

*

would merely mean that Buddhist art would owe its origin

Journal
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the satisfaction of a need, felt everywhere and always, which
might be called one of the religious instincts of humanity.'

'

The author further questions which would be the pious
subjects chosen to symbolize the four great places of Buddhist
pilgrimage. The answer is not difficult to give. "At Kucinagara
pilgrims visited, first of all, the spot of the Master's final
extinction marked most appropriately at an early date by a
tiupa. Likewise, as the essential miracle of Benares had taken
place in the Mrigadava (Deer park), it was natural that the
consecrated term of

'

' setting the wheel-of-the-Law in motion '

'

vas rendered visible by means of a wheel, usually flanked by
two antelopes. At Bodh Gaya, on the other hand, one beheld
the ever-green fig-tree at the foot of which the Blessed One had
sat in order to attain omniscience. Last of all, what was
worshipped at Kapilavastu ? Here the answer is more uncertain,
^o doubt, the great attraction of the place lay in the memory
°fthe Nativity of Buddha, but, not to speak of the paternal home,
the most ardent zeal could vacillate between the spot of his

material birth and that of his spiritual regeneration, in other
^>rds, between the LumbinI Garden where he was born from
'he right side of his mother, and the not less famous gate
trough which he escaped the wretched pleasures of the world.
Whatever may have been the uncertainty of choice here, no
hesitation, at least, was allowed with regard to the other three
S1tes. A tree, a wheel and a stupa—these were sufficient to re-

call to mind, at a distance, the scenes of those sacred spots,
yea, to evoke through a constant association of the ideas and
lmage8, the miracles which they had witnessed. However
summarily these objects may have been indicated, the imagina-
tlQn supplements the poverty of the artistic means, where human
We&kness cannot dispense with the visible sign."

I must resist the temptation to quote further from M.
Voucher's most suggestive study. It explains much that seems
grange in the history of Buddhist art. For my present purpose
* ls of interest to note that the piece of sculpture discussed in

y Paper is an outcome of that same custom in which, in its

on8nal form, M. Foucher has recognized the source and

^tainhead of Buddhist art. However great the difference

Jjy
be between those primitive clay tablets marked with the

gwe of a tree, a wheel or a stupa, and the refined and elaborate
Cl|e sculpture described here, they owe their existence to the
ame Pious fervour which made the faithful Buddhist brave the

J?
118 of a long and dangerous journey to view the hallowed spots
ere the Buddha had preached and worked.

> ?
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21. On North Indian Charms for Securing Immunity
from the Virus of Scorpion-Stings.

By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L., Pleader,

Judge's Court, Chapra.

In my previous paper on the " North Indian Folk*Medicine
for the Cure of Hydrophobia and Scorpion-Stings," I have
described the methods current in Northern India for the treat-

ment of the aforesaid ailments. In this paper, I intend to

discuss some charms which are popularly supposed to render
the user thereof either invulnerable to the stings of scorpions
or immune from their virus. This alleged wonderful endow-
ment is supposed to be conferred by (1) the repetition of certain

passages of the Koran
; (2) by undergoing the ceremony of

fire-walking which is known in Northern India as the Dam
Madar fam^rc or jf **/•»>) ; and (3) by carrying about one's

person the medicinal plant known as the Ckirchira.

Of the charm No. 1 supra, we have a remarkable instance

recorded by the eminent French physician Frangois Bernier

who travelled through the Moghal Empire during the years

a.d. 1656-1668. The possession of this alleged wonderful

power of making one's self invulnerable to scorpion-stings was
claimed by a Moghal who gave ocular demonstrations of it be-

fore the Frenchman. The latter has recorded the following

impressions of the aforementioned exhibition

:

,:
It was here, I recollect, that in stirring some stones, we

found a large black scorpion, which a young Mogol of my
aequaintance took up and squeezed in his hand, then in the

{and of my servant, and lastly in mine, without any of us

Deing stung. This young cavalier pretended that he had

farmed the scorpion, as he had charmed many others, with
a Passage from the Koran; 'but I will not,' added he, 'teach

you that passage, because the occult power would then depart

from me and rest with you, in the same manner as it left my
•^aoher the moment he imparted the secret.'

'*'

The second charm is connected with the ceremony of

Performing the Dhummul or Dam Madar, which is very popular
wrth the peasantrv and the low class people of Northern

!ndia . The person, who is desirous of acquiring the supposed

» 'Travel, in the Mogul Empire A.D. »65C, -ir.r,8 By Francis
^•mer, M.D.. of the Faculty of Montpellier. Edited by Archibald

^stable, M.A S U Westminster: Archibald Constable & Co., 1891.
r*ge 408.
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immunity from the virus of snakes and scorpions, has to jump

into a fire and tread it out, at the same time exclaiming :

c< Madar ! Dam Madar 9 * Madar

!

By the breath of Madar ! ") This is done under the belief that

not a hair of the performer will get singed and that he will become

immune from the venom of snakes and scorpions. This cere-

mony is held, every year, in honour of Budee-ud-Din Shah

Madar who, according to the Mirat-i-Madareea, was a con-

verted Jew. It is said that he was born at Aleppo in a.d.

1050 and came to India in the reign of Sultan Ibrahim Sharqi.

He took up his abode between Cawnpur and Farakkabad and

expelled therefrom an evil spirit named Muhun Deo which

haunted that place and, to commemorate this event, gave the

name of Mukunpur to his place of residence. He was buried

there in a.d. 1433 at the ripe old age of 400 years ! A hand-

some mausoleum was erected by Sultan Ibrahim over his grave.

It is believed that he is still alive ; and hence he is known by

the name of Zinda Shah Madar. The Prophet Mahammad
endowed him with the power of hubs-i-dam> or retention of

breath, to which was ascribed his longevity, as the number of

his respirations could be diminished at his sweet will and

pleasure. The ceremony of Dhummul Khelna takes place on

the 17th of the month of Jamadi-uLAwwal. 1

There grows all over India a small shrub about 3 to 4

feet high. Its name in Sanskrit is wwi • {Apamarga), in

Apang, and in Hindi Txf?k*J or ».**> (Chirchira). Its

botanical appellation is Achyranthes aspera or the Rough Chaff

Tree- There are two varieties of this plant, one being white

and the other red. It is firmly believed that, if the white

variety of this plant is carried about the person, the wearer

becomes invulnerable particularly to the stings of scorpions

and that, if it is applied to the part stung, it alleviates the

pain quickly and surely as did the basil mentioned by the

classical writers. < But whether those so healed feel themselves,

like Olearius, particularly affected ever after, whenever the bun

is in Scorpio, is not said." % Competent authorities on Indian

drugs have said that " the seeds and leaves (of this shruD)

are considered emetic, and are useful in hydrophobia ana

snake-bites." 3

That certain persons enjoy a wonderful immunity from *
e

vims of scorpion-stings is admitted by eminent scientists.

This fact has been strikingly verified by the well-known case o

the Yogi from the Mirzapur District, U.P., who was brougW

1 Supplement to the Glossary of Indian Terms. By H. M. Elliot. OT"

Agra: 1845. Pp. 253-54.
* Op. eft., p. HO.
3 A Handbook o

1883. P. fi9.

Mukharji
Calcutta

:
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the Calcutta Zoological Gardens and who gave demonstrations
of his remarkable endowment before Dr. D. D. Cunningham,
F.R.S. These scientific men account for the possession of this
almost miraculous power by saying that it is either the result
of innate idiosyncratic peculiarity in the former's constitution,
or, more likely, the outcome of artificial immunity acquired by
means of repeated inoculations with the venom and of the
corresponding development of its antitoxin.

About the almost marvellous power exhibited by the Yogi,
Dr„ D. D. Cunningham says :

"A Yogi in the Mirzapur district was famed for his in-

susceptibility to the stings of scorpions. On the offer of a very
handsome remuneration, he came down to Calcutta and was
quartered in the Zoological Gardens. He was asked to give a
private exhibition with a number of large, freshly caught
black scorpions which were imported from Midnapur where
they abound. He agreed to the proposal. The result of this
was to show that he really was from one or other cause
practically insusceptible to the action of the virus; for he
allowed several large, lively scorpions to fix their stings so
firmly into his fingers, that, when he raised and shook his

hand about, they remained anchored and dangling by their
tails, whilst neither then nor afterwards did he show the
lightest signs of pain or inconvenience. This, to any one
who knows how acute the pain caused by the stings of scorpions

normally is, was conclusive evidence of some peculiar endow-
ment; the evidence of at least relative immunity was com-
plete; but the question of its origin remained undetermined.
The uneducated natives to whom the exhibition was ordinarily

made naturally regarded the outcome as the result of yog, or

supernatural power, acquired as the result of penitential

religious rites, but to an unprejudiced observer two more
Materialistic explanations presented themselves. The immu-
nity may possibly have been the result of innate idiosyncratic

Peculiarity in the constitution of the performer, or, more
probably, represented the outcome of artificial exemption
Squired at the expense of repeated inoculations with the virus

and corresponding development of its antitoxin. Modern ex-

periments have shown how easy it is to establish a relative and

Emulative immunity to the action of snake venoms by means
of their repeated inoculation, beginning with sublethal doses
and gradually working upwards from them; and a more homely
Sample of like nature must be familiar to all who have ever

J

ved for long in a region infested by mosquitoes. All who

J
ave done so must remember the amount of discomfort at-

tending introduction to the environment, and how, in the
C0»rse of years, and after the occurrence of innumerable
1Iloculations , mosquitoes would have been regarded with con-
temptuous indifference had it not been for their persistently
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irritating humming notes. There can, I think, be little doubt

that our friend the Yogi had undergone a very considerable

amount of suffering in order to acquire his reputedly miracu-

lous endowment.
iWe may account for the insusceptibility to scorpion-stings

displayed by the Moghal mentioned by M. Francois Bernier, by

Dr. D.D. Cunningham's theory of artificial immunity acquired

by repeated inoculations. That is to say, we may take it that

the young Moghal had rendered himself immune from the

virus of scorpions by repeatedly allowing himself to be stung

by them and thereby inoculating himself with the venom there-

of. But I am unable to explain why M. Francois Bernier

himself and his servant, though they firmly held the scorpions

in their hands, were not stung by the latter.

Closely allied to the foregoing charms is that curious one

whereby the power to cure scorpion-stings is acquired by the

practitioner, after rubbing with his hands, while he is in a

blindfolded state, the blossoms of a mango tree. This charm

is effected in the following way :—When the mango trees have

burst into blossoms, the person, who is desirous of acquinn"

the power, must shut his eyes, be led blindfolded by some-

body else to one of the same and take hold of some of the

blossoms. He should then rub the blossoms into his hands

;

and thereafter he blossoms forth into a full-blown adept in the

art of healing scorpion- stings. In order to effect the cure, the

practitioner, who has acquired the power in the foregoing way,

has only to wave his hand over the part of the patient's body

which has been stung by a scorpion. This alleged healing

power is said to last for one year only and must be renova e

when the flowering season of the mango trees comes back

next year.4 . >

The two essential components of this charm are:'~^;

The touching of the blossoming mango tree; and (b) the a

of waving the hands over the affected part. ,

(a). Now it is well-known to students of folklore>

that
1

^

mango tree is a scarer of evil spirits and influences. It is

for making the aspersion at rural ceremonies. Wreaths m

of its leaves are hung up on the occasion of pujas and o

festive celebrations on the house-door. In Rohilkhand, on

occasion of the Akhtij festival, the cultivator goes at day *

^~ ~ » i.:. *.n .

'
i . .., i • i i*4~ full of water,

where the first digging should be done. This having »

Pleasures of Life in Bengal. By Lieut -Oo1o
?£r.

. <jo
1 Plagues and

unnineham. f! T 1
,

1907. PP
* An Introduction to the Popular Religion and Folklore

India. By W. Crooke, B.A. Allahabad : i894. Pp. 256-W7.

196-198-
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fi

branch of the mango tree into the trench. 1 At the Pola
festival held in Berar, the bullocks of the whole village are led

in procession under a sacred rope made of twisted grass and
covered over with mango-leaves.* Whenever cattle murrain
breaks out in Northern India, it is a common practice to hang
up a rope of straw into which mango-leaves have been strung,

over the roadway by which the cattle enter or leave the village

on their way to the grazing-ground. 3 [Note that five is a
lucky number and that the Dub, the Kusa and various other

grasses are spirit-scarers.]

We should now see how the belief that the mango tree is a

spirit-scarer has originated. This can be ascertained only if we
are able to find whether any Indian people, still existing in the

primitive stage of "manners none, customs beastly," entertain

the idea that the mango tree is the abode of some spiritual

being, who exercises a beneficent influence over them and
expels all evil influences and malignant spirits. Fortunately, we
find that this idea is prevalent among the Mundas of Chhota

^agpur, among whom the mango tree is still cited as a witness

on the occasion of marriage-ceremonies and the bridegroom and
hide are sprinkled with water by means of mango-twigs in

order to scare away the malignant spirits and the evil influences

exercised by them.
When the Munda marriage-procession leaves the bride-

groom's village, it stops at the first mango (uli) tree on the

way- Round the trunk of this tree, the bridegroom puts a

mark of rice-flour dissolved in water, and ties up a thread.

Joe bridegroom's mother then sits down thereunder with the

bridegroom on her knees. She then asks certain questions of

her son, which being answered, the latter puts into his own

^th a mango-stalk and molasses. After chewing the mango-

^ks a little, he gives the chewings to his mother who gulps

d°wn the whole thing and blesses her boy.* Similarly ,
on the

^asion of the performance of the bride's • Uh-sakhi

"aoay, the bride with a number of her female relatives next

P««eeds on the palanquin, vacated by the bridegroom, to a

labouring mango tree. Arriving there, the bride puts a

*** on the tree with moistened rice-flour and ties up a thread

ar<>und it. The tree is thus made a witness (sakhi) to the

Carriage, s

Then again, when the Munda bridegroom arrives at the

cere-

!
Op. cit.

, pp. 369-70. * Op. cit. , p- 377. J Op. cit.
, p 378.

°°s Society. 1912. P. 445.
Op. cit., p. 447.
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courtyard of the bride's house, a number of female relatives

come out to meet him, each carrying a brass lota filled with

water and a pestle. Each of these women first sprinkles water

on the bridegroom with a mango-twig, and then brandishes the

pestle, jestingly exclaiming: "If you prove covetous, if you

prove a thief, you will be thus beaten with a pestle." 1 This

custom of sprinkling the bridegroom with water by means of

mango-twigs is alluded to in a Munda folk-song wherein a

Munda youth, bidding defiance to all social restrictions, says

:

" For a bride I shall seek where affection will lead,

My wishes alone the sole guide that I know.

No sprinkling of water with mango-twigs Til rede,

Nor mark of vermilion over my brow."*2

This practice of performing the lustration with mango-

twigs is also resorted to on other ceremonial occasions, as will

appear from the following::—In the Munda legend of Lutkum

Haram and Lutkum Buria, it is stated that the Asurs led the

Toro Kora towards their furnaces to offer him up as a sacrifice

to appease Sing Bonga. The Toro Kora had already given

directions as to the proper mode of the sacrifice. "Two

virgins/* he had said, "who will have fasted for three days

and nights shall work the furnaces with bellows newly made of

white goat-skin and furnished with new bellow-handles and a

new bellow-nozzle. By day and by night must the bellows be

worked without any respite. And at the end of three days,

let them sprinkle water on the furnaces with mango-twigs, and

then put out the fire. And the water shall be carried in new

earthen pitchers on head-cushions made of cotton-thread.
"3

(6). fleeted part

Wave
spirits flutter in the air round a person exposed to their in-

fluences. It is for this reason that, on the occasion of t&e

performances of marriage-ceremonies in Northern India, ligh 3
>

a brass tray, grain, and household implements, as for i^tan*j
the rice-pounder, are waved round the heads of the bride a

bridegroom in order to scare away the evil spirits and

baleful influences exercised by them. I think that the roea •

cine-man, by waving his hands over that part of the patien

body
ous effects of its sting.4

l Op. cit., p. 446. 4 Op. oil., p. 517.
« Op. cit., p. xxxiii (Appendix II). frooke'

Wave-Ceremony, see

(Allahabad Edition of 1894). P. 199.



22. Contributions to the History of Smrti in Bengal

and Mithila.

Part I.

By Rai Monmohan Chakravarti Bahadur, M.A., B.L.,

F.A.S.B., M.R.A.S.

In the mediaeval period Smrti formed one main stream

down which flowed Sanskrit thought in Bengal and Mithila.

This Smrti, which had its roots deep down into the Vedic

Grhya and Dharmma Sutras and its trunks in the samhitas,

finally developed into innumerable rules that mapped out and

regulated the entire Hindu life. Its original three-fold branch-

ings into Acara, Vyavahara and Prayascitta became sub-

divided into numerous sub-branches such as Ahnika (daily

rites), Samskara (periodical rites), Asauca or Suddhi (purifica-

tion t»-o„„a^4.«.^ i ;„4-i~n <,\ s-SrW ha ffnnfira.lsl. Krtva ffesti-Sradd h
rals) , Puja (worship), Pratistha (consecration), Dana (gifts),

Kala (appropriate times), Vyavahara (legal procedure and

evidence), Vivada (civil and criminal law) of which one part

the Daya (inheritance) was often specially treated, Eaja-

dharmma (kingly duties), and so on.

The immensity and complexity of the rules laid down, and

their constant application to the innumerable circumstances

of human life, naturally engaged the attention of numerous

minds The names of

good many of them with their writings have been now lost, or

survive only in quotations. Nevertheless in the course of my

«es I have come across in Bengal alone more than ninety

Smrti-writers and more than two hundred and sixty works,

*ithout taking into consideration those dealing with the con,

f*ted subject! of astrology and worship. A few of them have

{«* printed, specially some of those on Vyavahara and Vivada

,

hit the vast bulk lie hidden in manuscripts.
:m„rtrf

To the historical student these works are of
£J* ™P?'*-

f

an<*. In spite of much rubbish and obsolete ™*^J*?*
Ornish him with a mass of information bearing on the social

Bengal The

workV;
glT , i , \P FZ Tlanzelart of these rites and

^fiTj££ ^antXe
a
no^tent furnish clues to

*e changed rites and customs, furthermore tt^onjon
Wahara and Vivada form the basis of the present uage

?**> rulings on Kudu personal law in Bengal, specially on

1Qneritance, succession and partition.
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The subject had not been treated before broadly and scien-

tifically ; and hence the student finds considerable difficulty

in treating such a large mass of materials. The object of the

present article is therefore mainly two-fold, firstly, to ascertain

the works of the more important writers, and secondly, to ascer-

tain their respective times, so that the gradual development in

ideas can be traced out. In a previous article I have already

dealt with one of the oldest Bengali writers, Bhavadeva Bhatta.

In the present article I deal with five other important names

of the Bengal School, viz.

:

1. Jimuta-vahana.
2. Bhatta Halayudha.
3. Sulapani Upadhyaya.
4. Srlnatha Acaryacuramani.
5. Raghunandana Bhattacarya.

As a sort of supplement I have added a few notes on

Bhatta Laksmldhara, whose work exercised considerable influ-

ence on the subsequent Smrti literature not only of Bengal but

of other provinces. It is my object also to deal in another

paper with Smrti in Mithila. For apart from their own intnn-

sic merit, the Smrti writers of that land considerably influenced

and stimulated the later smrtic studies in Bengal, and there-

fore no account
period can be complete
pandits.

of Bengali " intellectual life in the mediaeval

mplete without some notice of these Mithila

For facility of readers' information the result of my dis-

cussion as to timings is put down here in a tabulated form:

Authors. Their approximate times.

A. Pre-Sena Period.

1. Bhavadeva Bhatta (Rarhiya, ,

Savarna gotra)

'

"

. . Second half of the eleventn

century.
2. Jimuta-vahana (Rarhiya,

lff l

Parlbhadriya) .
. *

. . First quarter of the twelttn

Sena
century

3. Aniruddha Bhatta (Varendra,
, ]Hh

Campahattlya) . . Third quarter of the tweii*

century.
4. Balialasenadeva (disciple of 3) E>°-

5. Halayudha Bhatta (Rarhiya, . ,ft
u

Vatsagotra) '.'. *

.. Fourth quarter of the tweu

C. The Hindu Revival.

6. Sulapani Upadhyaya (Rarhl-
fifteenth.

ya, Sahurlyan) . . First quarter of the falteen

7. Kulluka Bhatta (Varendra,
Nandanavasij .. .. Do.
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8. Srlkara Acarya (probably

Rarhlya) .

.

• . Fourth quarter of the fif-

teenth.

9. Srlnatha Acaryacuramani
(son of 8) .

.

. . Last decade of the fifteenth

and first quarter of the

sixteenth.

10. Haridasa Tarkacarya . . Beginning of the sixteenth.

11. Raghunandana Bhattacarya
(Rarhlya, Vandyaghatiya). First and second quarters of

the sixteenth.

12. AcyutaCakravartti(sonof 10) Second quarter of the six-

teenth.

13. Ramabhadra Nyayalankara
Bhattacarya (son of 9) . . Second and third quarters

of the sixteenth.

14. Govindananda Kavikankana-
carya (Vaidik) .

.

Do.

I. Jimiita-vahana.

The Daya-bhaga of Jimutavahana forms the basis of the

modern law of inheritance and partition in Bengal. In fact he

may be considered a pillar of the Bengal school of Hindu law.

Unfortunately very little authentic is known of him and of

Ms works. Even his time is as yet unsettled. I have there-

fore gathered here all the information available to give some

idea of the man and of his productions.

A. HIS WORKS.

His existing works are according to the colophons part of

w . ^L a general treatise on Smrti named
Dharma

Dharma-ratna (the ornament of the

Dharmasastra). Only three of his works have been as yet brought

%ht, viz.

:

i. Kala-viveka (a discussion of the appropriate time

ii. Vyavahara-matrka (the alphabets of legal proce<

and evidence)

;

- . .

iii. Daya-bhaga (division of property on inheritance).

AH the three works have been printed.

'The Kala-viveka has been printed in the BiblothecaJndica (1905.),

* by Pandit Madhusudaaa Sm^i»^. ^d compw y .^
amathanathaTarkabhusana; the ^^^^iNo 5 (1912). edited
the Memoirs of the Asiatic*^:J*^&^^ fLled. b j
S«r Asutosh Mukerjea; the Daya-bhaga has Dee

£ dra giro .

i us n» v^„„ *u„ rL,„o1; pHition edited by rangic »ntw^ using

M, 2 vols. (1863-66).
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i. The Kala-viveka.

In the preface to the Bibliotheca edition (p. vii), the editor

has remarked :—" In all the MSS. used

Its Name. for coiiation, the work though treat-

ing of Kala, is nowhere called Kala-viveka." This remark is

evidently due to oversight. Not only in the final colophon

(p 544) is the work named Kala-viveka, but in the body too the

name appears in the final verse at the end of the section on

taila-nirupanam.
1

-
.

The object of the work is given in the introductory

verse 2:—"(The subject of) time has

Its Object.
been ignore(i by some (writers), and

treated briefly by others. Hence for the easy understanding of

the ignorant this has been made by me."* It would seem

therefore that no previous treatise specially dealing with Kala

alone was known to the author.

The work begins with a discussion of the appropriate

month and season for the performance
Its Contents.

of religious duties and works, particu-

larly whether the prescribed month should be lunar or solar.

It goes on next to discuss intercalary months, the four-monthly

period of Visnu's sleep, etc., discussing the times of 7*"?^
religious festivals according to tithis, and ending with the

Durga festival and the eclipses. Like the entire work some ot

the sections also end in the word viveka, such as, the Ama-

vasya-viveka (pp. 354-365), the Apar-ahn-adI-viveka (p. «"&),

the Janma-mas-adi-viveka (p. 375). The Sahkranti-viveka is

so called in the body (p. 400), though the heading has been

printed otherwise (samkranti-nirupanam). _

The work refers occasionally to sruti, Panini and van-

T+ _, ,
tffei-kara, but abounds with rewr-

ite References. ^^ to ^ extractg from the chief

Puranas and Dharma-sastra sages. As it has to deal with
i

tun

,

it quotes from astronomical treatises such as the Surya-sidWam

and the Brahma-siddhanta (whose author Brahmagupta is

named) and also from astrological works such as the vag

Jyotih-sastra, the Jyotih-Parasara and the treatises of Var

Mihira (probably all three, the Brhaj-jataka, the Laghurjaw .

and the Brhat-samhita) . , m.

Among later works may be named, first the genera

pilations from the Dharma-sastra Rsis, viz. the sat-trim

\

mata (the opinion of the thirty-six), and the Smrtt-sartmw$

*&m m¥tsfa ft^3"^
srt^rer^rew qfT^rfatiff: vt srofa

*x*r: qRfo^s: ^ff^r #fwn^ *^rfsr«r*! i
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20 times). Bhojadeva is named at least three times; while

several astrological verses for which no names appear, are

ascribed by Govindananda Kavikahkanacarya to the Raja-

mrltanda of Bhoja. One allusion is found to each_of the

following : Yogisvara, an author named also in the Mitaksara;

Visvarupa, a famous commentator on the Yajriavalkya-samhita

,

whose work is now being printed ; Govindaraja, a well-known

commentator on the Manu-samhita, and Bhavadhana whose work
• t

is now lost.

Besides these, several of the writers who had treated the

abject of Kala in their works find a place in this treatise.

Some have been vaguely spoken of as kecit. But in one place

Jlmutavahana has clubbed together seven names:—"The

ascertainment of (proper) time made by Jitendnya, Sankha-

dhara, Andhuka, Sambhrama, Harivamsa, Dhavala, and Yog-

lauka, is now shown to be unsubstantial." l To this list should

be added Diksita. They are named more than once as follows

:

Andhuka (10).

Jitendriya (9).

Diksita (18).

Dhavala (7).

Yoglauka or Yogloka, (36),

with two versions, Brhad
c

and Svalpa . i

These writers have been criticized, and criticized rather

f^ely. Probablv they were not deemed authorities sufficiently

old to comniand*respect. Among them Yogloka was criticized

*ost often, and rather unmercifully; hk-views coming in for

Sankhadhara (7).

Sambhrama (6).

Harivamsa (1).

am-eva

anakaram
The Kala-viveka is named andquoted in the^g-°Uava

It
•

»"«*» of Sulap&ni, ip the &addto-
Its ment,on in later

cintamani of Vacaspati Misra,
>

m the

literature.
sraddhakaumudt and Varsaknya-kau-

=** of Govindananda and in the Tattoos, Malimluca Suddhi,

Tithi
, Ekadasi, Chandoga-vrsotsarga, and Ahnika of Ragnu

Qandana.

ii. The Vyavahara-matrka.

Its Name.
Verse and in the final colophon of the

Printed edition- (2) as Nuaya-matrka in the last but one vers©

at the end
; and <3>

^Nya^lratna-rnalika in the^colophon

'"' "'
'

1

IV 380, ttfivi wzww-W-^^l^f' !
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of a manuscript in the Deccan College, Poona. I have selected

the name first given, because the work is named so by both

Vacaspati Misra (in the krtya-cintamani) , and by Raghunandana

(in the Daya, Vyavahara ;
and Divya Tattvas) ; and because it

connotes a definite meaning (the elements of Vyavahara)
,
a.« 1 _ "I - * „ i- 1 , ^ HJfa4 rm MAftfiMrtMitdksara

and by Visvarupa. 1

The printed text appears defective at places, and has been

therefore checked and revised for the purposes of this article

by collation with the Deccan College MS. No. 278 of 1887-91.

The work describes the procedure to be followed in court

and the nature of evidence to be

Its Contents.
adduced there. Beginning with an in-

troduction, the Vyavahara-mukham, it divides the main busi-

ness into four parts, viz :

—

(1) The bhasa-pada, dealing with the filing of a plaint or

of a complaint by the first party (the arthl) ; (2) the uttara-

pada, treating of the reply given by the opposite party (tne

praty-arthi)
; (3) the kriya-pada, describing the procedure in

court with the nature and value of evidence adduced on eitner

side
; (4) and lastly the nirnaya-pada, or the decision and order

of the Court. In the third part under the subhead pramana

or proof the author discusses the various kinds of evidence,

to wit, witness or oral evidence (saksi), document or written

evidence (Jekhya, likhitam), and possession (bhukti), besioe*

inference (anumana) including the personal observations ot

1 See the Mitakeara, under the Yajnavalkya-aamhita, U 8:

Visvarupa. see pp. 225-268 of the Bombav printed edition of Vx.

Setluv(1912).
'

ade
2 This MS. may be briefly described as follows :—Cot"jtry~™\he

whitish paper, 9£'x4|". Folios 55, the h t two torn a ll" !°
age.

right-hand side causing a loss of several words. Lines 10 to P r

Letters
figures in Bengali characters appear in the right-hand lower corne

some pages. The MS. was copied in nm*ZJ lii^. ° B -j
j

^fcunSfa* *H**TH ?.. &n l^«= M Saka 1663. Saihvat I

or 1741 a.d.
several

The MS. supplies numerous variant readings, and "w*^*
jJ, the

additions to the printed text.

Wl*l*fl (p. 283, 1. 5), about a line after Wlfawfl^ (P- * '

after Hqfrpffq* (p. 292,1. 1), 1| lines after ^f^ &'^
lines aftpr IWTOSi / r. oqt i ia\ n linps after SJ"^

and
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judge. Trials by ordeal (divyani) have been excluded by the
author.

Like the Kala-viveka, this work is full of quotations, some

Its References.
six hundred in number. They are

mostly from Smrti-kara Rsis, twenty
in number. Among them the following are quoted largely,
viz., Katyayana (137 times), Brhaspati (127) and Narada
(107), all late authorities. Mann (40), Vyasa (36) and Yajna-

I valkya (34) follow longo intervallo. 1 A few verses have no

J
names, probably borrowed in this form from some previous

I
compilations.

Among later writers, Visvarupa deserves to be specially

mentioned, because one main object of the work was to clear

him of various faults imputed by other writers. Towards the

end of the Kriya-pada, the author says:—" By me has been
put forward this explanation (Vyakhya) of the eastern treatises,

having discussed (the subject) after clearing the imputations
on Visvarupa and others." % Visvarupa named ten times is

sometimes criticized, but is more often defended.
The other later writers named are—Jitendriya (2), Diksita

(i), Bala (1), Bhojadeva (2), ManjariA&va, (1), Yogloka (Yog-

goka in the Decc. Coll. MS.) (9), Srikara (5), twice entitled

Misra. Manjari-k&ra, is to be identified probably with Govinda-
r*ja, a commentator on the Manu-sathhita, who wrote the

Smrti-manjari.

Occasionally Srikara, but more often Yogloka, has been

criticized. Yogloka has been dubbed five times Tarkikam-

mnya or pseudo-logician , and his views sneered at with such

remarks as tad-asangatam, heyam, tan-n-adaraiyiyam and so on,

as in the Kala-viveka.

Between the Vyavahara-matrka and the Mitalcsara a con-

siderable similarity is found to exist about the quotations from

Smrti-kara Rsis. On a rough comparison I find common in

b°th at least 21 verses of Narada, 20 verses of Katyayana,
7 verses of Vyasa, 4 verses of Manu and of Brhaspati, and one

verse of Harita. A still closer agreement exists about these

quotations, between the Vyavahara-matrka and the Kfttja-kalya-

taru of Laksmldhara, Vyavahara-khanda* On a hurried com-

parison, I find common in both, at least 30 verses of Katya-

yana, 18 verses of Brhaspati, 11 verses of Narada, 5 verses of

,
* The figures in bracket, taken from Sir Ashutosh Mukherjea s pre-

{** (p. II), will need revision. A couple of verses at .Least will have to

** added to Narada, one to Gotama and nine to Katyayana, according

1 the Pflfl.Hinrta r*f 4-U~ TVw»«i P^ll MS
«^u«u to JNarada, one to uotama i

the readings of the Decc. Coll. MS.
Printed

5 See the Ind. (iovt. MS. No. 14.17.
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Manu, 2| verses of Yajiiavalkya, and one extract each of Gauta-

ma, Vyasa, Visnu and Usanasa.

The similarity between Jimuta-vahana's work and Vijna-

nesvara's is explained by their large reliance on one authority,

Visvarupa. We have seen that one main object of writing the

Yyavahara-matrka was to clear Visvarupa's work from certain

faults charged against him by some writers. The Mitaksara

itself seems to have been an abridgment of Visvarupa's com-

mentary on the Ydjnavalkya-samhita, and in the introductory

verse No, 2 it says :—" The Dharma-sastra uttered by the

sage Yajiiavalkya, and expounded profusely in the deep words

of Visvarupa, is now being discussed in an easy and concise

style for the understanding of children (i.e., person of small

intelligence)." This common reference to Visvarupa largely

explains the similarity in the quotations, both borrowing freely

from the same source. 1

The similarity in the quotations found between the Vya-

vahara-matrka and the Vyavahara-kalpa-taru extends to the

Daya-bhaga section also, but with some marked differences m
their interpretation. On the whole I am not disposed to see

any borrowing of one from the other, and think it more prob-

able that both had been borrowing from the same source, i.e.,

some of the previous Smrti compilations. This question o

priority will be discussed infra under the subheading of Jimu-

tavahana's time.

It is curious to find that " law's delays" were well known

at that time. The kriya-pada section begins with the follow-

ing quotation from Katyayana :

—

,,,

"In the examination of witnesses no delay should
Re-

made by the king, as from delay arises serious fault, bacn

the sign of dharma's prohibition ".*

Hi. The Daya-bhaga.

By this work Jlmutavahana is best known to the outside

3 upon; and the names ol more " ^
a dozen commentaries are known at present, seven ol _™

have been printed in the Bengali edition of Pandit ^na

candra Siromani. Raghunandana himself wrote a comme,\
in

'

c,

on it, and used it largely in his Daya-tattva, besides quo »

it in the Malamasa and suddhi tattvas. It has b«*"
]igh

printed. It has been translated into Bengali, and into JMig

.,
' For the commentary of Visvarupa on the Vyavahara section

the Yajnavalkya-sarhhita, see the Bombay printed edition.

2 Printed edition, p. 30G, repeated later in p. 328 *1** *""
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by Colebrooke and Prasannakumar Tagore. Its findings have

been largely adopted and incorporated into the judge-made

positive law of the Hindus in Bengal. The importance of this

treatise for Bengal lawyers can therefore be hardly exaggerated.

Both at the outset and towards the end (verses 1 and 2)

the author declared that he had corn-
Its Contents.

poged fchig wQrk tQ gettle the many ^is-

putes among the learned men and between the previous treatises

regarding the division of property on inheritance. The work,

not originally sub-divided, is at present sub-divided into fifteen

adhyayas, some of which, for example the last one, has been

separated rather arbitrarily. Beginning with a definition of

dava, and after very briefly enunciating some general prin-

ciples thereof, the author proceeds to discuss the times ot

division, first of father's property (Ch. I), next of grandfather s

property (Ch. II), and then division by brothers after fathers

death (Ch. III). The fourth chapter is devoted to woman s

property (stridhanam), and its division either with children

living or without any children surviving. The fifth chapter

gives a list of those who are not entitled to partition
;
and the

ixth treats of property which is divisible and which is not

treating specially of self-acquired property, acquired by skill

or learning. After discussing several miscellaneous questions

inheritancemine chapters Vll to A, tne auuiui ww . "."":.^l vt\
when no son has survived with successive heirship (Ui. Ai),

and then with the inheritance of property when living joint

(Ch. XII). The thirteenth is devoted to joint property kept

concealed at the time of division, and the fourteenth to settle-

ment of inheritance disputes by court. The fifteenth gives only

the three verses concluding the work.

Quotations^uoDations irom anu iwoiouWO ™ —-
QTna.ll*»r

frequent, but are m number smaller

Its References. ^ thoge in his other two works. Ine

^ationsare.asarule.fro^ »£-£•»*'•.°SS&*S£
Marka

W- 1.60), and one only from a Parana, the MarKa^y«,

* 1) have been found
7

On a rough computation erf he

^mes in the first four chapters or nearly half of the wc rk
,

,

the

Rowing sages appear ^^jfiJ^, (

g2e
*ajnavalkya (21), Katyayana (18), iirnaspaw

j * 7^
tafcive

station is vaguely called Pramanika-vacanam or authoritative

saying (iv. l. 17). . __
Among the later writers are mentioned

:

Visvarupa (0)fihojadeva, with his title

Dharesvara (3).
fialaka, shortened once

to Bala (5).

S'rikara, once entitled Misra

(7).
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According to Mahesvara Bhattacarya (a commentator

on the Daya-bhaga) Udgraha-malla (iv. 2. 6) and Udyota (ii. 9)

wr

Of these the views of Balaka and Srikara Misra were

adversely criticized. Balaka's remarks are sneered at as bala-

vacanam (as worthless as a child's saying); and Srikara's

views are rejected with such remarks as tan-mandam ,
tad-

alimandam, tad-asangatam. Accordingly some of the commen-

tators (Ramabhadra, Acyutananda and Srikrsna) explain

Acarya in the first verse of Ch. XV as alluding to Srikara.

This explanation is not satisfactory, for Srikara has been

nowhere called Acarya, but has been, on the other hand, given

the title of Misra.

Several quotations occur common in both the Daya-bhaga

and the Mitaksara. But the resemblance is stronger between

the former and the Vyavahara-kalpa-taru. A rough compari-

son of the references in the first four chapters show that out

of 26 references in the Daya-bhaga Ch. I, at least 20 can be

traced in the Kalpa-taru ; in Ch. II, out of 42 at least 32;

in Ch. Ill, 20 out of 34 and in Ch. IV, 38 out of 58, or more

than five-eighths. From these resemblances it would be rash,

however, to assert that one borrowed from the other ;
for it is

equally or more probable that both had been borrowing from

previous compilations. The interpretations of the quotations

often differ; and to judge from the notes of other works given

n the Vivada-ratnakara , the interpretations of Jlmutavanana

appear to agree now and then with those of Halayudha.

B. JIMTJTAVAHANA'S FAMILY AND HOME.

The author gives very little personal information inJus

w. w , works. In the final colophons he is

Hls Fam,lv -

generally called Pdribhadnya-Mahaw

hopadhyaya : while in the last verse of the Daya-bhaga ana

the last but one verse of the Vyavaharamatrka, he de_scr

himself as Paribhadra-kul-odbhutah Srlman-Jtmutavaham^

Paribhadra is said to be still surviving in the form P^ar'^
section of Rarhlva Brahmans The word itself haS

.

be^-LM
the vernacular equivalent pharhada by Sridatta in his oww

^
ahnika, and the Sanskrit equivalent nimba by Hemaa

his Parisesa-khanda
, Sraddha-kalpa .' The name of a tre

^
was probably extended to the village and thence to *hY%age
family, many of which were derived from some original v

g

of settlement.

1 *fW: T*^ Tfa **** I - the Ind. Govt. MS. of ^jL^
No. 2903, fol. 24U; *r*«3f fil»*: in Hemidris' ^IP9*

^f**TOiS Tnnsm;, Bib. End.,voli HI, p. r,65.
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The inference that Jimutavahana belonged to Rarha is

supported by some passages in the
His Home.

Kala-viveka where Rarha is mentioned

along with Ujjayini. Speaking of the difference in time respect-

ing the rise of the star Agastya according to difference in

places, the author says :—" " It (the star) rises in the last

seven days of Bhadra in lands beginning with Rarha and in

the last four days (thereof) in Uj jayini." l This statement is

repeated a little further down:—[In Uj jayini] when the sun

has not reached the Kanya, 26 days of the Simha being gone,

the (star) Agasya rises, after which the Arghya is to be

offered. In lands beginning with Rarha, however, Arghya is

to be offered when 23 days of Simha are passed." Accord-

ing to the author, therefore, the star rises three days earlier in

Rarha than in Ujjayini. This contrast of Rarha with Ujjayini,

the centre of Hindu astronomical calculations, suggests that

the author was using the calculations of his home land.

C. JIMUTAVAHANA'S TIME.

Regarding the age of the author, a wide divergence of

opinion existsT One group of writers would place Jimutavaha-

na not earlier than thirteenth century and preferably in the

. fifteenth century; 2 another group of writers would pla^e

| Jimutavahana in the twelfth century, and some towards the

l The Kala-viveka, p. 290, %W *W**« **** irrfiWWW

*T I **TTf% wfar **f*fr*f*s *& «*W- '
^**Wf f***3«-

,fraf*f€ TRR'*^* Tr^nj I Again, Do., p. 291. srfl mztnwtft

*$ ftiw ^Wnfiif^^ jrNottw W*<*^
ft** ^1f*STf>lflf%

2 See
tory
<<

- see Dr. J. JoUy'a Tagore Law Lecturee, ^""'"Zion p.*£
W of the Hindti La,r of Partition, Inheritance afn/^^".
Jimutavahana cannot be referred to an earlier periodJian t he tn

'nth century because he quote (*mndara,a 8 «£*g£^2£ in
e of Mann, which. a*.shown.before^ appear* tojgj£~

^

te

Cod

Stares. 1880. Principles of the Hindu Law ofM"'™ Jlt^r of th
^nmentators of Jimutavahana are of opinion

.

th** *h^de8vara and
Dayabhaga often refers to and recites the dootra^ o^^nd^ ar

achaSpati J] ,ra . . . . The freedom again ^* Sfcoaii ahoWB that

Jesses the doctrines of the author of VlV
«^orari™and that the

^ehaspati Misra and Jimutavahana were contempora„«
£ he

J*** composed his treatise only a ew yoar
?
before the tou ^^

^ngal school composed his immortal work Again P
aVj>ic ,

™ay view Davabhaga from any point you please > jImfita.

;^»ng to the beginning of the fifteenth century as th ^a

<

_
dhikari

ajana." Professor IgReling follows Baju RJ una

?* would place Jimutavahana in the fifteen hcenturv or t.

ot the sixteenth century (Tnd. Off. Gat. p. *«"•
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close of the (eleventh century. 1 As both the conclusions can-

not be correct, being self-contradictory , it has become desirable

to review the salient facts, and to come to some conclusion,

if possible.

The posterior limit of his time is fixed by the oldest MS.

existing, viz., that of the Kala-viveka
The lower limit of his

(Ind Govt Mg No _ l56gj_ The MS.
time "

itself is not dated, but has at the end a

chart of nativity of a son born to one Ghataka Sirhha, dated

Saka 1417 or 1495 a.d. The MS. should therefore be older than

this date, how much older there are no proper materials to go

upon, any inference from the difference in ink being purely

uess work. The treatise must be still older. It would be

thus fair to infer that the treatise cannot be later than the

beginning of the fifteenth century.

This lower limit is fixed also by Jimutavahana and his

Kala-viveka being quoted in the Durg-otsava-viveka of Sula-

pani.* Sulapani's date is as yet unsettled. But as his

ddha-viveka is quoted nearly twenty times in the Sraddha

cintdmani of Vacaspati Misra, it should be older than the

second quarter of the fifteenth century. The Durg-otsow-

viveka was a fai rly late work of Sulapani quoting therein five or

his own works. Its time will not be later than the first quarter

of the fifteenth century and possibly a few years earlier.

Jimutavahana who is quoted as an authority must be con-

siderably older than Sulapani, and cannot thus be placed later

than the end of the fourteenth century.

The anterior limit is necessarily derived from the references

Thimno ,. , in Jimutavahana's works. He most
Its upper U„ut.

fce^^ Bhojadeva> the kmg of

Dhara, of whom an inscription dated 1021 a.d. has Deen

found. 3 He should be later than Visvarupa who is later tnan

i The late Babu Golapchandra Sarkar in his edition of:th© Day>.

-RCJ.'nnmhn Aa.i\^na.A £»^»^-» a*m»4-a-m afafamAtxfa in the IllBt 1

'' 11111
/, ,,_kramasangrahahrama-sangratia deduced from certain statements in tn< «"»«£• mydl<

records that Jimutavahana flourished about Samvat 1199 or me ^
of the twelfth century. Pandit P.amathanatha Tarkabhusana

d
preface to the Kala-viveka (p ix) thinks that " he mu-t have tio^ ^m saka 1013 or a.d. 1091." Sir Ashutosh Mukherjea in his PJ

eta
k̂ \v

Vyavahara-matrka (p. ii) remarks :—" Of one of these, * og
^does

controverts the views frequently, and in one instance where ^
this, his views were subsequently controverted by [sic. the a

de(j

Cmtamani, which would seem to indicate that Jimutavahana P
of

Cmtamani." Pandit Haraprasad Shastri places him in the eariy y

the twelfth century (Rep., 1905, p. 10). o0 .
forq uota-

« The Durg-otsava-viveka, Sanskrit College Cat. MS. II, S3o
,

i i^
tions from the Kalaviveka see its fol. 3a, 4b, 17b ;

for c
l
uota-^ na come

Jimutavahana, see fol. 3b, 5a. The quotations under Jimfitavanai
from t.Via K Ttl* >.;,.„?from the Kalaviveka.

* Ind. Ant.
f \\, p. 53
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Bhojadeva, having criticised the latter in his works. 1 Jimuta-
vahana must be considerably later than Visvarupa as not only
is the latter quoted as an authority, but several writers had
intervened, whose imputations on Visvarupa were met in the
Vyamhara-malrka. So Jimutavahana cannot be earlier than
the end of the eleventh century.

-i -T^
e ab°ve conclusion is borne out by the mention of the
year 1013 (1091 a.d.) once and of the Saka year 1014

(1092 A.p.) twice, while discussing the position of sun in Simha
and Tula.* Therefore the author should be later than 1092 a.d.,
and his time falls roughly between 1100 and U00 a.d.

Let us now discuss the arguments of the " late" group.

His late age discussed .

Dr> Jo11^ wouId Place Jimutavahana
not earlier than the thirteenth century,

jecause Govindaraja (quoted four times by Jimutavahana) 8

flourished in the twelfth or thirteenth century. Dr. Buhler
also accepted Jolly's timing of Govindaraja.* But this conclu-
sion does not appear to be correct. Govindaraja has been
named at least three times in the Hara-lata of Aniruddba
pnatta. 5 Aniruddha being the guru of Ballalasenadeva flour-
ished by the middle of the twelfth century. Govindaraja having
heen quoted by him as an authority should therefore be placed
considerably earlier than 1150 a.d. It is not possible to fix any
uPper limit for him beyond the fact that he would be later
than Visvarupa whom he is said to have quoted. Any inference
°i a late age from the mention of Govinda-raja by Jimuta-
vahana thus falls to the ground.

Furthermore, according to some commentators on the

wya-bhaga
, Jimutavahana criticized in three places the views

°t Canclesvara and in nnp* n]a.opi mintad the oninion of the Ratna-

l The Smrti-candrika of Devanna Bhatta, Vyavahara Kanda
"™ translation, 1867 (Madras), pp.*l'78, 204'

, Eng-

ine Kala-viveka, first Adhyaya, p. 21—1TOT ^ ^jftlH^W*-
*Fft fifo$ ^> f%f^x*[ ; pp. 49-50-?rsnf%^wm ^*«ti*T^

8 Govindaraja is mentioned in the Kalaviveka, p. 304, in the Daya-

^» under XI. 2-23 (iJ^NfI ) and XI. 2-29 , and in the Vyavahara-

mTl-a,p. 342 (as Wf>TW?}?Wc )•

. * J. Jolly, Outlines of tin history of the Hindu law, Tagore Law Lec-
Ures

' 1883, pp. 9, 22 ; Buhler, S.B.E. Vol. XXV, introd., p. cxvvn.

'The Hara-lnta (Bib. Ind.), p. 117, Wlf* *r*r^^*tf^T*T

^^f%f^w^p**TW ; p- "*. *f» *tfft*s*r*rf*w-
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kara Misra and others. 1 This, if true, would make Jimuta-

vahana later than Candesvara and Misra (i.e. Vacaspati Misra).

But Jimutavahana does not anywhere name either Candesvara

or Vacaspati Misra. In the only place the commentator has

cited Misra he seems to refer rather to the opinion of a

school than to that of any individual writer. On the other

hand the Kala-viveka of Jimutavahana is quoted as an authority

not onlv in the Sraddha-cintamani * of Vacaspatt Misra but

also in the Durg-otsava-viveka of Sulapani who as I have already

pointed out (p. 12) preceded Vacaspati Misra.

As regards Candesvara, the commentators seem to reier

to the opinion of the' school as recorded by Candesvara. Men

if the commentators had meant to refer this passage
,

to Undfe-

vara in person, their remark can have little value historically

on account of their ignorance about sequence. In fact;,
in none

of Jlmutavahana's works has been found any indication ttiar

he knew the Ratnakara. In the quotations of the Daya-MM
section there is, no doubt, a fair similarity between the VivaMr

ratnakara and the Daya-bhaga. But on comparison 1 nn

that in the Vivada-ratnaicara out of about 550 quotaw
?J

all excepting probably two dozens have been borrowed trooo
i

*

Krt.ua. knlna- taru . vvavahara-khanda . So this similarity in q

tationscawuus gives iiu iicip m ucoiumg uuw vj^~«w.~— — ,. _ -tiana
the onus is on those who assert the late age of Jlmutavaua

on this ground. . c aa
To me the most serious objection to the assumption o

^
early age lies in the fact that neither Jimutavahana nor any

.

his works has as yet been traced by name in any ot tne

compilations of the twelfth to fourteenth centuries, i

important works had really existed, why were ^V^-JLgni!
by any smrti-writers until we come to the time ot bu

[ ^
To this question no satisfactory answer has been gi

o{

none is really possible until all the available smrti wo ^
the period are critically examined. But at Pr<L

3en
., q^mx-

non-existence from mere silence would be rash. In
\)&a%

cintama
printed n^ half a century

I Under II. 27, p. 67, \Tn ^^^H^Wf^
f ^ift»

nanda followed by Srlkrsna) ; under IV. 3. 23, p. 169,^^ ^3^
*T^fa*J**fV%$TOr5 (AcyutSnanda and Srikrsna); under

- -^
p. 265, tfjf Jrjvnr^cnrirfq fir«sHT'»if»n*sroT Jfa*^^^^

na^ : under XII. 4, p. 344, TJ* **
i-^ji umuanaa ana friKrsna; ; unuor ah. *, f -— » -

hefivaa

^# (Raghunandana). The %f^1J in XL 1. 19 is explained by
.

»

^
as referring to ilftRgWrT (p. 21

* The Sraddha-cintarnani

sk. 1814), p. 59 (twice).

edition of
Benares
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covering four thousand pages and far from completion as yet
not a single Gaurlya smrti work or writer can be traced. Yet
authors like Bhavadeva, Aniruddha, Ballalasenadeva, Hala-
yudha had flourished in Gaura, preceding Hemadri authenti-
cally by a century or more.

Some explanation of this non-mention may lie in the
peculiar nature of Jimutavahana's productions and in the
peculiar condition of the political history of Gaura. Jimuta-
vihana wrote treatises on special sections of the Dharma-^astra

,

the Kala-viveka treating of time, the Vyavahararrnatrka of legal
procedure and evidence, the DayaMaga of inheritance and
division. They approach more nearly the nature of modern
hooks, and are as different from the ordinary smrti compila-
tions as modern books are from them. He quoted* authorities
to prove certain conclusions (evidently to support the factum
™>et), while the other writers simply gathered the quotations
on a certain point of law, whether these quotations agreed or
differed, and where they did not agree attempted to reconcile
them by mere verbal interpretations. Jimutavahana thus dif-

|
iered from the ordinary smrti writers of the mediaeval period,

1 and the result was that he was ignored, specially as he did not
I appear to have put himself under the patronage of any power-
I nil king or minister.
I Furthermore, from the end of the twelfth century down-
I wards

, Bengal was overrun by hordes of Turks and other

J

^literate tribes. They ravaged the land and gradually dis-
persed all centres of learning. Only a few centres in the outly-
ln
g tracts escaped, and a few of the learned men saved them-

selves only by flight to safer tracts as Mithila or Orissa. The
j^sult was that until Sanskrit learning began to revive in the
Mteetith century, Gaurlya scholarship and composition re-

joined dormant, and the outside world of Sanskrit learning
new very little of the older scholarship in Gaura except by

V{*gue an(j generally nameless traditions. Even in Mithila,
*^ch had not lost all connexion with Bengal, the references

^ vaguely as Gaurah, Gaura-vakyani , Gaura-smrti, Gaura-
IvQTldka. nr afill mrw* rractnf*]\r a.a Pranr.ah. *

I For such references see, for example, Sridatta's W^TOTftf*

I lr

dtev ), 8b (5ftff*r*»ra«n

iiancwTST
l

j-
D

- 19, fol. 206, 55a, and 121b ( $t*li), 43b, 54b(2) and 9Ga

*W»rfir ), 75a aQd 125a (jjfafsprai), 1 lib and 149b (*k**fil).

Th*

*T
?' See ^"datta's WT^HCT^Wf Benares ed. (Samvat 1924), p. 10(5.

Rrtv

t)^nar3^9ara was the only Bengali work quoted by name in the

Viri„» <n5kara, and in the Dana-vakyavali of Candesvara and or
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In the midst of this haze some faint gleam of light may

be visible from the following facts.

His early age. Taking up the subject of festivals pre-

anient in and peculiar to Bengal, I and a fair similarity in the

auotaUns givenTn the Kala*viveka and the KHya-ratrnkara.

ZtxaTple'on the Durg,tsava the^.^^^
the Kdla-viveka has a special section (pp. 511-530) .inwhict ue

auoted 44 verses; of these 24 appear in the Asvma-krtya of the

TrZrlalcara. Similarly about the other special festavAof

sgT™
8 out of 17 verses in the kala-viveka and calls them «***

TTfaZ^fa aft**mrfa two), Bhratr-dvitiya

*4 ouV of 6), Srl-paricami (6 out of «), Asok-a?
tami (6 ortrf

10). It is possible that both borrowed from some common

tock of Gauriya compilation ; but until that stock is
;

found

out it is as much reasonable to infer that ^^tya-r^am

had borrowed them from the Kala-viveka, not directly tor tnen

the work would have been likely named, but indirectly

Gaurlya-smrti.

Again
,'

the Kala-viveka has a special section on.the mm

tainnJnt of
.
(the kind of) oil WW-&ft"S

(pp. 373-380). Sridattopadhy

5*»ite also speaks on this subject as laid down by logicians,

tarkikaih, and adds that according to Gauras boilea on

prohibited. Here Sridatta may be borrowing from some

mon stock, but the data available at present do not sn

the view that he might have borrowed from the ao«»-

• T < 1

ndirectly

In support of the earlier timing it may be turner 8

that the smrti-writers generally qa

Beginning of the Twelfth agtronomical calculations wWC "

'
entury AD -

near to their time, that is,

"ffi$£t

be within their knowledge or memory. Hence ^
Saka 1041 and 1042, mentioned in the Kala-mvemW' w
49, 64) stood near to the time of the composition

1 ^
work, and therefore it cannot be put much later than

ut
-

n the

Jimutavahana's time may thus be tentatively p
tea by

beginning of the twelfth centurv. The authorities q ^^
Jimuta-vahana are all old, and their times, so tar a

are not inconsistent with this conclusion.
^ cticable

In the absence of any cross-quotations it is not Pf - hana

tk . . u . to say which work of J^***
m the

The Sequence in his
J

n^aA fir«t Judging I ro '
. ,.„

Works. was composed first. J uug Z-U.viv6tt

subject-matter alone, tne *
^ takefl

which deals with the fasts and festivals would have ^ fcbe

up first ; and then the Vyavahara-matrka ,
which dea

j-
fl whicb

legal procedure and evidence ; and lastly the Daya-
tiong

of

deals with inheritance and division, which formea
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Vyavahara almost towards the end. Also from the discussion-

a progress in the compression of words and in the less frequency

of quotations is perceptible in the works as placed above, prob-

ably indicating a more and more ripe judgment. There can

be no doubt that the Daya-bhaga enunciates considerably

advanced ideas of law on inheritance and partition, and dis-

plays an acute intelligence, a wide grasp of the subject, and
a skill in marshalling the authorities in favour of its views.

Dr. Jolly remarked :
—" The celebrated Daya-bhaga of Jlmuta-

vahana will always occupy one of the foremost ranks in Hindu
law literature as being the leading authority of the Bengal

school."

II. Halayudha Bhatta.

In a previous article of mine ] Halayudha had been touched

upon but very briefly. He deserves a fuller treatment, and

will be discussed under three headings :

A. His literary works.

B. His family.

C. His time.

A. HALAYUDHA' S LITERARY WORKS.

All our authentic knowledge on this head is derived from

certain introductory verses of his Brahmana-sarvvasva. He

-I fRft1n.vii<1hfl.l made the Mlmamsa-sarvvasva ,
the Vais-says:

S
(they being) the whole property of the learned.'" In nncling

out other works of this writer besides these, it is necessary to

Point out that in the field of Sanskrit learning the name

Halayudha (lit. plough-bearer, an epithet of Balarama, the

elder brother of Srlkrsna) was borne by more than one person.

They are liable to be confounded with one another, as Rajendra-

lal Mitra did in his Notices.

Mtmamsa

One codv of the Mtmamsa
r

\jug copy or t>ne jHi//w7/wi*-o«aWW w^..
Mitr*

India Government collection. Hall and Rajendralal Mitra

"fortify this work with Halavudha's Mlmamsa-sarvvasva

The I.G. MS. consist of 83 folios, in three separate frag-

,

' See mv article on « Sanskrit Literature in Bengal during the

«na Rule," J.A.S.B., 1906, p. 176.
<,atWf 1935} fol. 4b :—

* The Brahmana-sarvvasva (Benares ed., bamvatl.Uo ).

rtropten* *W ******
JJ

"

3 Hall, Contributions, p. 207; Mittra, Notices, iv. 102, No. 150,
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meats, A, B, and C. A has 24 folios, with normally 7 lines to

a page B has folios numbered 29, but really 30 the figure 13

ha*ng been repeated on folio 14. C has 29 folios. B and C

have normally 8 and 7 lines to a page. By oversight the

contents of 29a to 30b in B have been again written in 0, la to

3a The contents are otherwise continuous.
'

The context shows that it is a running commentary on

the Mlmamsd-sutras of Jaimini. The MS is a fragment

extending only up to the end of the fourth foot of the third

Adhyaya out of twelve Adhyayas. ^i^w
The MS. mentions Halayudha nowhere. The colophon,

at the end of each pada name the work general y as Mimamsa-

sastra-sarvvasva. Only once, at the end of the second pada

of the third Adhyaya, the work has been named Mtrnamsn-

sarwasva

.

Besides some Vedic names, the Chandoga, Vajasaneya

&sects, diinKityu-yvyw-fjwiLwi mi w- i*™>v Wy~>v & ^
%

,

mitani Dharma-sastr-abhaSani , the MS. mentions specially wc

Bhasya and the Bhasva-kara (on Jaimini's sutras), the KafW^

and the Varttikara-kdra (Rumania), and Mandana. Amon

smrti-writers I find the smartah, Manu, and whay* ml
interesting the smrti work of a Panini, Panim-smrtih (** »oi. **•

Among later works only one has been found, the ^f^fT^
Jcara (hi tad-vydkhyayam Nyaya-ratnakarah, A toi. a )

Parthasarathi Misra. The Acarydh are mentioned seve

imG
The Benares College Library catalogue shows a MS. name^

Mtmamsd-sarwasva. On examination I found the nam

a mistake. The MS. is a fragment without beginning or
>

only 20 folios existing. The folios are in a bad state, ton^ ^

decayed, some already crumbled at the right-hand side

folio marked 28 (b), one colophon can be traced, T«*>

ff#t« wm wfNw I
So this work appears to be ano^

commentary on Jaimini's sutras and has been thus con ^
with the Mimamsa-sarvvasva. In fact on the topo ^
folio the name had been correctlv entered as Sytdna™_

m (

vasva, but another hand added by its side Mimamsa-sarw

a mistake which was copied in the catalogue.

ii. The Vaisnava-sarwasva.

No MS. of this work has yet been found, and no reference

to it can be traced in the later smrti literature.

» Ind. Govt. MS. No. 583, A. fol. 66, #t«t«T*T««**
*» | • I

This MS. is noticed in R. Mittra's No. 1507.
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Hi. The Saiva-sarwasva.

No MS. found yet. In the Matka-pratistka-tattva of

Raghunandana are quoted two verses from one Siva-sarvvasva
,

regarding the gift of different vehicles to different deities with
flags. 1

iv. The Pandita-sarvvasva.

No MS. yet found. In the Prayascitta-tattva of Raghu-
nandana is quoted a verse from the Pandita-sarvasva of Hala-
yudha, on the performance of the Prajapatya in penance for

killing an untended cow.'2

v. The Brahrnana-sarvvasva.

By this work Halayudha is best known. Its main object

is to give the Brahmanas a good knowledge of the meanings of

the various Vedic mantras used in the daily ahnikas and the

periodical samskaras. Halayudha remarks thus in the begin-

ning 8
:

From Manu's words (verse quoted above), it is proved

that a Brahmana who does not read the Vedas, and who
refrains from understanding the meaning of the Vedas has

become a Sudra. Now in the Kali (age) from a decrease in life,

intelligence, zeal, faith, etc., the Utkalas, the Pascatyas and

others only read the Vedas ; while the Rarhlyas and the

Varendras without reading by means of the karmma-mlmamsa
discuss only the nature of sacrificial rites in connection with

the Vedas. But by that there can be no (proper) knowledge of

the Mantras forming the soul of the Vedas In this way
the Rarhiyas and Varendras merely create improper conduct."

In'the final sixteen verses of the introduction (vv. 28-42,

*4), the forty sections of the work are named. These may be

roughly divided into two groups, firstly, the daily ahmka rites

from the mouth-washing up to sleep including the daily sraddhas

to fathers, and secondly, the periodical acaras including the

ten samskaras of a Brahmana's life. Every such rite involves

the recitation of Vedic mantras, whose explanation, the Man
*<nyakhya, forms the chief peculiarity of the work. Un this

head the author acknowledges his indebtedness to Uvata _and

Guna-visnu.* Uvata is the author of the ManlraMasya
<Vajasaneyi Madhyandina Sakha); and Guna-visnu of the

^ » The Astavimsati-tattva, Srerampore ed.,
^f-^isJfm

The Sim'

**voama is quoted also in the Nirnaya-sivdhu of Kamalakara.

* The Ast. Tat., Sr. ed., I. 313, *f* if*?™5^WW
I
The Brahm. earv. (Benares ed.), pp. 7a and 7b.

,ft
* For Uvata, see the Ben. ed., p. 4b, and I. O. 1640 (III. o20), verses

-0 and 21.
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Gobhila Grhya-mantra-ohasya (Chandoga). Halayudha wrote

for the Vaiasaneyi Kanva-sakha. Jfl ,,.
There are the usual references to Puranas, and Smrti-kara

Rsis. Speaking broadly one finds the Yogt-Yajnavalkya quoted

frequently in the earlier portion ;
Katyayana (of the Chandoga-

partistaUn the Sraddha section, and Paraskara (of the ghy*

Zra) in the ten Samskara section. References are also found

to the Visnu-dharmma, the Visnu-dharmmottariya, the Yayu^

vedaMasya, K^-ohasya on P&raakara, *•.Tmm*-**

) J

the Vrhad-yajnaparsa. _ _

dlpikd (of Srinivasa) . This verse (astrological) runs
;

thus>

:-

- The ceremony of fire-setting should be done on Tuesday

and Thursday, in the six months following Magha, under U*

stars mild, fixed or fiery , and excluding the times made maw

picious bv the connexion of the zodiacal signs of Kumona

and lotus groups, having the moon and Venus in the lagna.

On this Halayudha notes :

—

„„«—« •

" The mild stars (are) Anuradha-Citra RevatlMrgasir^.

the fixed stars Uttara-Phalguni, Uttarasadha Uttara Bhadra-

pada and Rohini ; the fiery star Krttika ; and the rasis) laving

part in the pitcher and the lotus are Mina-Karkata-Makara_

The Bmhmana-sarwasva has been quoted s^rai

in the Astavimsati-tattva of Raghunandana, twice at least,

the name of Halayudha attached.4 It is quoted as a^autn^

For Guna-visnu, see the Daka-karma-vyakhya section oi -

mana-sarvvdsva , fo'l. la, of the palm-leaf MS. (Sans. Coll. Cat. U.

f«Hinj ^re^t^r ^wi«f «rTW*^ 3rw* '

1 See the Benares ed., p. 117a-b. ^f^tT^W I

17],

Tr^fl-^^^T^«TWT5^ df^ [iv. 12], ^f^HTt5r «fa*T
[lV

g

*

fWrerp^Bl^ra^I^pn: ^ l5l The numbers within the ^
brackets give the Adhyaya and the verse of the Suddht-dtpika,

Govt. MS. No. 214._„.
j 233.

* Aat. Tatt., Srerampore ed.. (Suddhi) ii. 175, (

h -,-gddha)

(SSma-sraddha), i. 53, 5^^^ ^^FTVf 5*rn«mTSr, (
YaJ

u -'

ii. 276, ^fa 3TT^|^^# ^IT^:

.
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rity in the Yajurvedi Mantr-drtha-dipika 'of Satrughna, in the

Chandoga Mantra-kaumudi of the Daksinatya Aniruddha

Bhatta, and by Varddhamana in the Gangd-krtya-viveka

.

vi. The Dvija-nayana.

A MS. under this name has been described in the Notices

of Rajendralal Mitra as being of Halayudha.* Its introduc-

tory verse No. 2 appears to be the same as the introductory

verse No. 27 of the Brahmana-sarvvasva in a distorted form.

Beyond this there is nothing in the very brief extract to sup-

port the identification, the MS. being incomplete. But the

name cannot be Dvija-nayana, which must be construed as a

common noun meaning metaphorically " of the eyes of the twice-

born." The MS. is said to give astrological rules for determin-

ing the exact time of the passage of the sun from one sign to

another, and the moments most appropriate for performing

such ceremonies as are enjoined on such occasions.

vii. The Sraddha-paddhati-tikd

.

In some of the Reports in search of Sanskrit MSS a com-

mentary on Pasupati's Sraddh-paddhati is attributed to rlaia-

yudha. In the Brahmana-sarvvasva (v. 24) Halayudha says dis-

tinctly that he made only the Mantra-vyakhyas of the funeral

section while his brother made the Paddhati. The work reported

therefore requires further examination. It may be the_P™*™-
. tioa of an older Halayudha, for a Halayudhlya sraddh-adhaya is

]
quoted in Maithila Sridatta's Pitr-bhakti*

I
B. HALAYUDHA AND HIS FAMILY.

In the introductory verses of the^^^"^{r
author gives some information of himself and of his.family.

From the information there given, the following genealogical

chart may be drawn up :

Dhanaxljaya = UJi a15 <
v

'
8) '

(in the vamba of Vatsya
muni , dharm-adhyakm
or Judgo, v. 5).

I

^supati, wrotr the Sraddha-
Ulna,

Halayudha

krtya-paddhati (v. 24) . and wrote the Dnj-aJ>>

the Paka-uaiiia-vaddhati paddhati [v. **)

Lv- 43, cf. p. 8a, 1246),*

I R- Mittra, Notices, Nos. 1036 and 3383 ;
Br^ Mus.

Cat., No 198.

» R. Mittra Notices, Vol. II, p. 66 ,
MS- No. 633

The Pitr-bkakti (Ind Govt.^"^^ tflTOffWlM-
* The Br. sar., Benares ed., p. i**v > Mi^i^ 1^ ^
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distinguished him with the post of Raja-pandita, having in his

early youth (nave yauvane) given him the post Mahamahat

honoured with umbrella bright as the moon, the illustrious

Laksmanasenadeva, a Narayana among rulers, gave him the

post' of judge (dharm-adhikaram) fit for the close of youth.

'

In some introductory _yerses and final colophons of the

sections, he calls himself Avasathika (9 times), Maha-dharw

adhyaksa (4), Maha-dharmddhikrta (3), or simply Dharm-ddhy

ak'sa (7), Dharm-adhikdrin (1), Dharm-adhikrta (2), and Dharm-

agar-adhikarin (1). His patron Laksmanasena is referred to

several times with such titles as Gaura-mahi-mahendra ,
Oaujesa,

Qaurendra, Ksmd-pati, Ksauni-pala , and Gaura-vamdhadhm.

It is thus' clear that he comes of a learned family and that

he himself must have shown sufficient a_bility and industry to

have been raised to the post of Mahadharmadhyaksa ,
or a

Puisne Judge of the royal court.

The Genealogtj of Halayudha.

Bhatta Xarayana.

Adi varaha.

Vmatibha.

I.
Savadhi.

I

Vivudhasya.

i

Gaya.

Gangadhara.

I

Vidyadhara.

Vanamali. Dharanidhara.

Tarapati.

X.mdarama. Gangarama

Usapati.

Surendra.

I

4 brothers. Ramirupa or Dhananjaya

Pasupati. Halayudha.

Vibhudhara

* The Br. sar. 9 Benares ed., p. 3a

:
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Halayudha's name appears in the records of the match-

makers as a descendant of Bhatta Narayana. These tradi-

tions undoubtedly become more and more unreliable the more

distant time the events related are separated from the records.

However, for the curious, I extract the names of the ancestors

of Halayudha as given in the genealogical chart drawn upby

Pandit Bharatcandra Siromani for his patron Prasannakumara

Tagore and printed in the beginning of his edition of the

Daya-bhaga (1863).

In this list Halayudha, fourteenth in descent, is wrongly

shown as elder brother of Isana. Pandit Yogesachandra Sastree

was of opinion that Halayudha, the author of the Brahmarm-

was a quite different person from Halayudha the

ancestor of the Tagore family. 1

C. HALAYUDHA'S TIME.

There is the usual uncertainty about his time The lower

limit is fixed bv three of his verses being quoted in the Suktv- (or

sadukti.) kam-amrta, which was completed m Saka WS1 or i^o

a.d. So he must be older than this year. As m the Brahma^a-

sarwasva he speaks of having spent the best year of his life in_the

service of Laksmanasenadeva, the king of Gaura he must be

a contemporarv of 'that king. The king reigned from 170 to

circa 1200 a.d.* So Halayudha's time falls in the fourth quar-

ter of the twelfth century (1175-1200 a.d.).

To this timing of Laksmanasena Babu^W^J*^
jea, following an early opinion Dr. Kielhorn, has raised anobjec

tion.s From the use of the word atita-rajye in the two known

inscriptions of Laksmanasena he infers that^^S^im
gone away by that time, i e., had ceased to exis before U70

a.d. The
7
context of the inscriptions is no doubt P*£*»£

But I think the difficulty may be solved if the w°rd«««

be applied to the subsequent words sarn 51. In Hina

calenZs the years are general y expired Saka 1836^
equivalent of 1914-5 a.d.) means that 1836 yeara o

king's era have gone away and that 18J7th year is

>

In inscriptions and literary MSS. this " expired-ness of the

I E^'JS:^. P-n^,, the Append on « The Sena

Dynasty of Bengal," J.A.S.B., 190o, P- •*>.

« «e«.; and The Palas of Bengal, A.S.B. Memmrs, yt>
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year is sometimes emphasised by adding words like atita or

gata. I need not burden this article with many extracts on

this point. Five extracts will, I think, suffice for comparison

with the context of the Laksmanasena inscriptions :

1. Ujjain, copper-plate of Bhojadeva—Atit-dsta-&apta-by-

adhika-sahasrika-samvatsare. l

2. Yasovarmadeva's grant—Sri-Vikrama-kal-atita-samvat-
sara-aika-navaty-adhika-sat-aikada[se]su}

3. Udayavarmadeva's Bhopal C.P -.—Sn-Vikrama-kah

dtita-sat-panmsa{sa)d-adhika'dv

dntaprd {pa) ft.
3

4. Narasimhadeva iv's Puri C.P :—Saka-nrpater-atitesiL

pan^ddhikesutrayodasa'Sata-samvachchharesu.^

5. The date of the composition of Udayanacarya's Lak-

sanavali :

—

Tark - ambar - dnk-pramitesv-atitesu Sak-

dntatah. 5

All these and more indicate that the years, Vikrama or

Saka, were declared expired by the express use of the word atita.

In a similar way by the use of the word atita before the years

51 and 74 of the Laksmanasena era it was meant that these

years were expired, and not current.

Apart from Halayudha's mention of his connexion with

the King Laksmanasenadeva, I have found at least one pas-

sage which helps in fixing the upper limit. It is the passage

quoted supra about the setting up of the fire. In this be

,
quotes fully the verse viii, 127, and partially i. 15, iv.l2

L
16 and

17 of Srinivasa's astrological work, the 8uddhi-d%pika._ W"
author wrote also the mathematical work Ganita-curamani.

as the very peculiar title of the author in both, Mahm.a-

paniya etc., signify. The Ganita-curarmni has not ye

been traced. From an extract quoted under the head iug

in the Pada-candrika of Brhaspati Rayamukuta, and in »
Padartl

a.d.6 Whether the Suddh
expressly given as Kaliyug

was

1 Ind. Ant. Vol. VI, p. 53. * Ind. Ant. Vol. XIX, p. 353.

8 Do. Vol. XVI
, p. 254.

4 J.A.S.B., 1895, p. 130, edited by me.
* The Laksanavali, Pr. ed., p. 12. ^
6 See I. O. MSS. 954, 956, the Pada-candrika :—*'*R *

artffa

*?irfsr s^oii c/.aiao my ^ *fipwn«^t 5H*wt* »
'f***1^'

*WWl<S?Tq*tffa limf* 8?t° I in the Padartha-kaumudl. The
Jjn^

olophon of the Suddhi-dipika (I. G. MS. 214) runs :—tf* *$***

I. G. Ms., No. 214.
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older there is no means of knowing at present. But their author

Srlnivasa can at any rate be taken to have nourished about

1160 a.d.; and Halayudha who quotes his work as an autho-

rity should be still later. This brings him to the fourth

quarter of the century, the time already found out from other

sources.

Miscellaneous.

Before
the Brahmana-sarvvasva is apt to be confounded with other

writers bearing the same name. Firstly, he should be distin-

guished from Mahamahopadhyaya Halayudha, the author of the

Karm-opadesini , a manual of rules for the daily ahnika nte_s.

The work quotes the Kalpa-taru (fol. 21a) , Kalpa-tarukar-aday_ah

(536) and Sulapani (sraddha-bhede vyakhyatam Sulapanma).

So its author must be later than the fifteenth century a.d.,

the date of Sulapani.

Secondly, he should be carefully distinguished from the

jurist Halayudha. The latter has been frequently quoted in

Maithili works, for example 7 times in the Vivada-cmtamani of

Vacaspati Misra, and no less than 53 times by name and three

times by his work named as Halayudha-nibandhamm the Vivada-

ratnakara of Candesvara. Halayudha of the Brdhmana-sarvasva

is not known to* have written any works on law. Furthermore,

this jurist Halayudha was quoted also in the Vyavahara-

Kalpataru of Laksmldhara * who had preceded the judge of

Laksmanasenadeva by at least half a century.

Thirdly, a Halayudha is quoted by Sulapani (some 13

times in his Sraddha-viveka) and by Vacaspati Misra (some

5 times in his Sraddha-ciniamani) . Though critic,zed now and

then his work was treated as an authority on braddha It is

not known definitely if the Judge Halayudha ever wrote an>

distinct treatise on 'Sraddha, and if so, until it i found
_

and

examined, whether that work was referred to by tl ese
wnters

For the present it would be safer to deal with this authority

^ distinct from the subject of the present ^ic*. ,

, Halayudha was the last notable Smrti- writer•*<old Beng&L

After him followed a period of darkness,^y^ mlf^
•Jd unilluminated for two centuries by a ffl

?«J
e ™?

8

°

a mosi
This amazing blankness in the intellectual field is a.moat

*markable phenomenon in the history of Bengal, buU one ha,

yet cared ^notice it or to find out its cans. The ma „ cause

l8
> of course, the Muaalman eruption.

,

Bur^ "L centres of
8*ept over the land scattering and destroying the centres

San.sk

. « The Vyavahara-kalpataru. L G
-

, ,1^. Vw*fcw>r«»». Vol. I (s.v.
{«*ht has confounded the two in his Catalogos Gatalogoru

halayudha).
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learning. Life and property became insecure. With the

higher class more or less absorbed in the fight for self-preser-

vation, any steady pursuit of knowledge became next to impos.

sible. Thus the land came to be denuded of scholars and of

the fruits of their brains.

III. Sulapani Upadhyaya.

Sulapani is an honoured name in the Bengal school of law.

Unfortunately very little authentic is known of him and of his

works. The object of the present article is to supply some

reliable information about him, classified under the following

headings

:

A. His Works.

B. His Family.

C. His Time.

A. HIS WORKS.

Sulapani wrote both commentaries and original treatises.

The commentaries are taken up first.

A. Commentaries.

{i) The LHpa-kalikd.

Among the Dharma-sastras, the Ydjnavalkya-samhta

ranks next in importance only to the Manu-samhita. Hence

<

was often commented upon. Several of the commentaries w

deemed nearly as important as the original, e.g., those o

varupa, Vijnanesvara (the Mitaksara), Apararka, Sulap* .

the Viramitrodaya , etc. Among them not the least import

was Sulapani 's Dipa-kalikd. It was and is still con
f
d̂ *

among the Gaurlyas as influential as the nearly conter7-^

raneous commentary of Kulluka Bhatta on the Manu-sam

(the Manvartha-muktavali).
t he

This work has not -yet been printed. 1 It aPPe*f
eg not

among the very earliest of Sulapani's works. It ° ^
mention any of his other works. On the other hand sevv^
them seem to be subsequent amplifications of certain ^
of this commentary, e.s. the sambandha-viveka seems

folios

enlargement of the section on marriage (first Adhyaya,
^

56-96), the Sraddha-viveka , of the section on funera
i

i

Adhy., 176-206), the Prdyascitta-viveka, of the section on r

tions (third Adhy., fols. 60a-736), and so on.

"

\ s+ has not been

1 I am using the Sanskrit College MS. II, No.78. As Jt "
de yel-

properly described, a brief description is given here. toUn
lul iast

page

lowish paper, la to 72b, 17" x 3f, 8 lines to a page, 4 lines on w
#<^^

characters Bengali, middle-sized, legible,'on the front page a no ^ {qL ^
by Ramsharan, 14th September, 1824." The 1st Adhyaya em l[ae Z-i.

line 1 , the second Adhv. on fol. 47o, line 1 . and third Adli. on
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Its quotations and references are very few, e.g., the Kalpa-

taru (once), Govindaraja (once), the Mitaksara (once), the

commentator Medhatithi (once), the lexicon Vi'sva (once) and

Visvarupa, the well-known commentator on Yajriavalkya (five

times). Neither Jlmutavahana nor his works are named, but

the views expressed under the Dayabhaga sections of Yajna-

valkya seem to agree generally with those of Jlmutavahana.

(ii) The Parisista-dtpa-kalika.

No MS. yet found. It is mentioned by Raghunandana

in his Suddhi tattva, 1 and apparently included a section on the

Vrs-otsarga ceremony.

B. Original Treatises

The Smriti-viveka.

Sulapani wrote a number of small treatises which apparently

formed parts of a general treatise by name the Smrti-mvela

or discussion of Smrti subjects. This^ treatise.should^be dis-

tinguished from the older Smrti-viveka of Medhatithi the
.

earhest

existing commentator of the Manu-samhita lne latter-is

quoted\ot only bV Medhatithi in his own Shaw™**™*
hut abbreviated to the word Viveka, is apparently referred to

by Hemadri, Candesvara, Madhavacarya, Visvesvara ett.

For facility of reference the smaller sections will be dealt

with alphabetically arranged.

(1) The Ekadasi-viveka.

The eleventh lunar day was deemed important on accouiit

of the fast enjoined on that day both for widow*
i

and or the

Was, l' have seen only a fragment of

J^^^,
folio (fol. 8a) wherein are quoted ^Mes "um *--

Arttia-
and the visnudharma * It is quoted inf^^L 5)
haumvM i'nnm^nhirv on Srinivasa's Suddhvdipika (iv. o,.

(2) The Tithi-viveka.

,

It deals generally with the ^bisor lunar days ^e

eleventh having been specially dealt ^'aJ l)

It is

identical with the MSS. named Ttthi-dvatta-prakaranam.^

l Srerampore ed. II, 210:

I P*Por, 13" x 2 fo ', 4 lines. Letters Bengali, small.
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quoted in his own Vrata-kala-viveka; and it quotes his Sraddha-

viveka (fol. 2a), the samvatsara-pradipa onee, Jikana twice and

the Smrti-samuccaya once. It was commented upon by Srt

natha Acarya-euramani in the Tatparya-dlpika.
*

(3) The Dattaka-viveka.

A small treatise on adoption and its rules. It is not in-

cluded in Bharata Siromani's Dattaka-siromani, as said by

Mittra.

(4) The Durg-otsava-viveka.

It deals with Durga worship both in autumn (Asvinaor

September-October) when it becomes a great national festival,

and again in the spring (Phalguna or March) under the name

of Vasantl.

Besides the Puranas (the Kalika, the Devi, and the Blum-

sya frequently) and the Smrtikara sages, it quotes the

Kamarupiya-nibandha (once).

Kala-kaumudi (twice).

Kala-viveka (thrice).

Jyotisa (several times).

Jyotis-arnava (once).

Balaka (twice).

Kala-Madhaviya (once). Varsa-krtya (once).

KaUadar'sa (once).

Gavaksatantra (once).

Jikana (once).

Jimutavahana (twice, from the
Kalaviveka).

Vasanta-raja (once).

Sarada [-tilaka] (once).

Srikara Misra (7 times).

Samvatsara-pradipa (once) and

the smrtisara (once).

It is one of the latest productions of Sulapani, as it quote,

no less than five of his own works, the THrg-otsavarprayoq^

viveka, the Pratistha-vo , the Prayascitta-vo , the [Dola-] yatra-Wi

and the Suddhi-v°.

veka

It describes the swinging festival of Lord Jag^^*^
the spring (March).

bhlrm

Purusottama

in the 29th adhyaya of the Skanda-purana . It has been quo*

in the Durg-otsava-viveka (No. 4).

(6) The Pratistha-viveka.

It treats of the consecration of idols, etc. ** is

j^
u
yrata-

two of his works, the Durg-otsava-v° (No. 4) and the

kala-v° (No. 9). 1

1 The MS. Ind. Govt. No. 114 is entered as Pratistha-v°^°y%
to the final colophon, but it is r<

the introduction and the text show.
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(7) The Prayascitta-viveka

.

A standard work on expiations which has been printed.
It quotes the

Kalpa-taru (9). j
Bhojadeva (6),

Dharma-pradipa (9).

Bhavadeva (10).

Visvarupa (2).

Kalpa-taru-kara (3).

Govindaraja (1).

Jikana (frequently, some 21

times). Srikara (1).

It is quoted in his Durg-otsava-v° (No. 4), and is commen-
ted upon by Govindananda (in the Tattv-artha-kaumudi) and by
Udlcya Ramakrsna (in the Prayascitta-kaumudz). It is quoted
frequently by Raghunandana in his Malamasa, Daya-bhaga,
>uddhi, Prayascitta, Vivaha, Tithi, Durg-otsava, EkadasI,
Vrata, and Ahnika Tattvas. According to Govindananda Sula-

pSni composed his Prayscitta-v° after the Sraddha-v .
1

(8) The Basa-yatra-viveka

.

It treats of the Rasa festival of Jagannatha on the Karttika
full moon, in autumn (November).

(9) The Vrata-kala-viveka.

It discusses the times of vratas or optional fasts. It

quotes the

Kttjpataru-k&va, (once). Bhuja-bala-bhima (once).

Komadhenu (once). ;

Mitaksara (once).

Kamadhenu'k&r& (once). !
and his own Pratistha-viveka

Rrtya-kamadhenu (once). I (once).

(10) The Suddhi-viveka.
.

No MS. yet found. It is named in his own Durg-otsava-v°

So. 4), and in the Suddhi-kaumudi of Govindananda (thrice).

(11) The Sraddha-viveka.

The most famous of his works, and printed. It treats philo-

sophically the subject of funeral ceremonies with their rules.

ft quotes the

Bhojadeva (1). _
Maternava-prakasa-karB, (1).

Medhatithi (1).

Sankhadhara (lj.

Smrti-manjari-kara, (1).

Kalpa-laru (17 times).

^pa-tarw-kara (once).

^Wttadfon^kara (once).

govindaraja (once).
,Jlkana (4).
J
yotih-Parasara (2).

Halayudha (13).

> Sanskrit College MS. II, 193, ft* X, **»^^j^
,ws**TfTOTOmrf «* ** ***** ft** ft** ^ n
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It is mentioned in his own Tithi-v* (No. 2) and the Durg-

otsava-v° (No. 4). It was quoted in the Sraddfuz-cmtama^ of

vSSpati Misra (18 times), as the Qaunya Sraddha-mveh-

L the Sraddha-viveka of Rudradhara (once), frequently by

Go^ndanandt (in his SuddM* and ^dha-kau^)^
Raehunandana (in his Malamasa, Daya-bhaga, Samskara,

tuddT Vivaha Tithi, EkadasI, Yajur-vrs-otsarga, Divya.

Srifc Sama-Sr'addha). On account of its subt e argumento

it wao commented upon several times, by brinatha Acarya-

curlmanT AcTuta Chakravarttl.Govindananda (Sraddha-mveka.

™J), Jagadlsa (Sraddha-viveka-bhav-artMra), and

Srikrsna Tarkalankara.

(12) The Samkrdnli-viveka.

It deals with the Samkrantis or the times_of sun's> entrance

into the zodiacal signs. It quotes the Nya*^** b

philosopher Vacaspati Misra, the Kalpa-taru the Panjata,

*L . -, r , ,i rr.t :„tZ~~~m ; rtf na.nrlp.qvara.
Ratndkara and the Krtya-cintamani

Sambandha

It discusses the relationship (sambandha) permis

^
b

g

forbidden for marriage. The quotations are from tne^r

and Smrti-kara sages, but the subject- matter and some oi

quotations such as Manu's in the beginning remind one

Sambandha-viveka of Bhavadeva Bhatta.
«a«?»« works.

This completes the . authentic list of Su ^^ 3J ical

According to Aufrecht Sulapani wrote also the ascr ^
Samvatsara-pradipa, 1 a statement for which 1 nnci s

Sulapani himself had quoted this work in his i t»M> \ ^
and Durq.otsava.v° (No. 4), and gave no hint that u ^
own. Both Govindananda and Raghunandana qu

^ .

{ as

Samvatsara-fradipa frequently, but nowhere spc-ae
pf

Tapani's. Pandit Haraprasad Shastri has descrioea
where

the Sarhmteara-pra^pa ,

4 but the extracts given Dy nnu

82L. p.™-, one Som*!^"mentions

Western
s

B. HIS FAMILY.

Sulapani d information about mui
f

Mahamahopi

1 Catalogos catalogorum, Vol. I, p. 681.
2 H. P. Shastri's Notices, Vol. I, p. 390, No. 388.
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Raghunandana. 1 In the final colophon of one MS. of the

Prayascitta-v° (Mittra, 415) he is given the title Bhatta; and in

some other MSS. of the Durg-otsava-v° and in a MS. of the

ttpa-kalika (Mittra, 1147) the full title Bhattdcarya is given to

him in the final colophons.

In these final colophons Sulapani is often called Sahunyan

(Sahunya, once Gdndubhiydn wrongly), from his kulu or family

name.' Sahunyan is said to have survived to the present day

as a subsection of the Rarhiya Brahmanas. Though himself

silent about his country, the Maithilis regarded him as a Gau-

riya, and Rudradhara distinguished his Srdddha-v° from his

own work of the same name by calling the former Gauriya.

C. HIS TIME.

Over Sulapani 's time there hangs the usual haze of ideas.

According to Rajendralal Mittra he lived in the middle of the

twelfth century and was a judge in the Court of Laksmanasena

of Bengal. 2 Pandit Haraprasad Shastri says :— '

«
According to

the settlement »of the Brahmanic hierarchy made by Vallala

Sena, the family which hailed from Sahudi were degraded to a

very low position but the great ancient law-giver of Bengal.

Manamahopadhyaya Sulapani, was proud to call himself a bahu-

diyana, hence he may be said to have belonged to a period

anterior to Vallala Sena, that is the eleventh century. a Af
™-

ing to Professor Jolly,4 Sulapani was much later, and tms

opinion is accepted by Professor Eggeling. .

The lower limit is fixed by the commentary of Srinatha

Acarya-curamani on the Srdddha-viveka, which Srinatha wrote

according 'to his father's instructions. This commentary is

among Srlnatha's earliest works and with his commentary on

the Tithi-v* cannot be later than the beginning of the sixteen

jentury
, as I will show later on. At least half a century

_

would

have intervened between the commentaries and the originals

So the Sraddha-v° and the Tithi-v° cannot be later than the

middle of the fifteenth century. . . ,

This view is supported by the mention of the ^addh^v n the

^ddha.cintamani of Vacaspati Misra.' Vacaspati M.sra s time

18 as yet unascertained. But as he flourished during the^
The Astavimsatv-tattva ,

Srerampoi
?8. 518 "\\ q« 197- for Mahama*"», 518, ii, 98, 127; lor *««™*"'C"i,; '

220
(2), 457, 543 ii, 60, 61. 64(2), 109, "\-**%?*•m

Mittra, Notices, III, 1 04, VI, 1 29, 205, 209.

8 Shastri. Notices. Vol. I (1900) preface, p. X.
aw Lectures, 1883, p. 14 ;

,„ * J- Jolly's Outlims of Hindu Law, Tagore Law n**™, «~, *> -

** Og. Cat., Ill, 371.
o A a 12 25 44, 55, 58, 101, 108, 134,

to \ Benares Ed. (Sk. 1814), pp. 2, 4, 8, 12, to, «,
-

l<*.l39, 141,149, 157, 163, 177.
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his time falls roughly in the third quarter of the fifteenth century.

The *!£&*•*> having been quoted by him as an authority no

less thT i eighteen times, Sulapani would be considerably o der,

and could not have flourished later than the first quarter of the

Sam
T
C

he

n
u^per limit is fixed by the mention of Candesvara's

works the Krtya-cintamani and the Ratriakara in Sulapani s

Satkranti-viveka , and of the Kala-Madhanya in the
,

Ajjj-

otsava-viveha} Candesvara's time is fair y well known a falling

in the first and second quarters of the fourteenth century he

bavin* performed the Tula-purusa gift on the banks
.

ot the

vSvaViriver in Saka 1236 (1314 a.d.).* The Kjila-Madhmya

or the Kala-nirnaya of Madhavacarya is still later. Mad^
v
^

the" kula-guru-mantri or the priestly minister oi

BuLma-fewiS-paii, the king Bukka I of Vijayjnagata, wh«e

;«a„««;i rt™ rancrp between Saka 1276 and 1290 (l3o4-13W
inscriptions range uetwccn ^«™».™ *-.- - V„, onl. to

a.d.).3 The Kala-nirnaya was composed as a supplement i

the Parasara-Madhaviya* and therefore late in Bukkas reig ,

say about 1365 a.d. As some time must have elapsed before

the work could have become known in Bengal, we arrive at

upper limit of 1390 a.d. The Durg-otsava-viveha, in w»J»»
Kala-Madhaviya has been quoted, is a late Production ot &u

pani. So considering all these facts we shall not be tar no

truth if we hold that Sulapani flourished in the beginning

the fifteenth century a.d., if not earlier.
ort „ PT1 ee in

I now conclude with a few words about the 3e4uen°
e

Sulapani's works. The commentary Dipa-Jcalika must

been among his earliest, for commentaries as a rule P"*080 , bv
ginal compositions, and the young minds were Jjoceatt^^;

_

a great name. The $raddha-v", toiioweu uv m* - ""*-
and

and the Suddhi-v° appears to belong to his mature ag ,

is marked by subtle disoussions and close reasonings.

1 The Samkranti-v° , Benares ed. (8k, 1814), a verse quo

1

ted from the

The Durg-oteava-v , Sans. Coll. MS. IT, 335, TtW *ra«Pf*W
^^TTW (foi. 3o).

2 The Vivada-ratnakara . Bib. Ind. Ed., p. 670-1 :

8 For the latest inscription of Bukkaraya I dated Saka

Ant. , Vol. XIV, p. 233.
4 The Kala-nirnaya, Bib. Ind. ed. , p. 2 :

—
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Tithi-v°, the Durg-otsava-v° and Sahkranli-v° seem from the
references to belong to his later age.

The conclusion arrived at about Sulapani's time puts him
among the earliest stars of the Hindu Revival. He reorganized
the Bengal School of Smrti, just as Brhaspati, surnamed Raya-
mukuta, set the ball of literary composition arolling by his lexi-

con and literary commentaries.

IV. Srinatha Acaryacuramani.

Srinatha's name is almost unknown nowadays. Yet he
deserves to be better known in Bengal for various reasons.

Firstly, he was the author of several notable Smrti works, both
commentaries and original treatises. Secondly, he belongs to a

learned family, his father Srikara and his son Ramabhadra
being as learned as he, thus furnishing a good illustration of

the principles of heredity. Thirdly, he was the teacher of the

famous Raghunandana Bhattacharya, a distinction that alone

should keep his name out of the gulf of oblivion. The present

article is intended to give a brief account of the whole family,

though the heading is put under Srinatha, the most notable

member thereof.

A. SRIKARA ACARYA.

He should be distinguished from the Maithila Srikara Acarya
who wrote the commentary on the lexicon Amara-kosa, named
Vyakhy-amrta, and who according to the colophon of a Nepal
MS

S the in-

troductory verse to his commentary on the Sraddha-viveka

toathehad written it according to the instructions of his father,

iinak-oktd. In the MSS of one Daya-bhaga-vinirnai/a, or the

ascertainment of division of property on inheritance, the author

l For the Maithili,see R.Mittra. Notices, VIII, p. 100 (No. 2751),

lal colophon, ^ff, »T3Tfl^T«lT3f ^fhKT^3jf>tf¥r *lV*t ****-

^?TW
| ; H. P. Shastri, Notices of Nepal MSS., No. 802, p. 23:

+fW 99riH^ | See also the following MS. No. 803, the Imarakosa-

m
- The remark on it ^«*M[ VW&* * *^™> apparently means

*«*it consists of incomplete MSS. of Raya-Mukuta's and of Sr ikara's,

£* No. 802, and not that this commentary was written jointly by the

JP- « some have imagined. In fact between RSya-Mukuta s time and

^masimhadeva's time there was at least an interval of three decades,

J* possibly four. RSya-Mukuta wrote his commentary complete m
^ Kandas, and therefore no supplement to it was needed.
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is said to be Srikara Sarmma in the introductory verse
;
but in

he final colopbons and headings , the work is ascribed sometimes

to SrXaraIcLya, sometimes to Srikara Bhattacarya, and some-

imes to Gopala Nyayapancanana. In the context there

an allusion to a different reading by Smart**, which ii

referring to Raghunandana Bhattacarya would make the

tnlZZZflse,J opinion of botht*^*^
the Misrah are quoted side by side Srikara thus appear,

have been considerably influenced by the ^^g^
that time, Vacaspati Misra. Sulapani had not t eated or

Vyavaharaand the Vivada sections of Smrti ^s omissio

Sulapani might have influenced Srikara in »{°°*»* *£ Sed
of DaVa-bh!ga, a subject which had come to be weinstud

in the Hindu courts of Mithila. Among its few later quot

tions are the

Daya-bkaga (13).

Daya-bhaga-khra (2).

Diksita (1).

Madana-parijata (1).

Misrab (13).

Medhatithi (1).

Maithila (3).

Vacaspati Misra (1)

Smartah (1).

SRINATH

Srlnatha wrote a considerable number of works, v^C

ad
'

s
._

facility of treatment, may be grouped under four su

i. Four commentaries, the Sara-manjan (a c
JJ?^na),

on the Candoga-parisista-prakasa ol J -^
the Tatparya-dipikd (a 00**en£g^*«*
Tithi-viveka of Sulapani), the _&*»«'^ the

vyakhya (a commentary on Sulapani j -
tevg.

naim.hhaaa.tiwnani fa commentary on

hana's). se
ii. Three works ending in the word arl}am °

he £

the

Vivelc-arnava,t\& Kftyortattv-arnava ana *u
n-

tattv-arnava.
m

vm^fc *^J**
T
qftfVft-

1 As. Soc. MS. (4th) in I. B. 26, p. 20 :—raT^wl *I^W' ^^
Sil^«*n5reTfiNlT«1<rW, ^fafaf^Ta* I
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iii. Three works ending in the word candrika or moon-light,
the A cara-candrika, the Sraddha-candrika, the Dana-
candrika. *

iv. Two works ending in the word dipika or moon-shine,
the Gudha-dipika, and the Sraddhardipika

.

v. Three works ending in the word Viveka or discussion,

the Durg-otsava-viveka, the Prayascitta-viveka and
the Suddhi- viveka.

I. The Commentaries.

These call for little remarks. In the Ddya-bhdga-tippani
besides occasional references to Prakasa-krt, the oniy late

reference I have found is to Kulluka, whose opinion he criticizes. [

Srlnatha's commentary was in turn much criticized by Acyuta-
nanda CakravarttI in his commentary, the Ddya-bhaga-siddhdnta-
kumuda- candrika (see the Appendix A). 2

Srlnatha's commentary on the well-known Sraddha-
viveka of S'ulapani 3 is fuller of late references, among which
Nay be mentioned the

Kalportaru (10 times). Parisista-prakasa (6).

Kdmadhenu (2).

Cintamani-krt (1).
Jjkana (1).

'

Pdraskara-bJiasya-k&TB, (2).

Bhtma-parakrama (1).

Madana-parijata (3).

Jimuta-vahana (2). Mahdrnava-prakdsa (3).

Tithi-viveka (1).

%0-Magra-krfc (2).

Dharroesvera'(4).

Xarayan-opadhyaya (5).

Mitdksara (I).

Varddhamanopadhyaya (3)

Srdddha-kalpa (4).

Sraddtha-bhasya-k&va. (2).

f Siromani's ed. of the Daya-bhaga, p. 80 (I. 45).—^

This criticism fixes the lower

w°f KullSka Bhatta, the commentator of Manu-samhita, as older than
"to beginning of the sixteenth century. How much older he was therejs at

P^sent no means of knowing. But his very scanty mention by ^nnatha,
^Pled with his non-mention in the works of Sulapani. and other older

^rs, would seem to put him in the fifteenth century, probably contem-
poraneous with or a little later than BfilSpSni. Kulluka and his com-

ti^
nt

^
ry are very often quoted in V * ~

^es), where also Narayana Sarvaj

Danda-viveka

*a'« time falls in the 'fourth quarter of the fifteenth century and

Kulluka's time cannot be later than the first quarter of the
8ai&e century.

flT

* See Bharat Siromani's ed., pp. 8 (I. 4), 22 (I. 13), 37 (I. 29), 54

£•*). 87 (II. 51), 89 (II. 53), 104 (H. 79), with such remarks as tan-na,

^^apastarh, likJianam-aparyalocan(^vifrmbhitam:
eva 9 ayuktam, tadr

at
- For Acyutananda CakravarttI, see the Appendix A.

Sans Coll. MS. II. 433. The page no. on its last folio is 84, but as8

J^
Page nosT^ fofo^ n0*fc ^a folio8f

J*
6

*£ ,?°- of folios would be 94. It is written in two hands, one smaller
and +k

xwnus wouiu u<
u l** other a little larger.
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Srfdatt

(3).

Sarada-tilaka (1).

Hari-sarmma (3).

Samaya.prakasa.kzTa, (5). |

Haralatd-kzv a, (3).

Samvatsara-pradipa (1).

Besides quoting -himself by his title (Acarya-curamam) once,

and his own commentary Sara-man^an thrice.

ii. The Arnava group.

No MS. of the vivek-drnava has yet been found. _
But it is

quoted in the author's own works, the Kriya-tattv.arnava,
the

Danacmdrikd and the Sraddha-dipika .
,

Only one MS of the S'uddhi-tatlv-arnava has been yet touna

It deall with purification due to asauca, con—a-, etc

It purports to be based on the Kamadhenu, the Kajpataju, i

MaJnava, Hemadri, the Mitdksara, the HaraMa th

Parijata and others. It refers occasionally to <
ê

quotes often the customs of the Maithilas (
m^ ^jf^

teen times), and has several times ^}^\±^al tan.

remarks as tan-na yuktam, tacmntyam ^am-a^starn

mandam. Besides quoting the Maithdis ngm^, « q

byname Rudr-opddhydya , and the SuMi-nntaMW o
-

v

pati Misra. Among other later names, it quotes ™
•

«

Lete, and the author's own ^^^^^JSb It

alpikd. It would thus appear to be one of his later works,

is quoted by Raghunandana in the S'uddhi Tattva.

"TtIus unique MS. (Ind. Govt. No. 3689) not having been yet des-

cribed, is described below briefly :

—

, i st two folios

Palm leaf , 15 h" x 1 *' . Folios . number given 99 ,
but

.

t tie ia
^ ^ w,

have no number, and the number 64 is given on twc
.

louo
^ ^.^

folios. The two folios of the beginning gone, but tne m-
.ntroductory

on a folio numbered 41. and put after the folio 4U.

verse 2 in it runs thus :

«T (?) |f*KT «il*Uf*f*l^ : C^ " 1

TfwwJ^ (? ) ***** I
*t™**wW^%*^^-

^i^wmncamiR^: I

Th* final <°i°Phon ™nd thus : *r* *

The condition of the MS. is old and worm-eaten wit

leaves broken, and in others the edges gone. , . ^us one o

The MS. was copied in Saka 1538 or 1616 a. d.. ana ^ not be

the oldest palm-leaf MSS. found in Bengal. Palm leaveB
mftn03cripts.

confounded with corvnha leaves which were used m oiae
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The Krtya-tativ-arnava or the Krtya-kala-vinirnaya deals

with fasts and periodical festivals. It was quoted several times

by Raghunandana in the Snddhi, Prayascitta, Vivaha, tithi,

Durg-otsava and Ahnika Tattvas, and also by Kamalakara.

It quotes several later works and authors, e.g., the

Ganga-vaky-avali (1).

Jimutavahana (1).

Tithi-viveka (1).

Dana-sagara (1).

Dhananjaya (3).

Nirnaya-prakaraija (I).

Parijata (1).

Ballalasenadeva (1).

Bhavadeva (1).

Bhaguri (1).

Bhima-parakrama .

Bhojadeva (2).

Madana-parijata (1C

Madhaviya (1).

Ratnakara.

Raja-marttaiida.
Laksmldhara (1).

Sankhadhara (1).

Samaya-prakdsa (1).

Samvatsara-pradipa {

Smrti-maharnava (2)

Smrti~samuccaya (1).

Hemadri (5).

And quotes in addition his own Gudha-dipika and Vivek-

arnava.
Dana-

sagara under the head "years," the commentary mentions

the fact that the Dana-sagara was composed by Ballalasenadeva

in S'aka 1091. So the tradition of the Dana-sagara'

s

composition

in 1169 a.d. must be older than the beginning of the sixteenth

century at least.' On the authorship of the Dana-sagara,

I might note here a curious remark of Raghunandana in the

Ekadasitattva. He points out thatin the Dana-sagara
Aniruddha

Bhatta considered the Visnu-rahasya (and the 8 i va-rahasya) as

not of a Rsi or sage, but simply loka-prasiddham or well-known

among the people (as compilations or sangrahas). _ 1 he direct

connexion of Aniruddha Bhatta with the Dana-sagara implies

that Raghunandana considered Ballalasenadeva only as tne

nominal author, and Aniruddha Bhatta as its real author.

1 As. Soc. MS. I. F. 45. p. 4 :-*<[*^ ***{** Ifa*!** *tf-

« 4-1. tattva, Sr. ed., vol. ii, p. 24:-f*W«RT^ ^^
f°ry verse 60 :

cf. the Dana-sagara, introduc-
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Hi. The Candrika Group.

The Acara-candrika deals first with the duties of Sudras,

and then describes the Ahnika or the daily rites of the twice-

born. 1 It is mentioned in his Dana-candnka ,
Sraddha-

dipika, and &uddhi4attv-arnava , and is quoted by Raghunan-

dana in the Ahnika-tattva.

The grdddha-candrikd is probably the most important

work of Srinatha. But the only MS. of it I have seen is in

palm leaf, old, crumbling and worm-eaten. In the introduc-

tory verse No. 2 it is ascribed simply to an Acarya-curamani,

but in the final colophon it is said to have been composed by

Srlnathacarya-curamani, son of Srlkar-acarya.* So far as I

could see, besides the Puranas it quotes the Sraddha-viveka-

kara (fol. 35a). It purports to be a manual of funeral ceremonies.

It is mentioned in his Sraddha-dipika and is quoted by_Raghu-

nandana in the Yajuh-sraddha-tattva as his Guru-caranah.

The Ddna-candr'ikd treats of religious gifts. The only

MS. of it I have seen is incomplete. 8 Therein are quoted the

Acara-ratnakara (1), the Kalpa-taru (1), the Kama-dhem (1),

the Kdla-viveka (copied wrongly as Karma-viveke Jwnuta-

vahanena), Jimuta vahana (1), Narayan-opadhyaya l
1)'.^

6

Pdrijdtail), Bhavadeva (1), the Ratnakara (1), Mahamahopadn-

yaya Srfdatta (1), Harinath-opfid'hyaya (I), besides his own

A cara-candrika and Vivek-arnava

.

iv. The Dipika Group.

No MS. of the Gudhadipikd yet found, but it is mentioned

in the author's Krtya-tattv-arnava.* , ,i

The Sraddha-dipika seems to be a continuation oi w»

Sraddha-candrika and is quoted in the Suddhi-tattv-arnava anu

by Raghunandana in his Yajuh-Sraddha-tattva. It gives ™
g

various prayogas of the rites of the funeral ceremony among

Chandogas. It quotes

« See Ind. Off. Cat., Ill, p. 524, MS. No. 1648, copied m S»

1710 or 1788 a.d. , _ .
fl

. 4.5
* Ind. Govt. MS. No. 3683, palmleaf MS., 14 * x If -

f,,ls
-
**' r

'

occasionally 3, lines to a page. Fol. la :

—

^f%HT! W?T*T ^*fa fWfaS ^^TT^fW! I

Its final colophon in fol. 84b runs :—Tfa l|*T«l ,ffaPW*^"
This

MS. is old, worm-eaten and crumbling, and requires careful handling-

's Sans. Coll. MS. II, 563, fols. la-19b. _, ^fWatTST
As. Soc. MS. I. F. 45, p. 61 :—Tf|f f^W*^^
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Mitaksara (3).

Misrah (3).

Rdtndkara (1).

Visvarupa (1).

Sridatta (7).

Hari Sarmma

[N.8.]

Aniruddha (2).

Kalpa-taru (4).

Kamardhenu (1).

Dharesvara ( 1 )

.

Parijala ( 1 )

.

Pitr-dayita (1).

PraMsa-kara(l)

Besides these, it mentions the author's Acara-candrika and

Vivekdrnava.

The Pitr-dayita, a work on Srdddha, often quoted by Raghu-

nandana is ascribed herein to Aniruddha. 1

v. The Viveka Group.

These seem to be more or less manuals. Three have been as

yet brought to light. The Suddhi-viveka quotes Sfilapani at the

end, and the Durg-otsava-viveka is based on the same section in

Jlmutavahana's* kdla-viveka. The Durga festival had been

already dealt with by Srlnatha in his Krty&taltv-drnava* ;
but

the importance of the subject apparently necessitated a

separate fuller treatment. It should be distinguished from a

work of the same name by Sulapani.

C RAMABHADRA NYAYALANKARA BHATTACARYA

He wrote :

(t) The Daya-bhdga-vivrti (or °dipika in the final verse).*

In this he follows largely the commentary of his

1 Sans. Coll. MS. II, 4, 25, foL 28a, T f?| fqa^f^cn^TflfsH^T f%f«*

fol. 27b, ^fa ifcTCfroTftsfarero *WTO I

n
» For the F„ddhi- viveka, see R. Mittra, »«*»«J^2i2^ H

'

Prayakitta-v"
, Do.. VIII, 272, No. 2880; for the Durg-otsava-v ,

±i.

hastri. Notices, Vol. III. p. 92, No. 143.

8 As. Soc. MS. I, F. 45. pp. 93-103.

Bharat Siromani's ed. , p. 1 , the introductory verse

*it^ m*faf»fl*fa5P>n"*i«r wot** i

p. 359 :-HknW^TfVT ^T^ S*SnGJ Ctf^T*^ I

^fo?RTOTBft*«t^ ft?* f̂ tfl: ' C * " ]

nr,^ xt ^- i» t — « ftfl Acvuta criticised Curamani's
Under the Daua-bhaga, I. ->j, P- »y -

Atyuw*

remQri • X. -.^ £_ ^, On this Ramabhadra says:—emarks aaymg fir^fil ^fPifW*^ • °" ^^
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father Srlnatha, referring to him often as guravah,

and in some instances defending him against attacks

of other commentators, such as Acyutananda Cak-

ravartti.

(ti) The Snifti-tattva-vinirnaya or vyavastharSangraha, a

collection of rules on various smrti matters, such as

tithi, dana, sraddha, prayascitta, suddhi, udvaha. 1

Here in the final colophon he calls himself

Navadwpa-nivasi town

He should be distinguished from Ramabhadra Nyaya-

lankara (without the title Bhattacarya) who wrote a harika or

a versified set of rules on the' Suddhitattva (of Ragbunan-

dana ?). Whether modi

commentary on Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa, there is not sufficient

data at present to decide, beyond the fact that the names are

the same.'2

Ramabhadra had several sons, some of whom were learned.

The second son, Ramesvara, wrote the Tantra-pramoda,a>nd the

sixth son, Raghumani, wrote the Agama-sara, both works on

the Tantra. 3 In the introductory verses they praise their father

(living on the bank of the Ganges) rather extravagantly.

D. THEIR TIMES.

Srikara quotes Vacaspati Misra as an authority and there-

fore must be later than the third quarter of the fifteenth century.

As father of Srinatha he cannot be later than the end of tne

fifteenth century. Thus Srlkara's time falls roughly in tne

fourth quarter of the same century. ,

Srlnatha 's posterior limit is fixed to some extent by tne

date of copying of the oldest MS known, viz., the Tithi-viveica-

tika, the T'atparya-dipika . The copyist, whose name is no

given but who calls Srinathacarya his teacher (guruvara),

copied the MS. in Sake varga-try-aditi-(abdhi)rajaninathair-mite

Minabhe, in Saka 1434 or 1512-3 a.d.* The original work

must have been therefore composed some time before.

• Ind. Off. Cat, III. 485-6, MSS. Nos. 1567-69.
T 197

2 For the Suddhi-tattva-karika see H. Shastri. Notices, Vol. U.P; ^
for the Vidvan-modinl see R. Mittra, Notices, VII, p. 257 (No. -aw/*

complete (sargas I—XII).
8 R. Mittra, Notices. Vol. I. od. 139.141 (Nos. 260 and 2W).

^TreiBTi^nR^JT «nwr fq$j: *n^>*[ i
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-we arrive at the end of the fifteenth century or the beginnin

of the sixteenth as the time of composition of the Tithi-viveka-

l\ka. The same time may be ascribed to the Sraddha-viveka-

vyakhya composed according to the instructions of his father,

and therefore when his father was living. The commentary
Sara-manjari quoted in the Sraddha-viveka-vyakhya would then

be still older. 1 Srlnatha flourished therefore in the last decade

of the fifteenth and the first quarter of the sixteenth century.

This conclusion about Srlnatha's time is corroborated by

the mention of him in Raghunandana's yajur-vedi-Sraddha-

tattva as his guru or preceptor. 1 Raghunandana flourished

in the first and second quarters of the sixteenth century, as

I will show infra. Therefore as his guru , Srlnatha cannot be

later than the first quarter of the same century.

As son of Srlnatha, Ramabhadra Nyayalankara Bhatta-

carya would be later. He is not named by Raghunandana and

was probably younger than him. He may be said therefore to

have lived in the second and probably the third quarter of the

sixteenth century.
As regards the sequence in Srinatha's works, the com-

mentaries are, as a rule, to be ascribed to his younger days,

the Sara-manjari being probably the oldest of the known

works, and the Daya-bhaaafika the latest of his commentaries.

The Arnava group and the Candrika group belong generally to

his mature age ; and the Viveka group to his later age.

It would seem that in Navadvlpa (the admitted home ol

his son Ramabhadra) his tol was one of the most important

and influential, where brilliant students like Raghunandana and

others were carefully trained. To Srlnatha belongs the credit

<* popularizing the study of Jimutavahana s difficult Daya-

^m. In fact bv their commentaries he, his son, and nis

P*Pils like Raghunandana, established the reputation of Jimu-

tavahana for all time to come.

V. -Raghunandana Bhattacarya.

In the Bengal School of Smrti the three most
.

in

n
fl

fl

Ueu^
liters are Jimutavahana, Sulapani and Ragunandana. The

1 Sans. Coll. MS. 1
1

, 4:W : the Sara-manjarlis quot I in folios 20b.

***TOt »TO*t: I

Asides quoting some of his works by name.

!«**fc are, also referred to in Mala-masa (l 445. 470 )
,

Samskara (l 501 ,

.

«>, 60b.

^dhi (ii 2221 Tithi ri 00) Durc-oteava (*• 54), Ekadasi (n. •*, .><)•

ix ]\ y ^e AcaryM-curamaiii in 1 ajm v f=. a
Ja (ii. 273).
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two first have already been dealt with, and it is meet that I

should add a few words on the last but not the least of the

three. heads

A. His Works.
B. His Time.

A. HIS WORKS.

Only one commentary by him is known. The rest are

original treatises on the different branches of Smrti, included

under one general digest, by name the Smrti-tattva. The treat-

ises have generally at the end the word tattva. Originally 28

tattvas were composed ; and the digest is known as Astavimsati-

tattvani. Supplements were issued later, of which some are

called Paddhatis, and not tattvas.

(a) The Daya-bhaga-vyakhyd.

This is a commentary on the Ddya-bhaga of Jimutavahana.

Colebrooke suspected whether the work was of the present

Raghunandana. But the final colophon giving the father s

name and the kula is clear on the point, 1 while the context

shows nothing incompatible with the usual acumen and learn-

ing of this author. It quotes among others, the Kalpa-taru,

Kulluka Bhatta, the Cintdmani, the Navyah, Medhatithi, the

Mitdksara, the Misrah (often), the Ratndkara, the Vivada-

cintamani, Sulapany-upadhyaya (or °padah), the Stddhanta-

ratndkara. The Misrah, i.e.,Vacaspati Misra and his followers,

have been several times criticized. 1

(6 ) The A stdvimsati- tattvani

.

These 28 tattvas have been named by the author in the

introductory verses of his Malmasa-tattva.3 The naming is no

1 The commentary has been printed in the edition of the oj
ana, edited bv Panrlit Tilwatnandra !-iromani. Its final colopnobhaga, edited bv Pandit Bharatcandra i-iromani.

(p. 356):— Tf^^^^ft^^f^THST^iarrWSI^T^IWST^tai^^ ^'

2 Ditto, pp. 119, 125, 130, 188, 278. amSsatattva

,

3 The twenty-eight tattvas are thus named in the Malaraasa

Srerampore ed., I, p. 427 :

—

Tf%^# 3?T*WTJi 3*c*tt m%PffW^ I

sref^ f>^r% ^ fw^ srswTs^t n^ n [ ^ ]
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chronological, but was put in according to the needs of versi-

fication. For example Ekadasi (the eleventh) has been referred

to in Nos. i, iv and vi, and must have been therefore composed

before them, though in the list it comes after them.

It is not my intention to discuss the tattvas elaborately.

They cover nearly the whole field of smrti, name a large num-
ber of authors and works, and embody an enormous quantity of

quotations. In fact the smrtic information therein is so

encyclopaedic, specially about Eastern India, that the non-men-

tion or otherwise of any eastern smrtic work or writer has been,

in the absence of other details, taken to mark its or his time

before or after the beginning of the sixteenth century.

Raghunandana is generally more careful than the average

run of smrtic writers in naming the authorities he quotes from,

and hence a list of the authors and works quoted is likely to

prove useful for students. In the Appendix B I have therefore

given an index of all later authors or works, smrtic and astro-

logical, mentioned in these twenty-eight tattvas, with the number

of the tattvas and the pagings of the Srerampore edition. In

all 89 authors and 226 works have been noted. The references

are, of course, not exhaustive, but I believe no important names

bave been omitted.

(c) Supplementary Tattvas and Paddhatis.

The following works are outside the 28 tattvas ;
but from

the introductory verse and the final colophons they appear to

be of the present author. Thev deal with matters not treated

'n the original tattvas. Some of them are in fact manuasof
rites to be performed, and two are called distinctly paddhatis

°r handbooks of procedure. The supplementary works as yet

discovered are :—

•

(i) Tirtha-ydtra-tattvas or nnha-tattva or Tirtha-yatra-

vidhi-tattva. It deals with pilgrimages to various

tirthas or sacred places like Gaya, Kasi Purusot-

tama, etc. It purports to be a part of the general

digest smrti-tattva

.

A ,

vaLsa-vatra-tattva or
°
Vramana4aliva

It deal• •

Dvadasa
rtnifeT^principal festival, of Jagannatha

at Puri , one in each month.

l^^d knar£»re&- &ae
%ic<*. I, no. 33S.
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(iii) Tripuskara-santi-tattva, treating of funeral rites to

be performed at Trlpuskara.

(iv) Gaya-sraddha-paddhati, describing the funeral cere-

monies to bo performed at Gaya.

(v) Rasa-yatra-paddhati, describing the ceremonies of

the Rasa festival which had been omitted in the

previous works.

B. HIS TIME.

The time of Raghunandana , though so famous, has not yet

been established. His lower limit is fixed by the earliest manu-

scripts. A MS. of the Chandoga-sraddha-tattva has been found

copied in Saka 1497 (1575-6 a.d.) ; a MS. of the Matha-pratistha-

tattva in Saka 1498 (1576-7 a.d.). 1 The works themselves

must therefore be still older. The upper limit is fixed by the

time of his guru Srinatha Acarya-curamani and by the mention

of Saka 1421 (1499-1500 a.d.) in his Jyotis-tattva as the year in

which the visubha or equinox lay half-way between the zodia-

cal signs Mi'na and Kanya.* His time therefore lies roughly

between 1510-1565 a.d.
. . • t

In trying to ascertain a nearer approximation in time,

will first discuss some of the arguments on which Raghunandana

has been tried to be placed after the middle of the sixteenth

century. ,

-

According to Pandit Haraprasada Shastri, the Pratisma-

tattva, " one of the' 28 books of the writer's great digest,

was composed during the latter half of the sixteenth century-

It quotes from Hari-bhaktivilasa of Gopala Bhatta compose

in a.d. 1562." s

There are two Pratistha-tattvas in the digest, one on D®
•

and the other on Matha." I have searched both and *iave

b

°
ve

come across a single passage that can be_ referred to the a

work or author. In the EkadasI and Ahnika tattvas a w

named HariMakti has been quoted. Whether this is iden™\

with the Hari-bhalcti-vilasa of Gopala Bhatta it is not P09^
to say until the passages are verified. Aufrecht names ton ^
works having the name Hari-bhakti in the beginning, fi^eo 1 v

.

exists in the India Government collection of MSS. One a
_

TTT Tl 50 C*°-
1 For the MS. of Saka 1497, see R. Mittra, Notices, UJ-, V-

1081), and of Saka 1498, Do., p. 53 (No. 1083). time

» Sr. ed., I. p. 330, ft**' #ta*^T* £*T-€t-*5 **^% '

of Srinatha has been discussed s upra. .. vnr the Har '~

» Nepal Durbar Catalogue (1905), preface, p. xvn.
f° jj ticf

bhakti, Sr. ed., i. 239, ii. 37. For Sanatana's work, R BMW"*'

VI. 193 (No. 2125) :—

i
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bhakti-vilasa itself is ascribed to Sanatana Gosyami by his

nephew Jlva, whose time may be about or earlier than the

middle of the fifteenth century.

R. Mittra ascribes the astrological Samaya-pradipa to

"Harihara Bhattacarya, the father of Raghunandana." Accord-

ing to the final colophon of this MS., the Samaya-pradipa was

compiled bv Harihara Bhattacarya at the request of the sisyas

(pupils) in*Saka 1481 or 1559 a.d. 1 Naturally the son would be

still later. But Mittra adduces no reasons why this astro-

logical writer should be identified with the father of Raghunan-

dana. On the other hand, the final colophon of this MS. of

Mittra is doubtful, probably wrong- For in its own intro-

ductory verse the author's title is given as Harihara Acarya and

not Bhattacarya, and this title (Acarya) appears also in the

final colophons (and the introductory verse) of the MS. ot

samaya-pradipa in the Asiatic Society's Library, and of three

more MSS. in the India Government collection. Harihara

Acarya cannot prima facie be considered the father of Raghu-

nandana, Vandyaghatiya in family; and therefore any con-

clusion about his late age on this ground will not hold

good.

Govindananda Kavikahkanacarya wrote several works on

amrti, ending with the word kaumudV His time falls about

tfio ty,;^!,, ~* tu~ «*«--w^fV. ponturv For in the Suddni-kau

1449, the month
1452 Vni'ftolAn u<

Saka

Saka
Saka

Saka 1454 Bhad
Saka

are mentioned, i.e. 1527 to 1535 a.d. The Suddhi-kaumudi that

1 R. Mittra, Notices, III, P- 57 (No. 1088).

thus :

—

vn% *^ww*$WZ*WF*Z *****
. w

W*r*T *frf*»sw*™* m< ** q^K
Kft lNtic%K HITO^?)**™"' ****** *

The introductory verse 2 says :

stffiWW1W WT*TT«* TOT* .

, x. ar,Jh;i-° the Sraddha-k ,
and the

v
a The Dana-kaumudi, the Suddh%-1, the *rw ^ Artha_k°

Jarsakriya-k- have been printed in ™ "£. ha3 been prillted in

^commentary on the Suddhz-d^ka ^nn^asa, ^^^
^nSali,andaMS.oftheTa«»a-fc (acom^^^^^

be the
« ^ulapani) I have seen. The two C°™™»£™*

U*Z (quoted in the
!«liest,than Dana (quoted in the Suddht)^J^Z Varsa-kriya).
Sraddha and the Varsa-kriya), then Rraddha (quoted in tne

a The Suddhi-kaumudi, Bib. Ind. ed., p. «u.
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mentions these years would have been composed some time

later, but not much later, say about 1545 a.d. The Suddhi-

kaumudi itself is mentioned in the author's other works, the

Sraddha-kaumudi and the Varsa-kriya-kaumudl, which must

therefore be still later, or say about the middle of that century.

Now the editor of the Biblotheca Indica edition says that

« Barsakritya has been quoted by Raghunandana Bhattacarya

in his Malamasa Tattwa" in the caturmasya vrata prakarana,

and Kriya kaumudi in the " Ahnika Tattwa" snan praka-

rana.' 1 He would therefore place Govindananda earlier than

Raghunandana, whose time accordingly would fall later than

the middle of the sixteenth century.

But the editor appears to me to have fallen into some contu-

sion. The Varsa-krtya is really a common noun signifying the

periodical festivals during a year, and was applied generally to

that section of the Krtya works which described these festivals.

The name will be found quoted in the Durg-otsava-viveka of

Sulapani, who lived a century and half before Govindananda

It is quoted five times bv Raghunandana, in one ofwbicn

he distinctly says :—Vidyapati-bta-varsa-krtye Kalpa-latayanca

Gargyah, thus mentioning a Varsa-kriya'oi Vidyapati. 8 It would

be thus far-fetched to infer that by Varsa-krlya Raghunanadana

meant the Varsa-krhjd-kaumudl of Govindananda, until the

passages are verified. Similarly the Kriyd-kaumudl quoted by

Raghunandana cannot be the Varsa-kriya-kaumudl of Govinda-

nanda, for the former work is quoted by Govindananda

himself in his Sraddha-kaumudi, a work composed earlier than

Varsa-kriya * and while quoting the same no hint is given there

that the said work was Govindananda' s. Thus no data exist

for holding that Raghunandana ever quoted or even knew any

work of Govindananda. . th
On the other hand the year Saka 1421, quoted in m»

Jyotis-tattva, could not have been far from the time
»

oi
_

composition as then the astronomical calculation would na

been within the memory of the writer. Moreover as a pup1

Srlnatha he cannot be much later than his guru who flour
J

8

^
in the last decade of the fifteenth and the beginning ot tn

sixteenth century. Of course the composition of so ma 3

works must have taken a considerable period. On the who

^nraqrr

Preface to the Varaa-kriua-kaumudl. p. ii

Sans

ii. 55.

* The Kriya-kaumudi quoted in the kraddha
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it would not be far from truth to hold that Raghunandana's

principal works were composed between say 1515-1545 a.d.

The twenty-eight tattvas with their supplements are

monuments of wide reading, patient industry, and wonderful

memory. Backed by keen reasonings, strong prejudices, and

vigorous criticisms of the predecessors, specially the Maithihs,

soon

became famous outside Bengal. He and his school came to be

known as Smarta-Bhattacaryak (probably from the junction of

his digest and his own name), or more briefly as smarta^.

After Raghunandana, little progress is noticeable in smrtic

studies. In fact Raghunandana gave the last wordm the Bengal

School of Smrti, just as in the century following Gadadhara

Bhattacarya did in the Bengal School of logic (Nyaya).

VI. Bhatta Laksmidhara.

Both the Bengal School and the Mithila School of Smrti

were powerfully influenced by an outside work, the Kftya-kalpa-

tarn of Laksmidhara. Consequently no account of either school

can be satisfactory without some notice of this writer. In tlie

present article he will be discussed briefly under three

heads :

—

A. His Works.

B. His Time.

C. • His Influence.

A. HIS WORKS.

Laksmidhara wrote only one work, the ^ka^a-taru

the all desire-fulfilling tree of duties, or as it is g *™"y™*
tioned abbreviated, the Kalpa-taru. It is a general* .gest, a

large compilation sub-divided intopandas or ranches No

complete MS. has been yet reported. The fu lest M I found

contains only twelve kandas.' Generally^achkanda forms

Peterson's first Report, 1883, pp. JJ^V+wJL existing twelve kandas
^usthave been can be inferred from the>fac that>ti* eating •.-

a
alone (the first incomplete) run up to 1 108 folios

Page which page had letters 39 to 5|m -Uine^ ^ fcuddhi^
I have myself seen four MSS, RT,.;^atic Society (57 folios with

Jana. Rajadharma is in the llbf^^^t seal of the CoUege, Fort
9 1^8) and bears on the front and the.back a seal c

N
*
Q u37

Wijbam. The Vyavahara is m Ind. Goyt. co»ecuo > The other
aad has been described in Mittra's Notices,^-j^ Ascribed The Dana

J*>
are on corypha leaves, and have not yet.been descnbea

^
.

k»?da (Ind. Govt. No. 4026) has 131 leaves * 3 -
*J^>h

» worm^aten.
imaged, and a few leaves at the end (^LSi mSS (**> the letter,
1 ^es to a page , 4 on the left page. Characters ai i

m - Afi -
t

». *. and /fa), copied «< V* ^*^^ * V **"**"*
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a separate MS. and at the utmost two to four are found

in a library in this separate state. The MSS. generally

mention the position of each kanda in the original complete

work. The twelve kandas as yet found with their position

are noted below alphabetically arranged :

(i) Grhastha, on the duties, fasts and festivals of house-

holders (second kanda)
;

(ii) Tirtha, on pilgrimage to sacred places (eighth)

;

(iii) Dana, on the religious gifts (fifth)
;

(ivr) Naiyata-kala or °kalika, on ahnika or the daily duties

of a householder (third)

;

(v) Pratistha, on the consecration of idols etc. (sixth)

;

(vi) Brahmacari, on the unmarried Vedic student (first)

;

(vii) Moksa, on salvation (fourteenth) ;

(viii) Raja-dharmma, on the kingly duties (eleventh);

(ix) Vyavahara with vivada, on law (twelfth) ;

(x) Santi or Santika-paustika, on propitiary rites

(thirteenth)
;

(xi) Suddhi, on purification (tenth) ;

(xii) Sraddha, on funeral ceremonies (fourth).

At least two more kandas existed, for the Moksa bad in the

original the position of fourteenth. The two wanting are the

seventh and the ninth of the original.

Now I have come across a MS. whose first leaf is missing,

and the end is lost ; but from the only colophon found^ it

appears to form a part of the Krtya-kalpa-taru. [ After describing

i?KTim?T^n ^hawfiRT fafiwFw* s*a<tifafH n wi t«t*
The

date is repeated again in words at the end. For another Maithih
-^ •>

opied by this copyist Subhapati in La. Sara. 373 by order of this baa -

dharadeva, see the Nepal Catalogue, p. (55. Prince Gadadharadeva w»

grandson of Dhirasimha who was brother of the Mithila king *ma

vendra. ,

The Suddhi Kanda (Ind. Govt. MS. No. 4741) had 100 coW
folios, 13

' x TV. Of these 25 folios are missing, and 11 folios s0 sen0
^rs

damaged as to lose a number of letters. 4 lines to a page. Onara

Nagri. MS. copied in ^^ {UU^ W* Thujf^ * 8 ¥pft ^N*1
^*"

gT^^ifKr^Tinqrf^ (several letters gone) <r ^rja^rj^faOTST*^ W1"1

l&m [ ?) (several letters gone) ^fPsTIWST?! 9*1 f1*" ^t*!?**11*

The MS. is thus an old one.
f

1 Ind. Govt. MS. No. 8404. Its last folio is numbered "V^
these 18 folios are missing, while two are so torn as to lose seyera ^ ^
Two leaves (numbered 3 and 25) seem to belong to anotnei _
rhetoric. The only colophon found is in fol. 37a and runs

^^
T^f !TOTOff{^9T<ra| : I From the crabbed handwriting, an
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the dUksa or initiation, it proceeds to describe the rites for the

worship of deities, Surya, Siva, Brahma, Visnu and Durga,

ending with the car-festivals, the ratha-yatras of Siva, Brahma
and Durga, but without any mention of Jagannath's car-

festival. Judging from Candesvara who imitated Laksmidhara

and wrote a volume on the worships of deities named
the Puja-ratnakara , this MS. may be called the Pujd kanda of

the Krtya-kalpa-taru , forming one of the missing sections.

Similarly, in the Mala-masa and Prayascitta tattvas

Raghunandana quotes a Prayascitta-kanda kalpa-taru, 1 a sec-

tion that does not appear in the above list. That_LaksmI-

dhara wrote on Prayascitta is clear from the Prdya'scitta-

viveka of Sulapani, where the Kalpa-taru and its author are

quoted at least twelve times on Prayascitta matters. In fact

it is improbable that Prayascitta which formed a very

important section of older smrtis (e.g. in the Yajnavalkya-

samhita, Manu- samhita and other Dharma-Sastras) would

have been left entirely untouched in Laksmidhara' s Digest. So

there would have been at least a Prayascitta-kanda. The

position of Puja would naturally be after Pratistha, i.e. the

seventh, and of Prayascitta before Suddhi, i.e. the ninth : and

we see that these are the two wanting in the fullest MS.

In the Vyavahara-kanda the author speaks of a Vivaha-

kanda. 2 Whether this was an independent section or formed

a part of the grhastha-kanda I am not in a position to say.

The Krtya-kalpataru'is practically a compilation from

the older smrtic authorities. It gathers together on a specihc

Point quotations from the grhya works, their supplements, tin

various Puranas, and the Smrti-writer sages, with mterpreta-

'ons of their words and onlv occasional comments. Refer-

ences to later works or writers are very rare. Medhatitni, the

author of Manu-bhasya, has been occasionally quoted as an

authority in the grhastha, Dana, Vyavaliara and Sudani

kanclas. ' In the Vyavahara-kanda alone, I have found a few

tt>ore names (only rarely mentioned), the Kama-dhenu the

Krijata, the [Smrti-mahamava-] prakaia, Vijfianesvara Sahara

*amin and Halayudha. This Halayudha is, of course, different

from Halayudha Bhatta, the judge of the king Lak.mana-

senadeva.

*T^ffa ^HifTWH*««= nunc leai 5RT^jqj*j ^««f[<q»i«WHi>» —
J

ndia. The folios are of country-made whitish paper, two papers pasted

l0rttunsr a leaf «i7A lf%T" , ....
' TheSS^M^, Sr. ed., Mala-masa. i. 434; Praywcitta.

•*08.
"*

e ^ _
s Ind. Govt. MS. No. 1437, fol. 101a :-<& ffcrr^fafirmnWTO

*fii**i
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B. HIS TIME.

In the colophons Bhatta Laksmidhara is described as sou

of Bhatta Hrdayadhara and as Maha-sandhi-vigrahika (peace

and war" minister) of Maharajadhiraja Srlmad-Govindacandra-

deva. In the final colophon of the Vyavahara Kanda Laksmi-

dhara is said to have composed it by order of Govindacandra-

deva > In another article I have already pointed out that

this Govindacandradeva was king of Kanauja and had numer-

ous inscriptions ranging from 1104 to 1154 A-D
;
and th

therefore the time of the kalpa-taru falls in the first half of the

twelfth century.1
„ , ._. , , fllA

The anterior limit can now be fixed a little closer by he

mention of Vijnanesvara. In the Vyavahara Kanda
,

sud-

section dasy-ddhikdrinah , the opinion of Vijnanesvara
,

ij

quoted and criticized.'
3 According to the final verse \o.i

of Vijnanesvara' s Mitdksara

reign

western Calukyan king Vikramaditya VI whose WJJjJ"
range from Saka 999 to 1047, or 1077-1325 a.vJ> Thetomj

of the Mitdksara thus falls approximately towards the ena

the eleventh or the beginning of the twelfth. Some time mus

have elapsed before the Mitdksara could have been knownid

studied at Kanauj in Northern India. Thus the b™«J»
Vyavahara Kanda of the Kalpa-taru falls in the second quarie

of the twelfth. "Its position was twelfth in the
f

original co

position, and it is thus probable that some of the pre

kandas had been composed in the first quarter. Hence toe

of the Krtya-kalpa-taru falls partly in the latter halt oi uie
^

quarter, and partly in the first half of the second quart

the twelfth century.

C. HIS INFLUENCE.

No commentary on the Krtya-kalpa-taru exists, n ^
Dilations like the Kalpa-taru, Devanna Bhatta

compilations

tr5nfw*i
1 Ind. Govt. MS. No. 1437, fol. 141a:—^f«f «V <^~

f

* My article on " Bhatta Bhavadeva," J.A.S.B., 19l2
>
PP

'

^.
8 Ind. Govt. MS. No. 1437, fol. 67a :—<«^K*ff3 VW^ *™

Wfa 5T Wl^tf^ftl fa*tfTO ^*: '

or wiU be on

4 \7„~.« a „* +u~ s.~a «« Thorn Viaa not been, nor is, n
„P heard* Verse 4 at the end :

earth a city com
or he

else

ui woo is comparaoie 10 wie iuuohwuo . — j Yiin»Ilv"

exists in this kalpa bears comparison with the lea™"
be endow

1
'

May these three who resemble (the three) kalpa V,W
with stability. " Btihler, Bomb. Br., R.A.S. .

18th Oct. l°™
hvivaniTati

I

'

* For the latest inscription of Vikramaditya V l

aka 1047 , see Ind
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candrika, Hemadri's Caturvarga-cintamani , and Ca tidesvara'

s

Ratnakara were too large and contained too few remarks of the
author to need any commentary.

Nevertheless the influence of the Kalpa-taru is distinctly

perceptible in the later Smrtic literature up to the beginning of

the sixteenth century. This influence is traceable in the
Bengal school, the Mithila School, the North Indian School and
even in schools outside North India. Firstly in the Bengal
School, Aniruddha was the earliest to quote the work as autho-
rity, and Ballalasenadeva's Acara-sagara, Pratistha-sagara and
Mm m .&. & a m «« **^a m ^m

Dana-sagara Coming down to
the Hindu revival, the Kalpa-taru was largely quoted in the

works of Sulapani, Srlnathacarya and Raghunandana.
On the Mithila School its influence was still greater.

Sridattopadhyaya was the earliest to quote it. Candesvara
distinctly admits that his Ratnakara was based on the Kalpa-
taru. In fact his Ratnakara contains wholesale plagiarisms
of Laksmidhara's work, in its general divisions, smaller sub-

sections, and in quotations from authorities, including even his

interpretations and comments thereon. The Kalpa-taru is

also largely quoted by other Maithilis, as Harinathopadhyaya,
Vidyapati, Vacaspati Misra, Varddhamanopadhyaya, Rudra-
dhara.

Outside East India, in Northern India the Kalpa-taru was

referred to as an authority by Harihara Asnihotri, Visvesvara

Bliatta (Madana-parijala), Alladanatha Suri {Nirnay-amrta)

,

Gangaditya {Smrti-cintamani) , and in Western India by
Hemadri (in Dana-khanda).

'

After the fifteenth century, the Kalpa-taru began to be less

and less quoted, until it either ceased to be quoted or was
known only indirectly from quotations extracted in the previous

works. By that time there had come into existence other

compilations which better suited the needs of later times

and the Kalpa-taru was neglected. Hence copies of the work
began to be scarce, a fact which explains the non-existence of

anv complete MS. in the present days. I find Vidyanivasa

j*i got the Kalpa-taru copied, curiously enough by Sudras, in

8aka 1510, or 1588-9 a.d. Evidently he got the whole work
c°Pied (each kanda copied separately), of which two, the Dana
and the Naiyata-kalika, have survived to modern time.

Ind. Off. Cat. Ill
t*. .

r tno Uana-kanda copy see .£/«*. ^w ~
. I \ -i-i,» ™™, a™

Luting the introductory verses) ; for the Na.yata-kahka
£J

y *

!

,

R
- M:ttpa, Notices VI p* 247 (No. 2183). Both the M38. give the same

S*? <>«ka 1510) but names of different copyists (Sudra
.

favtcandra,

Ravicandra). Is the latter name a misread
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APPENDIX A.

(Page 35).

ACYUTA CAKRAVARTTI.
S

rival. He wrote

:

(i) The Sraddha-viveka-tippani. No MS. as yet found.

Quoted in his Daya-bhaga-iika? It would seem to

have been a rival commentary to that of Srinatha,

probably criticizing the latter work.

(ii) The Daya-bMga-siddhanta-kumuda-candrika*, a com-

mentary on the Daya-bhaga, also a rival to that of

Srinatha which it criticizes at several places, and

which was defended in some instances by Rama-

bhadra. It does not appear to be inferior to

Srinatha' s, has been quoted by another commentator

Mahesvara Bhattacarya and was largely used in the

better known Srikrsna Tarkalankara's tika. It

quotes the usual later authorities, Kulluka Bhatta

(once), PraHsa-kara (once), the Madana-panjata

(once), the Mitaksarti (once), Misra (3), the Ratnakara

(several times), 'Sulapani (once), and Halayudha

(once).
. ,,,

(iii) The Sandarbha-sutika , a commentary on Amrudana

Bhatta's Hdra-lata, 5 being the oldest known com-

mentary on that work. It quotes, among others,

the

Karrrir opadesini (1).

Karma-pradipa.
Kubera (I).

Govinrlaraja (1).

Caturbhuja (1).

JImuta-vahana (1) (from the
Daya-bhaga).

Xarayan-opadhyaya (9).

Nllambara (1).

Parisista-prakasa
( 1 )

.

Parijala (2).

Pitr-caranah (4).

Prafeasa-kara (1).

Miiaksara (6).

MitaJcsara-kavd, (1).

Misrah (11).

Medhatithi (1).

Ratnakara (5).

Ratnakara-ka>r& (1).

Rudradhara (5).

Varddhamana (1).

Vacaspati Misra (1)

Sulapani (2).

Harihara (1).

Hemadri (1)*

» Bharat ^iromani's ed., p. 44 (1.37), *rWFTBH*«f5rt*f*«*

*R^srn**j*r

« Printed in Bh. Siromani's ed. In R. Mittra, Notices VI. 1*2

crlVximu-u in rm. Mromam s ea. in x\. «"^r"- upPn wron^ 1 .'

(MS. 2079), the Daya-bhaga'siddhanta-kumuda'-candnkah^
D
^ mabhaara

attnbut 1 in the final colophon to Mah5mahopadhya\a x*

instead of Acyuta.
8 Sai Coll. MS., 11,211.
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APPENDIX B.

(Page 43).

An Index of late works or
and Astrological, in the

WRITERS, CHIEFLY SMRTIC
TWENTY-SEVEN TaTTVAS OF

Raghunandana.

KB.—The works are italicised and where practicable are

also noted under their authors. The fig squa

>/ the tattvas; the other figures

(1834-35 ' The

tattvas are numbered according to the introductory verses of the

ilalamasa-taltva.

I. Mala-masa.
II. Daya-bhaga or

Daya.
III. Saniskara.

IV. Suddhi.
V. Prayascitta.

VI. Vivaha or udvaha.

VII. Titlii.

VIII. Janm-astami.
IX. Durg-otsava or

Durga-puja.
X. Vyavahara.
XI. Ekadasl.
XII. T a d a g a - bhavan-

otsarga, or Jala-

say-otsarga.

XIII. Chha n d o g a - vrs-

otsarga.
XIV. Yajuh-vrs-otsarga
XV. Rg-vrs-otsarga (not

printed in the

Sr. ed.) See R.

Atohuta-8agara—[I] i. 403;
[XX] i. 408.

AihikaraHa-mala— [I] i. 461,

465; [IX] i. 44.

*nanta Bhatta—[VIII] i. 34.

Aniruddha Bhatta—[I] i- 462 ;

[IV] ii. 159, 162, 172,184;
[V]i. 297; [XI] ii. 24;

[XXIII] i. 237; [XXVI] i.

134,137,140, 141(2), 148(2),

152, 153, 154, 171 [Pitr-

dayita, Hara-latd].

Mittra, VII. 119,

No. 2349, only

one folio.

XVI. Vrata.

XVII. Deva-pratistha.

XVIII. Matha-pratistha,

XIX. Divya or Pariksa.

XX. Jyotisa.

XXI. Vastu-yaga.

XXII. Dlksa.

XXIII Ahnika.

XXIV. Krtya.

XXV. Purusottama kse-

tra.
or

XXVII

XXVI. Sama-sraddha
simply Sraddha.

Yajuh-sraddha.

XXVIII. Sudra-krtya.

N.B.—The tattvas of ra-

ghunandana are

marked with as-

terisk.

Antyesti-vidhi-anumara >j a- viv*

ka (Jlkaniya)-[iv]|

n. 133.

Andhuka Bhatta-[I]^Apipala—[I]

i. 136; [XXVII] ii. 277-

279(2).

Acara-candrika—[ XXIII ]
i.

208.
Amra-cmtamani-m i-. 459 ;

_ [VII] i- 14 ;
[XXIII] i. 206.

Acara-pradipa—[XXIII] i. 252.
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Acara-Madhaviya—[I] i. 455 ;

[V]i. 298; [VI] ii. 62; [XI]

ii. 13; [XXIII] i. 225, 251,

_ 253.

Acara-ratna— [XXIII] i. 219.

Acara-ratnakara—[IV] ii. 154 ;

_ [XXIII] i. 256.

Acarya-curamani—[XIV] ii.

365; [XXVII] ii. 273. See

Guru-caranah. [Acara-can-

drika, Krtya-tattv-arnava,

Suddhi-tattv-arnava, Srad-

dha-candrikd].

A~cartja{a)-darsa—[XXIII] i.

_ 252.

Ayur-daya— [I] i. 439.

Ahnika-cintdmani—[XI] i. 32
;

JXXIII] i. 216.

Ahnika-tattva- [XXVI] i . 1 47

,

_157; [XXVIII] ii. 362.

I hnik-oddhara—[XXIII]
252.

i.

Isana Nyayiicarya—[XXVI] i.

191.

Isanacarya—[XI] ii. 19.

Utkalad?sa [IV] ii. 159.

si-tattva— [I] i. 466
;

[IV] ii. 133, 171 ;
[VI] ii.

81
; [VII] i. 72, 96.

Odhra-[lV] ii. 154; [VI] ii.

66.

Karka or Kark-opadhyaya
[XXVI] i. 136, 139, 141,
153; [XXVII] ii. 273, 277.

Karmma-prakasa—[XX] i. 343.

Karmm-opadesini—[IV] ii. 178.
180, 186, 199; [VII] i. 96;
r"* ^^^^ IF "^T ^^ ** A m ^ •

[XIII] ii. 304.

Karmma
[IV] ii. 135.

[I] i. 481;

[IV] 132(2),

147, 166, 173, 176(2), 182,

189, 196,206,209,211,213,

216, 218, 219, 221; [V] i.

283,285,291,300,310,311,

316, 320,323; [VI]ii. 73, 76,

79,82; [VII] i. 7, 11(2), 24,

99,108(2), 109,111,112(2),

114; [IX] i. 148; [XI]ii, 3.

5(2), 10, 12, 14, 18, 34,

52(2), 53, 57,58; [XIII] u.

300, 308; [XVII] ii. 284(2);

[XIX] ii. 349(2); [XX] i.

379, 385, 387; [XXI] ii.

230(2), 234; [XXIII] i.

219(2), 240, 255, 268, 274;

[XXVI] i. 131, 137 (2), 138,

139 (2), 144, 146, 148, lo5,

167, 170, 180, 187, 193;

[XXVII]] ii. 270.

Kalpa-lata—[I] i. 475.

Kalinga-[IV] ii. 154.

Kavi-kanta-sarasvati—[aij n.

29
Kadi (-mato)-[XVII] U- 285.

Kama-dhenu-[I] u 459 ;
[U]

ii. 100; [IV] ii-

J06'
210,

221 ;
[VI] U 82 : CVfll i. 24,

[XIj ii. 3; [XIII] u. 301,

[XXIII] ii. 206, 252.

Kamarupiya-nibandha—W
•

473, 477;[V]i. 325;[lX]i-

54;'[XII]ii. 56.

Kdla-kaumudi-\yil\ I. '». ™>

90 55v * j L J *

Kala-nirnaya—[
IX ] }•

(Ddksinatya) ;
[XI] «• **

.

Kala.viveka-[1]
}; r^xJZ'

[IV] ii. 188
;

[VII] i. 68,
JJ.

U, 92 ;
[XI] ii- 23 25, 2

j

48; [XIII] ii. 299; [XX1UJ

i. 207. _ . 4o9,

Kala-Madhavtya—[L\ J
-

4g?
438,453,455,461,485,48'

492, ;
[IV] ii..162, 190.

19

(2); [VII] .,4,o,9. 11, MKalpa-taru—[I] i. 434(2), 457.
458, 459, 471, 474(2); [II]
ii, 93, 94, 97, 98(2), 104, i vs, w, — > - in
109; [III] i. 500, 511, 527, ' 57,; [XI] ii. 3, 5,

W, 20,
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21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, 53
;

[XIII] ii. 300; [XXVI] i.

159, 166, 168, 176.

aladarsa— [I] i. 429 ;
[IV] ii.

186, 191
;

[VII] i. 11 (2)

;

[XI] ii. 55
;
[XXVI] i. 176

'/ Smrti in Bengal and Mithild. 365

[IV] ii. 159.

Kalottara - [I] i . 454; [XXII]
ii. 370.

Kasmira—[I] i. 489.

Kubera or Kuber-opadhyaya
[IV] ii. 144

;
[XXVI] i. 183.

Knlluka Bhatta—[I] i. 434 (2),

458, 462 ;
[II] ii. 100, 108,

110; [III] i. 513 (2), 518;
[IV] ii. 165, 176, 200, 201,

211
;
[V] i. 280, 300, 312 (2):

[VI] ii. 72, 80; [X] ii. 119,

125 (2): [XI] ii. 4, 7;
[XXIII] i. 214, 269

[XXVIji. 143(2), 152, 153.

476;

434

Krtya-kalpa-lata—[I] i.

[VII] i. 24
;
[XI] ii. 10.

Krtya-kaumudi—[I] i.

[VII] i. 88.

Kftya-cintamani—[II 432, 433,

434 (2), 441, 442 (2), 443,

461

[IX] i. 52, 65 (2) ;
[XI] ii.

10, 22, 25.

Krtya-ratndkara—[IX] i. 54;

[XX] i. 399.

Kaumudi—[XXIII] i. 226.

_

[
Sdradd - ] K r am
[XXII] ii. 373.

K r i y a - Jcaumudi—[XXIII] i.

209.

Gahg-dmrla—[V] i . 293.

Gangd-vdkydvali—[I] i. 434,

436, 442: [IV] ii. 193, 200,

208; [V] i. 288, 290, 291,

293, 295 (2), 296; [VII] i.

24, 91, 101; [IX] i. 50;

[XXVI] i. 161, 197 (2).

Ganes vara- [XXVI], the

Bangavaai edition, p. 251.

[Sugati-sopdna].

GadaSiriiha-[I]i. 437.

Gavdksa-tantra— [IX] i. 49.

Gitd-subodhini

—

[VI] ii. 82.

Guna-visnu—[III] i. 516, 519,

534 ;
[IX] i. 63 (2) ;

[XVIII]

ii. 352; [XXVI] i. 134, 135,

171.

Guni-sarvvasva— [VII] i. 96.

462, 473 (3), 476, 477 Guru.caranab--[I][
i. 445, 470;

[HI] i. 527,(3), 481, 491
528, 532 (3) ;

[IV] ii. 140,

183
; [VI] ii. 69 ;" [VII] i. 22,

27; [VIII] i. 27 : [IX] i. 43

[XI] ii. 3
;
[XVIII] ii. 350 ;

XX] i. 348, 354,358, 359,
••{60

501: [IV] ii. 222;[III] i. . . _T

VII] i. 96
;
[IX] i. 54; [XI]

ii. 3 57; [XII] ii. 309;

[XXVII] ii. 276, 280. See

Acarya-curamani.

Grhastha-ratndkara—[\
T
] i. 300,

'306; [VI] ii. t>+; [VII] i. 7/.

(2)
,'

387. 409 r [XXIV] ii. Gobhila- srdddha-sutra-bhdsya

239, 263; [XXVI] i. 174,

196.
fl) i. 455

drnava—[I] i. 469;

[IV] ii. 132; [V]i. 294; [VI]

ii. 73; [VII] i. 103; [IX] i.

55
; [XXIII] i. 216

Krtya.pradipa-[IV} ii. 206;
[XII] ii. 293; [XVI]

i»

[XVIII] ii. 355
;
[XXVI] i. GauraJ-lIV]

132, 134, 135, 153, 193 (2);

[VII] i. 8.

flovinda Bhatta

[VII] i. 82; [XXII] ii. 371.

[Parasara-Bhasya].

Q vinda-manas-oUdsa—[l]
474;[Xl]ii. 7,10, 22.

Govindaraja-[H]n 108

Gotamlya4antra-{\\Uu *L
.

12,

[XXVII] ii. 273.

^tya-mahdrnava

149,

[VII] i' 94: [XI] ii.

[VII] i. 69;

25(2), 30; '[XXVI] i. 143

(2)].
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Candesvara—[I] i. 460; [X]

ii.125 [Ratnakar]..

Caturbhuja Bhattacarya
[IV] ii. 136.

Chandog-acara-krtya—[IV~\ n.

l. 435,
170.

Chandog-ahnika— \T\

459; [VII] i. 14.

*Chandoga-s raddha-tattva

[VII] i. 9 ;
[XXVII] ii. 271.

*Jalasay otsarga-taitva

[XXIII] i. 222.

Jaya-svaml—[I] i. 452.

Jikana—[I]i. 448, 484; [IV]

ii. 133 (2); [IX] i. 42.

[Antyesthi-vidhi-anumarana-

viveka]

.

Jitit-mitra—[XI] ii. 25.

Jlmutavahana— [I] i. 448,

473 (2), 489; [II] ii. 109;

[V] i. 286
;
[VII] i. 15, 92;

IIX]i. 85;[X]ii. 117, 119,

122; [XI] ii. 3,9, 12, 16,

20, 22, 26,_ 27, 28, 29,_49,

55, 57. [Kala-viveka, Daya-
bhaga, Vyavahara-matrkd],

Jyotih-kdla-kaumudi— [I
]

l.

477.

Jyotih-kaumudl—[XVIII] ii.

349.

Jyotih-sdra-sangraha— [VI] ii.

78 ;
[X X] i. 357 , 360.

Jyotih-siddhanta— [I] i. 452.

Jyotis-arnava—[IX] i. 47.

*Jyotis-tattva— [I] i. 448 ;

[XXIV] ii. 265.

Jiianamala—[l] i. 453 ; [XI]
ii. 38, 39

; [XXII] ii. 370
;

XXIII] i. 246.

Dhundhu-paddhati—[XXVI] i.

136.

Tattva-kaumudi (philosophical)
[IX] i. 53.

Tattva-sagara—[VII] i. 66

;

[XXII] ii. 370.

*T ithi-taUva—[I] i. 481, 488;

[XI] ii. 4, 52; [XXIV] ii.

237, 245, 248.

TitM-viveka—[l] i. 448 ;
[IV]

ii. 190 ;
[VII] i. 3, 4 ;

[VIII]

i. 31; [XI] ii. 14, 25; [XIII]

ii. 300.

Tirtha-kanda- kalpa-taru

[IV] ii. 158 ;
[XI] ii. 46

;

[XXV] ii. 319.

Tirtha~cintamani—[V] i- 295,

296; [VI] ii. 75 ;
[VII] i. 24;

[XXVI] i. 191.

Tripurd-sara-samuccaga—[IX]

i. 49.

Wak8inatyah—[I] i- 429, 451

;

[III]' i. 509; [IV] ii. 154;

[VI] ii. 78; [IX] i. 55;

[XXVI] i. 143(2).

Ddna-kalpa-iaru-[l\
T

] n 1W;

[XXVI] i. 126, 155 {Dana-

Kanda) .

[I] 1. 482Dana-khanda- t „

(Hemadri); [XX] i. 394.

Dana-darpana—[III] l. 5-5,

[IV] ii. 140; [VII] i. 98-

Dana-ratnakara -[IV] ii. 15*;

[V] i. 283 ;
[X] ii. 120.

Dana- vaky<avali—-[VI] U. /o.

Ddna-sdgara—[I] L 460
> ; UM

ii. 192, 201, 203; [XJin.

24;[XXII]ii.372;[XXinJ

i. 207.

*Daya-tatlva— [VI] ii

Daya-bhaga— [I]

/ 0.

63,

463, 465:

..... ,
100(2), ion;

[IV] ii- 192,212.

Dipa.kalika-[I) i. 434. »-.

[Ill ii. 98. 109; [IV] n. 1«8.

172,173, 174, 177; V] i.

319, 321 ;
[VI] n. 6,

64, 76; [VII] 1.76, [IX
;

53:[X]ii. 126(2) ;[XXI^

i. 269; [XXVI] i. 1*U*».

155.

*Divya-tattvar \lI] Hj*- %
[Suddhi-] DtPtka-[l]^

*

438, 453, 468, 4/0,
*>•

etc.; [HI] i. SO'- ™
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512, 540, 543(2); [IV] ii.

1 50 ;
[VI] ii . 69; [VII] i. 92,

101; [XII] ii. 290, 291;

[XVII ii 284 ;
[XVIII] ii.

850; [XX] i. 348(2), 356,

360, 379, 380, etc.; [XXII]
i *?fc _ j-^

ii. 370.
_ _

Durga-p uja-tattva

59.

[VII] 1.

Durga-bkakti-tarangini [IX] i.

42, 52, 55, 59, 64, 65(2).

Durga-bhakti-prakasa

55.

[IX]

*Deva-pratistha-tattva
[XVIII] ii. 359.

Devabodha—[IV] ii. 132.

Daivajna-manohara— [I] i.

442 ;
[XX] i. 329, 418.

~ * " " [X] ii. 125.rupa
i. 436,Dvaita-nirnaya— [I]

458, 463. 476, 486. 489;

[IV] ii. 176, 206; [VI] ii.

65; [VII] i. 26, 107; [VIII] i.

28; [IX] i. 41; [XI] ii. 23,

24, 50
;
[XII] ii. 289, 291 ;

vtttt a oqq . rYYVIl i.XIII] n.

180, 191
Dvaita-nirnay-amrta

96.

Dhananjaya—[III]
^m T^ *^P ^^ ^m m ^^ ^m £ "1

299; [XXVI]

[H] 11.

1. 512;
bandh[IX] i. 42.

viveka-parisista~\ .

Dharrnma-kosa—XXIH] i-

228, 252.

Dharmma-pradJipa

—

[IV] "•

212.

Dhavala—[VII] i. 36.

Xarasimha or Nrsiriiha Acarya

80; [XXIV] ii.

Xavya-Varddhaman-opadh-
^- rr-* . A»C* 4HO AAft

-[VII] i

258.

11, 19,

vaya [I] i. 462, 463, 468,

469, 470, 472, 485 ;
[IV] u.

189, 190; [VII] i. 7.
35, 78, 119(2); [X] u.

125; [XII] ii. 2S9;[XXI]n.

230; [XXIII] i. 208, 228,

252, 253, 257 ;
fXXVI] i.

136, 142, 156(2), 164, 176,

186. See Varddhamana.

Narayana Bhatta Mahamaho-

padhyaya-[i] i. 429, 432,

481; [HI] i- 496, 49 ,
505,

519, 524(2), 528, 530, 543 :

[IV] ii. 140. 153, 185, 189 ;

[VI] ii. 67,72(2), 74; [VII]

i. 8, 100, 103; [IX] i. 60,

63; [XI] ii. 4, 17, 18,38,

53; [XIII]ii. 300, 301,303,

306; 2), 315; [XVIII] - ii.

353; [XXIII] 240;

[XXIV] ii. 237; [XXVI] i.

i. 130. 138,153(2). [Gobhda-

bhasya]-

Narayana-paddhati—[XX]

360, 379.
i. 491Nimay-amrta—iV

[I'vfii. 18S; [VII i. 11(2),
l

i9 ;

rVIII]i.33;[XXIV]ii.

•W[XXVI]i. 176(2), 19'

Naiyatakalika-kalpa-tarn
y

210: [VII] i- 72:

45; (XI) U- 3;

i.

[IV]

[IX]

11.

1.

[XXIID i. 226; [XXVI]

[I] i. 472 (3),
143.

ratna

476.

Pandita-sarvvasva—[V]i.
313.

Pa^a.m^a_-[XI]n. 41.

Parasara.bhmya-{1. l. «©*

,

[VI] ii- 62, 70 :
[Villi- 3

'

82 [XI] ii- 53 ;
[XXII] n.

371 ;
[XXni] i-

r

'

204.

dlpa [IV]

210.

p^s*- sl '"SSS"
k&ra (III] '•

499, 506(2),

5^1 [W]ii- 161,^08 210;

[V]i. 286; [VI] ii- 67, to,

Villi- 5, 108, 110; [XIHJ

ii 306, 309, 313, 316

;

[XXVI] i. 168,1^9; [XXVII]

ii. 278. PTT71 .. iii

Parisesa-khanda-im »• 1«,

l88 ; [Xll"-24, 49.

wSJRDV] ii- 365:
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[XXVI] i. 136
;
[XXVII] ii.

277.

Pa rtha-aarathi Misrah

Pdrijata—[I] i. 454; [II] ii

100, 109; [IV] ii. 189, 221;

[XIX] ii. 336; [XXVI] i.

156.

l.Pdscdtya-nirnay-amrta— [1]

487; [IV] 'ii. 136,189; [XI]

ii. 16, 29; [XXVI] i. 159.

Pascatya-mata—[IV] ii. 209.

P;tr-dayita—[I] I. 432
;
[IV] ii.

174, 176, 210; [VII] i. 7,

114; [XIII] ii. 313; [XXIII]
i. 206, 217, 233, 234, 235,

236, 251, 252; [XXVI] i.

129, 131(2), 132, 134, 139,

146, 151, 153, 155, 170,

180, 192; [XXVII] ii. 273,
278

Pitr-bhakti-[XXVII] ii. 273.
Pitr-bhakti-tarahgirii— (IV) ii.

209 ; [XIV] ii. 365; [XXVI]
i. 145.

Purascarana-candrikd—[VII] i.

100; [IX] i. 61; [XI] ii. 41,

47; [XXIII] i. 248, 249,
270.

Purdna-sarwasva—[XX] i .40 1

.

Pwja-pradipa—[XXII] ii. 371.
Puja-ratnakara— [IV] ii. 166;

[VII] i. 82; [IX] i. 65;
[XVII] ii. 288

;
[XVIII] ii.

356
; [XXIII] i. 238.

Prthivldhara

[IV] ii. 174.

Misracarya

P talis tha-kanda-kalpa-taru—
[I] i- 477

; [XVIII] ii. 353.
Pratisthd-samuccaya—

[ XVII]
ii. 284; [XVIII] ii. 350;
[XXI] ii. 230.

Pratihastaka^[IV] ii

[XIII] ii. 314.
170;

Prapanca-sara—[XVII] ii 285-
[XXIII] i. 213.

Prayoga-sdra—[I] i . 454
; [III]

i. 527
; [XI] ii. 36

;
[XXII]

ii. 369; [XXIII] j. 210.
Pracam— IV I ii. 154.

Pr acin a-Prdyascitta-viveka

[IV] ii. 20L
Prayascitta-kanda kalpa-ta

[I] i. 434 ;' [V] i. 308.

Prayascilta [XI]ii.31.

Prayascitta-viveka—[I] i. 434,

469, 470, 492; [II] ii. 100,

103; [IV] ii. 158, 159, 160,

163, 164; [V] i. 277, 279,

280, 283,284,285,287,289,

301, 302, 305, 307, 310,

316(2), 317, 318(2), 320(2),

321(2), 322(2), 323(2), 324,

326(3), 327; [VI] ii. 62,

68(2); [VII] i. 117; [IX] i.

57; [XI] ii. 8,12(2); [XVI]

ii. 86; [XXIII] i, 207. 212,

250, 268.

Balabhadra—[XX] i. 400.

Ballalasenadeva—[XVIII] ii.

352. [Adbhuta-sdgara,
Ddna-sdgara].

Balaka— [ X] ii. 125

Buddhi-prakdsa—[XX] i 345.

Brhad-yatra— [XX] i. 413.

Brhad-rajamartta)ida—[l]i- 432

"(2), 475, 476, 4S7; [HI] }>

523; [VII] i. 15, 107; [XX]

i. 354, 362, 381.

Brahmacari-kdnda (kalpa-taru)

-[III] i. 533'; [VII] i. 102;

[IX] i. 45; [XI] !<• 17 >'

[XXIII] i. 205.

Brahmadatta-bhdsya —[IV

I

* I

• •

ii.

173: [XXVI] i. 144

Brahma n a-sarvvasva

175;

[IV] n.

f
XXIII] i. 233;

[XXVI]] i. 153; [XXVII] ii.

Bhatta-tika-krt

276. __ ; , a q
-[XXVI] 1. 143.

Bhatta-bhdsya-[l] i • 433 ;

[U1J

i."497(2), 504, 505 WO,

510(4), 515(2), 516(2) •

520 522, 526, 527, 529 533,

534: riVl ii. 170, HI.
gj[VI]ii.59; [IX]i.^ l^JJ

H. 11; [XIII] ii- 304(2), 306,

,310(3), 311, 315; [XX]ii. 11

307
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504,

516,

[N.S.]

i. 379; XXIII i. 204, 206;

[XXVI] i. 146, 149(2), 153,

154, 164, 195. [187.

Bhattacarya-caranah—[IV] ii.

Bhatt-otpala—[XX] ii. 331.

Bhavadeva Bhatta—[I]i 433;

.___., i. 496(2), 499(3), 502,

504, 505, 509, 510(2), 511,
"-

518(3), 519(3), 521,

522, 534, 537(2), 539; [IV]

ii. 135, 174, 195,210; [V] i.

283,304, 307, 309, 311, 315

(2), 317(2), 318; [VI] ii. 68,

70, 72(2), 79; [X] ii. 116,

117, 120, 125, 127; [XIII]

ii. 303. 304, 306(2), 310, 311,

315; [XVIII] ii- 353(2);

[XXVI] i. 144, 195. [Vya-

vdMra-tilaka ,
Sambandha-

viveka).

Bhagavata-fibl—[XI] ii. 44.

Bharatlsa Bhattacarva-

in Bengal and Mithila. 369

[XXVI] i. 162, 166. [Njr-

naydmrta, Brhad-Raja-mart-
'

Bhima-parakrama ,tanda,

Bhuja-bala-bhima t

marttanda].

Raja-

Matha
[XVI] ii. 85.

Matsy Maha

[VI] ii. 64, 66.

Madana [i] i. 404,

470; [II] ii- 107 [IV] n.

i. 394.

[XX]

132(2), 175; [VI] ii. 62, 78;

[VII] i. 10, 112; [IX] i.5i,

64 66
;
[XIV] ii. 366 ;

[X X]

i 382- [XXIII] i. 199, 204,

206,221,226,227,230,234,

250, 251, 273; [XXVI] i.

124,166.
a»«-«»*a-kara—[VII] i. 11»;

[XXVI] i. 153; [XXVII] n.
Manu

Mantra [XI] ii. 41.

448,
Bhimanatha—[VII] i. 95.

Bhima-parakrama—[I] i.

452, 455, 477; [IV] ii. 189;

[VII] i. 94, 97 ;
[XI] ii. 4 ;

[XX] i. 335, 341, 348,355,
I

Mantra ra

XXII] ii. 373.

482.

[IV] ii. 155.

Mantr I] i. 455.

Mala-masa-tattva-:m i-

[VI] ii 63 [VII] i. 86, 98,

[XX] i. 335, 341, 34S, ->oo, -~- 'hfZrall~\l] i-

356,359,363,368,385,392,
ManW^ukmaU LU

394,398,407,415.418.
nvi n. 150.

Bhi(? Ti)satacarya—[I] ».

Bhuvanesvari \—Tantra ?]

[I] i. 454.

Bhujabalabhhna- [I J
i. 431(2),

476, 478; [III] L 507,523;

[VI] ii. 69; [VII] i. 10,89;

[XVII] ii. 283 ;
[XVIII] ii.

349: [XX] i. 354, 362. 380,

391 , 421 : [XXVI] i. 166.

Bhupala—[IV] ii. 135; [XIX]
a — ^h B

455

ii. 333.

Bhusana—[XXlll] I 249.

Bhojadeva or Bhojaraja—[I]

i. 433, 467, 468, 469, 473,

479(3), 480, 487; [HI]
J-

529; [V]i. 301; [VII] i. 10,

57 l08V[il]ii.
v-

M
-

61, 63(2);

[XXHl]i.

HVlii. 155 (To»-
L

30; [XXIV]

Mahadd

l35
'

[IXl Kn
[XXIII] i. 250

31ahdprayoga-sar

234.

Maha
tra);' [VIII]

11. 237.

-,, -.
f|| lvl

J

i 'I 63^; [Villi-

&3 I1
'SU&? '£ 30! 3

1

,

1

;
32', 33, 38(2) 100;

Madhavacarya-[I]i;f9
446

45 1,456(2) , 459 , 464£11] u

508
[VI

[XI] ii.' 25; [XX] i. 347, 355,

357, 381; [XXIII] i. 232; [VIII] 1. 30, 31, 32, 33,
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34; [XI] ii. 5, 13,26, 29;

[XXIII] i. 204; [XXVI] i.

174,

mala.

185. [Adhikarana-

Acara-Madhaviya,

Maithila-sarigrahakara—[I] i

.

451.

Kala-nirnaya

Madliavlya].

Madkav-ollasa

or Kola-

[XVII] ii. 286.

MitaIcsara- [I] i. 433, 462, 492
;

[II]' ii. 94, 98 100, 109(2);

[IV] ii. 132,139,141,144(2),
145, 149, 152(2), 153, 154(2),

155, 156, 157(2), 161, 163,

164, 166, 180, 181(2), 184,

187,200, 206,221, 222; [V]
i. 279, 280, 281, 285, 298,

301, 303, 304(2), 305, 308,
309, 310(2), 315, 316, 317(2),

320(2), 325; [VI] ii. 59, 61,

67, 83; [VII] i. 11; [X] ii.

114, 124, 126; [XI] ii. 7,

12(2), 47; [XII] ii. 296,297;
[XVIII] ii. 359; [XIX j ii.

328, 329. 333, 339(2)

;

[XXIII] i. 203, 273(2), 274;
[XXVI] i. 142.

139- [IX] i. 54; [XIII] ii.

299; [XX] i. 348; [XXVI]
i. 132, 155, 161, 171, 178,
181.

Medini-[Xl] ii. 3; [XVIII]
ii. 353.

Medhatithi—ril] ii. 103.
Maithila—[I] i. 434, 439, 460

(2), 461, 464, 473, 477; [IV]
ii. 137, 145, 149, 152, 154,
172, 175, 176, 179, 184, 1SS
(2), 193, 214, 215, 216(2) ;

[VI] ii. 74; [VII] i. 5, 11,
108, 116; [X] ii. Ill, 122,
126(2); [XI]ii.6, 11; [XIII]
«'. 313; [XIX] ii. 346;
[XXIII] i. 207; [XXVI] i.

131, 135, 137(2), 14U2),
145, 152, 153, 154(2), 155,
170(2), 174, 177, 178, 179,
180(2), 184 185, 188(2). 192,
107; [XXVII] ii. 278(3),
279; [XXVIII] H. 361, 362.

* Yajur-vedi sraddha-tattva —
rXXVIII] ii. 362.

Yasodhara—[XXVI] i. 192.

Yajnavalkya-tika—[I] i. 492;

[IV] ii. 132; [V] i. 284; [VI]

ii. 63; [XI] ii. 16.

Yamala[-tantra']—[IX] i. 61.

Yuddha-jay-amava—[XX] i.

359, 374.

Yuddha-yatra—[XX\ i. 423.

Yoginx tantra—[VII] i. 88, 89;

[XI] ii. 32; [XVIII] ii. 358:

[XXII] ii. 370, 373; [XXVJ]

i. 145.

YogIsvara-[I] i. 473; [XI] ii.

12; [XII] ii. 297; [XVIII]

ii. 350.

Yogloka-[X] ii. 122, 125.

Raghunatha— [XII] ii. 297.

Ratna-kosa—l 1
] i. 450, 477:

[XX] i'. 336.

Misrah—[I] i. 463; [IV] ii. Ratna-mala—[I] i. 478; [IV]

ii. 187; [VII] i. 93; [XX] i.

349, 356(2), 394.

Ratnakara—[I] i. 431 ;
[Hj "•

93, 94, 97, 98, 99, 100(2),

102, 104, 106, 109: [III>

496, 511, 514; [V] l WO;

[VI] ii. 59(2), 60(2),,66(2),

68,70,72,76,78, 79(2). 83

(2); [VII] i. 20,23, 79,94,

116; [IX] i. 42, 43, 50, 6o

;

[X] ii. 130: [XI] ii..3o;

[XII] ii. 292, 295; [XII] iJ;

304
;
[XVII] ii. 288 [XVH1

:

ii. 359; [XlXlii. 334,3441

[XX]i.3-85;[XXin] , .205-

206, 221, 228(2), 23,, W,
241 252, 272; [XXHT]

n-

244; [XXVI] i. 126 (2), 144,

187; [XXVII] ii. 273.

Ratnavaa-[l} i. 454, 477 W*
[XXII] ii. 270.

Ratn-arnava—[V] i. 31o-

Raghava Bhatta— .1} '•



Vol. XI, No. 9.] The Hist, of

[N.S.]

(2), 453; [III] i- 495, 527;

[IV] ii. 155 (2); [VI] ii. 73,

80; [VII] i. 115; [IX] i. 42,

Mith

Prayascitta ,
Brahmacari

Vivaha ,
Saniika-patistilca-

Sraddha ].

?IUS1^ J& 111 fl'-
VarddhamanaorVarddbaman

[XVII] ii. 285, 286, 287 (2)

;

[XX] i. 340; [XXII] ii.

370, 371 (2); [XXIII] l.

244, 245 (2), 246; [XXVI]

i. 128.

Raja-marttavda— [I] l. 434,

441, 442, '447 (2)", 449, 464,

469,470, 473 (2), 475 (2),

476(2), 478, 491; [III] i- 507;

[V]i. 299; [VI] ii. 64, 69 (2);

|VU]i. 10, 11, 15, 18, 21,

36, 40, 78, 85 (2), 86, 95,

119; [VIII] i. 27; [IX] i.

55, 56, 66; [XVI] ii- 85;

[XVII] ii. 286; [XVIII] n.

359; [XX] ii. 333,342,345,

349, etc.

opadhyaya-[I] 1.438; [IV]

ii. 196; [VII] i. 78; [XI] n.

4 25; [XXVI] i. 191.

[Sraddha-pradipa

,

paribhasa]

Smrti-

Varsa-krtya-[l] i . 449 , 474

,

475; [IX]i.66; [XI] u. 5o.

Vasanta-raja—[IX] i. 66.

Vacaspati Misra (Jurist)— [1J i.

446; 456, 470, 471, 476 4/8,

487, 491, 492;

[XXIII]

267; [XXIV] ii. 241, 254;

175, 176.

212; [XIH]
[XXVI] i. 156, 175, 176.

Rarha—[IV] ii.

ii. 301 ;
[XX] i. 330.

Rama Datta-[IV] ii. 208;

[XIV] ii. 365.

Ram-arcana-candrika [I] i.

455; [IV] ii.

38, 99.

155; [VI] i-

Raya-mukuta—[IV] ii. 158;

[IV] i. 65; [XXVI] i 129,

137: [XXVII! ii. 273 (2),

279 (2).

Rava mukul a - paddhati
[XXVI I i. 136.

Rudra-[XXIV]Ji. 252

Rudradhara
[V]

120

-.„ [IV] n-

1. 319: [VII] i. 88 (2),

[XXIV] ii. 263, 264;

[XXVI] i. 144.

Rudra-yamala—[I] ^_*JJv
[VII] i. 35, 82; [XXVI] 1.

162.

Renukacarya
[XXVI

|
i. 164.

Laksmidhara

[I] 1-

[I] 1.

470;

487 (2).
- _o

[Kalpa-taru, Tirtha ,
Dana

Naiyala-kaWca ,
Pratistha

479, 481, .

riV] ii. 148, 151, 152, 153,
L J

168. 175, 184,163,
193

:

280;

7, 8,
207, 209, 21«; [V] i.

[VI] ii. 75; [VII]In,.

12 82,102,118; [IX] 1. 5)

63', 65 [XI] ii- 3 19 24 2,

57-[XXl]ii. 231; [XXIII]

?203 216; [XXIV] ii. 247:

XXVI] i. -142, 170, 181;

XXVII] ii. 278,281 See

the Misrah. [Acara-cinta-

mani,Ahnika^Krtya :

ka1pa.

laf^Tirtlia^Dvaita-mruoya,

Pitt bhakti -tarangtni.
" - Vyovahara . Mah"

-

Aana-nirnaya, .

Juddhi.

£raddha°,
Smfti-saravradi-

,^' n Unira (Philosopher)

Vivada

in
rXl] ii. 54 [Tattvakaumud'i

.

S152;
7

^' u
77xxvii]i. 273.

/9N Vasudeva-[AAViij

VaS
tu-sastrakrt-[VU\i-

110 '

[XXVI] i- 128.

Viifianesvara

(iVj ii. 193;

[Mitaksara].^

[HI u.

[X] ii-

99;
130.

fill] 1.

170,

i. 95, 105; XfJ »•..•*• *}\

44, 49; [XIU] >>• 305,
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[XVII] ii. 284; [XX] i, 410;

[XXIII] i. 215, 216, 218,

226, 227, 240, 247.

V idyadhari-vilasa—[XX] i.

357.

Vidyapati—[I] i. 475. [Durga-

bhaktt-tarangini, Varsa-

krtya].

Vidya-vacaspati—[IX] i. 54.

V i vd da • k alpa-taru—[IV] ii.

132 ;
[V] i. 314 ;

[IX] i. 43.

Vivdda-cintdmani—[II] ii. 99,

100 ;
[IV] ii. 182, 198, 222 ;

VI] ii. 76.

Vivada-ratnakara—[IV] ii.

182; [VI] ii. 71 : [XVIII] ii.

356.
* Vivaha-tattva—[II] ii. 104.

Vivdha-patala—[XX] i. 357.

ViveJca—[VI] ii. 60.

Visarada-[IV] ii. 154, 191;
[IX] i. 63; [XIII] ii. 300.

Visva-karmma—[1XJ i. 62.

Visva-prakdsa—[VII] i. 102.

Vis^arupa—[I] i. 492
;
[II] ii.

102;[IX]ii.l22;[XI]ii.24,

[64.

Visv&vupsi-samuccaya—[VI] ii.

Visv-ddarsa—[XI] ii. 29.

Visvesvara Bhattah—[IV] ii.

25.

135. pdk
Via Qu-gupta—[ Vj i. 305.
Vira-tantra—[I] i. 454; [XXII]

ii. 370.

Viresvara—[III] i. 499, 517,
536

; [XIII] ii. 306.
Veddnta kalpa-taru—[I]i. 465.
Vaisnav-dmrta—[l] i. 436

;

[IV] ii. H7; [VII] i. 89,95;
[XI] ii. 39; [XX] i. 411;
[XXIII] i. 211, 246; [XXIV]
ii. 137.

Vyavahdra-cintdmani—[lI] ii

.

10; ; [V]i. 281,302.
Vyavahara-tilaka—[X ii. 116.

vahdra-dipik

332, 3 <8.

[XIX] u.

Vyavahdra-pradipa—[XIX] ii.

331.

Vydvahdra-mdtrkd—[II] ii. 101

[X]ii. 112, 120, 126; [XIX]
ii. 332.

Vyavahdra-samuccaya—[I] i.

473, 476, 479 ; [XII] ii. 291;

[XVII] ii. 283.

Vrat-anusthdna-vidhi—[XXIV]
ii. 248 ,"258.

S [V] i. 294.

Satananda—[XX] i. 347, 349.

8 a ntika-paustika-kalpa-taru

[I]i. 460.
"

Sdnti-dipika[IIl] i. 496, 542
;

[IV] ii. 182;[V]i.291; [IX]

i. 43, 64; [XI] ii. 53; [XII]

ii. 292, 293
;
[XXVI] i. 126.

Sdradd-tilaka—[XI] ii. 52

:

[XVII] ii. 285; [XX] i. 340;

[XXII] ii. 369.

[Sarada-]krama-dipikd
[XVII] ii. 285.

S a r t r a k a -bhasya'tikd—[l] i-

.
439

;
[XI]_ii. 54.

Sastra-dipika—[V] i. 284.

Siva Datta—[XI] ii- 47

[XXIII] i. 270.

Siva-sarvasva—[XVIII] ii. 351.

Suddki-cintdmani—[lV] »• 132>

157, 182,, [VI] ii. 67.

* Suddhi-tattva—[11] »• 10
n
b

>

110; [VI] ii. 60; [VII] i.
•

•>S

[XIII] ii. 300; [XXIII]:

i. 227; [XXVI] i. 198.

^uddhi-tattv-drnava-[lV] n *44 -

<uddhi-prakasa—[lV] »• l8L

Suddhi-ratnakara- [I] ii- 45J;

[IV] ii. 167, 172.

Sulapani Upadhyaya or Maha-

mahopHdhyaya—[I] *;.
4

457, 481, 492; [II] »• £'
109; [III] i. 510, 518,54/

(2);[lV]ii. 133, If,
165,

200, 210, 216, 220; [V]i-

306, 307, 311 (2), 325(2; •

[VI ii. 60,61,64,(2);
[VIII

i. 6; [X] ii. HI, 11*» }
l

'l

126 M. 127, !*•
125, (2),
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[Chandog-ahnika , 8a-[XI] ii, 13; [XVII] ii. 286;

[XIX] ii. 329,342; [XXVI]
i. 153, 158, 183; [XXVII] S r % d h a r a - samuccaya—[I] l.

280.

maya-pradipa].

ii. 273. ka

itatf&a, Pari'sista D° Praya's-

cittaviveka, Srdddha-viveka],

raddha-kalpa—[XXVI] i. 134.

raddha kdnda-kalpa-taru

[VII] i. 114 ;
[XXV] ii. 320

;

[XXVI] i. 128, 129JL6L
Sraddharcandrika-

r"^" TT

276, 280.

[XXVII] ii.

Sraddka-cintamani— [I ]
i. 436,

469, 470, 486; [IV] ii. 170,

218; [V] i. 282 [VI] ii. 73;

[VII J i. 75, 104, 115, 116;

[XXVI] i. 125, 161, 164(2),

172 177 ;
[XXVIII] ii. 361.

> raddha-cRpikd—[XXVII] ii.

273.

raddha pradlpa—[IV] ii. 188;

[XXVI], i. 178, 191.

Srdddha 440

451 462, 470, 471, 487,

489"; [II] ii. 101 ;
[III] i-

528; [IV] ii. 142, 157, 174,

176, 177, 179, 181 (2),

214, 216, 217 (2), 219, 220,

221; [VI] ii, 72; [VII] i. 7,

11(2), 99, 108 (2), 109, 111,

112 (2), 114; [XI] ii. 18,

47; [XIV] ii. 364; [XIX]
ii, 331; [XXIII] i. 254

(2); [XXVI] i. 124(2), 126,

129, 131, 132, 137, 140, 142

(2), 157, 158, 162, 168, 169,

174, 176, 178, 180, 182

(2), 184, 185,187, 193, 195.

^raddhas utra-bhasya-ka,r&—
. [VII] i. 112; [XXVI] i. 126.

«rikara-[X]ii. 125.
§ Upadhyaya— [I]

J-

456, 483, [IV] ii. 176 [VII]

i. 8, 13, 24, 36, 85, 115,

116; [IX] i. 52,54; [X] fa.

4, 8, 25, 58; [XXIII] i.

205, 215, 250, 251; [XXVI]
i. 128, 132, 170, 171, 182;

[XXVII] ii. 277 (2), 278,

73.

Sndhara SvamI— [V] i. 305:

[VII] i. 68; [IX] i. 45;

_

[XI] ii 14; [XXIV] ii. 241.

Srmivasa- [XX] i. 330.

[Dipikd].

Sripati-[I]i.478(3); [XX] i.

350.

Srlpati-raJna [I] i. 477,

478; [II] i- 508; [IV] ii.

139, 167; [VI] ii. 78; [VII

i. 24;[XX]i. 359, 381,384.

S r I p a t i-vyavahdra-nirnaya
—

[I] i. 472; [VII] i. 13, 97

n.

§

[XI]

358, 407

21 [XX] i. 34S,

s

s

[1] i. 480.

inati-vyavahara-samucca

[III] i. 532; [VII] i. 15.

s

341, 355.

[XX] !.

-[I] i. 478;

[XX] i. 360, 390._

Sadunnaya-mahatantra
[XXII] ii. 372.

Samksipta-sara—[XI] ii. 45.

banket a-kaumudi—[XX] l.

355.

Samaya-prakdsa—[I] i. 436.

446* 451, 460," "488, 489,

492; [IV] ii. 189, 190;

[VII]

158.

t. 92 (2); [XXVI] i.

Samaya-pradipa—ll]

[XI] ii- 25.

Samudra-kara—[I
|

i. 483:

i. 435

[IV] 173 ;
[VII] i. 80,

sutra

112 [XI] ii. 9; [XXIII]

i. 205, 209, 215 (2), 236;

[XXVI] i. 126, 140, 146.

[Srdddha
Sambandha-viveka—[III]

511; [IV] ii. 157; [VI] n.79

8am b and!ia>viveka-parm8ta-

[III] i. 512.

i
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Samvatsara-pradipa—[I] i. 437,

449, 488 (2); [IV] ii. 182.

212 [VII] i. 21, 26, 28, 30,

36, 6", 68, 80, 83, 91, 93,

96,98,99,101, 102, 104(2),

105 (2): [VIII] i. 26, 28,

30; [IX] i. 43; [XI] ii. 2,

4, 22, 34, 36, 42, 43, 44,

46; [XX] i. 413: [XXIV]
ii 240; [XXVI] i. 158;

[XXVIT] ii. 277.

* Samskara-tattva --[XIII] ii.

306, 309.

Sarala—[I] i. 433, 475 ; I
III] i.

499,504,510, 515,516, 517,

518 (2), 522, 526, 527, 533,

536; [IV] ii. 153, 210; [VI]

ii. 72; [VII] i. 8; [XI] ii.

52; [XIII] ii. 306, 310 (2),

312, 313; [XXIII] i. 206.

Sayanacarya—[XXVI] i. 171;
[XXVII] ii. 277.

Sara-sangraha—[I] i. 437, 454,

479; [XX] i. 386: [XXII]
ii. 370.

Saravali-[I] i. 481; [XX] i.

393.

Siddhanta-cintamani—[II i.

439.

>iddhanta-s'iromani— [I] i. 438.
S i d d h a n t a-sandarbha— [I] i.

438.

Xugati-sopdna—[IV] ii. 174
211: [IX] i. 60 [XIII] ii.

301, 314.

luri-santosa—[VII] i. 70 ;
[XI]

ii. 31, 43.

Somase I] i. 475.

Smrti-paribhasa or °paribhasi-
H-[VII] i.' 71 [XI] ii. 48.'

S>nrti-maha.rnava—[ 1 1 ] ii . 1 00.
Smrti-ratnahara—[I] i. 488.
Synrti-samuccaya-—[V] i. 292

(2).

SmHi-sagara— [I] i. 477, 479;
[II] ii. 495,498; [V] i. 281,
307, 325; [IX] i. 48, 54,
65; [XXI] ii. 230.

Smiti-sagara-sara—[I] i. 479;

[V] i. 313, 316; [VII] i.

117.

Smrtisara -[I] i. 431, 436;

[IV] ii. 189: [VI] ii. 66;

[XXIII] i. 22'.

Smrtt-s ara-pradipa—[IV] ii.

163.

Smrtu-artha-sara—[I] i. 457

[VII] i. 112; [IX] i. 64

[XI], ii. 53; [XIV] ii. 366

[XXIII] i. 258; [XXVI]

i 124.

Svar-odnya—[III] i. 507.; [XX]

i. 356, 358, 374, 397.

Haridasa-Tarkacarya—[IV] ii.

136, 173 (2).

Harinatha Upadhyaya— 1 1 V J

ii. 135; [V] i. 315; [VI] n.

60. 62, 66; [XIX] i. 5 ;

[XII ii. 4, 25, 58. [Smrti-

sara.] __

Hari-bhakti—\'&.l\ u. 61 >

[XXIII] i. 239.

Hari-sarmma -[I] i. 431 ;
[lUJ

i. 493, 494, 495 (2), 509,

511,515.536; [IV] n. Wf.

170, 174, 206. 207, 220;

[VI] ii. 79; [IX] i. 6.;

[XIII] ii. 302 (2), 308

XIV ii. 363 (2), 364,365

2), 366; [XXIII] i.

t
203

,

XXVI] i 153; [XXVII] »•

273, 277.

Hatihara-[XVI] n. 89;

[XVIII] ii. 355; [XXV11

ii. 213. . ioi)

.

rVI| ii. 73; [XIX;in. W.
[XXIII] i- 252; [XXVI] i.

162.

Halavudha— [I] i-

*f'' nV1
481 1

[II] ii 102, 109; [

I

;

ii. 182; [V] i.
27S. '

{2 ), 306, 313: [VII] •

[IX]i.65; [XI]' 3,21,

470.

24, 26(2), 28 *% [%m
[XIX] «•

66X) -

228,
n. 314;

[XXIII] l.

252;
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[XXVI] i. 144, 152, 161, 43; [XIIIj ii. 300; [XXVI]
191, 197 (2) ;

[XXVII] ii. i. 195.

273, 276. [Pandita-sarv-

vasva, Brahman a°, &iva°].

Halayudha (grammarian)
[XXVI] i. 182.

Hara-lata—[IV] ii. 133, 134.

140, 145 (2) 147, 151, 152

(3), 154, 155, 157, 161, 162,

171, 174, 176, 179, 180 (2),

183 (2), 184, 1-6, 187 (2),

188 (2) 189, 219, 220,221,
223: [VI] ii. 60; [IX] i.

Haravali—[111] i. 509.

Hemadri:— [I] i. 434, 437,

438, 439, 456, 462, 476,

4S2, 485, 489 ;
[IV] ii. 152,

188, 192, 198; [VI] ii. 62,

80, 81 (2); [VII] i. 10, 11,

19,24, 30,32,33, 76; [XI]

ii. 3, 20,21(2), 24, 26,30,

49,50; [XX] i. 394; [XXVI]
i. 175,176,177,179, 185(2).

fDana-khwnda , Parisesa°\





SEPTEMBER, 1915

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st September, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers Kt., CI.«., MJK B.S.,

P.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in the Cha.r.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Mr. Percy Brown i^r r. - "*— •

Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Bahadur, Dr. L. L. J»r

J

F H Omwlv Mr H. G. Graves, Mr. C. W. Gnmev, »aou

Ramesh Ollandra Majumdar, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana

.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and con

firmed.

Twenty-five presentations were announced.

The Honorary Secretary announced *.
WJ-Jj

«*-

of the Council meeting held on the 28thW»
the publications in the Bibliotheca Indma Ser.es

.

i, Any wort before ^^^^S^t-°"
*££££tffSSS publication

;

S r^SLCs
a

oTffSfc to underrate

the work; -_„* «rwfc and time re-

(d, the extent and ^P?*1™*^*.

,a, The PhiLgica. Secretary to eousnH .dependent

ports if he considers ,t adv.sab

M

.

g w
(iii) The manner of remunerat on wl

™

^ .„.

for, to he determined by the O

work to aformation wivn rego."* ^
(iv) The Council may, « "^"^n

special Committee for ^^tatantUl portion

(v) No part to be published mW sm
completed and

aa the Council may order "* b^a on
F
the report

passed for publication by the Counci

Sf the Philological Secretary- ^^ ^
The above resolutions with regar o

BibUotheca indica

Persian and the Sanskrit P«b*ic^°n
g °f the Asiatic Society.
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The General Secretary reported that Babu Pramatha Nath

Mullick and Lieut .-Col. F. R. Ozzard had expressed a desire

to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary reported the death of Babu Raj

Chandra Chandra.

The following persons were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

:

Babu Hem CJiandra Das-Gupta, M.A., F.G.S., Prof., Presi-

dency College, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri,

seconded by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji ; Miss Maude Lina

West Cleghorn, F.L.S., F.E.S., proposed by Dr. N. Annandale,

seconded by Mr. F. H. Gravely.

The following papers were read

:

(1) A Note on the Bengal School of Artists—By Babu

S. Kumar. Communicated byMahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shastri.

(2) Notes on the Geography of Mediceval Orissa.—By Rai

MONMOHAN ChaKRAVARTI, BAHADUR.
(3) On the Genuineness of the Eighth Canto of the poem

Kumara-Sambhavam.—By Rai Monmohan Chak-

ravarti, Bahadur.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number

of the Journal.

The President announced that there would be no meeting

of the Medical Section this month.
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Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal

with their publications are informed that they may be sent either

to the address of the Society at Calcutta or to the Agent of the

Society in London, Mr. Bernard Quantch, 11, Grafton Street,

New Bond Street.
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23. Contributions to the History of Smrti in Bengal and

Mithila.

Part II. Mithila.

By Rai Monmohan Chakravarti Bahadur

Nothing is known about the early Smrtic literature of

-Mithila. According to tradition, the sage Yajnavalkya, the

reputed author of the Yajnavalkya-samhita, adorned the court

of Janaka a king of this land. The extant version of the

Samhita from its metrical form, its mention of the coin Nanaka
and of week-days and from other reasons is believed to be not

earlier than the fourth century a.d. 1

The mediaeval Smrtic literature of Mithila cannot be traced

ailier than the thirteenth century. From that time for two

centuries and a half, Smrti nourished in Mithila, nourished so

luxuriantly that the writers came to be regarded as forming a

separate school of Smrti. But this distinction is doubtful.

Their views, unlike the Bengal School , agree generally with those

of the North Indian School, presenting very few differences, and

thosedifferences are merely on small minor points of Sraddha

and Acara. In fact the later Gauriyas by frequently criticising

and discussisi these Maithilis suggested the idea that they

formed a separate school of North India, while really they

cannot be called more than a sub-school of Smrti.

Very little is known at present about these Maithih Smrti-

writers. In the present paper the subject will be dealt with

chiefly from two points , firstly to ascertain the works of the

notable Smrti-writers, and secondly to ascertain their approxi-

mate times.' Most of the principal writers appear to have been

Patronized by the kings of Mithila. Hence a knowledge of the

Political history of the land would be useful in ascertaining the

times of the writers, and mv paper on that subject might be

consulted for the purpose.* For facility of reference the writers

will be discussed chronologically under two sub-heads :

A. The Earlier Period, or the rule of the Karnita

B. Theater ' Period, or the rule of the Kamesvara

Dynasty.

.
l Jolly, Tagore Law Lectures, 1883 p. 40M™* «**« Ig**"

{«* century A) ; ditto, the Sacred Books of the East Vo. XXXIJI
lntrodi.o««; ~ ^Ui lnn* fiftrlier than the 3rd century A.D. ) ,

.Professor

a

notion, p. xvn (not earner um« "» -~ ~~- - >

domii.ll, Sanskrit Literature, p. 429 (about a.d. 350).

See J.A.S.B., 1016, pp. 1-27.
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The result of discussion of the times of the Maithili Smrti

writers is shown below in a tabular form

:

The Authors.

A. Karnata Dynasty.

1. Grahesrara Misra

2. Ganesvara Misra

3. Srldattopadhyaya

\. Ganesvara Thakkura

5. Candcsvara Thakkura
(nephew of No. 4)

6. Ramadatta Thakkura
(son of No. 4)

7. Harinathopadhyaya
8. Padmanabha Datta

Their Approximate Times.

B. Kamesvara Dynasty.

9. Srldatta Misra

Earlier than 14th century.

Ditto.

End of the 13th century or

beginning of the 14th.

Beginning of the fourteenth.

First and second quarters of

the 14th century.

Second quarter of the 14th.

First half of the 14th.

Third and fourth quarters of

the 14th.

Beginning of the 15th century.

10. Vidyapati Upadhyaya or 1395-1440 a.d.

Thakkura.
11. Indrapati Thakkura . . Middle of the 15th century

12. Lakssmipati Upadhyaya . . Third quarter of the 15th.

(|,upi] of No. 11)

13. Sahkara Misra Second and third quarters of

14. Vacaspati Misra
the 15th.

Third and fourth quarters of

the 15th century.

15. Varddhamanopadhyaya . . The latter part of the third ana

the fourth quarter of the
(pupil of Nos. 14 and
15) 15th century.

16. Premanidhi Thakkura . . Fourth quarter of the 15th.

(son of No 11)

17. Rudradhara Upadhyaya.

.

1 8. Ganapati
Ditto.

First quarter of the 16th cen

tury.

A. The Earlier Period.

1. GRAHESV MISRA

His works are lost. But he is quoted twice in Candesvwr*

?/?/, ~~f„7;L j „„ i *i I 4.:~,„o ;r, VarddhamanaVivada-ratnakara

Danda-viveka. 1 He wrote a work on Vyavahara

3

S

ratna lea Ind
of the Danda-viveka, pp. 44, 78, 88,

( ^frc*rct vsvt ftrw ).

ed., pp-46, 483; As.

104, 105, 106 (3) 59

Soc. MS-

and 105
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named in the Danda-viveka as Vyavahdrataranga, and which
probably formed part of a general digest. Having been quoted
by Candesvara as an authority his time must be earlier than
fourteenth century a.d.

2 GANESVARA MlSRA.

His works are lost. But he is quoted in the Acara section

of Harlnathopadhyaya's Smrti-sara. Vidyapati's Gahgd-vakya-
vali, Vacaspati Misra's Sraddha-cintdmani, and Ganapati's

Gahga-bhakti-tarahgim. 1 From the references his work appears

to have dealt with Acara. Having been quoted as an authority

in the Smrti-sara, his time is probably earlier than fourteenth

century a.d.

3. gRlDATTOPADHYAYA.

He is the earliest Smrti writer of Mithila, whose works
have survived to modern times. At least five of his works are

viz.known

,

(i) The Acar-adarsa, the mirror of Acara, on the daily reli-

gious duties of a Vajasaneyin (white Yajurveda). This is a

a standard work for non-Samavedins, often quoted, and has

been printed at Benares. Among the nibandhas, it quotes

The kalpa-taru (1). Harihara (10)

Kalpa- taru-kara, (3). Halayudha-nibandha (4). Be-

Kamadhenu (5). sides these he quotes his own
Raja

( ? Bhojadeva) (2) Chandog-ahnika once.*

^Tti-maharnava (1).

It is named in the Suddhi-viveka of Rudradhara.

(tt) The Chandog-ahnika, on the ahnikas_or daily duties

of Samavedins.8 It is quoted in his own Acar-adarsa, and

mentions the following nibandhas and nibandha writers :

Kalpa-taru (4).
Mitaksara (1)

Kalpa-taru-krt (2).
Batna-karandika (1).

Rama-dhenu (7).
Raja (? Bhojadeva) (3).

Karmma-pradiva (10). Sradd'ha-kalpa (•)• IW-
Gopala(l). Smrti-manjusa. daksinadestya

Gfiandoga-paddhati (1)

.

Smrti-maharnava (1).

Baupala(l). [Smrti-}maharnava-prakasa (.*)

.

„ ,

l The Smrti-sara (I. O. Cat, 1488, p. 449)
;
the^^^SJS^rC5 Cat. MS.,' II. No. 312), foL 5a, 6& : the 8raddha-ctntamant(^Benares pr.

«d0, p. 9; and the Gatoa-bhakti-tarafigini (Sans. Coll. Cat. MS., 11. 6U),

L66
' 76 ' 9a -

ino, 91K — -J-«-
8 The Acar-adarsa (Benares pr., Sarovat 1924), p. Mb :

^sire ( ^fr)7fT9^nr9f^nT^^t»rfir%s^
,,'^: '

W^I<JT3

Ind. Govt.

•607 A .D . :_<rfasjiFisft^!rf ^ u«^rm ^msr n . .
. *m
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It is named in the Pitr-bhakti-tarangini of Vacaspati Misra,

the grhastha-ratn-akara of "CandeSvara, the Ganga-vakyavaE of

Vidyapati , and the Ganga-bhakti-tarangint of Ganapati Sankara

Misra wrote a supplement to it, the Chandog-ahnik-oddhara.

fathers

ceremonies of Yajurvedins. 1 It was written after consulting

the Katiya kalpa with Karka's Bhasya, and the opinions of

Bhupala and Gopala (nibandhakaras). It is mentioned in the

Sraddha-cintamani of Vacaspati Misra, and in the Sraddha-viveka

of Rudradhara as old {pracina). It quotes

Karka (1). I

Ratna-karandika (1).

Karka-6/tasya (2).

Kalpa-taru (4).

Kalpa-taru-krt (5).

Raja ( ? Bhojadeva) (3).

Sobhakara (1).

Smrti-manjari (2).

Kama-dhenu\e). \

Smni-manjusa (1).

Gopala (1). i

[Smrti-]maharnava-prakasa (_l).

Chandoga-sraddha-kalpa (1). Halayudhlya sraddh-adhyaya

Bhupala (1). (3).

Miidhsara ( 1
)

.

(iv) The Smddha-kalpa, on the funeral ceremonies of the

avedins. The title of the work is vague, as the term naa
Samavedins.OiHUctvcu.inr->. aiio nine mj. uhv/ «iv»i" *~ — — ?

_
. ..

been generally used in Vedic literature for the section deaunr

with Sraddha. It was written in accordance with the views

Bhupa and Gopala.

(v) The Samaya-pradipa , the lamp of time, an astro
j
^^"

smrtic work dealing with vratas or optional fasts and toe

proper times.4 A standard work on Vratas. It was on

Krtya
Misra

Rudradhara (11 times), the Mala-masa and the Ekadasi taw
of Raghunandana. It quotes

Kalpa-taru (5).

Kalpa- tarit-kara (1).

Karmrna-pradipa (I).

Kama-dhenu (1).

Jitamitra (1).

Bhupala (2).

Yogisvara (3).

RajS (1).

Sraddha-kalpa (2).

Sraddhy-adhyaya (D-

Harihara (4).

The Gauras, Gaura-grantha, Gaura-Smrti and Gaura-

nibandha have been several times referred to.
. . -jv

Srldatta gives no information of himself or of hlB
'^-J

It is not even known definitely whether he is a Mai

See

1892-95.

«*i \**i w* xi *\
*** Y« xr« 152 of

2 Deccan College MS. No. 371 of 187(M
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But the facts that he is treated as an authority by the Maithili

Smrti-writers and their successors, the later Gauriyas, and
that he mentions the Gauriyas several times in his works
at a time when they were almost unknown in other parts of

India indicate that his home was in Mithila. He uses several

vernacular words, which might furnish some clue.

His posterior limit is fixed by the quotations from his works
in the Ratn-akara and by the mention of his name therein.

So he must be older than 1314 a.d. His upper limit is arrived

at by his naming Harihara Misra and quoting from Harihara's

Bhasyas. Harihara is often mentioned in Hemadri's caturvar-

ga-cintaman i (Parisesa-khanda), and is therefore older than

the fourth quarter of the thirteenth cenatury. In his Bhasyas

Harihara names the Kalpa-taru-kzira, (first half of the twelfth

century), and certain later commentators of Paraskara-grhya-

zutra, such as Vasudeva Diksita and Renu Diksita. 1 So at

any rate Harihara cannot be later than the third quarter of the

thirteenth century. Then Sridatta may be placed in the last

decade of the same century, a contemporary of Hemadri.

In his grammatical Paribhasa, the well-known founder of

the Supadma School, Padmanabha Datta, calls himself SridatU

atmaja-mnuna. If this Sridatta be identical with the Smrti-

writer then two generations intervened. Padmanabha Datta

*rote the Prsodara-vrtti in 1375 a.d. Consequently Sridatta

cannot be earlier than "the begining of the fourteenth century.

CANDESVARA GROUP.

We now come to a family, several of whom wrote on Smrti

.

Hence they are grouped together.

4. GAXESVARA THAKKURA.

Uncle of Candesvara, and a minister (mantri) of Harasimha-

de?a. He wrote :—

, (») the Sugati-sopana, steps to bliss, dealing with various

kinds of gifts, Vaitaranl-dana, Kama-ghata-dana, kancana-

Purusa-da.ia, and so on.* No references to older mbandna*
f°imd in the incomplete MS. I have come across.

Benares printed ed. of Bottle Rij, PP- 6, 18, 277, 423. /«~^*\a

£*? in the Decean College Catalogue, p. 177, Renuka wrote his Grhya-

*ar&a in Faka 1 188 or 1266 a.d. „ ^oc/,r:hftri

. • Ind. Govt. MS. 6126, 26 folios only, while the Nepal MS. described

k *e Nepal Notices (p. 131) has 90 folios. The I. G. MS. begms with-

«if Vrfti^nsj $0ii(** ***** I' C I " 1
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5. CANDESVARA THAKKURA.

The dominating figure in the field of Maithili Smrti. He is

best known by his

(i) Smrti-ratn-akara, or briefly Ratn-akara ( the sea ), a

general digest that consisted of seven sections as follows l :

(a) Krtya

,

dealing with fasts, festivals and their appropriate

times, in 22 tarangas or waves. Among the festivals may be

specially mentioned the sarpp-abhaya pancami vrata, or the

worship of the goddess Manasa, held on Sravana sukla panca-

mi, and Buddha-dvadasi vrata, or the worship of Buddha held on

Sravana sukladvadasl. The last no longer exists and the former,

though observed, has lost its old importance. The Ratha-yatra

was observed also with respect to Siva on Pausa sukla astatm,

and Durga on Asvina sukla navaml. The Puja kalpa-taru of

Laksmldhara also describes the Ratha-yatra of Siva, Brahma,

and' Durga, and thus shows that in the old days the car-

festival was common to the principal deities.

The Krtya ratn-akara * quotes a considerable number of later

works

Kalpa-taru (39 times).

Kalpa-taru-k&ra, (7).

Kama-dhenu (7).

Gopala(2).

ibandha ( 1 )

.

Vrata-sagara{\).

Varsa-dipilca (1).

Vasanta-raja (1).

Viveka (1).

Visva-rupa(l).

Bhupala (9).

Dana-sagara (25).

Devesvara Dharma-dhikarani-
ka (1).

rarijata (36).

Murari-raja (1).

Yoglsvara (2).

Raja-marttanda (3).

Laksmidhara (4).

Sesodatta (1).

Srldattopadhyaya (1).

Sat-trirhsan-mata (2).

Samaya-pradipa (12).

Skanda-yamala (1)-

Sagara (20).

Smrti-malMrnava-prakasa-kM

(2) -

Halayudha (2).

1 The seven sections of the Ratn-akara aiv named tliusf
1

D-m.ra ,n -

da-ratn-akara , end verse 3 (Bib. Ind. <-d., p. 070), and tne

ukara, end verse 3 (R. Mittra, Notices VI, p. 135)

:

*WT*TT TOH.WT ftTOT:

8 As. Soc. Bengal MS., copied in Faka 1739 or 1817 A.P-

V«« .. *tf<m \\ *lft*9r II in 185 folios, of which folios l8

^fyp
missing; and Ind. Govt. Maithili MS. No. 3604, 160 folios o c

leaves; copied in La. sam 392 or 1511 a.d. ^ 3<^ ,ra'T

H* ^ITTf^Wtf- f%f%ffT>I^ S«wfiff>f II

h»
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The above list shows that the Kalpa4aru, the Dana-sagara
,

the Parijata and the [Smrti- ?] sagara were chiefly quoted.

(6) The Grhastha, on the duties of a house-holder in 68

tarangas. The MS. I have come across is incomplete, contain-

ing the first thirty-three tarangas only. 1 It quotes the

Kalpa-taru (8).

Kalpa-taru-k&ra, (2).

Kama-dhenu (1).

Parijata (18).

Mitaksara-k&ra, (3).

&rida,tt-ahnika (2).

[Smrti-maharnava-] prakasa-

kara (5).

Smrti-ratna-viveka (3).

Haiayudha (9), and besides

Raja (? Bhojadeva) (1). these it mentions thrice his

Laksmidhara (10). I
own Krtya-ratn-alcara.

(c) The Dana, on various kinds of religious gifts not men-

tioned in his Krtya-ratnakara, in 29 tarangas.
2 The work

professes to have 'been made after consulting the Kalpa-druma,

the Parijata and the Kama-dhenu. The references are few,

among which may be mentioned :

Kalpa-taru ( 1 )

.

Bhnp^paddhati (
I )

.

Kama-dhenu (1).

Dana-sagara (8).

Parijata (4).

Prakasa (2).

Brhad-Yogisvara (1).

Bhupala (7). I

Medhatithi (1).

Mrtyunjaya (2).

Yogisvara (2).

Laksmidhara (1).

Sagara (13).

(e) Vivada, dealing with civil and criminal ™f »J

"~

tarangas. This work has been printed in the Bibhotheca

Indica and has been translated into English by the Hon We

Justice Digambara Chatterjea. It
.
professes £ o~*»ntto

drama
and the [Smrti-maharnava-] prakasa, besides

y?
h
fj^r™b *

forms the basis of the Vivada-cinUima > > i of Vjwaspati m ra,

the Vivada-candra of Misaru Misra and the ^J™* 1 *
ma, and was ration i

as the commentato
S^sravartti , Kagnunaiiua.ua, »»»--~?v- — nnn .> ,_ a i ar£re

nandana in his 28 tattvas, and so on. It conta ns a large

number of quotations from authorities ,
and mentions the to.

lowing late works, and writers of Smrtij ^
i The Imi. Govt. MS. 6469. It gives no date of it, copying tat as

it contains on the front page a chart of nativity with **T V*< 1W

^tPw^ * «* «* <nnw^ *»» c°pying mU3t be
7

olde r/• **'^ 5^'^' \ . fnumnmt of the Grluutlta is in the
^amvat 1769 or 1712 a.d. 'Xll0*^/ra

S
m

1
f„

fi, folios (30, and 72-133),
Deccan College (No. 44 of IS83-4A). It has 63 folW £U a

J^
and contains the last twenty-three Tarangas, in fact all the lane

scept the last. „ 00 . Q(,

• The Deccan College MS. 114 of 1884-bb.
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Asahayaas quoted by Praka- Misrah (1).

Medhatithi, quoted twice from

the Prakdsa (7).

Laksmidhara (11).

Smrti-maharnava (1)

[Smrli-mahar?iava-] prakasa
(22).

[Smrti-maharnava-]p r a k a 8 a-

kara (25).

Harihara (3).

Halayudha-m&and/ia (3).

sa-kara (1).

Udayakarain Manu*tika (4).

Kalpa-taru (21).

TTaZpa-fom-kara (4).

Kama-dhenu (6).

Grahesvara Misra (2).

Parijata (50).

Bhaguri , the FrJtf-kara ( 1 )

.

[Manu-jBhdsya-k&ra, (1).

Mitaksara (7).

ilf^a&sara-kara (3).

(/) The Vyavahara, on legal procedure and evidence. 1 It

is said to be an enlargement of the Kalpa-druma , the Parijata

and the Kamadhenu of Gopala. The headings agree very nearly

with those in the Vyavahara-kalpa-taru.

(g) The Suddhi, on purification, in 34 tarangas.

completes the digest. He compiled other works, viz.,

(it) The Krtya-ciniamani? astrological discussions of the

samskara and other religious observances, with the chapters

called prakdsas. It was often quoted in later works and should

be distinguished from the Krtya-cintamani of Vacaspati Misra.

In the introductory verses it mentions Garga, Varahamihira,

Bhojaraja, Sripati, Parasara and others, Satya, Jivesvara.

(m) The Dana-vakyavali * describing the prayogas (rites)

and mantras in connection with religious gifts. It seems to be

a supplement to his Dana-ratn-akara . It mentions the Kalpa-

taru (3), the Kama-dhenu (I), the Ddna-kavda

i This

(once).

Ddnarsagi

vakyavali

his own" Dana-ratn-akara

a, worship. I*

is quoted in the Varsa-krtya of Rudradhara.

6. RAMADATTA TKAKKURA.
*

Son of Ganesvara, and cousin of Candesvara. Two ot

compilations are as vet known.
1 H <,

(t) The Vivah-5di-paddhati,* a manual of the rites relatin-

to thesamskaras of the Vajasaneyins, which in some manuscni

for

} For the Vyavahara, see R. Mitra, Notices. VI. p. 66, No. ^O^.Lj

or 1555 a.d. 4*n \m W«f vrr* wf^ *> wfa ^ttfT«r«srw^
^*"

•H*iTT#f%||
; and for the Piva-vah/avali, Ind. Off. Cat.. VI- V- l409 ' °'

3724.

« Sansk. Coll. Ca<„ TT. 30f» ; for the description of the ancestors see

fol. lOb-lla : cf. R. Mitra. Notices, III. p. 122, No. 1 169.
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begin with an additional section on the Abhyudayika Sraddha

Beyond a description of his ancestors, no references to niban-

dhas have been found. The manual is much used by non-Sama-

vedins in Bengal and elsewhere.

(ii) The Sorasa-mahadana-paddhati, 1 briefly the Dana-pad-

dhoti, a manual treating of the sixteen great religious gifts Bach

as tula-purusa, etc. It quotes Bhupala at the end.

Family and Time.

We get the following facts about the family. % Devaditya

was peace and war minister of the king Harasirahadeva. He
had two sons, Viresvara and Ganesvara. Viresvara was peace

and war minister of the same king, and Ganesvara his minis-

ter {mantri). Candesvara, son of Viresvara, became peace

and war minister of" the same king. He is said to have con-

•luered Nepal, to have given large quantity of gold on the bank

of the Vagvati river in the bright half of the month Sahasa

(Uargasira) Saka 1236 (1314 a.d.), and to have rescued the

earth from the deluge of Mlecchas. Ramadatta, son of Ganes-

was
mahattaka too. The family relationship may be shown at a

glance by a chart thus :

Devaditya Thakkura.

(Peace and war minister of Harasirahadera.

)

(son) n
(s™>

Viresvara C^6?™™
(P. & W. Minister)

(Minister)

. . (son)

n Jf"
n
L. Bainadatta

(P. &1v-TlInTter.) (Minis,,, of king Nrsimhadeva,

It is doubtful if a busy high officer like Candesvara person-

ally compiled the digest. Its very size, one section (Jhe
Viva-

da) alone taking up 671 pages in print and the extravagant

Praise bestowed on Candesvara in the introduction and at the

end prevent us from coming to this conclusion. His cousin

Ramadatta admits that his manual on Samskaras.was comple

ted by one SvamI Thakkura, and that his nianua1
on gifts

?

was

compiled with the aid of Bhava garmman of Khaup (ua .

)
a-

-amsa. These high officers probably^supervised the compila-

tions prepared by some pandit or body of pandits, and were
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naturally credited with the authorship. In modern times

we have similar examples in the Bengali translation of the

Mahabharata passing under the name Kaliprasanna Simha of

Calcutta ; and going back earlier we find both Vidyapati and

Vacaspati Misra attributing some of their own works to their

patrons.

The allusion to Candesvara having rescued the earth from

the deluge of Mleccas probably refers to the march of the Delhi

Sultan (fhiyas-ud din Tughlak through Tirhut in 1324 a.d.

The Dana-ratna-akara l which gives this information should

therefore be later than 1324 a.d. Some of the other Ratna-

akaras (Vivada) and the KHya-cintamani mention his perform-

ance of the Tula-purusa ceremony in Saka 1236, and must be

later than that date. It seems probable that his compilations

were generallv completed after a.d. 1314 and some part after

1324 a.d. They may be therefore placed roughly between 1315-

30 a.d. His uncle Ganesvara composed his work, the Sugath

sofdna, a little earlier, say in the beginning of the fourteenth

century ; while his younger cousin Ramadatta compiled his

work a little later, say in the second quarter of the same

century.

Candesvara influenced later writers considerably. The easy

style, the extensive information and the up-to-date remarks ot

his compilations, backed by the high position of the family, at

that time next to the king only in power, soon made the worK

the standard authority in Mithilfi , and to some extent influenced

even the later Gauriyas. This influence led to the gradual

disuse of the older digests, such as the Parijata, the Kama-dfiew,

Halayudha's nibandha, and even the Kalpa-taru. The compila-

tions of several later digests and the composition of spe
°l
a

treatises on various sections of Smrti gradually led to the is-

use of even the Ratn-akara after the middle of the sixteent

century.

consists

7. HARINATHOPADHYAYA.

He wrote the Smrti-sara, a general digest of Smrti. It

lording

. Srad-
[a) Acara wnich deals witli the samskaras teigi

to theauthor),a ahnikaorthe daily duties of a twice

1 R. Mitra, Notices, VI. p. 1:5,1, No. 20C,!t, end verse 2

:

* In thenibandhas, the number of SarhskSras or periodical "^j,
be observed by a twine-born, varies. Harinatha takes them to »* e *

the Gauriyas (Bhavadeva aud Hal5yudha).ten, the southerners \u

na Bhatta and Srldhara) sixteen, and the Mitaksara forty-eight.



Yogisvara (1).

Raja (? Bhojadeva) (5.)

Vjjnanesvara (1).

Smrti-manjusd (1).

Harihara (4).
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dha or funeral rites and Prayascitta or expiation. 1 It quotes a

few later works and writers, such as the

Karmma-pradipa (7).

Kalpa-taru (1).

Kama-dhenu (8).

Ganesvara Misrah (2).

Praka'sa (1).

Bhupala (1).

(6) Vivdda, which deals with civil or criminal law, and Vya-

vahdra or legal procedure and evidence, which includes a supple-

ment on inheritance when son-less (aputra-dhan-adhikarah)

,

according to Balarupa, the Parijala, the Kalpa-taru, HaUyudha

and the ISmrti-sara itself. The references to later authorities

are still fewer in this part, viz., the Kalpa-taru (1), Bhavadeva-

nibandha (1) under Bhukty-apavada , the Mitaksara (1), Laksmi-

dhara (2), and Halayudha (2). In the supplement Visvarupa (-)

and Srlkara (6) are quoted in the subsection of Balarupa, ana

Harihara and Medhatithi each once in the subsection of the

Parijaia. From the fact that the Smrti*sara itself has been

quoted, the supplement would seem to have been compiled by

some later writer. n , , ..

The work has no introductory or final verses, and the

author gives no information about himself. It is not even cer-

tain whither he is a Maitbili at all. ^or the foUomi^ r««om I

have put him among the Maithilis. Firstly the title Upadhyaya

given to him in the final colophons is found mainly amongtlie

Maitbili Brahmans and survives in modern lines abbreviated

toOjha. Secondly, the Smrti-sdra or its author is q™*°J»
authority chiefly bv the Maithilis and later Gauras e.g by Vac

£

pati Misra in the" Vivada-cintamani, by Varddhamana in t e

Danda-viveka , by Rudradhara in the Suddln-vtveka by£™*»a

Thakkura in the Adhikarova-kaumudi, and in Bengal by

Sulapani in the Durg-otsava-viveka, by Srlnatha m the 8r*U*

viveka-vyakhya, by Raghunandana (see the Index to his 27

tattvas)" anS so L Thirdly »~tt£2ZliZZ££
the Gaurasnie Lauras generally suuii m «-*r^» • ^ . ,, , * i

nihanMa. Ae GauL could have yjSJSttZS^uZ
period onlybv their neignuuui», ""- "'". " „_„ f have
opadhyaya, and Candesvara. Hence Harmatha appears to have

been a Maithili.
SHis posterior date is fixed by oump-- m«—* — He

*u* So be must be older than fifteenth century a.d.

. . The As. Soc. MS. II. 40. A; Acara, pp. M». flMfe PP- 'TO: and

"^VS^S^*.. *- College 0*. MS. II,^ fcL 11a:

**,fW | . „ „ffeft I The oldest MS. found ,
a copy of the * >vada
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quotes Harihara several times, and so must be later than his

time, the third quarter of the thirteenth century (s.v., Sridatto-

padhyaya). He does not quote from Candesvara's works, and

vice versa. Probably they were near contemporaries. His time

may therefore be put in the first half of the fourteenth century,

8. PADMANABHA DATTA.

He is the author of the well-known grammar, the Supadma,

and its various supplements. In his Paribkam he speaks of having

written an Acara-candrika in Smrti, which must be a compila-

tion on the Aeara section. 1 No MS. of the work has yet been

found, and no quotations therefrom yet traced. He wrote it

under the supervision of his father. It should be distinguished

from the work of the same name by Gauriya Srinathacarya-

curamani.

Padmanabha Datta's time is fairly well ascertained. He is

son of Damodara Datta, who was son of ftridatta. One is temp-

ted to identify his grandfather with Srldattopadhyaya the

smrti writer No. 3. Apart from this he himsHf says that he com-

posed his Prsodar-adi-vrtti, a part of his grammatical Un-adh

vrtti in Saka 1297 Caitra or 1375 a.d.* So his Smrti work

may be placed in the second half of the fourteenth century.

Padmanabha Dattais an early example of that wide diffusion

of Sanskritic knowledge in Mithila which formed the charac-

teristic of the later Kamesvara period. In addition to various

works on grammar, his forte, he composed a poen^, the Gopal^

carita, a commentary on Sankaracarya's poem Ananda-lahan

and one on Magha's epic, a work on metres, the Chando-raino ,

and a lexicon, the Bhuri-prayoga.

B. Later Period.

9. SRIDATTA M1SRA.

He wrote a Paddhati of Smrti in several sections. Of these.

one has survived, viz..

section, is dated La. sam*.:} or 14s 2 v.n. «!<* »<* TOPI* 13f^(R- Mittra.

Notices,V, p . 232, No. IMS). „ ..,-,-
1 The Paribhasa, Ind. Off. Cat., p. 244. No. 890; of. the Pf**^

. vrttorttka of RamanStha Siddhanta, H. Shastri, Noti<<s, Vol. 1, P-
Xr». ooq.

*-£n>* **sfa ^ <wmmT^T'r^rfssr*T i

i The Prsodar-adi-vrtti (H. Sastri, Notices, Vol. I, p. 225, No. ->
end verse 10 :

—

ft** ^RT«^«HH^ fiTTW II [ *, • II ]

I
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(a) The Eka-agni-dana-paddhati

.

{ dealing with gifts in-

cluding great gifts like tula-purusa.

(6) The Purascarana-paddhati , mentioned in (a), about pre-

paratory or introductory rites.

(c) The Avasal/ty-ddhana-paddhati which Aufrecht has
placed under Sridattopadhyaya is more likely to belong to the
present writer. It probably dealt with the establishment of

domestic fire according to Vedic rites.

Srldatta was son of Nagesvara Misra, from whom he

learnt Vaisesika, Nyaya, Veda, grammar, poetry, astrology and
other branches of knowledge. In the colophon Srldatta is

given the title avasathilea, or one who had established the

domestic fire formally according to the Srauta-sutra. Srldatta

appears to have had a younger brother, Narasiiiiha, whose son,

Madhusudana, wrote the astrological work Jyotih-pradip-

ankura* and whose name (Narasiiiiha) apparently appears in

the final colophon of the Nepal MS. The following genea-

logical chart may therefore be drawn up:

Nagesv ara Misra.

(of MSndava-grama)

i.

Srldatta .Misra. Xarasimha Sarmma
Ratnadevi.

s

I

Govinda. Madhusudana. Vamad.na. Xarahari.

La. sain 299 or 1418 a.d. in

which year the Nepal MS. of the Ek-agni-dana-paddhati wa-

copied.'3 He was a contemporary of the king Devasimha with

whose consent the above work was compiled. He must there-

fore be older than La. sam 293 or 1413 a.d., in which year

Devasimha died. His time thus falls roughly in the beginning

l Xepal 31 SS. Notice.-, p. 129, introd. vers.'

:

*Cjg: *j*jf^ *ji»<n «IWJ: ^*ftW *

At the end of the 3 1 S. , + + (
g*)^1pre?rt ^^Nfg^^TWTfw . .

.

J Ind. Off. Oat., p. 1066 (No. 3004). where the end verses give the

names of relations of Madhusudana.
3 Xepal MSS., Notices, p. 12!>. final colophon :—yftf 3Ti*w«im

** ^N**TwraiH*ftw + + + + + ( **m*n )
wmWw-

^STrof ^re*n^r^ ^tw*r*Tn fofviv g*?tf*
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of the fifteenth century. This is confirmed by the statement of

Mad husudana who wrote his astrological work while Dhlrasimha

was ruling and for Dhlrasimha we have got a date, La. sam

321 Srldatta being the elder uncle of Madhusudana, more

than a full generation (30 years) must have intervened, and

this brings us to a date earlier than La-sam 291.

10. VIDYAPATI UPADHYAYA.

He wrote many works, of which the following were on

Smrti :

—

. , . .. „„j
'(f) The Gahga-vakyavali .' dealing with various rites and

duties to be observed on the banks of the sacred river Ganges.

It collects together quotations on the subject from the Mali*

bharata, the Ramayana, the Ckandoga-panhsta. the Maitraya-

niya-parisisia, Yogi-YajfiavalUya. Puranas, Smrti-karas and

others, among which may be mentioned the following :

Kalpa-taru (3).

Kalpa-taru-khra, (2).

Kalpa-druma kara (1).

Kal-ottara (I).

Ganesvara MiSra (2).

Parpana (1).

Parijdta (1).

Bhoja-r&ja (2).

Mitaksara (I).

Raja-mar Handa (1).

\Smrti-rnaharnava}prakasa (1)
Gangeva (6) , /o\
Chandog-ahnika (1). J

Srnrti-samiiccaya (2).

It mentions Sapta-grama as Daksina-Prai/aga and as muk-

ta-veni? and is herein followed by Vacaspati Misra (Tirtha-cinia-

roam), Ganapati {Ganga-bhaktitarangini) and RasKu^, *,?

(Prayascilta-tattva). It is quoted by Ganapati in the ganga-wam-

Srinatha

nandana in several of his tattvas, while the author (
/

^
r
<J>

named by Govindananda in the Varsa-kriya and the buaw

kaumudi. . , •

da
(m) The Dana-vakyavali , treating of the various *"

of religious gifts, and of their prayogas or ceremonies.

MS. I have come across has lost its first five folios out oi o •

Tn t.hft ramaimncr fnlina it mftntinna the KalVd-taTU (U_>'

S

All HIO ICUlcMlllilg 1U11US, lb IIICUUUI13 UNO ..^.^f- -

-Ufff/L

Dana-sagara (I), Rhupila (1), Bhoja-raja (I), the Kaln™
(3), LaksmTdhara (I), and the Sagara (8). It is quoted ou

by Raghunandana in the Vivaha tattva.

nan
» Sans. College MS. II. 322 (a fresh copy completed by the

on 15th August 1897).
fi TrtjTJrfT

« Sans. College MS., II. 322, fol. 1216, 122a:—H?fr ^i****1 *
*€t

8 Ind. Govt. MS. 5545 (N.lgn); cf. R. G. Bhandarkar's K«P

1883-4, p. 352, in which the MS. is dated Sathvat 1539 or 1482 a.d-

fcr
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(Hi) The Varsa-krtya, dealing with the fasts and festivals

during the year. No MS. yet found. Quoted in Raghunan-
dan's Mala-masa tattva.

(iv) The Vibhaga-sara} the essence of partition, on in-

heritance and partition. It seems to follow the headings of

the Kalpa-taru and the Vivada-ratnaJcara.

Vidyapati gives very little information of himself and none
of his ancestors. In the end verse of the Gahga-vakyavaU
and the Dana-vakyavail , Vidyapati called himself suri or the
learned. In Gariapati's Gahya-bhakti-tarahgirii Vidyapati is

called Upadhyfiya, In the final colophon of the MS. of the

Kavya-prakdsaviveka copied by his order, Vidyapati is described

as Saprahiya-sadupadhyaya- Thakkura-Sri- Vidyapati. Accord-
ing to tradition he belonged to the family of Candesvara Thak-
kura; but of this no authentic proof has been yet found.

One characteristic feature of Vidyapati's works is that

they were written under the patronage of one or other member
of the royal family of Kamesvara; and in some instances the

works were even attributed to them. The mention of these royal

members has been found useful in my paper on the History

of Mithila ; so the works are noted below w7ith the names of the

royal member against each, chronologically arranged :

(i) The Kirtti-lata, mixed Sanskrit and Maithili poem in

praise of Klrtti-sirhha (and Virasimha).

(ii) The Bhu-parikrama-grantha , moral tales told to Bala-

deva during his travel to Janaka-desa, by order of Devasimha
(names his son Sivasirhha\.

(mi) The Purusa-pariksa, moral tales, by order of Siva-

simha (expanded from No. ii).

{iv) The Kirtti-pataka, an amatory poem in Maithili, in the

time of Sivasimha.
(v) The Padavali, Maithili songs about Radha and Krsna,

the work by which Vidyapati is best known, and on which his

fame rests. A large number of the songs has at the end the

names of Sivasirhha and his queens, and a few of Devasimha and

his queen. Occasional verses mention Bhogfsvara, Arjunasimha,

Amarasirhha, Raghavasimha, and Rudrasimha.

(vi) The LikhanavaU, on letter-writing, attributed to Raja

Puraditya who killed Arjuna(-simha).

{vii) The Ganga-vakyavaii, on the religious rites in connec-

tlon with the Ganges, attributed to Visvasadevi, queen of

Padmasimha.
6 .

(viii) The Saiva-sarvvasva-sara, on the essence of the baiva-

w°rship, attributed to Visvasadevi.
.

(ix) The Dana-vakyavail , on the religious gifts and their

^emonies, attributed to Dhlramatidevi, queen of Narasimha-

deva.

I R. Mitra, Notices, VI, p. 67, No. 2037.
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(x) The Durga-bhakti-tarangini . on the pramana and the

prayogaof Durga worship, composed under the patronage of

Dhlrasihiha, whose brothers Bhairavendra and Candrasimha

are also named. . ,

We have got two dates of Vidyapati's time. Firstly the

date of the MS. of the Kdvya-prakasa-viveka copied by his order.

La sam 291 , Karttika vadi 10 (no week-day) equal to 1410 a.d. ;

and secondly the date of the MS. of the Bhagavaia-pura^

copied by Vidyapati himself in La. sam 309 Sravana sudi 15

KUJ
Apart from "these, the kings named help us in finding out

approximately the time of his literary activity. The earliest

kin*, Kirttisimha, must have lived after Ramasimhadeva, ot

whom one date, Samvat 1446 or 1389 a.d., exists, ^isini-

ha's time therefore falls in the last decade of the fourteenth

century. The latest king named is Dhlrasi.nha, of whom one

dateexists.La.sarii32l, calculated to be 1437 a.d So then

Vidyapati's literary compositions extend from about 16jd

to 1440 a.d., or for about half a century. As he could not

have completed any works before the age of 20, he must have

lived to a pretty old age, beyond three score years and ten u

age sighed for by the Psalmists. In fact the pandits as an

lived in those days to a good old age ; and hence without

patting themselves to any hurry or extra labour S0D\
them, like Vacaspati Misra and Raghunandana, could proa

a large number of works.

Indrapati Group.

In the second half of the fifteenth century we come across

several workers more or less connected with one another,

such group was of Indrapati who with his father Rucipati
ana *

^

Premanidhi formed a learned family, and who haci

learned pupil, Laksmipati.

11. INDRAPATI THAKKURA.

He wrote the Mimamsa-rasa-palvala,* the poo o- ^
amsa water, on the philosophy of religious rites, comp »

the ignorant of Mithila. It applies the rules of Ml^
an

;r. ^tes,

sophy to settle the truth and the nature of variousbmp
Sraddha

12. PREMANIDHI THAKKURA.
•

adharmmaHe compiled a digest of smrti, the Dharmm-adhurn^
pmbodhini?- the understanding of right and wrong.

1 R. Mitra, Notices, V, 281, No. 1969.
2 Do. do. VI, 18, So. 1990.
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divided into twelve adhyayas (chapters), Acara, Puja, Sraddha,
Asauca, Suddhi, Samskara, Dana, Sadharanadharmma, Jati-
viveka, Vrata, Tlrtha,Rajadharmma, Vyavahara, Prayaseitta.
Praklrnaka (miscellaneous).

13. LAKSMIPATI UPADHYAYA.

He completed the Sraddha-ratnam, 1 a manual of funeral
ceremonies for the Samavedins and Vajasaneyins. It was based
on Sridatta's works.

Their Relationship and Time.

As regards their relationship,"2 Indrapati says he was son
of Rucipati (suri) and Rukminidevi, and this Rucipati i

evidently to be identified with Rucipati Upadhyaya who wrote
a commentary on the drama Anargha-Raghava under the

patronage of Bhairavasimhadeva. Indrapati learnt Jaimini Sid-

dhanta (Miraamsa) of his guru Gopala Bhatta. Premanidhi
calls himself son of Maithila Thakkura Indrapati, while Laksml-

pati calls Indrapati his guru. Premanidhi adds that the

family had formerly lived at Mahismati in Srlmad-raja-Nizam -

shaha Visaya.
As regards their time, Premanidhi completed his work on

Sanivat 1410, Marga bright half 6, Bhrgu-vasare. The Samvat

here should be Saka samvat as Vikrama samvat was not in use

in Mithila, and the dominion of Nizam Shahi dynasty named by

him was not formed before 1480 a.d. Premanidhi therefore

completed his work in 1488 a.d. For Laksmlpati, a MS. of

Udayana's Tdtparya-parisuddhi was copied by his order on

La.sam 339, Bhadra sudi 6 Kuje, or in the year 1458 a.d.*

His guru Indrapati should be earlier than this, but not much

earlier, as his father Rucipati wrote under the patronage of

Bhairavasiiiihadeva who began to rule after Dhirasimha, of

whom we have got a date, La. sam 321 or 1437 a.d. Indrapti

flourished therefore about the middle of the fifteenth century

Laksmlpati in the third quarter, and Premanidhi in the fourth

garter of the same century.

a

14. SANKARA MISRA.

He is known best by his works on the Vaisesika philosophy

But he wrote also on Smrti as follows :—

R. Mitra, Notices, VI, p. 52, No. 2026.

o,
«i^3&3tf Z' the' introductory ve-, *£**«£

^phons of the works named : for Rucipat, . see the ^rnnya-Saaara Press

• of the Venimmhara natakath.
Nepal JrSS. Notices, "p. 31.
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(i) The Chandog-dhnik-oddhara,
} the recovery of the Ahnika

rules of the Samavedins, specially of those who have not kept

up any domestic fire. It seems to be a supplement of Sri

-

datta's work, and is quoted by Raghunandana in the Ahnika

tattva.

(ii) The Prayascitta-pradipa * the lamp of expiations, a

discussion of the various rules of expiations.

(iii) The Srdddha-pradipa* the lamp of funeral ceremonies

a discussion of the rules of funeral. It should be distinguished

from the work of the same name by Varddhamana.

The invocatorv verse in the very beginning and the final

colophon, in which Sahkara Misra calls himself son of Bhavana-

tha, identify the smrti writer with the PhllosoP r̂

ftf
S^s

olderthanSakal410(1488A.D.),in which yearaMS.ofUdayana

Nydya-vdrtika-tdlparya-ttka was copied at the Oaupadim^
Mah'amahopadhyaya-sanmisra-Srimac-Chankara at

J
ar?^

grama.* As the guru of Varddhamana Upadhyfiya, he.should
_

oe

about a generation older. His time thus falls roughly in tne

second and third quarters of the fifteenth century.

7. VACASPATI MISRA.

The most prominent Smrti-writer in the second hall
!

of the

fifteenth century. He was a prolific author. In tne

bhakU-taranqini , the latest of his extant works to^aras

end he savs that having composed in his yout^*ul ^
ay

orks

works in the Sastra (darsana-sastra?), and thirty

(nibandhas) in Smrti, now in his old age, he-has ™*™
heen

(treatise).5 Several of these works are lost, but in«*

able to trace out some twenty works of his in Smrti, an ^
four works in philosophy. A number of the works

,

na

suffix cintdmani to their names, and a few have in
g

Nirnaya. Accordingly for facility of reference the smr

will "be grouped alphabetically under three heads:

. - __ _ . _ - —- m ^— •

(a) Works with the title Cinlamani.

()8) Works with the title Nirnaya.

(y) Miscellaneous.

" R. Mitra, Notices, VI. p. 9, No. 1989.
a Do. do. V. p. 286, No. 1965.

3 Do. do. VII. p. 191, No. 2430.

* Nepal MSS., Notices, -p. 49. ... , , al/,\ verse 3 •*

6 The Pitr-bhakti-tarangini (Ind. Govt. MS. 896, lol. »"*;.

the end of the last section but one :

—
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(a) The Cintamani Group.

(i) The Acdra-cintamani, 1 on the daily rites of the Vaja-
saneyins, including the daily worship of deities. It is quoted
by Raghunandana in the Mala-masa, Tithi, and Ahnika
tattvas.

(ii) The Ahnika-cintamani, on the daily rites of a twice -

born generally. No MS. yet found. Quoted in his Suddhi-
cintamani, and by Raghunandana in the Ekadasi and Ahniku
tattvas.

(iii) The Krtya-cintdmani * dealing with the festivals of
the year. It quotes the

—

Kalpa-taru (1). Vyavahara-matrka (1).

Kul-arnava (1). Smrti-sagara (1).

Durga-bhakti-tarangini (1). Smrti-sara (1).

Bhasvati (1). And mentions his own works,
Bhoja-raja (1). the Dvaita-cintamani , the

Munda-rnala-tantra (1). Suddhi-cintamani , and the

ftaja-marttanda (1). Srdddharcintdmani.

Kama-arcana-candrika (1).

It should be distinguished from the astrological work of

the same name by Candesvara.

(iv) The Tirtha-cintamani ? describing the five sacred

places, Prayaga, Purusottama (with Bhuvanesvara), Gaya,

the Ganges, and Benares, and the various ceremonies to be

observed there when on pilgrimage. It is based on the Maha-
bharata, and the Puranas\ while the Krtya-kalpa-druma, the

Parijdta, the Ratn-akara, and others were consulted.

It is quoted by Ganapati in his Oanga-bhaktUarangini ,

and by Raghunandana in the Prayascitta, Vivaha, Tithi and

$ama-sraddha tattvas.

(v) The Dvaita-cintamani, on doubtful points of smrti.

^o MS. yet found. Quoted

Niti No MS. yet

found. Quoted
(vii) The Vivada-cintamani * dealing with civil and crim-

inal law. It is based on the Vivada-ratn-dkara, the Vivada

section of the Vijavahara-kalpa-taru, and the Parijata. It men-

tions the—

1 R. Mitra, Notices, V. p. 169, No. 1857, dated La. sarh 433 or

lo52 AD
The Krtya-cintamani printed in Bengali at Bf^^f"S^ 14*'

s The TirL-cintamaniis being printed m the Bib. Ind ser es

.
* The Vivadn-cintamani was printed in Calcutta (Saka 1759) and

traaslated into English by Babu Prosunno Kumara Tagore.
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\8mrti-mahdr nava-] prakdsa (4)

.

[Smrti-maharnava-] prakasa-

kara(l).

Smrti-sara (3)

.

Smrti'Sara-k&YdL (1).

And mentions his own Niti-cin-

tdmani.

Kalpa-taru (3).

Grhastha-ratn-akara (1).

Parijata (6).

Balarupa (2).

Bhasya-khra, (1).

Medhatithi (I).

Ratn-akara (15).

Laksmidhara (I).

It is quoted by Raghunandana in the Daya, Suddhi and

Vivaha tattvas, and in his commentary on Jimutavahana s

Daya-bhaga. , OT.j

(viii)
1 The Vyavahara-cintamam, on legal procedure ana

evidence. It is based on the Vyavahdra-ratn-akara, and tie

Vyavahara~kalpa-taru> and is in four padas, bhasa (plain ).

uttara (written statement), kriya (procedure), and mn.ia\a

(decision and decree). It quotes the

Kalpa-taru (1).

Parijata (4).

Bhavadeva (5).

Mitaksara (2).

Mitdksara-kav& (1).

Ratn-akara (2).

It refers to

Rajil (?Bhojadeva) (1).

Laksmidhara (1).

Viveka (1).

[Vyavahara-] pradipa (7).

Smrti'Samuccaya (1).

Halayudha (5).

„ .„. ~ Prancafc (the Eastern), the Navydh (the

modern) and is quoted by Raghunandana in the Daya, a

Prayascitta tattvas.
. T mint es

(ix) The Suddhi-cintdmani, 1 on purification, it quu

among others

—

Aniruddha (1).

Kalpa-taru (3).

Kalpa-taru-kavs, (2).

Parijata (4).

Pradipa (2).

Bhoja(l).

Bhavadeva Bhatta (2).

Mitaksara (4).

Suddhi-sdra (1).

Sugati'Sopdna (2).

Smrti-darpana (9).

Smrti-samuccaya (1).

Smrti-sagara (1).

Smfti-sdra (1).

Harihara (1).

Vacaspati (1), in the lexicon Hara-lata-{2).

Sabda-mahdrnava.
Visva-kosa (1).

Hara-latd-ko>ra> (!)•

And mentions his

cintdmani.

Ahnika-

It is quoted in his own Krtya-cintdmani ,
and by a§

nandana in the Suddhi and Vivaha Tattvas.

(x) The Sudr-dcara-cintdmani ,

s on
as- , ,. ~* a

the daily duties of

l For the Vyavahara-cintamani, see the Sans. Coll. MS ^ » ^^
a The Suddhi-cintamani

, printed at Benares in Bengali i* »
g oi

8 R. Mitra
ir>44 a.d.

200
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Siidra. This appears to be a supplement to his Acdra-cintdma ni
which was meant for the twice-born.

(xi) The Srdddka-cintdmani ,

l on funeral ceremonies. This

is a standard work on the subject. It is quoted in his Krtya-

cintamani^ and often by Raghunandana and Govindananda.
It quotes

Asahaya (1).

Acdra-pradipa (1).

Udayakara (I).

Karkka ( 1 )

.

Karmma- pradipa (1).

Kalpa-taru (16).

Kala-viveka (2).

Kal-adarsa (1).

Krtya-cintamani (1).

'ianesvara-Misrah (1).

Govinda-raja (1).

Parisista-tika (2).

Parisista'prakasa (2).

Parijaia (15).

Pitr-bhakti (6).

Prakasa (1).

PraHsa-kara (4).

Pradipa (6).

Pradipa-krt (1).

Brhat-parijata (3).

Bhima-parakrama (1).

Bhoja-raja (1).

Manu-fikd (1).

Mitdksard (2).

MedMtithi (4).

Rdja-mdrttanda (1).

Raja (1).

Laksmldhara (2).

Varddhamanopadhyaya (3).

Viveka (3).

Srdddhcfrkalpa (1).

Srdddha-kalpa-cintamav i ( 1 )

.

Srdddha-pallava (8).

Srdddha-paiiji ( 1 )

.

/Srdddha-viveka (18).

Srldattopadhyaya (1).

Smrti-paribhdsd (1).

Harihara-Misra (4).

Harihara-paddAafi (3).

Halayudha (5).

Besides Prdricdh, Pramm,
and Navyah.

(B) The Nirnaya Group.

(xii) The Tithi-nimaya,
1 on the doubtful points of Smrti

hi connection with lunar days (tithis).
a^ktfnl

(xiii) The Dnaita-nirnayaf the ascf
t^m

^
nfc

nfn^1^X
or disputed points in Smrti. It is quoted by Oapapafa m the

Govindananda who calls it Maithila to diBting«sh rt torn

other works of the same name. It was commented upon by

Gokulanatha {Dvaita-nirnaya-pradipa). ^fppn <rraat

(xiv) The Mahddam-nirnaya * deals with the sixteen great

(xv) The Vivada-nirnaya,* on points of civil and criminal

law.

' The Sraddha, cmtamani printed in tfengau a, «««»«i—
J

R. M£a, **., V, p. U&
No.g^ 2y5 incomplete,

* STepal MSS., Notices, p. 122.

5 Do. do. p- 90.
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(xvi) The Suddhi-nirnaya, 1 on purification due to religious

impurities, death, birth, etc.

(y) Miscellaneous.

Excepting the Krtya-?nahdrnava, all the works under this

head are small in size, dealing with one or few points of Smrti

only.

(xvii) The Krtya-maharnava, dealing with the fasts and

festivals of the year and discussing the proper times thereof.
2

Mdharn
Sudd hi

this work deals only with the first section. It quotes good

many later works and writers, such aa

Ananta Bhattah (1). ,
Raja ( ? Bhojadeva) (1).

Acara-candra \l). \
Varddhamana-pan6A5f5 (1).

Kalpa-taru (9)

.

I Varsa-krtya [ 1 ) •

Kdma-dhenu (1)

.

I Srldattopadhyaya (1).

Kala-viveka (1). Srlpati-samhita (1).

Kaladarsa ( 1 )

.

! Sraddha-viveka (2).
Krtya-kalva-latd (I). 1( . J7I . , i Sm /ox

DdLsdgara (3).

' Sraddha-viveka^ (2).

Pariintnt I

\

Samaya-pradipa ( 10 )

.

Pdrijata (I).

Pratihastaka (1).

Pradipa (1).

Bhima-pardkrama (1). _ . JU r*u—«*
Bhoja/aja (2). "SHSifSW

Smrti-sara (1).

Siddhanta
Harihara (1).

Yoglsvara (2).

Ratn-dlcara (4).

Rdja-marttanda (4).

adhikaranika (1).

Hemadri (2).

It is quoted by Raghunandana in the Tithi, the Durgotsava

and the EkadasI tattvas, and by Govindananda in the van

kriyd-kaumudji

.

, ral

(xviii) The Gayd-srdMh^paddhatiM m^nn^loi the t^
rites to the performed at Gaya. It is probably a suppiem

to his srdddha-cintdmatii. .
f ^|ie

(xix) The Candanordhenu-pramaua* a discussion °*
kg

texts for substituting sandal paste marks instead of burnt m
on the bull dedicated at the time of the Sr&ddha, It q

the Karmm-opadesini , the Ratn-akara, the Brdhmana-sarvw

and Halayudha.
-™ "

' — ,».». «.» —!

1 R.Mitra, Notices, X, p. 58, No. 3308, dated «^I W\i ^^Jther
Here Samvat can only mean Saka samvat 1416 or 1494 a.d. ^Jj^ghi's
instance of samvat meaning Saka era, see the MS. ol n
Dharmadharma-prabodhim (Samvat 1410) supra, p. 393.

r .nlle20 ,
Cal-

* As. Soc. MS. 40. F. I (with the seal of Fort Wilbam Col leg

cutta), having ten introductory verses.
8 Deccan College MS. 245 of 1887-01 (21 folios).

* R. Mitra, Notices, IX, p. 236, Xo. 3154 (6 folios).
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(xx) The Dattaka-vidhi or Dattaka-putr-esti-yaga-vidhi l a

manual of the rites for the adoption of a son.

To complete this list, his works on philosophy are noted

below :

(i) The Anumana-khanda-fika, % said to give the essence

of the views of Gotama (Nyaya) and of Jaimini (Mimanisa).

It is probably a commentary on the Anumana-khanda of

Gahgesopadhyaya's Tattva-cintdmani

.

(ii) The Khandan-oddhdra 3 notes on the work of Srlharsa's

Khandana-khanda-khddya

.

(iii) The Nydya-sutr-oddhdra * notes on the Nydya-sutra of

Gautama. A fragment only found

(iv) The Sabda-nirnaya, a grammatico-philosophical treatise

on Sabda or words. No MS. yet found. Mentioned in his

Dvaita-nirnaya.
, . .,

One Laghu-purus-drtha-cintamdni is mentioned in the

Benares College Catalogue as made by the Maithila Vacaspati

Misra. If correctly attributed, it is not clear whether it belongs

I to Smrti or Darsana.

His Family and Time.

Vacaspati Misra gives very little information of himself

and none of his family. In the Nydya-sutr-oddhara,Vacaspati

-Misra calls himself MUhUe-svara-surina or a pandit ot tne

Mithila king. In the final colophon of the > udr-acara-vnta.

mani, he is called Mahdrdjddhirdja-Snmad-D.Harinarayana-

parisadd, a court pandit of the king Harinarayana or Bhairava-

simhadeva. In his ' last work extant , the Pitr-bhakti-tarangim

,

towards the end, Vacaspati is called the Parisad or court pan-

dit of Ramabhadradeva, the son of Bhairavasmiha
_

He had a son named Laksmldasa who
^,

l^:J
>-^"

rlie Ganita-tattva-cintdmani, a commentary on the Qanxtadhyaya

md Golddhydya of Bhaskaracarya's Siddhvnta-»roma>£ In

this work he calls himself the son of Vacaspati ^ 1f
n
a
^;

h
dJ^a

S°

in
of Kesava of the Upamanya Gotra. Varfdhamanopadhy^yain

the Danda-viveka declared Sankara and Vacaspati as his guravah

(Pre

T^tve accounts show that he flourished in two reign.

viz., of Bhairavasimhadeva, and in h»°ld

t
^° '

Qf™™2d
<on Ramabhadradeva.' Bhairava may be taken to have

« H. Shastri, Notice,. M, p. 90. No. 139 (« folios).

* Nepal MSS.. Notices, p. 94.

Nathvat 1416 Caitra Am5va*ya, or 1494 a.dm t**.

\'o. 3318).
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from about 1440 a.d. As Vacaspati compiled more than thirty

works, his literary activity must have been spread over a large

number of years, say not less than thirty years from a.d. 1450

to 1480, when he had become an old man, and reached an age

more than 60, and possibly 70.

Like Vidyapati, Vacaspati Misra attributed some of his

works to Bhairavendra alias Harinarayana, viz., the Ertya-

maharnava, the Vyavahara-czntamani and the Mahaddna-nir-

naya, and wrote others by order, viz., the Dvaita-nirnaya by

order of Jaya, queen of Bhairavendra and the Pitr-bhakti-taran-

gini by order of the king Ramabhadradeva.
The name Vacaspati is not uncommon. Hence the present

writer is apt to be confounded with others. Firstly, he should

be distinguished from the great Vedantist philosopher Vacaspati

Misra, who wrote on all the philosophical systems except

Vaisesika, and whose N yaya- siici-nibandha was written in the

year 898, Vasv-anka-vasu-vaJcare. This year must be of the

Vikrama samvat, as his Bhamati or sub-commentary on San-

kara's Sariraka-bhasya is quoted as an authority in the Nyaya-

manjari of Jayanta, a work not later than the end of the ninth

century, and probably of the third quarter of the same cen-

tury. 1 Hence Vacaspati's Vatsara can not be of the Saka era,

as I had taken it in my article on Bhavadeva Bhatta.
^

The

distinction between the two is made by Ganapati who in hi

Ganga-bhaUMarangini calls the Maithili Navma- Vacaspati-

Misra, and by Raghunandana, who now and then quotes the

work of the older philosopher along with the name.
Secondly, he should be distinguished from a later Vacas-

pati, Candrasekhara Vacaspati of Varendra Brahmana family.

The latter wrote another Dvaita-nirnaya, the Smrti-sara-sangrah^

the Dharmma-dtpika and so on, and in his Mimamsa work, tne

Tattva-bodhinz, mentions Ramajivana Maharaja, a zamindar who

flourished in the first half of the eighteenth century at Nattore

in Rajshahi district, Bengal.

8. VARDDHAMANOPADHYAYA.
He wrote a number of works on Smrti, most of wm

ended in the suffix viveka.
(i) The Qanga-Tcrtya-viveka* a discussion of the texts w

the rites to be performed on the banks of the sacred m
Ganges. It quotes Ganesvara Misra, the Tzrtha-cintamam, w
Dharma.Jcosa, the Parijafa, Brahman a-sarvvasvarkrt,

Meat

1 For the time of the Xyaya-mahjarl, see the introduction to the

Vizianagram series edition of that work.
%

. , p_ on the
* I rof. Eggeling has confounded the two Vacaspatis m his notes.

brmtiaara-aafigraha, Ind. Off. Cat., p. 450. Xo. 1490.
a Br. Museum Cat., p. 75. \o. 198.
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kara, Laksmidhara, Srldatta, 1

paddhati and Gayd-vidhi-viveka.

(ii) The Gaya-paddhati , a manual of the rites to be per-

formed at Gaya. No MS. found. Quoted in his Gangd^krtya-

viveka, probably a supplement to the next work.

(iii) The Gaya-vidhi-viveka, or a discussion of the rules for

performing the Sraddha at Gaya. No authentic MS. found as

Quoted in his Gaiiga-krlya-viveka.

(iv) The Danda-viveka, 1 an elaborate discussion of the
yet.

texts treating of punishments in the civil and criminal law, in

seven paricchedas. A considerable number of later authorities

are quoted :

—

Kalpa-taru (39).

Kalpa-taru-kara, (3).

Kamadhenu (30).

Kulluka Bhatta (73).

Krtya-sagara (7).

Krtya-sara (!).
( *ovinda-raja (9).

Grahesvara Misra (10).

Candesvara (5).

Caturvarga-cintamaai (2)

Trilocana Misra (1).'

Dana-viveka (1)

Dana-sagara (1).

Dharmma-kosa (3).

Narayana Sarvajna (92).

Parasara-bhayja (2).

Paribhasa (5).

Parifind {13).

Bhavadeva Bhatta (5).

#h uTp&la,. paddhati (1).

Wanu-ljka (19).

Maharnava, the lexicon (1).

Maharnava-k&ra, (2).

Mitdksard (50).

Uitaksard-kdira, (64).

Medliatithi (6).

Rudra (1).

Laksmidhara (5).

Vivdda-cintamani (2).

[Vacaspati-] Misrah (18).

Viveka (1).

Visnu Gupta (3).

Vyavahara-tilaka (J).

[Vyavahara-)dipikd (3).

[FyamHra-j^piH-kara (1).

Sulapani (2).

Saiigraha (4)._

Samaya-pradipa (1).

Smrti-sagara (I).

Smrti'Sara (1).

Harinathopadhyaya (1).

Halayudha (49).

Halayudha-?u&a/id^/ (2).

And his own Dvaita-vireka.

The Daxda-viveka is quoted in his own Tattv-amHa. san,

0dd

t) The DvaUa-viveka, a discussion oHbe doubtful point.

of smrti. Quoted in his ownDawla-viveka .

(vi) The PmOkS&Vimkhl* discussion of i»nous

matters including definitions of techmea ^J^
respect it is probably a supplement to^mfrpa

ceremonieS;
(vii) The Sraddha pradipa* or lamp ot run

m || i

^^^^

U Soc. Co* MS
;

»«<*»5g
,iL^^J

^«*- ™Ported in

4 It is probably the same as wo
Shastri's report for 1 895- 1 000 ,_p p.

U> Jo.H.
* R. Mitra, Notice*. V. p. l^, Jo.

1882.

do. V, p. 1 68 , N o. 1866.
Do.
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of which one section deals with Gauriya prayogas. It should

be distinguished from the work of the same name by Sahkara

Misra. It is quoted by Ganapati in the Gangd-bhakti-tarangini

under the names Sraddha-dipa , and by Raghunandana in the

Tattvas, Sama-sraddha, and Suddhi. A srdddha-pradipa is

quoted in the Srdddha-viveka of Rudradhara, and a Sraddha-

pradipa-k&ra, by Govindananda in the Sraddha-kaumudi, but

the authorship cannot yet be decided. The Sraddha-pradipa

quoted by Vacaspati Misra is not probably the work of Var-

ddhamana.

(viii) The Smrti-tattv-dmrta or Smrti-tattva-viveka, 1 a gene-

ral digest of smrti with discussion. It had the following sections

(anjalis) named in a verse of the introduction, Suddhi, Srad-

clha, Vivada, Dana, Paribhasa, Vastu (the rest of the verse

lost), but apparently also Acara and Santi, of which sections

MSS. exist. In the first three anjalis, it quotes among_ others

Govinda-raja, Narayana, Ratna-mdld, Ratn-dkara, Laksmidhara,

Sridatt-a/bu'Aram, Sridattopadhyaya.

(ix) The [Smrti] tattv-amrta-sar-oddhara* or the extract of

the essence of his own Tattv-dmrta (No. viii). It was in four

sections, Acara, Sraddha, Suddhi and Vyavahara with Vivada.

A MS. of the Vyavahara section only found as yet.

(x) The Smrti-paribhasa
,

3 on the definition of Smrtic tech-

nical terms, with discussion of the appropriate times and other

matters. References to later authorities are rare, viz., the

Kalpataru ( 1 )
, Kalpa-taru-kUrs, ( 10) , the Grhya-parisista-tlkd [I),

Jitamitra (1), the Ddna-sdgara (1), Mitdksara-kinajl), Ra
J
a

(? Bhojadeva) (1), Visvarupacarya (1), the Smrti-malidrnava (1),

Harihara Misrah (4). It is quoted by Vacaspati Misra in the

Sraddha-cintamani and the Krtya-maharnava , and by Ragn»-

nandana in the Tithi and Ekadasl Tattvas.
Varddhamana was son of Gaurl and Bhavesa in Vilva-pan-

caka kula. Bhavesa is called in the Smrti-tattv-amrta, saUkm
(stood poet), and in the Paribhdsd-viveka and the Oanga-

krtya-viveka, mahd-kavi (great poet). Varddhamana had an

elder brother, Gandaka Misra. So presumably Varddhamana

was a Misra ; but in some of the final colophons and also oy

Vacaspati, Srinatha, Ganapati and Raghunandana he is gi*re

the title of Upadhydya. Vacaspati and Sankara, the two tore-

Ar .

l Ind. Off. Cat., p. 446, Xo. 1485; for the Santi section, see »•*£
Notoces, VI, p. 12, Xo. 1992, and for another Acara and Sraddha sectio

Do. \,p. 183, No. 1868.
* R. Mitra, Notices, VI. p. 57, Xo. 2030 (Vvavahara only). _ ;

.

Z Ind ' OpY*- MS. 1432. The As. Soc. MS." named Sana-sastr-a

«

mrnaya (90 folios, of which the first two are missing) a^Jy-rfda
Smrtypanbhasa up to fol. 91b, and then adds an extract of the
r»nrfmnportion.
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most pandits of the time, were his guravah (preceptors). 1 In

the final colophon of the Danda-viveka he is called Dharmm-
adhikaranika or judge, and of the Smrti-tattvamrta he is called

Maha-dharmm-adhikari or chief iud^e.

* Varddhmana wrote the Danda-viveka at the instance c

King Bhairava, and the Gangd-krtya-viveka by order of Ri

bhadradeva, while his Tattv-amrta-sar-oddhara he offered to

Rama-Mmdral as a crarland. Hisas

Smrti-paribhasa
,
quoted b^ Sraddha

cintamani and the Kriya-mahdrnava , must have been among
his earliest works, as indicated by the rarity of references to

later authorities. The two works compiled under the patron-

age of the king Ramabhadra must have been among the latest

,

and the others lie between these two extremes. The Danda-

viveka and the Smrti'tattv-dmrla are productions of a somewhat

mature age.

Varddhamana must be older than the year La. sarii 376,

Pausa vadi 13 Budhe (1496 a.d.), when a MS. of his Ganga-

Jcrtya-viveka, one of his latest works,' was copied. He must

be at least a decade younger than Sankara and Vacaspati,

his preceptors. Some of his works were written during the

reign of the king Bhairavasimhadeva. So his literary activity

flourished partly in the third and partly in the fourth quarter

of the fifteenth century.
This Varddhamanopadhyaya should be distinguished from

the Naiyayika of the same name, son of Gangesopadhyaya

,

who flourished in the thirteenth century. For this reason

Raghunandana often calls the Smrti-writer Navy a- Varddha-

mana (the modern Varddhamana).

9. MISARU MISRA.

]prakd

He wrote in Smrti :

—

, —

.

(i) the Vivadarmndra* dealing with Vivada and Vyava-

hara (at the end). Its quotations from named later authorities

are few :

—

Parijata (1). I

Batn-akara-krt (1).

Balarupa ( 1 )

.

Vyavahara-tiUka ( 1 )

.

Bhavadeva (2). |

[Smrti-maharnava^™

Ratn-akara (10). j

Smrti-sara (7).

He wrote also (ii) the Padartha-candra , on the categories

according to Vaisesiko-nyaya system.

1 The Dandarviveka (As. Soc. MS. page 1). introductory verse 6:

* Sans. Coll. Cat. MSB. IT. 116 (and 117). and As. Soc. Bengali Mb. I

B. 41.
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Misaru Misra gives no information of himself or of his an-

cestors. Both the works he attributed to Lachimadevi, wife of

Candrasiihha, the younger brother of Bhairavasiriihadeva.

This places him in the third and fourth quarter of the fifteenth

century. Jolly would place Lacchimadevi in the fourteenth

century, an assertion for which no reasons are assigned. 1

10. RUDRADHARA UPADHYAYA.
He wrote several works in Smrti.

(i) The Varsa-krtya* dealing with a number of festivals

and optional fasts, beginning with the vrata of Behula. It is

probably a supplement to No. ii, and quotes :

—

Kalpa-taru (3). Ratn-akara (4).

GsMiarnibandha ( 2)

.

Siva-vakyavali ( 1 )

.

Yoglsvara (1). Svlk^-nibandha (2).

(ii) The Vrata-paddhati
9

s a manual of the rites to be^ per-

formed in connection with vratas. It quotes very few niban-

dhas and is largely based on Sridatta's Samaya-pradipa.

Kalpa-taru (3). Ratti-dkara (4).

Ga,ma,-nibandha (2). Varsa-pradlpa (1).

Parijata (4). Samaya-pradipa (15).

Yoglsvara (1).

(iii) The Suddhi-viveka 4
, on purification, in three paricclie-

das. It was composed though works like the Ratn-akara, the

Parijata, the Mitaksara, the Hara-laia and others existed on

the subject. It quotes

Acar-adarsa (3).
\

Kalpa-taru (4).

Parijata (4).

Bhavadeva (1).

Mitaksara (6).

Medha'tithi (1).

Ratn-akara (28).

^uddhi-pradipa (1).

^uddhi-bimba (I).

>raddha-kalpa (1).

Sraddha-kalpa-taru

.

Iraddha-maiijari (1).

Srldattopadhyaya (1),

Smrti-sara (1).

Smrti-sdra-krt (1).

Harihara Misra (1).

Hara-laia (10).

Hara-lata-kixm (4).

It should be distinguished from the works of the same

Sulapani and by S
(iv) The Srdddha-viveka

,

four paricchedas. It quotes
C5

1 TheTagoreLa
an LakhimadevI
* The Var8a-krt\

rteenth century
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Kalpa-taru (2).

Parijata (1).

Pitr-bhakti (pracina) (8).

*

Sraddha-jiradipa ( 1 )

.

Sraddha-viveka, Gauriya (1).

Sugati-sopana (2).

Bhuja-bala-bliima (1).
j

[Smrti-]maharnava (2).

Bhoja-raja (1). Smrti-ratna-viveJca (1).

Ratn-akara (3). Smrti-scira (4).

<raddha-Jcalpa (4). Halayudha (2).

SraddJia-panji (1). i Mentioning his Suddhi-viveka

<raddha-pallava (8).
j

twice.

It should be distinguished from the work of the same

t 1 » *

Gauriya.

In the Vrata-paddhati Rudradhara refers to the sayings

of his brother both in the beginning and in the end. In the

final colophon of the Suddhi-viveka, Rudradhara is called the

>on of Laksmlclhara and younger brother of Haladhara, who

is presumably the brother alluded to. Rudradhara calls him-
Sraddha

Upadhyaya.
n the Suddhi

citta, Tithi, Krtya, and Sama-sraddha tattvas. 1 So he must

be older than' the beginning of the sixteenth century. He

quotes the Suddhi-pradipa and the Sraddha-pradipa, works of

Sankara Misra, though the latter may be the work of Varddha-

mana. So his time must be later than the third quarter of the

fifteenth century. His time thus falls roughly m the fourth

quarter of the same century.
. .

This Rudradhara should probably be distinguished from

the Rudradhara who wrote Smrti works with titles ending in

candrika. viz., the Krtya-candrika on fasts and festivals, the

Vivada-candrikd on civil and criminal law, and the Sraddha-

candrika on funeral rites. Not having seen any of these works

I am unable to give any definite opinion. That author names

as his guru Candesvara, but does not name his parents or

S

11. GANAPATI.

tarang * in three tarahga-
ne wrote cue utt/M/wi/'"*""*""-" »"-»-—' ... .,

or waves (pramana, vyavastha and prayoga) dealing with.the

sanctity and the varous rites to be performed on the banks of

the sacred river Ganges. It quotes

lata-tika.

\Kudradhara « also quoted in Acyutananda Chakravarttl* Horn-

« For the Ga^a-bhakti-tara^im, Sans. Coll. MBS. H. 323, 324. The

MS. No. 324isdat"
the GaAga-bhakti-taraAginl, Sans. C

!4 is dated Saravat 1755 or K-98 a.d.
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Maha-dana-nirnaya (1).

Raja-marttanda (4).

Lilavati-krta mukti-granihe (1).

Varddhamanopadyaya (1).

Vacaspati Misrah, navina (4).

Vidyapaty-upadhyaya (8),

Sraddha-dipa (1).

Sridattopadhyaya (8).

Sodhadeva sarmma (3).

Harinathopadhyaya (2).

Harihara (2).

Halayudha Bhattah (2).

In the introductory and final verses, Ganapati says that

he was born in the family of Yogisvara, that his grandfather

got vritti or pension from the king of Mithila, and that he was

son of Dharesvara (in one MS. Vlresvara). Neither the body

nor the final colophon gives any title to Ganapati.

Ganapati's work must be older than Samvat 1755 or 1698

a.d., in 'which year a MS. was copied. It refers to Vacaspati

Misra and Varddhamanopadhyaya as authorities, and therefore

should be later than the fourth quarter of the fifteenth century.

Neither the author nor the work is traced in Raghunandana s

tattvas. Ganapati might therefore be placed tentatively in the

first quarter of the sixteenth century, if not later.

Karmma- rpra<E fpa (1).

Kalpa-taru (1).

Kalpa-tarurk&Ya, (3).

Kamarupa-nibandha (1).

Kaladarsa (1).

Ganga-vakyavali (1).

Ganesvara Misrah (3).

Tirtha-cintamani (1).

Dana-raZn-dlcara (1).

Dvaita-nirnaya (1).

Pratihastaka, pracina (5).

Bhavasarman, pracina (1).



24. History of Mithila during the Pre-Mughal Period

By Rai Monmohan Chakravarti Bahadur.

During the three centuries and half that followed the

Musalman invasion of Bengal, Sanskritic studies flourished con-

siderably in the adjoining land of Mithila, and were fostered

by several of its kings. These studies later on stimulated the

revival of Sanskrit learning in Bengal. Hence, apart from

other considerations, some knowledge of the Mithila kings and

pandits is useful for the proper and adequate conception

of Bengali intellectual life. In the present article I propose to

discuss the history of Mithila during these three centuries and

half, so far as the scanty information available will permit.

The subject will be treated under three heads :

A. The Dark Period.

B. The Karnata Dynasty.

C. The Dynasty of Kamesa.
*

A. The Dark Period.

During the thirteenth century Mithila generally escaped the

deluge of Musalman inroads. The Mahomedans on their way

to Lakhanawati marched from Oudh via Bihar and did not

try to pass north of the Ganges. The fourth Malik of Lakha-

nawati, Sultan Husamud-din 'Iwaz (1213-1227 a.d.), is said to

have received tribute from the neighbouring countries, Jiang

Kamrud and Tirhut.' This claim is vague and was put

in evidently by way of praise. The only recorded inroad

into Tirhut was made by the ninth Malik, Izz-ud-dm Tugh.ru

(1233-1244 a.d.). " He made an inroad into the country oi

Tirhut from Lakhanawati and acquired much *duablebo<tfy.

It will be seen that the two Maliks who are credited with

the invasion of Tirhut had fairly long reigns. In fact.the

Musalman governors of the frontier tracts, Lakhanavva

Bihar or Oudh, were changed so often and were so busv with

their own internal dissensions or in fighting their^ rebell ous

subjects that they had hardly any time or opportun ty to

attack Tirhut. One mainreason for this abstentionJay, o course

in the natural difficulties of the land tirhut w^-protected

on the north by the nearly impenetrable jungles of the Hima

layan Terai. On the other three sides the three rivers, the

1 Tabakat-i Nasiri. Poverty's translation, pp. 587-8. See also m\

"'^^f8
tfi,«- included in the HindM» - Ta^a,

<P- 830).
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GandakI in the west, the Ganges on the south, and the Kausiki

on the east formed deep and broad moats not easy to cross.

Furthermore, the land itself was intersected by a network of

smaller streams which presented formidable obstacles to the

rapid movement of the cavalry, the chief arm of the Turuska

army. Inroads for booty were thus not feasible; while for

inroads of conquest, neither Oudh nor Lakhnawati was near

enough to form a strong base.

Hence luckily for Sanskrit learning, Tirhut escaped during

a century and a quarter the Turkish ravages that devastated the

adjoining provinces. It gave refuge to a number of pandits

and students flying from the flames of foreign invasions that

burnt up the neighbouring centres of learning. Its Sanskrit

studies were thus considerably stimulated. In Nyaya specially

this period forms a bright chapter. The Navya Nyaya (neo-

logic) was practically founded by Gafigesa Upadhyaya, whose

Tattvarcintamani is a closely reasoned work of great originality

on the totality of Nyaya doctrines. The school he founded

flourished in this century , and included such notable scholars

as Varddhamana (the son of Gangesa), Jayadeva (surnamed Pak-

sadhara Misra), Vasudeva and Ruoidatta (pupils of Jayadeva),

and the brothers Bhaglratha and Mahesa. Their commen-

taries developed the views of the founder, and established

them on a solid basis.

Unfortunately neither the Sanskrit works nor the Musalman

histories throw any light on the contemporaneous kings , or on

the political life of the people. If Nanyadeva was the founder

of the Karnata dynasty, then the kings of this dynasty

were ruling in Mithila in the thirteenth century. This ques-

tion will be discussed in the following section.

B. The Karnata Dynasty.
In the fourteenth century Mithila was ruled by kings

professing to belong to Karnata in South India. 1 The earliest

name as yet found is of Nanyadeva. According to Vidyapati.

king Nanyadeva of Karnata kula lived in Mithila, and had a

son named Malladeva, who took service under Jayacandra, the

king of Kasi and Kanyakubja, and who was killed in the war

when only sixteen years old.* Malladeva has been made by

him the hero of a tale on the yuddha-vira (warrior)

1 See the introductory verses of the Krtya-ratriakara, Karnata-vai^-
odbhava (v. 4), Srlmat-Karnata-bhumi-pati-mukuta-maneh (v. C) and tne

mtrod. verse 2 of the Dana-paddhati , Kamat-anvaya- bhusanaih.
_

2 Vidyapati's Bhu-parikramana which was later expanded into tn

Pnrma-panksa, its extant eight tales forming the first chapter thereot.

TTsft \
fol. 18b. of the Sans. Coll. MS., vi. 79.
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Now Vidyapati often introduced really historical per-
sonages in his tales narrated in the Bhu-pradaksina, or its

expanded form the Purusa-pariksa. There was really a king of
Kanauj and Benares by name Jayacandra whose inscriptions

from either place range from 1170 to 1188 a.d. 1 As described
in another tale, the Ghasmara-katha of the Purusa-Pariksa (the

12th tale of the fourth chapter) this Jayacandra, king of

Kanyakubja, was defeated and killed in the war with Sahab-
ud-din by the treachery of his queen * ; and in the Mahomedan
histories this Kanauja king was defeated by Shahab-ud-din
alias Muizz-uddin Muhammad in 1194 a.d. According to

Vidyapati, therefore, Nanyadeva flourished in the time of

Jayacandra or a little earlier, say in the third quarter of the

twelfth century.
This conclusion is supported by the Deopara Inscription of

Vijayasena 3 Its verses 20 and 21 suggest that Vijayasena con-

quered one Nanya. As Vijayasena's lower limit I have found

out at 1158 a.d. or thereabout, 4 this Nanya can only be the

Nanyadeva of Karnata kula, that king of Mithila. whose son is

said to have taken service under Jayacandra. In note No. 57 to

verse 20 Professor Kielhorn put the date of Nanya in Saka

1019 or 1097 a.d. But bevond tradition he has not brought

b

any authentic fact in support of his statement. Another tradi

tion equally unreliable places the conquest of Nepal by Nanya
deva in Nepal Samvat 9 or 888 a.d.

According to traditions, Nanyadeva was the founder of

the Karnata dynasty, and this tradition has been recorded

in an inscription of Pratapamalla dated Samvat (Nepal) 769

or 164S a.d. In the inscription this royal family runs thus 6 —

1 The coronation of Jayacandra took place on 21st June 1170. Se<

Ep. Ind., Vol. IV, p. 121.
. j

_ . . . ««« ^
* The Purusa-Pariksa. Darbhanga printed edition, pp. -.*--.«.

3 Ep. Ind.,' Vol. L,p.809; for note 57, seep.313.

* The Pavana-dutam, Appendix, J^^.B.lJOo , p. ou.

' The Nepal Vamsavall quoted by Pandit Bhagwanl.il Indraji, Ind.

4
**« l

Ind.
P
An!.

4
'

1880, p. 188, Bhagwanlal Indraji's Inscriptions from

*<>pal. No. 18:—

«W ^Vtttt wftTWCTt wn*«* s M II

<tmm *irfsw«f*ft* *^*fifcWfcww
:
-'^^

^nn^sTOjf f«^ wwtotw** ***** ***** *™T [ " ]
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In the family of Raghu and Ramacandra (Surya-vamsa).

Nanyadeva.

son
Gafigadeva.

i

son
Nfsiihha.

I

son
Ramasimha.

i

son
Faktisirhha.

I

son
Bhupalasiraha.

son
Harasimba.l

(Mentioned also in another inscription of Pratapamalia

dated 778 Nepal era or 1657 ad.).

This traditional account is, as will be seen infra, wrong in

its succession and in its relationship. The Nepal Vamsavah

quoted by pandit Bhagwanlal gives Nanyadeva a reign of 50

years; Gaiigadeva, 41 years; Nrsiraha, 39 years; Ramasimha,

58 years; and Harasimhadeva, 28 years.*

Apart from the traditions, the real authentic facts are that

Nanyadeva belonged probably to the Karnata kula, that he was

a king of Mithila, and that he was a contemporary of Vijayasena

and probably of Jayacandra. . ,

After Nanyadeva, the next king of the Karnata ku»

authentically recorded is Harasimhadeva. He is named as tne

king of Mithila by Candesvara in the introduction to his Krtya-

ratnakara. According to that introduction Candesvara. nw

father Viresvara and his grandfather Dov&ditya were «"*
sandhi-viarahika I neaee anH war ministers^ of this king. "aI

.

Ind

* Ind. Ant., 1884, p. 414.
3 The Krtyarratnakara, As. Soc. Bengal MS., fol

3604, fol. la, and I.O. MS. No. 1387:—

Govt. Ms-
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vara, son of Devaditya, also calls himself in his Sugati-sopana
a mantri or minister, apparently of this king.

The capital was at Simaramapura,* modern Simraon, now
lying within the border of Nepal. The king must have ruled
fairly long, for three generations were in his service as peace
and war ministers. Candesvara is said to have conquered
for him Nepal, 3 after which the minister performed the
great religious gift of tula-purusa (gift of gold of the donor's
weight) on the bank of the Vagvati river in the month of Marga,
Saka 1286, or November 1314 a.d. As Candesvara' s father
and grandfather had already served the king, the latter must
have begun to rule several years before 1314. It would not
thus be far from truth to infer that Harasimhadeva was ruling
from the last decade of the thirteenth country.

The posterior limit of this king's reign is fixed by his con-
flict with the Musalmans. Jn the Dana-ratnakara Candesvara
is described as having rescued the earth .flooded by Mlecchas.4

Kavisekharacarya Jyotirlsvara in his two-act comedy, the

Dhurla-samar/ama, is a little more definite. The comedy was
played in the court of the Karnata-curamani, king Harasiriiha-

deva, who is said to have conquered the Suratrana (Sultan).*

See also tho Purusa-pariksa, 2nd chapter, the story of Subuddhi

:

f^i«fiqKJriwl ^nsrlfa^WT Jioi^Tsrm^^t *?*»fr **& i

For the ministership of Viresvara and Devaditya see the introductory

verses of the Krtya-rainukara and the Krtya-cintamani jI.O. 1621), and also

the final colophons of the various sections of the Ratnakara.

1 Ind. Gov. MS. 6126, Intr. verse :

a Simarunapura is mentioned in the introductory verses of the

Krtya-ratnakara.
, _ __ . _. _.

J
The conquest of Nepal is mentioned in the Krtya, Dana and Vivada

ratnakara.

* The Dana ratnakara, final verse 2. R. Mitra, Notices, VI. 135.

No. 2089 :—„,jT ^^Hr? fhfam#ta*T I

6 The Dhurta-samaqama naUka the comedy of meeting of the cheats,

Printed (Calcutta and Bombay). Nep. Diirbar Notices, p. bo.

irrore'WfwfsifaBWWS'f*^'-

Tbe Calcutta printed edition has ^Tftre for W.f& 1
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The Sultan referred to is evidently the Delhi Sultan Ghiyas-

ud-din Tughlak, who in 724 h. (1324 a.d.) marched towards

Bengal through Tirhut. Zia-ud-din Barnl says :—" When the

Sultan reached Tirhut, the ruler of Lakhnauti, Sultan Nasir-

ud-din, came forth with great respect to pay homage to the

Sultan ; and without the sword being called into requisition

,

all the' Rais and Ranas of the country made their submis-

sion
" J The comedy speaks of a hard fight with the Sultan, a

statement which is more likely true. The comedy must have

been composed some time after the fight, that is after U24

a.d. As it was played before the king, Harasimhadeva was

living at least in 1235 or 1326 a.d.

The Delhi Sultans continued to claim the overlordship ot

Tirhut. In support of this claim (jhiyas-ud-din's son Muham-

mad issued coins with the mint name Tughlakpur l

urf Tirhut.

Two of them exist. They belong to the forced currency system

(brass for silver), and one in the Indian Museum is dated 731 h.

(1330-1 a.d.). 2 Furthermore Vidyapati in his tale of the

Satyavira (the truthful hero) narrates that Muhammad, the

Yavana king of Hastinapura, had a fight with the king Kafar

(Kafar-raja) during which Mahammad's men began to retire on

which he called for some warriors to stem this retreat, that

prince Narasimhadeva of Karnata kula and prince Carcikadeya

of Cauhana kula stepped forward, and that Narasimha ulti-

mately killed the Kafar-raja, whose head was cut off and taken

to Muhammad by Carcikadeva. 3 According to this story hara-

simhadeva of Karnata kula was attached to the Sultan s force,

and thus there might be some truth in Muhammad's claim or

overlordship. In the list of twenty-three provinces forming

the empire of Muhammad, the name of Tirhut does not appear ,

but of the two Telingas (Nos. 11 and 23), one might De a

misreading for Tirhut, and if so the claim will not be witnoiu

evidence.

l The Tdrikh-i Firoz »hahi. Elliot, vol. 111. p. 234.
Q .fftmDts

* These two unique- coin* spe, imens of Muhammad s uiaa ^ gâ e
to force people to use brass coins in the place of silver lor ^
value, are of 140 and 133 grains respectively. For the com ^
rains, see Rogers' Indian Museum Coins, Part I, p. 63- iNo. i-J

>
the

UourdihW s Cataloque of hid, Mus. Coins, Vol. II, p. <«>< No. *»• .

coin of 133 grains, see J.A.S.B.. 1883. p. 62, pi. v. fig. 32, ana ** »

<"af.,Pt. I, p. 63. No. 12012.
b ._

3 VidySpati's Bhu-parikramana , Sans. Coll. Cat., VI. 7!»-^V^-
vcffasnr irrefa j^,^^. ^^^s^mfails' ^*^*^5^.

* For the list of 23 provinces, see Thomas' Chronicles of the a

Kings of Delhi, p. 203, note 1.
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The above story furnished the name of another king of

this dynasty, Nrsimha. The name Nrsimha. too, appears in

the traditional account of the Nepal inscription. He is named
also in the Dana-paddhati where the author Ramadatta declares

himself to be his mantrl or minister. 1 Ramadatta was uncle's

son of Candesvara Thakkura and was therefore near in time to

that author. Hence Ramadatta's master Nrsimha must have
been near in time to Candesvara's master, the king Harasimha-
deva, and very likely succeeded him.

Tirhut appears again in the account of the first invasion of

Bengal by the Delhi Sultan Firoz Shah. According to Barni

the Sultan marched towards Lakhnauti through Gorakhpur,

Kharosa, and Tirhut, the Rais of the first two tracts submit-

ting and following him to Lakhnauti. Shams-i Siraj 'Aflf gives

a little more details of this march. When the Sultan arrived

on the banks of the Kosi (? Gandak) near its junction with

the Ganges, he found the passage difficult and the enemy^s

army posted in force on the opposite side (probably at Hajipur

said to have been founded by the then Bengal king Htlji Ilyas

Shah). So the Sultan marched up the river for 100 kos, and

below Camparan where the river was found fordable, crossed it

by a living bridge of elephants. Then via Camparan and Racap

he moved on towards Panduah.*

According to Barni, Firoz Shah left Delhi on 10th

Shawwal 754 h. (8th November, 1354 a.d.) and returned to it

on 12th Sha'ban 755 H. (1st September, a.d. 1355). The march

through Tirhut took place therefore in the winter of 135o a.d.

In the winter the rivers would have fallen low and would

therefore be favourable to the crossing of cavalry and elephants.

Barnl's Kharosa lying between Gorakhpur and Tirhut is

probably to be identified with Camparan (Sansk. Campak-

aranya). ...

'The last king of this dynasty traced out is Ramasimha-

deva. Bendall has confounded him with Ra mabhadradeva son

of Bhairavendra in the dynasty of Kamesa.8 But apart from

the traditional account of the Nepal inscription, B^asiinha-

deva is mentioned in and his time is fixed by a MS. of the

1 The Dana-paddhati, I.O. MS- l~U (P-
6:>()

)
:

^ttvt^: *w?tway ^w^w'Tarv i- •

2 Elliot. Vol. III. pp. 2<>:i--".>4.

8 Bendall, J.A.S.B., 1803, p. 10.
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Suddhi-kalpa-taru. Its copying was completed in the reign

of Ramasimhadeva on Saturday the 14th of the bright half of

the month Pausa in the year Samvat 1446 or 1st January

1390 a.d., 1 which was a Saturday.

He seems to have been a liberal patron of learning. His

officer (Sadasya) Srikara Acarya wrote the Vyakhy-amria, a

commentary on the lexicon Amara-kosa. Under his patronage

Ratnesvara Misra wrote a commentary on the rhetorical

Sarasvatl-kanth-abharana (the Ratna-darpana), and Pntlividhara

\carya wrote a commentary on the drama Mrcchakatika.
'

_

The rule of this dynasty left its mark on Sanskrit learning

of Mithila. Smrtic studies were renewed and considerably

developed by Can'desvara and his family, and by such notable

scholars as Srldattopadhyava, Harinathopadhyaya, Bha™sar"

man, Indrapati and his pupil Laksmipati. Padmanabha Datta

started an important school of grammar with his Supadma and

its supplements, works which are still studied in the districts oi

Jessore and Khulna in Bengal. On rhetoric and erotics Bhanu-

datta Misra wrote some of the most popular works. 1 Among

literary compositions, the commentary of Bhavadatta on the

epic poem Naisadha-caritam is still studied with interest; while

the commentary of Prthvidhaia Acarya on the drama MrccM-

katika written under 'the patronage of Ramasimhadeva has

been already noticed. Lexicon was represented by Srikara

Acarya's commentary on the Amara-kosa.^ Jyotirisvara also

deserves mention for composing the earliest extant wor

Maithili vernacular, the Varna-ratnakara.

• Ind. Govt. MS. 4741, of the siiddhi-kalpataru, fol. 6-b :— ^^^

+ + + + wroaTiffciraraTireTOtfit -fNsmfifat* *wnn et0-

* For Srikara, Nepal Durbar Cat., p. 23 :

Wn?M This commentary of Srikara is quoted in Jagaddhara s

'ary on the Venisamhara natakam, ^fff qfti^taTOf ^il^ s *

i'ress ed., p. )). For Ratnesvara, R. Mitra, Notices, IX., p. 23^,
a^

Peterson's 3rd Report, p. 350 (attributed to Ramasimhadeva, m • >

to Ratnesvara in colophon) :

c

For PrithvTdhara Acarya, see Weber's Berlin Catalogue, P-

3 In rhetorics the Sarasvatl-kant abharana wascommente JP ^
Ratnesvara; and in erotics Jyotirisvara wrote the Panca*w
VaftgaiekJiara. both quoted in medieval literature.
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The result of the above discussions about this royal dynasty

is shown by a genealogical chart in the Appendix A.

C. The Dynasty of Kamesvara.

This dynasty can be traced in Mithila ruling for at least a

century and a quarter. For the earlier rulers Vidyapati is the

main authority ; for the later rulers Vacaspati Misra and his

pupil Varddhamana supply a good deal of information. The

traditional accounts in the local paiijes (records of match-

makers) have been generally excluded as unreliable. 1

1. KAMESVARA, KAMESA.

He
hence the family has been called after him. According to

Varddhamana Kamesa ruled Mithila.2 But Vidyapati who is

older by half a century calls him by the fuller name Kamesvara

and gives him only the title Raya and Raja-pandita? It

would be safer therefore to infer that he had not become the

king of Mithila.

From his title Raja-pandiia, from a description of his son

Narasimhadeva as the jewel' ornamenting the srotriya vamsa,

and from the word vipra given to another of his descendants

(H upa-narayana) , the family appears to have been Brahmmical

2. BHOGISVARA.

Kamesvara left at least two sons, Bhogisvara and Bhavesa.

Bhoglsvara succeeded him, and this elder branch continued tor

two generations more. In the Padavali Vidyapati names him

with the title Raya and as husband of PadmadevL* In ins

J For the traditional accounts, see ^..«™, *,~..—
•899. p. 57. For the literary account of the family,.see J- *

Off. Cat., pp. 875-6. and C. Bendall, J.A.S.B., 190.5. pp. 18-19

» The Gafiga-krtya-viveka (Br. Mus. Gat., p. 7o, No.

Ind

198), introd

verse 2 :—an*tf\ f*rf«r^Tfl^T^^

8 The Ind. Govt. MS. of the Ktrtti-lata, 2nd pallava p. 3 :-

^^W5r m and the Dana- Vakyavali (R. Mitra. Not**.. \ .

P. 137, No. 1830, and R. Bhandarkar, Report for 1883-4. p. 352) introd

v#O W^ iT% ^^ ^ *verse. 3

:

_ ._ „ . ,.._ , t_ n«u„ -MarrAnrlranath Gupta in Bengal

sana
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earliest extant work, the Kirtti-lata Vidyapati describes Bhogls-

vara, the son of Kamesvara, as calling on his friend Sultan

Flroz (of Delhi) and being honoured by him. 1 This honour-

ing, if any, took place between 1355 a.d. on Firoz's return to

Delhi from the first invasion of Bengal and 1388 a.d., the

year of his death, say circa 1360 a.d.

3. GANESVARA.

According to the traditions he was the son of Bhoglsvara.

In the Kirtti-lata he is said to have been defeated and killed by

one Asian (a Mussalman evidently), in Laksmanasena year 252

(?) month Agaha (?) first (dark) half 5.a This takes us to the

year 1370 a.d. But the passage is corrupt. He was father of

Kirtti-siihha according to another passage.

4. VIRASIMHADEVA.

In the Kirtti-lata he is said to be the elder brother of

Klrtti-siriiha and is given the title Maharajadhiraja.8 Even

with this title it is doubtful if he was king, for even ministers

like Candesvara and Ramadatta had been given this title in

the colophons of their works.

5. KIRTTISIMHA.

The son of Ganesvara and the younger brother of V Ira-

simha. In his honour Vidyapati wrote the Kirtti-lata.* It is in

four cantos (pallavas) and forms a curious mixture of Sanskrit

verses (in the introduction and end of each canto), Maitnin

songs, and even Maithili prose. According to this poem, Kirtti-

81mha

l Ind. Govt. MS. of the Kirtti-lata, 2nd pallava, p. 4:

» Ind. Govt. MS. ,12nd pallivu. p. 3 :—

» Ind. Govt. MS., 2nd pallava, p. 4 : ^^

* Ind. Govt. MS., 1st pallava, introd. verse 5, p. 1 :
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from his father's enemy. 1 A few more facts may have been

recorded, but the MS. is corrupt, and the early Maithili in

which it is written is as yet unintelligible.

6. BHAVASIMHADEVA, BHAVESA.

The elder branch died childless, and then the younger sou

of Kamesvara, Bhavesa, succeeded. He is undoubtedly the

first king of whole Mithila. Vidyapati generally gives him the

fuller name Bbavasimha, but in his Vibhaga-sara, in Vacaspati

Misra's Krtya-maharnava and Mahadana-mrnaya ,
in Misaru

Misra's Vivada-candra , and in Varddhamana's Gavga-krtya-

viveka, the king's name has been shortened to Bhavesa.

Murari, the author of Suddhi-nibandha, says that his great-

grandfather Jayadhara Ladha was the chief judge of Bhava-

!U.u_ a /;„„ <-n Virlx7s™.t,i this kimr with two of his wive;
sihihsurma. Accoramg to vm^rt-prtw «x.xo_x»^s - -

gave up body before the Lord Siva on the bank ot the

Vagvati. 2

7. DEVASIMHA.

The eldest son and successor of Bhavasimha With him

began the elder branch of the junior family continuing up to

Padmasimha. He had a viruda, ^V^T^^aJSS^ £
be authentically traced. The Padavah mentions Hasmidevi as

hlS

patronised the pandits. By his order Vidyapati^ wrote

the BhU-parikranmna describing the travel of^ev»^™
the Naimisya forest to Jamka-desa ^S^^^Smt
which he was told eight moral tales. With tins king s conse

Sridatta compiled the smrtic Ek-agm-dana-paddhaU. Han

hara, grandfather of Murari, was his chief judge.

i Ind. Govt. -MS., 1st pallava, p. 2 :

-. v* *mx**ifk is **** ^^^^
« The Purusa-parikxa, the end verse No

:
l:

*wtm f*m**<jtcwnci*t^*: " l ? »

J

8 Vidy'gpati's Padavall (Bengali ed. ) .
son- No. 260 :

%\fcf* fffifw **f** wfi*

For other references, see its Nos. 32, 54 W*9* *»>• «•• B <?"
4J"-

E 15 (p. .544).
milftjre US . VI. 79 (fol. la), introd.

* The Bhu-parikramana, Sanskrit College ma..

verses 2-3 :

f**f***B f<0J J «Hf^f^I^f
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He gave large gifts to Brahmans including gifts of

chariots and golden elephants, performed the Tula-purusa

gift ceremony, and dug out a large tank in the sasana of

Sankarapura. 1

Devasimha must have lived before La. sam 299, Pausa

sudi 9, Monday (3rd January 1417 a.d.) when a Nepal MS.

of Sridatta's Ek-agni-dana-paddhati was copied ; and also

before La sam 291, Karttika vadi 10, when the copying of a

MS. of Sridhara's commentary on the Kayya-prakasa by order

of Vidyapati was completed, and when Sivasimha was ruling

the Tlrabhukti.'2 According to a verse ascribed to Vidyapati,

Devasimha died on Thursday, the sixth of the dark half of the

month Caitra in the year Laksmanasena 293 and Saka year

1324. 3 The Saka year 1324 or 1403 a.d. does not agree with

the La. sam 293 or 1411 a.d., and is further inconsistent with

<H*fi8t»^*t *wfB*1Tf*Hlf I

The Ekagni-ddna-paddhati (Nepal Notices, p. 129), introd. verse I »

^Trj: W?<$ S«U<fr 5rT<T?T: ^tfsf^W *

^terfT fawfa ^fcrfa«T^rfy^i*ftfw*J n [ * 3

The

SSttt

^fo'^crfaiiiTCTfir: II [

and the Saiva-sarvvasra-sara, introd. verse 4 (R. Mitra, VI. p. 3)

:

T^TSf^^j^W^

*r ^Tfit sr^i% qpr«<rag9itr«*t 3*r ^v l

2 Nepal MS3., Notices, p. 129. the final colophon :

\f?» qvratfqTOrqfir^Hffafflpcnirarr'refta + + + + + m*^

W V\1JZH t V* • - ^*W fiJfW^ fit II
The ninth tithi did

not fall on a Monday in 1418 or 1419 A.D., but in 1417 a.d.

The Kavya-prakasa-viveka , Ind. Govt. MS., fol- 117a :

8 The Padavall, p. 531 .
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the year of copying of the commentary, La. sam 291, when

Devasimha was still ruling. This verse is either spurious

or contains some mistakes in the dates given. On calculation

Caitra vadi 6th fell on Thursday in 1413 a.d. (March 23rd), winch

is equivalent to Saka 1334 and La. sam 293 (expired). The

Saka vear should therefore be corrected to 1334.

8. SIVASIMHA.

Son and successor of Devasimha. His name is mentioned

very frequently by Vidyapati. In the Bhupmdaks^a

Devasimha is called father of Sivasimha; and its expanded

form the Purusa-pariksa was expressly compiled by order ot

Sivasimha.' His Klrttipataka an amatory poem in.the

vernacular, contains the praise of Sivasimha. H.s Pa«
sings throughout the praise of this king, who is also named in

his Siva-sarvvasva-sara. _ _ 4
,

f
,

Sivasimha bore the viruda, Rupa-narayana. In the

Padamli, this title with Sivasimha's name appears m no less

than 112 songs, and alone in 17 songs. .

In the Padavaii, several queens of his are.^. Among

them the most frequently mentioned is Lakh.ma or I«to
devi, who is named with the king in at leas torn £™d

£
d

songs.* This frequent mention shows that she was the chief

ffrfaw

^TT t^U'l SfTC^t

1 The
verse 3

:

nirTT

And the final colophon of the 4tb paricoheda :- ^^^^
*mrsr*T ^f*wfW*f*n« *«i**k**™* *** *<"*

*llj*rfW I
, col hon f the 2nd

* See the Purusa-panksa, the tmal co F

pariccheda :- =aa*f«r?TT<?f>Tf*R:fVTT
,!lt

eto.

romano_

& See the Pafa**, the --^Jj-J* SEA.-
TI5TT f**f«TC V
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or favourite queen of Sivasimha. The other queens named

are 2. Sukhamadevi, 3. MadhumatldevI, 4. Suramadevl,

5. Rupinidevi, 6. MedhadevI, 7. Modavatldevl. 1 The last may

be a variant of No. 3 or No. 6, while the 2nd and 4th may be

the same.

The names of some officers of this king can be also traced

out. Acyuta, grandfather of Ravi ?
_who wrote the Madhumati,

a commentary on the Kavya-prakasa, was a mantri (minister)

In No. 19 :

j

wfm t* *renp*r ii & ii

And in No. 17 :

1 For the other queens, see the Padarali, No. 127 :

No. 467

%*m tfa *«t% n *f 11

No. 186

No. 309

»re«f?r %f% «**tt ii t • ii

^x* ^fk WT$ II * •
II

No. 523

where qfcqpcreig is probably a mistake for ^qsnCR'tf

No. 678 :

f^RHUfH W H^ KU 5TF* I

No. <>0

%*m

No. 69:5

TT3IT fu*f^ «ir ^q gsrfa

This piece is considered bv the editor to be too modern in lansuag

to he Vidyapati's.
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of Sivasimha. 1 In the Padavali are named as mantri Mahesa

or Mahesvara, husband of Renukadevi, and Ratidhara, husband

of Rupinidevi. They were probably ministers of this king.

In that anthology one Sankara is named with his wife

JayamatI, and he might have been an high officer to be thu -

prominently mentioned.2

Vidyapati mentions that Sivasimha got fame by fighting

with the forces of the kings of Gaura and Gazzana (? Ghazni).

The verse giving the date of death of Devasimha speaks of

Yavana forces attacking Sivasimha. If true this may be a fight

with the Sultan of Jaunpur (Sharki dynasty). I have, how-

ever, pointed out the doubt about the dates given (La. sam

293 and Saka 1324). Stronger doubts exist regarding the alleged

copper-plate grant of Sivasimha to Vidyapati.4 It gives the

(Pasli) sana 807, though no such era existed at the time, the

Fasli sana having been founded a century and half later in

Akbar's time. Moroever, the mention of Samvat year is sus-

1 Peterson's third Report, p. 332. introd. verse 3

Ratnapani was fatherof the author Ravi.

2 For other officers, see the Padyavall, No. 76

:

fiwwt if* f%fw«*

No. 333 :

v.«
*

Xo. :?57 :

ronrerw wt*ih • ii

*WT <OTf<S ** «T^ I'
c

"

3 The Pwum-pariksa, the final verse :

i

ufcre^fa *** ft*nfiwW>* ii { \ II ]

and the Saivlsarvvasva-sara, introd. verse 5(Mitra, VI. p. 3)

:

**qmm**«**<«*^*

i

> J
ltt-4 ami

* For the copper-plate *£*^£ person'. J.A.8.K 1899, p. 96.

Plate III. For a discussion °£ »**?*;? and runs as ^ coo ^if ^»*t
The date is given at the end of the plate anc
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picious, as that era was not used in any part of Eastern India.

8
s

prakasa-viveka was copied by order of Vidyapati. 1 Vidya-
pati's verse dates the death of Deva3i'mha in La. sam 293 (March
23rd 1413 a.d.). which, if true, indicates that Sivasimha was
ruling jointly with his father.2

In the PadavaE we come across Tripurasimha, his son
Arjuna Raya the husband of Kamaladevi and of GunadevI, an<
also across another prince, Amarasimha, husband of Jnanadevi. 8

According to tradition Tripurasimha was brother of Sivasimha
and father of Amarasimha. We get from Vidyapatl's
Likhanavalt that Arjuna was killed by Puraditya, the patron
of Vidyapati.* This event must have taken place on or before
La. sam 299 (1417-8 a.d.), a date mentioned several times in
the sample forms of letters given in that work.

The Padavall mentions also one Rudrasimha and one
Raya Damodara, 6 but furnishes no further information about

nnM
'

J??" ?
ov

'
U?-' {

i;.
UZV see SUP™, note 2 on page 418. Gajarnthapura, the plaue where this MS. was copied, is by tradition identified with

Si vasimhopura on the Vagvati, and is said to have been founded by

\ Vl
Q
*
a(*£valh P;m >

*ee 8UPra »
nofce 3 on p. 418.

3 The Padavah, No. 99 :—

No. 300

:

No. 721:-
^SW*™ni*H

No. 725 :

No. 723 :

BUl^HTjf* ^fflF || lo ||

ditya:-
Vet8e °f the Likhan^ali attributes the work to PurS-

The Paddvali, No. 612. Cf. Sanskrit C3 (p. 525)

:

No. 120:-
*f*f* WHB ?<l|
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9. PADMASIMHA.
Younger brother of Sivasimh

, . „.
,

.
~**<»°"u"u mm ms successor. He isnamed m Vulyapati's Saiva-sarwaava-sara, which was compiledat the instance of Ins queen Visvasadevi, presumably w enPadmasimha was ruling MithilS,* No viruda of^his kin^Ts

died childless.

10. HARASIMHADEVA.
The elder branch disappeared with Padmasimha Hissuccessor was Harasimhadeva, the younger son of Bhavasimha

^L%^:7Z- TOtl
-
QV %D^^ His name'"st

and^Zm ^haVa':sam
>
Vacaspati Misra's Krlya-rnahdrnam

varddhamana's Ganga-krtya-viveka*

yet iKS^H? ^^f '

n °r
u
the name °f Ms ^ueen

'
has bee" ™yet found. He must have been pretty old at the time of bisaccession, and therefore could not have ruled long He shouldbe distmguished from his namesake of the Karnafa dynasty

1 No. 268 :

am
v,

•

TOrst* gTcfr*r ii
c

||

«. ^'Q^'yns-uddin 'Aznm, see my article on Gaur, J.A S B IQno

K'iS 2
-

ForMaIik Bahffradin, said to be a singer ofDelhi TeNo. 438, and AJam Shnha No. 96 (p. 529) '
See

2 The Saiva-mrvvasva-aara. in trod, verses 6 to 8 :—

*t*fir«T«^ STJlfrT fa^J^ TO*r*awfa || f
cr

t| ]

verse 2 .-
introd

TT«T>«tan^ (T)ft> ^iffrj; the Krtya-Mahamava (R. Mite*

SS'in^od
20

v'er^°3 :i
86)

' ^ ^ *«A*^*W (Nepal MSS..'

S*T*9lwf* Wffwft*fV*ir *rf«^* <?**> **ft*;* B [ , ! j
* The Vivada-candra (Sans. CoU. Co*., II, 116), introd. verse 8
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11. NRSIMHA OR NARASI.MHADEVA.
*

Son and successor of Harasimhadeva. He had the viruda

Darpa-ndrdyana. By his name or by his viruda he is men-

tioned in several works, e.g., in Vidyapati's Dana-vdkyavaVi

and Durgd-bhakti-tarangini, in Vacaspati_ Misra's Krtya-

niahdrnava, Vyavahara-cintamani and Mahddana-nirnaya, in

Misaru Misra's Vivdda-candra, in Rucipati's Anargha-Baghava-

likd, in Varddhamana's Gangd-krtya-viveka, and in Gadadhara's

7'antra-pradipa .' He should be distinguished from his name-

sake of the Karnata dynasty.

Two of his queens are known, Dhlramati by whose order

Vidyapati wrote the Dana-vdkydvali , and Hlra, mother of

Candrasimha, mentioned in Misaru's Vivada-candra*

12. DH1RASIMHA.

Narasiiiihadeva left several sons, of whom the eldest Dhira-

simha succeeded him. He had the viruda Erdaya-ndrayana.

He is mentioned in Vidyapati's last work, the Durga-bhakti

tarangini, in Vacaspati Misra's Vyavahara-cintamani ,in Madhu-

sudana Misra's Jyotih-pradip-ankura, and in Gadadhara s

Tantra-pradipa. 3 This prince Gadadhara was a son of Ragha-

and the Gatiga-kriya-vh-eka (Br. Mas. Cat., p. 75), introd. verse 1

:

1 It is unnecessary to burden the footnote with extracts from all *heie

works. See the Dana-vakyarali (R. Mitra, Notices, V. 137, No. 1830 ;
J*.

Bhandarkars Rep. for 1883-4, p. 352 ; I. G. MS. 5545) ; the Durga-bhakU-

tarafigini (Ind. Govt. Newari MS. 4860 fol. la), introd. verse 6-

The Vit-ada-candra and the Gafiga-krtya-oiveka have been quoted

already in note 4 on the previous page. _
For Rucipati's mention of Narasiiiihadeva, see the Nirnayasagara

Press edition of the Anargha-Rayhnra-tika, introd. verse 2. p. 2 :

Art awmffi«l»jjwtw: wr^iWTRT 5R%^tw: II [> II ]

2 The Dana-vakyavail, introd. verse 4

:

and the Vivada-candra, introd. verse 4 l

3 The Durga-bhakti-tarafigini was compiled bv order of Dhirasimha
md praises both him and his younger brothers Bhairavasithhadeva an'
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vendra who was son of the king Dhlrasiriiha. In Vidyapati's
Fadavah are named a Raghavasimha and his two wives ModavatI
and Sonamati i Is he to be identified with this Raghavendra *

Dhirasimha is said to have dug out a tank and to have
hundredi Ti , . »

x1Ui co, uuwg more nian on<
and golden bracelets.'2

One authentic date exists for Dhlrasimha's rule. On
Saturday, new moon of the month Karttika in Laksmanasena
year 321, a MS. of Srlnivasa's Selu-darpani (a commentary on

Candrasimha. See the introd. verses 4 and 6, the final verses 2 and 4,
and the final colophon for Dhirasimha (Ind. Govt. MS. 4760 end,
fol. ODa-b) :—

^f$ ^hfKW^ fwf?rwtiTffi^+<itavfW ^mr^ ii [ a ii ]

The Tantra-pradipa , final verse 1 (R. Mitra, Notices, VI, 2.33,

No. 2172):—

^r€Nt %«r 9*ft3*rfag*m«[t ^ifw*fr twNf ii [ < n ]

1 The Tantra-pradipa, final verses 2 and 5

:

d«?*y|
i

l^ w^fr ^^fa swrsft 3** *wm: ii [ t ii ]

For Raghava, see the Padavali No. 700 :

—

No. 724 :

No. 748 :

VK 4IKIW ipf M"<J4HI II * • II

fw?JT«jfw

Its language is suspiciously modern, according to the editor.

2 Ind. Off. Cat., p. 1000. No. 3004, Jyotih-pradlp-atikura, end verse
\'o. 1.
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the Prakrta poem Setu-bandha) was copied, while Dhirasimha

was ruling Tlrabhukti. 1 In 1438 a.d., the Karttika new moon

fell on Saturday (18th October) as given.
-

13 BHAIRAVA, BHAIRAVENDRA OR
BHAIRAVASIMHADEVA.

The younger brother and successor of Dhirasimha.

Dhirasimha had at least one son, Raghavendra. It is not

known how Bhairavendra came to oust him out of the throne.

But in the Durgd-bhakti-taranginl Bhairavendra is highly praised

,

and from his viruda given Rupa-narayana, it is not improbable

that he was ruling jointly with Dhirasimha at the time, just

as Sivasimha is said to have been ruling with his father

Devasithha.* He appears to have assumed, probably when he

became the sole ruler, the other viruda Hari-narayaya. By

his name or his later viruda he is mentioned in other works,

such as Rucipati's Anargka-Ragkava~tika, in_ Vacaspati Misra s

Dvaita-nirnaya , Krtya-maharnava, Mahadana-nirnaya, Sudr-

acara-cintamani and Pitr-bhakti-tarangin'i", and in Varddhamana's

Danda-viveka , and Ganga-krtya-viveka. 3

1 The Setu-darpani , final colophon :

—

^kfritw *rr*i" tct*w fafinrfa^ #g^q^3^»^rrf^f?r [ii]

For this date extract I am indebted to Pandit Haraprasad Shastn.

Dhirasimha is here given the viruda Kanisa-riarauana, an epithet also

suggested in the introductory verse 6 of the Durga-hhaldi-tarangini, and

adopted later on by Laksminatha :

a I. G. MS. 4760, fol. la, the introd. verse 5 and the end verse No. 2 :

» Anargha-Raghava-tllca (Nirn. Sag. ed.), p. 2, introd. verse '<
:

W*F^I ^W<rfTS*Sir5n^tf*S: f%fr-

-v t

It is needless to quote other references.
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Only one queen's name is found, Jaya (or Jayatma)
She was mother of Rajadhiraja Purusottamadeva, and at her
instance Vacaspati wrote the Dvaita-nirnaya

, on the doubtful
points of smrti. 1

Bhairavendra well patronized the Sanskrit learning. Under
his patronage Rucipati wrote his commentary, Vacaspati Misra
compiled the Vyavakara-cintama)n,theKrlya-mahdrnava and the
Mahadana-nirnaya, and Varddhamana Upadhyaya composed
the Danda-viveka. 1 Vacaspati was his parisad' or officer, and
Varddhamana his dharmadhikaranika or judge.8

During the rule of Dhirasimha Bhairava had by his valour
already subjugated the lord of Panca-Gaura. He is said to
have influenced Kedara Raya, the representative (pratisariram)
of the lord of Gaura.* He dug out hundreds of tanks, gave

1 The Dvaita-nirnaya (R. Mitra, Notices, I, p. 149, No. 275), introd.
verses 5 and 7 :

—

^ft ^rrftr^r srafii srerarr *r^Tfft ii [ i ii ]

^wf>f fafwsptfN fswsr ft frfsrwsjfirfy f^V^Rtfw n(> «]
2 See the colophons of Anargha-Rughara-tlka :

—

^W- II

Bhairavasimha, like Dhirasimha, is here given the additional viruda
Kamsa-narayana. For Vacaspati Misra's works one quotation will

uffice, viz., the introd. verse 8 in the Mahadana-nirnaya (Nep. Notices,

p. 123) :—

-
,Su

vw?3s5VTr% : WQ W*T%\9lfo$q if=g% I! [ c || ]

See the Danda-viveka (As. Soc. MS., I. B. 41, page 1), introd. verse

8 See the final colophons of the Siidr-acara-cintamani (R. Mitra,
Notices, VI, p. 22, No. 20015) and the colophons of the Danda-viveka (As.
Soc. MS., pp. 48, 59, 66, 80, 108).

* See supra, note 2 on the previous page, and the Danda-viveka,
introd. verse 4 (As. Soc. MS., p. 1) :—

*n#ta ^fir^f%*TW»it fire'w i
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towns and pattanas (hamlets), and performed the Tulapurusa
Ait ceremony. 1

Bhairavendra had a younger brother by name Candra-
sihiha, who is named in Vidyapati's Durga-bhaktutarangini,
and Misaru Misra's Vivada-candra and Padartha-candra. 2

He was probably a step-brother, for Gadadhara in his Tantra-
pradipa mentions only two sons of Darpanarayana (Nara-
simhadeva), viz. his own grandfather Dhirasimha and Bhaira-
vendra, 3 and he would not have omitted Candrasimha, if the
latter had been their uterine brother. Candrasimha had a
wife named LakhimadevI or Lachima Mahadevi, at whose
instance Misaru Misra wrote his two works.4

14. RAMABHADRADEVA.
The son and the successor of Bhairavendra. He had the

viruda Rupa-nardyana , a title also given to his father by Vidya-
pati and to his ancestor Sivasimha. By name or viruda he is

mentioned by Vacaspati Misra, Varddhamana, Gadadhara and
the Andhra (Telugu) Bhatta Srframa.

verse 3 :

1 The Mahadana-nirnaya (Nep. Notices, p. 112), introd. verse 7 :

^^ ^?vt^: siMtrar TOT*!*fr

2 The Durga-bhakti-tarahgini (Ind. Govt. MS. 4760, fol. 99a) ,
end

The Vivada-candra (Sans. Coll. MS. II. 1107, fol. la), introd. verses 4

and 5, and the Padartha-candra (R. Mitra, Notices, IX, p. 12, No. 290). In

\ ulyapati s Padavali is included a song of one Bhanu (No. 322) wishing
long life to Candrasimha :—

* The Tantra-pradipa (R. Mitra, Notices, VI, p. 233, No. 2172),' the
final verse No. 1 ; see note 3 on page 424.

* The Vivada-candra (Sans. Coll. MS. II. 117, fol. la), introd. verse 5 :

and the Padartha-candra, introd. verse 2 :

^N8?^^^f*mT ^f**r *r*Ttfr i

h..sb"and
affiX Candm iS eviden% derived from the name of his patro
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Ramabhadra followed the footsteps of his father in encour-

ass t
e 3tadyf Sanskrit

,-
u-teiir,^^ esse

hX W P*frbhato-tamng*m, and Varddhamana compiled ati^nce
-

.

th^^W«-^a-^^a and the Tattv^rta^ar.

Gai rV t un a ha"a
r

11116 °n Pjlgrima§e went frombaya to Tirabhukti apparently attracted by the fame of thisbrahmin king and after paying a visit to the king returned
to Prayaga (Allahabad), a fact which he noted at the chapterenas ot Ins commentary on the Sarasvata grammar?

i q _J*
a

,

mabhadra must be older than La. sam 376, Pausa vadi

i? Si T?ay (13th JanuaiT> !496 a.d.) when the copying of

oa -1, ° the Ga*9a-krtya-viveka was completed. Furthermore
badadhara wrote the Tantra-pradipa while Ramabhadra was
ruling, and was therefore his contemporary. 3 At the instance

colophon
6
--

6 P
'
hH

'
Tarafl 'linl (Ind

*
Govt

-
MS

-
897

'
«<>L 84a), the final

-tor Varddhamana, see the G. k. Hveka (Br. Mus. Gat., pn 75-61
mtrod. verse 2 and 4 and the final colophon :—

^cnt^^iw^ * Tf W5Tf 3rw*[f%5!?r.- II [ ^ II J

fa^Jfftfrefa *4«n«ft ^wrjrffr n [ 8 ii ]

The final colophon (p. 76)

:

ff^'ftur^NrtqTHii^ ^g^irr fafarim s#fW n The
Taftv-amrta-sar-oddhara (R. .Mitra, Notices. VI, p. 57, No. 2030), end
verse 4 :

*»"«

^r^l^ f«r«wT *jw&- ^ww<^ wj ii [ » n ]
The king is here called Ramapati.
* For Sri Rama Bhatta's visit, see the Vidvat-prabodhini (Ind. Off.

aa'-,p. 214, No. 804):-
'

amniT f^fft Tn^BkWTffT^rt^'T I.

^tttttow first *=r£ ^rftreieffrl^ u

^Twwi^rrt^i^ tot* *jgw«r.- ii

* For the Ganga-krUja-rireka. see note 1. The Tantra-pradlpa (Mitra,
^o.21

72), end verse 3:—
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of this prince Gadadhara, a MS. of Bhojadeva's Vividka-
vidya-vicara-catura was copied on Friday Sravana vadi 1 of

La. saih. 372; and a MS. of the Dana-lcanda of the Krtya-kalpa-
taru was copied in Saka 1 426 and La. saih 374 Karttika sukla 5
Wednesday. 1 Gadadhara was therefore living in 1489-93 a.d.,

and Ramabhadradeva cannot be placed later than 1490 a.d.
This king has been wrongly identified by Professor Bendall

with Ramasirhhadeva of the Karnata dynasty. 2

15. LAKSMINATHADEVA.

This king's relation to Ramabhadradeva cannot be traced
in any authentic records. According to tradition he was the
son and successor of Ramabhadradeva. He used the viruda
Kamsa-ndrdyana. Under his patronage, Harapati Agamacarya
compiled the Tantrie work M antra-pradipa .

s

Harapati was son of Rucipati who had been patronized
by Bhalravendra, and so Laksmlnatha cannot be far off in

time from that king. A Maithila MS. of the Devi-mdhdtmyam
was copied during his reign on Wednesday, La. sam 392 Pausa
vadi 3, or December, 1510 a.d.* So this king was ruling at least
in 1510 a.d.

° 6

Laksmlnatha evidently came into collision with the power-
ful Sultan Sikandar Lodi of Delhi. In the peace concluded

1 Xepal Notices, p. 65:-^Wf^ ^^K ,^ r fifTI*^« ,^ M^.

W9*f* X ^% ^TWV^nrt I
Ind- Govt. MS. 4026, fol. 131a:

in ^^rotsrffto ^wrfv* »ww
^ffa VTfS^mn^iqt ^f%^% [ || ] Both the MSS. were written

same copyist, Subhapati.

I Se
ff

-"1' °f Nepal by C. Bendall, J.A.S.B., 1903, p. 19.
« 1he Mantra-pradina (R. Mitra. \'n»i>« VT r.n 9AJH int.rod.

<

and the final colophon

:

^^fWr^: *l«nnfr * f*t f=rt^ I

Its ^ colophon -.—xfn ^n5nrf^^rf^rsr»nsff8^H^i^TRi?^T

Nepal Notices, p. 63, final colophon :

to^to* f%f^ h#H^ ii

»..•••
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between Ala-ud-din Husaiii Shah and Sikandar Lodi in h. 901
(1496 a.d.) Bihar and Tirhut appear to have been allotted to
the latter, on condition that he would not invade Bengal '

Sikandar Lodi then fell on Tirhut, and reduced its king to
submission.

After this Tirhut continued to be under the over-lordship
of Delhi. Oil the defeat and death of Ibrahim Lodi son (of
Sikandar at the battle of Panipat in h. 932 or 1526 a.d., Babar
became the Emperor of Delhi. He has left in his Memoirs a
list of countries subject to him and their approximate revenues.
In this list appears Tirhut (No. 23), whose Raja paid a tribute
of 250,000 silver tahkas and 2,750,000 black tahkas or at 10
per silver tanka 275,000, in all 525,000 silver tahkas:2 It
would thus appear that Tirhut remained under the Hindu Raja
in his time subject to the payment of a Khidmaiand or tribute.

It is not known how this dynasty came to an end. For
facility of reference a genealogical chart of the whole family is

given in the Appendix B.

GENERAL CULTURE DURING THE RULE OF THIS
DYNASTY.

The above brief summary shows that Sanskrit learning
was not neglected by these kings. Though no dominant figure
is visible, like Gangesa Upadhyaya in Nyaya, Candesvara
Thakkura in Smrti, and Padmanabha Datta in grammar, the
learning was spread among a larger number of persons, and the
writers did not confine themselves to any single branch. The
four most prominent names during the rule of this dynasty
are Jagaddkara, Vidyapati, Sarikara Misra and Vacaspati
Misra. Jagaddhara commented not only on works of such wide
variety as the religious Gita and Devl-rnahatmya, the lyrical

Meghaduta and Gita-govinda , the dramatic Malati-Madhava
and Veni-samhdra, the prose romance Vasava-datta and the
rhetorical Sdrasvati-kanth-dhharana. but he also wrote original

treatises on erotics (the Basika-sarvvasva) and on music (the Sam-
(jita-sarvvasva). Vidyapati's name has come down to posterity in

connection with Maithili songs, such as the Kirtti-latd , the Kirtti-

patakd and specially the anthology Paddvali, songs that stirred

up the later Vaisnava writers and preachers of Bengal. But he
wrote also on smrti (Vibhaga-sara, Gahgd-vdkydvaU and Ddna-
vakydvall), on Niti or moral tales (Bhu-parikrarnana and Purusa-
parifoa), on Puja (Saiva-sarviiasva-sara and Durga-bhakti

tarangini), and on literary compositions (Likhandvali).

1 Badaoni, vol. I, pp. 415-7 : c/. Makhzan-i Afghani, translation by
Horn, 1829, Part I, p. 59, and Part II, p. 96.

* The Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, Thomas, p. 391 ,
quotin

Krskine's Babar.
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Similarly, SankaraMisra's forte lay in Vaisesika philosophy

and Nyaya (the Vajsesika-sutr-opaskdra, the Nyaya-lilavati-

kanthabharana, the Atma-tatva-viveka-kalpa-lata, the Ananda-
varddhana and the Bheda-prakasa) . But he tried also other

fields of learning such as smrti (Chandog-dhnik-oddhdra, sraddha-

pradipa and Prdyascitta-pradipa) and even drama (Qauri-

digambara ndtaka).

Vacaspati Misra, who figured so prominently during the rule

of Bhairavendra and his son Ramabhadra, wrote mainly on
smrti, but could not avoid the general contagion, and touched
also on Nyaya (the Nydya-sutr-oddhdra, the Khandana-khand-
odhdra and the Anumdna-khanda-tika) , and on Niti or morals

(the Niti-cintdmani)

.

In fact this period is marked out from the previous

periods by the gradual diffusion of Sanskritic knowledge, and
by the first serious attempts in developing the vernacular litera-

ture. A period which saw the birth of the Paddvali and its fine

songs on Radha-Krsna must take a front rank in the history

of Indian vernaculars, and cannot be overlooked by those

dealing with the history of Eastern India.

APPENDIX A.

The Karnata Dynasty.

(c. 1150-1395 a.d.)

In the Karnata kula

Nanya(leva
(a contemporary of Vijayasena and of Jayacandra)

Harasimhadeva
(ruling up to 1326 a.d.)

Xrsimha (deva).

Kaimisiihhadeva
ruling in 1390 A.D.)-
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Bhogi8vara = Padraa.

Ganesvara
(killed :ia La. aam 252).

The Dynasty of KamHsvara

(c. 1350-1515 A.D.)

Kamesvara Raja-pandita.

I

i

.

Bhavasimha

i

Vlrasirhha.

Devasimha, Garura-narayana—
HasinidevI, (died on La. sarh
293 or saka 1334).

Tripurasimha. Harasirhha.

Kirttisirhha Rayaguru. Arjuna=(l) Guna;
(2) Kamala.

Amara=Jnana.

I

Sivaaimha, Rupa~narayana~(l) Lakhima; Padmasirfaha=Visvasa.
(2) SukhamS; (3) Madhumati

; (4)
SuramS; (5) Rupini ; (<>) Medha

;

(7) Modavati, (ruling in La, bam 291).

Narasirhha, Darpa-narayana
= (1) Dhiranmtl

; (2) HirS.

Chandrasiml la= Lach ima.

Dhirasimha Bhairavasirhha, Hari-narayana
(ruling in La. sarh 321).

Jaya.

R; havendra. Ramabhadra, Purusottama
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Accepted views as to the geographical characters of the
fauna of Palestine were thus expressed by the late Canon
Tristram 1 in 1888:

*' An analysis of each class of its fauna and of its phanerogamic flora
shows that while an overwhelming majority of its species in all cases
belong to the Palaearctic region, there are in each class a group of excep-
tions and peculiar forms which cannot be referred to that region, and the
presence of many of which cannot be explained merely by the fact of
the Palmaretic infringing closely on the ^Ethiopian region, and not ver\
distantly on the Indian ; but can only be satisfactorily accounted for b\
reference to the geological history of the country. These species are,
almost all, strictly confined to the area of the Jordan valley and Dead Sea
basin."

In respect to invertebrates, and in so far as any zoogeo-
graphical statement can be said to have been proved, this
statement may be regarded as substantially one of fact. With
regard to the aquatic invertebrates of the Jordan system,
however, there are certain anomalies. It is the main object of
this paper to explain these anomalies.

The physical peculiarities of the Jordan river-system are
well known and all that is necessary to do here is to touch briefly
on those features that appear to have influenced the distribu-
tion of its fauna. The system, which runs almost due north
and south and has a total length of about 170 miles, is a closed
one, having no connection either with the sea or with any con-
siderable body of fresh or normally salt water; it terminates
m the Dead Sea. To the north its upper parts approach fairly

close to two other shorter systems that open into the Mediter-
ranean, namely that of the Nahr Litany (R. Leontes), which
flows between the ranges of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon through
the valley of the B'ka (Coele-Syria), and that of the R. Barada,

l Survey of Western Palestine : Fauna and Flora, p. vi (1888).
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which arises in large swamps in the desert east of Damascus.

To the south the Dead Sea is separated by a considerable

stretch of dry desert from any other body of water. The greater

part of the Jordan system lies considerably below sea-level.

The geographical isolation of the Jordan would lead us,

had it existed for any considerable period, to expect a much
greater degree of specialization in the aquatic fauna than is

actually found; but there is much evidence that in late Plio-

cene times that river was directly connected with the Indian

Ocean and with some of the African systems. This evidence

is discussed in the third part of the present paper. The low-

lying sheltered position of the greater part of the Jordan

Valley has produced an almost tropical climate and is perhaps

to some extent the cause of the richness in species, more particu-

larly in molluscs and fish, of the aquatic fauna.

The water of most of the system is more or less brackish

or salt—a fact directly due to its geographical peculiarities.

The salinity, however, is not sufficiently intense to have had any
very great effect on the fauna, except in the Dead Sea, the

water of which is poisonous as well as being strongly saline.

The name of this lake expresses a literal fact.

The Jordan is connected also with two other lakes, through
both of which it flows. These are L. Huleh, anciently known
as the Waters of Merom, and the Lake of Tiberias or Sea of

Galilee. The former, which is about 5 miles long and 3 miles

broad, is very shallow and completely choked with vegetation.

The physical characters of the Lake of Tiberias are discussed

briefly in the Introduction to the present series of papers and
in greater detail in Barrois's Treatise on the Lakes of Syria.

1

The lake is about 14 miles long and probably nowhere more than
about 50 metres deep. Its water, though distinctly brackish,
is drinkable, the salinity being * "536 parts per million and

the specific gravity 1-00043 (g) or 0*99775 (g in vacuo)."

/. LIST OF THE AQUATIC FAUNA OF THE
TIBERIAS BASIN.

with
I*

fi
r ~ r .

""^" «-"« names are marked with an astensK are «hf<"
ently endemic in the Jordan river-system : those forms whose names bear
a dagger, m Syria and Palestine.

Porifera,
Ephydatia fluviatilis syriacaj Nudosponqilla mappa, Annan-

Topsent. r
* dale.*

Xudospongilla reversa* An- aster. Annan-
nandale.

"
dale> *

Corlispongilla barroisi* (Topsent).

1 Rev. biol Nord France VI, p. 224 (1894).
Christie, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, (n. s.) E
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Coelenterata.

Hydra viridis, Linne.

Turbellaria.

Planaria tiberiensis* White- Planaria barroisi* White-
house, house.

Whiteh

Rotatoria

Branchtonus patulus, Miiller. Synchaeta oblonga, Ehren-
> > rapsuliflorus , Pal- berg.

las * Keratella quadrata (Miiller).

Asplanchnopus syrinx (Erhen- ,, cochlearis (Gosser
berg).

Conochiloides dossuarius (Hudson).

Hirudinea.

Placobdella catenigera (Moq.- Herpobdella (Dina) lineata con-

Tancl.). color, f Annandale.

Oligochaeta.

Criodrilus lacuum, Hoffmeis- Helodrilus (Dendrobaena) la-

ter. custris* Stephenson.

Helodrilus (Dendrobaena) byblicusf (Rosa).

Polyzoa.

Predericella sultana jordanica, Plumatella auricornis, Annan-
Annandale. dale.

Hydrachnida.

Atax crassipes, Miiller. Hygrobates longipalpis, Her-

mann.

Ostracoda.

Limnicythere tiberiadis, Moniez.

Copepoda.

Gyclops leuckarti, Claus. Laophonte rnohammed, Blanch.

,, serrulatus, Fischer. and Rich.

macrurus, Sars. Canthocamptus hibernicus var.

varicans, Sars. incertus* Richard.

Ectinosoma barroisi * Richard. Diaptomus salinus, v. Daday,

>>

9 9
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Cladocera.

Diaphanosomabrachyurum(Le- Bosmina longirostris , var. cor-

vin). nuta, Jurine.
Daphnia lumholtzi, Sars. Macrothrix laticornis, Jurine.

,, magna, Strauss. Alona cambouei, de Guer. and
Mania brachiata, Jurine. Rich.
Ceriodaphnia rigaudi, Richard. ,, affinis, Leydig.

5 9 reticulata, Jurine. Chydorus sphaericus, Jurine.
Bosmina longirostris, Muller.

Conchostraca.

Caenestheriella educta,* v. Daday

Amphxpoda.

Gammarus pungens, M.-Edw. Gammarus syriacus,f Chev-

reux.
Orchestia platensis, Kroyer.

\

Isopoda.

Asellus coxalisj Dollfuss. Philoscia couchii, Kinahan.

Decapoda.

Atyaephyra desmarestii (Mil- Typhlocaris galilea* Caiman
let).

Potamon potamios (Olivier).

L

Mollusea.

Gastropoda.

ymnaea auricularia (Linn.). Pyrgula barroisi* Dtz.
? ? virginea,* Preston. Bithinia badiella^

*Physa tiberiadensis * Preston. ,, gennesaretensis,
Melania tuberculata, Muller. Preston.

" j, var. elon- ,, semakhensis* Preston.

gata* Locard. Bithinella contempta,i Dtz.
Melanopsis costata (Olivier). .. annandalei* Pres-

> >

>> m var. Jordan- ton.
ica, f Roth. ,, syngenes* Preston.

» n var. d^en-
5j galilaeae* Preston.

erata* Pres- ,, vexillum^ Preston.
ton - Valvata saulcyi.-f Brgt.

buccinoidea} (Oliv- Theodoxis Jordan^ (Sowerby).
ie'). „ bellardi-f (Mousson).

praerosa (Linn.).
f> bellardi* var. wic/w-

mf(Brgt.).

?>
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Unio requieni, Mich.
pietri* Locard.

Lamellibranchiata.

Unio rothi* Brgt.
j >

33

19

1 3

33

5 1

19

1 1

11

11

tiberianensis
, Let.

tristrami* Locard.
terminalis, Brgt.

jordanicus* Brgt.

zabulonicus* Brgt.
prosacrus* Brgt.
littoralis, Lk.
ellipsoideus * Br<*t.

genezarethamis* Le

-•>

> j

5 J

» >

J 3

M
33

3 3

J 3

simonis,f Tristram.
galilaei* Locard.
raymondi* Brgt.

lorteti,* Locard.
chinnerethensis ,* Preston
^£a fluminalis (Miiller).

cor,* Lk.
crassulai (Mousson).

/?/

t

Pisces.

Blennius varus , Risso.
t

>» lupulus, Bonaparte. Nemichilus galilaeus, *Gunther

keL
<>f

& V.)
t

11 syriacus (Gun-
ther)

,, leontinae* Lort.
Glorias macracanthus (C. & V.)

Cyprinodon richardsoni* Boul-

enger.

3 3

* 3

sophiae, Heckel.
mento, Heckel.

ii

1

1

cant

socialis* (Heck- Paratilapia sacra* (Gunther).
el.)

—•
*

sauvagei* (Lort.).

3 >

5?

beddontei* (Gunther).
long

Leuciscus zaregi* Heckel.

Tilapia magdalmaef (Lortet).

zillii (Gervais).

nilotica (Hsslqt.).

galilaea (Artedi).

simonis* (Gunther).

flavi-josephi* (Lortet).

Rana
las.

Batrachia.

Bufbiaj'j viriais, ijaur.

Hyla arborea savignyi, Aud

Reptilia.

caspica Emys orbicularis (Linn.).

//. DISTRIBUTION OF THE AQUATIC FAUNA
OF THE TIBERIAS BASIN.

A. Distribution in the Lake and its immediate
Vicinity.

In his valuable treatise on the Lakes of Svria—a geo-
graphical heading under which he includes Palestine proper
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1915.

Theodore Barrois l has discussed the local distribution of the

fauna of the Lake of Tiberias as he observed it in May, that

is to say at the end of the wet season, when the water-level

was at its highest. In October, at the end of the dry season,

when the water had sunk about five feet below its maximum
height, I did not find any great difference in this respect. The
deepest point at which the French naturalist found macro-

scopic animals was 42 metres, while in my own dredgings it

was not below 22 metres. This was probably due in part to

the greater depth of the lake in spring, but mainly to the

fact that he happened to strike a point at which the detritus

from the shore extended further into the lake than any at which
I dredged, for the bare mud of the central parts of the basin

is evidently inimical to visible animal life. My observations

in all other respects agree well with those of Barrois, except

that the small Tubellarians which he found abundant under
stones at the edge were, at the time I was at Tiberias, ex-

tremely scarce in that position, though common enough under
stones in small saline springs in the neighbourhood.

The commonest and most conspicuous species in what
may be called the marginal fauna are Melanopsis costata and
Theodoxis jordani among the molluscs, the Polyzoon Frederi-

cetta sultana jordanica, the sponges Ephydatia fluviatilis syriaca

and Nudospongilla mappa, the leech Herpobdella lineata concolor,

the Oligochaete worm Criodrilus lacuum, the crab Potamon
potamios, the Amphipods Gammarus pungens and Orchestia

platensis, the Isopods Asellus coxalis and Philoscia couchii,

and several indeterminate caddis-worms and Ephemerid larvae.

Practically all the other aquatic insects found in the lake (with

the exception of some Chironomid larvae, which occur at con-

siderable depths) were also taken among stones at the edge.

The marginal fauna merges gradually into one tbat lives

under stones just above the water-level, but does not object to

an occasional wetting, indeed, the Orchestia and Philoscia are

amphibious rather than truly aquatic. It is probable that

insects of some species (particularly of Orthoptera) which in

damp weather live entirely on dry land, come down in the dry
season to the shores of the lake. I found under stones just

above the water-line or even, so far as their lower edge was
concerned, in contact with it, three species of earwigs which
Dr. Malcolm Burr has been kind enough to identify as Labia
minor (Linn.), Labidura riparia (Pallas) * and Anisolabis mari-
hma (Bon.)

; the cricket Acheta bimaculata (De Geer) ; a small

Tettigid grasshopper closely allied to the widely distributed
Oriental species Acrydium variegatum Bol.3

; the Saldid bug

i

50-293
Ihis earwig occurs commonly in similar positions at the e<lge ot

the water in India.
S Hancock, Rec. Ind. Mus. XI, p. 135 (1915).
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Erianotus lanosus, Duf., 1 and at least one species of Carabid
beetle and one of Thysanura. The spider Oxyopes obtabilis,
Cambr., was as common at the margin in October as Barrois
{op. cit., p. 279) found it to be in May.

Most of the molluscs of the lake live at depths of between
2 and 20 metres and one {Pyrgula barroisi, Dautz.) has only
been found, in a living condition, at still greater depths. Several
species of " Entomostraca " are also found as a rule only
near the bottom in the deeper parts of the lake, notably
Daphnia lumholtzi, Sars, Ectinosoma barroisi, Rich, and Lao-
phonte mohammed, Blanch, and Rich.

The fauna of the channel of the River Jordan as it passes
through the lake apparently differs considerably from that of

the main aroa, owing to the fact that the current is sufficiently

strong to keep the bottom free of fine mud. The sponge
Qortispongila barroisi has been found only in this channel,
while the Polyzoon Plumatella auricomis has not been dis-

covered anywhere else in this lake. Possibly the Gastropod
Pyrgida barroisi is also confined to it, but I found only dead
shells in that part of the channel I was able to explore.

Although some species are thus peculiar to or characteris-

tic of certain areas, I do not think that it is possible to distribute

the fauna of the lake into definite bathymetric zones. The
reason why many of the molluscs are scarce or absent at the

extreme margin possibly lies in the fact that shells of all kinds

are eagerly collected by the people of Tiberias for sale to

tourists, who naturally prefer the larger and more conspicu-

ous forms; "dead" shells of Melania tuberculata that have
lost their epidermis and have become completely white are

particular favourites.

The plancton of the lake is always rather scarce and con-

sists mainly of a few species of Cladocera, Copepoda and roti-

fers mingled with comparatively large quantities of microscopic

algae. The most abundant Entomostraca are Diaphanosoma

brachyurum, two species of Cerwdaphnia, Bosmina longirostris

and Cyclops leuckarii—a\\ common and widely distributed

forms. By far the most abundant rotifer is Branchionus

patulus or militaris.

In many of the small pools, separated from the lake or

joined to it by narrow streams, and also in the River Jordan
at the points at which it enters and leaves the lake, there is a

much more abundant growth of aquatic weeds (consisting

sometimes of algae and sometimes mainly of a species Ranun-

culus) than anywhere in the main body of water. Among

* Accmthia variabilis var. connectens, Horv., which inhabits the

margin of the lake does not live under stones, but flies from stone to

stone just as Leptopus assuanensis does at the edge of some Indian

lakes.
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these weeds the majority of the aquatic inserts found in the
Tiberias basin occur in considerable numbers. In aquatic
thickets of the kind the little prawn Atya phyra desmarpstii
and several small fish of the genus Cyprinodon are also abun-
dant. The former occasionally enters the lake, but it is prob-
able that the latter do not do so. Neither prawns nor fish

were found in water that was strongly saline or of a high
natural temperature, though Cyprinodon occurs abundantly in
salt springs near the Dead Sea As is often the case in the
vicinity of lakes, microscopic life is much more abundant in
small pools on or nea the shore than in the main body of

water and this is also true of insect life, even where macro-
scopic vegetation is absent.

B. General Distribution.

The list of the fauna of the Tiberias basin printed on pp.
438-44! gives the names of all the named species of animals
other than insects and Protozoa that have been found either
• A 1_ _ 1 1 • *

springs
or in the Jordan at the points at which it enters and leaves
the lake.

I have omitted the insects for two reasons, firstly because
they are very imperfectly known and secondly because several
important papers on the entomology of Palestine and Syria
are not accessible to me in Calcutta. The species of this group
that have been identified from my own collection are discussed
on pp. 451-453. The number of Protozoa recorded is so
small, and the identifications are so doubtful, that it is not
worth while to consider them at present.

No free-living Nematode has been recorded from the lake,
but representatives of the group occur commonly in sponges
and among algae. Several species of Oligochaeta not included
in the list have been found only in an immature and therefore
unidentifiable cond tion, and my collection of Hydrachnida
has not been worked out.

Including insects and Protozoa, 170 species, subspecies
and varieties of aquatic animals have been definitely recorded
from the Tiberias basin and it is probable that when those
groups which have been neglected have been fully investigated
it will be found to consist of at least 300 species. The fauna,
considennor the comparatively small size of the basin (approxi-
mately 15 x 5 miles) and the fact that most of the water is

distinctly braokish, is therefore by no means a poor one and

tl,
e
.

x^lle" t material for a discussion of the distribution
oi that of the Jordan valley, of which it forms a very important
part.

The geographical range of the species can be discussed

group
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Porifera and Coelenterata.

Tiberias

Five species of sponges 1 have been found in the Lake of

Subfamily Spongillinae.

Ephydatia fluviatilis syriaca
Subfamily Potamolepidinae.

Nudospongill

3 5 reversa, Annandale.

,, mappa, Annandale.
Gortispongillabarroisi (Topsent).

All these sponges are endemic either in the Jordan system
or in Syria and Palestine, while the genus Cortispongilla is

known only from the lake.

The subfamily Spongillinae is found all over the world
(except probably in Antarctic region) and includes, accord-
ing to the system I have adopted, all the Spongillidae that
produce well-developed and elaborate gemmules. The genus
Ephydatia is also practically cosmopolitan, but is better repre-
sented in temperate climates than in tropical ones. E. fluvi-
atilis occurs itself, or is represented by very closely related
species in most regions, by E. meyeni in India and Sumatra,
by E. japonica in Japan and North America (where the typical
form also occurs), and by several races or allied species in
Lake Baikal, Australia, etc. Forms that seem to be no
more than local races occur in the Himalayas, in Siberia
and in S. Africa as well as in Syria and Palestine, and the

typical form, with several varieties, is widely distributed
in the Holarctic Zone. Moreover, a closely allied species,

E. miilleri
9
frequently occurs in the same localities as E. fluvi-

atilis and it cannot be claimed that the two have always
been satisfactorily differentiated. E. miilleri is of some im-

portance in connection with the form that occurs in the

Jordan system. In general terms it may be stated that,

whereas E. fluviatilis has perfectly smooth skeleton-spicules,

comparatively long gemmule-spicules and no bubble-cells in

the parenchyma, the skeleton spicules of E. miilleri are granu-

lar or spiny except at the tips, its gemmule-spicules very

short, and bubble-cells abundant in the parenchyma. But
these distinctions do not hold if all the varieties, local races and
allied species are examined, and it is extremely difficult if

not impossible to say to which species some of the subordi-

nate forms should be referred.

The race syriaca is more different from the typical E.

fluviatilis than I realized when preparing my account of the

specimens in my collection. In his original description Top-
*

x M M i

1 Annandale. Joum. At. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) TX. pp. 67-88, pis. ii-v

(1813).
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sent noted the existence of a few spiny spicules among those

of the skeleton. His specimens were from Lake Huleh and the

R. Barada, I did not find any such spicules in sponges from
the Lake of Tiberias and under ordinary powers of the micro-

scope such as I usually employ in examining spicules of the

kind, all the skeleton-spicules appeared to be perfectly smooth.
Having had occasion recently, however, to re-examine my
preparations under higher powers, I was surprised to find that

in all cases these spiculas were very minutely granular except
at the tips. I found also that whereas the highest powers avail-

able revealed no roughness in the skeleton-spicules of the typi-

a
multih

himalayensis exactly resembled those of E. fl

fluviatilis

just

Topsent pointed out in describing the latter that it was

fluviatilis as several of

the so-called allied species ; my discovery confirms the opinion
but I still think that it should be regarded merely as a local

race.

It may be claimed, in any case, that the form of Ephy-
datia found both in the Jordan system and the R. Barada,
while closely allied to the common Holarctic species, is clearly

differentiated from it and resembles the rg.ce found in the Him-
alayas in at least one important character.

I have dealt at length in my former paper on the sponges
of the Lake of Tiberias with the subfamily Potamolepidinae.its
component genera and their distribution. Here will it be suffi-

cient to say that they appear to be forms that have lost their

microscleres and simplified their gemmules in correlation with
life in the still waters of lakes. The four representatives of

this subfamily on our list are all, so far as we know, endemic
as species in the Lake of Tiberias and its immediate vicinity,

and this is also the case with the genus Cortispongilla.
The most interesting point, geographically, about the

Potamolepidine sponges of the Lake of Tiberias is that they
appear to represent a true lacustrine fauna and that their

peculiarities would seem to indicate an origin in a larger body
of still water than the existing lake, though not necessarily in
one that persisted for a long period (see p. 469 postea).

The only species of Coelenterate found in the lake is

identical with the common European Hydra viridis, a species
oi wide distribution in the Holarctic Zone, but not authorita-
tively recorded from any tropical locality.

Turbellaria.

rias

The three species of this group found in the Lake of Tibe-
all belong to the cosmopolitan genus Planaria and are
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apparently endemic. Our present knowledge of the distribu-
tion of the species is too slight to render this fact of any
importance.

Rotatoria.

Two papers that deal in part with representatives of this
group from the Lake of Tiberias have been published, one by
Barrois and von Daday. 1 the other by Rousselet.* The nomen-
clature adopted in these two papers differs considerably, and
as I have no personal knowledge of the rotifers, I have in my
list of the fauna adopted that given by Harring 3 in his recent
synopsis of the Rotatoria.

None of the species found in the lake have any particular
geographical interest. The rotifer-fauna, indeed, seems to be
poor compared even with that of other lakes in Syria and
Palestine, and all of the forms as yet recorded belong, accord-
ing to Hairing, to well known and widely distributed species

Annelida.

Only two species of leeches * are recorded with certainty.

One of these represents a local race (concolor) , common to the

Jordan system and the R. Barada, of the widely distributed

species Herpobdella (Dina) lineata ; the other (Placobdella caten-

igera) is common in eastern Europe and western Asia.

Three Oligochaete worms 5 from the lake have been iden-

j
tified, all belonging to the Megadrilli ; several Tubificidae and

Enchytraeidae are represented in my collection, but all are

]
unfortunately immature and therefore indeterminate. Of the

named species, one [HelodrUus (Dendrobaena) lacustris] is known
only from the lake ; one [H. (D.) byblicus] only from Palestine

I and Syria ; while the third (Criodrilus lacuum) is common in

1 southern and eastern Europe. An extraordinary extension of

the range of the last species has recently been discovered by

the finding of it in a lagoon on the east coast of Peninsular

India.6 The specimens as yet examined from that locality

have, however, been immature, and until fully adult examples

from India have been examined some doubt must be felt as

to the specific identity.

It is thus clear that while the annelids of the Lake of

Tiberias include a large proportion of forms endemic in Pales-

tine and Syria and possibly some peculiar to the Jordan
„

,

,,- -, -

J Rev. biol Xord France VI, pp. 391-409(1893-1894).

* Journ. A*. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) IX, p. 229 (1913).

3 U. S. Vat. Mus. Bull. 81 (1913).
+ Annandale, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) IX, pp. 211-214 (1913.)

5 Stephenson, ibid., pp. 59-56, and Rosa, Boll. Mus. Torino VIII, no.

100, pp. 1-14(1893).
, ,. _ . „, _

6 Stephenson, Bee. Ind. Mus. X, p. 250 (1914) and Mem. Ind. Mus.\

,

P. 145 (1915).
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system ; they likewise manifest a distinct Palaearctic facies,

into the Oriental Region.
lacuum)

Polyzoa.

Only two kinds of Polyzoa are l reported from the lake :

Fredericella sultana jordanica Both
belong to cosmopolitan genera and both were only known
until recently from the Jordan system. In a collection ex-
amined some months ago from the Volga system in the south
of Russia both are represented—together with a species of
Plumatella (P. casmiana, Oka) hitherto known only from Japan

an
The Polyzoa of the lake would, therefore, appear to pos-

sess eastern or central Palaearctic affinities.

Arachnida.

The only aquatic Arachnida as yet found in the Lake of
Tiberias are water-mites (Hydrachnida). My own small collec-
tion of this group is still in the hands of Mr. J. N. Halbert,
who has as yet been unable to find time to prepare a report
upon them.

Koenike a has recorded two species from the Lake of Tiberias,
namely Atax crassipes, 0. F. Mttllar and Hygrobates longipal-
pis, Hermann. Both these species are apparently of wide dis-
tribution, but I am unacquainted with the literature of the
group and am unable to give precise details.

Crustacea.

The " Entomostraca" are represented in the Tiberias basin
by a considerable number of species; but most of these are
widely distributed forms of no particular geographical interest ;

a tew are apparently endemic, but species of the groups inclu-
ded under this heading are liable for biological reasons to be
tound occasionally in widely separated localities, and their
occurrence often appears, in the present state of our knowledge,
to be sporadic. The plancton of the lake, as I have already
pointed out, is never very abundant and consists for the most

ST™ a
^
elatlVely large number of individuals of a few

™d^?V practically cosmopolitan species of Copepoda*
and Cladocera,* none of which are particularly noteworthy.
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The Ostracoda seem to be poorly represented, the only form of
which I can find a definite record being Limnicythere tiberiadis,
Moniez, which is apparently endemic.

Among the Copepoda Laophonte mohammed, Blanchard and
Richard, 1 has some interest in that it was originally described
from a salt lake in Algeria and belongs to a genus mainly
marine, as does also Ectinosoma barroisi, Richard, an appa-
rently endemic species.

No "Phyllopod"* has yet been found living in the Ti-
berias basin, but a species of Conchostraca was rearedin Calcutta
from mud which I brought from a small pool at the edge of
the lake close to the mouth of the Wad-es-Semakh. This
little crustracean has recently been described by von Daday 8

under the name Caenestheriella (=Estheria of authors in part)
educta. He regards it as allied to (7. variabilis, Dad., a
species described from Hungary in the same paper, in which
the following species are also described from Palestine:

—

Caenestheria syriaca, sp. nov. (p. 62, fig. 4) from Damascus,
Jaffa and Jerusalem (also reared in Calcutta from mud brought
from the pool Birket Meskana between Tiberias and Nazareth)
and C. inopinata, sp. nov. (p. 69, fig. 6) from Jerusalem.
Only a part of the paper is yet published.

Three species of aquatic or amphibious Amphipoda have
been found in the Tiberias basin,* namely Gammarus pungens,
M.-Edw., G. syriacus, Chevr. and Orchestia platensis, Kroyer.

The first of these is common in the countries round the
east end of the Mediterranean, while the allied form G. syriacus
is endemic in Syria and the northern parts of Palestine proper.
The latter species, though abundant among filamentous algae
at the edge of the R. Barada at Damascus, is very scarce in

the Tiberias basin ; I found only a single pair, swimming
together in a small spring of pure fresh water at Ain-et-Tineh.

Possibly it avoids water that is at all saline. A. pungens, on
the other hand, though a true freshwater form, is abundant at

the edge of the lake.

Orchestia platensis, which is of more amphibious habits

than either species of Gammarus, is also abundant at the edge
of the lake. It is a widely distributed species and occurs on
both sides of the Atlantic as well as round the Mediterranean.

The Isopods 6 Asellus coxalis, Dollfuss, Philoscia couchii,

Kinahan and a species of Leptotrichus (probably either L.

touricus, B.-L. or L. pulchellus Dollfuss) occur in abundance

1 Blanchard and Richard, Mim. Soc.zool. France 189J , p. 15, pi. vi.

figs, l-l.l.

* For an account of the " Phyllopoda " of Syria see Barrois, R hiol.

Nord France V, pp. 24-39 (1893).
« Ann. Set. not-. (Zool.) XX, p. 127, fig. 2* (p. 128) (1915).

* Tattersall, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) X, pp. 361-363 (1914).
fi Tattersall, op. cit.. pp. 363-307, figs. 1-7.
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under stones at the edge of the lake and in small pools in its
vicinity. The first is the only exclusively aquatic represen-
tative of the group, the other two being amphibious species
and belonging to genera that also include terrestrial forms.
A. coxalis is apparently endemic in Syria and Palestine,
resembling Gammarus syriacus in its distribution, but is closely
allied to the common European A. aquaticus (Linn.). Of the
two amphibious species one (P. couchii) is remarkable as being
the only definitely maritime animal as yet recorded from the
Jordan system. If Tattersall's views (op. cit., p. 366) as to its
synonomy are accepted, it occurs all round the Mediterranean
and also on the European shores of the Atlantic as far north
as the south of England and the west of Ireland.

The Amphipoda and Isopoda of the Tiberias basin mav,
therefore, be said to be essentially Palaearctic (in one case
Holartic) species; several forms have become sufficiently differ-
entiated in Syria or Palestine to be accepted as endemic.

The Decapoda, which have been discussed by Barrois , and
by Mr. Kemp and myself, 2 are represented in the Tiberias
basin by three species, Atyaipkyra desmarestii (Millet), Typhlo-
caris gah lea, Caiman, and Potamon potamios (Olivier).

f «
firSt °f tllese is a member of the primitive but essen-

tially fluviatile and lacustrine family Atyidae and is the only
species of the family (with the exception of one or two intru-
sive forms of Caridina found in Egypt and western Asia) that
occurs in the Palaearctic Region. It is found in all the coun-
tries that surround the Mediterranean except in Egypt, where
it is replaced by an extremely vigorous intrusive species,
oaridtna mlohca (Roux). This species is probably of Ethio-
pian ongm. The Syrian race of the Atyaephyra is said to be
distinct in certain particulars from that found both in southern
Europe and North Africa.

The monotypic genus Tijphlocaris is remarkably isolated
>otn structurally and geographically

, possessing certain anatomi-
cal teatures that justify its acceptance as the type and sole
representative of a subfamily (Typhlocaridinae) of the family
i ajaemonidae, and occurring only, so far as we know, in the
little artificially-walled pool Birket « Ali-ed-Dhaher on the shores

pLafii,7 °i
Tiberias- The degenerate structure of its

2TS5?* \nd ' ts
,

white colour suggest that it was originally

n
D5Hfc

°J
the waters under the earth; its occurrence

mnu *? I

i

h-ed
-Phaher may possibly be due to earth-move-

ments that have ejected it and shut it off from its former home.
totamtn potamios, one of the few freshwater crabs known
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from the Palaearctic Region, occurs in Lower Egypt, in the
Jordan valley and in the island of Cyprus. In Syria proper it

is replaced by the closely allied form P. fluviatile var. ibericum
(Marsch. Bieb.). The species is thus in all probability of

Nilotic origin, but it is possible that its migrations may have
taken place in the opposite direction and that it may have
originated in Cyprus or in the Jordan and made its way south-
wards to Egypt.

Considered as a whole, the Crustacea of the Lake of Ti-

berias have a distinctly Palaearctic character. Several species

and one genus (Typhlocaris) are endemic in the Jordan system,
but none of the former are at all strongly differentiated and
the peculiarities of Typhlocaris are clearly correlated not with
geographical but with environmental isolation.

Insecta.

I have omitted from my list of the fauna the names of the

aquatic or semi-aquatic insects that have been recorded from
the Lake of Tiberias, for two reasons—firstly because the

insect-fauna of the Jordan valley is still very imperfectly

known, and secondly because several important papers bearing

directly or indirectly on the entomology of Palestine are

inaccessible in Calcutta.

The following named species are represented in my collec-

tion/ which also includes at least two species of Ephemeridae
that have not yet been named

:

Collembola (see Carpenter, Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) IX,

pp. 215-217 : 1913).

Oyphoderus genneserae, * Carpenter.

Odonata (see Laidlaw, torn, cit., pp. 219-220).

Trithemis annulata (Pal. de Beauv.) and Brachythemis leuco-

sticta, Burm.

Diptera (see Brunetti, torn, cit., pp. 43-45 ;
Edwards, torn, cit.,

pp. 47-51 ; Keiffer, Vol. X (1914), pp. 369-372.

Psychodidae .. Phelebotomus minutus, Rond. and

Ph. papatasi (Scop.).

Chironomidae .. Pelopia cygnus, Keif., P. monilis

(Linn.), Trichotanypus ttberiadis

Keif
.
, Polypedilum genesareih ,

*

Keif., P. tiberiadi* Keif., Tendi-

pes (Chironomus) galilaeus* Keif.

Tipulidae .. Oeranomyia annandalei* Edwards,

Conosia irrorata (Wied.).

» This collection wa< made at the time of year, the end of the dry

season, most unfavourable for entomological work.
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Culicidae . . Anopheles palestiniensis (Theob.), A.
culicifacies, Giles, Stegomyia fascia-
ta (Fabr.), Culex modestus, Fie, C.
pipiens, Linn., C. laticinctus, Ed-
wards, Uranotaenia unguiculata,*
Edwards.

Hemiptera (see Horvath, Journ. As. Soc. Benqal In. s.) IX,
pp. 477-480 : 1913).

Hebridae. . . Hebrus pusillus, Fall.
Hydrometridae

. . Mesovelia vittigera, Horv., Dipsocoris
alienus, H. Sch., Hydrometra stag-

norum (Linn.), Gerris pallidum
(Fabr.), Limnogonus aegyptiacus,
Put., Naboandelus bergevini, Berg.,

Rhagovelia nigricans, Burm., Mi-
~ crovelia pygmaea, Duf.
aaldidae .. Patapius spinosus, Rossi, var. nigri-

ceps, Horv., Erianotus lanosus,

Duf., Acanthia variabilis, H. Sch.,

n ,
var. connectens, Horv.

Ucntendae .. Ochterus slrigicottis * Horv. •

^epidae .. Ranatra vicina, Sign.
JNotonectidae .. Plea letoumeuxi, Sign., Anisops

producta, Fieb.. Notonecta glauca

r . . . (Linn.).
^orixidae

. . Arctocorisa hieroglyphica, Duf., Mio
ronecta annandalei* Horv., M.
isia, Horv., M. perparva,* Horv.

f« Q.^?
e Coll

f
mboIe is interesting on account of its relationship

to Sudanese forms and of its occurrence at the edge of a spring
or saline water.

nnix,

1
?
6 0don

^
ta aPPear to have Palaeotropical affinities, but

oniy two species are yet known from the lake, though manv
otners occur.

apo ?h.

e
.

DiPtera are all Nematocera. The two Psychodidae
are both essentially Mediterranean forms, but Phlebotomus

E?nf £™tn
*J

into ^e Oriental Region as far as the

tt,V, •

and the hills of the Bombay Presidency, while

DroS 18

.u
common ^sect all over the plains of India and

ted it Lm u
er parts of the Oriental Region : it is represen-m amca by a very closely allied form.2 Conosia irrorata*
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e«?n m^ collec*°n of aquatic Hemiptera (op. ••

fortunately been til?1

! ^-^ &nd °f °- marginals, Latr.. have un-

' strigiJlis
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I

(1912).
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Brunetti. Pem*. BH*. /„*., D,pL Xl>)naf p |g? (1 ,„ 2)<
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among the Tipulids is an essentially Oriental species, but
ranges as far north-east as Japan and as far south-east as
Australia. It has not been found in Africa- Among the
Culicidae Anopheles palestiniensis is found in N.W. India
while A. culicifacies is widely distributed in India and the
neighbouring countries; in Africa the closely allied A. funestus
apparently replaces it. Uranotaenia is a Palaeotropical genus,
but the Tiberiad species is well distinguished from either
Oriental or Ethiopian forms. Culex modestus is eastern Euro-
pean, C. laticinctus essentially Mediterranean and C. pipiens
Palaearctic.

Several of the Hemiptera are probably of Egyptian, if not
Ethiopian origin, viz. Limnogonus aegyptiacus, Naboandelus
bergevini, Plea letourneuxi and Micronecta isis, while Rhagovelia
nigricans is a widely distributed Palaeotropical species not
known in the Palaearctic Region except in Syria, Palestine
and Egypt.

I have said nothing of the water beetles. My own collec-
tion was very small and has been worked out in part only.
D'Orchymont 1 has, however, published some notes on the
Hydrophilidae and has identified the following species :

—

Eno-
chrus (Meihydrus) nitidulus, Kuw, Laccobius revelieri, Perris,
var. leucaspis, Kiesw., L. gracilis, Mots., L. syriacus, Guilleb.
The first of these identifications he regards as a little doubtful;
he has also identified generically a species of Enochrus and one
of Laccobius (s. sir,).

Considered as a whole, therefore, the insect fauna of the
Lake of Tiberias, so far as it is known to me, appears to
consist of several distinct elements, namely an eastern Euro-
pean element, an Egyptian element, and one of Palaeotropical
origin that seems on the whole to be Oriental rather than
Ethiopian. It must be remembered, however, in considering
this last element that the insects are not strictly comparable to
any other group discussed in this paper, for no insect is an
exclusively aquatic animal, and that most of those included in

my collection have well-developed powers of flight at one stage
in their life-history.

Mollusca.

The Mollusca afford peculiarly valuable evidence in the

study of the distribution of any local fauna, in that they have
as a rule received more attention from naturalists than any
other group of invertebrates and are therefore better known
from a geographical point of view,—indeed, sometimes from a

geological one also. It is unfortunate that knowledge of the

kind is often superficial, being confined to the shells and not
aPplying to the anatomy of the animal. So far as I am aware,

1 Johdk As. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) X, pp. 357-360 (1914).
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the study of the shells of the Lake of Tiberias, which has been
undertaken by several conchologists and is summarized in Mr.
Preston's " Faunal List" (Journ. As Soc. Bengal (n.s.) IX,
pp. 456 to 475 : 1913). has not been confirmed in any case by
anatomical research. The fact is, however, of less importance
in this case than in some others, because the species all belong
to well-known genera of which they are fairly typical represen-
tatives. I propose, therefore, to discuss the Mollusca of the
lake family by family, after making a few general remarks on
their common peculiarities.

The most striking feature of the Molluscan fauna is, as
Mr. Preston has pointed out (op. cit., p. 465), the prevalence
of thick-shelled, and the almost complete absence of thin-shelled
species. It should be noted also that certain Gastropod genera
common in lakes in similar latitudes (e.g. Limnaea, Planor-
bis, Vivipara and Ancylus) are either not represented at all

or else extremely scarce actually in the lake, though they
occur in abundance in its vicinity. The two facts are prob-
ably correlated, but it is possible that thin-shelled nonoper-
cuiate species such as Limnaea auricularia, L. virginea and
Physa tiberiadensis, which are common enough in the Jordan
within a few hundred yards of the shores of the lake, find it

difficult to live in its waters. Mr. Preston regards the thick-
ness of the shells of the Mollusca that do so as being " probably
due to a surfeit of suspended mineral matter in the water of
the Lake." I am not quite sure what this means, but it seems
to me improbable that the thickness of the shells is due to any
preponderance of calcareous salts. Analyses do not show any
great amount of free calcium in the water, and if they did it

would not necessarily be utilized by the molluscs, most of which
live also in water of more normal composition. There is

no evidence in the case of widely distributed species that the
shells of individuals from the lake are thicker tban those from
other localities. My own view is that there is something in
the chemical composition of the water that causes it to be
destructive to the organic matter of the shell, and that there-
fore thin shells which contain a large proportion of organic
matter are rapidly destroyed and their occupants killed. This
view is supported by the fact, originally noted by Lortet 1 and
confirmed by my own observations, that dead shells are rapidly
disintegrated m the lake, not by erosion of the surface but by a
crumbling away of the whole substance. This is particularly
noteworthy in the case of the Unionidae. Dead shells are
trequently dredged up that have retained their natural form in

to dead ilSl*
H
J*\

naL Ly°n> HI, p. 108 (1883). Lortet refers mainly

in those fmm i T* &t snat dePths > b«fc ^tes the same phenomenon

do wXn it
Water

-
l do nofc think that dpPfch has anything to
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every respect, but crumble into a white powder as soon as they
are removed from water.

For the statements as to the geographical and geological
distribution of genera given in the following notes, I am indebted
mainly in the first instance to Fischer's valuable Manuel de
Conchyliologie et de Paleontogie Conchyliologique (Paris : 1887).

LlMNAEIDAE.

Limnaea auricularia, Linn, and L. virginea, Preston repre-
sent this family in the fauna of the lake-basin, but speci-

]
mens of the former species were taken only in the Jordan a few
hundred yards above its entry. The species is essentially a
Palaearctic one, not otherwise known from Syria or Palestine,
but common in Great Britain and other northern countries
including Siberia. L. virginea is only known from the Jordan
channel in the southern part of the lake, in which it is the
only non-operculate Gastropod as yet found, and from a small
stream in the Wad-es-Semakh near the eastern shore.

Physidae.

The only representative of this family in Mr. Preston's list

is Physa. tiberiadensis, a new species found with Limnaea
auricularia in the Jordan and therefere not actually belonging
to the lake-fauna. Both Physa and Limnaea are cosmopolitan
genera.

*

Melaniidae.

Individuals of two genera are common in the lake, namely
Melania and Melanopsis.

The former is mainly a tropical genus, abundantly repre-

sented in the Ethiopian and Oriental Regions and occurring

also in tropical America. Its claim to be regarded as Palaearctic

is founded on a few intrusive species. As a genus it makes its

appearance in Cretaceous deposits and is well represented in

the Tertiary; Jurassic species assigned to it are, according to

Fischer, of doubtful position.

Melanopsis, on the other hand, occurs most abundantly

as a recent genus in the countries bordering on or adjacent

to the southern, eastern and Iberian shores of the Mediterra-

nean, but it is found also in New Caledonia and New Zealand.

As it is widely distributed in the Tertiary of Europe and occurs

also in that of America, it may be regarded as of Holarctic, prob-

ably Palaearctic? origin. It dates from the Crag. Two sec-

tions of the genus are found in the Lake of Tiberias, viz.

Melanopsis (s. s.) and Canthodomus, Swainson.

Melania is probably represented by a single species, M.
tuberculata, Miiller, of which 31. rothiana, Mousson, appears

to be a synonym, if it is not identical with the variety elongata

of Locard. The typical form of the species has perhaps a
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wider range than any other member of the genus, distributed
as it is over the greater part of northern and eastern Africa
and practically the whole Oriental Region ; there are speci-
mens from Malta in the Indian Museum. The variety elon-

gate was described from the Lake of Tiberias, in which it

exists side by side with the typical form and probably origi-

nated .

The species is of considerable interest from a geographical
point of view as one instance among man}'' of an unusually
adaptable species having an unusually wide range. In India
it is one of our commonest freshwater molluscs, at any rate in

coastal and deltaic districts, and is equally at home in fresh
and in brackish water I point out elsewhere in this paper
(p. 466, postea) the difference in its habits here and in Galilee.
Tristram notes that the shell is extremely common in a sub-
fossil condition near the Dead Sea and elsewhere in Palestine.

Melanopsis is represented in the lake by two (or possibly
three) species. Of these M. (Oanthodomus) costata, Oliv., is by
far the most abundant. It is one of those forms which, having
a wide general distribution, are extremely plastic and liable to
produce well-defined varieties of a more or less local nature.
These, nevertheless, live in their several localities, sometimes
side by side with, sometimes in a slightlv different environment
from the tvpical form, without ousting it completely. In the
Lake of Tiberias the shell exhibits great individual variation in
colour and size, both depending to some extent on the growth of
algae on its surface ; while at one particular spot, close to the
ex:t of the Jordan, some individuals are sufficiently far removed
from the normal to be recognised as a distinct variety
{degewrata, Preston). The variety jordanica, Roth, on the
other hand, is probably a fluviatile phase that occasionally
st ays into the lake. According to Tristram it differs in habits
from the typical form in that it adheres only to rocks and
stones, whereas the other is found on water-plants. My < wn
expenen ^ ^

Mr. Preston regards as the typical form of the species commonly
adherent to the lower surface of stones. There is probably,
moreover, a complete transition between the two varieties.
I he present range of the species as a whole is practically co-
extensive, so far as the Mediterranean countries are concerned,
with that of the genus, for it is found not only in N. Africa
and south-western Asia but also in Spain.

mr
e nas been confusion about the two other species

KM. praerosa, Linn., and M. buccinoidea, Oliv.) said to occur in
the Lake of Tiberias. All the smooth shells of the genus I
obtained are assigned by Mr. Preston, who retains both names,
to the form— * -- - "
buccivoidea

, rn • ,
w "" vuc ouuies OI CUe Lj«J£6 Ul JL1W* i«-»»

ana instram, remarking on the variability of the species, says

M
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that the local race of the lake is the same as that of Lake
Huleh^ In any case both species are stated by some authori-
ties to be widely distributed in Syria, and M. praerosa at
any rate, although it is found in certain parts of the lake not
uncommonly, is a fluviatile rather than limnic species. Daut-
zenberg regards the two forms as synonymous, and this view
is probably correct. The distribution of M. praerosa (s. h) is

mainly North African.

Considering the local representatives of the Melaniidae as

a whole we may therefore say that the following faunistic

elements can be distinguished among them:

—

(a) a tropical

element, represented by Melania tuberculata, (b) a Mediterra-

nean element, represented by Melanopsis costata, and by M.
praerosa or by M. buccinoidea—if the two latter are distinct.

Hydrobiidae.

Among the Gastropods the Hydrobiidae are the dominant
family in the lake, if by this term we mean the one represented
by most species. As regards the number of individuals,

however, the Melaniidae and the Neritidae are better repre-

sented, for individuals of Melanopsis costata and Theodoxis
jordani together outnumber those of all other species. In Mr.
Preston's list the Hydrobiidae are represented by three genera
and nine species : all the species are small and scarce, or at any
rate by no means abundant. The three genera are Pyrgula,

Uilhinia and Bithinella.

Pyrgula is a small genus found mainly in south-eastern

Europe and in particular in the countries around the Adriatic.

It occurs in upper Tertiary deposits in the same countries

and in those of the Levant.

Bithinia lives practically all over the old world and is first

found in Tertiary deposits.

The recent distribution of Bithinella is more restricted and

its origin probably more recent ; some species occur in brackish

water.

A single species of Pyrgula {P. barroisi, Dtz.) is recorded

from the lake. It is probably endemic there and is only found

living in rather deep water. My own collection contains many
dead shells probably washed from their proper habitat by

the current of the Jordan as it passes through the lake.

Bithinia is represented by three species, all of which are

apparently endemic in Syria and Palestine, while two have been

found only in the lake itself and its immediate vicinity. The

species are B. badiella. Parr., which has been taken in the Lake

of Horns, at Damascus and elsewhere in Syria, B. gennesareten-

sis, and B. semakhensis, Preston, both apparently endemic

in the lower parts of Gallilee.

Bithinella has five Tiberiad species, that is to say more

than any other Gastropod genus. Only one of them (Btthmella
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contempta, Dtz.) has been found beyond the immediate
vicinity of the lake ; it is, so far as we know, endemic
in Palestine and Syria. Of the remaining four, three (B.

syngenes, B. galilaeae and J3. vexillum, Preston) are only known
from small pools or streams on the shores, while the fourth

(B. annandalei, Preston) lias been found both in a small pool

and at the edge of the lake.

Considered as a whole, the representatives of the family

Hydrobiidae that occur in the Lake of Tiberias are apparently
remarkable for the large proportion of strictly endemic form-
included among them ; for all these forms are small and obscure
and may very easily have been overlooked in other localities.

A prolific evolution of species seems to be characteristic of

the family. Neither the species nor the genera of the Lake of

Tiberias provide any clear indication of the origin of the fauna.
but both may be said to have a Palaearctic facies and neither
would by themselves necessarily indicate tropical affinities.

Valvatidae.

This family, which consists entirely of small, obscure
species, is represented by a single form, Valvata saulcye, Brgt.,
which has also been taken at several localities in Syria.

Valvata is widely distributed in the Northern Hemisphere and
a common European species is said to occur in Kashmir. 1

Fischer recognises only one genus (Valvata, Mtiller), whici
first appears in the Purbeck beds.

Neeitidae.

The Neritidae are represented in the Jordan system by
several species of the genus or subgenus Theodoxis, Mont-fort,
which is mainly fluviatile. Some authorities do not recognise
it as distinct from Neritina, Lamark, and Fischer classifies it as

a section of that genus. Neritina is mainly tropical and
occurs abundantly in Oceania, but species are also found,
including representatives of Theodoxis, in northern Europe.

Only two species occur in the local fauna, Th. jordani (Sow.)
and Th. bellardi (Mouss.); for it is clear from Preston's remarks
on the existence of intermediate specimens that Th. michoni
must be regarded as a mere variety of the former.

Th. jordani is one of the most abundant molluscs in the

( >?u
an<

?
is f°Und commonly in Svria and in Palestine north

ot libenas; while the variety michoni, according to Tristram, is

abundant in almost every stream and spring throughout the
whole of Palestine, east and west." It is probably an
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essentially fluviatile form. T. bellardi has been taken both in
Coele-Syria (the B'ka) and in the lake, but it is not represented
in my collection. Tristram thinks that it is the species
found in the R. Jabbok.

Unionidae.

There is probably no family of molluscs in which the shell
is more liable to slight changes in size, shape, texture and
colour, in correlation with environment, than the Unionidae,
and consequently an enormous number of species have been
described, many of which are mere phases or aberrations. In
Preston's " Faunal List " no less than seventeen names of
nominal species of Unio occur. According to the synonomy of
Simpson's ] " Synopsis of the Naiades " these may be reduced
to nine or ten, but it does not appear that the latter author
was personally acquainted with the Jordan forms. In my own
collection seven nominal species are represented. They are U.
pietri, U. tristrami, U. terminalis, U. prosacrus, U. simonis, JJ.

galilaei and U. chinnerethensis , the last being a new species rep-

resented by many specimens.

These " species ", to an observer who is not a professed
conchologist, seem to fall into three groups, or at any rate into
two groups and one sub-group as follows :

—

U. pietri, U. tris-

trami, U'. terminalis, and U. prosacrus into one group, with
U. chinnerethensis clearly distinct but not far removed
from them ; and U. simonis and U. galilaei markedly
distinguished by their much thicker and more nearly circular

shells. Of the species of the first group I can clearly

distinguish U. prosacrus from the others by a definite though
not very great difference in shape of the shell ; the others, except

;

Preston's new species, seem to me to be identical

.

According to Simpson, U. tiberiadensis , U. tristrami,

U. prosacrus and U. lorteii are synonymous with U. pietri,

while U. simonis and U. galilaei are synynomous with

|

U. semitrugatus, Lamarck, a form described from Asia Minor.

j
Tristram ,* moreover, does not regard U. terminalis as specifically

distinct from either U. jordanicus or Lea's U. dignatus from

j
the Tigris. Further, Simpson himself points out that Lea and

[

EVrussac were of the opinion, after examining Lamarck's

specimens, that U. semirugatas was not distinct from

I

U* littoralis of the same author, a circum-Mediterranean species

with which Simpson regards U. requieni, Mich, (a widely distri-

buted form said to have been found in the lake) as synony-

mous.
It is useless to follow the synonomy of the nominal species

of Unionidae further, but interesting results become apparent

J Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. (22), pp. .10I-1044 ( 1900).

8 Fauna W. Palestine, p. 201 (1888).
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if we turn our attention from these so-called species to the
larger groups they represent. There is no doubt, if we accept
Simpson's classification (which appears to be the most complete
at present worked out), that the Unionidae of the Lake of
Tiberias all belong to the genus Unto, Retzius (s. str.) and
to the section or subgenus Lymnium, Oken. They represent,
moreover, two groups in that section, the majority belonging to
what Simpson calls the "Group of V nio pictorium ,

" while
U.galilaei, U. rothi and U. simonis belong to his "Group
of JJ. littoralis.'

'

Now Unio as a genus is mainly but not exclusively
Holarctic, while Lymnium is exclusively so, except for a
few intrusive species that inhabit the " debatable territory
between the Nearctic and the Neotropical Regions. Both the
two groups to which the Galilaean species belong are confined
to the Palaearctic Region, but several of the allies of U. littoralis

inhabit south-western Asia. It is to these Asiatic forms that
U. simonis and U. galilaei are most closely related, whereas U.
terminalis and the other nominal species related to or speci-
fically identical with it exhibit both circum-Mediterranean and
western Asiatic relationships.

The absence of such tropical genera as Nodularia and
Parreysia is a noteworthy feature of the molluscan fauna of the
Jordan system, and the fact that Unio (s. str.) is not found in
the Nile must be noted in the same connection.

Taking all these facts into consideration, we may fairly state
definitely that the Unionidae of the Lake of Tiberias represent a
Palaearctic element in its fauna, derived probably both from
the countries round the Mediterranean and from Mesopotamia
or the interior of Asia Minor. They have no African affinities.

The
^
family is better represented in the Jordan system in

species, and perhaps also in individuals, than any other family
of molluscs • in the Lake of Tiberias the latter are particularly
abundant.

Cyrenidae.

This universally distributed familv is represented in the
lake by several species of Corbicula", a genus widely distri-
buted in Africa, Asia, America and Australia.

\t-ii
best-known of these species is Corbicula fluminalis

Muller) which has a wide, mainly Paleotropical range resembling
that of Melania tuberculoid, but even more extensive in tropical
Africa.

The other forms, C. cor, Lk., C. crassula, Blouse, (possibly
no more than a variety of C. cor.), C. syriacus, Brgt., and
C feltctani, Brgt., are all Syrian, occurring bevond the limits of
the Jordan system, but not outside Palestine and Syria. They

TJ*r ^ol«over, northern forms not known south of the Lake
or libenas.
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Two elements are thus represented by the Cyrinidae, (a)

an endemic Syrian element and (6) a tropical one common to
Africa and the Oriental Region.

Considering the molluscs of the Lake of Tiberias as a whole,
we find, therefore, that the fauna is a composite one, mainly
Palaearctic and including a large proportion of endemic Syrian
species, but also containing a tropical element. No represen-
tative of this tropical element is exclusively African, and,
considered by itself, it would appear to be just as much
Oriental as Ethiopian.

There is no genus or subgenus of molluscs endemic in
the Jordan system. The molluscan fauna of the Lake of

Tiberias agrees well with that of other parts of the system,
and more particularly with that of the northern section thereof,

but it also includes a number of strictly local species, none
of which are of a highly specialized nature.

Craniata.

J have already dealt with the present distribution of the

aquatic vertebrates of the Lake of Tiberias in my paper on the

Fishes, Batrachia and Reptiles (Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (n.s).

IX, pp. 31-41 : 1913), and have nothing to add except to state

that I was probably wrong in placing Tilapia magdalenae in

the genus Paratilapia. Boulenger, however, is of the opinion

that Hemichromis sacra, Giinther, should be placed in that

genus. I bow to his greatly superior knowledge.

///. ORIGIN OF THE FAUNA OF THE
JORDAN SYSTEM.

The most remarkable point in the distribution of the aquatic

animals of the Jordan system is the fact that whereas there is un-

mistakable Ethiopian element among the fishes, no such element

can be detected with certainty among the invertebrates. This

apparent anomaly can be discussed only in the light of the geo-

hbourin

The origin of the river Jordan has been considered by

several highly competent geographers, especially by Hull, 1

Suess, 1 and' Gregory. 3 The last author has codified and

applied existing knowledge on the subject in a particularly

clear and interesting manner, and there seems to be no

' Memoir on the Geoloq,, and Geography of Arabia Petraea, Palestine,

etc., 1889. On the Physical Conditions of the Mediterranean Rasm,

Tram. Vict. Imtit.. 1805.
* The Face of the Earth, Enpr. Ed. II, pL HI, chap. IX, ITOG.

3 The Great Rift Valley, Chap. XFTT. 1896.
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doubt that his views are substantially correct. These views
may be summarized as follows :

—

In Pliocene times the present valley of the Jordan was
filled with water, which in the neighbourhood of the existing
Lake of Tiberias must have reached a level at least 600 feet
above the present one. A lake of great depth and covering
a considerable area was thus formed. It is called by Suess the
"Jordan Lake." From the south end of this lake a river
named by Gregory the "Erythaean River" flowed across the
isthmus that now joins Sinai to the mainland of Asia, and
down the valley of the Red Sea, which was then dry land,
to reach the Indian Ocean somewhere in the neighbourhood
of Aden. The Nile had no connection with the Erythraean
River, but an important tributary joined it from the region of
the great lakes of Central Africa. (At this period the eastern
shore of the Mediterranean extended across from what is now
the Egyptian coast to the prominent part of Asia Minor,
including the present island of Cyprus, and a river probably
flowed down from the tract of country now submerged through
the Gap of Esdraelon into the Jordan Lake).

Owing to earth-movements and climatic changes that took
place at a slightly later period, and in particular to the
shrinkage of the Lebanon glaciers and to the raising of the
ridge called El-Sate to the south of the Dead Sea, the Jordan
system was completely cut off from the Erythraean valley
(into which the waters of the Indian Ocean then penetrated),
and therefore from all connection with the African systems.
At the same time, or possibly a little earlier, the watershed was
much restricted in Palestine. The level of the greater part
of the Jordan system was thus greatly lowered, so that the old
lake was represented henceforth merely by the river with
its three comparatively small basins, the waters of Merom
(Lake Huleh), the Sea of Galilee (the Lake of Tiberias) and the
Dead Sea.

There is no real evidence, either geological or zoological,
that any part of the existing system was ever connected
directly with the Mediterranean.

It has been generally assumed that the Jordan Lake
remained fresh or practically fresh throughout the course of its

existence and that the Dead Sea and to a less extent the
Lake of Tiberias are now Salter than they ever have been
hitherto. It seems to me, however, unnecessary to make this

assumption in the case of the Lake of Tiberias, and I

believe that there is some biological evidence to suggest that
its waters have varied in salinity from time to time, and
that they are now less salt than they were at some previous
date. It is not difficult to see that the outflow, which can
never have been excessive since the lake shrank to its

present dimensions, may very easily have been temporarily
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cut off from the Jordan valley in much the same manner as that
of the Dead Sea was permanently cut off from the Erythraean
valley.

It is well known that the waters of the Dead Sea met
their biological doom not by becoming salt but by becoming
poisonous. As Dr. Christie l has pointed out in a previous
paper in this series, the Lake of Tiberias derives its salts largely

from deposits in the surrounding country. These deposits

do not contain any large proportion of poisonous minerals.

The same is the case with the Dead Sea so far as the origin

of its salinity is concerned, but the soluble minerals of the

vicinity are poisonous, the essential difference being that

whereas the salts of the Tiberias district are mainly salts

of sodium, those of the Dead Sea district are largely salts

of magnesium. Had the latter been innocuous, the great

increase in the specific gravity of the water that took place after

the outflow disappeared would have killed off a large proportion

of the fauna, but would not have rendered the lake absolutely

sterile. The fauna would have been comparable to, even if

poorer than, that of the Lake of Tiberias. Tristram % has

noted, that certain fish live and flourish in springs near the

Dead Sea in water that is Salter than that of the lake, and

that these fish die in a short time if transferred to Dead

Sea water.

The only way in which I can explain the fact that the

conspicuous African element in the fauna of such a lake as

that of Tiberias is practically confined to one group of animals,

is by the suggestion that conditions have changed to such

an extent since the connection with the African rivers was cut

off that most of the Ethiopian forms have perished and that

those forms which have survived have proved less susceptible

than others to the changes that have occurred.

At first sight it seems remarkable that the African element

should consist of vertebrates rather than invertebrates, for it

is a general rule that more highly organized animals are more

susceptible to changes in environment than those less highly

specialized. The African fish, however, that live in the Jordan

and its lakes—some of them have penetrated as far north as the

swamps in the desert east of Damascus—are known to be

abnormal in their capacity for existence in unfavourable

conditions.

These fish belong mainly to two families, the feilundae and

the Cichlidae—or Chromides as they were formerly called.

The Siluridae are represented by a single species of the

genus Clarias (C. macracanthus) , a genus regarded by some

ichthyologists as the type of a separate family, the Clarndae.

1 Journ. As. Soc. Bengal (n.s.) IX, pp. 25-29 (1913).

8 Faun. Flor. Palestine (Surrey Western Palestine), p. 1/
1
(l»a»J.
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This group of cat-fishes has an accessory breathing apparatus
that allows its members to live out of water for considerable
periods. Tristram has described a shoal of the Galileean
species making its way up a stream so small that the fish were
but imperfectly covered, and there can be no doubt that, like

many fish common in the Oriental Region, C. macracanthus
actually migrates on land through damp vegetation from
one body of water to another. As early as the first century
of our era, Josephus noted the identity of C. macracanthus
(which he called coracias) with a fish common in the lakes near
the Egyptian Alexandria, and cited a popular belief apparently
founded on this fact, that the Fountain of Capernaum was a
"vein of the Nile." This has been generally interpreted as
meaning that the fountain was believed to be connected with
the Nile by an underground passage. It is perhaps the first

reference to zoogeography in literature , and the only surprising
thing about it is that though the conclusion was incorrect
the premises were perfectly accurate. The cat-fish of the Lake
Tiberias is identical with that of the lower Nile, but its

peculiar habits and structure explain its occurrence in isolated
basins without the necessity of imagining underground
channels. Possibly the species is not Ethiopian in origin at
all, being Egyptian, i.e. Palaeartic ; but the genus is mainlv
tropical.

The Cichlidae as a family are even more remarkable
for their powers of resistance than the Siluridae and there can
be no doubt about the Ethiopian origin of the Jordanic species.
Their powers depend rather on physiological than on structural
peculiarities. Species of the family abound in tropical Africa
and South America, but (apart from excursions into North
America, Palestine and Syria) are almost confined to the Ethio-
pian and Neotropical Regions. A single genus {Etroplus) with
three species makes its way as far east as, but no further
than, Peninsular India and Ceylon.

The species of Cichlidae that occur in the Jordan sys-
tem belong, according to Boulenger, 1 to two genera, Tilapia
and Paratilapia, both of which are of undoubted Ethiopian
origin. Several of the species are identical with those found
in tropical Africa and in the Nile. Both genera are known to

t-j
'*

,

rackish water and one of the Palestinian species of
itlapia has been found even in artesian wells 2 sunk in the
sands of the Sahara.

A remarkable instance of the vigour of the family ha
recently been provided by one of the Indian species (Etroplus
suratens,s). This fish, commonly found both in fresh and in

wm
> Boulenger, Cat. Fresh-mater Fishes Africa ITT. pp. 138, 308 (1= «

* Botiknger, Fi*Ke» of the Site, p. 466 (1907).
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brackish water, is not known to enter the sea; yet it has been
proved in the Madras Aquarium l that it will live for years
in pure sea-water. Dr. Henderson tells me, moreover, that the

under unnatural
conditions, are not affected by a bacterial and fungoid epidemic

fish

hasin adjacent tanks. The fact that the genus
far east as India is, indeed, in itself evidence of the adapta-
bility of the Cichlidae.

It is thus clear why African fish have been able to survive
in the Jordan and its lakes—because the species are so adaptable
in their habits and physiology that they can survive change-
sufficiently violent to kill the majority of aquatic animals.

That several of the Jordan species of Cichlidae are

endemic is in no way remarkable, for many fish of the

family are apparently confined to a single African lake. As
in many widely distributed and adaptable animals, isolated

groups of individuals are liable to become so differentiated that

they ultimately form distinct species.

To turn to the invertebrates: a small number of species

as

concerned

an Ethiopian or an Oriental oiigin, are found in the Lake of

Tiberias ; but there is not a single invertebrate known from any

part of the Jordan system that can be confidently claimed

as Ethiopian even in respect to genus. 1 have already drawn

attention (p. 460 antea) to the absence of exclusively Ethiopian

forms, in particular among the Unionidae.

Of the Palaeotropical species all are either extremely

adaptable in their habits or else may be classed rather as

amphibious than as aquatic. To the former category belongs

the mollusc Melania tuberculata, a species found practically

everywhere in both the Ethiopian and Oriental Regions and

also in some Mediterranean localities. It is one of the com-

monest of the Indian freshwater Gastropods and is found in

this country both in fresh and in brackish water, being pecu-

liarly abundant in the Gangetic delta. In many parts of its

range the species gives origin to varieties,
2 some of which

are localized, while others occur side by side with the parent

form. In the Lake of Tiberias also this is the case, for

J Henderson, Oxide to the Marine Aquanum, p. l» (Madras: 1912).

2 In Pre on's recently published volume on the freshwater Mollusc-

in the Fauna of British India (1915, pp. 15-17) seven Indian varietie

of 'Tiara (Striatella) tuberrulata" are described, ft is very unfortu-

nate that no serious attempt seems to have been made in that volume

which might have been of the greatest possible value to students of

Fthe geoRraphif-al distribution of the Indian Mollw a, to collate even the

recorded localities of the < tastropod* do-oribod.
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we find the well-marked endemic variety elongata occurring
with the typical tuberculata. It is perhaps noteworthy as
illustrating the adaptability in habits possessed by M. tuberculata
that, whereas in the Lake of Tiberias it lives in compara-
tively deep water and is rarely found at the margin, in Cal-
cutta ponds it swarms at the edge and rather avoids the central
parts.

Amongst the amphibious Palaeotropical forms included in
the Tiberias fauna there are several insects, for example the
bug Ehagovelia nigricans and some of the dragon-flies. In
the latter forms, however, the relationship is generic rather
than specific.

From these facts it seems legitimate to conclude that
the Palaeotropical element, whether its origin be from the
east or from the west, consists of species or genera that have
peculiar powers either of withstanding changes in environ-
ment or of making their way from one body of water to an-
other.

Considering the presence of African fish, it may further
be regarded as probable that the Palaeotropical element is

mainly, if not entirely, of African origin so far as true aquatic
form are concerned, though some of the insects have probablv
come from the East. All that can be stated against this view is

the presence of the fish Discognathus in the Jordan and its
lakes and the slightly dubious occurrence in India of the
Uligochaete worm Criodrilus lacuum, { which, however, is also
found in Eastern Europe. For the distribution of Discognathus
it is difficult to account. The genus consists of a number of
tonus so closely related that some authors regard them as
varieties or races rather than species : its range extends over a
wide stretch of land from Syria to Yunnan on the one hand
and t Abyssinia, Arabia and South India on the other. The
nsn s peculiar habit of clinging by means of an oral sucker to
living bodies in the water near it may have assisted in its

distribution and it is probably that like many of the family
to winch it belongs it is hardy and able to endure removal
rrom water for a considerable period. Xo information on this
latter point is, however, at present available.

Apart from any tropical element in the Jordan fauna, there

L,u
ne ™at

^
aPPears to be of African origin, though not

tecnmcaiiy Ethiopian, being apparently derived from Egypt.
xms element consists of a few amphibious species that may
nave made their way for some little distance overland. Its
mos* conspicuous representatives are the crab Potamon pota-
mios and the frog Hyla arborea savignyi. The latter, except

a v M^J^JT r
eC

u°,

rd ? t,Jllnded on immature specimens and U io
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fb 'e that a further instigation is necessary. See
replugs..

, lf Mem. Ind. Mu». V. p. 14.-, (1915).
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in its larval stages and at the breeding-season, can hardly
be regarded as an aquatic animal, while the crab is known
to make long excursions on land in wet weather.

The existence of these Egyptian species in the Lake of
Tiberias illustrates a phenomenon of wide application, viz. the
separation by the Nile of the freshwater fauna of the Mediterra-
nean basin into two geographical sections ; one section occurring
in North Africa west of the Delta and also in the northern
Mediterranean countries, the other in Palestine, Syria, Asia
Minor and the adjacent districts. It is not yet altogether
clear how far the latter is different from the aquatic fauna
of countries lying immediately to the west of Asia Minor,
but the separation, so far as it may exist in this direction,
is certainly less marked than that produced by the Nile. The
same phenomenon is illustrated in another way by certain other
Tiberiad species, in particular by the prawn Atyaephyra
desmarestii and the tortoise Emys orbicularis. The former is

completely aquatic in its habits and occurs in fresh water
all round the Mediterranean except in Egypt, in which it

has apparently been displaced by a more vigorous represen-

tative of an allied genus (Caridina nilotica), a species most
probably of Ethiopian origin, but one that has spread not only

over practically the whole of the African continent, but also

all over the Oriental Region and as far east as Celebes, without

penetrating into Palestine. The tortoise is of course less com-
pletely aquatic, but its distribution is similar to that of Att/ai-

phyra. In the case of the reptile there seems to be no differ-

ence in structure and colouration between specimens from North
Africa, from Palestine or from Europe, but Bouvier, 1 who was
unaware that the prawn had been found in the Jordan,

has recently distinguished two races of A. desmarestii, one

[orien talis) occurring in Syria, the other (occidentalis) in Europe
and North Africa. The Jordanic form is probably identi-

cal with the Syrian, but unfortunately my series from the Lake

of Tiberias is deficient in males, and it is on the male characters

that the races are mainly distinguished.

The geological history of the Lower Nile is still obscure

and the influence of large rivers in the zoogeographical history

of aquatic animals, not only as paths of immigration but also as

barriers, has not received the attention due to its importance as

a factor in their distribution. It is any rate clear in the present

instance that the Nile has been an obstruction rather than a high-

way so far as the freshwater fauna of the Mediterranean basin is

concerned, and that it has acted in this capacity in two ways,

firstly by separating those individuals that lived in North Africa

before the river adopted its present course from those that

lived immediately to the east and north of its delta, and

Mus. d'Hist. nat
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also by introducing from the Ethiopian Region species such
as Garidina nilotica that proved capable of ousting their en-
demic relatives in its lower waters.

Egyptian species must of course be included in the Palae-
arctic fauna, which considered as a whole provides by far the
largest part of the fauna of the Jordan system. In this local
fauna, however, the Palaearctic element is mainly of northern or

with
the one hand and with that of Mesopotamia on the other—a»
is shown more particularly by the Unionidae among the molluscs
*nd by the Cyprinidae among the fishes.

The aquatic fauna of the Lake of Tiberias must be mainly
of recent origin. There are a considerable number of species
endemic either in the lake or in the river-system of which it

forms a part, but none of these species are in any way highly
specialized. The only endemic genus is represented by the
sponge Cortispongilkt barroisi, which is only found, so far as we
know, at one particular spot in the lake.

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of the fauna of
deep freshwater lakes in a warm climate that have had a
lengthy geological history is the high degree of specialization
reached by the molluscs, for the differentiation of sponge-genera
seems to depend on entirely different factors and to be the
result of environment in a more direct manner and in one that
is more easily understood. 1 The evolution of peculiar mollusc-
genera is best shown in Lake Tanganyika, but also in Lake Tali
Fu in Western China and in some of the lakes of Celebes,
in which remarkable Gastropods with shells of a peculiar
marine facies are found. In the case of Lake Tanganyika 2

it was at one time believed that this peculiarity was due to
a comparatively recent connection with the sea, but all evidence
put forward in support of any sucli view has now been strongly
controverted and the Tertiary deposits in the neighbour-
hood seem to prove definitely that a lacustrine fauna of perfect-
ly normal type existed in the lake at a period geologicallv by no
means remote. 3 In the Lake of Tiberias the shells "have a
distinctly marine appearance owing to the fact that they are
all thick, containing a large amount of calcareous matter,
and that a few of the commonest species (e.g. Melanopsis costata
and Iheodoxis jordani) are more conspicuously coloured than is
usually the case in freshwater shells. The latter fact is prob-
ably no more than a coincidence, while the thickness of
the shells cannot be due to evolution in situ, but is rather

SVeTot ': v'T-
A
^,
S°C

- ""^(n.s.) IX, p. 71. etc.

3 ¥ZlT , >

Ume Th'' T™W>»*ka Problem (London: 1903).

tmner •? w '''> **"?mo11 °" <&* point and for references Bee < tennain'a
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correlated, as I have pointed out above, with the fact that
thin-shelled species, some of which occur in neighbouring parts

of the Jordan-system, cannot survive in the. water of the
lake.

The fauna of the lake differs very considerably in its

essential characters from that of the much larger bodies of water
referred to above, although it has a certain superficial similari-

ty in general facies. There is no reason to regard it as having
been evolved in the old Jordan Lake of Pliocene times, for

the existence of that lake was probably short and the state-

ment frequently made by geologists that shells found in raised

beaches near Tiberias which marked former water-levels, an
identical with those that now occur in the lake is in most cases

correct only so far as genera are concerned; and in some
incorrect even to this extent. Melania tuberculata certainly is

found on these beaches : so are Unto and Corbicula, but no detailed

comparison between the recent and fossil shells seems to have

been made and Blanckenhorn l cites among the identical species

representatives of thin-shelled genera (Ancylus and Limnaea)

that do not occur, or occur only in great scarcity, at present in

the Lake of Tiberias.

All these facts seem to me to point to their having been

a period in the history of the Jordan system at which the

fauna of the Jordan Lake, or rather of the relics that remained

of it, was subjected to great hardships. Under these hardships

a considerable number of species perished. A few, however,

survived, including the characteristic Ethiopian fishes and such

vigorous molluscs as Melania tuberculata. When this period

of stress had been accomplished and happier conditions returned

a new fauna migrated into the lake and into other parts of

the system from the districts lying to the north and to the

east. It was enabled to do so by such accidents as floods and

high winds, by the assistance of wading birds and possibly

of other animals. A considerable proportion of it, moreover,

took an active part in the migration either by flight or by

crawling over land from pool to pool or from stream to stream.

Probably some of the animals that survived underwent a

certain amount of structural change in or subsequent to the

period of hardship and thus became endemic species, while

some of the immigrants also underwent similar changes after

The easiest way to account for the occurrence of such

a period seems to me to be the suggested existence of a tempo-

rary obstruction of the outflow of the Lake of Tiberias-and

probably also of other parts of the Jordan system-that

caused a considerable rise in salinity. When this obstruction

1 Nat unciss. Stud, Toten Meer und JordantaL p. 331) (Berlin: 1912).
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was removed—it has not disappeared in the case of the

Dead Sea—the salinity of the water decreased owing to the
resumption of a steady flow and perhaps to climatic changes
that produced a greater volume in the stream.

Throughout the foregoing argument it has been assumed
that the fauna of the Lake of Tiberias is a fair sample of that
of the Jordan system as a whole. One exception has, however,
been noted, viz. that of thin-shelled molluscs unable to with-

stand the chemical action of the water of the lake. With
this exception, which is not a very important one, the as-

sumption is justified. The Lake of Tiberias is the only rem-
nant of the old Jordan Lake in which anything like nor-

mal lacustrine conditions have persisted, for the Dead Sea
is of course out of the question, while the waters of Meroni
now form a swamp rather than a lake. They are very shallow,
densely filled with vegetation and liable to be heated to a high
temperature by the rays of the sun, while the formation of

the basin renders it very difficult to investigate thoroughly
from a zoological point of view. Our knowledge of the fauna
of the Lake of Tiberias, on the other hand, is probably more
complete than that of any part of the river flowing through
it. The comparatively large number of species apparently
endemic in its waters may be partly due to this cause, and
therefore more apparent than real ; but it is also due in part to
the fact that man)'' animals which would perish in running
water can live in the still depths of a comparatively deep lake.

The number of species found in the Jordan and not in the lake
is small, and may be explained in a similar manner.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
My views as to the origin of the aquatic fauna of the

Jordan system may therefore be summarized as follows :—
I

- This fauna is mainly Palaearctic but contains a

distinct Ethiopian element.
2. The origin of the latter element is best explained

on the grounds set forth in particular by Gregory
in his "Great Rift Valley '\ i.e. by the existence
in Pliocene times of a river flowing southwards
into the Indian Ocean from what is now the Jordan
system.

3. The peculiar circumstance that the Ethiopian element
consists exclusively or almost exclusivelv of fish i

fK
6 to/he fact that the particular families to which

!?u
fish belon£ Possess an extraordinarv vitality

and have very special powers of physiological adap-
tation to environment.

4. The absence or paucity of Ethiopian forms among the
invertebrates of the system is best explained by
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supposing that the outlet of the Lake of Tiberias

and possibly other parts of the system may at i

comparatively recent date have been temporarily

obstructed in such a way that their water became for

a period strongly saline, and that a large proportion

of the older fauna therefore perished, its place bein<.

taken, when the water again became fresh, by immi-

grants from the surrounding districts.

5. The Palaearctic element in the fauna is composite and

of comparatively recent origin, consisting mostly of

species that have made their way into the system

either from the north or from the east, but also

including a few species that appear to be of Nilotic

origin.

6. The northern and eastern Palaearctic animals, in cases

in which they had no powers of independent progres-

sion on land, probably reached the system through

floods or other occasional agencies.

7. The Nilotic species are mostly amphibious and may

have arrived on their own feet or wings. They

afford, however, an interesting instance of the

manner in which the Xile has separated the fresh-

water fauna of the Mediterranean basin into two

geographical sections.

8. This phenomenon is also illustrated in another direc-

tion by certain species that occur both in the Jordan

Valley and in North Africa, but are absent from

the Nilotic Delta ; and it is evident that the separa-

tion has been effected in two ways :—the assump-

tion by the Nile of its present course has separated

individuals living to the west from those living to

the east of the Delta, while the path afforded by it

has been utilized by vigorous species of Ethiopian

origin which have ousted their less vigorous endemi.

relatives.

IV. SOME OF THE. MORE RECENT AND MORI-

IMPORTANT WORKS ON THE AQUATIO

ANIMALS OF THE JORDAN SYSTEM.

GENERAL.

Annandale .. " Introduction to a Report on the Biology ot

the Lake of Tiberias,' Journ. As. Soc.

Bengal (n. s.) IN, pp. 17-23 (1913).

" The African Element in the Freshwatei

Fauna of British India," IX Congr

internal, de Zool. Monaco, pp. 579-588

(1914).

"
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I I have not seen this paper.
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l See this author for further references to the older literature on the
Mollusca of Palestine.
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Note.—The numeration of the articles below is continued
from p. 251 of the "Journal and Proceedings"
for 1915.

152. The Asvamedha Coins of Samudragupta.

I11 October, 1913, the United Provinces Government pre-
sented to the Lucknow Provincial Museum some gold coins of
Samudragupta found at Kaswara in the Ballia district. They
included a coin of the Asvamedha type which possessed a spe-
cial interest in that the obverse showed somewhat distinctly a con-
tinuation of the hitherto published legend found on such coins.
In March, 1914, I was fortunate in obtaining another specimen
of this type which gave practically the full obverse legend, and
I prepared a note on these two coins with a view to publication.
But the appearance of a note by Mr. Campbell l on the Ballia
coin and another later by Mr. J. Allan of the British Museum
publishing the full legend with an interpretation in the Numis-
matic Supplement No. XXIII, Vol. X, No. 6, 1914, pp. 255-6
issued in October, 1914, rendered it advisable to withhold my
paper. An interpretation of the legend was however given in
the Annual Report of the Lucknow Museum which appeared in
June, 191 4.*

In November, 1914, I obtained another good specimen of
the same type from a goldsmith of Etawah. Though the
obverse legend on it is not complete, yet the portion that exists
is clear and well preserved.

In this set of Samudragupta coins of the Asvamedha type
which have recently been noticed by Messrs. Campbell and
Allan or are being published now there are at least two distinct
varieties. Full particulars of Dr. Hoey's coins are not known
to me. But the specimens which I have obtained, i.e. one at
Lucknow and the other from Etawah, are certainly struck from
different dies. I publish both here, calling them A and B (A
weighs 115 grs. and B 117 grs. only).

The style of lettering they display is different—the difference
being more marked in the reverse legend. Pennons on the sacri-
ficial post of Yupa, the chowrie as well as the sacrificial spear
and the fillet are all differently cut. The beading on the reverse

1 J.A.S.B.. Vol. X, No. 5, 194, Numismatic Supplement No. XXII.
P- 174.

2 Annual Report on the working of the Lucknow Provincial Museum
*or the year ending 31st March, 1914, p. 3. There I read prithivim. I will
n°t, however, add any anusvara now, but make this word the first compo-
nent of the compound forming one epithet, viz. prithivi-vijitva
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is also dissimilar. On both of these coins the syllable following

the symbols for viji is clearly tva and not tya. According to

Mr. Allan this is the case on the majority of these coins. Now
the question is whether vijitva is really an impossible form or

whether there is any provision for it in Sanskrit Grammar ?

Ordinarily the formation of gerunds by the addition of the suffix

tva is not allowed if the verb is compounded with a preposition

or ends in a short vowel. We add tva to ji but tya to vi ji. It

does not appear very likely that a mistake should remain un-

detected or be allowed to recur in numerous specimens. I am
disposed to think that the form is quite possible and that

Panini allows it under his rule ^^ffiftsfc ^ijj^. 1 According to this

aphorism we can add the suffix kvanip and get the stem vijitvan

like prataritvan* When compounded with the word prithivi

it will form one epithet in prihtivi vijitva, meaning M the earth
or world conqueror.' ' There is no symbol for anusvara on pri-

thivi 9 and it is not at all necessarj* to read it with a nasal sound
or make it accusative singular. In the circumstances I think
the legend should read as follows :

Rajadhiraja (h) prithivivijitva

Divaiii jayatyahrtavajimedha (h)

"The king of kings, the world-conqueror and the performer
of the horse-sacrifice, wins heaven. ,g

Lucknow. HlRANAND ShASTRI.

•{#
,•<

'

\ i v$

»

\

* \

VA.

1 Ashtadhyayi III . 2. 76.
» Cf. Vamana; kas'ka. Ill, 2. 75.

refrain

suggesting an undersirable meaning, for it makes us think that the king
has departed to the next world. Perhaps the implication will be stronger
in the ease of Vijifyo.
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153. Billon issues of Sikandar Lodj.

The find of more than 5000 Lodi coins in the Hardoi district

throws some fresh light on perhaps the least interesting produc-
tions of the Pathan Sultans of DehlL

Thomas gives an inscription on the reverse terminating in

the words ^l** &j*&*l>. Rogers notes that certain coins in the

Punjab Museum bear the word cyia. ; but the Indian Mu-

seum Catalogue omits all mention of a mint.

It has now been established that the reading given by Tho-

mas is correct, but only up to a certain point. The mint occurs

not infrequently, but only on coins of a distinct type. These

are the natural successors of the Dehli issues of Bahlol. The
script is similar and apparently all these coins contain a much
smaller proportion of silver than the later issues of Sikandar

Lodi. The latter begin about 904 h. when not only does the

script change, assuming a peculiarly ugly and angular form, but

the coins are of a different size, being larger than the thick

small coins of the reign of Bahlol and the early years of Sikan-

dar. There is an intermediate period from 900 h. to 903 h.

when we find coins of a large size but of the old form of script,

quite different in general appearance, however, from the early

and the late issues.

The curious fact is this, that the professedly Dehli-minted

coins continue in a parallel series till 915 h. at least, the appear-

ance and shape remaining unchanged* The coarsely written

larger coins, which are obviously the basis of the Sikandari gaz,

to which Thomas refers, unquestionably have no mint name on

the reverse. Under the word &&L* I have found in several

instances a portion of the circular ring which marked the outside

edge of the die. The obverse had a square double border, with a

loop in the centre of each side. These are the coins which con-

tain a larger proportion of silver, as Thomas notes, and I am

disposed to regard them as a distinct issue to the Dehli series.

They do not occur before 901 h. and I offer the tentative

suggestion that they were not minted at Dehli at all, but at

Sikandar's newly founded capital of Agra, where the royal

palace was erected at least as early as 900 h.

Of the whole find only one coin is unusual. This is of 894h.

the first year of Sikandar, and on this the words ^** e^*u

come immediately under the name of Bahlol, the word oAi-

being placed in the same line as J>1#j

into a corner. This coin has been

Museum.

acquired

H. R. Nevill.

Etawah.
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154. A Silver Dirham of Bastham (Vastham) Sassanian
Ruler in KIiorasan in Persia.

In June last my friend Mr. Cawasjee Eduljee Kotwal, of
Bombay, stated to me that he had acquired along with some
Sassanian dirhams a dirham of Firoz Bastham which he attri-
buted to this king on having it compared with one figured as
No. 82, PI. VII, fig. 5, in Mr. Edward Thomas's " Sassanians in
Persia ", published in 1873.

On my informing Mr. Kotwal that his coin was unique as
regards the regnal year on it, he very kindly gave me permission
to publish the dirham. This coin of his resembles in nearly all

respects the coin figured by Mr. Thomas, except that the regnal
year is 10 written 1^1 instead of liiS = 3.

Dirhams of Bastham—seven in all—according to Dr. A. D.
Mordtmann, have been known of the following regnal years

:

2 Dirhams of the regnal year . . 2
1 Dirham
2 Dirhams
1 Dirham
1 Dirham

3? • . O

? > • • 4:

>» .

.

6

Total 7

It has been stated that Bastham—more properly termed
Vastham—ruled from a.d. 592-597. Now, by the help of Mr.
Cawasjee's coin, we can with certainty say that the reign must
have extended over a longer period than the six years hitherto
assignpH tr\ ifassigned to it.

Very little is known regarding the history of Bastham, as
he is not reckoned as one of the Sassanian monarchs. He was a
««« ui ^spaDea, and a maternal uncle of Khusrau II. Both
he and his brother Bindoe were instrumental in compassing the
death of Hormazd IV, their brother-in-law (sister's husband),
aild the fa.t.hAr rrf T?"k„ i.n« td_4.i i. r* * i~4-^AShusrau. Bastham was

ernor of Kei, and Kh
mg more powerful he revolted against Khusrau, and proclaimed
nimself independent King of Khorasan. He caused coins to be
struck m his own name. His object was to invade the capital
ot rersia but before he could do so, the vengeance of his nephew
lymsrau (on account of the murder of his father Hormazd IV),
pursued him, unrelentingly, and he was finally murdered.

Kastnam styles himself on his coins Firoz Vastham or Vas-

k^atT'J}}^ > the ^ctorious Vastham. Note also that

th«f • 11 (¥"ruiah
) ia on his coins called Kavat-e-Firozi,

" at is the victorious Kobad. The word Firozi is therefore a
title and not a nn.mP ™ +1 : * tt ,1 -„j rr *. TTcoins of Vastham
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(Shiruiah). On the other hand the name of the father of

Kobad I, and grandfather of Nushirwan the Great (Khusrau I),

was Firoz. He called himself on his coins Kadi Firozi, that is

King Firoz.

Description of Dirham.

Metal—silver. Date—Regnal year 10.

Weight—56 grains. Mint—RaD or RuD.
Diameter—1'25 inch.

«

Obverse.—Bust of king to right within a dotted circle with

a crown crenulated behind, a crescent with enclosed star in

front, and a star behind. Two stars appear in the field, and a

star with crescent on each shoulder. The king has a close

beard and lank hair. He wears a triple-drop earring and a

necklace of two strands. Outside the circle there appear four

marginal crescents, each with a triple device in its bosom.

Legend.—Ho left behind the back of the bust (reading from

inside, and from right to left) in Pahlavi characters

VOX) &!)j9) = increase and a monogram

To right in front of face reading from outside, in two lines

in Pahlavi characters

\LVOQJ

f^x^j ^^j ta> = Firozi Vastham, i.e. the victorious Vastham.

Reverse.—Wi thin

tacle)—by European writers commonly called a fire-altar—with

flames ascending in a conical form and at base two steps,

on either side guardian mobeds (Parsee priests) facing front,

and each holding in his two hands a long sword, point down-

wards. To right of flames a crescent, and to left a star. No
crescents appear outside the circle.

Legend.—To left (reading from inside, and from right to

left) in Pahlavi characters =

= Asra \Jk = 10, i e. the 10th regnal year.

To right reading from outside, Pahlavi characters

= Rod, or Rud.
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No mint monograms other than Rad or Rud have been
Vastham. We

Persia at or near Rad or Rud.
aces

The monogram Rud on coins of Vastham is applicable to

Khorasan
sway

history of Kh
N. Curzon, M.P. (now Lord Curzon) in his book entitled

"Persia," Vol. I, published in 1892 (page 180), says:

Khorasan has experienced a history of great and stormy
vicissitudes. Situated on the borders of Iran, it has
been the perpetual theatre of armed struggle, and a
favourite battle-ground of races. Its capital cities

have alternately excited by their dimensions the bewil-

dered admiration of Arab chroniclers, and have been
swept off the earth, as though by a tornado, by the
passions has
dence of great monarchs, and the nucleus of mighty
empires. At one time its name implied a dominion
that included Kharezm (Khiva) and Merv on the north,
that stretched to the Oxus and embraced Balkh, the
mother of cities, of which Herat was a central point,
and that extended beyond Kandahar. Later as limb
after limb was torn away, and independent sovereign-
ties were created out of the fragments, its boundaries
became more and more contracted, until the Kings of

Persia would sometimes have found it difficult to say
* *Khorasan *

The mint monograms have proved a great puzzle to stu-
dents of Sassanian numismatics, but thanks largely to the
labours of Dr. A. D. Mordtmann, Mr. Edward Thomas, and Mr.
J. de Moreran. Sftvp.m.l nf fho minfc ««« „*m u<± ;^^f,*G^

Bombay.

identified

Fram.tee Jamasjee Thanawalla.

/

/

i

/
*

*

ft 1

s

/

M

w J

%
< *
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155. A Rupee of 'Alam Shah, Sultan of Dehli.

Metal: Silver.

Size : 8 inches = 20 mm.
Weight : 175 grains.

(Is in a very good state of preservation).

Obverse

:

Reverse

:

j&'IUL &*l±. v>i<cjJ i j*°\ f^Sli er°) </

Provenance
Thomas says in the Chronicles (p. 338) :

" The ' Ala-ud-din

bin Mohammad of the historians, who is entitled ' Alam Shah

succeeded

Kin
This coin gives the full name as well as the title ol the

No other silver coin of this King seems to be known.

•Alam Shah was deposed by Bahlol Lodhi in 855 a.h.

Panna Lall.

156. A Rare Rupee of JahangTr.

Mint: Ajmer.

Metal: Silver.

Size : 75 inches = 19 mm.
Weight: 1725 grains.

Year: a.h. 1024.

Obverse

:

\*vf

J
gl£if£

>l

Jft^t*

to the left of

flowered field.
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Reverse

:

S)S.

f
XJ

*&*{>)

T

flowered field.

I J*

In a very good state of preservation.
Provenance: Mugh,alpur, District Muradabad, U.P.
This coin was struck at Ajmer, apparently to commemo-

rate the victory of Jahangir over the Rana Amara of Udai-
pur. It is well known that the ancestors of Jahangir had
been unable to reduce the Rana of Udaipur into complete sub-
mission. Jahangir resolved to make an effort. He says in. his
memoirs: ''Eighth year of my reign 1022 a.h., I determined
to move to Ajmer and send my fortunate son Khurram before
™~ and having fixed the moment of departure, I dismissed

with
and dagger, and beside his usual force added twelve thousand
horse under 'Azlm Khan, and presented to all the army suitable
gratification." The prince was entirely successful. '"Pleasing
mtelhgence arrived," says Jahangir, «' of the intention of Rana
Amra bingh to repair and make his obedience to me. My fortu-

Khurram
in diverse strongholds of the Rana's country which owing to
the malign influence of the air and water, its barrenness and
inaccessibility it was deemed impossible to bring under subjec-
tion. In 1024 the Rana Amra Singh sent his son Karan and
later his grandson Jagat to pay homage to the Emperor at
Ajmer. There were great rejoicings : and naturally the coins
commemorated the victorv.

Panna Lall.

157. Treasure-Trove Coins of
A find of 100 silver coins in

some importance. With the excer

the Bengal SultAns.

he Khulna district is of

ion of one common coin

find*ir«nfiaa7,— ;
u "'.,<MU[uaa snan ol Dehh the whole find con-

\l«hZ2 qI-J
* *hlearly Sul^ns of ^ngal, from Fakhru-d-din
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The hoard was probably buried soon after 817 h. or a.d. 1414.
There are none of the relatively common issues of either
Muhammad or Mahmud, and to judge from their appearance
the coins must have remained under ground, inmost unfavour-
able conditions, for a very long period. To clean them with-
out defacing them was a lengthy and troublesome task.

Although most of them are composed of relatively pure silver

they were affected in many cases by decomposed iron and
copper, while some were badly calcined. The most successful

results were obtained by a brief preliminary bath in weak
nitric acid, followed by an exposure to the action of dilute

hydrochloric acid and iron filings, with strong ammonia as a

final wash before polishing. The treatment was varied in

some cases. Caustic soda is a strong solvent of oxide of silver,

but it is most unpleasant to handle.

Many of the coins are extensively shroff-marked, a feature

that has been observed repeatedly in the case of Bengal coins,

and few have perfect margins. This is particularly unfor-

tunate, as in consequence it is impossible to determine the

mint or the date in the case of types hitherto unpublished.

It would, however, be unreasonable to expect to find perfect

specimens of all new coins. Some are in fairly good condition,

but it generally happens that the date or the place of mintage

is missing precisely in those instances where they are most

required.

The find includes, in addition to the coin of 'Alau-d-dln

Khilji, 1 of Fakhru-d-dln Mubarak Shah, 12 of Shamsu-d-

din Ilias, 31 of Sikandar bin Ilias, 42 of Ghiasu-d-dln Azam, 10

of Saifu-d-din Hamza and 3 of the usurper Shahabu-d-din

BayazTd.
All the coins of Ilias and Sikandar are of known types,

already represented in the Indian Museum. The cabinet gains

several new dates, which have been determined with tolerable

certainty, although it is a matter of no mean difficulty to

decide positively as to the date on imperfect margins, especially

in the case of Bengal coins where the script is often crude and

the rendering of Arabic numerals is occasionally wild. The

only rarity is a coin of Sikandar minted at Firozabad. This

is of type E in general appearance, but the mint town is desig-

nated aLo^Jl S*U1| a term which Thomas gives as the normal

appellation, but is not found on the specimens already in the

cabinet of the Museum.
The interest of the find increases when we come to the

coins of A'zam. One of the relatively common type B coins is

minted at Satgaon, the words yKU *y being quite distinct

;

thus providing the Museum with a specimen of the variety A

mentioned by Thomas. It is also noticeable as one of the

coins said to have been issued during the lifetime of his father,
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although I consider that there is some doubt as to the accepted
termination of the reign of Sikandar in 792 h. Four FIrozabad
coins of Sikandar are assigned by Thomas to dates later than
787 h., but the chroniclers are at variance and the dates given
by Thomas have in some instances been rejected as wrongly
read. That in some cases coins were issued posthumously is

certain. The find includes two specimens of the 812 h. issue

in the name of A'zam, noticed in the Journal of the Bengal
Asiatic Society in 1873. These were struck at FIrozabad, the
Capital, and apparently filled the gap between the death of

Hamza and the assumption of full regal honours by Bayazld.
More puzzling i£ a coin of A'zam, of the ordinary Firozabad

type, but with a characteristic script of its own. The date is

given in words and it is indubitably later than 800 h. The
unit is more like ^ii'? than anything else : but if so the date
is inexplicable.

There are two coins of Jannatabad (type E) and in addi-
tion there is a distinctive variant unfortunately without a
date. While the legend is unchanged the arrangement is

altered so as to allow space in the centre for the usual mono-
;ram which represents the word Islam. I know of no other
specimen.

In his paper of 1867 Thomas mentions as his type No. 2 a
subordinate class of coins following the devices of the Mu'azzam-
bad coins (type D of the Museum Catalogue) but struck
from less expanded dies and generally of very inferior exe-
cution. This class of coins, also assigned to the Mu'azzama-
bad mint, is quite distinct from the finely executed type G. of
the Catalogue, and occurs in two varieties. The larger and
better kind has the obverse legend enclosed within a well-cut
8 foil, while the smaller specimens have in its place a rudely
scalloped circle. These latter are debased both in character
and in metal. They are little if any superior to the worst issues
of Hamza and are probably posthumous, like the 812 h. coins
of the FIrozabad mint. The coins of this type, hitherto un-
represented in the Museum, are small and thick, so that margins
have almost disappeared, while the proportion of copper in
their composition is abnormally high.

One coin of this Sultan resembles No. 85 of the Museum
Catalogue though it is somewhat larger, the size being 1 12.
me legend on the circular obverse is the same, but on the
reverse, also circular, it reads:
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There is no sign of a date or in fact of any margin at all. The
legend is almost identical with that of the Firozabad issues

(type H) of Sikandar, but I can find no similar coins of his

son.

A variant of type A, No. 66 of the Catalogue, is undated.

It is almost certainly from Firozabad, but differs from No. 66

in the arrangement of the bottom line of the obverse, the word
c Shah following ' Ilias ' and not preceding * Sultan/ while the

square on the reverse is larger than in the coin quoted and

the margins are consequently cramped.

There remains one coin of A'zam which is unlike any other

type. It is small, the size being but -93, while there is no

margin and both obverse and reverse are circular. The obverse

is similar in arrangement to that of No. 65. The reverse con-

tains a long legend, the last portion of which I am unable to

decipher to my satisfaction. A tentative reading is :—

aJJi

J

AIT Ojr^

reading
and I am far

from assured of this-the coin is not only posthumous but

extremely unusual. The date too is blurred, and possibly _is

not a date at all ; but there can be no question that the

obverse legend is of no ordinary type.

The Indian Museum Catalogue deals with only two coins

of Saifu-d-dln Hamza, and both are of the same type. This

type is represented in the present find by a posthumous coin

of814 H.
P
identical with that in the Museum The remain.

nine are all different, and so far as I can

be^en published with the exception o the crudely executed issue

noted by Blochmann in Journal Asiatic Society, Bengal 1873,

page 259. This coin was then in the cabinet o the Society

but is not shown in the catalogue of the collection in the

MUS
TWs coarse and clumsy type is represented by three

>
speci-

minor variations. One resembles that illustrated by
with
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Blochmann, but bears the unusual date of 810 H. The second
differs only in having a double circle on the reverse, while in
the third the single circle is scalloped. The mint name does
not appear in any specimen, and the dates are written in very
attenuated and spidery lines on the margin. Possibly all these
coins belong to the interregnum that followed on the death of
Hamza and they cannot, owing to the inferiority of the work-
manship, be attributed to Firozabad. In execution they are
far worse than the Mu'azzamabad coins of this monarch, the
first, I believe, that have come to notice. These and the others
demand a detailed description.

(1) Size MO. Obverse, as in I.M.C. No. 87, in multifoil.
Reverse, in circular area, as in the coin mentioned.

Margin 3 ^±*\ &*, *b\ ^m pxliy\ ^i *£-J| ^A ^^j

(2) Size 1. Obverse, in multifoil

ojJ| . Ui*J|w*i j

*U y^ ^Abajfjjl

Reverse, in circular area, as in (1)

Margin
f£** ^15J(| ^i «LJ, **a

(3) Size 115. Obverse, in an eight-
Reverse. Circular area, no ma.i-crin

as
Circular area, no margin visible, in very

and large characters, as in (2).

(4) Size 1-16. Obverse, in square area

Margin. Names of the four companions
Reverse

, in circular area—

)
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Margin a»a tktjjj** , i^Ji 8^ ^y
(5) Size 1*07. Obverse, in a circle, as in (2).

Reverse 9 in circular area, as in (2) in small and very

sharply cut characters.

Margin £j^U* ^ £~3 *CJ| t'±* \->y&

The reading of the date is doubtful, and the place of mint-

age has entirely disappeared.

(6) Size 1-02. The reading of this coin is very puzzling,

the legend being most unusual. The following is merely tenta-

tive :

Obverse , in a circle

*U *^ ^Jl j

N.B—The first two lines and the first word of the third

are conjectural.

Reverse, in a circle

aid

ertXX?

If this is correct—and it is difficult to read anything else

this arrogation of titles by the feeble Hamza is amazing. The

words in the third line are very clear. The coin is in moderate

condition, but as ill luck would have it the unusual words are

somewhat blurred. I should be glad of other suggestions.

There remain three coins of Bayazid I All are minus

margins, which is unfortunate as all are unpublished. Iwo ot

them are of the same type with minor variations in the arrange-

ment of the letters.

(1) and (2) Size 1 14.

Obverse, in a circle

5Uj

#*
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Reverse. In an enclosure formed by six inverted arcs

Traces of margin.

(3) Size 1*12. Obverse, in a circle

it *a5Uj

.,lU- »u
li»

Reverse, circular area

j 1*1 wilt ^

Margin ^ a£J| j£a i_.^

The find is both valuable and disappointing, but at least

it shows that much remains yet to be discovered regarding the
coinage of a very obscure period in the history of Bengal.

JStawah, U.P. H. R. Nevill.

158. A New Copper Coin of JaunpCr.

The smaller copper issues of the Sharqi Sultans of Jaunpur
are to be found without difficulty in almost all parts of the
United Provinces. I discovered not long ago in the Etawah
bazar a coin of this series which, as far a3 I am aware, is of an

i.

jjot Qnjy
.

g .^ ^ ^lend Q £^ iarger copper pat-unknown
tern, with the name of the king in a circular area on the obverse,
with the common small copper of Ibrahim Shah, but it has the
peculiarity of displaying on the margin the full title of the
ruler. Even

in of

sovereigns
as
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M. S. 6. Wt. 66.

Obverse. Circular area

gL**» >

Margin—JJM #l ^aJt ^ l*M^
Reverse, in a circle

gU -^t^>t ^

C5
ilklWC

Etawah.

A^P

H. R. Nevill.

159. A Rare Coin of Shah Alam II.

Mint : Bisaull.

Metal : Silver.

Size: 825 inches = 21 mm.
Weight : 170 gr.

Year R Y. 14.

Provenance : Kanth (Dist. Muradabad), U.P

Obverse

I C £t*W si\

d* u^a ^K I JLai <Xjt

>>
££ ciA y d)
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Reverse

u*yk
X+Xs£

« •

Bisaull is a town in the Budaun district of the United
Provinces. The earliest historical mention of the town is in

Ferishta from which the following extract has kindly been
sent to me by Mr. H. Nelson Wright :

" The King (Firoz) III)

appointed one Malik Daud ... to remain at Sambhal with

orders to invade the country of Katehr every year . . . and not

to allow it to be inhabited until the murderer was given up.

The King himself also, under pretence of hunting, marched
annually in that direction until the year 787 to see that his

orders were fulfilled ... In the above mentioned year he

built an exceedingly strong fortress at Bisauli, 7 kos from
Budaun, and called it Firozpur. But the common people, jocose

amid all the oppression they had suffered, called it Akhrinpur
(the last city) ; and in truth it happened as they predicted, for

the grace of God did not suffer him to construct any more
forts or to lay the foundations of new cities and^ towns, and
consequently the fortress continued to be called Akhrfnpur

"

(Tartkh-i-Ferishta E.D. VI. 299). In 1748 when the Rohillas

usurped this part of the country, Bisaull was placed in charge
of Dunde Khan, who built there several houses, a mosque,
an imambara, and a serai, and lived there till his death in

a.d. 1770. The only known coin of Bisauli is a rupee of

Shah Alam II, of this period. It is mentioned in White King's
Sale Catalogue, the date being a.h. 1J82 = a d. 1768. It was
probably coined by Dunde Khan. After his death his sons

divided the estate, and the country was in a state of anarchy
owing to the invasion of the Marathas. They came in 1771,

and retired only on receiving the famous bond for forty

lakhs executed by the Rohilla leader Hafiz Rahmat and
countersigned by Sir Robert Baker. The Rohillas were
however unable to pay this sum and the Marathas consequent-
ly re-appeared on the banks of the Ganges in 1772. Hearing
this news Hafiz Rahmat marched to Bisaull and thence to

Asadpur. Reinforcements also arrived from the Nawab Vazir
of Oudh and English under Col. Champion, and the Marathas
were driven back. The coin now published is dated R. Y.

14 = a.h. 1786-7 = a.d. 1772-3, and therefore belongs to this

time. It was struck very probably by Hafiz Rahmat during
his stay at Bisauli. No other coins' of this mint are known.

Panna Lall.
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160. A Rake Coin of Akbar.

/*

p*

Mint : Anhirwala Pattan.

Metal : Silver.

Size : 1 inch =

Weight: 178 gr.

Dat

25 mm.

e 984.

Provenance: Muradabad, U.P.

Obverse and reverse are of the usual Ahmadabad square

area type.

Margins : right •&fC

bottom cr^J ^bj^ jT*^
An identical coin has been fully described by Col. Vost in

N S XI I publish this only because that specimen was too

imperfect to give a correct reading. The v in the right margin

,

and the words *& )* in the bottom margin were missing.

Hence Col. Vost took the I of itJJf̂

thus called the mint Nahrwala. i

founded bv Ban Raj about a.d. 74.

philological rule the " 1" was corrupted to r

to

V of <->j>*

Anhalioa

He

Accordi >-^

J i and the '

' r
5 5

"1" living us Anharwala.
Panna Lall.

161. An Unpublished Coin of Akbar.

18 mm. square

Mint: Surat.

Metal : Silver.

Size : '7 inches =
Weight : 160 gr.

Date : Aban : 38 Ilahi.

Provenance : Ahgarh, U.F.
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Obverse

aljf

J ?l

*UU JU

Reverse

Flowered field.

Flowered field.

Suraton the Gulf of Cambay was one of the principal
mint towns of the Mughal Emperors after Jahanglr. The
present fort was built in a.h. 947 by a slave of Sultan Mahmud
of Gujarat in order to resist the attack of Europeans, but the
city had become a place of considerable importance by the
first quarter of the sixteenth century. In a.h. 980 it was
besieged and taken by Akbar, and
Akbar's Ilahi type with the mint spelt

i rupee is known of

r >jy*> (Lahore Museum),
but the attribution of this coin to the Surat Mint is not free
from doubt." H. Nelson Wright, Indian Museum Cat., Vol. 3,

The coin here described is in a good state of
preservation and the name of the mint is properly spelt, The
date 38 Ilahi would correspond to a.h. 1001. No other coins

p. lxxvii.

of Akbar of this mint are known.
Panna Lall.

162. A Silver Coin of Akmad I of Gujarat.
In a short paper contributed ten yearsin a snore paper contributed ten years ago to the

Numismatic Supplement (No. VI) I described five specimens
of what I ventured to call " genealogical ' coins of the Gujarat
baltanat. That name seemed appropriate inasmuch as each
one of the five bore the pedigree of the reigning Sultan traced
back to Muzaffar SJiah, the founder of the dynasty- These
corns are extremely rare Here in Ahmadabad I have been
tavourably situated for the discoverv of any of this type, yet
not once in the course of twenty-four "years have I lit upon a
single specimen. Recently, however, Mr. C. J. Brown of
i^ucknow obtained one from a Lahor dealer, and, as a Malwa
coin was associated with it, not improbably both were origin-
ally brought from Gujarat. The "genealogical" coin
iwr. .Brown has been so kind as to present to me, and I have
now much pleasure in publishing a description of it. One
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very similar has long been in the Cabinet of the Bombay
Asiatic Society, but its margins are wholly illegible, whereas
this newly discovered specimen is in excellent condition, with

almost every letter of its legends perfectly distinct.

Here are the coin's elements:
Metal : JR..

Weight : 173 grains.

Diameter : 1 inch.

Ruler : Ahmad Shah.
Date : a.h. 835.

Mint : not recorded.

Obverse In square.

^SU« i.fj &U» t>*2*|Wi

JAla" e* $l*i

+*

Margin, upper

left

:

<U"»t5*

5 >

9i

J

lower :

right

:

Reverse

-> u

JaHrf

The margins, it will be noted, bear the year of issue in

Arabic words.
=Ju ..,1*5

i . . /.

* CJ
l*J ^ CL 3 U

or 5 + 30 + 800 (

Nearly

a.h. 835, corresponding to a.d. 1431-32).

give

their date in figures, but besides the specimen now described a

few others are known that record the year in words these not
_ — m «1 __*».*. , . £ 4- I « i .-* /si Ann -i rtflll t\Ct

Persian but Arabic. Most

during the decade a.h. 870-880

ssued

Mr. Master in a recent letter

informs me he has specimens dated 872. 874,877,878,879

and 87x.

Ahmad Shah's father, we note, is styled on this coin

Muhammad Shah,
these were their regnal names.

sovereign

and his grandfather Muzaffar and

Before their assumption,

the paramount Dehli Sultans, they were known the father as

™-.- ••»-* _i a.. ««rl* rt fliflr Qo r/\ii\r Rhfln.Khan
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In the absence of any mint-name, one may, I fancy,

mintsafely assign these so distinctively

Ahmadabad, the capital of the Sultanat, and a city specially

dear to Ahmad Shah, since founded by himself and called by

his own name.

Ahmadabad.
Geo. P. Taylor.

fmiw
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163. A New Muhar of JahangIr

Mint : Akbarnagar.
Metal: Gold.

Weight: 170 grs.

Size: '65 inches.

Obverse.

JUv

»U> ,*£>

U
-t^

Flowered field.

Reverse

i xU

th r-

Flowered field

Mughals
silver, but of gold coins only a few are known. This muhar
fills up an existing gap between Akbar and Shahjaha n.

Jaoat Prasad.

164. A New Muhar of Aurangzeb.
Mint : Bareli.

Year: a.h. 1113, R. 4 (5).
Weight: 169 grs.

Size: -85 inches.
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Obverse.
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Reverse.
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The mint name has not come out complete on the coin,

but it is clearly identifiable as Bareli. The Hijri year is dear,

but the unit of the regnal year is missing, the dot to the right

of 4 apparently belonging to the & of ****

No gold "coin of Aurangzeb from this mint has been

published. , _
Jagat Prasad.

165. A New Muhar of Taimur Shah Durrani

Mint : Bhakkar.
Metal : Gold.

Weight : 167 grs.

Size: *8 inches.

Obverse.

j.*
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Reverse.
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Legend.

»u _, ± )̂y± \ tj* y U *
;

? JC
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The revolution (of the heavens) brings gold and silver

from the sun and the moon that it may engrave on its face the
impression of the coin of Taimur Shah*

The legend is the same that appears on the silver coins of

Taimur Shah. The year is coupled, according to the Durrani
practice, with the Mughal formula for the regnal year.
Shah ruled from a.h. 1187 to 1207.

Taimur

No gold coin has
described either by Mr. Longworth Dawes in his '

' Coins of the
" (Num. Chron. 1888), or by Mr. Rodgers in hisDurrani s , /y „ ^J

Whitehead
in his Note on coins in the Bahawalpur Toshak khana (N. S.
No. XI).

Jagat Prasad.



NOVEMBER, 1915.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 3rd November, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Col Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., C.I.E., M.D., B.S.,

F.R.C.P., F.R C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S. , President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Syed Abdulla-ul-Musawy, Dr. P. J. Bruhl, Dr. B. L.

Chaudhuri, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. H. G. Graves, Major E. D.

W. Greig, Mr. S. W. Kemp, Mr. W. H. Phelps, Dr. D. B.

JSpooner, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitors:—Major H. M. Cowie, R.E., Mrs. Fermor. Major

C. P. Gunter, R.E., Mr. G. Findlay Shirras, Mrs. Spooner.

The minutes of the September meeting were read and

confirmed.

Sixty presentations were announced.

Watt

expressed a desire to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Mr. AC.

Rigo-de-Righie and Mr. St. John Stephen, Bar.-at-Law.

The General Secretary also reported that the name of Fr. J

.

Hoffmann, S.J.. had been removed from the list of Associate

Members at his own request, owing to his leaving India.

The General Secretary also reported that the following

-entlemen had been elected Ordinary Members during the recess

in accordance with Rule 7 :

Mr. Atul Cliandra Chatterjee, I.C.S., Mr. William Heath

Phelps, Mr. R. S. Kanshale, Kaviraj Jamini Bhusan Ray, M.A.,

\LB.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary

Member in accordance with Rule 5

:

Mr. B. M. Atraya, Merchant and Publishers' representa-

tive, 9, Tamarind Lane, Fort, Bombay Proposed by Mahama

hopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by the Hon. Justice

Sir Asutosh Mukerjee, Kt.

The President announced that Pandit Jainacharya Shri

Vijaya-Dharmsurishwarji had been recommended by the Coun-

cil for election as an Associate Member at the next meeting.
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Sastra Visharada Jainacharya Vijaya Dharmsurishwarji is

a scholar of great distinction. He is the foremost of the Jaina

monks of the Setambara Sect and occupies a unique position

in his community. As Principal of the Jaina Yaso Vijaya

Pathsala at Benares, and as Editor of the Yaso Vijaya Jaina

Text Series, Vijaya Dharmsurishwarji has rendered great

service to the cause of Jaina education in India. He has edited

Hemchandra's Yago Sastra in our Bibliotheca Indica Series,

and has contributed a learned article to our Journal.

The following papers were read :

1. The Invention of Fire.—By H. G. Graves.

2. Demon-Cultus in Mundari Children's Games.—By Sarat

Chandra Mitra. Gommunicatedby the Anthropological Secretary.

The President announced that there would be no meeting

of the Medical Section during the month.



DECEMBER, 1915.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st December, 1915, at 9-15 p.m.

LlBUT.-COLONEL SlR LEONARD ROGERS, Kt., CLE. , M.D-

,

B.S., F.R.C.P.. F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President, in th

chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Rai Mon-

mohan Chakravarti, Bahadur, Babu Nilmani Chakravarti, Dr.

B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. T. P. Ghose, Mr. H. G. Graves, Dr.

F. H. Gravely, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Babu Ramesh Chandra

Majumdar, Syed Abdullah-ul-Musawy, Maulavi Mahomed Kazim

Shirazi, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitors:—Mr. N. Gupta and Mr. H. C. Maitland.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-seven presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr Alex. W. Daven-

port and Babu S. C. Banerjee had expressed a desire to with-

draw from the Society.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Associate

member:

Pandit Jainacharya Shri Vijaya Dharma Suri.

The Joint Philological Secretary exhibited a copy of the

Haraha Inscription sent by Raja Prithvipal Singh.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji exhibited a new type of copper

coinage of Chahadadeva and Anangapala.

The following papers were read :

1. »/

By H. D. Graves Law.

2. 1

i MSS
By Khan Sahib Mattlvi Abdul Muqtadir. Communicated by

Philological

These two papers will be published in a subsequent number

of the Journal.

3. The Elephant Statues of Delhi and Agra—By Rev.

H. Hosten, S.J.

This paper lias been returned to the author.
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4. Taxila as the seat of learning in the Pali Literature.

By Bimala Charan Law.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

The President announced that the next Adjourned Meeting
of the Medical Section would be held on Wednesday, the 8th
December, 1915, at 9-30 p.m.

—

o

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the
8th December, 1915, at 9-30 p.m.

LlEUT.-COLONEL SlR LEONARD ROGERS, Kt. , CLE.,
M.D., B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., President,
in the chair.

The following members were present :

Dr. Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Major E. D. W. Greig,
I. M.S., Dr. Birendra Nath Ghosh, Dr. Harinath Ghosh, Dr.
W. C. Hossack.

Visitors :—Dr. K. D. Banerjee, Dr. Prabodh Kumar Baner-
jee, Dr. B. M. Chakravarti, Dr. Akhoy Kumar Chatterjee, Dr.
Sarat Kumar Das, Dr. Sarat Kumar Dutt, Dr. G. N. Ghose,
Dr. J. N. Ghose, Dr. Cecil Webb Johnn, Dr. John N. List, Dr.
M. N. Manna, Dr. Satya Saran Mitra, Dn Suresh Chandra Sen,
Dr. Girija Bhusan Sarker, Lt.-Col. H. E.
Col. Swinton, I.M.S.

Winter

The minutes of the April meeting were read and con-
firmed :

—

Lieut-Colonel Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D., B.S.,
F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., I.M.S., read a paper entitled
" The further reduction of the mortality of Cholera to 11 per
cent by the addition of Atropine hypodermically to the hyper-
tonic and treatment

; with an addendum summarizing the main
points in the present system of treatment."

Rai Harinath Ghose Bahadur, M.D., exhibited a case and
read a paper "The speedy recovery of a case of Kalaa Zar by
intravenous injection of Sodium Antimony Tartrate with
Sodium Cinnamate and Berberine Hydrochlor."

Dr. Upendra Nath Brahmachari, M.A., M.D., described his
experiences with Plimmer's salt.

-


